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Reflections ofa Working Translator

CYRIL BIRCH

I am deeply grateful for the' honor of this invitation to addr~ the confer
ence today, but what really excites me is that an event such as this confer
ence can occur at aU. I believe 'it is a 'genuine milestone in a progress to
which many of us here have dedicated our workii:tg lives, the bringing of the
great gift ofChincse literature within the reach ofthoseopcoples of the world
who do not have the good fortune of knowing the Chinese language. At this
opening stage of our proceedings I would like, on behalf of all here" to con
gratulate and thank the initiators and organizers of the conference and to
express our appreciation for the very generous support of the Council for
Cultural Planning and Development. the Chiang Ching-tUG Foundation,
and the,National Taiwan University.
UPon reaching a milestone. it is natural to look back at the way one bas
come. So I would ask you to indulge me if I take you back for a moment to
my own situation as a recent graduate in Chinese studies, London circa
1950, the midpoint of this bustling century. No doubt it was a very salutary
experience, for me to be able to fin~ so litde satisfaction from the. Englisb
translations of Chinese literat1,lrt in 'existence-let alone in print-at that
date. I am not suggesting that I read at that time every English translation
that had ever been made; but a reader with enough Sit.t:jI4isck, a sufficicndy
well-padded seat, probably could have done so and still ha:ve obtained only
the sketchi~t idea of the breadth and sweep of Chinese literature. Yes, in
This auY wu delivered u the .keyuote addrcu at the International Conference 011, Trans

lation of Chinese Literature, Taipei, November 1990. '
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May see me raised to ripen as fairy peach.

I suppose this is understandable as it is, but footnotes Would make it a little
less cryptic. I chose instead to build the minimum information required into
my ~nglish text, as follows:
o mother gentle as lily,
father as cedar strong,
though the faery peach comes only
after thirty <;enturies to fruit
and' even so I your child
was hom of your evening years
yet with careful guarding
may you see me brought to ripeness.

theY

Zhu xuanhua chunshu
Suize shi zi sheng chimu
shoudejian zhe pantao shu.

iIl.1E...
.JlU~T~Il.

GTft..I.• •t!lliJ!\
We might translate these lines more or less word for word:

TrfJIUlal«'
Wish that my and cedar
Though ehild bom late in evening

retrospect I suppose it was good for my soul to be forced to actually read
things in the original because the translations either didn't exist' or were
basically' unreadable: The case was surely the same or worse with other
Ianguagel\ of Europe-with practically every language, in fact, except for
the special C!JSe ofJapanese.
Of course there were delights among the translatiQns. that had been
made. I wish it were possible for me here to pay tribute to the many worthy
pio.neers-to Julien for French, Bernhard ~arlgren for Swedish, Jaroslav
Prosek for Czech-but let me limit myself to the English translators. Of
them, from the greatjames.Legge on down, I shall make brief mention only
ofGil~ and Waley. Herbert GileS, a Cambridge professor at the tum of the
cen~ry. wrote what I i.magine must have·beeJi the first history of Chinese
'literature in any language (including Chinese), produced handsome
Edwardian verses from Tang and other origiJla1s; and rendered Chinese
prose in an English style that carried one along in a sort of airy canter. He
abo had a rather idiosyncratic way With a' footnote. I remember laughiJlg
out loud in the hush of a college library when I was looking through some
tranalations from old tales-I think it was probably Giles's. Strangll SWriu
.from 4 ChiTu.SII Studio, his Liaozhai selections. The channa of a fair maiden
'were being catalogued in conventional fashion, and when the text arrived at
the slenderness of her tapering fingers, the .usual "onion-shoot" simile was
used. At this point the tianslator-as I say. I think it mwit have been
Giles-supplied a footnote. I don't have the book at ha.nd, but approxi
mately it read: "Onion-shoots: when sauteed lightly with a little ginger,
these
esteemed a particular deliCacy by the Chinese." Now, I'm aU for
adding local.color. One great virtue of footnotes is that
can help bring
to the outsider sOme; of the cultural advantages enjoyed by the native read
er. Bur Giles is.far from the only translator who has included wildly incon
gruous or. iITelevant material in footnotes.
One way, incidentally, 'to keep' footnotes' to a minimum and thereby
reduce the irritation they inevitably cause is to incorporate explanatory
information in the t~t itsel£ Let me give a simple' instance: When Du
~niang,in scene 3 of MJUlanting, first greets her parents, she has the follow
ing lines, among others, in her aria:

are

WtIT~

y

I have made eight lines here out of three, ~nd perhaps this is unforgivable,
especially with a text as long as Mudanting is to begin with; but. I wanted a
version ofLini8.ng's lines that w~uld retain the arboreal imagery and still be
intelligible, without. distracting the reader into sifting through yet another"
mass of little numbers at the bottom of the page.
But to return to Herbert Giles. People, it appeared, certainly read him for
pleasure, because it was with Giles that my own model and mentor, Arthur
Wafey, had US compete when he first began to publish. The duel between
the two of them over the qUdtion of rhymed iambics versus free verse and
sprung rhythms in English versions of Chinese poems caught the interest of
literary circles'of the twenties and d.id more than anything else to put Chi
nese poetry on the English literary map.
Should we use rhyme when we translate? Always? Sometimes? Never? To
pick.away for a minute at this k;not I would like to:t:eVert again to my usual
p?,:ctice as a teaCher of literature and use a specific example. MY'intention
is ,to illustrate two corivictions of mine that conflict with each other: first,
tha~ Cbinese.~ins ~at rhyme should be translated into English verse that
rhymes, whenever this is possible; and second, that Arthur Walty was a
giant figure in our past even though he set his face againSt the use of rhyme
in translation and sternly criticize(\ the kind of thing Giles had been pro
ducing. WaIey, after all, came along af:a time when most young poets were
experimentirig with rhymeless verse after Whitman, sprung rhythms after
Gerard Manley' Hopkins, and so on, and so it is hardly surprising that he
d~eloped his particular kind of line, which has had such a universal impact
9n the practice of subsequent translators into English. And yet if a transla·
tor is working from a rhymed original in French, German, or most other
languages, it is most unlikely that the resulting English version will not be
rhymed.
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cal pattern -of the original but only in a generic, not a precise. sense. It goes
without' saying that a quatrain, jrujll, or an eight-line lusk; woulq be de
stroyed if one played around with the number of lines like this. It would be
like translating a sonnet by Michelangelo jnto seventeen or twenty-three
English lines-no one would ~ of doing 'such a thing. But when transla
tors have to tackle a lengthy and semantically packed line of a ci. or worse
still a fU, they will almost cenain1y have to consider departing from the
attempt to represent the metrical form of the original quite so slavishly.
In the end it ia a different magic from Li Yu's that one d~ves 'from
Waley's poem. and perhaps from the difficulty of the decisions Waley had
to make here one can see how he developed his distrust of rhyme. I have
belabored this one lyric long enough-but· it seems to me to be only
through intensive consideration of this kind of text that one can think
through some of the pr9blems involved in the audacious, presumptuous,
and ultimately humbling bi.J.siness of ti-a.nslati.l)g from Chinese into English.
As I have been suggesting, way back in 1950 we could afford to quibble
at this kind of length about the intricacies of translation simply because we
had 80 G!w modds before us. Forty yean later. we have, praise be, a very
different situation. One caD teach a college-level literature-in-translation
course nowadays wit;h a fairly resPectable reading liat. Anthologies of poetry
no longer come' in slim volumes with wide margins and a terminal point
somewhere iIi the Tang dynasty. It is' poaible for the ,reader of English to
gain familiarity with,a fair'sampling of the oeuvre ofa number of individual
poets, especially of the Tang and Song dynasties. The level of readability is
often high arid the quality and quantity of ~notation impressive; transla
tors no longer confine themselves to th~ more colloquial lyrics, free from
allusions and self-explanatory in EngHsh.
In the area of nction, every one of the
great classical novels, the Sida
gis,hu plus Htmgloummg and Rulill wais!d, ia now or soon will be accessible in a
respectable-sometim~ a brilliant-translation, and of course the number
of 'traditional novds well worth reading and available in English versions is
by-;.ilo means limited to Six.. 'rhere are readable tl'anslations of playS of vari
ous 'generic types. r...,.caju have received the most attention, as ia only
proper when we reflect that it is now two and a half centuries since William
Hatchett published TIu Chi/nu, Orphan.: IJ Historical Trag«b ••. , lnlersjwrs'd
with Songs, after • C/Unm MIJtrMr,i his version of ,zluuJ.slli gut retranslated
from the French of Father Premare. By- this time we have English versions
of perhaps some thirty ttiju altogether, though the quality of translation
varies rather violently. This again ia understandable. since 'Chinese dra·
matic £Onus are hospitable to the widest imaginable ra,nge of language levels,
from classical-style lyric through parallel prose down to' dialect slang and
gutter invective. Perhaps this might explain why after all this time there is
still no single volume on' the market of representative .caju plays, translated
in full into id~omatic English.

The example that shows both that Chinese verse can be translated into
rhyming English with superb,success and that, paradoxically, Waley could
do this birnsclf if he wanted to. is his version of the famous "Wang Jiang
nan" ci by Li Houzhu:
DUoshao hen.
Zuoye menghun zhong
Hai si jiushi you Shangyuan:
Che ru liushui rna ru long,
Hila yue ;meng chunfeng.
~ptrl

1I'F~.;t"f:l

ilil:l__ itl:'JQ

*jUil*_1IPB
lEJ!:iE."
Waley's version:
Immeasurable pain!
My dreaming soullait night was king again.
As in past days
I wandered ~ugh the Palace ofDelight,
And in my dream
Down grassy garden ways
Glided my chariot, smoother than a Bummer stream;
There was moonlight,
The trees were blossoming,
And a faint wind softened the air of night,
For it was spring.,

.rx

1 have seldom read an _English translation of a Chinese poem that had this
kind of verbal magic about it. Unfortunately the translation ia obviously far
from perfect; indeed, some ofWaley's decisions here seem headed for dis~
ter. Why no dragons? The dragons are absolutely central both to the royal
persona and to the dreamlike setting of the original. And where do the
gra.ssy garden ways come from? K~gton Palace, surely, ,rather than any
Chinese royal park. In fact. it is tempting to speculate that the word grflSS.'J
iS'in the poem' because the graph yuan in SIumDUllll. Li Yu's ,third line,' ia
topped with a grass, radical, ClIDdIou- perhaps even Wa1ey was not quite
inunune from ,the visual semantics bug that Fenollosa brought in to bite
Pound. Florence Ayscough, and others. Bllt looking at how the pluses of
Waley's translation outweigh the minuses, how -grateful we should be that
the atmosphere of Li Yu's last line is so perfectly captured in the English,
even though it took daring ~ well as great skill to expand five syllables
into four whole lines of English, lines whose uneven length recallS the metri
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~. I shall have. a little more to say later about the long

Ming elnumgi plays,
surveying what has been done already we may note that several of
the best-known plays are now available in English. The only other dramatic
pure that· has been translated in more than specimen form is Peking opera,
and here again we have available a handful of the minority of these plays
that are in faet readable as literary and not just as theatrical pieces.
You will have noticed, I'm sure" that I am using a higbly Westernized
definition of what sort of writing counts as literature. It would take me too
far afield to argue'the case here for historical, pJUlosopbical, or other texts,
but let me siQlply comment that, again. a fair sampling is possible in Eng
lish of the more "literary" of such works, the Shiji, the Mencius, and so on,
and I suppose the number of English-language versions of the lAod must
bave passed two hundred long ago.
A 'really startling boom has been under way fot some time 'n~ in the
area' of contempOrary writing. Two obvious reasons for this are the rise in
quality of the writing i~ in Taiwan since ,the sixties and on the mainland
in the post-Mao years, and the exponential growth in the number of British
JDd American students of.modern Chinese. A considerable pool. of qualified
language experts is now a reality, with the x:esult that the sorts' of works that
used to be translated by travelers and journalists are now' being tackled
by well-trained professional schol~. Surely the younger Chinese writers of
today, whether publishing in Taiwan or on' the mainland, are ,accessible'
to the Anglophone reader to a degree undreamed of' by any preceding
generation.. Without question, ficti9n writers have fared better than poets or
dramatists .in' this regard and important and exciting pieces in all genres
wait still to be discovered, but it is truly heartening to see Chinese writers
on the way to crashing the language barrier and taking their place on the
world literary scene as Japanese and Latin American writers did in the
sixties~ .
The speed and breadth of this expansion of. the field of translation, wel..
come as it is, naturally give rise to concern about a corresponding improve
ment in quality. For if there is One 'fundamental truism about the transla..
:tion of literary works, it is that a bad translation is much .worse than no
translation at all. I'm sure many here have known the frustration of having
a non-Chinese-reading friend comment in lukewarm fashion on a favorite
piece thafthe friend has read in a fiat, wooden English version. One wants
to cry: ''But if only you could. read the original! 'Ibis really isn't what Chi' .
nese poetry is like!"
In this regard I should like to' use this .platform, ~hich really is what
Teddy Roosevelt would have called a bully pulpit, to put forward a plea
and a prayer. The plea is for help in the elucidation of literary texts 'from
scholars ,across the entire field of hu~tic studies. and the prayer is that
future translators from Chinese will be blessed not just with linguistic skill
but with a passion for literature.

but in
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First, the plea for help. The most immediate form of assistance that I
have in mind is· a very obvious one, the reprinting of reliable texts and the
provision of copious annotation. And here I can speak with true feeling"
because I have been the beneficiary of aid of this kind. I launched out on a
Complete tranSlation of Mudanting (The Peony Pavilion) realizing that I was
probably doing a very foolhardy thing. and in the face of certain passages I
suppose I came dose to despairing of ever finishing the task. But I could
never have begun if it bad not been for the appearance in the late fifties of a.
generously annotated edition of a reliably complete text of the play.
Over and .above the immediate help of annotated cribs, translators de
pend on scholarship from many sides. First-rate critics help them select their
material;· historians of literature help them place it in perspective. Com
paratists who make analogy studies between totally unrelated literary tradi
tions make possible a stronger sense ,of genre, and if translators have these
studies, then. the required tone will come much more na~rally to them,
whether it be the distinctive tone of satire, polemic, lyrical reminiscence,
comic romance or heroic tragedy, naturalist fiction, or fairytale.
.
FI'Qm other fields of schola.:rsb:ip, the work of historians in general helps
transiators develop the necessary depth of understanding of the cultural
context, the work of linguists can refine their appreciation of the kind of
choices of diction that· were available to the original author"":"style, in any
language, being a matter of choices made between alternative intelligibil
ities. Reference aids of all kinds are indispensable-the Zlwngwen da i;iJian
alone has made posSible a quantum leap in our ability to'Cope with obscuri
ties. And yet no form of aid is more absolutely preciouS to us than the work
ofannotation, by means of which the imiocent outsider can avoid the night
marish traps of ignoring allusions, translating proper names, and, all the
other horrors that bring'cold panic to. the translators sweating brow.
So much for the plea; now f~r the prayer. It is that translation be under
taken by men.and women with a genuin~ passion for literature, people who
read texts for fun 'and neit just because they get paid to teach them. I don't
want to sou1].d cynical, but I suspect all of us have come across colleagues as
well as students who set up as translators but whose true interests may be
historical, linguistic, in fact anything but literary, who in fact would find it
hard to. recall the last work of im&g1nativeliterature they actually read for
pleasure. And I'm not speaking just\of Chi:D.ese literature. A good translator
should be able to command a considerable range of English styles, chatty, '
stately, vulgar, pompous, nervous; virile, lyrical, ascetic, sentimental; what
ever. And the only way I can think of to develop this kind of range is to
read, as a matter .of love and babit, both the c1assi<;s of the past and the
inventors of the new English styles of today.
Abo~e all, an obvious prerequisite ofgood translation is to be in love with
the text one is translating. That is why I have always deeply appreciated
the freedom of ~oice that is accorded a Free World academic. If I were
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translating for a government bureau, or for money to pay the rent; or as
part of ~me kind of master plan devised by someone else, I don't believe I
could infuse into my work the sense of relish for the original that I hope it at
least sometimes conveys. For trus reason, the old expression u a littlt; of what
you Taney does you good'· aptly describes my first principle of translation.
What I mean by this is that if I. try to translate only. things that hold a
special attraction for me, then the chances are that my translations will
repay to other readers some of the debt of pleasure I've owed to the original
creators. Also, because. the saying calls for only a little of what you fancy, I
.have. tried to make it a rule not to go- on .working at the actual puttiilg into
,English (though I might continue some of the donkey work of dictionary
thumping and allusion chasing) after I've begun ,to feel tired or bored.
Compiling an anthology of translations from Chinese ~terature was for
me an unalloyed delight, ~ce I could choose all the jJ1icy texts to translate
myself and use the work of other translators to represent pieces which I
thought should be in a representative anthol~gy butwhich didn't excite my
own particular tastes-:-things like prose essays of a philosophical bent, for
example. And when I speak.of"unalloyed delight," I am thinking also of
the fact that I could do things like take from a particular poet those pieces
that I thought I understood and ignore others. however worthy. that would
need interpretation by an expert n:tore.erudite than mysel£
, And now, although in these rambling remarks I have been discussing li
terature in general, I should like to spend the rest of my time considering a
specific question, the question ofabridgment or partial translation of a text,
and to discuss this ques~on in rela:tion to one type of text in particular, .the
Ming &~ play.
Somehow I have n~er felt happy about' abridgments-I remember the
feeling I. had of being cheated when as a schOolboy I read Th, BrolMrs KIJf'Q,
ma.coll, by discovering only after I had finished the book that it was an
abridged English version of 'Dostoyevsky's work, edited by Somerset
Maugham, and not the complete text. And until the wonderful Hawkes
Minford Story of tM Strnu came out it was always with apologetic discomfort
that one urged one '9f the vario,us abridgments of DrllJ(fl. of 1M RMJ CIuzmber
on eager undergraduates.
,
And yet, when it comes 'to the late-Ming playwrights I have 'to think of a
remark made by an English critic about some of those endless verse tra
gedies written by Romantic poets and rapidly consigned to well~deserved
oblivion: "They had the right to take their time," said our critic; "the ques
tion is, do they have the right to take mine?" That sounds like a very arro
gant remark, but after all life is sho~ and art is long, and those unemployed
or underemployed mandarins of seventeenth-century China. were writing,
often enough in the tranquil comfort of their garden studios, for a, public
diat had a lot more time for reading and
fewer masterpieces available to
them th~ most of us have. In the history of world drama, the plays which
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failed and today are lost or simply unread must outnumber the hits by some
astronomical ratio.' The French Revolution, .for example, was swiftly fol
lowed by an ex~rdinari1y prolific period of writing for·' the stage; but
:which of th~ predecessors of the grea(Victor Hugo is performed, read, or
recalled at aIl'now by any but historians of literature?
So why bother with late Ming dfusions? Because, obviously, they contain
passages and somedIDes whole sCentS that are still alive with wit, lyrical
beauty, stirring sentim~ts. and insights into the human condition. But oh,
,the length and oh, the uneven quality of the writing! Even Tile PM11J1. Ptrl1iI
for which I have almost unqualified admiration, has its longueurs, its
scenes that just abo~t any ~telligent director would abridge or ddete, its
passages that the translator, having committed to doing the whole thing,
will delay facing up to ~til some morning when he or she is feeling unusu
'
ally daring or desperate.
Discriminating Western readers surety are entitled to have placed iii their
hands !l complete version of a p~ay like Thl P'O'!'1 Pavilion so that they may
gauge fot themselves the wit or dullneu of the 'often pedantic examination
humor, the nobility or sheer vainglory' of the martial ,interludes, even the
moving tenderness or the cloying sentimentality of the domestic scenes. We
. now nave reasonably representative English renderings of a handful of,
duumqi plays, and beyond argument we need complete ttanslatioIll! ofmore.
But however it may go against the grain to contemplate abridgment or
~e mining of a long text for its preciOUl geml, I believe there is a case also
for the translation of selected sCenes from certain plays, to do in fact for
English translation what Chinese managen have done for centuries in stage
performance by isolating single scenes which then became known as Qu,d.-xi.
This might indeed be. the best posiible strategy for laying Ming
plays
in translated form before the EngUah-reading 'public, to preseut a sampling
of selected seenes, with the kind of introductory material whicJt would ap
propriately locate each scene within its dramatic context, before challenging
the reader. with the thirty-odd or'forty-odd scenes of a complete individual
wm-lt. The hope ·would be, obviously,' that the reader of ·the selection,
hoO~ and clamo~ for more, would go on to read complete plays and
eventually, in some future.decade we can only dream of now, to the com
plete oeuvre of a Tang Xianzu ~r a Li Yu.
.
It would try your patience too ffl' if at this point I were to,launch into
a full-scale discussion. of which kind. <it play deserves full translation and
which migbt well be abridged. F.ot the present I will argue the case by
considering two plays by Wu Bing: X~, and ~,' Though both are
comedies and very obviously the work of one man, they seem to me to call
are to be presented to the English-read
for very djfferent treatments if
ing public, which so far as I know can have no notion of their existence
beyond the listing by Josephine' Huang Hung in her Ming Dramtl.. I shall
plead for complete translation ofWu Bing's Xiyuanji but then try to suggest
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In LumruIma, ..the prime criterion for the pairing of lovers is 'wiL In this
regard the work resembles Much Ado A6nt Nothing probably more than any
other English play. But what makes it unique and quintessentially Chinese
is its preoccupation with the traditional system of examinations for the
bureaucracy, to the extent that we must redefine wit in this connection as
tlle·potential for examination prowess. The lover here enters the lists for his
fair lady not by wielding his sword on the battlefield but by plying his brush
in supervised literary co~position.
'
And from this very preoccupation with the satirically presented catalogue
of examination abuses stems the problem with the play for a modern'
English reader, ,the problem of the monotonous reiteration of a whole series
of examination sCenes. For the present purpose I will limit my comments
on the play to a brief mention of three, scenes, strategically placed through
the action, which are' basic' to the characterization of the clownish
pseudoscholars, jing and clwu, and in this way central to Wu Bing's satiric
purpose. All are examination sc~nes. Ostensibly they depict fHendly literary
contests ~eld under club rules in a domestic setting; in fact the audience is
perfectly aware of the pa.r8nel with the official halls of examination, in tlJe
proviQcial or national capital, where the prize will be not the hand of
a local beauty as in Wu Bing's' comedy but entrance into the imperial
bu~aucracy with its open avenues to wealth and fame.
, Scen'e 5, "Club Meeting," sets the pattern for the 'chicanery of the two
clowns, as their servants smuggle into the examination room the poems
their surrogates have composed for them. The ~eat of this scene is the set of
rules enunciated by the hero, rules outlawing various forms of cheating that
were evidently a major source of concern to honest scholars of late-Ming
times. Scet1e 25, "Examination by the Rules," is essentially a repeat
performance of this scene, with the difference ,that' on this occasion the rules
ag~t leaving, the room or communicating with outsiders are strictly
elUoreed. Scene 18" ~'Alcove Qpiz," is the central major comic scene in
which theessenti~ stupidity of the two clowns is exposed, and this
is '~ single scene I would chOose to present in translation to the English
reader as a fitting representation of the entire play.
"Alcove Qp.iz" turns the poor jing Liu Wuliu inside out. He is onstage
throughout, most of the time ,seated at his exam,ination desk, where he
shows every sign of embarrassmetlt and discomfort. He is a rich idler,
overfed and oVerdressed, ill fitted to''Ple-confines of the scholar's desk: Being
totally incapable of literary composition, he can only stretch and yawn,
d~m his fingers. and p~etend to be humming his lines over; in fact he i.e
dividing his time between waiting for his crony to bring him the answer his
tutor (the nero of the play) has promised to ghostwrite for him and trying to
crane his neck round the curtain to catch a glimpse of the delectable Che
Jingfang. his examiner, his intended bride, and the dan character of the
play., Behind the curtain, Miss Che is accompanied by her old nurse. Mils

how Lum. might be introduced to the English-reading public, and shown
to contain much wit, sharp satire, an,d sonie very effective stagecraft, with
out necessarily confronting this public with a full-length translation, which
might indeed, ,to someone without a considerable background in traditional
Chinese life, and letters, prove virtually unreadable.
If it is fair to characterize many late Millg chrumtji plays as intenninable
and uneven" these terms'certainly cannot be applied to X~ji. Not one of
the thirty,~three scenes of this play deserves to be cut. The opening scene
(following the brief prologue) p~ents the sheng hero, as is obligatory, but
immediately involves him in action and gives scqpe for a mime spectacle by
having his pleasure boat rammed by that of thejing villain. Scene 3, again
in obligatory faShion, brings on the dan herolQe in a mood of 'boudoir lassi
tude that delicately recalls Du Liniang. Very soon comes scene 6, bringing'
the hero's misidentifiCation of the heroine, which is the springboatd 'of the
action of the entire play. A succession of scenes from 9 onward poignantly
contrast moods of gaiety and pathos: love idylls, the teasing of the hero by
his friends, and the J.8.mentations of the dying xiaodan. Highlights of later
scenes incl~de the complex feelings, on both sides, that acc(m~pany the act
of adopting jin orphan girl in the, attempt to compensate for the premature
death of one's own daughter (scene 18,; coarse slapstick (immediately fol
lowing> and again used for contrast of mood) as the villain prepares for
examination and reminds us of the kind of abuses satirized at greater length
in .l.umutJan; the superb lyrical evocation ,of ghostly wooing. hardly inferior
to the'Mutianti1zg scenes on which these scenes, 23 and 26 especially, are
patterned; and a scene of high comedy, 29, in which just about everyone
assumes everyone else is ghost and reacts in terror-a scene for which the
only' parallel that comes to ,mind is from the modem Western stage, in Noel
Coward's Blitlu Spirit. Scenes 31 and 32 economically clear up the multiple
misunderstandings of Zhang's relationship with dtm andxiaodtm, and the
grand fi~ale of. scene· 33 strikes the absolutely appropriate' note as 'the
¥iaodan, in ghostly fonn, attends the Buddhist mass for her salvation and
communicates her thanks to each of the other principals through
their common dream.
I am still in the prOCess of reading Wu Bing's five plays, and not all critics
consider this one his masterpiece, but I am convinced it would richly repay
complete translation. Wu Bing in this play ,stays refreshingly clear of many
of those irritating late Millg conventions of obligatory martial sceQes,
parting scenes, examination scenes, and so on; he gets on with his not-too
far-fetched plotting in a direct and economical manner, and his plot itself
has witty,twists that seem 'almost to prefigure the entertainmentS ofLi Yu.
L am much less sure about Lumu.dan. :This is again a stylish romantic
comedy, 'but with an edge of satire in place of the pathos of the young
¥iaodtm's death th~t makes XiyutIlgi that much'the more absorbing as'a work
of drama.
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Che, as is only proper. never leaves the privacy of her alcove. but the 'nurse'
emerges from time to time to bully poor Liu. especially at the point where
"'e is strutting and mincing round his half of the stage in the absurd attempt
to impress the young lady with his elephantine "degance!' The comings
and goings, from the alcove to the "examination ha,U" pJ"Qper are
complicated also by Miss Che's brother, the cIu:m. clown who is Liu's crony.
He serves as a sort of go-between in this scene, smuggling in the crib to the
hapless ~ee, skulking' onstage and off in an attempt to avoid'detec
tion, and finally entering the alcove to plead. in vain, the virtues of Liu's
ghosted poem before his sister. By the end of the scene, even the cIu:m. has
given up on Liu, who is left alone o~ stage completdy'discomfited. All in
all, the construction of the "alcove" scene is a fine example of Chinese dra
maturgy, wherein the absence of sets and scenery of any kind ~on~ a
couple of poles supporting a simple curtain and the groupings and move
ments on stage are ,skillfully orchestrated for maximum comic effect. In
the climactic concluding lines of the scene, the heroine Che Jingfang finally
condescends to read out loud the ·'·poem," actually an absurd piece of dog
gerel which the' hero has conned 'the hapless villain into submitting as his
own work and in which poor Liu Wuliu unwittingly ridicules himself as' a
turtle, i.e., a cuckold.
At least, in' the case of this one play, ,then, I would consider partial trans
lation far more likely to win friends among the English-reading public than
a complete translation, which would risk seeming oppressivdy pedantic,
repetitious, and ,boring. My own recomiRendation would be for complete
translation of the scene I have just described. "Alcove Q).rlz," introduced by
a reasonably lengthy explanation of what has been going on earlier in the
play, a brief,biographical sketch ofWu Bing, some comments on the exami
nation system itsdf and its late, Ming abuses, and whatever other back
ground information one might consider helpful. Add to this a suggestive
description of the parallels in the use ofcomic devices 'between Lumwltm,and
Muck Ado Aboul Nothing. and the Anglophone reader might perhaps begin tp
feel sufficiently at 'home really to relish the flavor of this pricdess
piece of Chinese dramatic satire.
In these scattered remarks I have restricted myself to my personal
prejudices, my likes and disliKes. I hope I have not ,opened ,the floodgates
to young ~lators itching to use rhyme but ready to sacrifice rhythm1
accuracy, and naturalness in the process., I hope people will not stop
making complete translations as a result of my support of pamal ones. I
hope my rapid survey of the ,scope of the, translations already made from
Chinese literature will not give the impression ofcomplacency-in a certain
iense, almost everything still waits to be done. But above all I hope'I have
provided some contentious observations that will help stimulate discussion.

rite Implied Reader and Translation
The Shih chi as Example

WILLIAM

~.

NIENHAUSER, JR.

Despite the title, this essay ~ not really of a theoretical nature. It is primar
ily a status report on the progress of a project in which I am involved to
translate a: portion of the $1tiIt. eAi j!
(Records of the' Grand Historian).
Besides' myiel~ 'four other scholars are participating in the work: Chan
Chiu-Ming
Cheng Tsai-Fa . " . , Lu Zongli, eBJ~::tJ, and Robert'
Reynolds (all of the University. of Wisconsin)., The theoretical portion of
'this essay consists mainly of my reflections on the work at this point in time.
q~u:.' project is one of six recent large-scale efforts-five ongoing-to ren
der',China's best-known early narrative, Sau-ma Ch'ien's irJAC. (I 45-ca.
85 B.a.) 81M ehi, in~ a modern tongue.' The 81M
is a fascinating work
which attracted admirers, almost ~m ,the .time of its completion (ca.
90 B.C.). In modern times, a nuinbet oftr.anslators have shared
fascina
tion. Yet of those who have turned their attention to this massive collection
of materia1s:"'--ll1ore than half a miI.IiOn ;ords in the original-not a single
one has produced a completdy successful translation. In fact, to date no
complete Western-language translation exists. Before turning to the ques
tion of "the implied fe&der," thei:'efore, ~et me briefly address these transla
tion texts-past and present-and their methods. I, Out of convention I will
them in chronological order.
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The Books of Odes

Here long, there short, Is the duckweed;
On the left, on the right, we gather it.
The modest, retiring, virtuous, young lady:..,..
Wi-th lutes, small and large, let us give her friendly welcome.
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Here long, there ~hort, Is the duckweed;
On the left, on the right, we cook and present it.
The modest, retiring, virtuous young lady:
With bells and drums I~t us show our delight In her.
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ODE
Harkl from the islet In the stream the voice
Of the fish hawks that o'er their n.t reJoice!
From them our thoughts to that younllady 10,
Modest and virtuous, loth herself to show.
Where could be found, to share our prince's state
So fair, so virtuous, and so fit a mate?
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ODE (kwon ts'eu)
Kwan-kwan go the ospreys,
On the islet in the river..
The modest, retiring, virtuous, young lady:
For our prince a good mate she.
Here long, there short, is the duckweed,
To the left, to the right, borne about by the current.
The modest, retiring, virtuous, young lady:
Waking and sleeping, he sought her.

See how the duckweed's stalks, or short or long,
Sway left and right, as moves the current strong!
So hard it was for him the maid to find!
By day, by night, our prince with constant mind
Sought for her lon& but all his search was vain.
Awake, asleep, he ever felt the pain
Of longing thought, as when on restless bed,
Tossing about, one turns his fevered head.

He sought her and found her not,
And waking and sleeping he thought about her.
Long he thought; ph! long and anxiously;
On his side, on his back, he turned, and back again.

Here long, there short, a~oat the duckweed lies;
But caught at last, we seize the longed-for prize.
The maiden modesi, virtuous, coy, is found;
Strike every lute, and joyous welcome sound,
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Ours now, the duckweed from the stream we bear.
And cook to use with other viands rare.
He has the maiden, modest, virtuous, bright;
Let bells and drums proclaim our grealdelight.

SONG
"Fair, fair," cry the ospreys
On the·island in the river.
lovely is this noble lady,
Fit bride for our lord.

James Legge

KING WEN'S EPITHALAMIUM

In patches grows the water mallow;
To left and right one must seek it.
Shy was this noble lady;
Day and night he sought her.

They sent me to gather the cresses, which lie
And sway on the stream, as It glances by.
Tbat a fitting welcome we might provide
For our prince's modest and virtuous bride.

Sought her and could not get her;
Day and night he grieved.
long thoughts, oh, long unhappy thoughts,
Now on his back, now tossing on to his side.

I heard, as I gathered the cress, from the ait
The mallard·s endearing call to its mate;
And I said, as I heard it, "Oh may this prove
An omen of joy to our master's love!"

In patches grows the water mallow;
To left and right one must gather it.
Shy is this noble lady;
With great zithern and little we hearten her.

Long, long for. his bride hasthe prince ~en yearning,
With such desire has his heart been burning,
That his thoughts by day and his dreams by night
Have had but her as his sore delight.

In patches grows the water mallow;
To left and right one must choose it.
Shy is this noble lady;
With gongs and drums we will gladden her.

But a doubt tormented his anxious brain,
And sleep was banished by aching pain,
As tossing in fear and distress he lay
Till the long night watches had passed away.

Arthur Waley

THE PURE-HEARTED GIRL

And how he has won her, this lady fair,
With her modest mind and her gracious air.
Let our lutes and our music and feasting show
The love we to her and our master owe.

On the river-islandThe ospreys are echoing us
Where is the pure-hearted girl

r:. F. R. Allen
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His yearning grows so strong
That he can't fall asleep;
He tosses all night long,
So deep in love, so deep!

To be our princess?
Long lotus, short lotus,
Leaning with the current,
Turns like our prince in his quest
For the pure-hearted girl.

Now gather left and right
The cresses sweet and tender;
o lute, play music bright
For the bride sweet and slender I

He has sought and not found her.
Awake, he has thought of her,
Asleep, he has dreamed of her,
Dreamed and tossed in his sleep.

Feast friends at left and right
On cresses cooked tender;
Let bells and drums delight
The bride so sweet and slenderl

Long lotus, short lotus,
Pluck It to left and to right, .
And make ready w:jtl'!IU,~ and. with harps
For the pure-hearted giri,.

Xu Yuon-zhong

Long lotus, short lotus,
Cook It for a welcome,
And be ready with, bells.and with drums
For the pure-hea~d;girl.
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A FAIR MAIDEN
By riverside a pair
Of turtledoves are cooing;
There Is a malden fair
A good young man Is wooing.

ODE (P'eoou yew mel)
Dropping are the fruits from the plum-tree;
There are [but] seven [tenths] of them leftl
·For the gentlemen who seek me,
This is the fortunate time!

Water flows left and right
Of cresses here and there;
The youth yearns day and night
For the maiden so fair.
6
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Nay, some are falling tooi
'Tis surely time for suitors
To come to me and woo.

Dropping are the fruits from the plum-tree;
There are [but] three [tenths] of them left!
For the gentlemen who seek me,
Now is the time.

See more and more are failing
From off the parent tree.
Why don't, the"men come forward
To win a maid like me?

Dropt are the fruits from the plum-tree;
In my shallow basket I have collected them.
Would the gentlemen who seek me
[Only 1speak about it!

At length upon the plum-tree
No fruit can be espied,
Vet no one comes to court me,
Or bid me be his bride.

James Legge
ODE

C. F. R. Allen

Ripe, the plums fall from the bough; .
Only seven tenths left there now!
Ye whose hearts on me are set,
Now the time is fortunate!

DESPERATE

The ripe piums are falling,
One-third of them gone;
To my lovers I am calling,
"'Tis time to come onl"

Ripe, the plums fall from the bough;
Only three tenths left there nowl
Ye who wish my love to gain,
Will not now apply in vain!

The ripe plums are dropping,
Two-thirds are away;
"'Tis time to be poppingl"
To my lovers I say.·

No more plums upon the bough!
AU are in my basket nowl
Ye who me with ardour seek,
Need the word butfreely speak!

Down has dropt every plum;
In baskets they lie.
What, will no lover come?
"Now or neverl" say I.

James Legge
"WHY DON'T THE MEN PROPOSE?"

Herbert A. Giles

The plums are ripening quickly;
8
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Plop fall the plums; but there are still seven.
Let those gentlemen that would court me
I
Come while it is lucky!
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ODE (Mang)

A simple-looking lad you were,
Carrying cloth to exchange it for silk.
[But] you came not so to purchase silk;
You came to make proposals to me•
I convoyed you through the K'e,
As far as Tun-k'ew.
"It is not I," [I said,] "who would protract the time;
But you have had no good go-between.
J pray you be not angry,
And let autumn be the time."
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Plop fall the plums; In shallow baskets we lay them.
Any gentleman who would court me
Had better speak \Vhlle there Is time.
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Plop fall the plums; there are still three.
Let any gentleman that would court me
Come before it is too latel
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For three years I was your wife,
And thought nothing of my toil in your house.
I rose early and went to sleep late,
Not intermitting my labours for a morning.
Thus [on my part] our contract was fulfilled,
But you have behaved thus cruelly.
My brothers will not know [all this] ,
And will only laugh at me.
Silently I think of it,
And bemoan myself.

I ascended that ruinous wall,
To look towards Fuh·kwan;
And when I saw [you I not [coming from] it,
My tears flowed in streams.
When I did see [you coming from] Fuh-kwan,
I laughed and I spoke.
You had consulted, I you said,] the tortoise-shell
and the reeds,
And there was nothing unfavourable in their response.
"Then come," [I said,.) "with your carriage,
And I will remove with my goods!'

I was to grow old with you jOld, you give me cause for sad repining.
The K'e has its banks,
And the marsh has its shores.
In the pleasant time of my girlhood, with my hair simply
gathered in a knot,
Harmoniously we talked and laughed.
Clearly were we sworn to good faith,
And I did not think the engagement would be broken.
That it would be broken I did notth.ink,
And now it must be all over! ..

Before the mulberry tree has shed its leaves,
How rich and glossy are they!
Ah I thou dove,
Eat not its fruit I to excess] .
Ah! thou young lady,
Seek no licentious pleasure with a gentleman.
When a gentleman indulges in such pleasure,
Something may still be said for him;
When a lady does so,
Nothing can be said for her.

James Legge

When the mulberry tree sheds its leaves,
They fall yellow on the ground.
Since I went with you,
Three years have I eaten of my poverty;
And I now) the full waters ofthe K'e
Wet the curtains of my carriage.
There has been no difference in me,
But you have been double in your ways.
It is you, sir, who transgress the right,
Thus changeable in your conduct.
12

ODE

A simple-looking lad you seemed,
When first you met my eye,
By most a travelling merchant deemed,
Raw silk for cloth to buy.
But your true aim was to propose
That I should go with you;

If
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And through the Ch'i I went quite free,
Until we reached Tun"1::h'iu.
'Twas then I said, lilt is not I,
Who would the time delay;
Your go-between I have not seen,
I must not run away.
I pray, sir, do not angry be;
In autumn be the day."

The joys of lawless love,
For what is done may still atone;
To thee they'll fatal prove.
Thou'lf try in vain excuse to feign,
Lost like the foolish
dove .
.,
When sheds its leaves the mulberry tree,
All yellow on the ground,
And sear they lie, such fate have I
Through my rash conduct found.
Three years with you in poverty
And struggles hard I've passed i
And now with carriage curtains wet,
Through flooded Ch'J I haste.
I always was the same, but you
A double mind have shown.
'Tis you, sir, base, the right transgress;
Your conduct I have known,
Aye changing with your moods of mind,
And reckless of my moan.

When autumn came, then climbed I oft
That ruined wall, and gazed
Towards Fu.kuan, my heart all soft,
With expectation raised.
When you came not, my hapless lot
With streams of tears I mourned.
At last your longed.for form I saw,
And tears to smiles were turned.
With words I strove to tell my love,
While you averment made
That shell and reeds good answer gave.
UNo more delay," I said,
"Your carriage bring; I'll go at once,
My goods all in it laid."

Three years of life I was your wife,
And laboured in your house;
I early rose, late sought repose,
And so fulfilled my vows.
I never did, one morning's space,
My willing work suspend,
But m~ thus cruelly you treat,
And from your dwelling send.
All this my brothers wilt not own,
At me they'll only jeer,
And say I reap as I have sown;
Reply they will not hear.

When on the mulberry tree the leaves
All hang in glossy state,
The sight is fair. 0 dove, beware;
Itsfruits intoxicate.
Ah! thou, young maiden, too wilt find
Cause for repentance deep,
If, by a lover's arts seduced,
Thyself thou fall to keep.
A gentleman who hastes to prove
14
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"In the autumn, when rites have been duly done,
I promise to be your bride,"

In heart I groan, and sad bemoan
My fate with many a tear.

When the autumn came, how I watched. for you;
And my tears would fallli,ke the rain,
. As I watched from the old city walls, but found
That my watching was all in vain.

Together were we to grow oldj
Old now, you make me pine.
The Chei aye flows within its banks,
Its shores the lake confine.
But you know neither bank nor shore,
Your passions ne'er denied.
Back to my happy girlhood's time,
With hair in knot still tied,
I wildly go; I'll never know
Its smiles and chat again.
To me you clearly swore the faith,
Which now to break you're fain.
Could I foresee so false you'd be?
And now regret is vain.

At last you came, and I laughed with joy,
The omens you said were fair.
So I weakly yielded and fled with you
Your house and your lot to share.
In summer the leaves of the mulberry tree
Are glossy and bright to view.
They hide sweet fruit, but the dove that eats
Has bitterly cause to rue.

WHEN lOVELY WOMAN STOOPS TO FOllY

And the maiden's love for the youth is sweet,
Though the sweetness will pass away;
And a bitter end is reserved in store
For the maiden who goes astray.

A simple and innocent youth you seemed
To my unsuspecting eye;
Your only wish was to sell your cloth,
Or our new spun silk to buy.

A man by his gaUant or useful deeds
His folly may expiate.
But how can a woman, who sins, atone?
As I find to my cost, too late.

j(Jmes Legge

For now the leaves lie yellow and sere
Beneath the mulberry tree.
Three wretched years have passed since we crossed
The flooded fords of the Ch'i.

But thoughts of the barter of cloth or silk
Had but little place in your mind.
To win me and bear me away with you
Was the purpose which you designed.

For many a day I was faithful and fond,
I shared all his toil and pain.

As I walked with you part of your homeward road,.
"I will not be coy," I cried.
16
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But his thoughts are fickle, his heart is false,
And he drives me back home again.

But friends must fix our wedding-day ...
Oh, do not let my words give pain,
But with the autumn come again."

I weep when I think how I slaved for him
To midnight from early morn.
My reward is to suffer my brothers' wrath,
Their reproaches and angry scorn.

And then I used to watch and wai t
To see you passing through the gate;
And sometimes when I watched in vain,,'
My tears would flow like falling rain;
But when I saw my darling boy,
I laughed and cried for joy.
The fortune-tellers, you declared,
Had all pronounced us duly paired;
"Then bring a carriage," I replied,
HAnd I'll away to be your bride."

The years bring trouble, old age and change,
And what can we hope for more?
Though the marsh pools gleamed where they gleamed of old,
And the river flows as of yore.
I was but a girl, with my hair unbound
When you plighted to me your troth.
We chatted together, we talked and laughed,
But now you forget your oath.

The mulberry.leaf, not yet undone
By autumn chill, shines in the sun.
o tender dove, I would advice,
Beware the fruit that tempts thy eyesl
o maiden fair, not yet a spouse,
List lightly hot to lovers' vows!
A man may do this wrong, and time
Will fling its shadow o'er his crime;
A woman who has lost name
Is doomed to everlasting shame.

We would live together till both grew old,
And nothing our liyes should sever.
Oh, I little dreamed you would prove untrue,
And cast me aside for ever.
C. F. R. AI/en

TO A MAN
You seemed a guileless youth enough,
Offering for silk your woven stuff;
But silk was not required by you:
I was the silk you had in view.
With you I crossed the ford, and while
We wandered on for many amile
I said, "I do not wish delay,
18

The mulberry-tree upon the gro.,.nd
Now sheds its yellow leaves around.
Three years have slipped away from me,
Since first I shared your poverty; .
And now again, alas the day I
Back through the ford I take my way.
My heart is still unchanged, but you
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But not for silk you dallied there.
Ah! was it not for me
Who led you through.the Kee,
Who guided you
To far Tun-k'ew?
"It is not I who would put off the day;
But you have none your cause to plead,"
I said, - "0 love, take heed, .
When the leaves fall do with me what you may!'

Have uttered words now proved untruei
And you have left me to deplore
A love that can be mine no more.
For three long years I was your wife,
And led in truth a toilsome life;
Early to rise and late to bed,
Each day alike passed o'er my head.
I honestly fulfilled my part;
And you, - well, you have broke my heart.
The truth my brothers will not know,
So all the more their gibes will flow.
I grieve in silence and repine
That such a wretched fate is mine.

I saw the red leaves fall,
And climbed the ruined wall,
Towards the city of Fuh-kwan
. I did the dim horizon scan.
"He cometh not," I said,
And burning tears were shed:
You came - I smiled,
love-reconciled .
You said, "By taper reed and tortoise-shell,
I have divined, and all, 0 love, is well. u
"Then haste the car,.' I cried,
"Gather my goods and take me to thy side!'

Ah, hand in hand to face old agel
Instead, I turn a bitter page.
Oh for the river-banks of yore;
Oh for the much-loved marshy shore;
The hours of girlhood, with my hair
Ungathered, as we lingered there.
The words we spoke, that seemed so true,
I little thought that I should rue;
You little thought the vows we swore.
What should I say any more?

Before the mulberry tree
With leaves hath strewn the lea,
How glossy-green are they! how rare!
Ah! thou young thoughtless dove beware!
Avoid the dark fruit rife
With sorrow to thy life.
And thou, whose fence
Is innocence,
Seek no sweet pleasuring with any youth!
For when a man hath sinned, but little shame

Herbert A. Giles

THE DESERTED WifE
You came - a simple lad
In dark blue cotton clad,
To barter serge for silken wear;
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In pleasant times I bound
My dark hair to the sound
Of whispered vows
'Neath lilac boughs,
And little reeked o'er broken faith to weep.
Now the grey shadows o'er the marshland creep:
The willows stir and fret:
Low in the west the dull dun sun hath set.

Is fastened to his name,
Yet erring woman wears the garb of ruth.
When the lone mulberry tree ,
With leaves bestrews, the lea,
They yellow slowly, slowly down
From green to gold, from gold to brown.
Three sombre years ago
I fled with you, and 10,
The floods of KIe
Now silently
Creep to the curtains of my little car.
Through cloud and gloom I, was your constant star;
Now you have gone from sight,
And love's white star roams aimless through the night.

L. Cranmer-Byng

SONG
The K'e still ripples to its banks,
The moorfowl cry.
My hair was gathered in a knot,
And you came by.

For three long years your wife,
Toil was my part in life,
Early from sleep I, rose and went
About my labour, calm, content;
Nor any morn serene
Lightened the dull routine.
Early and late,
I was your mate,
Bearing the burdens that were yours to share.
Fain of the little love that was my lot,
Ah, kinsmen, scorn me not!
How should'ye know when silence chills despair?

Selling of silk you were, a lad
Not of our kin;
You passed at sunset on the road
From far-off Ts'in.
, The frogs were croaking in the dusk;
The grass was wet.
We talked together, and I laughed:
I hear it yet.
I thought that I would be your wife;
I had your word.
And so I took the road with you,
And crossed the ford.

Old we should grow in accord,
Old - and grief is my lord,
Between her banks the K'e doth steer,
And pine-woods ring the lonely mere.
22
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o dove, turtledove,

I do not know when first it was
Your eyes looked cold.
But all this was three years ago,
And I am old.

Do not eat the mulberrlesl'
O'ladies, ladles,
Do not take your pleasure with men.
For a man to take his pleasure

Helen Waddell

Is a thing that may be condoned.
That a girl should take her pleasure
Cannot be condoned.

SONG
We thought you were a simple peasant
Bringing cloth to exchange for thread.
But you had not come to buy thread i
You had come to arrange about me.
You were escorted across the Ch'i
As far as Beacon Hill.
lilt is not I who want to putit off;
But you have no proper match:-maker.
Please do not be angry;
Let us fix on autumn as the time."

The mulberry leaves have fallen
All yellow and seared.
Since I came to you,
Three years I have ea.ten poverty.
The waters of the Ch'i were in floodj
They wetted the curtains of the carriage.:2
It was not I who was at faulti
It is you who have altered your ways,
It is you who are unfaithful,
Whose favours are cast this way and that.

I climbed that high wall
To catch a glimpse of Fu-kuan,
And when I could not see Fu-kuan,
My tears fell flood on flood.
At last I caught sight of Fu-kuan,
And how gaily I laughed and talked!
You consulted your yarrow-stalks
And their patterns showed nothing unlucky.
You came with your cart
And moved me and' my dowry.

Three years I was your wife.
I never .neglected my work.
I rose early and went to bed late;
Never did I idle.
First you took to finding fault with me,
Then you became rough with me.
My brothers disowned me;
"Ho, ho," they laughed.
And when I think calmly over, it,
I see that it was I who brought all this upon myself.

Before the mulberry-tree sheds its leaves,
How softand glossy they are!
24
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After I had seen Fu-kuan,
How I laughed and talked I
You'd consulted the shell and the stalks,
And there was.nothing inauspicious.
You came with your carriage
And carried me away and my goods.

I swore to grow old along with you;
I am old, and have got nothing from you but trouble.
The Ch'; has its banks,
The swamp has its sides;
With hair looped and ribboned!
How gaily you talked and. laughed,
And how solemnly you swore to be true,
So that I never thought there could be a change;
No, of a change I never thought;
And that thIs should be the end!

Before shedding from the mulberry tree,
How glossy green the leaves are!
Alas, you turtledove,
Eat not the'mulberriesl
Alas, you women,
Do not dally with men!
When a man dallies,
He will still be pardoned;
But when a woman dallies,
No pardon will she have.

Arthur Wa/ey
:3 While ,till an uncapped youth.

A SIMPLE RUSTIC YOU SEEMED

The mulberry leaves have fallen,
And yellow and sere.
Since I came to you,
Three years I have tasted poverty .
The waters of the Ch'i are fullj
They wet the curtains of my carriage.
The woman remains constant,
But the man has altered his ways:
He is lacking In faith
And changeable in his conduct.

A simple rustle you seemed,
Carrying cloth to barter for silk.
But you did not come to buy .silkj
You came with a design on me.
I saw you off, wading the river Ch'!
As far as Tun-chiu.
If It is· not that I'd put off the date,
But no good go-between you have.
Please, do not be angry;
Autumn is the time we meet again."

Three years I was your wife,
I never tired of household chores.
Early I rose and late I went to bed;
Not a morning was I without work.

I climbed that ruined wall
To look towards Fu-kuan.
I did not see Fu-kuan j
My tears flowed in streams.
26
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ODE (Keun-tszeyu ylh)

First you found fault with me,
Then treated me with violence.
My brothers, not knowing this,
J~ed and laughed at me.
Quietly I brood over it
And myself I pity.

My husband
is away on service,
,
And I know not when he will return.
Where is he now?
The fowls roost in their holes in the walls;
And In the evening of the day,
The goats and cows come down (from the hili] ;
But my husband is away on service.
How can I but keep thinking of him?

Together with you I was to grow old;
Old, it has made me wretched I.
TheCh'l, at least, has its banks,.
And the swamp, itS shores.
At the feast of the "tufted hair,"
We talked and laughed gaily.
You pledged solemnly your troth,
Little reeking that it would be broken.
No, I never thought that it could be broken,
And that this should be the end.

My husband is away on service,
Not for days [merely] or for months.
When will he come back to me?
The fowls roost on their perches;
And in the evening of the day,
The goats and cows come down and home; .
But my husband is away on service.
Oh If he be but kept from hunger and thirst!

Wu-chl Llu

James Legge
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ODE (Scotlce1
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The gudeman 's awa, for to fecht wi' the stranger,
An' when he'll be back, oh! my.hert canna tell.
The hens gae to reist, an' the beests to their manger,
As hameward they wend frae their park on the hilI.
But hoocan I,thus left alane,
Help thir:tking o'my man that's gane?
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The gudeman's awa, for to fecht wi' the stranger,
An' lang will it be ere he see his fireside.
28
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The hens gae to reist, an' the beests to their manger,
As the slandn' sunbeams throu the forest trees glide.
Heaven kens the lanesome things I think.
Heaven sen' my man his meat an' drinkl

I live the days alone.
My lord is gone away to serve the King.
I hear a pigeon stirring in the nest,
And in the field a pheasant crying late.
- She has not far t~ go to find her mate.
There is a hunger will not let me rest.
The days have grown to months and months to years,
And I have no more tears.

James Legge

"OUR GOOD MAN'S AWA'!'

To serve the state my husband goes away.
With anxious thoughts my faithful heart must burn,
Because long months or years he may delay.
Where Is he now? ah, when will he return?

Helen Waddell

SONG

'Tis night-time; at the setting of the sun
I see the fowls to perch and roost retire.
The goats and cows, their grazing being done,
Descend the hill to couch within the byre.

My lord is on service;
He did not know for how long.
oh, when will he come?
The fowls are roosting in their holes,
Another day is ending,
The sheep and cows are coming down.
My lord is on service;
How can I not be sad?

Even the beasts a couching place have found,
Even the birds have roosts whereon to rest.
Ah, may my lord be sleeping safe and sound,
With cruel thirst'and hunger undistrest.

My lord is on service;
Not a matter of days, nor months.
Oh, when will he be here again?
The fowls are roosting on their perches,
Another day is ending,
The sheep and cows have aU come down.
My lord is on service;
Were I but sure that he gets drink and foodl

C. E. R. Allen
SONG

My lord is gone away to serve the King.
The pigeons homing at the set of sun
Are side by side upon the courtyard wall,
And far away I hear the herdsmen call
The goats upon the hili when day is done.
But I, I know not when he will come home.
30
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THE WIFE
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My husband is far, far away
At the wars.
I know not when he'll come back
Nor where he may be this day.
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'TIs sunset,
The fowls roost in the holes in the wall,
Th~ ,sh~p and cattle come in from the field;
But my husband is far, far away
At the wars.
can my thoughts be of anything
Save of him?
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ODE (Neu yueh ke mlng)

My husband is far, far away
At the wars.
The days and months seem
Wi,thout end.

Says the wife, "It is cock·crow;"
Says the husband, "It is grey dawn."
"Rise, Sir, and look at.the night, ..:..
If the morning star be not shining.
Bestir yourself, and move about,
To shoot the wild ducks and geese,

The fowls nestle sleepily on their h'igh roosts.
The cattle and sheep are safe in 'their barns;
But my husband is far, far away
At the wars.
Heaven keep from him
Hunger and thirstl

"When your arrows and line have found them,
I will dress them fitly for you.
When they are dressed, we will drink [together over them] ,
And I will hope to grow old with you.
Your lute in my hands
Will emit its quiet pleasant tones.

Henry H. Hart, '

"When I know those whose acquaintance you wish,
I will give them of the ornaments of my girdle.
When I know those with whom you are cordial,
32
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THE FOWLER AND HIS WIFE

I will send to them of the ornaments of my girdle.
When I know those whom you love,
I will repay their friendship from the ornaments of my girdle."

UHarkl" saith the good wife; uharkl the cock doth crow."
HNay," saith the goodman; "nay, as yet 'tis night."
"No, sir; arise, 'tis time for you to go;
The morning star is shining clear and bright.
Bearing your bow and arrows, take your way,
Where you the wild geese and the ducks may slay."

James Legge
ODE (Scotice)
Says oor gudewife, ·'The cock is crawln'. U
Quoth oor gudeman, "The day is dawin'."
ClGet up, gudeman, an' tak a spy;
See gin the mornin' star be high,
Syne tak a saunter roon' aboot;
There's rowth 0' dyukesand geese to shoot.

uYour quarry shot and pouched, then homeward fare,
And I will dress the game with care and skill.
All your old friends shall come the feast to share,
For them and you the goblets I will fill.
And ready to your hand your lute "" lay,
And surely thus will pass a p.leasant day."

uLatflee, and bring them hame to me,
An' sic a dish as ye sail pree.
In comin' times as ower the strings
Your noddin' heed in rapture hings,
Supreme ower care, nor fasht wi' fears,
We'll balth grow auld in worth and years.

UMy husband's friends are not his friends alone,
But by his wife is their affection felt. .
Thy comrades dear 1,'11 cherish as my ownj
To them I'll give the jewels of my belt.
That these may form a gift, wherewith I may
Their cordial kindness and their love repay."

HAn' when we meet the friends ye like;
I'ligie to each some little fyke;
The lasses beads, trocks to their brithers,

C. F. R. Allen

SONG
An' auld·warld fairlles to their mithers.
Some knickknack lovin' hands will fin'
To show the love that dwall~ within."

The lady says: "The cock has crowed;u
The knignt says: "Day has not dawned:'
II Rise, then, and look at the night;
The morning star is shining.
You must be out and abroad,
Must shoot the wild·duck and wild-geese.

James Legge
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I will send to them of the ornaments of my girdle.
When I know those whom you love,
I will repay their friendship from the ornaments of my girdle."

THE FOWLER AND HIS WIFE
"Harkl" saith the good wife; "hark I the cock doth crow."
UNay," saith the goodman; "nay, as yet 'tis night."
"No, sirj arise, 'tis time for you to go;
The morning star is shining clear and bright.
Bearing your bow and arrows, take your way,
Where you the wild geese and the ducks may slay."

James Legge

ODE (Scotice)
Says oor gudewife, "The cock Is crawin'."
Quoth oor gudeman, "The day is dawin'. U
uGet up, gudeman, an' tak a spy;
See gin the mornin' star be high,
Syne tak a saunter roon' aboot;
There's rowth 0' dyukesand geese to shoot.

··Your quarry shot and pouched, then homeward fare,
And I will dress the game with care and skUI.
All your old friends shall come the feast to share,
. For them and you the goblets I will fill.
And ready to your hand your lute I'll lay,
And surely thus will pass a pleasant day."

ULatfJee, and bring them hame to me,
An'sic a dish as ye sail pree.
In com in' times as ower the strings
Your noddin' heed in rapturehings,
Supreme ower care, nor fasht wi' fears,
We'll baith grow auld in worth and years.

UMy husband's friends are not his friends alone,
But by his wife is their affection felt.
Thy comrades dear I'll cherish as my own;
To them I'll give the jewels of my belt.
That these may form a gift, wherewith I may
Their cordial kindness and their love repay!'

HAn' when we meet the friends ye like;
I'llgie to each some little fyke; 
The lasses beads, tracks to their brithers,
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An' auld-warld fairlies to their mithers ..
Some knickknack lovin' hands will fin'
To show the love that dwalls within."

The lady says: "The cock has crowed;"
The knlgnt says: "Day has not dawned,.,
"Rise, then, and look at the night;
The morning star is shining.
You must be out and abroad,
Must shoot the wild-duck and wild-geese.

JaR1esLegge
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When you have shot them, you must bring them home
And I will dr~ss them for you,
And when I have dressed them we will drink wine
And I will be yours till we are old.
I will set your zitherns before you;
All shall be peaceful and good.

The court Is crowded.
But it was not the east that was bright;
It was the light of the moon coming forth.
"The insects are flying In buzzing crowds;
It would be sweet to lie by you and dream,
But the assembled officers will be going home.
Let them not hate both me and you."

Did I but know those
who come to you,
.,
.
I have girdle-stones of many sorts to give them;
Did I but know those that have followed you,
I have girdle-stones,of many sorts as presents for them.
Did I know those that love you,
I have girdle-stones of many sorts to requite them. "

James Legge
ODE

His lady to the marquis says,
. "The cock has crowed; 'tis late.
Get up, my lord, and haste to court.
'Tis fu II; for you they wait,"
. She did not hear the cock's shrill sound,
Only the blue flies buzzing round.

Arthur Wa/ey
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Again she wakes him with the words,
liThe east, my lord, is bright.
A crowded court your presence seeks;
Get up, and hail the light,"
'Twas not the dawning light which shone,
But that which by the moon was thrown.
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ODE (ke mlng)

He sleeping still, once more she says,
"The flies are buzzing loud,
To lie and dream here by your side
Were pleasant, but the crowd
Of officers will soon retire;
Draw not on you and me their. irel"

tiThe cock has crowed;
The court is full."
BiJt It was not the cock that was crowilJg;-i
It was the sound of the blue flies.
"The east is bright;

JamesLep
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A WIFE'S DUTIES

The gnats fly drowsily;
It will be sweet to share a dream with you."
"Soon all the courtiers will go home;
Why get us both into this scrape?"

Wlfe
1100 you hear that sound? 'Tis the cock a.crowing.
Do you see the light? '1is. the dawn a glowing.
In the Audience Hall Ministers of State
FI.ock.in crowds to greet you. Do not make them wait."

Arthur Wa/ey

$

Husband
"l'Iay 'i1s not the cock; 'tis the night flies humming.
Nay 'tis not the dawn, nor the morning coming.
Day is not at hand. This is but the light
Of the morning star shining clear and bright."

Wlfe
';~hough

it would be sweet atY,Dur side to lie, ,
Dreaming pleasant dr~ms til,11the sun was h!gh;
If they only find a bare and vacant hall,
.
They will go. On us will their anger fall."
i
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c. F. R. Allen
SONG
liThe cock has crowed;
The Court by now is ful'l. ,;
lilt was not the cock that crowed; .
It was the buzzing of those green files." .
!

,~

.

UEastward the sky is bright;
The Court must be in full swihg."
~~It is not the Light of daw.n;
It is the moon that is going to rise.
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The footmen and 'charioteers created no alarms;
The great kitchen did not claim its full complement.

ODE (Cheu kung)

. Our chariots were strong,
Our horses Were well-matched;
And with four steeds [for each) , sleek and large,
We yoked and proceeded to the east.
\1
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So did the officers conduct this expedition,
Without any clamour In the noise of it.
Truly a princely man is [the king)
Great Indeed are his achievements!

•

Our hunting carriages were good,
And .their four ,teeds h, fine condition.
Eastwards were the Jra5sy plains of.Foo;
We yoked and went there to hunt.

James Legge

ODE

Of the officers In charge of the hunt,
The voices resounded as they told off the men.
They set up the banners, with ox-tails displayed,
A~d we proceeded to'pursue the chase in (;aou..

Our chariots were well built and firm,
Well matched out steeds, andfieet and strong.
Four, sleek and large, each chariot drew,
And eastward thus we drove along.

With their four-horsed chariots [they camel,
Forming a 10Rg trai!l;
In their red knee-covers and gold-adorned slippers,
Like the crowd of an occasional or a general audience ..

Our hunting cars were light and good,
Each with its team of noble steeds.
Still further east we took the way
To Fu mere's grassy plains that leads.

T.he bowstring thimbles and armlets were fitted on;
The bows and arrows were adjusted to one another;
The archers acted fn unison,
l;ielping us to rear a pile of game.

Loud-voiced, the masters of the chase
Arranged the huntsmen, high and low.
While banners streamed, and oxtails flew,
We sought the prey on distant Gaou.

Of the four yellow horses of each chariot,
The two outsiders inclined not to either side.
No error in driving was committed,
And the arrows went forth like downright blows.

Each with full team, the princes came.
A lengthened train in bright array.
In gold-wrought slippers, kneecaps red,
They looked as on an audience day.

q.

Each right thumb wore the metal guard;
On the left arm its shield was bound.

As if at their ease, the horses neighed,
Long and slow moved the line of pennons and banQers;
40
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In unison the arrows flew;
The game lay piled upon the ground.

As to the chase we sally out.
The archers fit their armlets on,
And make their bows and arrows sure;
For they must shoot in unison,
If plies of game they would secure.

The leaders of the tawny teams
Sped on their course, direct and true.
The drivers perfect skill displayed;
Like blow well aimed each arrow flew;

Straight and direct each chariot goes,
Let not your horses swerve or shy
As fall the axe or hammer blows,
Straight and direct your shafts must fly.

Neighing and pleased, the steeds returned;
The bannered lines back slowly came.
No jostling rude disgraced the crowd;
, The king declined large share of game.

The horses neigh, the line moves slow.
We leave unroused no single lair,
Else would the royal kitchen show
,Itself devoid of game, and bare.

So did this famous.~un~,proceed!
So free it was from clamorous sound l
WetldOes our king beCQqte, hi~,p~ce,
And high the deeds'his reign have·crowned!

Thus did our expedition fare.
Successful, famous, and complete.
Such were the lords who came to share
The praise and glory of the feat.

james Legge
THE GRAND HUNTING

c: F. R. Allen

Strong were our cars; ea~t1I~orse;was sleek,
Though stout and ,~ardy(~~ his frame.
The eastern grassy plain~1 w~seek,
Where we may find<a~d kill the game.

SONG
Our chariots are strong,
Our horses well matched.
Team of stallions husty
We yoke and go to the east.

Dressed as for audience ~t the,~Court,.
With knee-caps and, gold ,slippers fine,
The princes come to join',thesport.,
Their chariots fornta lenthyline.

Our hunting chariots are splendid,
Our teams very sturdy
In the east are wide grasslands;
We yoke, and a-hunting we go.

The leaders who conduct. t~e~un.t
TeUoff their men.with noise and shout.
The' flags and yak-tails stream in front,
42
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My lord follows the chase
With picked footmen so noisy,
Sets up his banners, his standards,
Far afield he hunts in Ao~
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We yoke those four steeds,
The four steeds so big.
Red greaves, gilded slippers
The meet has great glamour.
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ODE (cQI weI)

Thimbles and armlets are fitted,
BowS and arrows all adjus~t
The bowmen assembled .
Help us to fire the brushwood.

At first, when we set out,
The willows were fresh and green;
Now, when we shall be returning,
The snow will be falling in clouds.
Long and tedious will be our marching,
We shall hunger, we shall thirst.
Our hearts are wounded with grief,
And no one knows our sadness.

A team of bays we drive;
The two helpers do not get crosswaY5"
Faultlessly are they dri~n,:
While our arrows shower Uke chaff.

}QmesLegge

Subdued, the horses whinny;
Gt:ntly the banners wave.
If footmen and ri~ers a~e not orderly
The great kitchen will not be filled.

HOME-COMING AFTER WAR
When I left here,
Willows shed tear.
Now I come back
On snowy track.
Long, long the way;
Hard, hard the day.
My grief o'erflows.
Who knows? who knows?

My lord on his journeys
Without clamour wins fame.
Truly, a gentleman he;
In very truth, a great achievement.
Arthur Wa/ey
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She went up the mountain to pluck wild herbs;
She came down the mountain and met her former husband.
She knelt down and asked her former husband
"What do you find your new wife like?"
"My new wife, although her talk is clever,
Cannot charm me as myoid wife could.
In beauty of face there is not much to choose,
But in usefulness. they are not at all alike.
My new wife comes in from the road to meet me;
Myoid wife always came down from her tower.
My new wife weaves fancy silks;
Myoid wife was good at plain weaving.
Of fancy silk one can weave a strip a day;
Of plain weaving, more than fifty feet.
Putting her silks by the side of your weaving,
I see that the new will not compare with the old."
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THE LADY LO-FU
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On a bright and sunny morning,
From her mother's house there came,
One who needed no adorning,
Lo-Fu was the lady's name.

tEttlitlfIiJ

On her arm a basket swinging,
Made of silk her own hand weaves,
Forth she wanders blitbely
si.nging"
-...
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Bent on gathering mulberry leaves.
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From her head in sraceful tresses
Falls the fine and lustrous hair,
While each shapely ear caresses
Just one pearl of beauty rare.

From his retinue emerging
Came the Envoy's trusty man,
Who his master's message urging,
Gently asked her name and clan.

Pur"le bodice, broidered quaintly,
Silken skirt with amber lace,
Gave the touch demure and saintly
To her sweetly winsome face.

ClLo.Fu," came the answer proudly.
i'Of the ancient house of T'sln!"
Adding, too, a little loudly,
"And my age Is seventeen."

Travellers dropped the loads they carried,
And in wonder stroked their chin;
Young men, whether free or married,
Doffed their hats a glance to win.

"Will you join me?" asked the Envoy,
"Sharing,all my wealth and power,
All the treasures of this convoy
Would not far exceed your dower!"

Farmers stay their hand in ploughing,
Peasants stand as in a dream,
Now and then the trees allowing
Of the girl a passing gleam.

uYou have a wife," she answered coldly,
"And most foofish are, I fear;
I," she added firm and boldly,
,ClAlso have a husband dear.

On this morn an Envoy passing
From a mission to the sea,
Where much wealth he'd been amassing,
Saw Lo.Fu beneath a tree.

HAnd my husband is the leader
Of a thousand horsemen brave,
Midst whom not one base seceder
Would another captain crave!

Fer her silkworms food providing,
Work she did with greatestzest;
All her friends around residing
Owned her sll k was of the best.

CIOn his charger, white and fiery,
'Mongst the troop he's first espied,
Soldier-like, erect 'and wiry,
With his keen sword by his side.

Near the tree the Envoy stopping
With his escort in array,
Soldiers boughs of mulberries lopping
Helped to make a fine display.

"When but fifteen he enlisted
Without patronage or fame,
And at twenty, unassisted,
Officer at Court became.
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Her hair is dressed in pretty knots of ~;
Bright moonstones hang from her ears.
Of yellow silk Is her petticoat,
And of purple silk her jacket.

"Then at thirty, unexpected,
Captain in the Royal Clan;
Now at forty he's selected
Chief commandant of Ch'ang-an.

<t:-
The Lord Gpvernor, he comes from the south,

ceGaliant, but of gentle bearing,
When the battle's fought and won,
For the praise of men less caring
Than the meed for duty done.
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'The Lord Governor, he entreats Lo-foh.
Says he, "Wilt thou ride with me, yea or nay?"
Lo-foh comes forward' and replies:
"My Lord Governor," says she, "how foolish, indeed!
liMy Lord Governor, you have your own lady,
"And Lo-foh, she has a man of her own."
,,(V'\~..\v.lo
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The sun rises from the southeast nook.
It shines on the house of MaSter Chin.
Master Chin, he has a comely daughter.
Lo-foh is her name.
Lo-foh feeds her silkworms well.
She picks mulberry leaves south of the city.
Her basket has a cord o{blue silk;'
And a hook made of a laurel branch. ~
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II, am the fair daughter of Master Chin,
uLo-foh is my name."
"How old art thou, Lo-foh?"
';1 am stili less than twenty,
"But more than fifteen - yea, much more."

ChQrles Budd
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His five horses stop and stay.
The Lord Governor bids his men ask;
And they say: IIWho art thou, little maid?"

ceYes, a clear-eyed, clean-souled hero
Is the man I'm praising now,
And your value sinks to zero
When compared With his, I vow.
''True, a lowly work I'm doing,
And the silk we use I spin,
But remember you are wooing
Lo-Fu of the House of T'sin,"

")

THE SONG OF LO-FU
The sun has risen on the eastern brim of the world,
Shines into the high chambers of the house of Ch'ln.
In the house of Ch'in is a lovely lady dwelling,
That calls herself the Lady Lo-fu,_
This lady loves her silkworms and mulberry-trees;
She's plucking leaves at the southern corner of the walls.
With blue thread are the joints of her basket bound;

•
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With blue thread is tied the horse's tall;
With yellow gold is bridled that h~rse's head.
At his wa.ist he wears a windlass-hllted sword
You could not buy for many pounds of gold.
At fifteen they made him the Prefect's clerk;
At twenty they made him a Captain of the Guard.
At thirty he sat at the Emperor's Council Board,
At forty they gave him a city, for his very own
A wholesome man , fair, white and fine;
Very hairy, with a beard that is thick and long.
Proudly and proudly he walks to his palace gate;
Stately; stately he strides through his palace hall.
In that great hall thousands of followers sit,
Yet none but names him the finest man of them all."

Of cassia-boughs are the loops of her basket made.
Her sOft hair hangs in loose plaits;
The pearl at her ear shines like a dazzlihg moon.
Of yellow damask is made her skirt beneath;
Of purple damask is made her cloak above.
-r:he passer-by who looks on Lo-fu
Drops his luggage and twirls his beard and moustache
The young men when they see Lo-fu
Doff their caps and tie their filets on their brows.
The labouring ploughman thinks no more of his plough,
The hind in the field thinks no more of his hoe.
When they come home there is temper on both sid.es:
"You sat all day looking at Lo-fu."
The lord Prefect drives his coach from the south;
His five horses suddenly slow their pace.
He's sent his officer: "Quickly bring me word
Of what house may this lovely lady be?"
uln the house of Ch'in the fair lady dwelis;
She calls herself the Lady lo-fu. II
"Oh tell me, officer, tell me how old she may bel"
., A score of years she has not yet filled;
To fifteen she has added somewhat more."
The Lord Prefect sends to Lo-fu:
','Tell me,lady, will you ride by me or no?"
She stands before him, she gives him answer straight:
liMy Lord Prefect has not ready wits.
Has he not guessed that just as he has a wife
So I too have my husband dear?
Yonder to eastward a band of horse is riding,
More than a thousand, and my love is at their head."
"By what sign shall I your husband know?"
"His white horse is followed by a black colt,
72
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The sun rises at the southeastern corner
And shines upon our Chlln family's house.
.\!~ ""-o~
The Ch'ln clan has a fair daughter,
J.J~r -\W.....r
She is'called Lo-fu.
CCI ""~ "'" • \
lo-fu like$ to work with silkworms and mulberry leaves; W.J.~ J
She picks mulberry leaves at the'wall's so,uth corner. . t'e.'\.~t~:::l ~
Green ~ilk strands form the basket cord,
A cassia twig forms the basket ,handle;
.
On her head, a IIfalling" chignon, .
On her ears, "bright moon" pearls;
Of yellow silk her skirt below.
Of purple silk her jacket above.
The passers-by who see lo-fu
,
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At fifteen he was county clerk,
At twenty, provincial court councilor;
At thirty, palace attendant,
At forty, lord governor.
His personal appearance: a pure white complexion,
Fine hair and a slight beard.
Slow is his pace, as becomes a dignitary;
With stately I graceful s~eps he moves around the office.
The thousands of men assembled there
AI.I say my husband looks superior."

.11

Put down their loads and stroke their beards.
The young fellows who see Lo-fu
Take off their caps and adjusHheir headcloths.
The tillers forget their ploughs,
The hoers forget their hoes.
When they go home they find fault and are wroth
Just because they've .Iooked at Lo-fu.
The Prefect comes from the South,
His five steeds stop and hesitate.
The Prefect sends his men to ask,
"Who is this pretty woman?"
liThe Ch'ln clan has a.fair daughter,
She is called Lo-fu. U
What Is Lo-fu's age7
Not quite twenty yet,
A iittle more than fifteen.
The Prefect asks Lo-fu,
Would she ride with him 7
Lo-fu steps forward and replies:
"How stupid is the Prefect!
The Prefect has his own wife,
Lo-fu has her own husband.

HQns H. Ff'Qnkel

"In the East, among more than a thousand horsemen, .
My husband holds the top position.
How can you recognize IT!y husband?
A white horse walks behind a black colt.
With green silk strands is tied the horse's tail,
With yellow gold Is harnessed the horse's head.
At his hip a sword with "pulley" hilt,
Worth more thana million.
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Muh-Lan's swift fingers flying to and fro
Crossed warp with woof in deft and even row,
As by the side of spinning-wheel and loom
She sat at work without the women's room.
But tho' her hand the shuttle swiftly plies
The whir cannot be heard for Muh-lan's sighs;
When neighbours asked what ills such mood had wrought,
And why she worked in all-absorbing thought;
She answered not, for in her ears did ring
The summons of last evening from the King,
Calling to arms more warriors for the west,
The name of Muh-Lan's father heading all the rest,
But he was ill - no son to take his place,
Excuses meant suspicion and disgrace;
Her father's honour must not be in doubt;
Nor friend, nor foe, his stainless name shall flout;
She would herself his duty undertake
And flght the Northern foe for honour's sake.
Her purpose flxed, the plan was soon evolved,
But none should know it, this she was resolved;
Alone, unknown, she would the danger face,
Relying on the prowess of her race •
A charger here, a saddle there, she bought,
And next a bridle and a whip she sought;
With these equipped she donned the soldier's gear,
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Arming herself with bow and glittering spear.
And then before the sun began his journey steep
She kissed her parents in their troubled sleep,
Caressing them with fingers soft and light,
She quietly passed from their unconscious sight;
And mounting horse she with her comrades rode
Into the night to meet what fate forbode;
And as her secret not a comrade knew,
Her fears soon vanished as the morning dew.
That day they galloped westward fast and far,
Nor paused until they saw the evening star;
Then by the Yellow River's rushing flood .
They stopped to rest and cool their fevered blood.
The turbid stream swept on with swirl and foam
Dispelling Muh-Lan's dreams of friends and home:
Muh-Lan! Muh-Lan! she heard her mother cry
The waters roared and thundered in replyl
Muh-Lan! Muh-Lan! she heard her father sigh
The river surged in angry billows by!
The second night they reach the River ~Iacki
And on the range which feeds It, bivouac;
Muh-Lan! Muh-Lan! she hears her father pray
While on the ridge the Tartars' horses neigh;
Muh-Lan! MUh-Lanl her mother'S lips let fall I
The Tartars' camp sends forth a bugle call!
The morning dawns on men In armed array
Aware that death may meet them on that day;
The winter sun sends forth a pallid light
Through frosty air on knights in armour bright;
While bows strung tight, and spears In glittering fOWS
Forebode the struggle of contending foes.
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And soon the trumpets blare - the fight's begun;
A deadly Melee -:- and the Pass is won I
The war went on, and many a battle-field
. Revealed Muh-Lan both bow and spear could wield;
Her skill and courage won her widespread fame,
And comrades praised, and leaders of great name.
Then after several years of marchand st~ife,
Muh-Lan and others, whohad 'scaped with life
From fields of victory drenched with patriots' blood,
Returned again to see the land they loved.
And when at last the Capital was reached,
Thewarriors, who so many forts had breached,
Were summoned to the presence of the King,
And courtiers many did their praises sing;
Money and presents on them, too, were showered,
And some with rank and office were empowered;
While Muh-Lan, singled out from all the rest,
Was offered fief and guerdon of the best.
But gifts and honours she would gladly lose
If she might only be allowed to choose
Some courier camels, strong and fleet of pace,
To bear her swiftly to her native place.
And now, at last, the journey nears the end,
And father's, mother's voices quickly blend,
In - uMuh-Lan, Muh-Lan! welcome, welcome, dearl"
And this time there was naught but joy to fear.
.Her younger sisters decked the house with flowers,
And loving words fell sweet as summer showers;
Her Uttle brother shouted Muh-Lan's praise,
For many proud and happy boastful daysl
The greetings o'er, she slipped into her room
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No son hu he his troop to lead,
No brother dear have I,
So I must mount my Father's steed,
And to the battle hie.

Radiant with country flowers in fragrant bloom-:
And changed her soldier's garb for woman's dress:
Her head adorned with simple malden's tress
A single flower enriched her lustrous halr
And forth she came, fresh, maidenly, and fairl
Some comrades in the war had now come in,
Who durst not mingle in the happy din i
But there in awe and admiration stood,
As brave men do before true womanhood i
For not the boldest there had ever dreamed,
On toilsome march, or when swords flashed and gleamed
In marshalled battle, or on sudden raid,
That their brave comrade was a beauteous maid.

At dawn of day she quits her door,
At evening rests her head
Where loud the mountain torrents roar,
And mall-clad soldiers tread.
The northern plains are gained at last,
The mountains sink from view.
The sun shines cold, and the wintry blast,
It pierces through and through.
A thousand foes around her fall,
And red blood stains the ground,
But Mulan who survives it all,
Returns with glory crowned.

Charles Budd

MULAN, THE MAIDEN CHIEF
Say maiden at your spinning wheel,
Why heave that deep-drawn sigh 1
Is't fear perchance or love you feel,
Pray tell - oh tell me why?

Before the throne they bend the knee,
In the palace of Chang-an
Fall many a knight of high degree,
But the bravest is Mulan.

Nor fear nor love has moved my soul
Away such idle thoughtl
A warrior's glory is the goal
By my ambition sought.

"Nay Prince," She cries, "my duty's done,
No guerdon I desire.
But let me to. my home begone,
To cheer my aged sire,"

My Father's cherished life to save,
My country to redeem,
The dangers of the field I'll brave,
. I am not what I seem.

She nears the door of her father's home,
A chief with trumpet's blare,
But when she doffs her waving plume,
She stands a maiden fair.

W. A. P. Martin
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THE BALLAD OF MULAN

by her name,
She could only hear the muffled voices of foreign horsemen
riding on the hills of Yen.
A thousand leagues she tramped on the errands of war,
Frontiers and hills she crossed like a bird in flight.
Through the northern air echoed the watchman'S tap;
The wintry light gleamed on coats of mail.
The captain had fought a hundred fights, and diedj
The warriors in ten years had won their rest.
They went home, they saw the Emperor's face;
The Son of Heaven was seated in the Hall of Light.
The deeds of the brave were recorded in twelve books;
In prizes he gave a hundred thousand cash.
Then spoke the Khan and asked her what she would take.
"Oh, Mulan asks not to be made
A Counsellor at the Khan's court;
I only beg for a camel that can march
A thousand leagues a day,
To take me back to my home. JI

Click, click, forever click, click;
Mulan sits at the door and weaves,
Listen, and you will not hear the .shuttle's sound,
But only hear a girl's sobs and sighs.
"Oh tell me, lady, are you thinking of your love,
Oh tell me, lady, are you longing for your dear?"
"Oh no, oh no, I am not thinkfngof my love~
Oh no, oh no, I am not longing for my dear."
But last night I read the battle-roll j
The Khan has ordered a great levy of men.
The battle..roll was written In twelve books,
And In each book stood my father's name.
My father's sons are not grown men,
And of all my brothers, none is older than me.
Oh let me to the market to buy saddle and horse,
And ride with the soldiers to take my father's place."
In the eastern market she's bought a gallant horse,
In the. western market she '5 bought saddle and cloth,
In the southern market she's bought snaffle and reins,
In the northern market she's bought a tall whip.
In the morning she stole from her father's and mother's
house;
At. night she was camping by the Yellow River's side.
She could not -hear her father and mother Calling to her
by her name,
But only the voice of the Yellow River as its waters
. swirled through the night.
At dawn they left the River and went on their way;
At dusk they came to the Black Water's side.
She could not hear her father and mother calling to her
114

When her father and mother heard that she had come,
They went out to the walland led her back to the house.
When her little sister heard that she had come,
She went to the door and rouged her face afresh.
When her little brother heard that his sister had come,
He sharpened his knife and darted like a flash
Towards the pigs and sheep.
She opened the gate that leads to the eastern tower.
She sat on her bed that stood in the western tower.
She cast aside her heavy soldier's cloak,
And wore again her old ..time dress.
She stood at the window and bound her cloudy hair;
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She went to the mirror and fastened her yellow cos:nbs.
She left the house and met her messmates in the road;
Her messmates were startled out of their wits.
They had marched with her for twelve years of war
And never known that Mulan was a girl.
For the male hare sits with its legs tucked in,
And the female hare.is known for her bleary eye;
But set them both scampering side by side,
And who so wise could teU you "This is he"?

Yellow River. All night long she listens for the old folks'
familiar voices, but she only hears the plaintive murmur
of the waters.
'~oodbye, Yellow River."
At dawn she takes her leave, reaching the Black Hills
at dusk. All night long she listens for the old folks'
familiar voices, but she only hears the neighing of Tartar
horses on the Yanshan range.
Over measureless wilds and countless mountain barriers,
her winged s~eed bears her - a warrior undaunted through
battle after hazardous battle. Yet every night she'strains
her ears - alasl only to hear the gongs of the watch
punctuate the deathly silence. Cold is the north wind, colder
the glint of moonlight on her coat of mail.
Years roll by. After a hundred battles - not without
the loss of many a valiant commander - the Khan's army
returns in triumph.
The Son of Heaven receives the warriors in the
Ceremonial Hall. High honours are conferred, precious gifts
lavished on the brave and true. When asked of her wishes,
Mulan replies, "I crave not honours but a fleet-footed camel
to carry me home."

Arthur Woley

SQNG OF MULAN
Alack, alasl Alack, alast
Mulan sits at her loom, but her loom is idle.
IIWhy, maiden 1 Who has stolen your heart? For what
are you yearning?"
UNo one has stoten my heart, nor is it for aUght I'm
'.
yearning.
"Last night came the Khan's call to arms - the latest
and most urgent. Time and again my father was named 
poor old father, without a grown-up son. Had I an elder
brother, he could serve in my father's place.
"Someone has to go instead. Who else is there but me?
I'll get myself a horse and saddle to ride with the Khan's
cavalry."

Home, at last!
He.r old father, her old mother, they hurry to meet her
at the city gate. Her elder sister, her younger brother,
they get ready to celebrate: the lass busy at the dressing
table, the lad sharpening the knife for the fatted pig.

At the east market she buys a charger, at the west a
saddle and cloth, a bridle at.the south, and a whip at the
market on the north.
"Goodbye, Father. Goodbye, Mother."
She takes her leave at dawn. At dusk she reaches the
116

Heft' she comes.
She throws open the door to her chamber; she strides
to the long-vacant couch. Quietly she sits down, as If to
collect her thOUghts. Anon she rises. Off with the
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warlike garb. In a moment she is In her norma! attire. She
views the image in the mirror by the window. It needs but
a few deft touches and. her toilet is complete. Her maidenly
self again, she comes out to see her former comrades-in-arms.
itO wonder! Could this be the warrior so long in our
midst?"
But no wonder. When a pair of rabbits scurry past,
who can tell the buck from the doe?
Weng-Xlan-I/ong
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"Life In the World II but I big dream;
I will not lpoliit by any labour or care."
So say Ina. 1 was drunk all the day,
Lying helpless at the porch In front of my door.
When I woke up,. I blinked
at the garden-lawn;
.
A lonely bird was singing amid the flowers.
I asked myself,
'had the day been wet or fine?
.
The Spring wind was telling the mango-bird.
Moved by Its song 1soon began to sigh,
And as wine was there I filled my own cup.
Wildly slnging I waited for the moon to rise;
When my song was over, all my senses had gone.
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WAKING FROM DRUNKENNESS ON A SPRING DAY
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liTHE BEST OF LIFE IS BUT •• !t
What is life after all but a dream,
And why should such bother be made?
Better far to be tipsy, I deem,
And doze all day long in the shade.
When I wake and look out on the lawn,
I hear midst the flowers a bird sirig;
I ask, "Is it evening or dawn?"
The mango-bird whistles, "'tis spring,"
Overpowered with the beautiful sight,
Another full goblet I pour,
And would sing till the moon rises bright
But soon I'm as drunk as before.

Arthur Waley

AWAKENING FROM SLEEP ON A SPRING DAY
Ufe is an immense dream, why toil?
All day long I drowse with wine,
And lie by the post at the front door.
Awakening, I gaze upon the garden trees,
And, hark, a bird is singing among the flowers.
Pray, what season may this be?
Ah, the songster's a mango-blrd.
Singingto the passing wind of spring.
I muse and. muse myself to sadness,
Once more I pour my wine, and singing aloud,
Awalt the bright moonrise.
My song is endedWhat troubled my soul1-1 remember not.

Herbert A. Giles

S.Obata
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WE THREE

A STATEMENT OF RESOLUTIONS AFTER BEING
DRUNK ON A SPRING DAY

One pot of wine amid the Flowers
Alone J pour, and none with me.
The cup I lift; the Moon invite;
Who with my shadow makes us three.
The moon then drinks without a pause.
The shadow does what I begin.
The shadow, Moon and I In fere
Rejoice until the spring come in.
I sl'ng: and wavers time the moon.
I dance: the shadow antics too.
Our joys we share while sober still.
When drunk, we part and bid adieu.
Of loveless outing this the pact,
which we all swear to keep for aye.
The next time that we meet shall be
Beside yon distant milky way.

This time of ours
Is like a great, confused dr~m.
Why should one spend one's life In toll?
Thinking this, I have been drunk all day.
I fell down and lay prone by the pillars in front of the house;
When I woke up, I gazed for a long time
At the courtyard before me.
A bird sings among the flowers.
May I ask what season this Is?
Spring wind,
The bright oriole of the water-flowing flight calls.
My feelings make me want to sigh.
The wine is still here, I will throw back my head and drink.
I sing splendidly,
I wait for the bright moon.
Already, by the end of the song, I have forgotten my feelings.

W. }. B. Fletcher

Amy Lowell
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An arbour of flowers
and a kettle of wine:
Alas! in the bowers
no companion is mine.
Then the moon sheds her rays
on my goblet and me,
And my shadow betrays
we1re a party of three!
Thou' the moon cannot swallow
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her share of the grog,
And my shadow must follow
wherever I jog,
Yet their friendship I'll borrow
and gaily carouse,
And laugh away sorrow
while spring-time allows.
See the moon - how she glances
response to my song;
See my shadow - it dances
so lightly along!
While sob,er I feel,

If

Lo I she answeB, and she brings
My shadow on her sliver wings;
That makes three, and we shall be,
I ween, a merry company.
The modest Moon declines the cup,
Butshadow promptly takes it up;
And when I dance, my shadow fleet,
Keeps measure with my flying feet.
Vet though the moon declines to tipple,
She dances In yon shining ripple;
And when I sing my festive song
The echoes of the Moon prolong.

Vou are both my good friends;
While drunken I reel,
our companionship ends,
But we'll soon have a greeting
without a goodbye,
At our next merry meeting
away in the sky.

Say, when shall we next meet together?
Surely not In cloudy weather;
For you, my boon companions dear,
Come only when the sky Is clear.
W. A.

P. Martin

Herbert A. Giles

DRINKING ALONE BY MOONLIGHT
ON DRINKING ALONE BY MOONLIGHT

A cup of wine, under the flowering trees;
I drink alone, for no friend is near.
Raising my cup I beckon the bright moon,
For he, with my shadow, will make three men.
The moon, alas, is no drinker of wine;
Listless, mY,$hadow creeps about at my side.
Yet with the moon as friend and the shadow as slave
I must make merry befQre the Spring is spent.
To the songs I sing the moon flickers her beams;
In the dance I weave my shadow tangles and breaks.

Here are flowers and here is wine,
But where's a friend with me to join,
Hand to hand and heart to heart,
In one full cup before we part?
Rather than to drink alone,
I'll make bold to ask the moon
To condescend to lend her face,
The hour and the scene to grace.
124
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And my shadow follows the motions of my body in vain.
For the briefest time are the moon and my shadow
" my companions.
Oh, be joyful! One must make the most of Spring.
I sing - the moon walks forward rhythmically;
I dance, and my shadow shatters and becomes confused.
In my waking moments, we are happily blended.
When I am drunk, we are divided from one another
and scattered.
For a long time I shall be obliged to wander
without intention;
But we will keep our appointment by the far..off
Cloudy River.

While we were sober, three shared the fun;
Now we are drunk, each goes his way.
May we tong share our odd, inanimate feast,
And meet at last on the Cloudy River of the sky
Arthur WaJey
DRINKING ALONE WITH THE MOON

From a pot of wine among the flowers
I drank alone. There was no. one with me
Till, raising my cup, I asked the bright moon
To bring me my shadow and make us three.
Alas, the moon was unable to drink
And my shadow tagged me vacantly;
But still for a while I had these friends
To cheer me through the end of spring...
I sang. The moon encouraged me.
I danced. My shadow tumbled after.
As long as I knew, we were boon companions.
And then I was drunk, and we lost one another.
. . . Shall goodwill ever be secure?
I watch the long road of the River of Stars.

Amy Lowell

THREE WITH THE MOON AND HIS SHADOW

With a jar of wine I sit by the flowering trees.
I drink alone, and where are my friends?
Ah, the moon above looks down on me;
I call and lift my cup to his brightness•
And see, there goes my shadow before me.
Hoo! We're a party of three, I say,
Though the poor moon can't drink,
And my shadow but dances around me,
We're all friends to-night,
The drinker, the moon and the shadow.
Let our revelry be met for the spring time!

Witter Bynner
DRINKING ALONE IN THE MOONLIGHT

A pot of wine among flowers.
I alone, drinking, without a companion.
I lift the cup and invite the bright moon.
My shadow opposite certainly makes us three.
But the moon cannot drink,
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Ising, the wild moon wanders the sky.
I dance, my shadow goes tumbling about.
While we're awake, let us join in carousal;
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Only sweet drunkenness shall ever part us.
Let us pledge a friendship no mortals know,
And often hail each other at evening
Far across the vast and vaporous space I

A FRUITLESS VISIT TO THE PRIEST OF THE
TAl TIEN HILLS
I hear the barking of the dOSS amidst the water's sound.
The recent rain has washed each stain from
all the peach bloom round.
At times amid the thickest copse a timid deer is seen.
And to the breeze In sparkling seas the bamboos rolf in green.
From yonder verdant peak depends the sheeted waterfall.
At noon's full prime I hear no chime of bells
from arboured hall.
Whither the wandering priest has gone no one here can tell.
Against a pine I sad recline, and let my heart o'er swell.
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W. J. B.Fletcher

THE PRIEST OF T'IEN MOUNTAIN

VISITING THE TAOIST PRIEST ON THE MOUNTAIN
WHICH UPHOLDS HEAVEN. HE IS ABSENT

I hear the distant baying of the hound
Amid the waters murmuring around;
I· see the peach-flowers bearing crystal rain,
The sportive deer around the forest fane.

A Dog,
A dog barking.
And the sound of rushing water.
How dark and rich the peach-flowers after the rain.
Every now and then, between the trees, r see deer.
Twelve o'clock, but I hear no bell In the ravine.
Wild bamboos slit theblue-green of a cloudy sky.
The waterfall hangs against the jade-green peak.
There is no one to tell me where he has gone.
I rean against the pine-trees grieving.

The waving tops of bamboo groves aspire
In fleeting change ~he summer cloods to tire,
While from the emerald peaks of many hills
The sparkling cascades fall in fairy rills.
Beneath the pines within this shady dell,
I list in vain to hear the noontide bell;
The temple's empty, and the priest has gone,
And I am left to mourn my grief alone.

Amy Lowell

Char/es Budd
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ON GOING TO VISIT A TAOIST RECLUSE ON MOUNT
TAI-TIEN, BUT FAILING TO MEET HIM

A dog barks afar where the waters croon.
The peach flowers are deeper-tinted, wet with rain.
The wood Is so thick that one espies a deer at times,
But cannot hear the noon bell in this lonely glen.
The wild bamboos sway in the blue mist,
And on the green mountainside flying cascades glisten.
What way has he gone?· There Is none to tell;
Sadly I lean against a pine tree here and there.·
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FAREWELL

Where blue hills cross the northern sky,.
Beyond the moat which girds the town,
'Twas there we stopped to say Goodbye!
And one white sail alone dropped down.
Your heart was full of wandering thought;
For me, - my sun had set indeed;
To wave a last adieu we sought,
Voiced for us by each whinnying steed!

S.Obato

CALLING ON A TAOIST PRIEST IN TAI-T'IEN
MOUNTAIN BUT FAILING TO SEE HIM

A dog barks amid the sound of water;
Peach blossoms tinged by dew take on a deeper tone.
In the dense woods at times I see deer;
By the brook I hear no bells at noon. .
Wild bamboos divide the blue h~e;
Tumbling waterfalls hang from the green cliff.
No one can ten me where you are,
Saddened, I lean against the pines.

Herbert A. Giles

TAKING LEAVE OF A FRIEND

Blue mountains to the north of the walls,
White river winding about them;
Here we must make separation
And go out through a thousand miles of dead grass.
Mind like a floating wide cloud.
Sunset like the parting of old acquaintances
Who bow over their clasped hands at a distance.
Our horses neigh to each other as we are departing.

Joseph J. Lee

EzmPound
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You go ten thousand miles, drifting away
Like an unrooted water-grass.
Oh, the floating clouds and the thoughts of a wanderer!
Oh, the sunset and the longing of an old friend!
We ride away from each other, waving our hands,
Wh lie our horses neigh softly, softly •..

Athwart.the northern gate the green hills swell,
White water round the eastern city flows.
When once we here have bade a long farewell,
Your lone sail struggling up the current goes.
Those floating clouds are like the wanderer's heart,
Yon sinking sun recalls departed days..
Your hand waves us adieu; and lo! you start,
And dismally your horse retiring neighs.

S.Obata

A FAREWEt.l TO A FRIEND
With a blue line of mountains north of the wall,
And east of the city a white curve of water,
Here you must leave me and drift away
like a loosened water-plant hundreds of miles •..
I shall think of you in a floating cloud;
So in the sunset think of me.
• •• We wave our hands to say good-bye,
And my horse is neighing again and again.

W. J. B. Fletcher.

SAYING GOOD-BYE TO A FRIEND

s

'nd

Clear green hills at a right angle to the North wall,
White water winding to the East of the city.
Here is the place where we must part.
The lonety water-plants go ten thousand 1/;
The floating clouds wander everywhither does man.
Day is departing - it and my friend.
Our hands separate. Now he is going.
uHsiao, hsiao," the horse neighs.
He neighs again, "Hsiao, hsiao."

as

Witter Bynner

FAREWEll TO A FRIEND
Green mountains bar the northern sky;
White water girds the eastern town.
Here we bid each other goodbye,
You'll go a thousand leagues alone.
Like floating cloud you'll float away;
With' parting day I'll part from you.
A wave of hand, you're on your way,
I hear yourhorse stili neigh: "Adieu!"

Amy Lowell

TAKING LEAVE OF A FRIEND
Blue mountains lie beyond the north wall;
Round the city's eastern side flows the white water.
Here we part, friend, once forever.
132
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For whom does she suffer this misery?
We do not know.
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Amy Lowell
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THE NIGHT OF SORROW
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A lovely woman rolls up
The deticate bamboo blind.
She s,its deep within,
Twitching her moth eyebrows.
Who may it be
That grieves her heart?
On her face one sees
Only the wet traces of tears.

TEARS
A fair girl draws the blind aside.
And sadly sits with drooping head;
I see her burning tear-drops glide
But know not'why those tears are shed.
Herbert A. Giles

S.Obata

GRIEF
A BITTER LOVE

My lady has rolled up the curtains of pearl,
And sits with a frown on her eyebrows apart.
Wet traces of tears can be seen as they curl.
But who knows for whom Is the grief in her heart?

How beautiful she looks, opening the pearly casement,
And how quiet she leans, and how troubled her brow lsi
You may see the tears now, bright on her cheek,
But not the man she so bitterly loves.

W. /.B. Fletcher
Witter Bynner
PASSIONATE GRIEF

SORROW UNTOLD

Beautiful is this woman who rolls up the pearl-reed blind.
She sits in an inner chamber,
And her eyebrows, delicate as a moth's antennae,
Are drawn With grief.
One sees only the wet lines of tears.

A fair lady rolls up her pearl window blind;
Sitting late within, she knits her moth eyebrows.
One sees only the wet traces of her tears,
But know~ not whom she is hating!

Sun Yu
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The splendid moon I see:
Then droop my head,
And sink to dreams of thee
My fatherland, of theel
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NIGHT THOUGHTS

NIGHT THOUGHTS

In front of my bed the moonlight is very bright.
I wonder If that can be frost on the floor?
111ft up my head and look at the full moon,
the dazzling moon.
I drop my head, and think of the home of old days.

I wake, and moonbeams play around my bed,
Glittering like hoar-frost to my wandering eyes;
Up towards thegtorious moon I raise my head,
Then lay me down - and thoughts of home arise.
Herbert A. Giles

Amy LOWlII

THE MOON SHINES EVERYWHERE
ON A QUIET NIGHT

Seeing the Moon before my couch so bright
I thought hoar frost had fallen from then.ight
Ori her clear face I gaze with lifted eyes:
Then hide them full of Youth's sweet memories.

I saw the moonlight before my couch,
And wondered if it were not the frost on -the ground.
I raised my head and looked out on the mountain moon,
I bowed my head and thought of my far-off home.

W. J. 8. Fletcher

S.ObQtQ

THOUGHTS IN A TRANQUIL NIGHT
IN THE QUIET NIGHT

Athwart the bed
I watch the moonbeams cast a trail
So bright, so cold, so frail,
That for a space it gleams
Like hoar-frost on the margin of my dreams.
, raise my head,-:
136

So bright a gleam on the foot of my bed
Could there have been a frost already?
Lifting myself to look, I found that it was moonlight.
Sinking back again, I thought suddenly of home.
Witter Bynner
Sj
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LEAVING THE WHITE EMPEROR TOWN FOR
JIANGLING

."aff~.rl!l'
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Leaving at dawn the White Emperor crowned with cloud,
I've sailed a thousand II through Three Gorges In a day .
With monkeys' sad adieus the riverbanks are loud,
My boat has left ten thousand mountains far away.
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THE RIVER JOURNEY FROM WHITE KING CITY

Xu Yuan-zhong

At dawn I left the.walled city of White King,
Towering among the many-coloured clouds;
And came down stream in a day
One thousand /I to Jiang-ling.
The screams of monkeys on either bank
Had scarcely ceased echoing in my ear
When my skiff had left behind it
Ten thousand ranges of hills.
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FAREWELL BY THE RIVER

HOMEWARDI

v

The·breeze blows the willow-scent In from the dell,
While Phyllis with bumpers would fain cheer us up;
Dear friends press around me to bl~ me farewell:
Goodbyel and goodbyel - and yet just one more cup ...
I whisper, Thou' It see this great stream flow away
Ere I cease to love as I love thee to-day!

Good-bye to the city high in the. rosy clouds of dawn.
Homeward, out the gorges, out today!
Let the apes wail. Go on.
Out sho,?ts my boat. The serried mountains are all ttehind.
Weng Xlan-llang

Herbert A. Giles
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OUR PARTING AT KINLING INN

My good comrades of Chin-ling, hither you have come
to see me off.
I, going, stili tarry; and we drain our cups evermore.
Pray ask the river, which is the longer of the twoIts east.flowing stream, or the thoughts of ours at parting?

With incense from the willow flowers the zephyr fills the inn.
A rustic beauty baits the wine and tempts the guests to taste.
All Kinling friends come hither to speed each other haste;
Those'leaving and those staying all make the goblets spin ..
Now prithee ask the River that.ever eastward flows,
If any parting constant as his he ever knows?

PARTING AT A WINE..sHOP IN NAN-KING

W. J. 8. Fletcher

A wind, bringing willow-cotton, sweetens the shop,
And a girl from Wu, pouring wine, urges me to share it
With my comrades of the city who are hereto see me off:
And as each of them drains his cup, I say to him in parting,
Oh, go and ask this river running to the east
If it can travel farther than a friend's lovel

DETAINED IN A NANKING WINE-SHOP ON THE EVE
OF STARTING ON A JOURNEY

The wind blows. The inn is filled with the scent of
willow-flowers.
In the wine-shops of Wu, women are pressing the wine.
The sight invites customers to taste.
The young men and boys. of Nanking have gathered
to see me off;
I wish to start, but I do not, and we drink many,
many horn cups to the bottom.
I beg them to lopk at the water flowing toward the East,
And when we separate to let their thoughts follow Its
example and run constantly in my direction.
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The wind blows the willow bloom and fills the whole tavern
with fragrance
While the pretty girls of Wu bid us taste the new wine.
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Amy Lowel/

PARTING AT A TAVERN

WItter Bynner
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Below roll limpid billows.
Hard for the loul to fly
O'er skies so long and earth so wide!
So high the passes, deep the tide,
Thy vision comes not to my side.
Yet mutual longings us enwrap,
. Until my very heart-strlngs snap.
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II The Woman
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The colours of the day depa~t.
O'er flowers the mist-veils creep.
The moonshine turns to ashy grey;
And sad I cannot sleep.
The psaltery's notes have sunk to rest
Upon their bridge of fire.
The harpsichord begins to c,hime
With chords of sweet desire.
The song, though full of meaning,
Yet dies away unknown.
Would vernal breezes blew it
O'er Hua-jan's carven stonel
I pine for you, so far away,
. Beyond the sky so blue.
The eyes once liquid waves exchanged
To-day stream tears for you.
That my poor heart is broken,
If you require a token,
Return 1 Before your mirror bright
PII lay it open to your sight!
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MUTUAL LONGING
'nner

I The Man

Long dream we of each other.
At Chang-an far away
Wails sadly autumn's cricket
For Venus' waning ray.
The first frost falls, and chilliness
Invades the bed's delight.
But dully burns my lonely lamp.
Thought dies away in night.
The blind I roll; and gaze upon
Yon lonely Moon; and sigh
For those fair flower-like beauties
That veiling clouds deny.
Above the 'azure ocean deeps
Stretch endlesS o'er the sky:
1.....

W. /. B. Fletcher
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I sigh continually.
The Beautiful, Flower-Jike One Is as far from me as
the distance of the clouds.
Above Is the brilliant darkness of a high sky,
Below Is the rippling surface of the clear water.
Heaven Is far and the road to it is long; it is difficult
for a mants soul to compass it in flight.
Even In a dream my spirit cannot cross the grievous barrier
of hills.
We think of each other eternaUy.
My heart and my liver are snapped in two.

ETERNALLY THINKING OF EACH OTHER
The Woman Speaks

The colour of the day is over; flowers hold the mist
in their lips.
The bright moon is like glistening silk. I cannot sleep
for grief.
The tones of the Chao psaltery begin and end on the bridge
of the silver-crested love-pheasant.
I wish I could play my Shu table-lute on
the mandarin duck strings.
The meaning of this music - there is no one to receive it.
I desire my thoughts to follow the Spring wind,
even to the Swallow Mountains.
" think of my Lord far, far away, remote as the Green Heaven.
In old days, my eyes were like horizontal waves;
Now they flow, a spring of tears.
If you do not believe that the bowels of your Unworthy one
are torn· and severed,
Return and take up the bright mirror I was wont to use.

Amy Lowell

ENDLESS YEARNING

"I am endlessly yearning
To be inCh'ang-an.
•. .Insects hum of autumn by the gold brim of tbe well;
A thin frost gnsten~ like little mirrors on my cold mat;
The high lantern flickers; and deeper grows· my longing.
I lift the shade and, with many a sigh, gaze upon the moon,
Single as a flower, centred from the clouds.
Above, I see the blueness and deepness of sky.
Below, I see the greenness and the restlessness of water.•.
Heaven is high, earth wide; bitter between them
flies my sorrow.
Can I dream through the gateway, over the mountain?
Endless longing
Breaks my heart. tt

The Man Speaks

We think of each other eternally.
My thoughts are at Ch'ang An.
The Autumn cricket chirps beside the railing of
the Golden Well;
The light frost is chilly, chilly; the colour of the
bamboo sleeping mat is cold.
The neglected lamp does not burn brightly. My thoughts
seem broken off.
I roll up the long curtain and look at the moon - It is useless,
146
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We Ire so far apart,
The yearning breaks my heart

liThe sun has set, and a mist is in the flowers;
And the moon grows verY white and people sad and sleepless.
A Chao harp has just been laid mute on its phoenix-holder,
And a Shu lute begins to sou nd its mandari,n-duck strings .•.
Since nobody can bear to you the burden of my song,
Would that it might follow the spring wind to
Yen-jan Mountain.
I think of you far away, beyond the blue sky,
And my eyes that once were sparkling
Are now a well of tears.
. . . Oh, if ever you should doubt this aching of my heart,
Here in my bright mirror come back and look at mel"

II
Flowers exhale thin mist wnen daylight fades away;
The sleepless feel sad when the moon sheds silken ray.
My harp on phoenix-holder has just become mute,
PII try to play upon lovebirds strings of my lute.
My song's a message. Who
Will carry it to you?
I'd ask spring winds to bear it as far as the frontiers .
.Between you and me there Is the boundless blue sky.
Do you remember my wave-like eyes of days gone by?
Now they become a spring of tears.
If you do not believe my heart's broken, alasl
Come back and look into my bright mirror of brass!

Witter Bynner

LOVESICKNESS

Xu Yuan-zhong

Ii

oon,

I yearn for one
Who's in Chang'an.
In autumn crickets wail beside.the golden rail;
The first frost, although light, invades the bed's delight.
My lonely lamp burns dull, of longing I would die;
Roiling up 5( reens to view the moon, In vain I sigh.
My flower-like Beauty is high
Up as clouds in the sky.
Above, the boundless heaven blue is seen;
Below, the endless river rolls its billows green.
My soul can't fly o'er sky so vast nor earth so wide;
In dreams I can't go through mountain pass to her side.
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Another year_alas!
And you had Joined your chief;
While I was left at home,
In solitary grief.

ii~:l.l.tp

When victory crowns your arms.,
And I your triumph learn,
What bliss for me to fly
To welcome your return.

A SOLDIER'S WIFE TO HER HUSBAND

'Twas many a year ago,
How I recall the dayl
When you, my own true love,
Came first with me to play.

W. A. P. Mortln

THAT PARTING AT CH'ANG·KAN

When first o'er maiden brows my hair I tied,
In sport I plucked the blooms before the door.
You riding came on·hobby-horse astride,
And wreathed my bed with green-gage branches o'er.
At Ch 'ang-kan Village long together dwelt
We children twain, and knew no petty strife.
At fourteen years, 101 I became thy wife.
Yet ah I the modest shyness that I felt!
My shamefaced head I in a comer hung;
Nor to long calling answered word of mine.
At fifteen years my heart's gate open sprung,
And I was glad to mix my dust with .thine.
My troth to thee till death I keep for aye:
My eyes still gaze adoring on my lord.
When I was but sixteen you went away.
In Chu· t'ang Gorge how Yen-yii's billows roared!
For five long months with you I cannot meet.
The gibbon's wail re-echoes to the sky!
Before the door, where stood your parting feet,

You rode a bamboo horse,
And deemed yourself a knight,
With paper helm and shield
And wooden sword bedight.
Thus we together grew,.
And we together played
Yourself a giddy boy,
And I a thoughtless maid.
At fourteen I was wed;
And if one called my name,
As quick as lightning flash,
The crimson blushes came.
'Twas not till we had passed
A year of married life
My heart was knit to yours
In joy to be your wife.
150
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You went into fir Ku~to-Yen, by the river of swirling eddies,
And you hive been gone five months.
The monkeys make sorrowful noise overhead.
You dragged your feet when you went out.
By the gate now, the moss Is grown, the different mosses,
Too deep to clear them awayl
The leaves fall early this autumn, In wind.
The paired butterflies are already yellow with August
Over the grass in the West Garden,
They hurt me.
I grow older,
If you are coming down through the narrows of
the river Kiang,
Please let me know beforehand,
And I will come out to meet you,
As far as Cho~fu~Sa.

The prints with verdant moss are covered high.
Deep is that mossr it will not brush away.
In early autumn's gale the leaflets fall.
September now! - the butterflies so gay
Disport on grasses by our garden wan.
The sight my heart disturbs with longing W!Jo;;.
I sIt and wail, my red cheeks growing old,
Early and late I to the gorges go,
Waiting for news that of thy coming told.
How short will seem the way, if we but meet!
Across the sand the wind flies straight to gre.et.
W. J. B. Fletcher

THE RIVER-MERCHANT'S WIFE
'er.

While my hair was stili cut straight across my forehead
I played about the front gate, pulling flowers.
You came by on bamboo stilts, playing horse,
You walked about my seat, playing wit~ blue plums.
And we went on living in the village of Chokan:
Two small people, without dislike or suspicion.

EzroPound

IDYll OF CH'ANG-KAN
When the curls first began to o'ershadow my brow
I was plucking the flowers by the gate,
When lo! there rode up a venturous knight,
On a bamboo charger he sate;
Together we played, village boy and maid,
Nor suspected the schemlngs of fate.

At fourteen I married My Lord you.
I never laughed, being bashful.
Lowering my head, I looked at the wall.
Called to, a thousand times, I never rooked back.
At fifteen I stopped scowling,
I desired my dust to be mingled with yours.
Why should I climb thelook-out?

But at twice seven years I was wedded to him,
And then shame clouded the joy;
Toward the dark wall my head I declined,
When he called I was dumb to the boy,

At sixteen you departed,
Forever and forever, and forever.
152
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the sweetmeats of green plums.
We both lived In the village of Chang Kan.
We were both very young, and knew neither jealousy
nor suspicion •.
At fourteen, I became the wife of my Lord.
I could not yet lay aside my face of shame;
I hung my head, faCing the dark wall;
You might call me a thousand times, not once would I
turn round.
At fifteen, I stopped frowning.
I wanted to be with you, as dust with its ashes.
I often thought that you were the faithful man
who clung to the bridge post,
That I should never be obliged to ascend to the
Looking-for-Husband Ledge.
When I was sixteen, my Lord went far jJ,way,
To the Cu'li T'aog Chasm and theWhirlfng Water Rock of
·the Yii River.
Which, during the Fifth Month, must not be collided with;
Where the walling of the gibbons seems to come from the sky.
Your departing footprints are stili before the door
where I bade you good-bye,
In each has sprung up green moss.
The moss is thick, it cannot be swept away.
The leaves are falling, it is early for the Autumn wind
to blow.
It is the Eighth Month, the butterflies are yellow,
Two are flying among the plants in the west garden;
. Seeing them, my heart is bitter with grief, they wound
the heart of the Unworthy One.
The bloom of my face has faded, sitting with my sorrow.
From early morning until late in the evening, you descent the

When a year had slid by my countenance cleare~,
And our hearts became one out of twain;
We swore to be true with a ubeam-clasping" faith,
And the thought of his absence was pain.
Another year sped, and alas! my dear. lord
Went afar on a river of fear;
In the fifth moon the rapids are perilous still;
Heaven pity the voyager dear I
Where we bade each the other farewell at the gate
The footprints are green with moss now,
Oeep moss that clings fast to the unsweptsteps.
How early the wind strips the bough!
In the eighth moon the butterflies pale their bright hues
But in pairs they flit through the west glade,
With a pang I remember it, sitting alone,
Old In heart though my ch'eek does not fade.
But surely, returning, he's made the Blg~end,
And the glad news my ears will soon greet.
If to welcome him home I went seventy leagues
I should count the road short, the toil sweet.
C. Gaunt

CWANG KAN
When the hair of your Unworthy One first began to cover
her forehead,
She picked flowers and played in front of the door.
Then you, my Lover, came riding a bamboo horse.
We ran round and round the bed, and tossed about
15-1
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Three Serpent River.
Prepare me first with a letter, brlnglns me the news of when
you will reach home.
I will not go far on the road to meet you,
I will go straight until I reach the Long Wind Sands.

Where the Ilant rock. heap up the swift river,
And the rapids are not passable In May.
Did you hear the monkeys wailing
Up on the skyey helsht of the crags?
Do you know your foot-marks by our gate are old,
And each and everyone is filled up with green moss?

Amy Lowel/

The mosses are too deep for me to sweep away;
And already In the autumn wind the leaves are failing.
The yellow butterflies of October
,
Flutter In pairs over the grass of the west garden.
My heart aches at seeing them ..•
I sit sorrowing alone, and alasl
The vermilion of my face is fading.

A LETTER FROM CHANG-KAN

(A rlver-merchont's wife writes)
I would play, plucking flowers by the gate;
My hair scarcely covered my forehead, then.

of
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You would come, riding on your bamboo horse,
And loiter about the bench with green plums for toys.
So we both dwelt In Chang-kan town,
We were two children, suspecting nothing.

Some day when you return down the river.
If you will write me a letter beforehand,
I will come to meet you - the way is not longI will come as far as the Long Wind Beach instantly.

At fourteen I became your wife,
And so bashful that I could never bare my face,
But hung my head, and turned to the dark wall;
You would call me a thousand times,
But I could not look back even once.

S. Obara

A SONG OF CH'ANG·KAN
My hair had hardly covered my forehead.
I was picking flowers, playing by my door.
When you, my lover, on a bamboo horse,
Came trotting in circles and throwing green plums.
We lived near together on a.lane in Ch'ang-kan,
Both of us young and happy-hearted.
. .. At fourteen I became your wife,
So bashful that I dared not smile,
And I lowered my head toward a dark corner

At fifteen I was able to compose my eyebrows,
And beg you to love me till we were dust and ashes.
You always kept the faith of Wei-sheng,
Who waited under the bridge, unafraid of death,
I never knew I was to climb the Hill of Wang-fu
And watch for you these many days.

'.

I was sixteen when yo~ went on a long journey
Travelling beyond the Keu-Tang Gorge,
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pelting each other with green plums.
Close ne.lghbours from childhood, we grew closer with
the yean, our friendship never clouded by the least
misunderstanding. At fourteen I became your bride. So
buhful wu I that I used to sit silent for hours~
head bowed before the wall, and no amount of coaxing
could make me turn around. At fifteen I blossomed out,
radiant with new-awakened love. We would be one even
unto dust. Sooner die than break faith, you decfared.
What would life be without you? It was impossible to
contemplate.
But at sixteen I had to let you depart for the hinterlandj
such is the lot of a trader's w·ife. Up river you
sailed in the teeth of the midsummer flood, past jagged
rocks more dangerous for being sunken, through dismal
gorges filled with wails of apes on high.
The footprints you left behind are now overgrown with
moss so thick as to defy the broom. " feel the chill breath
of autumn; I see the leaves wither and fall. But in my
garden there are stili patches of green with golden butterflies
fluttering about - in pairs. The sight touches me
to the quick. Youth and beauty cannot endure. Why are
you so long in returning? Delay no more, and do not forget
to send word ahead. I will go to meet you halfway, however
far that may be.

And would not turn to your thousand calls;
Butat fifteen I straightened my brows and laughed,
learning that no dust could ever seal our love,
That even unto death I would await you by my post
And would never lose heart in the tower 01 silent watching.
... Then when I was Sixteen, you left on a long journey
Through the Gorges of Chu-t'ang,of rock and whirling water.
And then came the Fifth-month, more than I could bear,
And I tried to hear the monkeys in your lofty far-off sky.
Your footprints by our door, where I had watched you go,
Were hidden, every one of them, under green moss;
Hidden under moss too deep to sweep away.
And the first autumn wind added fallen leaves.
And now, in the Eighth-month, yellowing butterflies
Hover, two by two, in our west-garden grasses •.•
And, because of all this, my heart is breaking
And I fear for my bright cheeks, lest they fade.
... Oh, at last, when you return through the
three Pa districts,
Send me a message home ahead I
And I will come and meet you and will never
mind the distance.
All the way to Chang-reng Sha.
Witter Bynner

Weng Xion-llong

THE TRADER'S WIFE
BALLAD OF A MERCHANT'S WIFE

My first coiffure - twin tassels with a fringe. My
first bouquet - dewy buds gathered In the front garden.
Th~t very day you came galloping down the street on a
hobby-horse. We played in the courtyard, capering and
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My forehead covered by my hair cut straight,
I played with fh)werspluck'd before the gate.
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On a bamboo horse you came on the scene,
Around the well we played with plums stili green.
We lived both of us on Riverside lane,
Both thoughtless and guileless, we children twain.
At fourteen years I became your young bride,
I'd often turn my bashful face aside,
HangIng my head, I'd look at the dark wall,
A thousand times I'd not answer your call.
At fifteen I began to straighten my brows,
To mix my dust wiih yours were my dear vows.
Rather than break faith, you declared you'd die.
Who knew Pd live alone In tower high?
I was sixteen when you went far away,
'Isslng Three Canyons studded with rocks grey ,
Where ships were wrecked when spring flood ran high,
Where gibbons' wails seemed coming from the sky.
Green moss now overgrows before our door,
I ..e your departing footprints no more.
, Cln't sweep it away: so thick it grows,
And leaves fall early when autumn wind blows.
the eighth month yellow butterflies pass
by two o'er our western-garden grass.
sight would break my heart and I'm afraid,
Ulng alone, my rosy cheeks would fade.
will you return to the native land?
't forget to let me know beforehand.
walk to meet you and not call it far
to go to Long Wind Sand where you are.

Tu Fu
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CHANTS OF AUTUMN

Shorn by the frost with crystal blade,
The dry leaves, scattered, fall at last;
Among the valleys of Wu Chan
Cold winds of death go walling past.
Tumultuous waves of the great river rise
And seem to storm the skies;
While snow-bright peak and prairie mist combine,
, And greyness softens the harsh mountain line.
Chrysanthemums unfurl ta.day,
Ta.morrow the last flowers are blown.
I am the barque that chains delay:
My homeward thoughts must sail alone.
From house to house warm winter robes are spread,
And through the pine-woods red
Floats up the sound of the washerman's bat who plies
His hurried task ere the brief noon wanes and dies.
L. Cmnmer-Byng

Xu Yuan-zhong
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hurried pounding of washed garments.

ODE TO AUTUMN

Amy.Lowell

Before the Autumn's pe,arling dew the maple woods decay.
O'er Magic HHI and Wizard Gorge broods desolation's sway.
The billows of the river leap to touch the boiling sky.
The storm-clouds driven o'er the Pass o'er Earth
as shadows fly.
The asters twice have opened a fresh year's tears to view.
The lone boat once tied up acquires old longings ever new.
All round, their winter clothes to make, the rule and
scissors ply.
Till sunset thuds the busy block o'er Po-ti's towers high.

AUTUMN MEDITATION
Gems of dew w1lt and wound the maple trees in the woods:
From Wu mountainS, from Wu gorges, the air blows desolate.
The waves between the river banks merge In the seething sky,
Clouds in the wind above the passes touch their shadows
on the ground.
Clustered chrysanthemums have opened twice, in tears of
other days:
The forlorn boat, once and for all, tethers my homeward
thoughts.
In the houses qUilted clothes speed scissors and ruler.
The washing blocks pound, faster each evening, in Pal TI high
on the hilL

W. J. B. Fletcher

THE SORCERESS GORGE
Jade dew lies up.on the withered and wounded forest of
. mapletrees.
On the Sorceress Hill, over the Sorceress Gorge, the mist
is desolate and dark.
The ripples of the river increase into waves and blur with
the rapidly flowing sky.
The wind-clouds at the horizon become confused with· the
Earth Darkness.
The myriad chrysanthemums have bloomed twice.
Days to come - tears.
The solitary little boat is moored, but my heart is in the
old-time garden.
Everywhere people are hastening to measure and cut out
their winter clothes.
At sunset, in the high City of the White Emperor, the
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THE HEIGHTS
The wind so fresh, the sky so high
Awake the gibbons' wailing cry.
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CLIMBING THE HEIGHT

The isles clear-cut, the saod so white,
Arrest the wheeling sea-gul~s' flight.
Ihrough endless Space with rustling sound
The falling leaves are whirled around.
Beyond my ken a yeasty sea
The Yangtze's waves are roiling free.
From far away, in Autumn drear,
I find myself a stranger here.
With dragging years and illness wage
lone. war upon this lofty stage.
Wi th troubles vexed and trials sore
My locks are dally growing hoar:
Till Time, before whose steps I pine,
Set down this failing cup of wine!

The wind so swift, the sky so steep, sad gibbons cry;
Water so clear and sand so white, backward birds fly.
The boundless forest sheds Its leaves shower by shower;
The endless river rolls its waves hour after hour.
Far from home In autumn, I'm grieved to see my plight;
After my long Illness,. I climb alone this height.
Living in hard times, at my frosted hair I pine;
Pressed by poverty, I give up my cup of wine.
Xu Yuan-zhong

:Jt ..
W./. B. Fletcher
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In a sharp gale from the wide sky apes are whimpering,
Birds are flying homeward over the clear lake and white sand
Leaves are dropping down like the spray of a waterfall,
While ,I watch the long river alw~ys rolling on.
I have come three thousand miles away. Sad now with autumn
And with my hundred years of woe, I clfmbthis height arone.
III fortune has laid a bitter frost on my temples,
Heart-ache and weariness are a thick dust in my wlne~
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THE WANDERER'S RETURN

The setting sun beneath the red-lined clouds,
Which mass around the foot-hills in the west,
Still floods the valley with a rose-hued light,
And lures the chirping birds to seek their rest.

Witter Bynner

The wayworn travell.er pauses near the gate,
From which he sallied forth so long ago;
Unconscious then of what Fate held in store
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CH'IANG TSUN: THE HAMLET OF ELEGANCE

The years of separation, loss, and woe.
The neighbours press around the garden fence,
And gaze with mouth agape, or quietly sigh;
While wife and children awestruck, rigid stand,
And then tears flow and to his arms they fly.·

Clouds to the West are hills overtopping one another,
a vermilion glory of fire and height;
The sun's foot has dropped below the level earth.
Larle birds, small birds, twitter at my rustic gatej
The traveller returns home; he arrives from a thousand II.
Wife, children, marvel that I am alive;
First startled, then comforted, yet again they dry their tears.
The world is in confusion, I have blown on the whirlwind and
floated on vast waters;
That I return alive is the result of mere accident.
Neighbours and friends crowd to overflowing the top of
our wallj
Their emotions are roused; they sigh, snivel and blow
their noses, they whimper and sob.
Late at night we stili grasp candles:
We are together - do we sJeep and dream?

"For years on revolution's waves I've tossed,
While wife and bairns mourned me In hopeless plight;
And now to-night, as In a dream, I sit
Wrth all my loved ones 'neath the ramp's bright light."
Charles Budd

CHIANG TSUN

The sunset reddens o'er the lofty peak.
The .sun steps down the level plain to seek.
The sparrows twitter on the wicker door
Homel - yet so many miles have left me weak.

Florence Ayscough

My wife and children start to see me here.
Surprise scarce vanquished wipes a furtive tear:
To think that swept by anarchy away
Yet chance returns me to each bosom dear.

CHIANG VILLAGE

From stately mountains in purple
A setting sun throws its colour out
On to plains below; magpies fuss
Around the wicket gate, and I after
The tired long miles am home again;
Wife and children, wide-eyed with surprise,
Greet me, then quickly wipe away their tears;
War has taken me to many places,
Never was it thought I would return; so

The garden wall with neighbours' heads Is lined.
Each breast surcharging breaks in slghings kind.
All night beside the candle's beam we sit,
As though in dreams and absence still we pined.
HI. J. B. Fletcher
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Neighbours get over the garden wall,
Every one sobbing out welcome; then
As d}rkness falls and by candle light
We stare into eacb other's face
As if in a dream.

WHEN SHALL I RETURN
Against the water blue birds look more white;
On the green hills red flowers seem to burn.
Alasl I see another spring In flight.
0, when will come the day of my return?

RewlAlley
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ANOTHER SPRING

'gh

White birds over the grey river.
scarlet flowers on the green hills.
I watch the spring go by and wonder
If I shall ever return home.
Kenneth Rexroth
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A QUATRAIN
THE PRESSGANG
Birds the more white, against green stream
Blooms burst to flame, against blue hills
I glance, the spring is gon~ again.
What day, what day, can I go home?

There, where at eve I sought a bed,
A pressgang came, recruits to hunt;
Over the wall the goodman sped,
And left his wife to bear the brunt.

Jerome P. Seaton
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Yuan~zhong

Ah mel the cruel serjeant's rage!
Ah me ! how sadly she anon
Told all her story's mournful page,
How three sOns to the war had gone;

The woman's voice was broken with her woe.
I heard her say that her three sons had gone
To war at Yeh-ch'eng. They were forced to go.
That two were dead the last one wrote to say:
And he in constant jeopardy, he wrote.
Those dead were gone forever. Aye! Aye! Aye!
(With what a choke the words tore up her throat.)
Within the house there now was no one leftOnly her infant grandson at the breast.
And his poor mother thus of all bereft,
In worn and tattered robe was scantly dressed.
The poor old soul, enfeebled, aged and worn,
Through the dark night must with the soldiers go
Her enemies! With agitation torn,
To cook a meal she hurries to and fro.
Their voices' sound the lengthening hours consume:
And weeping dies in strangling sobs away.
The light returns. - As I· my road resume,
But sad farewells to that old man I say.

How one had sent a line to say
That two had been in battle slain:
He, from the fight had run away,
But they could ne'er come back again.
She swore 'twas all the family
Except a grandson at the breast;
His mother too was there, but she
Was
In rags and tatters drest.

all

The crone with age was troubled sore,
But for herself she'd not think twice
To journey to the seat of war
And held to cook the soldiers' rice.
The night wore on and stopped her talk;.
Then sobs upon my hearing fell ...•
At dawn when I set forth to walk,
Only the goodman cried Farewell!

W. J. B. Fletcher

THE RECRUITING SERGEANT
Herblrt.A. Giles

At sunset in the village of Che-kao
I sought for shelter; on my heels there trod
A grim recruiting sergeant, of the kind
That seize their prey by night. A poor old man
Saw - scaled the wall, and vanished. Through the gate
An old bent woman hobbled, and she.marched
A pace before him~ Loudly in his wrath
The grim recruiter stormedj and bitterly

THE RUNNERS OF SHIH HAO
The twilight gloamed. At Shih-hao Tsun I stayed.
Night soldiers brought the inmates to arrest.
The old man leapt the wall and fled affrayed:
To meet them issued his old wife distressed.
Shouted the soldiers tones in anger strong.
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She answered: "Listen to the voice of her
Who drags before you. Once I had three sons
Thtee in the Emperor's campi A letter came
From one, and - there was one; the others fell
In the same battle - he alone was left,
Scarce able from the iron grasp of Death
To tear his miserable life.

THE RECRUITING AT THE VILLAGE OF
THE STONE MOAT
I sought a lodglns for the night, at sunset, in the
Stone Moat Village.
Recruiting Officers, who seize people by night, were there.
A venerable old man climbed over the wall and fled.
An old woman came out of the door and peered.
What rage In the shouts ofthe Recruiting Officers I
What bitterness In the weeping of the old woman!
.I heard the words of the woman as she pled her cause before
them:
"My three sons are' with the frontier guard at Yeh Chleng.
From one son I have received a letter.
A little while ago, two sons died in battle.
He who remains has stolen a temporary lease of life;
The dead are finished forever.
In the house, there is still no grown man.
Only my grandson at the breast.
The mother of my grandson has not gone,
Going out, coming in, she has not a single whole skirt.
I am an old, old woman, and my strength Is failing,
But I beg to go with the Recruiting Officers when they return
this night.
I will eagerly agree to act as a servant at Ho Yang;
I am still able to prepare the early morning meal."
The sound of words ceased In the long night,
It was as though I heard the darkness choke with tears.
At daybreak I went on my way,
Only the venerable old man was left.

Alas
My two dead boys! for ever and for aye
Death holds them. In our wretched hut remains
The last of all the men - a little child,
Still at his mother's breast. She cannot flee
Since her few tatters scarce suffice to clothe
Her shrunken limbs.
My years are nearly done,
My strength is well-nigh spent; yet I will go
Readily to the camplng-ground. Perchance
I may be useful for some humble task,
To cook the rice or stir the morning meal.'~
Night slipped away. The clamour and the cries
Died down; but there was weeping and the sound
stifled moans around me.
At the break
dawn I hurried on my road, and left
but an old and broken man behind.
L. r;ronmer-Byng

AmyLo~1I
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THE OFFICIALS OF STONE·DlTCH VilLAGE

AlJIti

In Stone-Ditch Village,.!n the eve, I lodge,
At midnight come the seizers while the cotters dodge.
I hear the old man climbing o'er the wall,
His old wife going to answer the call.
How peevishly the cruel officials shout,
How sadly the old wife sobs her heart out!
And hark to her story, what a pity:
UMy three sons have gone to guard Ye City.
"One of them recently wrote me a I,etter,
"Telling that two brothers were killed in a battle.
liThe living has his life but for the present,
ccThe dead ones are fore'er from the world absent!
"In our home there's no man among the rest,
"Except a grandson still sucking at the breast.
"His mother is with us, but car:"'t guest you,
I I As she has only a shabby skirt to show.
ul, an old woman, am too weak to fight,
'.
ceStill I'd like to go with you, sir, tonight.
UHurrying on to Heyang for the service,
"I may cook breakfast in time for soldiers!'
Her voice fades away as the.night deepens,
It seems to linger in the air - her weepings.
At daybreak, further on my way I'd ply,
To the old man alone I bid goodbye.
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CONSCRIPTS LEAVING FOR THE FRONTIER
Chariots rumbling; horses neighing;
Soldiers shouting martial cries;
Drums are sounding; trumpets braying;
Seas of glittering spears arise.

WuChun-tao

On each warrior's back are hanging
Deadly arrows, mighty bows;
Pipes are blowing, gongs are clanging,
On they march in serried rows.
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Age-bowed parents, sons and daughters
Crowd beside in motley bands;
Here one stumbles, there one falters
Through the clouds of blinding sands.

"Proclamations, without pity,
Rain upon us day by day,
Till from village, town, and city
All our men are called away.

Wives and mothers sometimes clinging
To their loved ones,ln the ranks,
Or In grief their bodies flinging
On the dusty crowded flanks.

"Called away to swell the flowing
Of the streams of hUman blood,
Where the bitter north wind blowing
Petrifies the ghastly flood.

Mothers', wlves'~ andchildren's weeping
Rises sad above the dln,
Through the clouds to Heaven creeplng
Justice begging for their kin.

"Guarding passes through the mountains,
Guarding rivers in the plain;
While in sleep, in youth's clear fountain,
Scenes of home come back again.

"To what region are they going?"
Asks a stranger passing by;
uTo the Yellow River, flowing
Through the desert bare and dryl

"But, alas! the dream is leaded
With the morn's recurring grief,
Only few return - grey-headedTo their homes, for days too brief.

·'Forced conscription daily snapping
Ties which bind us to our clan:
Forced conscription slowly sapping
All the manhood ofthe Han.

"For the Emperor, still unheeding
Starving homes and lands untilled,
On his fatuous course proceeding,
Swears his camps shall be refilled,

And the old man went on speaking
To the stranger from afar:
U'Tis the Emperor, glory seeking,
Drives them 'neath his baleful star.

"Hence new levies are demanded
And the war goes on apace,
Emperor and foemen banded
In the slaughter of the race.

"Guarding river; guarding passes
On the frontier, wild and drear;
Fighting foes in savage masses
Scant of mercyI void of fear.

flAil the region Is denuded
Of its men and hardy boys,
Only women left, deluded
Of life's promise and its Joys.
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THE CHARIOTS GO FOR.TH TO WAR

"Yet the prefects clamour loudly
That the tax~ must be paid,
Ride about and hector proudly!
How can gold from stones be made?

Chariots rumble and roll j horses whinny and neigh.
Footmen at their girdle bows and arrows display.
Fathers, mothers, wives, and children by them go
'TIs not the choking dust al.one that strangles what they
Their clothes they clutch i their feet they stamp; their crush
blocks up the way,
The sounds of weeping mount above the clouds that groom
the day.

IILevy after levy driven,
Treated more like dop than men,
Over mountains, tempes~ riven,
Through .the salty desert fen.
"There by Hun and Tartar harried
Ever fighting, night or day;
Wounded, left to die, or carried
Far from kith and kin away. ,

The paSsers-by inquire of them, "But whither do you go?tI
They only say: HWe're mustering - do not disturb us so."
These, fifteen years and upwards, the Northern Pass defend;
And still at forty years of age their service does not end.
All young they left their villages - just registered were they
The war they quitted sees again the same men worn and grey.
And all along the boundary their blood has made a sea.
But never till the World Is his, will Wu Huang happy be!

UBetter bring forth daughters only
Than male children doomed, to death,
Slaughtered in the desert lonely,
Frozen by the north wind '5 breath.
"Where their bodies, left unburied,
Strew the plain from west to east,
While above in legions serried
Vultures hasten to the feast.

Have you not heard - in Shantung there two hundred
districts lie
All overgrown with briar and weed and wasted utterly?
The stouter women swing the hoe and guide the
stubborn plough,
The fields have lost their boundaries - the corn grows
wildly now.
And routed bands with hunger grim come down in disarray.
To rob and rend and outrage them, and treat them as a prey.

"Brave men's bones on desert bleaching,
Far away from home and love,
Spirits of the dead beseeching
Justice from the heaven above."
Charles Budd

Although the leaders question them, the. soldiers' plaints
resound.
And winter has not stopped the war upon the western bound.
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And war needs fu nds; the Magistrates for taxes press each day.
The land tax and the duties - Ah! how shall these be found?
In times like this stout sons to bear is sorrow and dismay.
Far better girls - to marry toa home not far away.
But sons! - are buried in the grassl - you Tsaidam's
waste surveyl
The bones of those who fell before are bleaching on the plain.
Their spirits weep our ghosts to hear lamenting all their pain.
Beneath the gloomy sky there runs a wailing in the rain.

• .• Do you know that, east of China's mountains,
In two hundred districts
And In thousands of villages, nothing grows but weeds,
And though strong women have bent to the ploughing,
East and west the furrows all are broken down?
· .• Men of China' are able to face the stiffest battle,
But their officers drive them like chickens and dogs.
Whatever Is asked of them,
Dare they complain?
For example, this winter
Held west of the gate,
Challenged for taxes,
How could they pay?
• •• We have.learned that to have a son is bad luck
It is very much bet.ter to have a daughter
Who can marry and nve in the house of a neighbour,
While under the sod we bury our boys.
· .. Go to the Blue Sea, look along the shore
At all the old white bones forsakenNew ghosts are wailing there now with the old,
Loudest In the dark sky of a stormy day.

If. J. B. Fletcher
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A SONG OF WAR-CHARIOTS
The war-chariots rattle,
The war-horses whinny.
Each man of you has a bow and a quiver at his belt.
father, mother,son, wife, stare at you going,
Till dust shall have buried the bridge beyond Ch'ang-an.
They run with you, crying, they tug at your sleeves,
And the sound of their sorrow goes up to the clouds;
every time a bystander asks you a question,
'Iou can only say to him that you have to go.
t •• We remember others at fifteen sent north
to guard the river
at forty sent west to cultivate the camp':farms.
mayor wound their turbans for them when they
started out.
their turbaned hair white now, they are still at the
border,
the border where the blood of men spills like the sea
still the heart of Emperor Wu is beating for war.
180

Witter Bynner

THE CHARIOTS GO fORTH TO WAR
The chariots· go forth to war,
Rumbling, roaring as they go;
The horses neigh and whinny loud,
Tugging at the bit.
The dust swirls up in great dense clouds,
And hides the Han Yang bridge.
~
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In serried ranks the archers march,
A bow and quiver at each waist;
Fathers, mothers, children, wives
All crowd around to .say farewell.
Pulling at clothes and stamping feet,
They force the soldiers' ranks apart,
And all the while their sobs and cries
Reach to the skies above.

Husband. flshtlng or dead, wives drag the plow,
And the lraln Irows wild In the fields.
Th. soldiers recruited In Shansi towns
Stili flaht; but, with spirlt.gone,
like chlck.ns and·dogs they are driven aboutJ
And have not the heart to complain.
"I am geatly honoured by your speech with me.
Dare I speak of my hatreds and grief?

"Where go you to-day? '! a passer-by
Calls to the. marching men.
A grizzled old veteran answers him,
Hatting his swinging stride:

All this long winter, conscription goes on
Through the whole country, from the east to the west,
And taxes grow heavy. But how can we pay,
Who have nothing to give from our land?
A son Is a curse at a time like this,
And daughters more welcome far;
For, when daughters grow up, they can marry, at least,
And live on a neighbour'S land.
But our sons1 We bury them after the fight,
And they rot where the grass grows long.
Ie

.. At fifteen· I was sent to the north
To guard the river against the Hun;
At forty I was sent to camp,
To farm in the west, far, far from home.
When I left, my hair was long and black;
When I came home, it was white and thin.
To-day they send me again to the wars,
Back to the north frontier,
By whose grey towers our blood has flowed
In a red tide, like the seaAnd will flow again, for Wu Huang TI
Is resolved to rule the world.
"Have you not heard how in far Shantung
Two hundred districts lie
With a thousand towns and ten thousand homes
Deserted, neglected, weed-grown?
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uHave you not seen at far Ching Hai,
By the waters of Kokonor,
How the heaped skulls and bones of slaughtered men
Lie bleaching in the sUn?
Their ancient ghosts hear our own ghosts weep,
And cry and lament in turn;
The heavens grow dark with great storm-clauds,
And the spectres wail in the rain."
Henry H. Hart
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Propriety Is outraged; the stronger women grasp the hoe,
the plOUgh;
Grain springs on dykes, In fields; divisions East and West are
wiped out.

Llnllin! chariots jangle: hsiao! hslao! horses snort:
Men move forward; at his hip each wears arrows and a bow.
Fathers, mot,hers, wives, children, all come out
to say farewell;
Dust In clouds: they cannot see the near-by Hslen Yang
Bridge.

Moreover, soldiers of Chlln again endure hardships of battle;
They submit to being driven on, as though they did not
differ from dogs or fowls.

They drag at the men's coats, fall beneath their feet,
obstruct the road, weeping;
Sound of weeping rises straight: divides the soft white clouds.

Even if the elders ask questions,
How dare conscript soldiers expr:ess resentmenH

•

To open those frontiers is the unceasing desire of the Millta~y
Emperor.

7rt
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Does my lord not see? - at the head of the Green Lake
White bones have lain since early ages, and none to gather
them.

•

Does my Lord not hear? ..:... the Han Clan have two hundred
prefectures East ·of the Mountain:
In a thousand hamlets,a myriad abodes, brambles,
alders grow.
184
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A daughter is born: we still can give her in marriage,
- keep her as a neighbour;
A son is born: he is buried without rites among the
one hundred grasses.

At frontier territories blood flows like waters of the sea;

•

•

We must admit, giving birth to sons is bad;
All is changed: giving birth to daughters is good.

On leaving, Village Senior wraps a cloth about their heads;
On returning, their hair is white; they have continuously
kept watch at frontiers.

•

•

The Official of the Central District urgently seeks
taxes in kind;
Where shall they come from, rentals, taxes in kind?

followers who are ten years and five, go North to guard
the river;
When they reach four tens, go West to d,lg encampment fields.

•

•

Thus it is in the winter of this very year:
West of the Pass arming of soldiers does not cease.

On the road, passers-by question the marching men;
Marching men reply, flDots against our names; we are
hurried a~ay."

•

•

New ghosts are. perplexed at wanton ill-usage; old ghosts cry;
Dark sky, wetting rain: sound of their cries -'chlul chlul"
. Flortn~ Ayscough
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ARMY CARTS
Stout IOns whose blood is doomed the field to smear!
While dauahtersare giv'n in marriage to houses quite near;
o Sonl- are burled in the grass and left lying there!
The bonel of men are white in the yellow sand,
Where battles were fought around the Qinghai land.
Bitterly wall the ghosts of the soldiers slain;
Their murmur dully groans in the wet of rain! If

Rolled the army carts, the coursers did neigh i
Girdled with quivers, the soldiers took their way.
By their side went their folks, both old and young;
The dusty clouds that rose as·they passed along.
Screened the arched bridge outside Xlanyangl
Tugging at their coats, their feet they stamping high,
This piteous crowd.did bar the way and cry.
Bitter was their crying that ascended the gloomy sky I

Zhong Longxl

SONG OF THE CONSCRIPTS

uFor what Is all this? " asked a passer-by.
ClAgain we're mustered," came the bitter reply.
.. At fifteen we went north to guard the River side;
Then moved to defend the west tUI forty nine.
Leaving home so young, the elders our turbans tied;
Come back white-headed, our steps we now must guide
Again. to the front, where blood has reddened. the land;
Yet satiated not is the Emperor's will to expandl
East of the Mountain, haven't you heard it sa~d,
Broad acres of land all barren and waste are laid?
In vain the women ploughed; in vain sowed com:
The fields yield npthing: everywhere is thorn.
They say we soldiers are hardy and .tough Infight;
So drive us to war like dogs; they drive us with might.

Chariots rumble
And horses grumble.
The conscripts march with bow and arrows at the waist.
Their fathers, mothers,wlves and children come in haste
To see them off, the bridge is shroud'd in dust they've raised.
They clutch at the men's coats and stamp and bar the way,
Their grief cries loud and strikes the cloud straight,
straight-away.
An onlooker by roadside asks an enrolee.
"The conscription is frequent," only answers he.
If Some went north at fifteen to guard the rivershore,
And were sent west to till the land at forty-four.
The elder bound their young. heads when they went away,
Although their hair turned white, on the frontier they'd stay.
The field on borderland becomes a sea of blood,
The Emperor's greed for land is still at its high flood.
Have you not heard two hundred districts east of the
Hua Mountains lie,
Where briers and brambles grow in villages far and nigh?
Although stout women can wield the plough and the hoe,

"'Tisvery kindof you to inquire of us so;
But how could I complain and tell of our woe?
This winter sees again the bale-fire arise;
More troops are levied; the dusky war cloud flies.
The magistrates for taxes so fiercely press;
But where the sums be found to relieve our distre$S?
o cursed time! 'tis worse than daughters to bear
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They know not east from west where thorns and weeds
o'ergrow.
The foe are used to stubborn fight, war cries and howls,
Our men are driven Just like dogs or fowls.
You are kind to ask me,
To complain I'm not free.
In winter of this year
Conscription goes on here.
The magistrates for taxes press,
How can we pay them in distress!
If we had known sons bring no joy,
We'd prefer a girl to a boy.
A daughter can be married to a neighbour, alas!
A son can only be buried under the grass!
Have you not seen
On borders green
Bleaching bones since old days unburied on the plain?
The old ghosts weep and cry while the new ghosts complain,
The air is loud with screach and scream in gloomy rain."
Xu Yuan-zhong

IY,
I stay.
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AT PARTING

Wang-wei

I dismount from my horse and I offer you wine.
And I uk you where you are going and why.
And you answer: "I am discontent
And would rest at the foot of the southern mountain.

m 'J
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So give me leave and ask me no questions.
White clouds pass there without end."

BI~'ff,t.
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SEEING SOMEONE OFF

GOODBYE TO MENGHAO..JAN

Dismounting, I offer you wine
And ask, "Where are you bound?"
You say, "I've found no fame or favours;
"I must return to rest in the South Mountain."
You leave, and 1 ask no moreWhite clouds drift on and on.

Dismounted, o'er wine we had said our last say;
Then I whisper, "Dear friend, tell me whither away."
HAlasl" he replied,"1 am sick of life's Ills
And I long for repose on the slumbering hills.
"But oh seek not to pierce where my footsteps may stray.
"The white clouds will soothe me for ever and ay. If
f(

.,UIII*

Herbert A. Giles

"50 FAREWELL AND IF FOR EVER, STILL
FOR EVER FARE YE WELL."
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Quitting my horse, a cup with you I drank.
And drinking, asked you whither you were bound.
Your hopes unprospered, said you, turned you round.
You went. I asked no more. The white clouds pass,
And never yet have any limit found.
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W. }. -8. Fletcher
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FARM HOUSE ON THE WEI STREAM

THE FARMS AT WEI RIVER

The slanting sun shines on the cluster of small houses upon
the heights.
Oxen and sheep are coming home along the distant lane.
An old countryman is thinking of the herd-boy,
He leans on his staff by the thorn-branch gate, watching,
Pheasants are calling, the wheat is coming Into ear,
Silkworms sleep, the mulberry-leaves are thin.
Labourers, with their hoes over their shoulders, arrive;
They speak pleasantly together, loth to part~
It 15 for this I long - unambitious peacel
Disappointed in my hopes, dissatisfied, I hum IIDwindled
and Shrunken."

Slanting rays shine on the hamlet,
Through narrow lanel oxen and sheep return.
An aged rustic thinks of herdboys,
Leaning on hilitaff, walts by the bramble door.
Pheasants cry, barley sprouts flourish;
Silkworms sleep, the mulberry leaves are sparse.
Farmers with shouldered hoes approach,
Meet each other and chat-.lJnger.
This I admire: leisure and peace;
And wistfully hum"O to go backl"
Paul Kroll

Amy Lowell

MJJldII

A FARM-HOUSE ON THE WEI RIVER

m.WJifie~1I
~@tit.lJ~tr

In the slal'!t of the sun on the country-side,
Cattle and sheep trail home along the lane ;
And a rugged old man in a thatch door
Leans on a staff and thinks of his son, the herdboy.
There are whirring pheasants, full wheat-ears,
IlIkworms asleep, pared mulberry leaves.
And the farmers, returning with hoes on their shoulders,
H.II one another familiarly.
I , • No wonder I. long for the simple life
And am singing the old song. Oh, to Go Back Again I

IbltJ!iI-~ift
~ltilllll.I:A

FAREWELL TO AN ENVOY ON HIS MISSION TO KUCHA

The morning rain has washed the Wei-cheng dust away,
The willows 'round the Inn their fresh green robes display.
I urge thee, friend, another cup of wine to drain,
Since west of Yang-kwan Pass you'll seek for friends in vain.
TSQI Ting-kan

Witte, Bynner
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SEEING MASTER YUAN OFF TO HIS MISSION TO
KUCHA

City on Wei
the morning rain
wet
on light dust
Around the inn
green willows
fresh
I summon you:
Drink one more cup
No old friends, my friend
When you speed westward past Yang Kuan
C. H. Kwbck & Vincent Mchugh

A FAREWELL SONG.

No dust is raised on pathways wet with morning rain,
The willows b.y the tavern look so fresh and green.
I invite you to drink a cup of wine again:
West of the Southern Pass no more friends will be seen.
Xu Yuan-zhong
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her delicate and graceful movements
Finally pined for her gracious favour,
captivating his Majesty's heart.
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R.",'ry-

THE EVERLASTING WRONG

Hair like a cloud, face like a flower,
headress which quivered as she walked,
Amid the delights of the Hibicus Pavilion
she passed the soft spring nights.
Spring nights. too short alasl for them,
albeit prolonged till dawn,
From this time forth no more audiences
in the hours of early' morn.
Revels and feasts in quick succession,
ever without a break,
She chosen always for the spring excursion,
chosen for the nightly carouse.
Three thousand peerless beauties adorned
the apartments of the monarch '5 harem,
Yet always his Majesty reserved
his attentions for her alone.
Passing her life in a "golden house",
with fair girls to wait on her,
She was dally wafted to ecstasy
on the wine fumes of the banquet-hall.
Her sisters and her brothers, one and all,
were raised to the rank of nobles.
Alas! for the iII-omened glories
which she conferred on her family.
For thus it came about that·fathers and mothers
through the length and breadth of the empire
,.

Ennul-

His Imperial Majesty, a slave to beauty,
longed for a "subve,ter of empires";
For years he had sought In vain
to secure such a treasure for his palace•..
Beouty-

From the Yang family came a maiden,
just grown up to womanhood,
Reared in the inner apartments,
altogether unknown to fame.
But nature had amply endowed her
with a beauty hard to conceal,
And one day she was summoned
to a place at the monarch's side.
Her sparkling eye and merry laughter
fascinated every beholder,
And among the powder and paint of the harem
her loveliness reigned supreme.
In the chills of spring, by Imperial mandate,
She bathed in the Hua-ch'ing Pool,
laving her body in the glassy wavelets
of the fountain perennially warm.
Then, when she came forth, helped by attendants,
240
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Rejoiced no fonger over the birth of sons,
but over the birth of daughters.
In tne gorgeous palace
piercing the grey clouds above,
Divine music, borne on the breeze,
is spread around on all sides;
Of song and the dance
to the guitar and flute,
All through the live long day,
his majesty never tires.
But suddenly comes the roll
of the fish-skin war-drums,
Breaking rudely upon the air
of the "Rainbow Shirt and Feather Jacket."

The monarch covers his face,
powerless to save;
And as he turns to look back,
tears and blood flow mingled together.
ExlltJ-

Across vast stretches of yellow sand
with whistling winds,
Across cloud-capped mountain-tops
they make their way.
Few Indeed are the travellers
who reach the heights of Mount Omi;
The bright gleam of the standards
grows fainter day by day.
Dark the Ssuch cuan waters,
dark the Ssuch'uan hills;
Daily and nightly his Majesty
. Is consumed by bitter grief.
Travelling along, the very brightness
of the moon saddens his heart,
And the sound of a bell through the evening rain
severs his viscera in twain.

FllghtClouds of dust envelop
the lofty gates olthe capital.
A thousand war-charlots and ten thousand horses
move towards the S9uth-west.
Feathers and jewels among the throng,
onwards and then a halt.
A hundred 1/ beyond the western gate,
leaving behind them the city walls,
The soldiers refuse .to advance;
nothing remains to be done
Until she of the moth-eyebrows
perishes in sight of all.
On the ground lie gold ornaments
with no one to pick them up,
Kingfisher wings, golden birds,
and hairpins of costly jade.
242

ReturnTime passes, days go by, and once again
he is there at the well-known spot,
And there he lingers on, unable
to tear himself wholly away~
But from the clods of earth
at the foot of the Ma-wel hili,
No sign of her lovely face appears,
only the place of death.
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And brightly shine the constellations,
as though dawn would never come.
Cold settles upon the duck-and..drake tiles,
and thick hoar-frost,
The kingfisher coverlet Is chili,
with none to .share Its warmth.
Parted by life and death,
time stili goes on,
But never once does her spirit come back
to visit him in dreams.

The eyes of sovereign and minister meet,
and robes are wet with tears,
Eastward they depart and hurry on
to the capital at full speed.

HomeThere is the pool and there are the flowers,
as of old.
There is the hibiscus of the pavilion,
there are the willows of the paiace.
In the hibiscus he sees her face,
in the willow he sees her eyebrows:
How in the presence of these
should tears not flow,
In spring amid the flowers
Of the peach and plum
In autumn rains when the leaves
. of the wutung fall?
To the south of the western palace
are many trees,
And when their leaves cover the steps,
no one now sweeps them away.
The hair of the Pear-Garden musicians
is white as though with age;
The guardians of the Pepper Chamber
seem to him no longer young.
Where fireflies flit through the haU,
he sits in silent grief;
Alone, the lamp-wick burnt out,
he Is still unable to sleep.
Slowly pass the watches;,
for the nights are now too long;
244

Spirit-LandA taoist priest of Lin-ch'ung,
of the Hung-tu school,
Was able, by his perfect art, to summon
the spirits of the dead.
Anxious to relieve the fretting mind
of his sovereign,
This magician receives orders
to urge a diligent quest.
Borne on the clouds, charloted upon ether,
he rushes with the speed of lightning
High up to heaven, low down to earth,
seeking everywhere.
Above, he searches the empyrean;
below, the Yellow Springs,
But nowhere in these vast areas
can her place be found.
At length he hears of an Isle of the Blest
away in mid-ocean,
Lying in realms of vacuity,
..
dimly to be descried.

~
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u It w.r. with the raindrops of spring.

There gaily decorated buildings
rise up like rainbow clouds,
....
And there many. gentle and beautiful Immortals
pass their days in peace.
Among them is one whose name
sounds upon lips as Eternal,
And by hersnowawhite skin and flower-like face
he knows that this is she.
Knocking at the jade door
at the western gate of the golden palace,
He bids a fair waiting-maid announce him
to her mistress, fairer still.
She, hearing of this embassy
sentby the Son of Heaven,
Starts up from her dreams
among the tapestry curtains.
Grasping her clothes and pushing away the pillow,
she arises in haste,
And begins to adorn herself
with pearls and jewels.
Her cloud-like coiffure, dishevelled,
shows that she has just risen from sleep,
And with her flowery headdress awry,
she passes into the hall.
The sleeves of her immortal robes
are filled out by the breeze,
As once more she seems to dance
to the "Rainbow Shirt and Feather Jacket".
Her features are fixed and calm,
though myriad tears fall,
Wetting a spray of pear-bloom,
246

Subdulnl h.r emotions, restraining her grief,
Ihe tenderl thanks to his Majesty,
Saylnl how Iince they parted
she has missed his form and voice;
And how. although their love on earth
has so· soon come to an end,
The days and months among the Blest
are stili of long duration.
And now she turns and gazes
towards the abode of mortals,
But cannot discern the Imperial city
lost in the dust and haze.
Then she takes out the old keepsakes,
tokens of undying love,
A gold hairpin, an enamel brooch,
and bids the magician carry these back.
One half of the hairpin she keeps,
and one half of the enamel brooch,
Breaking with her hands the yellow gold,
and dividing the enamel in two.
"Tell him," she said, lito be firm of heart,
as this gold and enamel,
And then in heaven or on earth below
we two may meet once more. U
At parting, she confided to the magician
many earnest messages of love,
Among the rest recalling a pledge
mutually understood:
How on the seventh day of the seventh moon,
in the Han of Immortality,

81-
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'twas in the chilly Springtime,

At midnight, ·when none were near,
he had whispered in her ear,
"I swear that we will ever fly
like the one-winged birds,
Or grow united like the "tree
with branches which twine together."
Heaven and Earth, long·lastlng as they are,
wili some day' pass away;
But this great wrong shall stretch out for ever,
endless, for ever and ay.

They bathed in Hua.ch'ing Lake;
And In the tepid waters
The crusted winter slake.
When thence attendants bore her,
So helpless and $0 fair;
Then first beat in her Prince's breast
Desire and tender care.
With cloud-like hair and flower-like face
Her tinkling footsteps ring.
How warm in her pure curtains
To pass a night of Spring!

Herbert A. Giles

THE BALLAD OF ENDLESS WOE

The nights of Spring are short, alas!
Too soon the sunlit dawn!
From then no longer held the Prince
His Court at early morn.

The Lord of Han loved beauty;
In love's desire he pined.
For years within his palace
Such love he could not find.

But steeped in love, at banquet's side
No other business knew.
One Spring behind another came.
One night the next renew.

A maiden in the house of Yang
To wedlock's age had grown.
Brought up within the harem,
And to the world unknown.

Although within his palace
Three thousand beauties dwelt,
His love for these three thousand
Did on one bosom meit.

A lovely form of Heaven's mould
Is never cast aside.
And so this maid was chosen
To be a Prince's bride.

When dressed, In secret chamber
Her beauty served the night.
In gilded hall, the banquet done,
The wine brought love's ...delight.

If she but turned her smiling,
A hundred loves were born.
There are no arts, no graces,
But by her looked forlorn.
248
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Alul thl armll. will not start.

Her brothers and her sisters
Were ranked on steps of fame .
And all her humble cottage
Was lit with honour's flame.

Till

No hOPiI. there at all,
thOM p'l'Iuulve eyebrows
B.for. the chargers fall.

Until throughout the Empire
All parents hailed with joy
The birth of some fair maiden;
And wanted not a boy.

H.r ornaments the earth receives;
Nellected there they lie.
Her feathers, lolden hair clasp,
And pins her blood-stains dye.

The lofty palace balconies
Amid blue clouds abide,
Their fairy storm of sweet delights
Goes echoing far and wide.

Her lord now cannot rescue.
His mantle hides his face.
With that last look the tears of blood
In trickling sorrow race.

'Twas wanton song, lascivious dance,
And stringed music's fire.
The whole day long the Emperor gazed,
And never seemed to tire.

The yellow dust is scattered wide,
And desolate the wind,
As up ~ spiral bridge of cloud
She leaves the earth behind.

When like an earthquake came the boom
Ofdrums and war's alarms,
To shatter that sweet rainbow song
Of Beauty in love's arms.

Below great Omi Mountain
But rarely people go;
And dimly falls the sunlight;
And dull the banners flow.

The clouds of dust rolled gloomily
About the palace doors,
As chariots, troops of horsemen,
Went westward to the wars.

Are green the streams of Szech wan;
And verdant Szechwan'S hills
Yet morn by mom and night by night
What grief his bosom fills!

That lady fair would go with him,
And then she stayed again.
At last she came for forty miles;
And lodged her on the plain.

When from his tent the· Moon he sees,
His brea:st Is charged with woe.
The rain of night, the watches' bell,
like torments through him go.
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But loud rebelion's din resounds.
He to his chariot fares.
With steps unequal came .he there;
And halting thence repairs,

The tresses of her comrades .
Were newly streaked wi~ grey.
The eunuchs of her palace
And women pined away.

Beneath the slope of Ma-wei,
And hidden in the soil,
He cannot see that lovely face
That death has made its ~poil.

The firefly flitting the room
Her spirit seemed to be;
The whole wick of his lamp he trimmed.
Yet sleep his eyes would flee.

The prince gazed on his ministers.
Their tears together flow.
They eastward saw the city;
And turned their steeds to go.

How slowly through the dreary night
The bell the watches tolled.
How sleepless blinked the Milky way,
Ere dawn the light unrolled!

Her lake, her garden still were there;
Unchanged were they all:
The lotus in the T'ai-yeh Lake,
The willow by the hall.

When chill the roof where true love dwelt,
How thick the frost flakes form!
When cold the halcyon's coverlet,
Who then can make it warm?

The lotus seemed her face to be.
Her brows the willows seem.
The sight of them made gush again
His tears in bitter stream.

In dreary gloom his life woreonj
And years have passed, I deem j
But never yet her spirit came
To soothe him in a dream.

When plum and peach the spring renewed,
And blossoms opened we11;
When wu,.t'ung leaves in autumn rain
Before the breezes fell,

By chance there came a wandering priest,
Was steeped In magic lore,
And skilled to call the spirit home
That dwelt on Pluto's shore.

Within the courts unheeded grew
And rank the autumn grass;
And all the steps were red with leaves,
Ne'er swept ,for him to pass.

In pity for the Prince's grief,
That never let him rest,
He, Fang-Shih, sent to seek her,
And bade him do his best.
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The driving power of air he fixed,
Like lightning thence he flew.
The highest heaven, the lowest earth
He searched through and through.

She thrult ulde the pillow;
Her ..rments hu rrled on;
And throUlh the rlch-set doorway
Her wlv'rlnlsteps have gone.

Above he searched the azure vault,
The yellow Styx below;
Both stretched in gloomy emptiness,
Nor traces of her show.

Her cloud-like hair hung all awry,
So fresh from sleep the dame.
With coronal all slanted,
Into the hall she came.

And then he learnt that on the sea
There was a fairy hill.
It stood upon the void obscure,
That glamour covers still.

Her fairy sleeves the wind blew up,
They floated on the air.
Like rainbows seemed her raiment,
Like wing; her garment fair.

Fair, glinting, high its turrets rose,
And spanned with rainbow hair;
Where many fairies stood about,
So modestly and fair.

Her lovely face looked wist and sad,
And tears were in her eyes.
She seemed a sweet plum blossom
Where spring rain pearling lies.

And one among them, T'ai-ch~n called,
Than all the rest more are,
So white her skin, so sweet her face,
None ·could with her compare.

Her heart she stilled; her glances veiled;
And thanked her Emperor's care.
"My voice," she said, IIsince parting.
My face my sorrows wear.

He knocked him on the fairy door,
The palace western hall;
And bade the young attendants
That lady fair to call.

"In Chao-yang Court my love remains.
It knows no other sway.
Through palaces of Fairyland
But slowly drags the day.

And when she heard that tiding
From Han Huang waited by,
From out the silken curtains
Her dream did swiftly fly.

"When I would turn my head to view
The world of men below,
I never can see Chang-an;
So thick the mist wreaths flow.
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A SONG OF UNENDING SORROW

UBut take the former things I had,
To show my love how true.
This ornament and golden pin
To take him, give I you.

China's Emperor, craving beauty that might shake an
Wu on the throne for many years, searching, never findl
Till a little child of the Yang clan, hardly even grown,
Bred In an Inner chamber, with no one knowing her,
But with graces granted by heaven and not to be conce"'l ....
At last one day was chosen for the imperial household,
If she but turned her head and smiled, there were cast
a hundred spells,
And the powder and paint of the Six Palaces faded into
nothing.
• •. It was early spring. They bathed her in the
Flower-Pure Pool,
Which warmed and smoothed the creamy-tinted crystal of
her skin,
And, because of her languor, a maid was lifting her
When first the Emperor noticed her and chose her for his
bride.
The cloud of her hair, petal other cheek, gold ripples of
her crown when she moved,
Were sheltered on spring evenings by warm hibiscus-cu
But nights of spring were ~hort and,the sun arose too soon,
And the Emperor, from that time forth forsook his"
early hearings
"And lavished all his time on her with" feasts and revelry.
His mistress of the spring, his despot of the night.
There were other ladies in his court, three thousand of
rare beauty,
But his favours to three thousand were concentred in
one body.
By tfie time she was dressed in her Golden Chamber,

HOne half this g~lden pin I keep
Now broken in my grasp.
The other half to him I send,
With half this golden clasp.
HAnd tell him that my heart is fixed,
As true as is the gold.
In heaven mortals meet again.
I wait him purely bold."
The messenger"was going thence.
He asked one word again.
"There is one thing," she said to him,
"Known only to us twain.
"The seventh moon, the seventh day
We stood in Chang-sheng Hall.
'Twas night, and none beside us;
We two were all in all."
"We swore that in the heaven above
We never would dispart:
One tomb on earth enclose of us
The frail and mortal part."
The heaven is vast; and earth is old;
And Time will wear away.
But this their endless sorrow
Shan never know decay.
W. J. 8. Fletcher
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It would be almost evening;
And when tables were cleared in the Tower of Jade, she
would loiter, slow with wine.
Her sisters and her brothers all were given titles;
And, because she so illumined and glorified her clan,
brought to every father, every mother through
the empire,
ness when a girl was born rather than a boy.
I • High rose Li Palace, entering blue clouds,
far and wide the breezes carried magical notes
loft song and slow dance, of string and bamboo music.,
Emperor's eyes could never gaze on her enoughI war-drums, booming, from Vu-yang, shocked the
whole earth
broke the tunes of The Rainbow Skirt and the

At th' c:llft of th' DllPr-Tower Trail they criss-crossed
throulh • cloud-line
Under O-m'l Mountain. The last few came.
Flap Ind,blnnerslost their col,our in the fading sunlight ...
But IS wlters of Shu are always green and its mountains
always blue.
So chanseless was His Majesty's love and deeper than
the days.
He stared at the desolate moon from his temporary palace.
He heard bell-notes In the evening rain, cutting at his breast.
And when heaven and earth resumed their round and the
dragon-car faced home,
The Emperor clung to the spot and would not turn away
From.the soil along the Ma-w~1 slope, under which
was buried
That memory, that anguish. Where was her jade-white face?
Ruler and lords, when eyes would meet, wept upon
their coats
As they rode, with loose rein, slowly eastward, back to the
capital.
... The pools, the gardens, the palace, all were just as before,
The Lake T'ai-yi hibiScus, the Wei-yang palace willows;
But a petal was like her face and a willow-leaf her eyebrow
And what could he do but cry whenever he looked at them?
. .. Peach-trees and plum-trees blossomed, in the winds of
spring;
Lakka-foliage fell to the ground, after autumn rains;
The Western and Southern Palaces were littered with
late grasses,
And the steps were mounded with red leaves that no one
swept away.

•

Forbidden City, the nine-tiered palace,
IAAmed In the dust
thousands of horses and chariots headed southwest.
Imperial flag opened the way, now moving and now
ng
thirty miles from the capital, beyond the western gate,
m,n of the army stopped, not one of them would stir
er their horses' hoofs they might trample those
ebrows ...
hairpins fell to the ground, no one picked them up,
.,een and white jade hair-tassel and
.Uaw-Ilold hair-bird.
could not save her, he could only cover
when he turned to look, the.place of blood and
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Her Pear-Garden Players became white-haired
And the eunuchs thin-eyebrowed in her Court of
Pepper-Trees;
Over the throne flew fire~flies, while he brooded in the
twilight.
He would lengthen the lamp-wick to its end and still could
never sleep.
Bell and drum would slowly toll the dragging night-hours
And the River of Stars grow sharp in the sky,
Just before dawn,
And the porcelain mandarln~ucks on the roof grow thick
with morning frost
And his covers of kingfisher-blue feel lonelier and colder
With the distance between life and death year after year;
And yet no beloved spirit ever visited his dreams.
.•• .At Ling-ch'un lived a Taoist priest who was a guest
. of heaven,
Able to summon spirits by his concentrated mind.
And people were so moved by the Emperor's constant
brooding
That they besought the Taoist priest to see if he could
find her.
He opened his way in space. and cl()Ve the ether like lightning,
Up to heaven, under the earth, looking everywhere.
Above, he searched the Green Void, below,
the Yellow Spring:
But he failed, in either place, to find the one he looked for.
And then he heard accounts of an enchanted isle at sea, .
A part of the intangible and incorporeal world,
With pavilions and fine towers in thefive-coloured air,
And of exquisite immortals moving to and fro,
And of one among them - whom they called
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The Ever TrueWith a faee of snow and flowers resembling hers he sought,
So he went to the west Hall's gate of gold and knocked at
the}uper door
And asked a Ilrl, called Morsel-of-Jade, to tell
The Doubly..Perfect.
And the lady. at news of an envoy from the Emperor of
China,
Was startled out of dreams in her nine-flowered canopy.
She pushed aside her pillow, dressed, shook away sleep,
And opened the pearly shade and then the silver screen.
Her cloudy hair-dress hung on one side because of her
great haste,
And her flower-cap was loose when she came along the
terrace,
While a light wind filled her cloak and fluttered
with her motion
As though she danced The Rainbow Skirt and the Feathe"d

Coat.
And the tear-drops drifting:down her sad white face
.Were like a rain in spring on the blossom of the pear.
But love glowed deep within her eyes when she
bade him thank her liege,
Whose form and voice had been strange to her ever since
their partingSince happiness had ended at the Court of the Bright Sun,
And moons and dawns had become long in Fairy-Mountain
.Palace.
But when she turned her face and looked down toward
the earth
And tried to see the capital, there were only fog and dust.
So she took out, with emotion, the pledges he haa given

rq.
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Turnln, her head, .he smiled so sweet and full of grace
That she outshone In six palaces the fairest face.
She bathed In IlailY water of warm-fountain pool
Which laved and s~oothed her creamy skin when spring
WII cool.
Without her maids' support, she was too tired to move,
And this was when she first: received the monarch's love.
Flower-like face and cloud-like hair, golden headdressed,
In lotus-adorned curtain she spent the night blessed.
She slept till sun rose high.for the blessed night was short,
From then on the monarch held no longer morning court.
In revels as In feasts she shared her lord's delight,
His companion on trips and his mistress at night.
In inner palace dwelt three thousand ladies fair,
On her alone was lavished royal love and care.
Her beauty served the night when dressed up in
Golden Bower,
She was drunk with wine and spring at banquet in
Jade Tower.
Her sisters and brothers all received rank and fief
And honours showered on her household, to the grief
Of fathers and mothers who. would rather give birth .
To a fair malden than to any son on earth.
The lofty palace towered high Into blue cloud,
With divine music borne on the breeze, the air was loud.
Seeing slow dance and hearing fluted or strinled SOnl,
The emperor was never tired all the day lonl.
But rebels beat their war drums, making the earth quake
And "Song of Rainbow Skirt and Coat of Feathers" break.
A cloud of dust was raised o'er city walls nine-fold:
Thousands of chariots and horsemen southwestward rolled.
Imperial flags moved slowly now and halted then,

And, through .his envoy, sent him back a shell l:S<?x and
gold hairpin,
lut kept one branch of-the hairpin and one side of the box,
Ireaklng the gold of the hairpin, breaking the shell of
the box;
''Our souls belong together," she said, "like this gold and
this shell-.
,Iftmewhere, sometime, on earth or in heaven, we shall
lurely meet."
she sent him, by his messenger, a sentence
reminding him
vows which. had been known only to their two hearts:
the seventh day of the Seventh-month, in the Palace of
Long Life,
told each other secretly in the quiet midnight world
we wished to fly in heaven, two birds with the wings
of one,
to grow together on the earth, two branches of
one tree."
, Earth endures, heaven endures; some 'timeboth shall end,
this unending sorrow goes on and on for ever.
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. RLASTING REGRET
beauty-loving monarch longed year after year
a beau'tifullady without a peer.
of the Vangs to womanhood just grown,
chambers bred, to the world was unknown.
with natural beauty too hard to hide,
chosen one day to be the monarch's bride.
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And thirty miles from Western Gate they stopped agaln~
Six armies would not march - what could be done? .
- with speed· :.
Unless the lady- Yang be killed before the steed.
None would pick up her hairpin fallen on the ground
Nor golden bird nor comb with which her head was crowned.
The monarch could not save her, hid his face in fear,
Turning his head, he saw her blood mix with his tear.
The yellow dust widespread, the wind blew desolate,
A serpentine plank path led to cloud-capped Sword Gate.
Below the Eyebrows Mountains wayfarers were few,
In fading sunlight royal standards lost their hue.
On Western waters blue and Western mountains green,
The monarch's heart was daily gnawed by a sorrow keen.
The moon viewed from his tent shed a soul-searing light;
The bells heard in night rain made a heart-rending sound.
Suddenly turned the tide, returning from his flight,
The monarch could not tear himself away from the ground
Where 'mid the clods beneath the Slope he couldn't forget
The fair-faced lady Yang who was unfairly slain.
He looked at his courtiers with tears his robe was wet,
They rode east to the capital but with loose rein.
Come back, he found her pond and garden in old place,
With lotus in the lake and willows by the hall.
Willow leaves like her brows and lotus like her face,
At the sight of all these, how could his tears not fall
Or when in vernal breeze were peach and plum full-blown
Or when in autumn rain parasol leaves were shed?
In Western as in Southern Court was grass o'ergrown,
With fallen leaves unswept the marble steps turned red.
Actors although still young began to have hair grey; .
Eunuchs and waiting-maids look'd old In palace deep.
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FI,,1I1. flitting the hall, mutely he pined away,
The lonely lamp-wick burned out, still he could not
Slowly beat drums and rang bells, night began to grow
Brlsht shone the Milky Way, daybreak seemed to come
The love-blrd tiles grew chilly with hoar frost so strons;
HI. klnlflsher quilt was cold, not shared bya mate.
One long, long year the dead and the living were parted,
Her soul came not in dreams to see the broken-hearted.
A Taoist maRieian came to the palace door,
Skilled to summon the spirit from the other shore.
Moved by the monarch's yearning for the deceased fair,
He was ordered to seek·for her everywhere.
Borne on the air, like flash of lightning he flew,
In heaven and on earth he searched through and through.
Up to the azure vault and down to deepest place,
Nor above nor below could he e'er find her trace,
He learned that on the sea were fairy mountains proud
Which now appeared now disappeared amid the cloud
Of rainbow colour, where rose magnificent bowers
And dwelt so many fairies as graceful as flowers.
Among them was a queen whose name was "Even True",
Her snow-white skin and sweet face might afford a clue.
Knocking at western gate of palace hall, he bade
The porter fair to inform the queen's waiting maid.
When she heard that there came the monarch's embassy,
The queen was startled out of dreams in her canopy.
Pushing aside the pillow, she rose and got dressed,
Passit:lg"through silver screen and pearl shade .
to meet the guest.
Her cloud-like hair awry, not full awake at all,
Her flowery cap slant'd, she tame into the hall •
...
The Wind blew up her fairy sleeves and made them float
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As if she danced the uRainbow Skirt and Feathered Coat!',
Her jade-white face crlss-crossed with tears in lonely world
like a spray of pear b,lossoms in spring raIn impearled.
She bade him thank her lord, love-sick and broken-hearted,'
They knew nothing of each other after they parted.
L.ove and happiness long end'd within palace walls;
Days and months appeared long in the Fairyland halls.
Turning her head and fixlns on the earth her gaze,
She saw no capital 'mid clouds of dust and haZe.
To show her love was deep, she toOk out keepsakes old
For him to carry back, haIrpin and box of gold.
Keeping one side of the box and one wing of the pin,
She sent to her lord the other half of the twin.
(Clf our two hearts as firm as ihe sold should remain,
In heaven or on earth some time we'll meet again."
At partingt she confided to the messenger
A secret vow known only to her lord and her .
On seventh day of seventh month when none was near,
At midnight in Long Life Hall he wh'lspered In her ear:
HOn high, we'd be two lov~birds flying wing to wing;
On earth, two trees with branches twined from
spring to spdng."
The boundless sky and endless earth may pass away,
But this vow unfulfilled will be regrett'd for aye.
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But hark! a lute's sweet melody
aver the stream sweeps suddenly;
The Host seeks not his home again,
The Guest stands spell·bound by the strain.
Anon we hailed the moonnt tide,
But no responsive voice replied;
Nor might we learn whence flowed the stave,
For silence fell upon the wave.
And then the stranger's boat drew nigh,
And we our Invitations ply:
The cups with wine replenishing,
And bidding them fresh tapers bring.
Again we urge, and yetagain.
And yet for long we urged in vain:
Emerged the minstrel then, grown mute,
. Hiding her face behind a lute.
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Anon her circling arm she swings
And lightly sweeps the prelude strings:
E'en ere the tune was full expressed
Emotion thrilled within her breast.
And then a passionatE,'refrain
From stricken chords burst forth amain,
Seeming to tell of wishes chilled,
And life with disappointment filled.
With glancing finger, head bent low,
.In tuneful and unbroken flow
Eager she poured her Inmost soul,
Nor sOught her feelings to control.
Softly she now her plectrum plies.
Now to and fro it r~ckless flies;
Nor constant to one air she stayed,

THE LUTE
When darkness on the river fell
Beneath the grove we said farewell,
Where maple leaves o'erhead glowed fair,
Like blossoms in the autumn air.
The Host had from the saddle leapt,
The Guest on board his craft had stept;
The wine·cup passed, but ne'er a strain
From reed or string relieved the pain;
The parting cup no power possest
Of severed friends to cheer the breast;
And as we sadly drink the wine
The moon-beams in the cold wave shine.
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But varied as her fancy swayed.
The great strings with a crash resound,
As wh.en the rain-stormstrikes the ground;
The small strings whisper manifold,
Like secret confidences told;
And then the vibrant chords outfllng
A mingled crash and whispering,
Like shower of pearls, some large some small,
That on a jade-dish pattering fall.
Now like the oriole's liquid notes
Now like the oriole's liquid notes
From 'neath the flowers, the cadence floats;
And now with gentle murmuring
It babbles like a running spring.
Then as beneath an icy hand
The stream's congealed waters. stand,
The melody's retarded rill
Brought gently to a halt stood still.
For secretly within her breast
Surged grief and hatred unexpressed,.
Too deep for sound.
A moment's rest,
Then as the water hurt.ed afar
When shattered is the silver jar;
Or as the clash of sword and spear
Upon the mail-clad cavalier;
10 at the end of the refrain
IUd den the plectrum fell again;
Cruhed all four strings with one acclaim
rending silk. Then silence came.

'while broke through the hush profound;
Jnly em bosomed In the stream
We marked the autumn moon's white gleam.
rhe lute.... rl with a sigh replaced
Her plectrum 'neath the chords to rest;
Smoothed out her robe, composed her mien,
And thus told what her lot had been:
"Near the chief city of our State
My father's home was situate,
And there beneath the Ha-ma slope
I spent my earliest years of hope.
At thirteen summers I began
Tolearnihe lute's four chords to span,
And soon where many talents shine
Among the foremost names was mine;
And when my notes the chamber fill
The Master always praised my skill.
My beauty soon drew on me theJe
. The envy of deserted fair;
And all the gallants far and wide
To win my favour eager vied.
A single song broughtrich reward
Of bright red silk, and on the board
Rapped out applause, and bodkins rare,
And silver combs from ladles' hair,
Were shattered by their owners fair,
By my sweet music wrougl)t upon;
And stained was many a blood-red gown
In wine from skipping cups spilt down.
So year by year in ceaseless round
Laughter and gaiety abound;

.Ither hand no word or sound
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ThoUlh erstwhile each unknown to each?
The capital I left last year
And In malaise have sojourned here,
Olsfavoured by the powers that be,
Prostrated by a malady.
Where music sweet, to this vile spot
A total stranger, cometh not,
Itve never heard the whole year through
The sound of strings or pierced bamboo.
In damp and pestilential ground
Where watery wastes the .clty bound,
With stunted bamboo, sedges sere,
Surrounded Is my lodging drear.
And what the sounds my ears assail
At dawn and eve? The doleful wail
Of gibbons, and the hideous cry
Of nightjars vexing constantly.

Spring zephyrs kissed a careless maid,
And autumn moons shone on her head.
IIBut changes came. My brother left
For the wars: my mother died: bereft
Of these dear ones, my beauty's flower
Faded alack! each passing hour.
No more before my portals drear
Jostled the car and cavalier;
My day was past, my youth was fled,
So to a merchant I was wed.
.
Who much esteems his gains, and less
The one left In her loneliness.
To purchase tea he needs must go,
And sailed away a month ago,
So I must in an empty boat
Lone on the river idly float,
Encircled by the moon's bright gleam,
And by the cold and darkling stream.
And when I sleep, at dead of night
Sad dreams bring bygone days to sight;
And In the morn my eyes are red
With bitter tears in slumber shed. It

Spring days had flower-strewn banks, I own,
On autumn nights the moon shone fair;
Of what avail, when all alone
I had'to drain the wine jars ~here7
I had forsooth the hlll-man's song,
And village pipes played loud and long;
But oh! the discord and the din
That irked the ear they entered in!
But when the notes of your guitar
To-night came stealing from afar,
Methought I listened to the lays
Immortal genii wont to raise.
Nay go not yet; thy stay prolong;
Sit down, and play me one more song,

When first I heard the lute, my heart
Was pierced by sympathyis quick dart;
But when I heard this tale, the pain
In frequent sighs broke out again.
"Companions in adversity
In this wild spot," I cried, Clare we;
And those thus met, what need have they
Convention's canons to obey
Ere they. hold intercourse of speech,
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Besought the dim enchantress to reveal
Her presence; but the music died and gave
No answer, dying. Then a boat shot forth
To brinl the shy musician to the shore.
Cups were refilled and lanterns trimmed again,
And so the festival went on. At last,
Slow yielding to their prayers, the stranger came,
Hiding her burning face behind her lute;
And twice her hand essayed the strings, and twice
She faltered In her task; then tenderly.
As for an old sad tale of hopeless years,
With drooping head and fingers deft she poured
Her soul forth into melodies. Now slow
The plectrum led to prayer the cloistered chords,
Now loudly with the crash of failing rain,
Now soft as the leaf whispering of words,
Now loud and soft together as the long
Patter of pearls and seed-pearls on a dish
Of marble; liquid now as from the bush
Warbles the mango bird; meandering
Now as the streamlet sea wards; voiceless now
As the wild torrent in the strangling arms
Of her ice-lover, lying motionless,
Lulled in a passion far too deep for sound.
Then as the water from the broken vase
Gushes, or on the mailed horseman falls
The. anvil din of steel, as on the silk
The slash of rending, so upon the strings
Her plectrum fell ...
Then silence over us.
No sound broke the charmed air. The autumn moon
Swam .silver o'er the tide, as with a sigh

While I compose - meet attribute
An ode in honour of thy lute."
Long had she stood, and thanking me
For these kind words the lute-glrl sate,
And made again harmoniously
The chords beneath her hand vibrate;
But mournful now, and all subdued
The air, to suit her altered mood.
Each motionless drank In again
The sweetness of the minstrel's strain,
And secret wept. I most of all
The sympathetic tear let fall,
With moisture from my eyes dropt down
Drenching the bosom of my gown.

C.Gaunt
THE LUTE GIRL
By night, beside the river, underneath·
The flower-like maple leaves that bloom alone
In autumn's silent revels of decay,
W. said farewell. The host, dismounting, sped
The parting guest whose boat rocked under him,
And when the circling stirrup-cup went round,
light guitar, no lute, was heard again;
t on the heart aglow with wine there fell
..."atn the cold bright moon the cold adieu
fading friends - when suddenly beyond
cradled waters stole the lullaby
tome faint lute; then host forgot to go,
lingered on: all, wondering at the spell,
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The stranger stirred to go.
ul passed," said she,
liMy childhood in the capital; my home
Was near the hills. A girl of twelve, I learnt
The magic of the lute, the passionate
Blending of lute and voice that drew the souls
Of the great masters to acknowledgment;
,
And lovely women, envious of my face,
Bowed at the shrine in secret. The young lords
Vied for a look's approval. One brief song
Brought many costly bales. Gold ornaments
And silver pins were smashed and trodden down,
And blood-red silken skirts were stained with wine
In oft-times echoing applause. And so
I laughed my life away from year to year
While the spring breezes and the autumn moon
Caressed my careless head. Then on a day
My brother sought the battles in Kansuh;
My mother died: nights passed and mornings came,
And with them waned my beauty . Now no more
My door were thronged; few were the cavaliers
That lingered by my side; so I became
A trader's wife, the chattel of a slave
Whose lord was gold, who, parting, little recked
Of separation and the unhonoured bride.
Since the tenth moon was full my husband went
To where the tea-fields ripen. I remained,
To wander in my little lonely boat
Over the cold bright wave o'nights, and dream
Of the dead days, the haze of happy days,
And see them set again dreams and tears. II
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Already the sweet sorrows of her lute
Had moved my soul to pity; now these words
Pierced my heart. "0 lady fair," I cried,
"Weare th., vagrants of the world, and need
No ceremony to be friends. Last year
I left the Imperial City, banished far
To this plague-stricken'spot, where desolation
Broods on from year to heavy year, nor lute
Nor love's guitar is heard. By marshy bank
Girt with tall yellow reeds and dwarf bamboos
I dwell. Night long and day no stir, no sound,
Only the lurking cuckoo's blood stained note,
The gibbon's mournful wall. Hill songs I have,
And village pipes with their disc,ordant twang.
But now I listen to thy lute rnethinks
The gods were parents to thy music. Sit
And sing to. us again, while I engrave
Thy story on my tabletsl" Gratefully
(For long she had been standing) the lute girl
Sat down and passed into another song,
Sad and so soft, a dream, uniik~ the song
Of now ago. Then all her hearers wept
In sorrow unrestrained; and I the more,
Weeping until the pale chrysanthemums
Upon my darkened robe were starred with dew.
L.

THE SONG OF A GUITAR
I was bidding a guest farewell, at night on the
Hsun-yang River,
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Where maple.,leaves and full-grown rushes rustled
In the autumn.
" the host, had dismounted,
my guest had boarded his boat,
I
.
And we raised our cups and wished to drink - but, alas,
there was no music.
all we had drunk we felt no joy and were parting from
lach other,
the river widened mysteriously toward the full moon
had heard a sudden sound, a guitar across the water.
forgot to turn back home, and guest to go his way.
followed where the melody led and asked the
player's name.
lOund broke off ••• then reluctantly she answered.
moved our ~oat near hers, Invited her to join us,
IImmoned more wine and lanterns to recommence our
a..nquet.
we called and urged a thousand times before she started
'ward us,
hiding half her face from us behind her guitar.
She turned· the tuning-pegs and tested several strings;
could feel what she was feeling, even before she played:
string a meditation, each note a deep thought,
she were telling us the ache of her whole life.
knit her brows, flexed her fingers, tIlen began her music,
by little letting her heart share everything with ours.
brushed the strings, twisted them slow, swept them,
"""I\~U themthe air of The Rainbow Skirt, then The Six Little Ones.
Ilrle strings hummed like rain,
II strings whispered lil<,e a secret,
I whispered - and then. were' intermingled
I pouring of large and small pearls into a plate of jade.
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We heard an oriole, liquid, hidden among flowers.
We heard a brook bitterly sob along a bank of sand ...
By the checking of Its cold touch, the very string seemed
broken
As though It could not pass; and the notes, dying away
Into a depth of sorrow and concealment of lament,
Told even more In silence than they had told in sou nd •.•
A sHver vase abruptly broke With a gush of water,
And out leapt armoured horses and weapons that clashed
and smoteAnd, before she laid her pick down, she ended with
one stroke,
And all four strings made one sound, as of rending silk •••
There was quietin the east boat and quiet in the west,
And we saw the white autumnal moon enter the river'S heart.
... When she had slowly placed the pick back among
the strings,
She rose and smoothed her clothing and, formal, courteous,
Told us how she had spent her girlhood at the capital,
living in her parents' house under the Mount of Toads,
And had mastered the guitar at the age of thirteen,
With her name recorded fi!St in the class-roll of musicians,
Her art the admiration even of experts,
. Her beauty the envy of all the leading dancers,
How noble youths of Wu-ling had lavishly competed
And numberless red rolls of silk been given for one song,
And sliver combs with shell inlay been snapped by
her rhythms,
And skirts the colour of blood been spoiled with
stains of wine ••.
Season after season, joy had followed joy,
Autumn moons and spring winds had passed
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And tonight, when I heard you playing your guitar,
I felt as if my hearing were bright with fairy-music.
Do not leave us. Come, sit down. Play for us again.
And I will write a long song concerning a guitar. n
..• Moved by what I said, she stood there for a moment,
Then sat again to her strings - and they sounded even sadder,
Although the tunes were different from those she had played
before ...
The feasters, all listening, covered their faces.
But who of them all was crying the most?
This Klu-kiang official. My blue sleeve was wet.

without her heeding,
Till first her brother left for the war, and then her aunt' died,
And evenings went and evenings came, and her
beauty fadedWith ever fewer chariots and horses at her door;
So that finally she gave herself as wife to a merchant
Who, prizing money first; careless how he left her,
Had gone, a month before, to Fou-Hang to buy tea.
And she had been tending an empty boat at .
the river's mouth,
No company but the bright moon and the cold water.
And sometimes in the deep of night she would dream of
her triumphs
And be wakened from her dreams by the scalding
of her tears.
..• Her very first guitar-note had started me sighing;
Now, having heard her story, I was sadder stili.
"We are both unhappy - to the sky's end.
We meet. We understand. What does acquaintance matter?
I came, a year ago, away from the capital
And am now a sick exile here in Kiu-kiang....;.
And so remote is Kiu-kiang that I have heard no music,
Neither string nor bamboo, for a whole year.
My quarters, near the River Town, are low and damp,
With bitter reeds and yellowed rushes all about the house.
And what is to be heard here, morning and evenirig?
The bleeding cry of cuckoos, the whimpering of apes.
On flowery spring mornings and moonlit autumn nights
I have often taken wine up and drunk it all alone,
Of course there are the mountain songs and the village pipes,
But they are crude and strident, and grate on my ears.
280
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THE LUTE-GI RL'S LAMENT
By night, at the riverside, adieus were spoken; beneath
the maple's flower-like leaves, blooming amid autumnal
decay. Host had dismounted to speed the parting guest,
already on board his boat. Then a stirrup-cup went round,
but no flute, no guitar, was heard. And so, ere the heart was
warmed with wine, came words of cold farewell, beneath
the bright moon glittering over the bosom of the broad
stream .•. when suddenly, across the water, a lute broke
forth Into sound. Host forgot to go, guest lingered on,
wondering whence the music; and asking who the performer
might be. At this, all was hushed, but no answer given. A
boat approached, and the musician was invited to join the
party. Cups were refilled, lamps trimmed again, and prepara
pressing,
tions for festivity renewed. At length, after much
.
she came forth, hiding her face behind her Jutej and twice or
thrice sweeping the strings, betrayed emotion ere her song
,
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I was sung. Then every note she struck swelled with pathos

died. Nights passed and mornings came; and with them my
beauty began to 'fade. My doors were no longer thronged:
but few cavaliers remained. So I took a husband, and became
a trader's wife. He was all for gain, and little recked of
separation from me. last month he went off to buy tea,
and I remained behind, to wander in my lonely boat on
moon-lit nights over the cold wave, thinking of the happy
days gone by, my reddened eyes telling of tearful dreams."
The sweet melody of the lute had already moved
my soul to pity, and now these words pierced me to the heart
again. ceo lady," I cried, "we are companions in misfortune,
and need no ceremony to be friends~ last year I quitted
the Imperial city, banishe,d to this fever-stricken spot, where
in Its desolation, from year's end to year's end, no flute nor
guitar Is heard. I live by the marshy river-bank, surrounded
by yellow reeds and stunted bamboos. Oay and night no
sounds reach my ears save the bloodstained note of the
goatsucker, the gibbon's mournful wail. Hill songs I have,
and village' pipes with their harsh discordant twang. But
now that I listen. to thy lute's discourse, methinks 'tis the
music of the Gods. Prithee sit down awhile and sing to us
yet again, while I commit thy story to writing."
Grateful to me (for she had been standing long), the
lute-girl sat down and quickly broke forth into another song,
sad and soft, unlike the song of just now. Then all her
hearers melted i,nto tears unrestrained; and none flowed
more freely than mine, until my bosom was wet with
weeping.

I deep and strong, as though telling the tale of ~ wrecked and

hopeless Ufe, while with bent head and rapid finger she
poured forth her soul in melody. Now softly; now slowly,
her plectrum sped to and fro; now this air, now that; loudly,
with the crash of failing rain; softly, as the murmur of
) whispered words; now loud and soft together, like the patter
Vof pearls and pearlets dropping upon a marble dish. .Or
\ liquid, like the warbling of the mango-bird in the bush;
I trickling, like the streamlet on its downward course. And
i then like the. torrent, stilled by the grip of frost, so for a
moment was the music lulled, in a passion too. deep for
sound. Then, as bursts the water from the broke.n vase,
as clash the arms upon the mailed .horseman, so fell the
plectrum once more upon the strings wi'th a slash like the
rent of silk..
Silence on all sides: not a sound stirred the· air. The
autumn moon shone silver athwart .the tide, as with a sigh
the musician thrust her plectrum beneath the strings and
quietly prepared to take leave. liMy childhood," said she,
"was spent at the capital, in my home near the hills. At
thirteen, I learnt the guitar, and my name was enrolled
among the primos of the day. The maestro himself acknowl
edged my skill; the most beauteous of women envied my
lovely face. The youths oT the neighbourhood vied with
each other to do me honour: a single song brought me I
know not how many costly bales. Golden ornaments and
silver pins were smashed, blood-red skirts of silk were stained
with wine, in oft-times echoing applause. And so I laughed
on from year to year; while the spring breeze and autumn
moon swept over my careless head.
UThen my brother went away to the wars: my mother
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SONG OF A PIPA I PLAYER

But the stream seemed so cold as to tighten the string
And from tightened strings no more sound was heard to ring.
Stilt we heard hidden grief and vague regret concealed,
Then music expressed far less than silence revealed.
Suddenly we heard water burst a silver jar
And the clash of spears and sabres come from afar.
She made a central sweep when the music was en~ing,
The four strfngs made one sound, as of silk one is rending.
There was silence'in the east boat and in the west,
We saw but autumn moon white In the river's breast.
Mutely she put the flnger-caps among the strings,
Smoothed out her dress and rose with a composed mien. '
"I'd spent," she said, "in Capital my early springs,
Where at the foot of Mount of Toads my home had been.
At thirteen I learned on the pipa to play,
And my name was among the primas of the day.
My skill the admiration of the masters won,
And my beauty was envied by desert'd fair one.
The gallant young men vied to shower gifts on me,
One tune played, countless silk rolls were given with glee.
Beating times, I let silver comb and pin drop down,
And spilt-out wine oft stained my blood-red silken gown.
From year to year I laughed my joyous life away
, On moonlit autumn night as windy vernal day.
My younger brother left for war, and died my maid,
Days passed, nig~ts came, and my beauty began to fade.
Fewer and fewer were cabs and steeds at my door,
I married a rich merchant when my prime was o'er.
The merchant cared for money much more than for me,
One month ago he went away to purchase tea,
Leaving his lonely wife alone In empty boat,
So, shrouded in moonlight, on cold river I float.

One night by riverside I bade a friend goodbye,
In maple leaves and rushes autumn seemed to sigh.
I, the host, dismounted and saw the guest in the boat,
We wished to drink but there was no music afloat.
Without flute-songs we,drank our cups with heavy heart,
The moonbeamsblent with water when we were to part.
Suddenly o'er the stream we heard a pipa sound,
I forgot to go home and the guest stood spell-bound.
We followed where the music led to find the player,
But heard t~ plpa stop and no music in the air.
We moved our boat near the musician's to Invite
Her to drink at our feast resplenished by lamplight.
We urged her time and again to appear until
She came, half-hiding her face behind a pipa still.
She tu rned the pegs and tested twice or thrice each string,
Before a tune was played we heard her feeling sing.
Note on note she struck swelled with pathos deep and strong,
It seemed to say she'd missed herdreams all her
life long.
,
Head bent, she played with unpremeditated art
On and on to pour out her overflowing heart~
She lightly plucked, slow'y stroked and twanged 'oud
The song of "Green Waist" after that of "Rainbow Cloud".
The large strings loudly thrummed like the pattering rain;
The fine strings softly tinkled as a murmuring strain.
When m;ngled loud and soft notes were,together played,
'Twas like large and small pearls pouring in a plate of jade.
Now liquid like oriol~ warbling in flowery land,
Then sobbing like a stream running along the sand.
,

1. The pip. bI • four-stringed musical butrument plucked with the &gen.
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Deep in the night I dreamed of happy bygone years
And woke to find my rouged face criss-crossed with tears."
Listening to her sad music~ I sighed with pain;
Hearing her sad story, I sighed again and again.
"Both of Us in misfortune go from shore to shore.
Meeting now, need we have known each other before?
I was banished from the capital last year
To live degraded and ill in this city here.
This city's too remote to know melodious song,
So I have never heard music all the year long.
I dwell by river-bank, on a low and damp ground,
In a house yellow reeds and stunt'd bamboos surround,
What is to be heard here from daybreak till night-fall
But gibbons' sad cry and cuckoos' 'home-going' call?
By blooming riverside and under autumn moon,
I've often taken wine up and drunk it alone.
Of course I've mountain songs and village pipes to hear,
lut they are crude and strident and grate on the ear.
LI.tening to you playing on pipa tonight,
With your music divine e'en my hearing seems bright.
Will you please sit down and play for us one tune more?
write for·you an ode to the pipa I adore."
~nv.. A by what I said, the player stood there for long,
sat down, tore at the strings and played another song.
sad, so drear, so different, it moved us deep,
I those who heard it hid the face and began to weep.
all the company at table who wept most?
was none other than the exiled blue-robed host.
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AT AN OLD PALACE
Deserted now the Imperial bowers
Save by some few poor lonery flowers ..•
One white-haired dame,
An emperor's flame,
Sits down and tells of bygone hours.
Herbert A. Giles

THE ANCIENT PALACE

,'II

The ancient palace lies in desolation spread.
The very garden flowers in solitude grow red.
Only some withered dames with whitened hair remain,
Who sit there idly talking of mystic monarchs dead.
W.

Xu Ywn-zhong
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SOUVENIRS

You ask when Ifm coming: alas not just yet ...
How the rain filled the pools on that night when we metl
Ah, when shall we ever snuff candles again,
And recall the glad hours of that evening of rain?
Herbert A. Giles
A NOTE ON A RAINY NIGHT TO A FRIEND
IN THE NORTH

~
"

You ask me when I am coming. I do not know.
I dream of your mountains and autumn pools brimming
all night with the rain.
Oh, when shall we be trimming wicks again, together In your
western window?
When shan I be hearing your voice again, all night in the rain?
Witter Bynner
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Oeep in the night I dreamed of happy bygone years
And woke to find my rouged face criss--crossed with tears."
Listening to her sad music, I sighed with pain;
Hearing her sad story, I sighed again and again.
IIBoth of us in misfortune go from shore to shore.
Meeting now, need we have known each other before?
I was banished from the capital last year
To live degraded and ill in this city here.
This city's too remote to know melodious song,
So I have never heard music all the year long.
I dwell by river-bank, on a low and damp ground,
In a house yellow reeds and stunt'd bamboos surround,
What is to be heard here from daybreak till night-fall
But gibbons' sad cry and cuckoos'. 'home-going' call?
By blooming riverside and under autumn moon,
Itve often taken wine up and drunk it alone.
Of course I've mountain songs and village pipes to hear,
But they are crude and strident and grate on the ear.
Listening to you playing on pipa tonight,
With your music divine e'en my hearing seems bright.
Will you please sit down and play for us one tune more?
Itil write for'you an ode to the pipa I adore."
Moved by what I said, the player stood there for long,
Then sat down, tore at the strings and played another song.
So sad, so drear, so different, it moved us deep,
All those who heard ~ hid the face and began to weep.
Of all the company at table who wept most?
It was none other than the exiled blue-robed host.
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AT AN OLD PALACE
Deserted now the Imperial bowers
Save by some few poor lonery flowers ..•
One white-haired dame,
An emperor's flame,
Sits down and tells of bygone hours.
Herbert A. Giles

THE ANCIENT PALACE
The ancient palace lies in desolation spread.
The very garden flowers in solitude grow red.
Only some withered dames with whitened hair remain,
Who sit there idly talking of mystic monarchs dead.
W. J. 8. Fletcher

Xu Yuan-zhong
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SUNSET

WRITTEN ON A RAINY NIGHT TO MY WIFE
IN THE NORTH

It's already late in the day. None too happy, I
drive out to the historic fields bordering the imperial
city.
What a glorious sunset! It would be perfect if
twilight were not to follow.

You ask me when I can come back but I don't know,
The pools in western hills with autumn rain o'erflow.
When by our window can we trim the wicks again
And talk about this endless dreary night of rain?

Weng X/an-liang

Xu Yuan-zhong
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THE NIGHT CAME

THE INLAID PSALTERY

7is evening, and in restless vein
At the old mount I slacken rein:
The glorious day
Fades fast away
And naught but twilight glooms remain!

I wonder why the inlaid psaltery has fifty strings.
Every string and peg evokes the beautiful years,
Dawn-dreaming Chuang-tzujl the hovering butterfly;
In spring the Emperor's heart haunting the cuckoos,
Moonlight in the blue sea, pearls shedding tears,
In the warm sun the jade in the blue fields
engendering smokeSo should our loves endure, being filled with memory;
But already these days are fading into the years.

J.I.ll~m
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THE BRIGHT lUTE

THE RICHLY PAINTED ZITHER

theme and variations
The richly painted zither, for no reason, has fifty strings;
Each string, each bridge, recalls a burgeoning year.
Master Chuang, dreaming at dawn, was confused
with a butterfly;
Emperor Wang consigned his amorous heart in spring to the
cuckoo.
By the vast sea, the moon brightens pearls' tears;
At Indigo Field, the sun warms jade .that engenders smoke.
This feeling might have become a memory to be cherished,
But for that, even then, it already seemed an illusion.

JQtneS J.

The bright lute - to what end?
has fifty strings:
each string, each bridge
recalls a flowering year.
Chuan,.tzu dawned, dreamed
of turning butterfly,
Wang-tf in s~ring
loved, wept and was a rose.
The vast sea, the moon fu II:
a pearl sheds tears!
The Blue Field, the sun warm:
jade gives off mistl

Y. Llu

"JEWEllED ZITHER"

Did this scene wait
to hound the memory?
well, it is past and gone:
now an is vague.

Vain are the jewelled zither's fifty strings:
Each string, each stop, bears thOUght of vanished things.
The sage of his loved butterflies daY-:dreaming:
The king that sighed his soul into a bird:
T ears that are pearls, in ocean moonlight streaming:
Jade mists the sun distils from Sapphire Sward:
What need their memory to recall today7
A day was theirs, which is now passed away.

1
Play the lutel
and she did, the god's daughter
so well the gods' eyes swelled with tears, and he
smashed It in two.
How many years
double with sorrow, halve with tears?

John Turner
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~tches

To see the
light, to know
all is one:
butterfly
do I dream
you or you
me?

them back and warms them as the sun

warms
jade, the cold virgin from the hills.
Likewise the poem: STAND WELL BACK!

5
I stand, I sit. I dream. Or do I die?
Shul Chien-tung & Keith Bosley

3
They named the c-ity after me because
I turned spring floods away: but I had turned
a minister away to build canals
so that his wife and I
could flood each other. Now the nightingale
sobs bloOd into the rose: fisten, they say
the Empegu is singing to his love!

THE SAD ZITHER

Why should the zither sad have fifty strinp?
Each string, each strain evoke but vanished sprinp:
At dawn the dream to be a butterfly;
At dusk the heart poured out in cuckoo's cry.
·In moonlit pearls see tears of.mermaid's eyes;
From sunburnt jade In BlueField let smoke rise!
Such feeling cannot be recalled again,
It seemed long-lost e'en when it was felt then.

4
The mind is on the water:
The fingers on the lute
strum empty chords
but the lute's belly
fills as the oyster fills with pearls at full
moon
as the mermaids in the south sea spill
pearls from their weeping eyes.

Xu Yuan-zhong

The mind is in the mountains:
the fingers on the lute
pruck high, far notes
but the lute's belly
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10TES 01 TRAISLATIIG T'AlG POETRY
(The author will readily ~rant qualified persons
permission to reproduce these papers for use In the
classroom.)
.
Some of my readers may find this miscellany. compounded out
of a grab-ba~ of home-made ln~redients. stime~hat too pedaqo~lcal,
not to say condescendin~.
They will reco~nlze fraqments c!'\lpped
out of myoId syllabus for Elementary Classical Chinese and from
the Preface to kQmbined SUDPlementA 19 Mlthews (revised version,
November 1983), ~lonq with other bits and pieces culled from
ephemeral sources, such as my constantly elpandln~ collection of
quotations rele~ant to the study of lan~ua~e and literatur~. I
apolo~lze for the conspicuous marks of weldin~at the joints, and
hope that my overall purpose--whlch Is to su~~est that the love of
words ("philolo~y") is not merely compatible with the under
stand1n~ of poetry and the ~rt of reco~nlzin~ lood writin~ but is
lndispensabie to It--will somehow emer~e from this patchwork.
These notes will appear in three parts: SSP Numbers 29, 31,
,'and 33. The first is concerned with matters of lan~ua~e, in
particular with the dimensions of words in "Classical" Chinese;
the second treats scholarly translation, which Is not meant to be
poetry but only one mode of elucldatln~ early Chinese poetry--!f
it comes out as poetry at all, an exceedin~ly rare event, it will
be En~lish poetry; the third consists of a small antholo~y of
co~ent aphorisms and comments about the relation between lan~ua~~
and poetry, by a number of intelll~ent writers.

,

~

.........

PART ONE:
I.

WORDS

Distinctions

T'an" poetry, bein~ poetry. shows differences from T'anll;
Drose. It is important to know as much as possible about the
T'an~ fi terary .lan~ua~e in order to understand Tfan~ poetry.
Indeed. one must be intimately familiar with its complexities--the
nuances of meanin~ and subtle~ies of structure that can be de
si~ned with it.
Accordin~ly. it is necessary to read T'an~ poetry
constantly and closely in order to ~ain a more sophisticated
knowled~e of its potentfalities than will ordinarily be available
to those limited by the usual qrammars. dictionaries, and courses
of instruction.
There are many tricks to refininqperceptivity. - It is out of
the question to attempt a catalo~ue of them, but here are the
obvious on.s. ~erious students should make lists of seemin~
"synonyms,· each member of which should be carefully compared with
the others in terms of etymolo~y a~d word family. They must
remember that the poems bein~ read were written by and for persons
of·~i~h literacy and close familiarity with the diction o£ a vast
body of literature. To know the poet's lan,(uag;e a.nd mind suffi
cientlywell. today's readers must know what distinctions the
medieval poet makes~ and the sources of these distinctions in
earlier literature.
They should also consult stl ossa I" i es of phrases (e.~. ,the
f.!.U. lU..D. W!ll), taking;-careful note of the common associates of
monosylllnric words. For instance. if a dictionary su~~ests that A
and B both mean "happy," studyln~ them in many contexts may lead
one to understand that A corresDonds better to "elated" while B is
more accurately defined as "content." For a poet such distinc
tions are everythin~.
Much can also be learned from studyin~ antonyms.
For
examole.
and ~l are imorecisely defined by most dictionaries:
th.ey are not simoly "soft" and "hard" but rather
is "oliant"
while
is "rictld." ("Soft" and "hard" are ambi~uous words in
Enqlish: we say a diamond is "hard," but it is easily shattered;
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it Is "nard" only in contrast with sif6Stanc.~ that are reaa-n-y

scratched. In other words, the diamond is hard, but not tou~h. A
spon~e on the other hand is "soft" 1n a certain sense,
but
"tou~h" in that it is not. like the diamond. fra~ile.)
Indeed.
any kind of information one can acquire about the "life" of the
word in T'an~ writin~ will be useful in the endless task (and
responsibility) of improvin~ the understanding; and. Rar:1la~~y'.·
translations of individual works.
But such problems of mean ina; are only part of what 1),rofessio
nal scholars need to know. They must also have an eX,cellent
understandin~ of sounds (phonolo~y). of morpholo~y (word struc
ture), syntax (word orderin~). and of the effect of the Chinese
script on sense and interpretation.
The followin~ sections provide only brief explanations. with
illustrative examples. of some important paints treated inade
quately, if at all. in traditional introductions to the art of
reading; Classical Chinese.
II.

Sound

It is ess~ntial to know the pha~olo~y ot "Middle Chinese"
(the historical ohonoloqist's name for the sound system of T'anll;).
By acquirin~ this knowleda;e. one comes to reco~nize the diversity
and richness of the phonetic resour~es exoloited by writers of
that period: the true rhymes of their verses and other matters of
poetic sonority such as assonance, onomatopoeia. and echoic
effects, all of which are carefully selected in~redients of the
lestilt. that constitutes the real poem. This knowled;;e is also
important in reco~nizin~ Middle Chinese transcriptions of· forei~n
words and names. from such lan~ua~es as Iranian. Turkish.
Cambodian. and so on.

EXAMPLES:

~m!:.:

~

"moon" (Mandarin UU> rhymes with
"sock" (Mandarin Ka) 1n T'an;; poetry. They arl!
'" and mYKit.
.., resoectively.
M.C. ngywat

(1)

if:f"
(2~

~!hQt

AT t!

tJ:h21s
..LUllleratilll:
hY§tJt::.hYans. "c 0 n CUI" r en t hum min Il; 0 fin sec t s t
cicadas."
3

H·.C.
SUC

has

(3)

IcaDAg.r:.1~

"man~o"

l' t.'A

19an:. wJ2..ta:

(from .Sanskrl t ..i.l1ltJl).

M• C•

.iUD:.l..s.

Middle Chinese pronunciations may be learned from a number of
books such as those of Bernhard Karl~ren or E. G. Pulleyblank.
au~mented by a course in Chinese historical phonolo~y.
The treat
ment of Chinese loan-words in langua~es such as medieval Japanese.
Korean, and Vietnamese also ~ives important clues to T'an~ pronun~
clation. For instance, gl!.2..1d.ll]' the JaDanese word for .!' jade." is
an adaptation
of the Ttan~ word. DIYO" ( ~ ). In contrast. the
.
modern Mandarin tl. represented by the same ~raph. ~ives no clue
to Ttanq pronunciation.
>.

III.

Wards

A clear conception of what is meant by a "word" is basic to
the proper understandin~ of old texts. The lan~ua~e of T'an~
11terature is basically manosyll.abic. that is. 1t Is composed of
monosyllables, each with a specific connotation. which are used
freely in a varlety of contexts (e.~., as the sole subject of a
sentence).
Such monosyllables are said to be "ver-satlle" or
"free." The ~reat.r part of the T'an~ literary vocabulary con
sists of versatile monosyllables. Their "versatility" can be
determined by studyin~ their actual dlstribution in many different
syntactical situations. Such versatile monosyllables are "words.
Most monosyllabic words occur frequently in bis.yllabic
~rouDin~s. but they remain indeoendent words. even when palred in
these loose "compounds",(s fuzzy word),.1
£XAMPLES:

(1) Attr1butixe:
stalactite]
(2) Cortehtiye:

Chlnese"

1L I'

"teat tube" [hollow

1. (or~T

I

~

·Chinese and non-

(3) Vecb-Ob1r:Qt: ~
"subvert~r of a nation"
[Helen of TrQY and other fatal beauties]. cf.
En~llsh cutthroat. killjoy, plckoocket. 2

)j

But no such bisyllablc s·tructures are s1n~le "words": 5UC~
expressions as
-:t;- • ~J ~f ~~, 7(
are n!ll words'
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n e mas

Indistln~ulshable

common associatio'ns, formally
as

r.,

~tJ, ~3f .. .'1~~ .~1if.3

S U c.; U Ii

from such

.... _ •

"airin~s

A specIal kind of correlative paIr, sometimes cal;led "synonym
pair," consIsts of two monosyllabic words which. althouo;h not true
synonyms, are members of a semantIc class. The class is repre
sented by the pall'" Ccf. En~lish "pots and Dans" for the class of .
cooki n.~ C'ontai ners). An examDle is;J:t-:::4~ "dholes and wol ves"
for the whol~ class of wild canids. CHathcw§"a wolf" ~s Krong.)
CThere are ~o ~enerall~ accept~d rules for hyphenatIon in
romanized literary Chinese. I do not hyphenate closely tied pair.;s
of versatile monosyllables, like those described above; thIs indi
cates that each component Is an independent word •. But when the
components of a cluster .[most cammonly a pair] are non-versatile
or restricted monosyllables, as below. I hyphenate. This indi
cates that the two syllables together constitute a ~.).
True bisyllabic words may be classified as follows:
1.

EchoIc binoms:

-.....0

t

M.C. lek-yek "intricate. network
(a) ReduplIcated: ~
or interlace of colors (as a band of costumed dancers);
prismatic web"
Cb) . AlliteratIve:
on rocks"
(c)

3'i1.

~

M.C. p·tn«-D'ai "crash of surf

Rhymin~: tt~tJ. ~ . C.

moonli~ht,

fireflies.

tek-lf:K "white sDano;les Cas
or white birds) a~alnst a dal"k

surface"
SUCh, doublets normally function as predica~ (sent~ce-initial
posi tion Is archaic and exclama tory:
'~,.J:...
"Unres
tricted, omnlpotent--the Hi~h Thearchl") They ara semantically
synthetic rather than analytic; that is, they reDresent a cluster
of qua'lities with attached Itattitudes" or "feelino;s," and accor
din~ly it is hard to translate them with simple. strai~htforward
En~ li sh equ i valen ts.
(However, they corres Dond well to En 0;11 sh
hurly-burly, hu~~er-mu~~er. hocus-Docus, wishy-washy, and the
like.) They ml~ht also be called "~estalt binoms," ftmoo~ doub

o'er

5

----_.- - - - 

......
,..

l"ets." or "atmosDher1c doublets."
\
,
2. Nominal binoms (1.e •• bisyllabic. nouns):
"1)
M.C.
Hwang-cho "moon-dew mi rror." ~ *,1 kir-kyw~ "burin."
.#fJ ~kYQ-YHin "citron. n
.

'it

3.

Exotic binoms. a subspecies of nominal binoms. consistin.
of loans from f'ore1~n lan~ua~.s. adapted to Chiloro
nunciation and written with Chinese ~raphs: ~
H.C.
oben-dan "sanda1[woodl" (Sanskrit 9andana).~
~m=
lAm "kanari, the soft resin of trees of the ~enus
~S'narium" (Khmer \srama).~;;f fleng-gi "neQiro. nft~ri to"
(Arabic .l.Ill.1, zanfr. cf. Zanzibar).
Many binoms. eSDec1ally nominal binoms. may be represented by
a particular one of their constituent monosyllables in loose
"bisyllab1c" compounds (see above: attribute-head or coord1nate
Da1r). For 1nstance, 554 __ "butterfi y " is reoresented bY _ _
(never b y . I). as 1n ~fl "butterfly dance" (attribute-head) •
.. ~
.JrlJl:.. "birds and butterfl1Js"
(coordtnate pair).
.
.,,'iJ
.

IV.

Syntax

-

r{.

While relat10nshiDs amon~ words are revealed in some lan
a;u a~es b,Y i nfl ec t 10ns, 1 n an un 1 nfl ec ted 1 an~ua D;e, such as
Chinese. rules of word order. r1D;orously adhered to. determine
these relat10nsh1ps~ The syntactical rules may be au~mented by
the use of "Darticles." that 1s. abstract words that act as si~n
posts at Dredeterm1ned-pos1tions along; the course ~f a se,ntence.
EXAMPLES:

~ after the subject = "in every instance"
~
at end of sentp.nce = "now it turns out that"
~

Part1cl~s.

.....

links two clauses; it subordinates first,
which D;ives time. condition. or circumstance
of second. e.l.'( • .!. ~~ .?iI' 'J'..,
"the
kin. entered. sword in band,"

beinD; abstract. are

avoid~d

in ooetry. whose

essenc~

is

concretion.
The bas..ic rule of syntax. never to be violated. is the order
Subject-Verb-Object. Aooarent violations of this rule are in fact
not violations. For instance. one of the "Kennedy taws" (named
------~.,-~.----.-.

~------------

---

for the late Geor~e Kennedy of Yale) states that a verb that is
normally intransitive Clacks an object) becomes causativ~ when
provided wi th ·one. s o " is normally intransitive "to fall
asleep," but ill;.t.IJ
means "the sand's
warmth DY1A the mandarin ~kS ~ ~~." To interpret it "The
mandarin ducks sleep on the warm sand," an example of "poetic
license," is a fallacy.4

al

*'

l' '

The second rule of syntax is "attribute precedes head" (or
"modifier precedes modified"). (Contrast Hawaiian, for instance.
in which the reverse is reqularly the case. as it sometimes is in
En~lish--e. q., "Notary Publ ic.")
There are yarious other secondary rules, which must also be
understood exactly to construe a sentence correctly. One is that
words and Phras.1lr:,f "time as epoch ;t~te)" come first in a sen
tence (e.If., ~,,~ -j:\
.ft~ SJ:]'
"In that year the Great
Artificer razed the Hall of Li~ht"), while words or Phlls~s of
"time as d~ration" come after the verb Ce.q.
.(;tt:..
Ithe
occupied the See for two years").

l!

':i:.

=-s

Any uncertainty over rules such as these leads to uncertainty
about'the oyerall meaninq of the text.

Y.

Connotation and Denotation
Students of T'anq poetry must be able to distinquJsh between
Connotation
&
Denotation
Referent
Sense
&

--

- Name

-

Si~n

&

Ima~e/Symbol

&
&

= Bedeutun~
= Thinq
= Object

"The denotation is the it. the individual thin~ or the a~~re
q;ate of thing;s to which the term may refer; the connotation
is the If..b..i.t.. the quality or classification inferred for the
it. or implicitly predicated by th~ aDDlication of the term
or the o;iving; of the name."5
Words carry their connotations with them. even in isolation.
They ~ave denotations only in specific contexts and situationS.
7

and they may denote (i.e •• refer to) as many different thin~s as
we assi~n them to.
For example. the word "star" C2CCgt.U a
brilliant. sparklin~, oelestial objeot, often with divine powers.
It mn dt:ngt.,
1. any partioular star a person points to or refers to;
2. a planet;
3. a meteor (as in "fallin~ star");
4. the sun;
5. any number of South Amerioan hummin~birds, e.'I.• ' "hill
star" (UrQohroa sp.). "woodstar" (Pbilo<UCt: sp.) t eto.
6. a. feature player in a Hollywood
movie;
~~:~
7. oertain military awards-(e~~.t "Bronze star");
8. a pattern of radiatin~ lin~s. as when a bullet strikes •
window pane;
and so on.
.

The oonnotation is the Qonstact
The dt:notation is tbe
plaoe. or even ima~inary.

t~acsient

ima~e,

I

however faded.

IDplicatiQn. however oommon

The oonnotation of a word breeds. by analo~y (or metaDhor)
denotative referents. p~tentially .infinite in number. Good poets
invent suoh metaphors; medioore poets prefer seoondhand ones; many
persons are alarmed by them.

EXAMPLES:

St:nse (Conngtatlon!

-t'""f!,

"dusky bird"
~,fir "jade wheel"
~ "yellow robe"
':fi:.. ~skY woman"

;;r

Rt:ft:rt:ct iQn:.PQssibl~
Decotat,12nl.
swallow
moon
oriole
ma~pie

Always remember that any eXDression may have more tban one ourrent
denotation. For example ~ 1~ "transoendent beinCilj of the water"
(oonnotation) sometimes denotes a water-dwellin~ Taoist sylph, and
sometimes denotes a speoies of naroissus.

8

VI.

Metaphorical

Lan~ua~e

The ~reatest thin~ in style is to have a command of metaohor.
This power cannot be acquired; it is a mark of ~en1us. for to
make ~ood metaphors implies an eye for resemblance.
Aristotle. Poetics, XXII
The study of ima~ery and metaphor is imoortant in all lin
~uistic and literary investi~ation.
A serious student of early
literature must strive to recover for~otten ima~es, to polish
faded ima~es, to rehabilitate cheapened ima~esf to untan~le com
plex ima~es--that 1s, to explore the al.most 1nf1 n1te imag;inati ve
riches' of Classical Chinese, partly expressed in fig;urative
lan~ua~e.

The

types of fig;urative lan~uag;e
in both Eng;lish and Classical Chinese:

followin~

distin~uish~ble

are

.A word 01'" phrase connotin~ one thin. Is trans
ferred to another to emphasize an analo~y between them. En~lish:
"He's a ti~er"; Chinese:~. "silver candle" referrtn~ to the
moon. (In a broader usag;e. "metaphor" includes menonymy and
synecdoche.)
H~taQb2~.

The word for one thin~ is used for another with
which it is associated. En~lish: "City Hall" f~r the mayor,
"redcoats" for British soldiers; Chinese: ~~. "powder and
~
mascara" for women in rich makeup.
M~~m~:

Synecdoche: A part is used for the whole. the whole for th~
oart. the seecies for the ~enus; or the material for the artifact.
Enp,;lish: "pi,~skinn for football ; Chinese: ,ff.~ "Silk threads
and paulownia [wood 1ft for hal"'O
~t

(-r ).

A Doetlc metaohor is an in~eniously chosen denotation. which
may, throu~h common usa~e, deteriorate 1n~0 a cllch'_

9

o

r.<
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VII.

Conventions or Yersiric.tlon

Caesura: a break in a line of poetry. In five-syllable a~d
seven-syllable lines (oommon in T'an~). it always occurs before
the last three syllables. This break ~overns the syntax of the
verse in a number of ways. Most Importantly, it may not fall
between the two seqments of a closely bound bisyllabic phrase.
spch as att~lbute-bead (e.lt.
or verb-obj,eot(e.q.
But the caesura may separate verb from' object when the
latter is the whole three-syllable ~roup after the caesura.

't. 4 )

!f' ).,

EXAMPJ,.E:

4t 4~ // iJt' ji £jJ
~rape

,it'

"He drank abundantly of

wine."

But ,,~/ / )1j i..~ "He drank abundantly of wine in
an" is impossible in poetry. althou~h possible in prose.
~

.

Ch'an~

Ii')

Pacal1Al1.1.1Jl: Parallel structures CUi x.a ~J
are a
characteristic feature of much Chinese, verse and some prose; they
require matchinJt of syntax,. word class (verb. noun. etc.). and
semantic class. as in Enltlish "Every ~ood tree brin~eth forth ~ood
frui t •. but the corrupt tree brin~eth forth evil frui t." Poets
employ them frequently as clues to ~uileful, syntactic arran~e
ments. For instance. in two successive lines of a poem by Ma Tai.
we find
~ an~ (opposite it)
~. Since the
second phrase must mean "swallow the cinnabar frost." the~ of
the first phrase must. like~Rl' be a verb; therefore it must mean
"to worship ceremoniousl¥i do one's devotions to [the ~ods of the
'starry dipper'].

,&...a:r

;1.1.

C# t-t

ls!.iJ ):

"Regulated' poetry
and
Poems of this kind
are characterized by tones arran~ed in antithetical Datterns.
Reco~nition of the details of these patterns should become second
nature. A convenient place to bef(in study is Downer and Graha!T!t
"Tone Patterns in Chinese Poetry." Bl!ll~.t1!! 2! 1111: ~gh2.2.l .Qi
Oriental ~ African §tudles, 26. 1~5-48.
Notes
1.

Chinese dictionaries of the type.palled Iz!y ~ ~~, (as
distinA;ulshed from .I.z..y ..t..i.M ~
dEl ) are often descriDed as
oet"'" , ...
1n

~

....

2.

"diotionari.es of compounds." but they contain every sort of
polysyllabio struoture. i.ncludin,!; binoms Csee bt:low). pro
verbs. plaoe names. eto.
The ~reat hoard of Classical bisyllabio phrases composed of
versatile monosyllables has been extensively plundered in
modern times to enrioh the technical vocabulary of the collo·
quial lan~at(e.
These pilfered expressions are called .b.:!1n
..t..a.!ll
"new terms." But they are not really new; they
have
y been converted into words of two syllables, and
,!;iven new meaninqs. whioh innocent students habitually read
baok into 01ass10al literature, often with disastrously ana
chronistic results. (Many of these "new terms" were reintro
duced into~od~ Chinese by way of Japanese.) ·Here is an
example:
f.
"home andtUntryf.s~emotiv.e ter~n
waJ. 1 e.ratJe as in
iii) ~ if..
, ~ -c. (](
• 1143): f
pr va ,home and coun y
1 both be p~~s rved; if we.do not prevail. both will be
n
lost.
The Phrase~alSlo
ili~ .:~nsti tUJ4ttjn the
erse order. as
,~....
111\ a::;r
(
• 1!7
). The arbitrar y a si ned mo ern Meaning; 1
t
state"
an abstract political term).
.
But many have fused permanently into bisyllabic words after
introduotion into the Japanese and Vietnamese lexioons.
For other suoh ima,!;inary ninversions n see E. H. Schafer. "The
Anastrophe Catastrciphe,n SQbafet SiQQlo!1cal lag~rs No. 8
(Berkeley. 2!J March 198!J).

~p

3.

4.

5.

"IJ
.re

l~
~

!!5!

W. K. Wimsatt. Jr •• Il:a IultJ.l l;<:OJl. p. 70. For a sophisti
cated. philosophioal statement. see also Gottlob Fre~e. "On
Sense and Reference." in J. M. E. Moravcsik. t.oI1~ .in.s1.f.b.il.::
osogby f.oJ: L1nguhlts (The Hag;ue. 197!J).
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PASSIONATE PEONIES
The peonies of China are the herbaceous peony C ~ •
Ibuo
x.llJl.b. or A.b.A.G.:.UA • fAJlAlliA Alb,i.f.lAJ:A) and the "tree" peony C lt1.
~ mu-tlD • palQD11 luffrutjcQII [formerly mQutIDl). The former
has an ancient history, but the latter, eas11y the more popular
of the two in medieval horticulture, was apparently not domesti
cated unt11 T'ang til1,s.1 Its great fame was a prodigy of the
eighth century:
A vogue for planting elegant varieties of this shrub, hardly
known before T'ang t1~es, swept the aristocracy in the last
decades of the eighth century, "and in the early ninth ap
proximated the tulipoman1a of the Netherlands in the seven
teenth. Po Cha~1 has described the Ch'ang-an flower mirket
at the height of the peony season in spring, and Tuan
Ch'eng-sh1h reports that in his lifetime a single flower
might cost several thousand J:..b.!i.an.
Most famous of all
peony gardens was, character~st1cally. that of the great
I~ .all AZ~, where there were two plots of flowers by the
"bath hall" C.x4 .:t.!.Ill,g,), each with five or six hundred
blooms. Though the popular colors in this age were a pale
pink and a deep "purple" C.t.l..U')," this lIagn1f1cent garden
boasted a unique bed of deep, rich cr1l1son flowers. 2
The craze for red peonies was commonly regarded by poets of
the late T'ang as the vulgar preference of ordinary lien. easily
seduced by superficial shows and gaudy colors. For some writers
who shared this view, the flower also symbolized voluptuous,
ravishing women. One such was L1u ya-hSi~J

4" :

1

"?

....

f:'o"j

'"

Aggra1,a] At 1ha ~ PeQn~3
The (herbaceous) peony in front of the courtyard
--enchantmeni unparalleled.
The lotus out on the pond
--clean, .ant1ng in passion.
True sensuality, [unique] in the nation,
exists only in the tree peony:
At the seasonal segment when its flowers open
it aro~ses the capital city.
("En'chant.ent": J£JJl -t{, whose range of connotations is from
sorcery, weird and uncanny. to spellbinding, enchanting, and
bewitching.
"Sensuality":
an approxhllt1on of u
color, complexion, outward show, to sensual,

~', ranging from
~exual

allure.

"Seasonal segment"a .aJl.1b. cUeb ~!" refers to the nodes
of the annual cycle. e.g •• the four seasot. The "eight nodes"
(U cbteb / \
are the beginnings of the four seasons, along
with the solstices and the equinoxes.)

!f )

The anc1ent topos 'exemp11f1ed here is that seductive women
can bring about the fall of a nation. Classical examples are "A
clever man makes a walled,town, a clever woman overthrows the
wall ed tow n" (1.b..1Ji ~, I.I U -AJJ11 • ChA.D. .l.l.o..Cl
If ), and
the old legend of Hs1 Shih !l ~ , sent by King Kou Chien tJ
of yaeh ~ as a gift to his enelnY King Fu Ch'a1 ~!.
of
Wu ~ , whose k1ngdoln she ~ubverted -- but .hAc flower is the pink
lotus. The theine is elnphas1zed in the first couplet of Po Cha
1'5 "Song of Enduring Resentlnent" (c'.b.!.A.o.;. U.D. Js.A It
~
"The Resplendent One of Han Inade Inuch of sensual beauty, and
longed for a Subverter of Nations" (
b~. (ct.
It 15 this u'se of "nation" (for the older "walled town n )
that is intended in L,u Va-hsits poem: the first words of the
third verse 1lnply that the obvious, cheap, showy beauty typified
by the red tree peony upsets the whole country, unlike the fairy
beauty of the white herbaceous peony. and the chaste aloofness of
the lotus, both appreciated only by true connoisseurs. The tree
peony's g 1amou r att racts the commo,n herd.

st

.t\

Ill-

Fi t '*t'

11».

2

,):

....

~

Po Cha-f wrote a longer poem on the same subject. As a
peony-fancfer, he" reserved hfs admfratfon for a white varfety of
tree peony. But· the moral fs the same: the mob esteems the
gaudY red varfety; the cultfvated gentleman reserves the prfze
for a pure white specfmen. Rather than attempt to hold a dfs
tor ted Eng 1 f s h 1\.1 r r art a h ~ s c 1 ass f cal Ch f ne set ext, I sub mf t a
free ff degradfng paraphrase, whfch omits the texture of fine
T' ang f mages.

!hi .bite ~ peoD~4
The flower buffs have crowded fnto town,
From dawn to dusk they scurry up and downJ
No person looks at those whose buds are whfte
Yet ·peony" fs tbt1t name"too, by rfghtl
Secluded far behfnd a temple's walls,
They're spared the busy streets and common brawls,
Only wise Master Ch'1en is fond of them -
Walks there all day, admirfng every stem.
I too am r.v1~hed by thefr candent sheen
And heady scent -- where men are never seen.
The mob dislikes them -- I .lone accl.'m,
And so these transplants to my garden came.
They hold the starlight, sh1nfng through the nfght;
Before the dawn they make my garden bright.
I look at them to pacify my soul,
They cleanse my heart and make my spirit whole.
The jade-white flowers at the T'ang-ch'ang FaneS
Are all the rage down on the vulgar plane.
I picked a few to match their white with these:
Both snow-gems, matched like pearls or garden peasl
eut those are rare, and so gafn much esteem,
While these are common -- therefore worthless seem.
And now I know that color doesn't count -
It's human prejudice that's paramount.
Nor is ft just for flowers that ft's true -
The rule applfes as well ~o me and yout
Look, for example, at High Fashfon's norm:
The purple capel The scarlet un1forml
3

~
"

NOTES
1.

"In the present century, botanical explorers have estab
lished the authentic tty of the wild habitat of moutln as the
mountainous regton of northwestern China in the provinces of
Shensi, Kansu. and Szechwan." H. L. Lt, I.b.A G..&J:.d..I.n. EJ..Q.r.A.t.I.
A.f .c.un.l. (New York. 1959), p. 31.

2.

"The Last Years of Ch'ang-an," ~41Ana
Po ChO-i's description of the
flower market has been translated 1n Arthur Waley's A
J:W.JUlJ:.aJl JJlJl .sav. Db Chilllu f.Aama (N e w York -, 1gIg), p. 187.
Wa-ley's vers10n ends w1th the words "A cluster of deep-red
flowersllWould pay the taxes of ten poor houses. ft A good
popular account of tu11pollan1a 1n Turkey (where 1t began)
and fn Holland fs Terry Berger's artfcle "'Tu11pomanfa' was
no Dutch treat to gamblfng burghers,ft .sm~haQn1AA, April
1977, pp. 70-76. - W11fr1d Blunt, Iul1pom.lJ1il. (A Kfng Pengu1n
Book~ Middlesex, England, 1950) provides handsome 1llus
E.

H.

Schafer,

Extrem~,

10 (1963), 152-153.

db

trat1ons~

3.

ftShang mu-tan ft

4.

"Po mu-tan"
lIb.

5.

Th1s

12a.

11ne

flowe..t: a

'"

~-P}- ,

tf ~:lJll.- '

g;J?

refers

to

CTS, han 6, ts'e 3, ch. 12, p.

CT S, han 7, t s 'e 1, c h. 1, pp. 11 a

the Jade

rarIty.

.

Stallens

(.xl 1.11.1

.l:,..£)

The Taoht convent I ..! .lUlg.

~IUI

.kJan , . . 1 n Ch'ang-a.n was celebrated for 1tsspect
liens. It wa
robably a wh1te varfety of passfon-flower.
For the full story, see E. H. Schafer, Miragls Q.D. 1hA iaA Ai
I.1u (Universfty of Calffornia Press, 1985), pp. 10.1-102.

EDWARD H. SCHAFER
Berkeley. 30 August 1985
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NOTES ON TRANSLATING T'ANG POETRY
PART TWO,

POETRY

A poe m f s a u n 1 que t h f n R mad e 0 f W o,r d s. We 5 hit 1 1 1 e a ve 1t
to the ephemeral deities of literary theory--the pre-structur
al1sts, the structuralists. the post-structural1sts--Frye. Hel
deqqer.
Derrlda, Bloom. Kermode. Krieger, and all the rest, along
.
wfth thefr worshipful acolytes of the moment,
to -debata the
,
metaphysfcal Cf.a., unknowablel or psycho10g1cal relationships
between poem and author. poem and reader. p~em and history. poem
and mythology. poem and other poems. and what not. Here we
coptent ourselves with the primary but of tan neglected task of
dt5coverln~ the poem ftself. l
We shall also avoid such.~yzant1ne
preoccupations as the possible meaninR of the spaces between the
stanzas of a poem.
'

~
....

Classical sfnologlsts are not primarily entertainers, trying
to persua,de their readers that they can wr1te tasteful Englfsh
and even, as some actually believe, good poetrYJ nor are they
philosophers or theologians. They are scholars whose q~eat res
ponsib1lity 1s to elucldate-T.KE POEM ITSELF. whose myst'ery and.
f nt r 1 cae y 1sen 1\ a. nee d b y the fa c t t 1\ at 1t i s wr itt e n 1.n an
ancient. classfcal, or "dead" lanquage, to which no langua.ge now
spoken is really comparable.
To translate fs to deform:
scholarly translation 1s justffiable only as a mode of explica
t10n or commentary, ft must be accompanied by other modes, to
brfnq readers as close as is possible to understandinq the form
and the color of that old linguistic art1fact.
'~
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especially when the translator attempts to be "artistic."
"Kitsch" 15 the debasement of a work of art by attempting to
approximate it in another medium:
Leonardo's "The l..ast _Supper"
in pewter; Sapp hots ..Aeo 1 f c verses f n Am. r1 can English. the Venu s
of Cy rene f n emb ro fdery: Oebu ssy's liLa terrasse des aud 1ences au
clair de lune" transcrfbed for brass band. The ter!'l fits ",ost
translations of poetry even more closely when on. adds the final
determinant of true kitsch: the perpetrator believes that the
Droduct is as good as the original.
What then 15 "the poem itself"?
I.

AxiolDS
1maq1nat1on applied to the whole world
is vapid in comparison to imagination
applied to a detafl.
--Wallace Stevens, AdlgiO

1.
2.

3.

Poetry is lan.quaqe which has been dfstjlled, refined, con
densed, crystallized, congealed, compressed.
The raw material of poetry fs not experfence--1t fsl~n
guaqe. A poem is an artffact of words. A good poem exemp
11ffes the best use of language.
.
.
"Reality" and "emotion" are 1rrelevant--there is no subject
matte~ that is especially suited to poetry.
A poem may
communicate nothing.

4.

The poet fs a shaper. an inventor, a sfmulator, a feigner, a
wizard with words. His fabrfcatfons are !'lade in the context
of his heredity, psycholoqy, delusfons, purposes, diseases.
ambitions. and what not. But hfs poem is not a mfrror fmaqe
of his inner life. although at fts bfrth it fs immersed in
it like a rich dumplfng in a nutrient soup.

5.

The poet, like the composer, the sculptor, and t~e pafnter.
desiqns new objects in his chosen medium. A poem is not a
channel or a viaduct--1t is, above all, a thinq fn itself.
2
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6.

A good poem is not like anything else. It must be savored
1 ike a fin e win e 0 run f que cui 5 i n e. 0 n e s h ou 1 d bed a z z 1 e d
by '{ t as by a com p 1 ex jewel, 0 r wan de r hap p 1 1 y t h ro ugh 1 t as,
through a finely contrived qarden. or lose oneself. in ~ts
intricacies as~if one were examining an embroidered
tapestry.

7.

A qreat poem is a magical, entrancinq construct: it dis
plays a new world--a glimpse through a magfc wfndow.

HoW do you know you are readinq good poetry--that is,
poetry? Ask yourself questions like these:

real

"

Is ft magiC?
Is it mystery?
Does it hypnotize you?
Is ft like nothing else?
If so,

it is good poetry. But readers cannot recognize these
attributes unless. like the sorcerer's apprentice. they h~ve been
fully trained.
A hopeful translator who has not been initiated.
If h 0 hasn't 1 ear·ne q the s pel 'Is pro D e r 1 y • who h ~ s n ' t got the feel
of the. words exactly, will not recognize the enchantment and
cannot even paraphrase what he reads.
II.

Characterfstfcs of Poetry

furpose ~ Aim
To select aspects of experience (including subjective ex
perience' and to transform them into new and vivid structures in
a particular medium: to make spellbinding artifacts and capti
vating semblances. (Shared with pafntinQ. possibly music, and
other arts.)

A.

Medium
languaqe. shaped fnto an artful fabric of for •., sound, and
sens~
(Shared with prose.' A poem can exist only in a partiCU
lar language.

B.

C.

IaP!' ~ MA~iA~
Any. (Shared with prose.'

But possibly there are some
-------~---~--.---..-~-~~- ~--.---.-

~
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topics that are so mysterious, elusive, and evanescent as to be
unsuited to adequate contrivance in prose, yet might yield to
poetic treatment.
In any event, "important" topicS have no
priority, since the criteria of importance are subjective-:
love
is important to him,,·insects are fmportant to you, textures are
f mportant to me.

IA.Iut

D.

QJ: ~

Wit, irony, fr i vo11 ty, hu mo r, sorrow.' ecstasy, refl ect ion.
sympathy. madness, extravaqance. arroqance. ·etc.--all possible
5·1 mu 1 at ions in 1 anguaqe of mod es of att itude. fee 11 ng. i maq fn 1
t1on, and playfulness. In particular. translators often fail to
detect irony in their oriqinal.(Shared wf~h prose.)

E.

Iechn1QI,II
1.

(economy and Intensity)
a. Concret.oess (as opposed to abstraction)
The pungent as opposed to the insipid: amad" rather than
"exhib1ting a manic-depressive syndrome." "dun" rat.her than
"a drab yell~wish-brown color." "ruby" rather than "a red
variety of crystallfne aluminum oxide."
~sta'lfzat1oo

.

b. HQ1 justa (semantic discrimination and precision)
"Shimmer" rather than ·uneven shine tt when appropriate;
"bog1e" rather than "friqhtfu1 qhost" when appropriate.

c. HA1Qnymy, ~X~lcdgche (and other figures of speech)
"The cross" for "christian dedication" (in fundamentalist
hymns). and 50 on.
d. SxmbgJfsm
" B1 u eft for "t h e power
Wallace Stevens). and

f the 1 ma q 1 nat ion" (i nth e poe m5
50 on.
0

0

f

e. Alluaion
"Helen" for "the classic tYDe of femme fatale. for whom men
and cities fall,n and sO on.
f •

f..J:.u.n1n.Q.

Cuttinq back of "particles" and other "empty words," avoi
dance ofvaqu e adj ect 1ves, and so on.
4
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2.

~~

Bbxtbms (shared with dance and music)

a. ti.l.1JL.t.ll: reg u 1 a r 1 z at f 0 n 0 f va r f 0 u s mod e 5 0 f s t res s •.
alliteration. rhyme. or syllable count normal to the lan~
guage of the poet.
,.
b•

3.

.aatJ:.QU.d.:

for

dactylic hexameter in English.

~xample.

BIQyJlt EQrm. Cshared with many arts)

But note "free verse" in Western Europe.
4.

SQQQcity (partly shared w1th music)
Rhyme, a111terat1on. assonance. onomatopoe 1a. etc.. 1n part
1mitatfve, fn part s1gnif1cant echoes and.ch1mes. in part
structural ~lue.

It is possible that there 1s no s1ngle feature that distfnguishes
poetry from the other arts. Rather 1t fs a unique combfnat1on of
features.
To begin:
"same'purpose as music. but different
medium", "same poss1b1l1t1es of tone as prose, but dffferent
technique"; and so on. The medium ClanQuage) is basic "and essen
tial to the art, but the critfcal distinctiNe features are those
subsumed under -technique." Poetry is a not only an a~t but a
craft, 1 fke embroidery {tnd cabinetry.
Ill.

Aspects of T'ang Poetry

And, as 1mag1nat1on bodies forth
The forms of th1nQs unkno~n, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes. and gives to afry
nothinq
A local habitation and a name~
--Shakespeare, Hi4aammA.t Night'. ~m, V.l
Mu e h TI a n g poet rye x h 1b its t ran s for mat ion, 111 u s ion s ,
chanqes of identity, alter-egos, the fusfon of peoDle, places,
and th1nqs. metamorphoses, and especially hallucinations Cas when
we see a twisted face in a ,tree-trunk, or a castle 1n the
clouds--the sort of thinq that Deli has cultivated immoderately
in his paintfnq).2 This mode qoes far beyond metaphor. histori
cal allusion, or any merely conventional 11terary device, in the
sense that the wr1ter does not employ these tropes just as
5
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figures--pretty decoratfons or clever conee1ts embeaoea 1n 11~a
rary fabric: they represent possfble or probable realities. In
some sense, the poet was always str1vfnq for a mfcrocosm, or the
fragment of a m1crocosm. There was plenty of precedent In sanc
tffied tradftion and r orthodox.be11ef that, for instance,
- a~e-old fce fn fact became rock crystal,
•
- some leaves were in fact transformed fnto ~utterflfes,
- the vital rhythm of the oyster-pearl was 1n fact attuned'
.to the Junar cyc'e)
- royal hunting parks were·ln fact small-scale worlds,
- palaces were in fact the resfdences of divfne befngs;
- snow was fn fact a crystalline substance from heaven, co~
nate to the foam on the Sky River;
- a priestess properly costumed 1n a r1tual dance was tn
fact a qoddessJ
- dreams were in fact real experience.
Th1s world-view was developed fn a h1ghly systematfc way by the
Ta01sts, but it was basic to Chfnese thouqht and permeated such
realms of belief as medicine, astronomy, and music, and is re
flected fn literature. It 15 well suited to treatment by the art
of poetry, whfch 1s a spec1es of word mag1e.
The interpretattons of Tlanq poems that have been ~onven
t 10 n a 1 d u r 1 n q t hal as t fa w hun d red yea r 5 inC h 1 n a and r ec e n t 1 y 1 n
the west have afmad at obliterating this qemlnate metaphysiC and
reduced the splendor of the writing proportionally. Weforqet to
look for the mask or the fllus10n that permeatas tha poem,
unm1ndful that the mask fs as real as tha face, and that the
Illusion fs as real as the "reality"--perhaps lIora real.
The double-1dent1ty Imay be sfqna"ed by a word, a Dhrasa. a
couplet, or may constitute the sense of the whole poem. Cl.ues
may be w1thheld untfl the very end, or the ve1l that hide. the
substructure may be penetrable at every p01nt. In such poems as
these, nothing is what 1t ••ems.
Some theme. trad1tlona"y have been honored both fn China
and 1nth ewe s t :
the sad n e s. 0 f b e 1 n q a way fro m hom e ; a
sold1er's 11fe is not a happy one:, partinq from frfends: autumn
6
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landscapes; love fn sprfngtfme; chattfnq with wfse men in monas
teries or under p1nes. But even these themes must be examined
for masks and illusions. There are other subjects, much ne~
lected,wh1ch regularly exhibft ambfgu1tfes of identity:
p

- the maqical, transforminq power of music;

.
'

- the vfsfon of the celestfal citya for example, the transfor
matfon of a snow-covered mountain into the palace of the'
moon qoddess. of a monastery building into the ~10w1ng
resfdence.of a star deity, of a river into the Milky Way,
- hallucfnatory visfons in lan~scape: e.q., the garments of a
goddess fn the green hills, swirling gauze sleeves in a
misty rainbo~.
IY. Advfce on Translatfon
I have aimed at literal translation, not
paraphrase••••. Above, al" consfderin~
imagery to be the soul of poetry, I have
avoided either addfng images of my own
or suppressing thos~ of the orfginal.
--Arthur Waley, A Hundred A4A Seveotx
Chinl. . eglml

A.

'

Mandates

1. First, work out the grammatical structure of each verse
w1th Areat care, taking account of the normal rules of syntax and
additional information provided by parallelism. No poem would be
1ntellfgfble ff the rules of syntax could be violated at liberty.
(Do'not, at this staqe, look for metaphors, allusions, a~chaisms,
and the like. Just establish the "surface" meaninq.)

2. Wrfte out a lfteral translation. using the st~ndard
T ang meaning for each word. If the result is fantastic. do not
be alarmed; just accept the poet's handling of the language, as,
for example, in thfs contrived exam~le:
1

The silly sun shouts pfnk emotions low.
The phony moon laughs green responses high.
The grammar fs plafn: you have lafd you'r foundation.
7
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now--and only now--go on to
the imagery.
3.

research that helps to interpret

t~e

Next look for these features:

a. conventiona) tropes: "phony moon" refers to the dark of
the moo n dim 1 y ref 1, e c tin g ear t h li ~ ht (a sin lJJ: fJ..iJ:ic.Js,
l,1Ulll.s.) J

b. classical and histor1cal a11us1onsl

"s1"y sun", Decause
1n the great P'1ng Dynasty the sun wobbled in the sky (see
e.!.i.o.g, A.b..Y.. c h. 27 7 3 ) J .
c. a rcha 1sms and ra re mean 1ngsl t.hese a.re uncommon--T'ang
poets use them only to produce special effects, 1n tune w1th
the overall purpose of the poem. J~stify each alleged casel
This done, look for an overall interpretation. unifying
the language, al1us10ns, sound effects, and so on, fnto a cohe
rent and dramat1c, or at least clever, whole--the total metaphor.
4.

B.

Taboos

1. Dontt approach your poem emotionally. vaguely, hODe
fully, dfdactically, philosoph1ca"y, fdeolog1cally or prejudi
c1ally. Be detached. Do not hope to atta1n the "overall
meanfng" of a verse, a stanza. or the entire poem until~ aft.r
careful research and reflection, you understand the meaninq of
every word and phrase 1n it .xactly.
2.
In all comments, glosses, reports, and discussions,
oral or written, be precise. Do not use vaque expressions such
as "beauty," "SoU 1,.. "fee 1f nq," lIeterna 1," "i nsp 1 rat ion." "roman
t1c,n "values," "human," and the like, unless to comment on their
use'essness.
3. Avoid imposing abstract, theoretical, and doctrina1re
approaches, methods, and-1nterpretations--Freudian. Jungian,
Marxian, astrological, ecologica', or whatever.
4.

Poetic lanquaqe is ,horD- not mushy. Are,tl' not vaquEh
A.u..D.~jUl.t not b 1and • You to 0 s h 0 u 1 d a v 0 i d f II Z Z 1 n e s s. d is cur 5 1 v e
ness, loose syntax, statements of how you feel, 1n your d1s
8
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cussions of a poem. Admfre and cultfvate concreteness, ffne
nuances, subtle dfstfnctfons.
In translations, respect the .. .Q.e.d.... of the wrfter:
hf~
diction is his craft. To put ft another way, do not substft,ute
explanations, glosses, or whatever, for the lfteral meaninqs.
Keep the old fmaqery alive and sparklfng. Always remember you
are translatfnq from early medfeval texts, written by a literary
elite steeped fn tradftfon, phflology, and hfstory, and very .uch
aware of the meaning of each syllable they used. The~ wrote for
other members of the same class. They did not write in the
vernacular, nor dfd they write for the man in the street. Trans
lators should mirror thi. fact. They should try to make the
rfchness of the linguistic resources the old poets exploited come
through in t ran s 1a t f 0 n • The resources of English are also very
rich and can be'used to express nuances of almost every sort.
Kvold basfc, childish English when translating sophisticated,
.
sub t 1 e, 1 f t era rye h i n e 5 e. D0 not t ran s f 0 rill t a sty i mag e 5 a nd
well-flavored met~phors into commonplace words.
II"

,

This r u 1 e a p p 11 e s eve n t 0 sue hap par e nt 1y. d rea r y t h f n q s a s
official titles, Which in fact do appear fn poetry., The,se were
constructed--frequently from fragments of classical quo~atio~s-
to illumfnate the dignities and responsibilities of ,office. Do
not debase them. Translate thefr "sense," the literal meanings
of the words that compose them, not their "referent,- the kind of
duty that was transfently required of thefr holders. 3
Translators from other classfcal languages do not trfvfalfze
titles full of meanfng. Think of the Arabic !.lIDI.t Al:m.u..!ml.o.I.o.
whose literal sense is "Commander of the Belfevers." He was the
spiritual and sometimes
secular ruler of Islam, but we do not
,
translate the title as- "pontiff." S1milarly, Chtnese
Jl:1~
"Commissioner for Rule and Measure" fs a title derived from the
classical phrase "rule and meaaure," used of astronomical and
cosmic rhythms reflected in human SOCiety. The incumbent was
charged with bringing the regularity and order required by Heaven
to d1sorderly situat10ns. He was, in our jargon,a "law and

if
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order man." Do not "translate" his title by "military qovernor"
or some other such denotative paraphrase.
The Greek Js.su.mlioCA l.Alla. i s · translated "Marshallers. of the
People." They were kfnqs
and warrior chiefs•. such as Agamemnon
,.
and Menelaus. Their title is not translated simply as "chlef
ta1n," So also. Chinese' A "1e "Suzerain of. Mankind," is only
one of the epithets of the Son of Heaven. 00 not translate this.
or other royal t1tles such as .:::;« 3:.
or ~-:!- ' each of whfch
exp resses a different attrib ute of the sovereign, with the m15
lead1ng Enq11shword uemperor."
As a final example, the Gre.ek .a~im.lD. lUD. 1s translated
"Shepherd of the Peoples," The title belonqs to King Aqamemn'on
or Menelaus, but we do not translate it simply "king." likewise,
Chi n e s e ~ " She p her d , Pas tor" i 5 the t 1 t 1 e 0 f apr 0 v t n c 1 a 1
governor in som~ periods.
Do not translate "prefect" or the
l'ik.e.
Some people deniqrate careful and faithful translation from
literary Chinese by calling 'it "etymo10qica'1,; translation." suq
qesting that such devoted attention to the meaning of the ori
ginal is merely crabbed pedantry, as if one understood modern
English "slay" to mean "strike." since that was the sense of its
Old Enq11sh ancestor allAn, or similarly modern "drearY"'as
"bloody" (O.E. A~IQ~1A)' or "fiend" as "enemy· (O.E. 1.~nA), or
"weird" as "fate" (O,E. I.x.c.d). This would be true "etymological
translation."· and obviously wrong,
to translate the Old English
words in their modern senses. however. would be equally ridicu
lous •. Yet that is what is often recommended for Ch1nese. Some
of the hidden causes of this misconception follow:
1.

Overlookin~the

facts of linguistic chanqe

Many translator. assume that modern usage represents eternal
usaqe, hence the modern sense o~ }f.::t...~ "society" is retro
acttvely applied to.the same phrase in earlier texts. when it
means "(spring] assembly at the vi11aqe shrine," Manifestattons
of this error are frequent.

10
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2.

The Chinese non-alphabetic script

The first misconception is reinforced by the fact that the
Ch1nese scr1pt encourages the assumption' that meaning is constant
through time, since the written symbol is constant.
3.

Iqnorance o~ what constitutes a ~ in literary Chinese

I saw 0 r d com po sed '0 f 0 n e s y 1 1 a b 1 .? two 5 y 11 a b 1 e 5 ? mol" e 1
The usual thing is to project modern vernacular usage ba~k into
medieval texts. Any other procedure is condemned as *etymologi
cal," despite clear evidence for classical word ~oundaries.
4.
Ignorance of or indifference to the important distinc
tion between connotation (sense, symbol, fmage) and denotation
(referent. thing. application).
This indifference frequently leads translators into the
erroneous assumption that the transient denotation of • phrase
with which they are familiar 15 the only possible one. For
example, they assume that
"stranqer star" (co~notat10n)
can refer only to a supernova and fa11 into error when they
encounter the expression in a context where it refers to the
lunar lodging
in SaQ1ttar1us, or being familiar only with
the appl1cation of "qreat Silent place" ( '"
to the Gobi
Desert. they misunderstand it when they find it in a linguistic
sett1nq which requ1res the referent "outer space beyond ·the
stars."

'..t.i.

(Jii)

it )

On the other hand, many &xpressions with different connota
t 10ns may share the sa me denotat ion: ..Alf..,fti, "mutate by d 1sso 1u.;,.
t1on," ~
"slough off one's. shape." ~
"take leave of
this world," ~..(J.. ftascend to transcendence."
"transfer
one's spirit." All these phrases (and many others) commonly
refer to the death~-of a Taoist priest--but a good t'ranslator
distinguishes amonq them. Could we admire a Chinese translator
of Shakespeare who rendered all the glosses of Macbeth or Hamlet
on death simply .as "to die, to die, to die, to die"?

if;
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Y.

Co••on Sinological Fallacias

Tenets and postulates concaa1ed behind a curtain of'fa1th,
unrecognized for what they are by the s1nolog1st who embraces
them, u n d e r 11 e err 0 r 5 11k e the abo v e • I n wh at f 0 11 ow s,- 1 n the
classificatory guise
of "Fallacies," I have tried to describe
.
f!'
aspects of some of these deeply rooted as~umpt1ons. All of these
maladies that corrupt scho~arly practice and the translation of
classical Chinese poetry intergrade with each other.
A.

The Fallacy of Ti.alassnass

We are all familiar with the partisans of the fdeathat most
good and . important th1nqs were invented . in China thousands of
years ago, and the related notion that China has enjoyed cul
tural, social, and political continuity during all those aQes.
This is a myth, of course. The history of China has been very
similar to the history of Europe. It 15 a geographical region
t~at has frequently been divided amonq many nations, often two or
three, sometimes more. In A.D. 400, for instance. th~re were
nine separate k1nqdoms between what is now Inner MonQol1a and the
shores of the South China Sea. This f1qure does not include the
large abor1q1nai nations of the south whose 1ndep'endence was not
off1c1.ally recognized.
Some of these nat10ns were ruled by
Chinese dynasties, some by non-Chinese. Many lanquaqes we~e
s p 0 ken t h r 0 u q h 0 U t t his sub con tin en t·, so me bel 0 n Q1 n Q t o t h e
S1n1t1c group, but others to the Thai, T1beto-Burman, and other
fam1·11es.
Moreover, cultural traits were in constant flux.
Nonetheless it still comes as a surprise to some people to learn
that Confucius had never heard of tea, did not own a porcelain
cup, was unfamiliar with paper, never ate a lichee nut, was
.1qnorant of grapes, suqar, pepper, lotuses, st1rruped horses--and
received his salary as a court ritualist and antiquarian in
strips of dr1ed,...beef.
Students of Chinese literature will never attain real compe
tence until they abandon the illusion of timeless uniformity, and
strive to become familiar w1th the particular world of each
wr1ter--that is, his specific, real, local world 1n all of 1ts
rich details. Once they have achieved this know1edqe they will
12
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be able to interpret their writer's unique visfon of that world.
expressed in his well-chosen imaqes, which in turn reflect his
own special views of creation, astrology, sovereignty, duty,
magic. food, heroism. and what not. There is.no such thf.ng as a
,.
timeless Chfnese poem.
!

The 111 effects of the assumption that Chinese poems float
free of circumstance are most vividly d1splayed in translations.
They exhibit an imperfect understandinq of the poet's languaqe--a
vagueness about the preCise meaning of his words. Indifference
to the nuances of time and place tends to oblfterate the most
important thfnA about Chinese poetry--the·th1nA that gives it its
maqic. That thfnq fs the poet's play of imaAery--his dict1on. 4
B.

The Genteel or I.perialist Fallacy
.
A pall of enervatfnq gent111ty--some of it due to the mild
fnfluence of Arthur Waley--inevftably falls between Chinese poems
ahd thefr translations. Where we hope for a sk11lful re~l1zat10n
of the word-craft of the writer. conveyed as well as possible
into an alien tonque, we get polite, parlor; vers1ficat10n--drab
English stanzas often suggested by excellent. originals.· The
composers of these anemic pastiches and medfocre paraphrases
imagine that their efforts somehow make Chinese poetry more
accessible to English-speakfng audiences, and reject all ~tte~pts
at fidelity to the Chinese 1maqery as ftCh1n01ser1e~ . But in fact,
1t is they who wrfte chfn01serfe--tfdy dfstort10ns requ1rinA no
adjustme~t of mind or sensibility to the true Chinese mode.
(This new chino1ser1e fs not nearly so lively and creatfve as
that ~f the efqhteenth and nineteenth centuries.) Instead of
spice and sauce, we get pap and pablum. The fore1gn vulAarians
bring the C~inese
laureates
to their knees.
I
.
C.

The Et101at1ve or Sluggfsh Fallacy

Translators of the r1ch vocabulary of class1cal Chfnese,
exploited so handsomely by the poets, ought to find in English a
uniquely qualified storehouse of words with which to approximate
the Chinese opulence. But our popular translators exert them
selves to rub the facets off th~ qeDls, to boil subtle flavors
13
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away--1n short, to obliterate the distinctions and discrimina
tions which are the essence of good poetry. All sharpness of
tone, all vividness of color are dampened into I. flaccid,
fnsfpfd, and undistinguished uniform1ty. Hence the bl~nd and
bloodless character Of these translations, whfch give to the
western world an ent1rely .false 1mpression of the character of
~hinese poetry.
Such a translator deals only with words and
th1ngs familiar to hfm, and very few of the words and things
famfliar. to the poets of med1eval China have ever. been clearly-
let alone vfvfdly--presented to hfs mfnd. (In- spfte of the vogue
for ,"nature poetry," such translators seldom have any fntfmate
acqua1ntance wfth nature.) They let .pond weed" do--as suggested
by some commonplace dictlonary--even when the text clearly refers
to a yellow spatterdock, wh1ch to coqnoscentf conveys a very
precise vfsual 1maqe and a partfcular sound effect and a unique
metaphor--peculfa~to this plant alone.
Thus the 1maginatfve
designs of the first-rate Chinese writers continue to be
frustrated.

D.

.,.,

The Fallacy of'Synony.1ty

How many deHghtful nuances, obvious to the' contemporaries
of great writers of the past, are hidden from usa-erased by our
third-rate (and worse) dlctlonar1es of Chinese' Nothing .bett~r
is available to sinoloqists and so they rely on them innocently.
But s t n 0 log 1s t s are s up p 0 sed to b e s p e cia 1 f s t sin t.h a 5 t u dy 0 f
langua~e;
in the case of "Classical Chinese," of a multifarious
literary language, wh1ch, to tell the truth, is much dead.r than
Class1cal Greek. In acceptfng the shallow authority of Chinese
Japanese dictionaries in which scores of differant Chinese words
are defl~ed as utlYl~ib11 and the Chfnese-Enqlish dfctionaries fn
which scores of dffferent words ara deffned as "good." and the
Chinese-Chinese dictfonaries in which scores of words are "de
fined ll as
"name of a valuable stone," we abdicate our
trust and turn our backs on our sole responsibllfty--the respon
sibflity of continuous exploration, unending challenges, ever-new
proposa 1 s and hypotheses, and u 1 t t matel y the advancement of the
frontier of knowledge. We can hardly, fn all honesty, claim the

J:...,t
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professfonal competence to explain texts of an earlier aqe,
written in a rare and wonderful tongue, to a lay audfence, as
long as we naively continue to revere them fn thefr perpetual
encystment, mummffied by the work of prfmftfve lexfcographers and
1'1
second-rate qlosses. To do so 15 to abjure the pfoneerinq work
of dedicated philo10gfsts, the paladins on th'e frontier of
5fnology.

.-.'

Nonetheless we must persist. Rather than concurring in
narrow dogma and dusty re1fcs 'of past opfnfons never subjected to
c"r1tfcism, scholars of the several phases and forms of l1terary
Chinese should be constantly a1fve to ~ll possfbilities for
sharpenfng their understanding of ancient usaQe. They should be
forever patfent to re-examine thousands of emasculated words,
exhumed from their sacred tombs, to determfne as exactly as
possible the patterns
of emergent facets and colors 1n words
,
c~osen by first-class wrfters 1n every case to express a unique
quiddity.
E.

The Dilettant1st or Poetaster's Fallacy

Tepid and timid ftapprecfation"--embellfshed by Wscientffic ft
touches of "genre theory"--too'often passes for criticism fn
Chfnese literary studies nowadays.
The hordes of "critics" who
clinq frantically to the bandwaqon that seems to Quarant~e po~i
tion and status in minor departments or fashionable cfrcles all
fan c y the ms e 1 ve 5 asp 0 e t s, and the y w0 U 1 d rat her' p"r sua d e U 5 0 f
the felicity of their parlor poetry than convince us of the
accuracy of their renderfngs.
In short, they have an oddly
ffnicky aversion to scholarship. The end result 1s a kfnd of
celestfal kitsch. For their harder-headed contemporarfes ft 1s
some consolation to know that they and their works w111 all be
deservedly forgotten in a few years. It has happened to their
comperes in the past.
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Lord Byron's ''The Isles of Greece" :
First Translations
CHUClll YU
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Byron was one of the first Western men of letters to be· introduced to China.
and be has.b8d a trem.endous impact on modem Chinese literary history. Many
major writers of the May Fourth period devoted their enerJits. in one way or
another, to introducing this English Romantic to a Chinese audience, both as
a poet and as a ~nality. Chinese translations of his poetry appeued. earlier
than translations of Shakespeare. The sixteen se~ from lJQ(tJIIqI} knoWn
as "The Isles of Greece", one of his most heroic poems, exists in .. many as
fourteen Chinese ~J:lions .. His pOpularity in China has lain pri:marily in his
participation in the Italian independence movement and his last heroic actions
in Greece. To match one's deeds with one's words has since ancient times
been held a virtue by· Chinese men of moral integrity. The ~bellion against
social conventions and the revQlutiooary spirit
in his worts greatly
enbailced his reputlition in China in the early decades of this century. The
translations of "T1:Ie Isles of Greece" Played a seminal role in promoting the
Byronic spirit and Were a highly successful literary ~ercise. Its popularity
during this period is easily undmtood in the contemPorary political situation.
As Lu Xun pointed out later, "In fact, the reason why Byron was so well-known
in China at that time • • • was because of his assistance to the cause of Oreck
independence. During the last years of the QUig dynasty, revolutionary thought
prevailed among a section of Chinese youth. Any cry for reYcn8e and rebellion
was bound to have a reslJODSe" (1963: 317-18).
'lliliI paper al:k!mptsto analyse in some detail the tnmslations of Byron's
"The Isles of Greece" by Liang Qic:hao (1858-1927). Ma Junwu (1881-1942),
Su Manshu (1884-1918), and Hu Sbi (1891-1962), who were alI poets in

revealed
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their own right I shall discuss the strength and weakness of individual
translations, the poetic forms they adopted, and the methods they used to
tackle the problems of historical and cultural allusions, and demonstrate' what
was retained and what was lost in translating Byron's poetry:
The original poem is a song sung by a wandering singer, which appears
in Canto m of Byron's masteIpiece Don Juan. ItS meSsl!-ge is to stir up the
patriotic spirit of the Greeks, then under Turkish rule, by alluding with poignant
sarcasm to their anCient glories, which is a recurring theme in Byron's poetry,

Where pew the arts of war and peace.
WIiere Delos rose and Phoebus sprung!
Eternal summer gilds them yet,
But all, except their SUD, is set·

look on Marathon,.
And Marathon looks on the sea:
And musing there an hour alone,
. I dream'd that Greece might still be free.
For, standing on the Persian~s grave,
I Could not deem myseif a slave.
(I &: llI)

The mountains

In mOdem Chinese literary histor,y, the late Qing ~terS have been· the only
generation to put more emphasis, at.least for a time, on the introduction and

Following his translation Uang paraphrased in prose, through the conversation
of the two characters, other lines from '''The Isles of Greece":

fl1!D&lation of foreign works than. on their own creative writing. This is because.
the introduction of foreign works was conceived of as a weapon in social
reform. Uang Qicbao was a leader of this trend. So in his first novel Xin
Zhongguo weiltJi jt (The Story ofNew China) published in -1902, Uimg quoted
two Short passages from Byron's The Giaour and "'The'Isles of Greece"
respectively, giving the original English and providing a verse translatioQ of
both.2 During the period when be was in Japan, Uang read a large number
of Western books in Japanese translation. He himself hardly knew any English
despite the fact that he used some English expressions in his writings. He did
his translation with the help of his student Luo Chang, who inteIpreted for
him orally.
The. first half of the story is mainly composed of party constitutions
dCsigned by Uang for ideal revolutionary parties of his own imagination. The
second half basically consists of newspaper cuttings and conVersations between
the two main characters of the story, Huang Keqiang and Li Qubing, both
revolutionarieS of course, discussing the major political issues of the day,
criticizing the COllUption of the government,. and debating how to carry out
their political reforms.
Byron's poems appear in the second half of the story. When Mr. Huang
and Mr. U have se~ed down in a small inn, they overhear a "bleak: but
vigorous" voice coming from the adjacent room. singing Byron's poems in'
English to·the accompariiment of a foreigo musi<::al instrument. At this point,
Uang Qicbao gives the two passages from Byron together with his translations.
The themes of these two passages are basically the same. For our purpose, 1
cite only·the original lines from "The Isles of Greece" below.

And ~st thy lyre, so lona divipe,
Degenerate into hands like .mine?

(y.5-6)

For Greeks·a blush-for Greece a tear.
A tyrant; but our masters then
Were still, at least, our countrymen.

(VI, 6)

(XI. 5-6)

But. gating on each ,lowing maid
To thiDk such bn:asts must suckle slaves.
A land of slaves shall ne'er be miDeDashdown yon cup of Samian winel',

(XV, 4 '" 6)
(XVI. 5-6)

These lines cover essentially what Byron says in the whole poem. The meaning
is clear enopsh in the poem itself, but Uang was still not content. as if he
feired that .his readers might not. be able to set his message. In between and
after these passages, Uang interpolated comments by Huang and U to explain
the contexts of the poems and to iadicate his purpose in quotiD.g them. DuriDg
the interval between The Giaour and "The Isles of Greece", Mr. Huang says:
Byron loves freedom above anything else. He ·seems to have beCn bom a great
writer and a lover of Greece . . . he died in the Greek anny fighting for the
independence of Greece. He can be regarded as the first great hero among
writers. He wrote this pBssage [The Giaour] to encouraae the Greek people,
but it sounds to us now as if the passage were addressed to China. (Liang 1914:

The isles of Greece. the isles, of Greecel

903)

Where buming Spppbo loved and sung,
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translation of "The Isles of Greece". short and jncOD:tplete as it is, had a great
influence on the younger generation ofthc time. All the contemporary
translators of the poem read and admired Liang's translation and were
influenced by it to. a greater or lesser extent. Lu Xun was strongly affected
"intellectually and emotionally" by reading it; Su Manshu raDked it above Ma
Junwu's version; Hu Shi was so impressed by the beauty of diction that he·
.almost gave up his own effort half way (1970: 14). Not only did Liang set
off this 'Byron craze' or' 'The Isles of Greece" c~" to be exact, he also
set the tone for the Chlnese image of Byron. In fact, '''l\e Isles of Greece"
became sO popular that five complete ~Iations came out over the next two
decades, while Byron's other works were barely translated.And most Chinese
readers learned about Don Juan and Byron through this "thrilling, immortal
lyric".'
Three years later, equally moVed by Byron's poem aDd unsatisfied with
Liang's partial translation, Ma Junwu rendered "The Isles of Greece" into
Chinese in itS entirety, and .it was published a few years later in Xin wenxue
(New iiterature).~ Mciwas one of the founding membe,s of Dr Sun Yat-sen's
revolutionary organization in Japan. He had studied chemistrr in Japan and
metallurgy in Genruwy. He served as minister and provincial governor during .
the early Republican period, and later mhis life he became a university
president. His writings and translations cover a wide range: science, social
sciences, and humanities. Among the authors he traJislated were Goethe, Byron,
Schiller, Darwin, Rousseau, and Tolstoy.
Compared with Liang Qichao, Ma· had the advantage of knowiog the
English language. so he could read Byron in the original. One of the
outstanding features of his trap.slation of "The Isles of Greece" is its readability,
or 'singability'. Although he made a number of mistakes, innocent .or
intentional, in many places his version reads better and smoother than others.
. Many beautiful lines arc still treasured by students of literature today. The
influence of Ma's version, and of "The Isles of Greece" itself, is also reflected
in the earliest history of English .literature ever written by 9: Chioese which I
.know of'-Wang Jing, the author, quoted the complete translation by Ma Junwu,
taking up more. than half of the short section on Byron (1920: 68-72). The
poem is known in· China as ...Ai Xila" (Alas for Greece), for which Ma deserves
The origioal does. not,have a title and, when published separately
all the creWt.
.
from Don Juan, it usually takes the first line "The Isles. of Greece" as its title.
Ma's translation is "Ai Xila ge" (The song, AlaS for Greece). Later translators
have followed suit by using either "Ai XUa" or "XUa ge". The addition of

When the first stanza of "The I$les of Greece" is oVer, Mr. Li gives
his .8JlDotatiOft: ''This is the first stanza of 'The Isles of Greece' from chapter
eightY-six in Act [sic] Dl of Don Juan. He [Byron) was warning the Greeks
through ·aaother person's mouth." Then Li comments again when thesingiog
stops, "Although the pocui is the voice of a subjugated nation, it gives the
reader the needed encouragement and power." Then he provides a brief
summary of the rest of !:be poem and says, "It seems that every word of it is
addressed to the Ch.ineIe. JICIOPIe of today"' (Liang 1914: 904-9(5).
Obviously, Liias qaotcd Byron ~ the same
and with the same
intention as Byron 'quatOl' the sipger in Don Juan. It is simply another way
of saying that in ordec to bWJd the new China lie descn'bed. in the beginning
of the story, China needs people l.ikc Byron. However slight his knowledge
Ibout Western litera.ll.R . .y have ~n (he even mistook Don Juan for a
play aad hence used thiri 1eJ,IB. "Act"), he recognized Byron as a great p.atriot,
a man true (0 his word, qUalities a true Confucian schoIaf would resPect.
China's precarious situatioD as·a sovereign state, which foreign powers were
gradually dividing up, ... comparable to that Clf Greece under Turkish
oppression. Liang was sO'inoccuPicd with the political cOntent of his story
that he did not bother to lhIlke the story convincing. It is hardly plausible that
Huang and Li could haw bown Byron's poetry by heart, down to the canto
and stanza numbers. It is·equally haiti to imagine what kind of music it would
have been and how the young man would have sung Byron's poems. It is
interesting, however, to IK)Ie tbe description of the singer, this "handsome
young man". He is a military school graduate with great aspirations to save
his country. Tired of MOiog the comaption in the official citc.leS, he has
resigned his office and· his tJeen wandering for years across the country looking
for people who cherish .... same ideals. He, like his author, is an enthusiastic
admirer of Milton and Byron, for their revolutionary deeds rather than their
literary achievements. He is conCCJ'IlCd about the future of his country, and is
particularly upset by tbeRussian troops stationed in the Northeast. "His
extraordinary knowledge, his lofty aspiration and spirit make him an ideal
hero for China's future" (Liang 1914: 910). The close analogy between this
lone, ambitious, patriOtic, melancholy wandering soul and Byron in Europe
suggests that it was theiDlage of Byron that Liang Qichao had in mind, that
he was creating a Chinese version of Byron in this character.
As a literary creation, TIui Story of New China never made much of a
mark. It has seldom been collected in anthologies other thim Liang's own,
and has hardly heeD mentioned by critics in literary discussions. But his
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the word ai (to mourn or to lament) reflects his interpretation of the overall
tone .of the poem. The major theme of Byron's poem is to recall the past
glories and lament the present degeneration of the GreekS. Ma Junwu's version
stresses this theme, faithfully conveying the original idea. But, as his title
suggests; he over-emphasized the melancholy aspect of the poem. In fact he
was reading his own feelings into Byron's verse. In the short preface. he says,
"AlaSl Byron lamented the fate of Greece, and we are too busy lamenting
ourselves" (Tan HanS 1987: 144). If Byron's poem contains heroism,
melancholy. and s~~m, in Ma Junwu's translation the sad mood permeates
the whole poem, and sarcasm fades into the background. The following
examples represent both his successes and his failures. The back translation
into English gives only the sense of the words.

Ma's translation of the couplet (a) is more inspired and creative than Su
Manshu's and lIu Shi's versions, for it is authentic and beautiful Chinese
poetry; and it is also closer to the original in sense. Strangely, both Su Manshu
and Hu Shi had read Ma's version, but neither of them captured the original
meaning. Su used something like "I am a useless person and have' to hand
over this instrument [lyre] to others"; Hu borrowed ideas from both Ma and
Su and his version is still enigmatic. As for the sixth startZa, (b), Ma Junwu
did not ql,lite understand the meaning. He simply re-wrote the·quatfain, using
some of By.ron'swords, re-arranging, them, but losing the connection between
them. Only the concluding couplet is preserved. In the last example (c),
considering the classical form he used, the antithesis reads pedectly all right,
but the addition of the plaintiveness and discordance of the music makes the
wbole stanza sadder than necessary.
.
What interests usJs the changes he made to' Byron's original poem,
which reveal his own Jewpoint Sometimes he even sought to 'uoprove' the
original ideas, in order to make the English hero more acceptable to the Chinese
reader. This kind of practice was quite popular during the late Qing and early
Republican periods. But being always conscious of this kind of change, modem
crities sometimes tend to ovet-emphasize the tninslators' 'ulterior motives'
and misconstrue genuine errors for deliberate changes. The most representative
of Ma Junwu's alteration as well as comprehension errors is his translation
of the following stanzas.

Ca)

And must thy lyre. so long divine,
Degenerate into hands like mine?

It!f'FiIII••••

:;tUft.fa]
(b)

[l wish I could make a Baaed song of Gn:ece
but, with my limited talent, I am helpless)

'Tis something .in the dearth of fame,
Though linked with a fettered race,
To feel at least a patriot's shame,
Even as I sing. suffuse my face;
For what is left the poet here? .
For Gn::ek:s a' blusn-for Greece a tear.
~~

trr. . . . .tt
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(c)

(V,~)

In vain-in, vain; stri.k:e other chords;
Fill high the cup ~th Samian wine!
Leave battles to the Turkish hordes,

[Overnight, the sacted temple has turned to ashes,
The people, sadly,have become slaves.
Glory has sunk with the evenibg sun,

And shed the'blood of Scio's vine!
Harkl rising to. the ignoble callHow answers each bold· Bacchanall

Fame withered with autumn grass.
Surely patriotic heroes remain on the islandS,
Recalling.the past with grief.
I am' a wandering poet
I am ashamed I have survived

(IX)

IlIlU8.-dtI [Striking the chords, I sing a song for you
~zUff.

....IRJ_

Alas
For Gn:ece I· frown
For Gn:ece I weep)

The hero's harp, the lover's lute
.3i~UTR
Pl.fi~A.

(VI)

Samian wine fiUs the cup green
Ten thousand spears raised against the Turtes
Shedding of liCe blood, we will come back again

b?E]l:f**_
Alas
IIfIlIlJ1
IlSftJtl§l:lla. You must pay beed
Sl'll!.f:r~fa]

(II. 2)

[Plaintive notes of the hero's harp
Broken harmonies of the beauty's lute)

What can I do, if you don't respond]

In this stanza, apart from the mistranslation of the flrst line, the whole stanza
was re-written. Ma even changed Byron's disdainful sarcasm in the lines 3

1'1&
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and 4 into a strong determination to wipe out invaders, Still using some of
Byron's own words. This cannot possibly be a misunderstanding. especially
when we look at the next example. in which the translator's didactic purpose
is more clearly demonstrated.

~

at

least, our countrymen.

tYrant of the Cbcrsoncse
Was freedom's best and bravest friend;

That tyrant W!lS Miltiadcs!
Obi that the present hour Would lend
Another despot of the kiDd!
Such chains as his wen:: sure to bind.

ll~ijijiilm

11~_

.~tt~.
~JUIR

IIflIll1

.~f:1H~1iIn
l&Il.Sft~.

.U~I!

(Xl-XD)

[Fill high the cup with Samian wine
Do not mention the troubled times
Politics of old days obeyed the majority
To recall Anacreon's poems
Alas

People arc the sOvereign of the state
A few tyrants don't count
A

tYrant rose among the CherSoDCSe

_eEB.*~

When freedom had not yet died

'l'lttdfaillllli

He destroyed huge Persian annies
Even today people talk: about Miltiadcs
Alas

~4AIft*U
~~

*1iYSD.a
.HS~

the people -were the mastel'S of the country, and the tynmts did DOt count,
no matter how many they were.

Liu Wu-chi (1986: 218) and Marian Galik thought it 1O be one of Ma's
deliberate changes. But I believe the translator misunderstood the personal
nanie "Polycrates" for "poly-crats" ("pOly" meaning many, "crat" meaning
power) and tritd to intetpret a non-existent word-a genuinely iDnocent
mistake, but one which serVes Ma's purpose. ID the second stanza quoted
above. the idea that a tyrant could be freedom's friend is certainly se1f
coiltradictory but. to Byron, to suffer under a native tyrant is still better than
under a foreip one. Strange idea as it is, it cames a strong patriotic force.
Here Ma ]unwu was well aware of its meaning. because Liang Qicbao had
already paraphrased these lines in prose. But be could not very well swallow
this idea and ~s it on to his readers. So -be cbangtd this line into "Freedom
bad not yet died at the time" (Ma,. 9). And be re-wrote the concluding couplet
as "Alas! if ,native tyrants deserve dCatb, what about foreign tyrants today?"
By this mixing of Byron's words and his own ideas. the translator made Byron
perfect. In fact, Byron's preference for the lesser evil, at least to himself,
between the local and foreign oppressors was still nOt readily believed by
Chinese scholars in the 19608. An ~otation of this line in a pamphlet says
that the word "tyrant" during Byron's time did Dot necessarily mean what it
docs in present-date English and so it refers to an ordinary niler (Wang
Zuoliang 1962: 12). And the Oxford £n8lish Dictiontlry docs contain sucb an
,e~planation. But this far-fetched defence could not possil:Jly be applied to· the
word "despot" in the couplet unless one wished to trace the word back to its
Greek origin. This justification or wishful thinking ·orily reveals the Chinese
unwillingness to blemish their ideals and ideal heroes, in which sense it is,
to' borrow Hu Shi's ~mment on Ma ]unwu's translation of these lilies,
"understandable" (1970: 20-.21).
The fltSt systematic introduction of Byron's poetry was the collection
Bailun shixuan (Selected Poems 01BYf()n) edited by Su Marishu and published
in 1909.' Su inqluded in this sbort anthology his translations of "The Ocean"
(Childe Harold's Pilgrimage IV, 179-184), "My Native Land-Good Night"
(ibid., I, 13), "The Isles of Greece", "To a Lady, who prescntedthe author
with the band whicb bound bcr,tresses", and also "Maid of Athens. Ere We
Part" ttanslated by his friend Huang Kan (1886-1935). Su Manshu was a
monk, a revolutionary, and a poet. and had a I'Qmantic life-style. Of all the
translators we discuss in this paper, Su is the only one who read Byron
extensively. and his small collection Selected Poems of Byron, which went

Fill bigh the bowl with Samian wiDel
We will Dot think of themes like thesel
It made A.naCreon's song divine:
He scrved-but Served Polycrates
A tyrant; but our masters then

Were stiH,

.87
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What about foreign tyrants today?]

The original message is clear enough: even: Miltiades, though a tyrant himself.
would be able to unite the people to fight against foreip eDemies. But Ma
]unwu's translation of the second half of the eleventh stanza (XI, 4-6) is
bewildering. It can be roughly translated back into English prose as:
In the old days, political decisions were made by the will of the majority .••

'If t
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through three reprints,thougb limited, covers most of the major Byronic
tb.eInes. His name bas frequently been associated with Byron by Chinese
readers. 'Ibis is due to a number of factors: Su Manshu was the rust important
Byron trari.slator; his life of thirty-five years, comparable to Byron's life (Byron
died at thiny-six). was characterized by a mixture of melancholy, nostalgia,
delicate sentimentalism, and revolutionary enthusiasm; his seemingly neurotic
behaviour and disarming persona.ij.ty had an &IlI'Il of fascination about
them; and fibally. his poems manifest a unique personal freshness as well as
a sort, of 'modet:n flavour' in keeping with admiration and deliberate
self-identification with Byron. In spite of his versatility in fiction, poetry, and
painting, Su Manshu is ~t remembered as a translator of Western poetry,
;p1d particularly the translator of Byron.
Ai. William Ruddick aptly points out, "Byron's, poetry often invites
audience identification and the fact his poCms brought to surface so many of
the concealed urges and pressures of the age increases their appeal" (1981:
29). ,Sa Manshli felt strongly the u~ and pressures of the time. The chief
model he tu.rned to for spiritual support for almost everything he did was
Byron. Traits of this w,estem mentor caD be found in his poems and essays
as well.as in his personality and life-style. He once described Byron's poems
as being "like a stimulating liquor-:-tbe more one di:inks, the more one feels
the sweet fascination". The reason why he 'enjoyed Byron's work. can be
explained by the similarities between their personalities and experiences. In
th:e Twt:i.sh conquest of Greece, Su saw a parallel to the subjugation of China
by the Manchus against whom he fought bravely in his youth. Being a man
with a strong natiotial pride, be \Vas immensely impressed by the relevance
of tbis spirited poem to his time l1'ui felt inspired by Byron's heroic militant
efforts in Greece. In his translation, he interpreted Byron's poem to utter his
own views about IUs people and the fate of his country. During the time when
he did the translation, he was a lonely wanderer in Japan. distressed by his
fate and that of his country which was still under the conupt rule of the
Manchus. ~ was not a single soul upon whom he could rely for comfort
and understanding. ~t was natural that the pathetic exile, Childe Harold, would
arouse his riostalgip feelings and -"Ibe Isles' of Greece" incite his nationalistic
indigJllltion. Essentially, his enjoyment and translation ,of Byron were com
pensatory. He turned to Byron as if to a pre-existent pattern of his own
suffering which afforded him both self~xpression and catharsis.
Su Mansbu did not develop a theory of translation as his famous
contemporary Van Fu did. But some fragmentary rem.arts from his prose
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works provide us with a general idea of his attitude towards translation. He
stressed time and again that it was important for the translation to stay close
to. the original in style and spirit In fact. be believed that the beauty of poetry
, consisted of its basic poetic style and spirit. Furthermore. yu wu zeng jian (no
additions and onssions) seems to be'his other criterion for judging the quality
of poetic translation. These norms may be more easily attained when the
translator uses modem Chinese and free-style verse. But when it comes to
using classical Chinese and regulated verse, even Su MaJ;lShu himself could
not avoid alterations.
'
Su showed hisreIDarka'ble translation skill in handling one of the most
difficult lines, the first line of the fifth staIiza, in which Byron subtly shifted
his tenses iD describing the famous sea battle of Salamis. The following are
the last line of the fourth stanza and the quatrain of the fifth stanza:
And when the sun set where were IMy [the Persians]?
And wMre .are they? and where art thou.
My country? On thy voiceless shore
The beroic lay is tuneless now:
The heroic ~som beal~ no more!

(IV,6)

(V, 1-4) (my italics)

The change, of tenses suddenly draws the story' of ancient times into the present,
leaving a very strong effect upon the reader. Greeks are not a heroic people
any more; they have to endure national subjugation and the humiliation of
being a conquered people. Su Manshu, handicapped by the limitations of the
Chinese language (strictly speaking, there is little clear tense distinction in the
Chinese language), omitted the kind of play on tenses, but still retained the
cOMection between the two stanzaS. Here is his translation:

afclill::fiU*
QIYJ**
::fM~±e:

.1Ibz

[The old country is nowhere to be found

Bleakly I ask the shore
The heroic Song is not beard
Courage disperses like a cloud]

Following the battle scene of the past, Su's "'the old country is nowhere to
be found" also forms a connecting link betWeen the two stanzas. "The oJd
country" refers to the past (ancient Qree(:e) while "no where to be found"
indicates the present Greek situation. The effect created by Byron's original
shift of tenses is achieved in Chinese by the simple juxtaposition of the past
and present. Compared with the original "Where art thou, I My countryT'
Su's fustline seems to blCk emotional intensity. Still, ,the sad tone of Byron's
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line is expressed through the word "bleak", which compensates for the
weakness of the first line. Su's second two lines are an apt rendition. "'The
beroic song is not beard" (Su. 3) is an exactequivlilent for BYron's lineS (V,
2-3) imd "disperses like a Cloud" (Su, 4) intensifies the atmospbere, which is
heroic, solemn,. and also tinged with a tone of Byronic despair,
Perhaps the best of Su Manshu's lines are found just where Ma Jwiwu
failed:
Ohl that the present hour would lend
Another despot of the kindl
Such chains as his' wen: sure to bind.

l.Jt~"
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The Scian 8nd the Teian Muse,
The herO's harp, the lover's Jute,
Have found the fame your sflores refuSe:
Their p.lace of birth alone is mute
To sounds winch echo further west
Than thy sin:s' 'Islands of the Blest'.
~~m.

i'iffJ&""5fIii.I1I
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rro bind people lib a chain

~~~±
tk.&ffIJZ~-f:t

Means there is no danger of them falling apart]

The couplet may seem semantically (iberal. but it shoWs clearly Su Mansbu's
rich creative imagination in translation. Byron's s,trong hope for Greece's
fre¢om and independence is forcefully demonstrated and the original metapbor
is retained. sUo (chain) in this context has the meaning of botb bondage as
well as force to unite people.
Hu Shi translated the poem in 1914 wben be was a student at Cornell
University in America. His English \Vas better than all the other translatOrs
discussed in this paper and be ,was obviously more familiar with Englisb
literature, although be himself did not read the whole of Don Juon and,
apparently misled by Liang Qichao. Iilistook it for a "long play". The preface
to his translation shows.a fairly balanced appraisal of Byron and his position
in Englisb literature.' Different from adler translators. who borrowed Byron's
poem to voice their own views, Hu Shi did the translation merely as a literary
exercise. Liu Wu-chi (1986) bas given a pertinent appraisal of Hu's version,
which I will not ·repeat bere. Hu criticized the translations of Ma Junwu atld
Su Mansbu in his preface as haying too' many errors and being too obseure
.respectively.' But be also borrowed .;nany ideas from both, including mistakes.
His version reads fluently and is much easier to understand than Su·s. The
greatest improvement he made in the translation. however. is the addition of
footnotes to explain background, metaphors. and historical allusions. We may
assume be had good reference books at his disposal at Cornell.
.
The poetic form be Used, Sao ti (rhyme-prose style (jf'Chu state of the
Warring States period) allowed him more freedom in the number of lines per
stanza and line length. But. to our disappointment, his version in general is
still more liberal than literal. Take the following stanza for example:

-fiiIJIt~Z.M

(ll)

P i."ecall thin.p along long time ago'
Homer and An.Ict'eoD
, Singing about fervent and gallant heroes
Relating moving stOries about love
They enjoy fame thmugh ten thousand years
But their place alone is silent,
.
Their songs started from the west of
the Thousand Islands
Why is their place alone mute?]

Froin his annotation of this stanza, we know ~ he understood perfectly the
original metapho1S and couId have rendered his version.more compact, but
his first line and "ten thouSand years" are simply redundant. The last two
lines retain most of the original words but ,be replaced the word "echo" with
"start", indicating that Greece is unresponsive to the song coming from the
west (BnglandIB'yron). Thus the whole meaning is wrong.
With all their weaknesses, these translations must be considered inspired
re-creation, because they all read like perfect Chinese poetry. Of the three
versions of.M8. Junwu, Su Mansbu; and Hu Shi, Su's is the most faithful on
the verbal level as well as in the general spirit; Ma's work excels in its force
and beroic tone; Hu bandled his poetic fonn with
and the merit of his
translation is the simplicity of language. One common failing of all three
versions, however, is that they .n missed Byron's sarcastic tone. Ma Junwu
perhaps did not appreciate sU(:b an attitude, so ~ simply ignored or chanBed
it; Hli Shi was impaired by the style be Chose. and as a result, the whole
piece becomes too sentimental. As for Su, sarcasm does not seem to bave
suited his temperament. Yet more "importantly, in this early stage, Chinese
scbolars viewed Byron maioly as a revolutionary poet, and the political
message of the poem captured all their attention. and many' other elements of
the poem simply escaped them.

ease

These Chinese translations. except for a few minor alterations, are basically
f8.ithful in tenns of meaniDg. 'Ibis succeSs relies to a degree on the nature of
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Byron's poetry. The difficulties faced by the Cbincsetr8nslaiors lie in acbieving
the ,formal kind of faithfulness. Modem poetics has stressed the inseparability
of fonn aDd content in literary works,' particularly poetry, in which fonn
and content are one and the same. In discussing traiisJ.ation, however, ~e
dichotomy remains a convenient one. Poetic translation is difficult, some
would say impossible. The difficulties lie in the music. rhythm, rhyme. metre,
and assonance. Levi-Strauss has said that poetry and myth are at opposite
ends of the translation spectrum. The trimslation of poetry is generally subject
to distortions of a kind which kill the original poem, while myth liVes on
even in the worst 'translations. These distort,ions are principally those of
fonn.
'Porm' presents the greatest challenge to all translators. especially those
dealing with two languages like English and Chinese' which are generically
unrelated and rhythmically remote. It was all but impossible for the Chinese
translator to adhere to the original metrical rhythm. Obviously none of our
tninslators had the intention of preserving the original form of Byron's poetry,
since no Ie8.d.y-maC:Ie classical Chinese poetic fonn was available which suited
Byron's verse. The fonDS they adopted in their translations fall within one of
the basic fonDS of verse translation proposed by James S. Holmes: "the
analogical".

his stanzas contain either six or eight lines. A1s we pointed out earlier, the
Englisb poem wis' originally sung by a wandering singer in Don Juan. and
is written ina kind of folk-song style in that it is sung to the accompartiment
of a mu'sical instrument; the words are simple and the metre is regular. Each
stanza contains ~i}t lines in iambic tetrametre, an ababcc rhyming pattern, and
in itself a complete thought unit. There are few variations of fonn througbout
the poem. China's poetic tradition dates back thousands of years, and its roots
range from the earliest Book of Songs, five-character line gu shi (ancient
poems) andjU (rhyme prose) of the Han dynasty, through the seven-character
regulated verse of the Tang dynasty, to Song lyrics and the lyrical songs of
Yuan drama. But there was no existing classical.Chinese poetic fonn available
to translators of Liang Qichao's generation which corresponded to that of
Byron's verse. At the beginning of this century, these fonDS were the ones
the translators knew and were well-versed in; and which readers would accept
as'poetry, so they had to adhere to these strict prosodic formulae. Given these
nonDS, "communicative'" rather than "semantic" translation, to borrow Peter
Newmark's terms, is inevitable.
Towards the end of Qing dyn~ty, the scholar poet Huang Zunxian
.(1848-1905) did try to initiate a poetic reform. His famous slogan was "my
hand writes my mou,thn , that is" be wanted to use such language in poetry as
people actually speak. He tested his ideas in his political poems in the fonn
of the five-characier ancient poem. using popular language. Huang's style
might have been. more appropriate for Byron's '''The Isles of Greece" because
of its simple form and political content. But none of the translators here made
any attempt at such a fonn. First, Huang himself was only experimenting. He
aimed at breaking away from the traditional poetry, in his own words, to
express "what the ancient people did not have, to explore virgin land". But
our translators. though perhaps indeed expressing what the ancient people did
not have and exploring virgin land, were trying to emUlate traditional arts.
They wanted to produce 'authentic' Chinese poetry. Su Manshti did adopt a
pentasyllabic verse fonn., ,similar to Huang's' favourite fonn, in his translation.
but he went in the opposite dircc:tion. Instead of simplifyi.ng his language. he
used many obSolete expressions that even his contempor/Uies found difficult
to understand. Even Liang Qichao who, together with Huang Zunxian, started
this literary 'popularization' reform, followed strictly the prtlsodic formulae
of his fonn.
Liang Qichao used the dramatic fonn as an "equivalent fonn';-I p~t
this in inverted commas because "equivalent fonn" does not exist in Chinese

The effect of the analogical form is to bring the original poem within the native
tradition, to 'naturalize' it ...• It follows thi.t the anaIogiC!ll form is the choice
to be expected in a period that is intumcd and exclusive, believing that its own
n()J'JIIS provide a valid touchstone by which to test the literature of other places
and other ti.mes. Periods of this kind tend moreover to have such highly
developed genre concepts that any type of form other than the analogical would
be quite unacceptable to the pICvailing literary tastes; (1970: 97)

The pre-May Fourth China may not have been exactly "intumed and
exclusive"; as a matter of fact it was one of the m6$t open and rcc:eptivt
periods in mode.rri ChineSe history. But "highly developed genre concepts"
still dominated the literary 'wodd-even Hu Shi's attempt at new poetry did
not come out till several years after his translation.
The early translators all used' what they believe4 to be "analogical"
forms. Liang Qichao adopted the pattern of the lyrical songs of Yuan drama
to' his iranslation of Byron's "The Isles of Greece"; Ma Iunwu used
septisyllabic lines with occasional variations; Su Manshu tendered his version
enWely in pentasyllabic regulated verse, and Hu Shi adopted the Chu cl style:
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translation of English poetry~in translating the original song, because he
thQught Don Juan to be a play. Moreover, there were many ready-made l'yrical
tunes to choose from Yuan drama which were familiar to readers of the day.
The equivalent effect that this form had lies in its popular style, its diction
and singability. 'But it follows a completely different metrical rhythm and
rbymescheme. As Liang made no deliberate attempt to preserve the original
structure and wording, his version can at best be called recreation by today's
standards. The following example is his translation of the third stanza, which
impressed Hu Shi so much that he almost gave up his own attempt. Byron
reads: .

variation. .As the last four syllables are sometimes further divided into two
metrical feet, Liang Qichao did manage, after a fashion, to preserve the original
rhythm. The parallel structure of the first two lines of the original is creatively
rendered as ''behind'' and "in front of". This influenced both Ma Junwu and
Hu Shi. The repetition in the last two lines would remind anyone familiar
with ·Chinese theatre of IDOdem.-day Peking opera lyrics, and marks the clear
distinction between qu (lyrical song) and
(poem).
Though Ma Junwu's verse is basically regular in terms of the number
of syllables per line. the number of lines pet stanza varies from six to ten.
Seven--characiter-line verse is a hishly sophiSticated fonn which reached its
zenith during the Tang 'dynasty. Ma Junwu's version, however, is not
constrained by its· principles of antithesis and thyme scheme. Preceding the
last two lines of each stanza is the Chinese ~xclamation yujuehu or "alas",
which lends his stani.as a special cadence. Ma Junwu's more successful lines
not only capture the poem's original spirit but also preserve the ,paraDel
structure. For

sm

The mountains look on Marathon
And Marathon looks on the sea;
And musing there an· hour alone,
I dreamed that Greece might stiil be free
For standing on the Persian's grave,
I coald not deem mysetf a slave.
(lll)

In native swords, and native rants
The only hope of courage. dwells

Liang's translation is:
~HIlJ!SU

.

[Behind Marathon the mountains dimly

tdlMIldilJ,UWElEB[§J!i
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In front of Marathon the gate of the sea
circling
Such grand mountains and rivers deserve the
sunshine of freedoni
I look from afar at the graves of the Persian

(.)

(VI, S-6)

Ma used Chinese couplets:

soldiers

iiJ'1t1I_#P
iiJIttft-ff*lln

!'Reliable are only the. Greek army
Reliable are only Greek swords]

aJM-U_

[For Greece I frown
For Greece I weep}

""."""7.!J@

Surely I won't be a slave for the 1m of my
.)ife
I don't believe I will be a slaVe for the rest
of my life}

In fact. parallel structure is one of the most frequently used devices in Chinese
poetry; it poses little problem for the 'poet-translator to uamfonn such a device
from English. Su Manshu adopted the same strategy in translating the second
couplet (VI, 5-6):

Here every line ends with the saine QO sound, which is quite common in
Chinese opera. The number of characterr-generally a regular ten-to each
line, is demanded by the melody of the Chinese lyric. And each line bas two
breaks separating three sense-groups of three, three, and four syllables
respectively. For example, the; last line should be chanted

::f1'Ia I.~

onv, 3-4)

For what is left the poet here?
For Greeks a blush-for ~ a tear.

visible
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as:

'[I feel asharoCd for Greeks
I weep for Greece}

These parallel lines are not uSually found in the highly developed quatrains
and regulated Verses of the Tang dynasty, but in verses of folk-song nature,
such as those in the Book of Songs. the Han ballads, and the Yuan drama,

./4-~{I!7

In the second sense-group, Liang Qichao inserted an extra character as a
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they are quite common. In this sense, the original folk.-song quality is creatively
preserved.
Compared with others, Su Manshu's rendition is the. most regular in
overall verse pattern and rhyme scheme. He cho~ the form of pentasyllabic
regulated verse for the original song, because it is closer to the Chinese folk
song tradition.· But since a five-character line can hardly acconunoda.te what
said in the original iambic tetrametre, Su Manshu did oot restrict himself
to the same number of lines in each stanza as the original. He rendered· the
six lines of the original English stanza into eight lines of Chinese. By so
doing, he allowed himself more flexibility in deaJing with the problems of
metre and rhyme. Furthermore, an eight-line stanza reads very much like
ChineSe poetry, because regulated Chinese verse usually has either four or
eight lines per $t&nza..
Su Manshu paid close attention to Byron's rhetorical devices such as
repetition and antithesis. The following are some examples:

Byron's biting satire in, say, stanza XI. This is, I believe, why Liu Wu-chi
(1986: 220) says that Hu's versions reads too much like grumbling, which is
absent in Byron's' original.
All the translators interpreted the original form in terms of their native
traditi9n and, thus adopted the rhythm and rhyme schemes of their respective
chosen forms. Lian'g Qichao's stanzaS rhymed atiaaatz throughout, Ma Junwu
used several different schemes aabbcc (IV), aaaabb (XII), aa:caxbxbbb (XIV),
etc~, Su Manshu used aammaa (I), raxamra (IV), and so on.' All these
rhyme schemes are essentially governed by the basic rules of Chinese poetry.
And when adopted in translating Byron, the general effect is not too far away
from Byron's Qrigioal ababcc. The thyme schemes of typi~ Chinese quatrains
are usually aa.xa; or xaxa; in other words, it is of paramount importance that
the even-numbered lines (Su's IV), and sometimes the adjacent lines (Ma's
IV and XII), rhyme, while this is optional for the flI'St and third lineS. Let us
take a closer look at Byron's ababcl:. Leaving out the concluding couplet, the
rhyme scheme would be abab. To the ~ ear, this is not substantially
different from xaxa in that only the rhyming of the even-number lines st.andS
out and that of the odd-number lines is easily neglected, for the Chinese are
less sensitive to any resonance between the first and the third lines. Construed
this ~ay, the translation's succeSs as poetry does not rely on the preserVation
of the original rhy~ schemes.
,Whereas rhyming can be 'naturalized', there are other devices in Byron's
poetry such as alliteration ("Must we but blush?-Our fathers bled" and "We
will not t~ of themes like these'') and intemal rhyme ("1 dreamed that
Greece might still be free") which simply disappear in all translations. for
there are. 00 corresponding devices in the Chinese poetic tradition. They are
qualities intrinsic to the English language which Chinese is without, and would
hardly have been recognizable in Chinese had they indeed successfully been
transmitted, Double and treble rhymes are very fare in Chinese poetry except
in the comic doggerel of some dialects. Yet at this stage, no translator tried
to present and emphasiZe a 'strangeness' in English poetry to the Chinese
reader.

is

The isles of Greece, the isles of Greece!
(I, 1)
U:fit.,. [Orand, grand is the nation of Greece1
In vain-in vain; strike other chords
flE§ftlte.§f [In vain, again in vain

a.§.lIdlJndB

(IX, I)

Let me tune another song]

hero's harp, the lover's IUI1\
(TI,2)
[The hero strikes the harp
~
The lady plays the lute]

The

~~

Hu Shi's Chu ci style is reminiscent of Qu Yuan (340-2787' B.C.), the
tragic patriotic poet of the Warring States period who lamented the fate of
his country. 'His was the unmistakable image that Hu Shi imposed upon the'
singer in Don Juan, or Byron himself, when he' read this poem. This is a
typical case where, as HoImes puts it, the translator "looked beyond the original
poem itself to the function,of its form within its poetic tradition, then sought
a form that filled a paraUel fUnction within the poetic tradition of die target
language" (1970: 95). And in an annotation. to the fifth stanza, Hu wrote, "In
the second sentence of the origina. 'and where art thou, I My country?' only
the Chu ci style can convey the tone in which Byron called to the old country"
(1970: 16). Sure enough, this form does intensify the bleak tooe in this
particular case as well as in many other stanZas. But it is just 'this Chu ci,
style that backfIres elsewhere' in the poem, for it is not a $tyle suitable for
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One of the major characteristics of Byron's important poems is their strong
'mythical' quality. He is a great story-teller and his longer poems are
usually entertaining stories of themselves. Like Homer, he bas the ability to
fascinate his readers even in prose. That is why some people say that Byron
loses nothing in translation. 'Content', that is, Byron's story, thought, spirit,
I~)..

"
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satire, sentiment, mood, can be and h~ been more or less successfully carried
across in these Chinese tmnslations.
,This is not to say that there are no obstacles to translating the 'content'
Most challenging perbaps are the historical and cultural allusions, the
abundance of which is one of the important characteristics of this poem. For
instance, the well-known fight at Marathon" the great sea battle at Salamis,
the heroic deeds of the three hundred Spartans at Tbermopylae who fought
against the Persians till all of them died, and the legendary story of Pyrrus
who destroyed his enemies, the Romans, with his Phalanx, etc. Some of his
allusions ate unfamiliar even to English readers. In "The Isles of Greece",
behind each of the numerous (altogether thirty-two) proper names is a historical
event or legend. The Chinese translators ~opted various methods in rendering
these particular allusions. Ma Junwu and Su Manshu quite simply impOsed
these stones on the Chinese reader through transliteration without any
explanation whatsoever. As a result, their translations into classical Chinese
are obscure and were so even to their contemporaries~ Hu Shi provided detailed
information in fOOtnoteS. but too many of these would be prone to distract
the reader. Hu Shi therefore tried to compromise by sinicizing some of the
mythological figures. For example, Phoebus, (Apollo) and Delos (where
Phoebus dwells or. according to a different version of Greek: mythology, where
bOth' Phoebus and Artemis dwell) (I, 4), are translated using the Chjnese
'equivalents' XihelUlJ(the god of the sun) and Su'e• • (the goddess of the
moon). Though it may strike a Chinese reader as odd that Xihe and Su'e
they nevertheless.work in Hu'stranslation,
should appear fu an English
as the original names lutve no secondary implications.
Another interesting example of sinicization is in the translation of the
"pYrrhic dance". a Greek war-dance handed down from ancient times:
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(the feather dress dance), a well-known dance form of the Tang imperial palace
which is immortalized by the famQus poet Bai Juyi in his ever-popular Chang
hen ge. Compared with the fierce masks and weapons associated ~ith the
more masculine thunderbolt dance, the feather dress dance displays feminine
grace . and beauty. Surely one or other of these diainetrically opposed
translations is be preferred. Curiously enough, however"both are correct in
their own ways. Ma Junwu arid Hu Shi were cOrrect in that the thunderbolt
dance is a mid of war-dance as is the Pyrrhic dance. With Mat s version
before him, Su Manshu could hardly have misunderstood the onginal. But he
knew Byron better and saw deeper. With Byron, for various purposes heroes
and beautiful ladies so often go hand in hand, as can be found in Childe
Harold's Pilgrimage and most of his Oriental Tales. iii "The Isles of Greece",
having recalled the glories of ancient heroes, Byron neglects neither the "Doric
mothers" (XITI) nor "each glowing maid" (XV). Su Manshu, whom many of
his contemporaries were to call the 'Chinese Byron', read behind the original
"Pyrrhic phalanx" and "Pyrrhic dance" Byron's intention to juxtapose them
in order to contrast manly bravery with womanish cowardice or traditional
national pride and 'contemporary sensual indulgence. The' interpretation is
correct, because Byron placed them together not merely in a play on words;
he uses the dance as a contrast to tlJC famous battle formation, "The nobler
and the manlier one" (4), as did Su Manshu: Hu Shi also had the contrast in
mind and mcire or less represented it in his lines: "III.IlZU" (powerful battle
foonation) and ...ZU.... (gentle and graceful dance); only the words "gentle
and graceful" may not be able to be related to "the thunderbolt dance".
The sinicizationapproach does not, however, work as well in Su
Mansbu's rendition of "Samian wine", which appears several times in the
poem. Su renders only the surface meaning, devoid of any itUplied significance,
most iniportantly in the following line:'
'

to

Poem.

You have the Pyrrhic dance as yet,
Where is the Pyrrhic phalanx gone?
Of two such lessons, why forget
The nobler and ,the manlier one?

Yv

Fill high the bowl with Samian wine!

Which is repeated four times in the poem. The translation reads:

(X, 1-4)

it.MftflD

Ma Junwu, followed by Hu Shi, translated the dance as Pili wu • • •
(the thunderbolt dance), an ancient form of war-dan,ce popular during the Tang
dynasty. This is what Eugene Nida would call a 'dynamic equivalent'. And
not only is the original meaning carried, Ma's choice is also phonetically
close. (Incidentally, Pili wu lias recently been used 'in' Hong Kong as a
translation of the modem 'break-dance'.) Su Manshu usedYuyi wu ~t(.

[Fill' high the

Cup with wine]

The meaning of "Samiim wine" requires some attention. "Samian" is derived
from the 'Word "Samos", the name of one of the Greek islands abundant ,in
vineyards from which fine wines were made, hence "Samian wine". In Su
MaoShu's line, "Samian" is left out. Elsewhere, Su substitUtes the words linglu
.li , the names (Ling and Lu) of two places famous for their wines in
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ancient ChinL HI Although this may be a case of over-sinicization, ~haps it
does. indeed contain much of Byron's intended meaning: to warn the Greeks
against indulging themselves in lUXury while their country was under foreign
rule. But there is, perhaps, a greater depth to Byron's reference to "Sainian
wine". In a sea battle between the Greeks and Persians in 494 B.C., Greece
sUffered heavy losseS as a result of'the navies of the Aegean islands of8amos
and Lesbos tumiD&, traitor. The last line of the poem would then have much
greatI2' significance and force:
Dash down yon cup of Sarilian wine!

There, swan-like, let me sing and die
-!HI~IItJt

IUi.SR.
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(XVI,6)

(XVI. 4):

[When my soog is fmished I will

die]

(Ma) ,

L1 wish I were a sky-scraping sw8Ji·goose
Till death I would sing

and fly)

(Su)

(Free and leisurely lUte a swan-goose
And die there of old ageJ
(Hu)

Su Manshu was too carried away by his own imlJgination while Hu Shi was
too carried away by Su Manshu. Su's lei 11\ (to fly) is not only redundant
but impOrts added meaning to the' original, an obvious case, of cultural
difference. Su translated "swan" literally as hu·• . But he used the word in
the sense of honghu "ft -which was to inspire Hu's later translation
generally meaning "swan-goose", a bird. which soars at great heights and which
has
a metaphor in Chinese literature for lofty aspirations. Hence his use
of motiQn NE:JC (Skyw craping). ,This meaning matches the idea of Byron's last
1ii1e, "Dash down, yon cup of Samian wine!" which shows a strong
determination to rid Greece of the Turkish yoke. But the original 'tragic hero
created by the images of "Sunium" and "swan" as opposed to "swan·goose"
i$ spoiled. A possible reason for Su Manshu's translation of "swan" is that
he associated the song's singer with Byron himself, wbo evidently bad 'lofty
aspirations' to restore Greece's independence 4lIld acted heroically before his
death. Considered this way, the line %hi si ming qie lei 3!1EPI1UR (Before I
die, let me sirig and fly) becomes a vivid portrayal of Byron in Greece, or
perhaps a description of the great aspiratiooof Su Manshu himself. Flirther~
more, "swan song" does not evoke associations with poets in the minds of
Chinese readers the way it does in Western readers.
"Swan-goose song", however, has another connotation in Chinese
literaturc. Swan·geese were regarded as homeless birds in ancient China; fheir
sorrowful songs remittded migrant people (usually' soldiers and corv6e
labourers) of the misery of their displacement. A poem about this was collected
in The Book Of Songs. As Su Manshu constantly identified himself with Byron
as a drifting poet, it seems in all likelihoOd that he had Byron's-as well as
his oWIl--6ituation in mind when he traRslated the poem. His intended Chinese
readers, he knew, would have been familiar' with the Chinese classics. Thus,
what is tragic in the original has become melodramatic in translation.
Hu Shi was misled by Su Manshu in translating "swan'·~ as honghu, and

[Break the Suoming (SInnian) cupJ

The translation conveys only the determination to abaildon the leisurely and

luxwious living aSsociated with wine-toping, but' sacrificing the analogy
between the "wine" and treachery, for suoming here to Chinese readers w~:)Uld
sound like a specific kind of cup. Some later translators did explain the origin
of "Samian wine"" but they all missed the analogy.
Turning to Byron's fmal stanza. the first four lines read:

been

Place me on Sunium's l11II1'bled J!eep,
, Where nOthing, save the waves and I,
May hear our mutual munnurs sweep;
There, swan-like. let me sing and die.
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Manshu's and Hu Shi's respective translations of the line:

Here Su Manshu transliterated "Samian":
~1Jij:t'f

au Yu

(XVI. 1-4)

In some translations of "SuDium" and "swan'" the, former is short-changed
while the .latter is' over-killed.
On "Sunium's marbled steep" stands the temple to Athena, the
protec~s of Athens. Byron's wish to be placed on Sunium's marbled steep
and dle there is significant in two ways. Firstly he called upon the Greeks to
take up a.nDs in defence of their'country and to die its "guardians"; Secondly,
and very ByronicaHy, he likened himself to Greece's protector. In fact he did
die-however ineffectively-for the sake of her independence. In all ChineSe
translations, including the later ones, "Sunium" is merely transcribed. Any
further Byronic significance is lost.
, In Westcin culture, the swan is generally' believed to sing only once,
before it dies, hence the expression 'swan-song'. But no translators, not even
the later ones, have elabnrated with a footnote. As for the significance of
"swan" there is no Chinese equivalent. The following are Ma Junwu's, Su

as

Irf

"
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CHU CHI Yu

BYRON

U (free and leisurely) is nowhere to be found in the original.
He probably inserted the word for the sake of lyrical rhythm, but in that it is
associated with another legendary bird, the kunpeng found in ZhUangzi, it
reveals a different picture of Byron in Hu's mind: he probably saw the English
bard as a carefree ~tic poet like Li Bai of the Tang dynasty. Ma Junwu,
on the other hand, left out the image ·of the bird completely. A literal back
translation of his line would be "When my song is finished, I shall die."
Though unfaithful semantically,.his version, ironically, appears to be the most
faithful and communicative, for it conveys the original tragic force.
his xiIloyao

3.
4.

S.

6.

These early translators introduced "The Isles of Greece" to China, to a great
extent, out of political considerations. They intended to borrow· this new image
of Byron to awaken the Chinese people's love for freedom and justice, to
encourage the oppressed· to overthrow their feudal rulers. "The Isles of Greece"
expresses a kind of patriotic spirit and rebellion that the passive resistan:ce of
the traditional Chinese poet could never reach. Above. all, Byron had a special
appeal for the Chinese translators primarily because of his sacrifice for the
Greek independent cause. 'To fo~ the pen for the sword' at times of
domestic trouble and foreign invasion-to some, such as Su Manshu, foreign
oppressors include the Manchus-had been a time-honoured action fot patriotic
intellectuals in Chinese history. Byron's image and spirit, deep down, coincided
with that of the ttaditional patriotic scholar. His rebellion and heroism provided
a handy model, one which could serve as a 'catalyst' of political and social
reform. of democracy and the cause of national. independence. Liang Qichao
found in Byron the political reformer he needed to promote his political
principles and ideas. Ma Junwu borrowed the image of Byron to "lament the
fate of his country". Su Manshu voiced his personal feelings and sentiment
in the translation. They all expected certain qualities in this poem and
'objectified' ·them in their respeCtive translations through their admirable art
of translation as well as their misreading and genuine misunderstanding of
Byron's poem.

7.

8.
9.
10.

1924), p. 3.
The magazine is no longer extant. His translation is collected in Tan Hang 1987:
141-144.
Reprinted in Wen Gongzhi. ed., Manslul dashi qlitmji (Complete works of Master
Mansbu) (Hong Kong: Guangbui sbudian. n.d.), pp. 79-95.

Willig Duqing thought that Hu Shi's translation was better than Ma's and Su·s. and
he could even recite Hu's version· from memory. Inspired by Hu's translation. Wang
DURin, translated a passage from The Gioo"r when be was in FI'lUICC (1922) in the
Chu ci style which Hu Sbi used in bis version.
Su's translation had been polisbed by Zhang Taiyan, who liked to use rare and archaic
words.
Su also chose .this fOllIl· in his translation of "My Native Land. Good Night" from
Childe Harold', PilgrimDge.
Hu Shi's version has DO regular rhyme and metre.
This substitution occurs in a lil)e added by Su Manshu himself. Ma Junwu transliterated
'~Samian" as Shaming. while Hu Shidid not translate it at all: he simply used "good
wine" for "Samian wine".

Holmes, James S. 1970. "Verse Translation and Verse Form". In J~s S. Holmes
(cd.), The Nature of TrrJltSlation. Mouton, The Hague~ Paris: Publishing House
of the Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava.
Hu Shi. 1970. Hu Shi xuanji: fo,n.,; (Selected works of Hu Shi: Translation). Taipei:
Zl1uanji wenxue chubanshe.
Liang Qichao. 1914. Yinbingshi·wenji leibian (Selected works of Uang Qiebao), voL
I. Tokyo: n.p.
Liu Wu-chi. 1986. Cong Mojianshi dDo Yanzikan (From the Sword-grinding Studio
to the Swallow Shrine). Taipei: Shibao.
Lu Xun. 1963. Lu Xun quanji (Complete works of Lu Xun), vol. 1. Beijing: Renmin

wenxue chubanshe.
Ruddick, William. 1981. "Byron in Eng1and'~. In Paul Graham Trueblood (ed.),
Byron's Cultural and Politicallhflu.ence in Nineteenth-Century Europe. London:

UU Wu-c:hi (1986: 1~264) has giveR a fairly detailed study of these translations in
his "Su MaQshu yu Bailun 'Ai Xila shi' (Su Manshu and Byron's ''The Isles of

The Macmillan Press.
Tan Hang et aI. (cds). 1987. Ma Junwu ,hi.q,u (poetry ofMaJunwu with annotations).
Nanning: Guangxi minzu ehubanshe.

to

Greecej.

2.

and 3, 1902. Byron's poems appear in No.3, pp. 42-47. Liang's DOvel is discussed
in detail by Wong Wang-c:hi in this volume.
Haroid Spender uses this expression in bis Byron t1IId Greece (London: lohn Murray.
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Wang ling. 1920. Yingguo wen.me,hi (Introduction to English literatu~). Shanghai:
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THE ISLES OF GREECE.

And where are they? and where art thou,
On the voiceless shore
. My country?
.
The hei:oic .lay is tuneless now~
The her(lic bQsom beats no moret
And must thy lyre, so long }~ivine,
Degenerate into hands like mine?

The isles of Gt('ccc,'thc isles of Greece!

\Vhl'rc bllrning Sappho lQved nlld sung,
\Vhen~ grew the arts hf Wrtf and pC':1.cc,.
'Vhf?"::! Delos ros{', all(lPhrseou'S sprun~
Eterr:al 6UlllhlOT' gittl!! them Y«!T.
BUI::'.U. t:x.·t·pt :l'l.:ir sun, i.s set.

'T is som~thing. in the dearth of fame.

'fh~~.

Sdau :lIJd the Tf..'i..l u JU'E,fJ,
1 It-,: hl'n/s h:!rp. 1IH::!uvcr's litte,.
Ha~..(' fOlmd th<) fam,) yonr :::hcrc$ refuse:
Thl'lr' place of birth alnac is mute'
To soulIds , .. hich·echo further west
Than )rour sired'"Islands of t.hc·B·lcst.'~

Though lillk'd among a fetter'drace,
To feel at least a patriot's shame,
Even as· I. sing., suffuse my" face;
For what.is left the poet here?
For.Greeks a blush-for Greece a tear•.
l\Iust we but weep o'er days more blest?
Must we but·blush? ......Our fathers bled.
Earth! render.ba$!k frODl out thy breast
'A remnant of our Spartan deadl
Of the three hundred grant but three,
make a new Thermop)'lael

m~)lmtains

luok 'on :U;::.rn.thon-
And )Iarathonclooks all the sea;
And musing there an hour nlo.n~,
T Urt'am'ti
i hat Greece m\!~h.t still be free:
.
For standing on the I'crsinmi' grave,
I coutu nOl tic-tm myself a slave.

To

A king sate on the rocky brow
\\'hkh looks o'er sea-born. Sabrn~s;
And ships, by thousand:), lay below.
i\nd mell in llation;-all we:.c h!sf
He counted them at break of day
And when the sun set wh~re\vere they?

\Vhat, silent still? and silent ali?
Ahl no; -the voices of the dead
Sound like a' distant torrent's fall,
And answer, uLeton~ living head,
But one aJ:ise,-we come, we 'comel"
'T is but the living who are clumb•.

The
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in vain: strike-other chords:

Fill 'high the bowl with S3.inlan winet
.On SUll's rock, and, Parga's shore,
ExiSts 'th~ remnant of a Hne '
,.
.Such as the Doric mo~ers bore;', .
. And there, perhaps; some seed is sownj,
Th ~ He~cleidan blood might .OWD. "

Fill high the cup 'with Samian Wincl
Leave battle~ to the Turkish hordes, .
. And shed tile blood 'of Scio's vinCI
Harkl rising to the ignoble call
How answers each. bold Bacchanal'

Trust nqt for freedom to the, Fnulk's
Tpey have a king whp,buys and sells!
In native swords, and' I\ative ranks,' "
1'he only hope of courage ,dwells: .

have the Pyrrhic dance as yet;
.
Where is the Pyrrhic phnla.nx gone?
Of hvo such lessons, why Jorget
.
. ' The nobler and' the manlier one?
You have the letters C!ldmus gave
Think yo he Dleant them for a slave?
YOll

But Turkish force,.Latin fraud, . .
, \Vould .break yoUr .
shield,
howeve{
'broad.'
.
.
"

Fili high tbe' bowl '!itli Samian' winel ". ,
Our virgiJls danCe beneath' the shade....:..
I see their glorious black 'eyesshitie; . .
. But gazing on each glowing maid, '.
':My o;,vn the turnj~g tear-drop laves"
To think such breaSt must suckles .slaves.
.

Fill high the' bowl with' Samian wine!
We will not think of themes like these!
It made Anacreon's song divi1~e:
He served-but served PolycratesA tYJ.!int; but our masters then
Were'still. at lea~t,our countrymen~

,

Place me' on·Sunl1un·~ ma:rbled steep, .
\Vhere nothing, save the waves and I,
May 'l:\ear< our ,mutual munnuts sweep; . "
,. There, lwan-like, let me, sirtg and die:
land of sla\l'es.shall ne'er be,min~ .

The tyrant of the Ch~rs9nese
, Was freedom's best and bravest friendl
That tyrant was Mil ti~des! '
. Oh! that the present hour would lend

A

Dash d~wn yon cup of.

Another despot of the kindl
Such chains as his were sure to bind.

-100
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, TO A LADY
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LIVE NOT THE STARS A'NO THE MOUNTAINS

Who presented the:author with the velvet' band
which bound her tresses. '.
,
This Band, which bound thy yellow hair, '
Is mine~ sweet gidl the pledge of loye;
It claims my wa.rrnest, ,dearest care,
Like relic~ of saints above.
Ohr I will weal' it next my heart;
"
'T wiU bind my soul in bonds to thee:
From me again 't will ne'er depart~
But mingle in the. grave wi~h me.
The dew I gather from thy lip
Is not so dear to me as this:
That 1. but for a moment sip, '
And banquet on a transient ~l~s:
This wHl recall each youthful scene, , '
E'en when our ·li'~es 'are OD the wane:·,
The leaves of love will still be green "
'Vhen memory bids them bud again..
Ohl littie lock of golden hue,
In gently w:aving ringlets curI'd, '
By the dear bead oli which you gre\V~
I would not lose you for a world.
Not though a thousand more acion~
,. The polish'd brow where once you shone..
Like rays which gild' a cloudless morn,
,
Beneath Columbia's fervid, zone.

.

,

Live Dot the stars and mountains?
...

Are the waves

'.

,

.'

Without a spirit? ar~ the dropping cavesWit.hout a feeling in t~eir stl~ntte~?"
"

No, no:-they woo and
,Dissolve :this clog and
.

~

"

.

clasP us to their spheres..

clod ofCtay 'before
.~.

.

,.'

Its hour, and merge our-soul in ~hc groat ~ore.
Byr.~

Byron.
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Poetry is that' which is worth translating.
For example, this four-line poem, 1200 years old: a moun
tain, a forest, the setting sun illuminating a patch of moss. It
is a scrap of literary Chinese, no longer spoken as its writer
spoke it. It is a thing, forever itself, inseparable from its lan
guage.
And yet something about it has caused it to lead a nomadic
life: insinuating itself in the minds of readers, demanding
understanding. (but on the reader's own terms), provoking
thought, sometimes compelling writing in other languages.
Great poetry lives in a state of perpetual transformation, per
petual translation: the poem dies when it has no place to go.
The transformations that take shape in print, that take the
formal name of "translation, n become their own beings, set
out on their own wanderings. Some live long, and some don't:
What kind of aeatures are they? What~happens when a poem,
once ~ese and still Chinese, becomes a piece of English,
Spanish, French poetry?
Here are 19 incarnations of a small poem by Wang Wei (c.
100-161), who was known in,his lifetime as a wealthy Buddhist
painter and ca1li.grapher,· and to later generations as a 'master
poet in an age of masterll, the Tang Dynasty. The quatrain is
from a series of twenty poems on various sights nea.r the Wang
River (no relation). The poems were written as par of a mas
sive horizontal landscape scroll, a genre invented by Wang.
The painting was copied (translated) for centuries. The original
is lost; and the earliest surviving copy comes from the 11th
century: Wang's landscape after 1000 yearS of transformation.

For pennission to reprint copyrighted material, the authors are indebted to the
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The poem is by Wang Wei (c. 700":" 761), ~nown in his lifetime
as a wealthy Buddhist painter and calligrapher, and to later
generations as a master poet in 'an age of masters, the Tang
Dynasty. The quatrain is from a series of twenty poems on
various sights near the Wang (no relation) River. The poems
were written a,s part of a massive horizontal landscape scroll,
a genre he invented. The painting was cOpied (translated) for
centuries. The original is lost, and the earliest surviving copy
comes from the 17th century: Wang's landscape after 900 years
of transformation.
In classical Chinese, each' character (ideogram) represents
a word of a ~ingJe syUabJe. Few of the characters are, as is
commonly thought, entirely representational. But some of the
basic vocabulary is indeed pictographic, and with those few
hundred characters one can play the game of pretending to
read Chinese.
.
Reading the poem Jeft to right, top tooottom, the second
character in line 1 is apparently a mountain; the. last character
in the same line a person-both are stylizations that evolved
from more literal representations. Character 4 in line 1 ,was a
favorite of Ezra Pound's: w:hat he interpreted as an eye on legs;
that is, the eye in motion,' to see. Character 5 in line 3 is two
trees, forest. SpatiaJ relationships are concretely portrayed in:
character 3 of line 3, to enter, and. character 5 of line 4, aboDe
or on (top of).
'
More typical of ChineSf! is character 2 of li11e 4, to $hine,
which contains an ~ge Qf the sun in the upper .left and of
fire at the bottom, as well as a purely phonetic element-key,
to the word's pronunciation-in the upper right. Most of the
other characters have no pictorial content useful for decipher
ment.
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The transliteration is from modem Chinese, using the cur...
rent, quirky pinyin system. Obvious, perhaps, to the Ruma~
nlans who helped develop it, but not to English speakers, is
that the zh is a j sound, the x a heavily aspirated s, arid the q
a hard cit. The ais the ah of father.
Though t)te characters have remained the SaIl1e, their p~
nunciatiQn has changed considerably since the Tang Dynasty.
In the 1920's the philologist Bernhard Karlgren attempted to
recreate Tang speech; a transDteration of this poem, using Karl:.
gren's system may be found in Hugh M. Stimson's 55 Tang
Poems (yale,. 1976). Unfortunately, the transliteration is written
in its own forbidding language, with upside-down letters, let-·
ters floating above the. words, and a leveled forest of diacritical
marks.
Chinese has the. least number of sounds of any major lan
guage. In modem Chinese a monosyllable is pronounced in
one of fOur tones, but ~ny given sound in any given tone has
scores of possible meanings. Thus a Chinese monosyllabic word
(and often the written character) is 'cOmprehensible ori.ly in the
context of the phrase: a ~guistic basis, perhaps, for Chinese
philosophy, which was always based on relation rather than
substance.
For poetry, this means that rhyme is inevitable, andWestern
"meter" impossible. Chinese prosody is largely concerned with
the number of characters per line and the arrangement of
tones-both of which are untranslatable. But translators tend
to rush in where wise men never tread, and otten may be seen
attempting to nurture Chinese rhyme patterns in the hostile
environment of a Western language ..

2

.(transliteration)

, ",

LU'ZHAI

, , ,

Kong shan bu'-Han ren
"

,

,

w

w

Dan wen ren yu xiang
w

_ ,

Fan jing (ying)rushen lin

" shang
Fu" zhao qing tai
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3
(charac.ter-by-characft~r
ti'anslatioh)

I have presented only those definitions that are possible for
this text. There are others.
A single character may be noun, verb, and adjective. It may
even have contradictory readings: character 2 of line 3 is either

fing (brightness) or ying (shadow). A,gain, context is all. Of
Empty

mountain(s)
hill(s)

(negative) ,to see

person
people

But

to hear

person,
people

words
conversation

Sj)und
to echo,

To return

bright(ness)
shadow(st

to enter'

deep

forest

To return

to shine
to reflect

moss

above
on (top of)
top

Again

green
'blue

lichen

blade

particular difficulty to the Western translator is the absence of
tense in cru.nese verbs: in the poem, what is happening has
happened and will happen. Similarly, nouns h~ve no number:
rose is a rose is all roses.
'
Contrary to the evidence of most trans1ations~ the first,,:
person singular rarely appears in Chinese ~. By eHmi
nating the controlling individual mind of the po~t, the
experience becomes both universal and immediate to the reader.
The title of the poem, Lu wi, is a place-name, something
like Deer Gr~, which I take from a map of illinois. It probably
alludes to the Deer Park in Sarnath, where the Gautama Bud
dha preached ,his first sermon.
The first two lines ilJ'Ci! fairly straightforward. The' second
couplet;has, as we shall see, quite a few possible readings, all
of them equally "correct./I

• According to ~ Cheng, murning s1uItIt:Iws is a trope ~g rtIf/I of
JIlnsd.

6
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The h:anslation is typical of those written before the general
recognition of Ezra Pound's Cathay, first published in 19J5.
Pound's small bOOk, containing some of the most beautiful
poems in the English Ia~guage, was based on a notebook of
literal Chinesetranslations.prepared by the orientalist Ernest
Fenollosa and a Japanese informant. The "accuracy" of Pound's
versions remains a sore point: pt!dants still snort at the errors,
but Wai-lim Yip has demonstrated that Pound, who at the time
knew no Chinese, intuitively corrected mistakes in the Fenol
losa manuscript. Regardless of its scholarly worth, Cathay
marked, in T.S. Eliot's words, "the invention of Chinese poetry
in: our time." Rather than stuffing the Original into the corset
of traditional verse forms, as Fletcher and many others had
done, Pound created a new poetry in English drawn hom what
was unique to the Chinese.
"Every force,". said Mother Ann Lee of the Shakers, "evolves
a foim. Pound's genius was the discove~ of the living matter,
the force, of the Chinese poem-what he called the "news
that stays news" through the centuries. This living matter func
tions som,ewhat like DNA, spinning out individual translations
which are relatives, not clones, of the Original. The relationship
between original and translation is'parent..child. And there are,
. inescapably, some translations that are overly attached to their
originals, and others that ate constantly rebelling.
Fletcher, like all early (and many later) translators, feels he
must explain and ;'improve" the. original poem. Where Wang's
sunlight enters the forest, Fletcher's rays pierce slanting; where
Wang states simply that voices are heard, Fletcher invents a
first-person .narrator who asks where the sounds are coming
: &om. (And if the hiDs are there, where is the narrator?)
. In line 4, ambiguity has been transh:tted into confusion:
..Fletcher's line has no meaning. (What reflection where?) Or
perhaps the line has a lovely aIldunJikely Platonic subtlety: if
their refers to the mosses,. then what appears·is the reflection.
of moss itself.
Fletcher explaihs his curious (and equally Platonic) title With
a note that
means "the place where the deer sleeps, its
'form'."
.

The Form
6f. the Deer
.
So lone seem the hills; there is no one in sight there.
But whence is the echo of voices I hear?
The rays of the sunset pierce slanting the forest,
And in their reflection green mosses appear.

H

-W.J.B. Fletcher, 1919
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Deer-Park Hermitage .

There seems to be no one on the empty mOUl)tain ...
And yet I

tl.Unk I hear a voice,

Where sunlight, entering a grove,
Shines back to me from the green moss.

Witter Bynner was a.primary purveyor of Chinoiserie tra:ns
lation in English in the 1920's-though not as. extreme an
exoticist as his Imagist counterparts, Amy Lowell and Florerice
Ayscough. His Chinese poet does however write from the
ethereal mists of tentative half-perception: there seems to be, and
yet I think I hear. (Wang, however, quite plainly sees no one .
and hears ~meone.)
Whet:e Wang is specific, Bynne:(s Wang ~ to be watch~
ing the world through a haze of opium reflected in a hundred
thimbles of wine. It .isa world where no statement can be
made without a pregnant, sensitive, world-weary ellipsis. Th~
I even hears a voice whe~ the sunlight shines back to hinl.
from the moss. Such lack of sense was traditionally expbiined
by reference to the mystical, inscrutableFu Manchg East.

-Witter Bynner & Kiang Kang-~u, 1929

.
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The Deer Park

Dull, but fairly direct, Jenyns' only additions are the in
evitable I and the explanatory slanting sun at evening. He is the
only translator to prefer lichen to moss, though in plural form
the word is particularly ugly.
In the fourth line zhao becomes both shines reflected, rather
than one or, the other, but he is still in the "reflected" trap:
from what is the sun reflected?
:Chinese poetry was based on the precise observation of the
physical world. Jenyns and other translators come from a tra
dition where the notion of verifying a poetic image would be
silly, where the word "poetic" itself is synonymous with
"dreamy. "
He might have squeaked by had he written And shines re
flected by the blue lichens-accurate to nature, if not to Wang.
But Jenyns-at the time iAssistant Keeper of the Department
of Oriental Antiquities at the British Museum, scribblirtg through
the Blitz-was so far removed from the poem's experience
that,he,found it necessary to add the fonowing footnote to line
2: "Th~ w(jods are SQ thick that woodcutters and herdsmen
are hidden."

An empty hill, and no one in sight
But I hear the echo of voices.
The slanting sun at evening penetrates the deep woods
And shines reflected on the blue lichens.

-Soame Jenyns, 1944
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MargouJi~s prefers to generalize Wang's specifics: Deer Crcme
becomes, simply, The Forest; nobody in sight becomes the pon
derous malaise of everything is solitary. In the second line he
poeticizes the voices by having them come from far off. The
lrenCh indefinite pronoun happily excludes the need for a
\arI'I1tor.

La Foret.

Dans la montagne tout est solitaire,
On entend de bien loin l'kIlo des voix htunaines,

Le solei! qui

p~n~tre

au fond de la fo~t

Reflete son ~clat sur la mousse vert.

-G.

MargouJi~,

1948

..

[The forest. On the moun~ everything is solitary'.1 One hears
from far off thEfecho of human voices, I The sun that penetrates
to the depths of the forest I Reflects its rayon the green moss.}

14
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Chang and Walnisley published the first book-length mlOs
Ianon of Wang Wei in English, but Unfortunately their work
bore little resemblance to the original.
.
In this poem, the couplets are reversed for no reason. The
voices are faint and drift on the air. The mountain is lonely (surely
a Western conceit, that empty = lonely!) but it's a decorator's
delight: the moss is as green as jade and the sunlight casts
motley patterns.
It is a classic example of the translator attempting to "im
prove" the original. Such cases are not uncommon, and are
the product of a translator's unspoken contempt for the foreign
poet. It never occurs to Chang and Walmsley that Wang could
have written the equivalent of Casts motley patterns on the jade
green mosses had he wanteq to. He didn't.
In its way a spiritual exercise, translation is dependent on
the dissolution of the translator's ego: an absolute humility
toward the text. A bad translation is the insistent voice of the
translatot- that is; when one sees no poet and hears only the
translatot speaking.

Deer Forest Hermitage

Through the deep wood, the slantirlg sunlight
Casts motley patterns on the jade-green mosses.
No glimpse of man in this lonely mountain,
.Yet faint voices drift on the air.

-:-Chang Yin-nan & Lewis C. Walmsley, 1958
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The Deer Enclosure

On the lonely mountain

Chen and Bullock make some familiar "improvements": the
first-person narrator, the lonely mountain, the sun at an angle.
Wang's see becomes meet in their second line. Their main in
novation is the creation of eight lines for Wang's four-a ges
ture that apparently caught them short when they had to break
the last line into two.
.

I meet no one,

I hear only the echo

of human voices.

At an angle the sun's rays
enter the depths of the wood,
And shine

upon the green moss.

-C.]. Chen &: Michael Bullock, 1960
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On the eIl)pty moun~ins no one can be seen,.

But human voices are heard to resound.

I
j

The reflected .sunlight pierces the deep forest
And falls again upon the mossy ground.

I

~James

20

J.Y. tiu,

1¢2

Liu's book, The Art of Chinese Poetry, applied the techniques
of 1940's New Criticism to the interpretation of Chinese poetry.
The New Critics preached strict ~ttention to sense (special
emphasis on learned irony) and the general neglect of music.
Thus Liu'sversion is more accurate than most, but the first
two lines heave; the third gasps, and the fourth falls with a
thud on the mossy ground.
.
In the first line, by changing the expected is to can be, Liu
has transfonned Wang's specifics into a general and not terribly
bright remark. Human voices, a steal from Eliot, is redundant;
and thel9th century resound is only there to rhyme with ground.
A ray of sunlight might pierce the deep forest, but reflected
sunlight wouldn't,. and absent from Liu's third line is the sense
that it is late afternoon, that the sunlight is returning to the
forest. In the fourth line, green has been subtracted, ground
added.
.
In Liti's favor, however, are the absence of the ~I" arid the
usual explanations.

t~o
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Deep .in, the Mountain
Wilderness'

The taxonomy of Chinese translators is fairly simple. There
are the scholars: most are incapable of writing poetry, but a
few can (among them: Burton Watson, A. C. Graham, Arthur
Waley, Jonathan Chaves). And there are the poets: most know
no Chinese, a few know some. Kenneth Rexroth belonged to
this last category (along with Gary Snyder and the later
Pound}-although this particular example is perhaps more
'
Uimitationl l than translation.
RexrothJgnores what he presumably dislikes, or feels can
not be translated, in the original. ,The title is. eliminated, and
the philosophical empty 1'tunllitain becomes the empirical moun
tain wilderness. Certain words and phrases are his own inven
tion. One of them, where i nobody e:oer Comes leads him into a
trap: he must modify the SDund of a far off voice with SDmething
like, and it makes a rather clutzy fourth line. But this is cleady
the first poem of the group, able to stand by itself. It is the
closest to the spirit, if not the letter, of the original: the poem
Wang ~ght have writtert had he been bom a 20th century
American.
'
Rexroth!s great skill is ,~pparent in three tiny gestures. In
line 2, by using comes rather than the more obvious goes he
has created an implicit ·nanator-observer (i.e., "comes here
where I am") without usitig the first person. Second, he takes
an. utterly ordinary phrase, once in II great while, and lets us
hear it, for the first time, as something lovely and onomato
poeiC. And third, Rexroth~s slip for Wang's enter is'perhaps too
sensual-reminiscent of Sanskrit forest trysts-but it is irre
·sistible.

Deep in the mountain wilderness
Where nobody ever comes
Only once in a great while
Something like the sound of a far off voice.
The low rays of the sun
Slip through the dark forest,
Andgleam again on the shadowy moss..

-Kenneth Rexroth, 197()
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Deer Fence

Empty hills, no one ill sight,
only the sound of someo~e talking;
late sunlight enters the deep wood,
shining over the green moss again.

.-Burton Watson, 1971

24

Watson is a prolific and particularly fine translator of clas
sical Chinese and Japanese poetry, history and philosophy; he
is comparable only to Arthur Waley in this centwy. He was
also the first scholar whose work displayed an affinity with
the modernist revolution in American poetry: absolute preci
sion, concision, and the use ·of everyday speech.
[Curiously, while most of the French. and American mod
ernists lit joss sticks at the altars of their newfound Chinese
ancestors, the scholars of Chinese ignored, or were actively
hostile to modern poetry. Many still ate. Chinese poets were,
however, excited by the doings in the West. Hu Shi's 1917
manifestoes, which laUllf.ited the "Chinese Renaissance" in
literature by rejecting classical language and themes in favor
of vernacular and"reaUsm", were largely inspired by Ezra
Pound's 1913 Imagist manifestoes. Full circle:Pounq. thought
he found it in Chirui, Hu Shi thought it came from the West.]
Watsori here renders the first two characters of line 1 with
two words; no article, no: explanation. His presentation of the
image is as direct as the Chinese. There are 24 English words
(six per line) for the Chinese 20, yet every word of the Chinese
has been translated without indulging, as others have done,
in a telegraphic minimalism. In the translation of Chinese po
etry, as in everything, nothing is more difficult than simplicity.
More than anangements of tones, rhymes, and number of
.characters per line, Chinese poetry, ~e all ancierit poetries, is
based on parallelism: the dual (yin-yang) nature of the universe.
Wang's first two lines are typical: see no peaplel but hear people.
He even repeats a character. Watson retains Wang's parallelil;m
effortlessly enough (no cmelsomeone) yet he is the first translator
to do so.

I tf2...
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Yip is a critic who l}.as written brilliantly on the importance
of Chinese poetics to 20th century American poetry. As a trans
lator he is. less successful, perhaps because English is appar
ently his second language. (It is rarely possible, though many
try, to translate out ot one's natural language.) Thus the
strangeness of no man is seen and the oddly anthropomorphic

Deer Enctosure

Empty moun~: no man is seen,

reaches into.
Like Burton Watson, Yip follows Wang's repetition ot person

But voices of men are heard.

in the first two lines (though his persons are men) and presents

six EngIish word~ per line· tor the ~ese five. But unlike
Watson· and the other translators, Yip actually gives us less
than the original-leaving out deep and again.
In a later version of this transJation, published in his an
thology Chinese Poetry (University of California Press, 1976),
Yip clipped the first line to the almost pidgin Empty mountain:

Sun's reflection reaches into the woods
And shines upon the green moss.

no man.

-WaHim Yip, 1972
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Deer Park

~s

empty, no one to be seen

We hear only voices echoedWith light coming back into the deep wood

Robinson's tranSlatfon, published by Penguin Books, is, un
happily, the most widely' available edition of Wang in English.
In this poem Robinson not only ~ates a narrator, he makes
it a group, as though it were a family outing. "With that one
word, we, he effectively scuttles the mood of the poem.
Reading the last word of the poem as top, he offers an image
that makes little sense on the forest floor: one would have to
be small indeed to think. of moss vertically.
For a jolt to the system, try reading this aloud.

The top of the green moss is lit again.

-G.W. Robinson, 1973
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En la Ermita delParque',de los Venados

For the second (1978) edition of Versiones y Diversiones, his
selected translations, Paz wrote:
The translation of this poem is particularly difficult, for the
poem carries to an extreme the characteristics of Chinese po
etry: universality, impersonality, absence of time, absence of
subject. In Wang Wei's poem, the solitude of the mountain is
so great that not even the poet himself is present. After a
number of attempts I wrote these four llnrhymed lines: three
with nine syllables each and the last with eleven.
Months later; reading some Mahayana texts, I was surprised
by the frequency with whlch the Western paradise, domam of
the Aptida Buddha,' is mentioned. I remembered that Wang
Wei had been a fervent Buddhis~: I consulted one of his bio
graphies and discovered that his devotion for Amida was ,such
that he had written a h~ in which he speaks of his desire
to be reborn in the Westeht Paradise-the place of the setting
sun...
,
This is nature poetry" but a Buddhist nature poetry: does
not the quatrain reflect, even more than the naturalistic aes
thetidsVl traditional. in this kind of composition, a spiritual
experience? Sometime later, Burton Watson,who knoWs my
love for .Chinese poetry, senf me his Chinese Lyricism~,Th&e I
encountered a confirmation of my suspicion: for Wang Wei the
light of the setting sun had a very precise meaning. An allusion
to the' Amida Buddha: at the end of the afternoon the adept
meditates and, like the moss 'in the forest, recei,,!es illumina
tion. Poetry perfectly objective, impersonal, far from the m~
ticism ,of a St. John of the Cross, but no less authentic or
profound than that of the; Spanish poet~ Transfonnation of man
and nature beforethf! divine light, although in' a sense inverse
to that of Western tradition. In place of the humanization of
the world that stqTounds us, the Oriental spirit is iJ:i\pregnated
with the objectivity, passivity and impersonality of the trees,
grass and rocks, so that, impersonally, it receives the impartial
light of a revelation that is also impersonal. Without losmg the

No se ve gente en este monte.
5610 se oyen, lejos, voces.
Por los ramajes la luz rompe.
Tendidaentre la yerba brilla verde.

-Octavio Paz, 1974

[In the Deer Park Hermitage. No people are seen on this moUn
tain.1 Only voices, far off, are heard.J Light breaks through the
branches.J;Spread among the grass it shines green,]
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reality of the trees, rocks and earth, Wang Wei's mountain and
forest are emblems of the void. Imitating his reticence, I limited
myself to lightly c~ging the last two lines:

No se ve gente en este monte.
5610 se oren, lejos, voces.
La luz poniente rompe entre las ramas.
En la yerba tendida brilla verde.
[No people are seen on this mountain.! Only voiceS~ far oft,
are heard.! Western ligh~ breaks through the branches.! Spread
over the grass it shines green.]
Paz drops empty from the, first line; in the second,
like Margouli~s and Rexroth, he makes the voices far off. His
third line, though not strictly literal, may be the most beautiful
of all the versions: rep~dng the abstract light enters the forest
with the concrete and dramatic light breaks through the branches-:-
the light almost becoming the sudden illumination, saton, of
Zen Buddhism. In the fourth line, the moss has become grass,
no doubt because the Spanish word for moss, musgo, is un
pleasantly squishy. (How mossy-soft and damp-is the En
glish moss!)
What is missing from these lovely third 'and fourth lines is
the cyclical quality'of the original. Wang begins both lines with
to return: taking a specific time of day and transforming it into
a moment, frozen in its recurrence, that becomes cosmic. Relld..;
ing the image as a metaphor for illumination, the ordinary'
(sunset in the forest) represents the extraordinary (the enlight
enment of the individwlI) which, in terms of the cosmos, is as,
ordinary as sunlight illuminating a patch of moss.
, An endless series of negations: The mountain seems empty
(without people) because noOne's in sight. But people are
heard, so the mountain is not empty. But the mountain is empty
because'it is an illusion. The light from the Western Paradise,
the: light called shadow falls.
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Li Ch'ai

In empty mountains no one can be seen.
But here might echoing voices cross.
Reflecting rays
entering the deep wood

McNaughton offers the Otinese place-name as a title, but
his transliteration is incorrect-something like B!!tr Park..
Line 1 has been turned into a general statement, almost a
parody of Eastern Wisdom: in an empty glass there is no liquid.
Line 2 places the action here for no reason and adds cross for
the rhyme scheme he .has imposed on himself.· (Not much
rhymes with moss; it's something of an albatross. But he might
have attempted' an Elizabethan pastora:l echoing. voices toS$ or
perhaps a half-Augustan, half-Dada echoing voices sauce.)
Splitting the last couplet into four lines is apparently an
attempt at pictorial representation. The last line adds dark .to
fill out the thumpety-thump.

Glitter again
on th.e dark green moss.

-William McNaughton, 1974
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Cheng wI1-tes:

Clos aux cerfs

[Wang1 describes here a walk on the mountain, which is at the
same time a spiritual experience, an experience of the Void
and of communion with Nature. The first couplet should be
interpreted "On the empty mountain I meet no one; only some
echoes of voices of people walking come to me." But through
the suppression of the personal pronoun and of locativeele
ments the poet identifies hiniself immediately with the"empty
mountain," which is therefore no longer merely, a "comple
ment of place"; similarly, in the third line he is the ray of the
setting sun that penetrates the forest. From the point of view
of content, the first two li:qes present the poet as still "not
seeing"; in his ears the echoes of human voices still resound.
The last two lines are centered in the theme of "vision": to see
the golden effect of the setting sun on the green moss. Seeing
here signifies illumination and deep communion with the es
sence of things. Elsewhere the poet often omits the personal
pronoun to effect the description of actions in sequence where
human acts are related to movements in nature.
(tr. Donald Riggs & Jerome Seaton)

Montagne'deserte. Personne n'est en vue.
Seuls, les echos des voix resonnent, au loin.
Ombres retoument dans la forlllt profonde:
Demier eclat de la moussei vert.

-Fran~is

Cheng, 1977

Cheng also presents a literal translation of the poem:
Montagne ,vide 1 n~ percevoir personne
Seulement entendre 1 voix humaine resonner
Ombre-retoumee / penetrer forlllt profonde
Encore luire I, sur la mousse verte

[Deer Enclosure. Deserted mountain. No one in sight.! Only,
the echoes of voices resound, far off.! Shadows retum to the
deep forest:/ Last gleaming of the moss, green.]

It is curious to see how' Cheng poeticizes and even Wes
ternizes his literal version to create a finished translation. The
Buddhist montagne vide (empty mountain) becomes theRo
mantic montagne deserte'(des~rted mountain). Echos and au loin,
(far off) are added to the second line. In the third, his literal
omhre-retournte (returned shadow-a trope he notes as'mean
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ing Nrays of sunset") has become a subject and verb, ombres
retournent (shadows return) which considerably alters the
meaning. Cheng's last line'is quite peculiar: the literal E.ncore
luire sur III mousse verte (to shine again on the green moss)
becomes Demier iclllt de lR mousse, vert (last gleaming of the
moss, green-:-the green referring to the gleaming, not the
moss). The line owes more to FrenCh Symbolists than to Tang
Buddhists.
Translatiol)s aside, Cheng's book is a luminous, original
study of Chinese poetry. In the English version, published in
1982, Jerome P. Seaton, working "after the lnterpretations of"
Cheng, Qffers a translatiqn that seems to owe more to Gary
Snyder's 1978 poem (#19) than to Cheng:

DEER PARK
Empty mountain. ~one to be seen.
But hear, the echoing of voices ..
Returning shadows enter deep, the· grove.
Sun shines, again, on lichen's green.
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The Deer Park

Chang translates 12 of Wang's 20 words, and makes up the
rest.
In tine 1 the first on, is probably a typographical error, but
in such surroundings,'it's hard to tell. In any event, what's
that shadoio doing (or more exactly, not doing) there? Only the
shadow knows.
Why are the shafts of sun stray? Why are'they shtlfts at all?
And why do they pick put the moss? The verb is unavoidably
reminiscent of the consumption of winkles and crab.
In short, the poem is more Chang than Wang. (It is taken
from a three-volume set, all by the same translator, and pub
lished, oddly, by ColumbUiL.University Press.)

Not the shadow on a man on the deserted billAnd yet one hears voices speaking;
Deep in the seclusion of the woods,
Stray shafts of the sun pick out the green moss.
tI

-H.C. Chang, 1977
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Surely one of the best translations, partially because of Sny
der's lifelong forest experience. Like ReXX'9th, he can see the
scene. Every word of W~g has beeti. translated, and nothing
added, yet th.e translatiorl. exists as an American poem.
Changing the passive is heaTd to the imperative heaT is par
ticularly beautiful, and not incorrect: it creates an .exact mo
ment, which. is now. Giving us both meanings, sounds and
.echoes, for the last word <;If line 2 is, like most sensible ideas,
revolutionary. Translators always assume that only on~ read
ing of a foreign word or phrase may be presented, despite the
fact tr ..... perfect correspondence is rare.
.
The poem ends strangely. Snyder takes the last word, which
everyone else has read as on, and translates it with its alter
native meaning, above, isolating it from the phrase with a
comma. Whlit's gOing on? Moss presumably is only abOve if
one is a rock or bug. Or are we meant to look up, after seeing
the mo$s, back toward the sun: the vertical metaphor of en
lightenment?
IIi answer to my query; Snyder wrote: "The reason for'...
moss, above' ... is that the sun is entering (in its sunset slop
ing, hence 'again'-a fin/ill shaft) the woods, and i1luminating
some mpSs up in the trees,' (NOT ON ROCKS.) This is how my
teacher Ch'en Shih-hsiangsaw it, and my wife Oapanese) too,
the first time she looked at the poem."
The. point is that translatiOn is more than a leap from dic
tionary to dictionary; it is' a reimagining of the poem. As sueh,
every r~ading of every poem, regardless of language, is an act
of translation: translation into th,e reader's intellectual and
emotionallUe. As no individual reader remains the same, each
reading becomes a different-not merely another-reading.
The same poem cannot be read twice..'
Snyder's explanation is only one moment, the Jatest, when
the poem suddenly tranf:lfonns ~foreour eyes. Wangs20
characters remain the same, but the poem continues in a state,
of restless change.
.

Empty mountains:
no one to be seen.
Yet-hear
human sounds and echoes.
Returning sunlight
enters the dark Woodsi
Again shining

on the green moss, above.

-Gary Snyder, 1978
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Further Comments
Eliot Weinberger's commentary on the succes~ive transla
tions of Wang Wei's .little poem illustrates, with sut:cinct clarity,
not only the evolution of the art of'translation ih the modem
period but at the same ti1l'\e the changes in poetic sensibility.
English and, to a lesser extent, from
His examples come
French; I am sure that a parallel exploration of German or
Italian would produce similar resuJts. Wefuberger cites only
one Spanish version, my own: There may be another, and
perhaps one or two in PortugUese. One must admit, however,
that Spanish and Portuguese do' not enjoy a corpus of Chinese
translation sirililar inimportar\ce or quality to that of other
languages. This is regrettable: the modem era has discovered
other classicisms besides that of Greco,...Roman culture, 'and
one of them is China and Japan. '
Weinberger's commentary led me backto my own trans
lation. Probably the greatest difficulty for any translator of a
Chinese poem is the unique temper of the language and of
the writing. The majority of the poems in the Shi jing, the mbst
ancient collection of Chinese poetry, are written in lines of fouT
syllables that are four characters/words. For example, the pho-,
netic transcription of the first line of a sm~U erotic poem in the
Shi jing is composed of these' foUr q1.onosyllables: Xing nu qi
shu. The literal translation is: Sweet girl how pretty. It is not
impossible to transform'this phrase ,in.to a line from a ballad:
iQu~ linda 1tl dulce niM! or How lcroely the pretty maiden! Five
words and eight syllables, twice the original. Arthur Waley
thought to resolve the prosOdic'problem by having each Chinese
mo~osyllable correspond toa,tonie'accent in the English line.
The result was English lines that were quite long, but with the
same number of acCents as the Chinese,original. This method,
besides being not terribly perfect, is iriapplicable to Spanish:
in our language words' generally have 'more syllables than En
glish iainbtc pentameter. ~Our,line has either three accents (in
the fourth syllable, in the seventh or' eighth, and in the tenth)
or only two (in the sixth and the tenth). In contrast, the English
line has five accents or rhythmic beats. Furthermore, in English

frOm

~o1...

others followed on various paths. I am thinking above a.n of
Arthur Waley. The translations of Chinese and Japanese poetry
into English have been so :great and so diverse that they them
selves form a chapter in the modem poetry of the language.
I find nothing similar in French, although there are notable
translations, sl:lch as those by ,Claude Roy or Fran~ois Cheng..
Certainly we owe to Claudel, Segalen, and Saint-John Perse
poetic visions of China-'but not memorable translations. It's
a pity. In Spanish this lack has impoverished us.
In my own isolated a,ttempts I followed, at first, the ex
amples of Pound and, more than anyone, 'Waley-a ductile
talent, but OJ'),e less intense and less powerful. Later, little by
little, I found my own way. At .the beginning I used free verse;
later I hied to adjust myself to ~ fixed rule, without of course
attempting to reproduce Chinese meter. In general, I have
endeavored to retain the number of lines of each poem, not
to scom. assonances and to respect, as much as possible, the
plU1illelism. This last el~ent is central to Chinese poetry, but
neither Pound nor Waley gave it the attention it deserves. Nor
do the other translators in English. It is a serious omission not
only because parallelism· is the nucleus of the best. Chinese
poets and philosophers: the yin and the yang. The unity that
splits into dualty to reunite and to divide again. I would add
that parallelism links" however slightly, our own indigenous
Mexican poetry with that of China.
, In the Han era they moved ,from a four-syllable line to one
of five and seven (gu shi)'. These poems are composed in a
sbict tonal counterpoint. (The classica.llanguage haS foUr tones.)
'f:he number of lines is' undefined. and only paired. lines 'are
rhYJl":ld. During the Tang period, versification became more
stri~ and they wrote poems of eight and four lines (lu shi and
jue qu; respectively). The lines of those poems are, as in the
earlier style; composed of five and seven syllables; the same
rhyme is used throughout the poem. The other ntlea apply to
parallelism (the four lines in the center of the poem must form
two antithetical couplets) and the tonal structure. This last

the number of syllables may vary; not only do we have more
consonants, but we may also rely on a rich assonaitce. The
great advantage of the assonant is that the rhyme becomes a
.distant echo, one which never eXactly repeats the endings of
the previous line. I will note, finally, a small similarity between
Chinese arid Spariish versification: in Chinese poetry only paired
verses are rhymed, exactly like our romances and traditional
assonant poems."
The first to attempt to make English poems out of Chinese
originals was Ezra Pound. AU of us since who have translated
Chinese and Tapanese poetry are not only his followers but
his debtors. I never found P01,lfid's theory of translating Chinese
persuasive, and in other writings I have hied to explain my
reasons. It doesn't matter: though his theories seemed unre
liable, his practice not only convinced me but,:Jiterally.. en
chanted. me. Pound did not attempt to findm.etrical equivalents
or rhymes: taking off hom the images-ideograms of the orig~
inals, he wrote English poems in free verse. ThOse poems had
(and still have) an enormous poetic freshness; at the same time
they allow us to glimpse another civilization, and one quite
distant from Westem Greco-Roman tradition.
The poems of CAthay (1915) were written in an energetic:
language and in irregular verses which I have rather loosely
labeled as free. In fact, ctIthough they do not have fixed mea
sures, each one of them is a verbal unity. Nothing could be
more l!linote from the prose chopped into short lines that today
passe,S for free verse., Do Pound's poems correlJlPond to the
originals? A useless question: Pound invented, as Eliot said,
Chinese poetry in English. The points of departure were sOme
ancient Chinese poems,revivedand changed by a great poet;
the result was other poems. Others: the same. With that small
volume of translations Pound, te) a great extent, began modem
poetry in English. Yet, at the same time, ,he also began some
thing uriique: the modem tradition of classical Chinese poetry
in the poetic: conscience of the West.
Pound's effort was a success, and after Cathlly many
}..o]
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recalls, in certain respects; classical quantitative versification
although the rhythm does .not co~e from the combination of
short and long syllables bUJ rather from the altemation of
tones. Every Chinese poem· offers a 'true counterpoint that
cannot be reproduced in any Indo-European language. I will
spare the reader the chart of the various combinations (two
fOr the five syllable lines and two for the seven). There are
other forms: the ci (tz'u), poetry written to accompany already
existing musical tunes and with lines of unequal Jengthi dra
~tic verse (qu) and the Iyric·dra~tic (san qu). .
Wang Wei's poem is written in four lines o.f five sy&bles
each (jue qU)i the second line rhymes with the fourth. In older
to transmit the information of the original, while attempting
to recreate the poem in Spanish, I decided to use a line of nine
syllables. I chose this meter not only because of its greater
amplitude but also because it appeared to be, without actually
being, a trunCated hendecasyllable. It is the least traditional of
our meterS and it appears infrequently in Spanish poetry, ex·
cept among the Nmodernists"-above all, Ruben Darlo-who
used it a great deal. I t,Uso decided to use assonant rhyme, but
unlike the ChineSe original I rhymed all four lines. The poem
is divided into. two parts. The first alludes to the solitude of
the forest, and aural rather than visual sensations predominate
(no one is seen, only voices are heard). The second refers to
the apparitiqri oflight in a forest clearing and is comPosed of
silently visuAl sensations: the lightmeaks through the branches,
falls on the moss and, in a manner of speaking, rises again.
Attentiv~: to this sensual and spir.i.tual division, I: divided the
poem into two pairs: the £irst line rhymes with the secqnd and
the third rhymes with the fourtJ:t. I left the two first lines of
my earlier version intact, but !radically changed the third. and
the fourth lines:·
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No se ve gente en este monte,
8610 se oyen, lejos, voces.
Bosque profundo: Luz poniente:
alumbra el Il\usgo y, verde, asciende.
(No people are seen on thismountain,l only voices, far-off,
areheard.l Deep forest. Western Iight:1 it illuminates the moss
and, green, rises.]
The first two lines need no explanation. It seems to me that
I succeeded in transmitting the information whit!:! conserving
the impersonality of the original: the I is implicit. The third·
line, according to Fran9lis Cheng, means literally: returning
sIuuImo-to penetrate-deep-forest. Cheng points out that re
turning shadow alludes to the western sun. James}. Y. Uu tranS
lates in similar terms but, with greater propriety, says reflected
light in place of returni1'fg shadtniJ. In his literary version Uu
writes; The reflected sunlight pierces the deep forest. Cheng has
. Ombrd retournent dans ta for't profonde. The reader, through a
note at the foot of the page, learns that ombres retournent-a
rather forced trope:-means the rays of the setting sun.· And
why shadows and not light or brightness or something similar?
I wavered a great.deal about translating this line. First I wrote;
Cruza el follaje el sol poniente. (The western sun crosses the
foliage.) But the poet does not speak of foliage but rather of
the forest. I then tried: .Traspasa el bosque el sol poniente. (The
western sun crosses through the forest.) Somewhat better, but
perhaps too energetic, too active. Next I decided to omit the
verb, as Spanish allowed the ellipsiS. The two syntactical blocks
(bosque profundo/luz. poniente; deep forest/western light) pre~
served the impersonality of the original and at the same time
afiuded to .the silent ray of light crossing through the over
growth.
According to Cheng the last lin~ means: still-to Shine
on-green-moss. Uusays: again......shine-grten-11Wss-upon.
That is: the reflection is green. In his literal version Weinberger

'zot
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Postscript
includes aU of the possibilities: to,returnlagain-to,shinelto re-
{lect-grtenJbluelb1ack-mossllichen-abowlon(top of)Itop. In two
places my version departs from th.e others. First: the western
light illuminates the moss-in place of reflectirig it or shining
on it-because the verb illuminate contains both the 'phys~Cal
aspect of. the phenome,non (shining, light, clarity, brightness)
and the spiritual (to illuminate understanding). Second: I say
that the green reflection ascends or rises because I want to ac
centuate the spiritual character of the scene. The light of the
western sun refers to the point of the horizon ruled by the
Amida Buddha. Without trying to pin down the floating gante
of anal~gies, one might say that the western sun is the spiritual
light of the paradise of the West,' the cardinal point of the
Amida Buddha; the solitude of the mountain and the forest is
this world in which there is noboQy really, though' we hear
the echoes of voices; and the clearing in the forest illuminated
by the silent ray of light is the one who meditates and con
templates.
-Octavio paz

Alter the publication of these 'commentaries in ~e Mexican
magazine Vuelta, the editors received a furious letter from a
professor at the Colegio de Mexico, charging me with nothing
less than ncrimes against Chinese poetry. H Among those crim
inal acts was the "curious neglect" of "Boodberg's cedule."
. The cryptic reference, I later discovered, was to Ctdu1es from.
a Berkeley Workshop in Asiatic'P1ulology, a series of essays pri
vately published by Prof. Pete~ A. Boodberg1n 1954 and 1955.
The relevant essay, "Philology in Translation-Land,"' is 1~
pages lo~g and is devoted to excoriating, in idiosyncratic lan
guage, other translators and scholars of Wang Wei for failing
to reaHze' that th~ ll:'st word ~f the poem, sluzng (which now
means above, on (top ofl, top) had an alternate meaning in the
Tang dynasty: to rise.
'
This usage apparently dropped out of the language cen
turies ago. But for those who doubt the aCCiJ.raCY of poetry!
translated by poets rather than scholars, it should be noted
that Octavio P.az, in his latest version of the poem, intuitively
divined this forgotten meaning and translated the word a,s"

an

asc(endt.

'"

,

Boodberg ends his "cedule" with his own verSion of the ,
poem, which he calls fla still· inadequate, yet philolOgically.
correct, rendition of the stanza (with"due attention to grapho
syntactic overtones, and enjambment),': .
The empty mountain: to see no men,
Barel, earminded of me1,:l talldng-countertones,
And antistrophk lights-and,sluidoWs incoming deeper the
deep-treed grove,
.
'
Once more to glowlight the blue-green mosses-going up
(The empty mountain ... ) .
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To me ~ sounds like Gerard Manley Hopkins on LSD,
and I am grateful to the furious professor for sending me in
search of this, the strangest of the many Weis.
-B.W.
1;1
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"Wrong from th~ startl"
Borrowing a phrase from Pound's critique ofthe decline of English poetic art, in
1960 I protested in dismay and anger against a century of gross distortions of Chi
nese poetry by translators who allowed the target language (in this case, English)
to mask and master the indigenous Chinese aesthetic, creating treacherous modes
of representation. These translators seemed unaware that classical Chinese poe
try emerges from a perceptual ground with a set ofcultural-aesthetic assumptions
radically different from that ofWestern poetry; that its syntax is in many ways in
separable from this perceptual ground; and that by imposing Indo-European lin
guistic habits on classical Chinese without any adjustment the translators were sig
nificantly changing the poetry's perceptual-exptessive procedures.
Therefore, in order to remedy these problems in translation, I've organized the
Chinese poems in 'this book into a three-part structure. Given first is the poem in
the original Chinese. It is followed by my word-for-word annotations, and, finally,
my translation with minimal but workable syntax. I've done this in order to open
up an aesthetic space where readers can move back and forth between classical Chi
nese and modern American perceptual-expressive dimensions.
Underlying the classical Chinese aesthetic is the primary idea ofnoninterference
with Nature's flow. As reflected in poetic language, this idea has engendered free
dom from the syntactical rigidities often found in English and most, if not all, of
the Indo-European languages. In English, a sentence is almost always structured
according to rigid syntactical rules, Whereas classical Chinese. as it is used in poetry,
is syntactically flexible. For example, although the Chinese language has articles
and personal pronouns, they are often dispensed with in poetry. This opens up an
indeterminate space for readers to enter and reenter for multiple perceptions rather
than locking them into some definite perspectival position or guiding them in a
certain direction. Then there is the sparseness, if not absence, of connective ele
ments (prepositions or conjunctions), and this lack, aided by the indeterminancy
of parts of speech and no tense declensions in verbs, affords the readers a unique
, • '"
freedom to consort with the objects and events of the real-life world.
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The words in a Chinese poem quite often have a loose relationship with readers.
who remain in a sort of middle ground between engaging with them (attempting
to make predicative connections to articulate relationships between and among the
words) and disengaging from them (refraining from doing so, since such
predicative acts would greatly restrict the possibility of achieving noninterference).
Therefure, the asyntactical and paratactical structures in Chinese poetry promote a
kind of prepredicative condition wherein words, like objects (often in a coe:x:tensive
and multiple montage) in the real world, are free from predetermined relationships
and single meanings and offer themselves to readers in an open space. Within this
space, and with the poet stepping aside, so to speak, they can move freely and ap
proach the words from a variety of vantage points to achieve different perceptions
of the same moment. They have a cinematic visuality and stand at the threshold of
many possible meanings.
In retrospect, I must consider myself furtunate to live during a time when both
poets and philosophers in the West have already begun to question the framing of
language, echoing in part the ancient Taoist critique ofthe restrictive and distorting
activities of names and words and their power-wielding violence, and opening up
reconsiderations of language and power, both aesthetically and politically. When
Heidegger warns us that any dialogue using Indo-European languages to discuss
the spirit of East-Asian poetry will risk destroying the possibility of accurately say
ing what the dialogue is about, he is sensing the danger of language as a "dwelling,"
trapping experience within a privileged subjectivity.' When William Carlos Will
iams writes "unless there is I a new mind there cannot be a new I line," he also means
"unless there is I a new line there cannot be a new I mind." Until we disarm the
tyrannical framing functions of the English language. the naturaI self in its fullest
sentience cannot be released to muimum expressivity. The syntactical innovations
initiated by Pound (aided by his discovery ofthe Chinese character as a medium fur
poetry), Stein, Williams (who, among other sources, took William James's lesson
very seriously, i.e., to retrieve the real enstence befure it is broken up into serial .
orders through language and conceptions), and E. E. Cununings, and reinforced in
practice and theory by the Black Mountain poets, John Cage, Robert Duncan. and
Snyder, suddenly open up a new perceptual-expressive possibility in English, a new
ambience whereby I can stage Chinese poetry according t~ its original operative
dynamics rather than tailoring it to fit the Western procrustean bed.'
In reprinting this anthology, I wish to make this new perceptual ground and ex
pressive dynamics accessible to more readers who are eager to reach beyond West
ern frames toward newer landscapes and to enter into an inter-reflective dialogue
with Chinese poetry.
1. Martin Hei.dqger. On the Way fO lAnguage, trans. Peter D. Hertz (New Yorle Harper and Row,1971),
·Pp·M·
2.. Por a funer discussion of this change in ambience, see my Diffvsion uf Distances: DilIlogues beIwun
Chinese tUM Western Poetics (University of CaIifomia P1as, 1993), especially cbap~rs :z., 3. and...
'"
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CHINESE POETRY

TRANSLATI.NG CHINESE POETRY
THE CONVERGENCE OF LANGUAGES AND
POETICS-A RADICAL INTRODUCTION·

PART I

Conaete examples before abstractions. First. a short poem by the eighth-century
Chinese ,poet Meng Hao-jan, laid out according to the original order of appear
ance and graphic impression of the Chinese characters. Beside each character are
given word-fur-word dictionary annotations plus some bare indications of their
grammatical function (i.e., using tentative English classifications). The poem runs:
line

1."

move (v.)
boat (n.)
moor (v.)
JfI smoke (n.ladj.)
;t shore (n.)
1!1 sun (n.)
.,.,.
;.

line 2.

S

dusk (v.)
$- traveler (n.)

line 3

-fl.
IIr
It
4t

grief (n.)
new (adj./v.)
wildlwilderness
wildemesslfar-reachinglempty

Jt.

sky(n)

low (v.ladj.)
.,. treels (n.)
,lift

.By "radical" I mean "mol" This exploration into Chinese and c:omparative pamQ is an outgrowth
and theomical extension of some of the aesthetic positions implied in my eulier works, among them,
Bzm PmmtJ's Cadt4y (Prina:ton, 1969), PllmomenarJ, P.xperience, Bxpressitm (text in Chinese [Hong
Kong, 1l"59]) and an essay titled "Aathetic: Perception in Classical Chinese Poetry" in Chung-hUll
_-hili/.Jil-hsing yueh-lc'an (Chitsut Cultural Renaissance Manthly, ~L 4. no. 5 [Taipei, May 1, 1971],
pp.8-l!).
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line4 ;:&. river (n.)
;f cleat (adj.)
If moon(n)
~ near (v./adj.)
A.. man (n.)

Ll

How is an English reader to respond to this poem? I mean by an English reader
one whose language habits are those that demand rigid syntactical cooperation
between and among parts of speech, such as: a subject leads to a verb to an object;
articles govern certain nouns; past actions cast in past tenses; third person singular
asks for a change in verb endings, etc. How is he to respond to a poem written in a
language in which such rigid syntactical demands are sparse, if not absent? Is he to
supply some of the missing links between the characters? This is perhaps the first
question any reader will attempt to answer. Many readers and translators simply go
ahead and do it without reflecting a bit whether such an act is legitimate, aestheti
cally speaking. Before examining closely some of these attempts, it is perhaps use
ful for us to see the degree of syntactical freedom open to the user of the classical
Chinese language. Let us use an emphatic example, a palindrome by Su Thng-p'0
(1036-U01). This is a seven-character, eight-line regulated poem which can be read
backward with different meaning. One line from this poem should suffice:
a. tide/s
;f/J
follow
dark
IIJ
wave/s;"
snow
f
mountain/s,J.I
pour-fall.\iJ.

a

b. pour-fall
mountain/s
snow
wave/s
dark
follow
tide/s

cloudls
mist/s
go-out
sea
dawn

•

'IL

.
v.
iU

1.2.

plum/s
willow/s
cross
river
spring

~

M

il.
,,1

....

Are we to read these lines as:

Oouds and mists move out to the sea at dawn
Plums and willows across the river bloom in spring.
There is something distorted in this version when compared to the original order
ofimpressions. What about reading them in the following manner.
Oouds and mists
Out to sea:
Dawn
Plums and willows
Across the river:
Spring

,.

And on aesthetic grounds, what kind of perception has this order of words pro
moted? This leads us to an exploration ofsome ofthe central questions of Chinese
poetics.
Returning to Meng Hao-jan's poem, we can now ask some more specific ques
tions: Who moves the boat to moor by the smoke-shore? How are we to arbitrate
this? Shall we assume, as with most ofour Chinese translators, that the speaker "1"
is always crouched behind the poetic statement or image? What is the difference
between putting the "I" into the poem and not putting it there? Is it posst'ble not to
have the personal pronoun? To have it thus is to specify the speaker or agent of the
action, restricting the poem, at least on the linguistic level, to one participant only,
whereas freedom from the personal pronoun universalizes the state of being or feel
ing, providing a scene or a situation into which all the readers 'would move, it
were, to take part directly.
This poem contains a number ofactions. Actions take place in time, but the clas
sical Chinese language is tenseless. Why tenseless? Shall we cast these actions into
the past, as evidenced by some of the following examples? The fact is: if the Chinese
poet has avoided restricting actions to one specific agent, he has also refrained from
committing them to finite time. (Or shall we say, the mental horizon of the Cllinese
poets does not lead them to posit an event within a segment of finite time.) The
past, present and future tenses in Indo~European languages set time and space lim
its even on the linguistic level, but the Chinese verbs (or verb elements) tend to
return ~ Phenomenon itself, that undifferentiated mode ofbeing, which is timeless,
the concept of time being a human invention arbitrarily imposed upon Phenomenon.

4r1
,Ih
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a. 1'ide/s pursue dark waves, snow mountainls fall
b. Mountain-pouring snow-waves darkly follow tides

The line reads forward and backward perfectly naturally. To do this in English is
unimaginable. The examples in English such as "Madam, I'm Ada.m" and '~le was
I ere I saw Elba" are not really doing what the Chinese language can do. Thans
lated into English, the syntactical demands (precise grammatical function alloted
to each word) become obvious. Which brings us to conclude that the Chinese lan
guage can easily be free from syntactical bounds, although one must hasten to add
that this does not mean Chinese is without syntax. This freedom from syntactiCal
rigidity, while it no doubt creates tremendous problems for the transl!ltor, provides
the user with a unique mode of presentation. (Or perhaps we should say it is the
unique mode of perception of reality of the Chinese which has occasioned this
flexibility of syntax.) Try two lines by Tel Shen-yen (between seventh and eighth
centuries):

as

:;ll;;

We have seen the ambiguous grammatical roles some Chinese characters can
play. In this poem, two verbs in line 3 and 4 assume, as it were, a double identity.
How are we to determine the syntactical relation between the objects before or after
"low" or "lowers" and "near" or "nears?" Is it the vastness of the wilderness that has
lengthened the sky,lowering it to the trees, or does the breadth of the stretch of the
trees seem to pull the sky to the wilderness1 If we read the word i& (low) not as a
verb, but as an adjective, the line becomes ~ee visual units: vast wilderness/skyl
low trees. What choice are we to make, which syntactical relation should we deter
mine? Or should we determine at all?
Enough exposition has now been given to the multiple levels of possibilities for
the poem as enhanced by flexible syntax and other unique features of the Chinese
language. The questions I pose here are not for mere grammatical exercise; they are
reflected as critical problems in many examples of translations. (Italicized words
indicate the translator's insertion to supply what he believes to be the missing
links; words in bold type indicate the translator's interpretation or paraphrase of
the original images):

christy (1929):
At dusk I moored my boat on the banks of the river;
With the oncoming of night my friend is depressed;
Heaven itself seems to cover over the gloomy trees
of the wide fields.
Only the moon, shining on the river, is near man.4

Jenyns (1944):
I move my boat and anchor in the mists offan islet;
With the setting sun the traveler's heart grows
melancholy once more.
On every side is a desolate expanse of water;
Somewhere the sky comes down to the trees
And the clear water reflects a neighboring moon.5
Other experimental attempts: 6
(a) Moving boat, mooring, smoke-shore.
Sun darkening: new sadness of traveler.
WLldemess, sky lowering trees.
limpid river: moon nearing man.

Giles (1898):
I steer my boat to anchor
by the mist-clad river eyot
And mourn the dying day that brings me
nearer to my fate.
Across the woodland wild I see
the sky lean on the trees,
While close to hand the mirror moon
floats on the shining streams.'

(b) Boat moves to moor mid shore-smoke.
Sun sinks. Thlveler feels fresh sadness.
WLlderness
Sky
Low trees
Limpid river
Moon nears man.

Fletcher (1919):
Our boat by the mist-covered islet we tied.
The sorrows of absence the sunset brings back.
Low breasting the foliage the sky loomed black.
The river is bright with the moon at our side.'

(c) A boat slows, moors by beach-run in smoke.
Sun fades: a traveler's sorrow freshens.
Open wilderness.
Wide sky.
A stretch of low trees.
Limpid river.
Oear moon close to man.

Bynner (1920):
While my little boat moves on its mooring mist,
And daylight wanes, old memories begin. .•.
How wide the world was, how close the trees to heaven!
And how clear in the water the nearness of the moon!'
Sel«ted Chinese Verses, trans. by Herbert A. Giles and Arthur Waley (Shanghai, 1934), p. 2.2. This
book consists of two parts: poems translated by Giles and those by Waley. It offers a good chance for
comparison of the styles of these two early trans1aton.
~. W. J. B. Fletcher. More Gems of Chinese Poetry (Shanghai. 1919). p. 150.
3. Witter Bynner, TIre lade Mountain (New York. 19~9). The poem can be located coDmliently In the
paperback edition (Anchor, 1964), p. 85.

1.

4- Arthur Christy, Images in lade (New York, 19~), p. 74
5. Soame Jenyns, A Further SelediOfl from the Three Hundred Poems of the Tang Dyrumy (London.
1944), p. 76
6. These vmsiona were done in a workehop by my students in a seminar on the theory and practice of

translation, UniYmity of California, San Diego.
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Reading all the above translations against the original with which we are now
familiar (I will not comment on the experimental versions; they are here for con
trast and will figure in my argument later), we find that they are secondary elabora
tions of some primary form of experience, the unfolding of some schemata into
separate parts. All the translators, starting with Giles, must have been led by the
sparseness of syntax in the original to believe that the Chinese characters must be
telegraphic-in the sense that they are shorthand signs for a longhand message
and so they took it as their task to translate the shorthand into longhand, poetry
into prose, adding commentary all along to aid understanding, not knowing that
these are "pointers" toward a finer shade of suggestive beauty which the discursive,
analytical, longhand unfolding process destroys completely. The fact is: these
,images, often coexisting in spatial relationships, form an atmosphere or environ
ment, an ambience, in which the reader may move and be directly present, poised
for a moment before being imbued with the atmosphere that evokes (but does not
state) an aura of feeling (in this case, grief), a situation in which he may participate
in completing the aesthetic experience of an intense moment, the primary form of
which the poet has arrested in concrete data.
It is obvious that we cannot approach this poem and most other Chinese poems
with the arbitrary time categories of the West, based as they are on a causal linearity
imposed by human conceptualization. The Western concept of being conceals being
rather than exposing it; it turns us away from the appeal of the concreteness of
objects and events in Phenomenon rather than bringing us into immediate contact
with them. The capacity of the Chinese poem to be free from Western arbitrary
temporal constructs and to keep a certain degree of close harmony with the con
crete events in Phenomenon, can be illustrated by the way film handles temporality,
for film is a medium most felicitous in approximating the immediacy ofexperience.
Without mulling over the complex use of time and space in the art of film, let us get
down to the fundamentals. For our purpose, a passage from Stephenson-Debrix's
introductory book, The Cinema asAtt (Penguin, 1969), will make this clear. Cinema
has:

when translated into "As the plain is vast, the sky lowers the trees," immediately
loses its cinematic visuality promoted by what I once called "spotIighting activity"7
or what the filmmakers called "mobile point of view" of the spectator, loses the
acting-out of the objects, the nowness and the concreteness of the moment. (By this
example, 1 do not mean to imply that the Chinese do not have time-indicators at
all. They do, but they are often avoided, aided by the flexibility of syntax.) We can
now see that the experimental versions of this line, in their somewhat naive
way (i.e., viewed from the cultural burden of the English language), have perhaps
brought back more of this cinematic directness of the moment.
(1)

WIlderness
Sky
Low trees

(2)

Open wilderness.

Wide sky.
A stretch of low trees.

and the approximation of Th Shen-yen's lines into:
Clouds and mists
Out to se&!
Dawn
Plums and willows
Across the river:
Spring
is perhaps not entirely out oforder.
Much of the art of Chinese poetry lies in the way in which the poet captures the

visual events as they emerge and act themselves out before us, releasing them from
the restrictive concept of time and space, letting them leap out directly from the
undifferentiated mode of existence instead of standing between the reader and the
events explaining them, analyzing them. To say that the Chinese have no time and
space categories or to say that Chinese poetry has no place for commentary would
be overstating the case, but it is also true that they are infrequently and seldom
extensively used. They would not force the perspective of the ego as a means of
ordering the Phenomenon before them. The lack of the use ofpersonal pronouns is
not just some ~curious habit of mind"; it is in tune with the Chinese concept of
losing yourself in the flux of events, the Way (Tao), the million changes constantly
happening before us. 8

a natural freedom in temporal construction.... the lack of time prepositions
and conjunctions, tenses and other indications.•.. can leave the film free to
reach the spectator with an immediacy which literature is unable to match. [po
107]

Time prepositions and conjunctions such as "Before he came ... since I have been
here ... then ..." do not exist in a film. nor do they in actual events in life. No tense
in either case. "When we watch a film. it is just something that is happening-now"
(p.100).

"at

1

vast-plains sky

,,~.

low

Cathay, pp. 38, 147-148, lS9-16l or my Modern Chinae Poetry (Iowa, 1970),
-Introduction:
8. Commenting on Chuang Tzu's idea of dJanse, the Ku.o Hsiang tat (third century A.D.) has this to
say: "The sage roams in the path ofa million chllDllet-a million things, a million changet--and thus,
he cbansa in accordance with the law of a million changes." And the Taoist-oriented neo-Confucianist
7. See my 1!zra Pound's

Similarly. the Chinese line

4tr
tree

~l!?

With this perspectivism in our mind. we can now understand more fully
the asyntactical or paratactical formation of many of the Chinese lines.
First, a normal syntactical type that most resembles the Eng1ish subject-verb
object structure:

ones that trouble the Eng1ish (and European) translators the most. And it is here
the perspectivism outlined above can easily come to our aid. Let us look at some
concrete e:umples:
'
(B) Phase I-Phase II (and sometimes Phase ill)

(A) s-v-o
a.

a.

j

'!r.

lJ J f.6 #1:

,..Ii""

star<s)/comelten-thousandlhouse(s)/move
-1\1 Fu (]12.-7lO)

"" ~f ~.£,
:J- ~ 41 Jtr ~#-t,.u

Compare it with:
loneJ1amp/bUl'D/ travelerCs)/dream
coldlpounding-stick-/poundlhome/-sickness
(for-washing-clothes)
- Tsen 18'an (graduated 744)
b.

t ~
IS- /.I;

if;

J. '"

7';" Jf
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While the stars are twinkling above the ten-thousand
households.... '
-Wdliam Hung

The transIation here has changed the visual events into statements about these
visual events. "Stars come" could perhaps be interpreted as temporal. but it is time
spatialized, which is what an event means: an event takes (time) place (space). But
when "while" is added, the translator ignores the inseparability of time and space.
Simi1arIy, in the line:

,tMJ,t : .1:.(.It:h!

cloud(s)/reai.veigo-out-of-the-Pass (adj.)lhorse
wind(s)/rolllcrossmg-the-river (adj.)/8ag

n

-Shen Ch'uan-chi (d. ca. 713)

,

k

5l.,~

moon/set/crow(s)/caw/frostlfulllsky
(Moondown: CI'O'W1I caw. Prost, a skyfuI)
-Chang Chi (graduated 753)

There is little difficulty in reading and transIating lines of this structure into
English, except for the usual consideration of the correct choice ofwords. The ex
amples of asyntactical or paratacticallines which abound in Chinese poetry are the

"Moondown" is at once a space-fact and a time-fact in the form of a visual event.
Hence, when rendered into "As the moon sets," etc., the significance and the con
creteness of the event is relegated to a subordinate position. Consider not omy the
visuality of the event but also the independence of each visual event, so as to pro
mote a kind of spatial tension among. and coexistence with, the other visual events.
To translate these lines:

Shao Yung (IOn-l077), in the introduction to his eo1iectiOD ofpoems "Beat the Earthen Chime," elabo
rates from Lao Tzu the following view that hili dominated Chinese art and literature since earlytimes:
... the one:
to view Human Nature through the Way
Mind through Human Nature
Body t:h:rough Mind
1'biDp throqh Body
(Control,}'l:S. then: is,
But not free from harm)

" t
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Is 1lllIikA! the other:

to view the Way through the Way
Human Nature through Human Nature
Mind through Mind
Body through Body
Things through'Things
(even ifbarm were intended,
Can it be doner)

"t • ;'"

;;'}y

star( s)/dangleiflatipIainlbroad(ens)

moon/surge(s)/biglriver/flow(s)
-'fuFu

l)b

g. William Hung. 11.1 Pu: ChinA~ GnItzrest Pon(Cambridge, Mass•• I95:t), P.l05.

Wang Wei is prized for his ability to turn language into miming gestures ofthe
perceiving act. It is instructive to scan a few examples. I offer here very literal
renderings, for illustrative pwposes:

into
The stars lean down from open space.
And the moon comes running up the river
-Bynner 'O

t'.fA!.Y~

'?J4A..J8~

Stars drawn low by the vastness of the plain.
The moon rushing forward in the river's flow.
-Birch U

White clouds-looking back-dose up
Green mists-entering to see-nothing

is to ignore the spatial coexistence ofthese events and, in doing so, the translat- ors
have denied the capacity of the reader-viewer to move in among them-even
though one still finds great beauty in the translated lines-beauty of a different
order of impressions from the original. Equally significant is the order of appear
ance of these visual events. The order of noticing--in Meng Hao-jan's poem (I.ilre
the camera-movement). first the "vast wilderness." then moving backward to in
clude the "sky"within our ken before zooming in upon the "1ow trees"-mim.- ics
the activities of our perceiving act, hence enabling the reader-viewer to relive the
life ofthe poetic moment. Measuring Uris against the translations of this line given
earlier. the loss is too obvious to need comment here. Similarly. we allow the fol
lowing version of the line "moon/surges/big/river/flows" (noticing gleaming
brightness before noticing movement of the river) into "Le Grand Fleuve s'ecoule,
awe remous de la bme"u only at the risk of falsifying the authenticity of the life of
the moment. We can see here that poets whose perceptual horizons emphasize the
miming of the activities of the perceiving act by tuning the visual events according
to the gradations of color and light in the total makeup of the growth of the mo
ment, poets such as Wang Wei (701-761) and Meng Hao-jan. suffer the most in
English translations. Let us look at just one such violation:
IJf.
~
~ JJ.. I
Empty/mountain/not/seelman
-Wang Wei

There are changing perspectives in these lines: "white clouds" (shot one, from
a distance): "looking back" (shot two, viewer coming out from opposite direc
tion, turning his head back) "'close up" (shot three, viewer retiring to same posi
tion as shot one). The visual events are accentuated the way a mimer, in order to
reflect an event that is not visible, forms gestures and moments, highlighting
them to suggest the energy flow that originally supports that event Arne Zaslove,
in a demonstration-lecture in The Project ofMusic Experiment at the University
of California, San Diego, in January 1973. gave an example that articulates the
curve ofenergy flow of the moment most clearly. He said:
Supposing a man is carrying a heavy suitcase with both of his hands. (He
proceeds to place both of his hands on the imaginary handle and lift the
imaginary heavy suitcase.) You will find that your whole body has to bend
sideways toward your right to balance off the weight Ifthe mimer should at
this point bend toward the left, the whole miming act is false and becomes
unrecognizable.
Words, as signs, function at the maximum when they capture the life-mecha
nism of the moment of eXperience in ways similar to those described by Zaslove.
In Wang Wei, Li Po (701-76,,), Li Shang-yin (8u?-8S8) and many others, the ten
dency is to reproduce visual curves ofthe events, emphasizing different phases of
perception with a mobile point ofview or spotlighting activities. Here are some
.toore examples that need no further comment:

becomes. in Bynner's hand,
There seems to be no one on the empty mountain.'!

1<..

The analytical or explanatory "There seems to be no one" represents. ofcourse, the
translator's interference in the direct contact of the "empty mountain" with the
viewer-reader. and to put "no one" ahead of "empty mountain" violates the life of
the moment: we notice the emptiness, the openness first before we are aware ofthe
other state ofbeing.
10. Bynner,

JA. Jf}

j..

vast desert: lone smoke, straight
-Wang Wei
JA r;n. d...'J

IJ Ii ~

(A) lone sail, (a) distant shade, lost into the blue horizon
(literally: blueiskybind (v.)]
-LiPo

The Jade Mountain, p. Ul.

u. Birch, ed., An Anthology ofChinese Limratu,. (New York, 1965). p. 2.38.
u. The translation is by Tch'eng Ki-hien and J. Dieny. See Paul Demieville, ed., Anth%gie de /a pohle
13. Bynner, The Jade Mountain, p. 1S3·
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the objects in Phenomenon) or there are revolving perspectives, viewing totality
,from different angles simultaneously. This happens also in Chinese poetry. We have
Seen. in almost all the examples given above and in the last quoted poem in particu
how the viewer-reader is made to move into the total environment to exped
.~ the visual events from different spatial angles. More intriguing are the follow
ing lines from Wen Ting-yon (ninth century).

;k

Dark sea. Bright moon. Pearls with tears
-Li Shang-yin
WIth the last one, we pass from the objective, physical world into a possible dream
state in which time is cut off from its normal flux and becomes absolute in the sense
that objects thus presented may become coextensive with one another. As usual,
the visuality is remarkable. The unity here is one of shape and color, not causal
relation of any kind.
Now a few complete poems of the authenticity of the perceiving act (I give here
close approximations):

,\

lar,
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Dried vines, an old tree, evening crows;
A small bridge, flowing water, men's homes;
An ancient road. west winds, a lean horse;
Sun slants west:
A heart-tom man at sky's end.
-Ma Chih-yuan (ca.126o--<:a.I341)

cock (n.)
crow (n.)
straw (n.)
inn (n)
moon (n.)

1.2.

A.. man (n.)
J$. trace (n.)
It... plank (n )
.,., bridge (n.)
j frost (n.)

These are selected details, objects in their purest form, given to us at one instant
to constitute an atmosphere, an environment. It is an environment in which we
m.ove about rather than viewing it from a fixed clistant angle because we can never
he certain as to where, in the background. we should put the cock, the moon, the.
bridge: Are we to visualize these as "(At) cockcrow. the moon (is seen above)
~ straw innIfootprints (are seen upon) the frost (covering) the plank bridge (1)."
There are other ways of locating these details: The moon need not be "above" the
IDn.; it could very well be just barely seen above the horizon. Without determining
the definite spatial relationships of the objects, without allotting them fixedposi
tions as viewed from chosen perspectives, as any trimslation of these lines into En
~h would be tempted to do, we are Hberated to see them from different perspec
~. As a result, we are enabled to cross the limits ofwords into the realm ofsculp
lUre, toward the act ofperceiving a piece ofsculpture whose total existence depends
:tin our viewing it from different angles as we move around it.
This sculptural quality is superbly approximated in Wang Wei's "Mount Chung~

This poem operates pictorially rather than semantically. The successive shots do

not constitute a linear development (such as how this letuls to that). Rather the ob
jects coexist, as in a painting, and yet the mobile point ofview has made it possible
to temporalize the spatial units. And witness this poem:
A thousand mountain&-no bird's flight.
A million paths--no man's trace.
Single boat. Bamboo-leaved cape. An old man.
Fishing alone. Ice-river. Snow
-Liu 1Sung-yuan 073-819)
We need little orientation to notice that the camera-eye from a bird's-eye view with
which we can at once take possession ofthe totality ofthe scene on a cosmic sc.ale as
in all the Chinese landscape paintings-zooms in upon one single object, an old
man in the midst ofthe vast frozen river surrounded by snow. Unlike the film which
often focuses on events to be strung together with a story line, the cinematic move
ment here reproduces the activities of the perceiving act of an intense moment,
the total consciousness of which is not completed until all the visual moments are
presented simultaneousIy-again as in our perception ofa classical Chinese paint
ing. The spatial tensions here-the immeasurable cosmic coexisting with a speck of
human existence-put us in the center ofPhenomenon, allowing us to reach out to
the circumference.
We mentioned earlier the fact that Chinese poets would not force the perspective
ofthe ego upon Phenomenon. This is most obvious in Chinese landscape painting
in which we either should say there is no perspective in it (the artist having become

,f,¥

ban":

The Chungnan ranges verge on the Capital .
Mountain upon mountain to sea's brim.
(viewer on level ground looking from afar-Moment I)
White clouds-looking back-close up
(viewer coming out-Moment II)
Green mists-entering-become nothing
(viewer entering-Moment Ill)
Thrrestrial divisions change at the middle peak
(viewer atop peak looking down-Moment N)
Shade and light differ with every valley
(viewer on both sides of Mount simultaneously-Moment V)

".t

To stay over in some stranger's house
Across the water, call to ask a woodcutter
(viewer down on level ground-Moment VI)
In one ofthe volunteer sessions on the structure ofthe Chinese characters held in
an American grade school, after I had finished explaining how some of the Chinese
characters are pictorially based, how the signs match the actual objects, one boy
proceeded naively to pose a sagacious question: "'All these are nouns, how are they
to form ideas?" It seems legitimate to pose the same question regarding many of the
Chinese lines above. 1believe the question'is answered, in part, in my earlier analy
sis of a Liu lSung-ydan poem, in which the spatial tensions and relationships be
tween the immeasurable cosmic scene and a speck ofhuman existence in the figure
of an old man fishing, project out, without comment, a meaning of the condition of
man in nature. All the other lines can be understood in a similar light.
Returning to the boy's question: I answered him by bringing out another cat
egory of Chinese character structures. The two characters I chose were ~ and .. .
The etymological origin of sf (time) consists ofthe pictograph of 0 (sun) and ~ ,
the latter being a pictograph developed from an ancient picture of a foot touching
the ground ~ which came to mean both stop (the modern form of which is .1l:.)
and go (the modern form of which is L ). Thus, the earliest Chinese viewed the
stop-and-go of the sun, the measured movement of the SUD, as the idea "'time." The
earliest pictographic stage oft was J" denoting a mouth blowing a tlute (the tip
of a Chinese flute). This character now means "speech," "expression," "message,"
which, to the people of the first harmony, was to be in rhythmic measure. Here, in
both cases, two visual objects juxtapose to form an idea. As we may now recall, this
structural principle of the Chinese character inspired Sergei Eisenstein to conceive
the technique of montage in the film.14 The same structural principle continues to
be at work in Chinese poetry. One line from a Li Po poem which I discussed in great
detail in my book Ezra Pound's Cathay (Princeton, 1969) was:

;t
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Floating doud(s): wanderer's mood
Let me quote the relevant parts:

Does the line mean, syntactically, "tloating douds are a wanderer's mood~ ..
or "floating douds are like a wanderer's mood": .• ? The answer is~ it does and it
does not at the same time. No one would fail to perceive the resemblance ofa
wanderer's drifting life ... to the tloating douds. But there is a flash of interest
in the syntactically uncommitted resemblance which the introduction of"are"
and "are like" destroys. In this case, we actually see the tloating douds and the
wanderer (and the state of mind he is in) simultaneously. This simultaneous
J.4. Sergei 1!.isen.stein, Film Form and PI'lm Sense. trans. Jay Leyda (New York. 1,942), chap.,3, -The Cinematographic Principle and the Ideogram." P. 211.
~\ ~

presence of two objects, like the juxtaposition of two separate shots, resem
bles [in E.senstein's words1"not so much a simple sum of one shot plus an
other shot-as it does a creation. It resembles a creation--rather than a sum
of its part&-from the circumstance that in every such juxtaposition the res
ult is qualitatively distinguishable from each component element viewed sepa
rately."'"
Similarly, we have the following lines that by the sheer fact of montage using
independent but juxtaposed visual events, point to an idea without allowing into
the presentation the interference of the rhetoric of commentary. In the line,

IfI
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t.J.t
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empirelbrokenlmountainlriver/exist (remain)
The reader feels, without being told. the contrast and tension in the scenery so
presented, and the introduction ofexplanatory elaboration will destroy the imme
diate contact between the viewer and the scene, as in the case of this typical transla
tion and many others:

Though a country be sundered, hills and rivers endure
(italics mine)

-Bynner'
Whether using montage or mobile points of view in the perceiving act, the
Chinese poets give pitramount importance to the acting-out of visual objects and
events, letting them explain themselves by their coexisting, coextensive emergence
from nature, letting the spatial tensions retlect conditions and situations rather
than coercing these objects and events into some preconceived artificial orders by
sheer human interpretive elaboration. In a line like Li Po's,

*
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;s. 11 J/L
Phoenix gOlie, terrace empty, river tlows on alone
(shot 1)
(shot 2.)
(shot 3)
:~o we need any more words to explain the vicissitude of time versus the perma
ifience of Nature? Or in these lines from 'I'll Fu's "Autumn Meditation,"
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Jade/dew/wither v./wound v./maple/tree/grove
WulmountainlWu/gorges/air/grave:-/desolate
river/middl.elwavesl-/embrace (indude)/sky/surge v.
Passltop/wind(s)/douds/connectJgroundlshadow(s)

.15. Ezm Pound's ~ p. 22. Quote from 1!.isen.stein, Film Form ami Film Sense, p. 7.
'I'M Jade Mmmtl:lin, p. u9.

.l6. Bynner.

The adjustment ofWestern world views in modern times is a book in itself. No such
attempt is to be made here. Without going into the complicated history ofthis ad
justment. it is sufficient to say one thing-nantely, all mocJem thought and art,
from the phenomenologists to as late as Jean Dubuffet's Anticultural Positions, be
gan with a re;ection ofabstract systems (particularly those ofPlato and Aristotle) in
order to return to concrete existence. Ahnost all the phenomenologists posed this
question, and Heidegger's request to return to the appeal of beings gathered mo
mentum in many later philosophers and artists. Meanwhile, Bergson, who was in
essence still an epistemological philosopher, pointed Ii way toward the "liquida
.tion of the romantic self." The philosophical rationalization of the subject has been
closely examined by Wylie Sypher in his book Loss ofthe Selfin Modern Literature
tmd Art (New York, 1962, 1964). Por our purpose we will focus on a few statements
by Anglo-American critics and poets at the tum of the century which have led to a
Subtle adjustment ofthe poetic language to the degree that it literally violates tradi
tional syntactical structures. My central interest in this part is with some of the
potentials of this process of change in the English language.

[A. C. Graham's translation:
Gems of dew wilt and wound the maple trees in the wood:

From Wu mountains. from Wu gorges, the 8ir blows desolate,
The waves between the river banks merge in the seething sky.
Clouds in the wind above the passes touch their shadows on the ground.
-Poems ofthe Lare Tang (Penguin, 1962), p. ;2J
where the curves of the external climate coincide with the curves of the internal
climate of the aging poet, do we need to falsify their identity by turning them into
puppets ofsome Grand Idea?

PART II

The success of the Chinese poets in authenticating the fluctuation of concrete ev

ents in Phenomenon, their ability to preserve the multiple relationships in a kind of
penumbra of indeterminateness, depends to a great extent upon the sparseness of
syntactical demands. 'Ibis helps the poet to highlight independent visual events,
leaving them in coextensive spatial relationships.. And this language, as a medium
for poetry, would not have become what it is without the support ofa unique aes
thetic horizon-easy loss of self into the undifferentiated mode of elistence-or
dained by centuries of art and poetry. There is an inseparability between medium
and poetics, between language and world view. The question now arises: how can
a language of rigid syntactical rules, such as English, approximate successfully the
mode of presentation whose success depends upon freedo~ from syntax? The re
verse question is also imminent: how can an epistemological world view developed
from the Platonic and Aristotelian metaphysics, which emphasize the ego in search
of knowledge of the non-ego, having taken up the task of classifying being jp con
cepts, propositions, and ordered structures, tum around and endorse a medium
that belies the function and process of epistemological elaboration? The answer
is: impossible, if the Platonic dichotomy of the phenomenal and the noumenal.
(appearance and reality) and the Aristotelian "universal logical structures" persist
without any sort ofadjustment If one attempted to tum the English language into
one of broken, unsyntactical units and demanded that it become a medium for
poetry. he would be excommunicated rather than anointed so long as no attempt
has been made to widen the possibilities ofthe Western aesthetic horizon to include
the other perspectivism. at least to exist coextensively with the native world view. It
is at this juncture that the discussion of convergence becomes most cogent and sig
nificant.

Direct entry into the matter, then:

Not the fruit of experience, but experience itself, is the end .•. to bum always
with this hard. gem-like flame."
[Ancient thought soughtJ to arrest every object in an eternal outline...•
[the modern spirit asserts that] nothing is or can be rightly known except rela
tively and under conditions ..• [modem man becomesJ so receptive. all the
influences of nature and ofsociety ceaselessly playing upon him, so that every
hour in his life is unique, changed altogether by a stray word, or glance, or
touch. It is the truth of these relations that experience gives us, not the truth of
eternal outlines ascertained once for all, but a world ofgradations..•."
"Experience itself" is the key; "a world of gradations" not "the eternal outlines
ascertained once for all" of the Platonic ideas. Echoing Pater but developed from
Bergson. T. Eo Hulme:
The ancients were perfectly aware of the fluidity ofthe world and of its imper
manence ... but while they recognized it, they feared it and endeavoured to
evade it. to construct things of permanence which would stand fast in this
universal flux which frightened them. They had the disease, the passion, for
immortality. They wished to construct things which should be proud boasts
that they. men, were immortal. We see it in a thousand different forms. Mate
rially in the pyramids, spiritually in the dogmas of religion and in the hypo
statized ideas ofPlato.llI
17. Pater, The Renaissance (London, 1922), pp. 23M37.
lB. Pater, Appreciations (London,19l4). pp. ~.
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19. T. P. Hulme, JIJtTt1w Spt:culatkms, eel. Sam Hynes (LUu:oIn. Neb., 1955). pp. 7fr7L

Pound was practicing a form of montage at the end of an early poem "Cino"2011
without, I ani sure, being ful1y aware of its permanence in his poetry. His contact
with the Japanese haiku. and Chinese poetry and Chinese characters turned the
technique into a central one in die Cantos, beginnfug with the famous "Metro"
poem. through the juxtaposition of cultural moments as "luminous details," to the
use of the Chinese ideogram as an amassing 'VOrtex.
Williams in his turn:

Instead of hypostatized ideas and constructions of the arrogant self, Hulme asks
that poetry be

not a counter language, but a visual concrete one. It is a compromise for a
language of intuition which would hand over sensations bodily. It always
endeavours to arrest you, and to make you continually see a physical thing, to
prevent you from gliding through an abstract process....
and one of the methods to achieve this is:

No ideas but in things"
He went further: "A life that is here and now is timeless ... a new world that is
always 'real' ....... and "no symbolism is acceptable,"" a true beginning to break
away from the Platonic system. to become, in Kenneth Burke's words, a poet of con
tact,30 And Williams wants to see:

Say the poet is moved by a certain landscape, he selects from that certain im~
ages which, put into juxtaposition in separate lines, serve to suggest and to
evoke the state he feels. •.. Two visual images form what one may call a visual

chord. They unite to suggest an image which is different to both.>1

This is montage: juxtaposition oftwo visual events to create a third that is differ
ent from both. The method is, to Hulme, an alternative to the process of explana
tion in which syntax plays an important role. Syntax unfolds the intensive mani
fold. the vital reality, into an extensive manifold, a mechanical complexity."
In 19l1, before Pound came into contact with Chinese poetry, he argued:

The thing itself without forethought or afterthought but
with great intensity of perception.'"
And Olson and Greeley. in step with Pound and Williams:
The objects which occur at any given moment of composition .•. are, can be,
must be treated exactly as they do occur therein and not by any ideas or pre
conceptions from outside the poem .•. must be handled as a series of objects
in field •.. a series of tensions ... space-tensions of a poem ... the acting
on-you of the poem.!>

The artist seeks out the luminous detail and presents it. He does not com
ment.~

After Pound's contact with Chinese poetry:
It is because certain Chinese poets have been content to set forth their matter
without moralizing and without comment that one labors to make a transla
tion.'"

But Hulme was arguins for a poetic ideal in front of which the English language,
with all its rigid syntax for elaboration and clarification, becomes helpless. Hulme
;;called for the destruction of syntax to achieve the concrete. The earliest attempt was
i"fuade by Mal1arm~. In order to arrive at a pure state of poetry of essences, to freely
,transpose objects and words for his construction of a world so absolute that it has
~o strings attached to physical reality, he dislocates syntax. and, in his later sonnets,
Withdraws all the links that originally riveted the poem together.»

Early in 1901 Pound advised William Carlos Williams in similar terms, and later
(1916) wrote to Iris Barry emphatically;
... The necessity for creating or constructing something; of presenting an im
age, or enough ,images of concrete things arranged to stir the reader ... I think
there must be more, predominantly more, objects than statements and con
clusions, which latter are purely optional. not essential, often superfluous and
therefore bad."
Hub:ne. spet:lJltations, po 134
Hulme, PIlrther S~ "A Ledure OIl Modem Poetry," p. 73
2l. More speclfical1y, "&planation means ex plane, that is to say. the opening out of thinss on a plain
surfilc.e ••• the proCA:8S of explanation is always a pr0CA:8S ofunfolding. A tangled mass is unfolded flat so
that you can see all its parts separated out, and any tangle which can be separated out in this way must
of (OUrse be an e~ manifold;" p. 177.
2.3• .Ezra Pound, "I Gather the Limbs ofOsiris," New Age, %.6 (December 7, 1,911), p.130.
:J4.. Pound. "Chinese Poetry." 7'bdIly, ill (Aprill,91l!). p. S4
2.S. Pound, 11le Lltters ofEzra Pound. ed. D. O. Paige (New York, 1950), pp. ,90-91.

:u. This part ~
1 will sins of the white birds
In the blue waterS ofh_n,
The clouds that are spray 10 its sea.
1ij. William Carlos WiIWuns, PIItmon (New Directions, 1,946, 1963). pt. 1, p. 6.
il. Wdliama. SeledetI &ays (New Directi.OllS, 19S4> 1969). po 196.
.ig. Ibid., p. :Jl3.
. 3<>. In 'K.ennt!th Burke. "Hea-vm's First Law; DUll, LXXI (192l), 1,97-2.00·
3l. WdIiams, Se1eded.&says, p. ,.
.32- Olson IUld Creeler, "Projectile Verse; Poetry New York, no. 3 (l9So), more conveniently now in
Charles Olson's Seleaed ltTitinp (New DirectioDs, 1966), P. 2.0.
.33. See Symon's ..~" in The Symholist MlrHment in LirerrztlD'e, pp. 197-198; Frank Kermode.
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l:hapter on Symons in The RomImtic Image; and my Baa Pound's Cathay, pp. 48ft'.

The earlyversion of it published in Poetry of 1913 brings out Pound's obsession with
visual order and the importance of the perceiving act. It runs:

This absolutism of art, as wdl as his syntactical innovation, prepares the way for
Pound to realize the poetic ideal that both Hulme and Pound, each in his own way,
postulates. The adjustment of conventional English made by Pound to approximate
the C1lI'VeS of experience has been a steady one. Compare (a) with (b)-(a) being
the rearrangement of (b), Pound's "The Coming of War: Actaeon"-back to the
traditional line format.
(a)

The apparition
Petals

of these faces
on a wet, black

Here we find space break and syntactical break, both of which are employed in
the Cantos. This graphic innovation is first found in his translation of Cathay.

An image of Lethe, and the fields
Full of faint light, but golden gray cliffs,
And beneath them, a sea, harsher than granite .. '.

Surprised. Desert turmoil. Sea sun.
-"South-Folk in Cold Country"

(b) An image of Lethe,

which Pound mistranslated from the crippled Fenollosa notes, a fact that I dis
cussed in full in my book Ezra Pound's Cathay.3' Here what we are interested in is
the resemblance ofthis line, syntactically speaking. to some ofthe Chinese lines we
blrYe seen. Space break, syntactical break, superimposition of one impression of
bewilderment and disorder upon another; and the images are ofsynchronous rela
tions. More is to come in the Cantos which I will simply outline without comment:

and the fields
Full offaint light
but golden
Gray cliffs,
and beneath them
Asea
Harsher than granite ..•.

(a)

Rain; empty river, a voyage

Autumn moon; hills rise above lakes
... ', ........... .......... , .. .
Broad water; geese line out with the autumn.

The breakup of lines into small units graphically arranged serves to (1) promote
the visuality of the images, (2) isolate them as independent visual events, (3) force
the reader-viewer to perceive the poem in spatial counterpoints, (4) enhance the
physicality of objects (such as "sea" literally and visually beneath the "Gray cl.iffs"
that appear protruding out from above), and (5) activate the poem through phases
of perception similar to the spotlighting effect or the mobile point of view. These
effects, modified and refined, dominate the entire Cantos. In this instance, Pound
uses a space break to occasion a time break; he has not yet dealt activelywith syntac
tical break. The latter aspect started with the "Metro" poem and the whole discus
sion of the superpository technique by Pound now too famous to need repetition
here, launched him into the more daring innovation ofthe medium. The poem was
modeled after the Japanese haiku and he examined an example in his essay"Vorti
cism" (1914):

'

(b) Prayer: hands uplifted
Solitude: a person, a Nurse

49/38

54/101

(c) Moon, cloud, tower, a patch of the battistero
all of whiteness 79162.
I would like to add here that example (a) is from Canto 49, which is constructed
out of a series of Chinese poems (i.e., in Chinese) written by a Japanese on
an album of paintings modeled after the Chinese art-motif of "Eight Views of
Hsiao-hsiang." In that poem, Pound, using a crib (which I have seen)36 done by a
Orinese in Italy, keeps the closest to the Chinese syntax. One may perhaps say that
,~th this poem, Pound finally ordains his innovation, not only for himself but for
others to come, including Gary Snyder.
. .. Similar to Pound's graphic and syntactical innovation is that done by his close
friend William Carlos Williams, who was partially influenced by Pound and to a
~ter degree inspired by the "Armory Show" of 1913. This presentation of avant
:~ paintings. including Marcel Duchamp's famous Nude Descending a Staimue,
been carefully treated by Professor Dijkstra in his The Hieroglyphics ofa New
,leech (Princeton, 1969). We will find that much ofwhat we learned from some of

The footsteps of the cat upon the snow:
(are like) plum blossoms.

wanr

Pound explained: "The words 'are like' would not occur in the original."~ And
Pound did precisely that in his "Metro" poem:
The apparition of these faces in the crowd;
Petals on a wet, black bough.

pas

Taking away the word "like" disrupts the syntax, giving prominence and inde
pendence to the two visual events. letting them coexist, one interdefining the other.

~s.See partiru1arlythe paruublitled "Graphic IrolIical Play" for full treatment of this R.chnique, pp.143
~ DiIcussion of the line in question is on pp. u.5-nII.

34Pound.FortnipdyReview,XCVI(Septl,1914).4:n.~inPound'Sc;.udiM-Brzesb,pp.M-109.

in the crowd:
bough.

'l]..7..

3&;Courtesy of Hugh Kenner.

the Chinese lines and from Pound's graphic innovation can be applied to Williams.
Compare:

ONE PERCEPTION MUST IMMEDIATELY AND DIRECTLY LEAD TO A
FURTI:IER PERCEPTION. It means exactly what it says, is a matter of, at all

points ... get on with it, keep moving, keep in, speed, the nerves, their speed,
the perceptions. theirs, the acts, the split second acts, the whole business, keep
it moving as fast as you can, citizen. And ifyou also set up as a poet, USE USE
USE the process at all points. in any given poem always, always one perception
must must must MOVE, INSTANTER, ON ANOTIIERl!7

(a) So much depends upon a red wheelbarrow
glazed with rain water beside the white chickens.
(b) so much depends
upon
a red wheel

WtlIiams's attempt at syntactical break can be best seen in the poem "The Locust
Tree in Flower." A comparison between the early and later versions will sharpen for
us the issue in question:

barrow

glazed with rain
water
beside the white
chickens.
(a) being a rearrangement ofWilliams's poem (b) into conventional line-structure.
We can see easily here how the space break enhances the visuality of the different
phases ofthe perception of an object.,how words gain independence and liberation
from the linearity of the normal line-structures and how these independent visual
events or moments bring about the Changing perspectives ofone object. As a result.
the reader-viewer is transposed into the midst ofthe scene reaching out spatially to
the different visual phases of this object.
These are also true of"Nantucket":
Flowers through the window
lavender and yellow
Changed by white curtains
Smell of cleanliness

Later verswn
Among
of
green

green

stiff

ofwrist-thick.
tree

old
bright

and old
stiffbroken
branch

broken
branch
come

ferncool
swaying
loosely

white

come May
again
white blossom

Sunshine of late afternoon
On the glass tray

clusters
hide
to spill

A glass pitcher, the tumbler
turned down, by which

their sweets
almost
unnoticed

a key is tying--and the
immaculate white bed
This technique of space break coupled with syntactical break (there are many
incomplete sentences in Williams) forces the reader to focus attention. at all times,
(this is the lesson that Olson and Creeley learned). upon the urgency of every mo
ment as it occurs in the process ofthe perceiving act. Williams happily approved the
essay"Projective Verse" by Olson (and Creeley) as an extension and clarification of
his technique. The following passage can indeed be considered a footnote to the
perceiving process ofWilliams:

EIlrly version (Poetry, 1933)
Among
the leaves
bright

down

and quickly
fall

2J3

~7. Olson.

Selected Writing!. p. 17.

sweet

May
again

The early version, like many ofhis other poems, by dint ofthe space break, accen
tuates the different phases of the perceiving act. But, like them too, there is a conti
nuity in syntax ("Nantucket" excepted). The revised version is something else. First
of all, "Among," among what? "Or: of what? These prepositions have literally be
come position words, to put us in the position of being in the midst of something,
then to change perspective and spatial relationship Of; to change perspective again
to notice sheer green (color so strong that it takes full possession ofthe viewer); and
then old, etc. In other words, we notice the qualities and the growth and change of
these qualities which mime the flowering process of the locust tree. Language
of gestures: fricatives ("bright,1> *11roken,1> "branch"') reflecting the inner struggle of
growth until "come," with open vowel operating. This poem matches Zaslove's dew
scription of how gestures and movements have to reflect the li.re-mechanism of the
moment in order to authenticate it. In this poem, too, like the flexibility of the
Chinese syntax, the usual allotment ofgrammatical function to each word is erased.
Indeed, to view this poem from a normal understanding ofEnglish grammar, one is
bound to say: No, it is not English at all; it does not fulfill the requirement of a
language. But, supported by the poetic power ofcommunication that the poem has,
ordained by its own laws of energy distribution that reflect the activities ofthe per
ceiving moment, these words survive as an adequate medium.
Creeley is perhaps the very first person who fully understands this miming of
energy-discharge, to use his term. He says

La Noche

w

In the court
yard at midnight, at
midnight The moon is
locked in itself, to
amana
familiar thing
would not work if recast back to a normal line-structure. The repetition (in nor
mal line-structure) of "at midnight" will become rhetorical and superfluous,
but graphically separated, leaving "midnight" and "the moon" in the center of the
poem, "locked in" as it were, within the arms ofthe poet's awareness, we can feel the
"turning" (physically felt) from the outside daily world into the inner familiar mo
ment in which the poet finds himself.
I will conclude this part with poems of Gary Snyder, who has inherited Han Shan
and Wang Wei (at present he is working on 1\1 Pu and reading Hsieh Ling-Yfin)~
on the one hand and has incorporated the Pound-Williams sense of language on
the other:
1. Burning the small dead
"branches
broke from beneath
Thick spreading white pine.
a hundred ·summers
snowmelt
rock
and air

If one thinks of the literal root of the word verse, "a line, furrow, turning
vertere, to turn ... ," he will come to a sense of "free verse" as that instance of
writing in poetry which "turns" upon an occasion intimate with, in fact. the
issue of, its own nature rather than to an abstract decision of "form" taken
from a prior instance. The point is, simply enongh, why does the "line" thus
"turn" and what does inform it in that movement?3l!

hiss in a twisted bough.
sierra granite;

Yes, Creeley, unlike Williams, is a subjective poet who writes about intimate mo
ments he once "stumbled into": "warmth for a night perhaps, the misdirected in
tention came right ... a sudden instance of love."'" And as such, he very seldom
emphasizes the visual events as does Williams, but the same obsession with prow
moting the physical presence of an experience (even though a subjective one) has
driven Creeley to employ, in his poems, I think, to his advantage, the kind of space
breaks and syntactical breaks ordained by Pound and Williams and, we must not
forget, by E. E. Cummings, whose graphic arrangement oflanguage into gestures to
reflect the ritualistic procedures ofa moment (as in "In-Just") makes him one of the
forerunners ofthe now famous concrete poetry. Creeleis "La Noche," for instance, .

mtRitter
black rock twice as old
Deneb, Altair
Wmdyfire.
-"Burning the Small Dead"

40. Gary Snyder's affinity with Han Shan began with his own way of living. He was in isolation on the
High Sierras fur fiw montha and when he came back to the Bay Area, he was teading Han Shan at the
University of Cali1OmIa, Be.rkeley. He told me that the images in the Han Shan poems (In the original)
·wm practically his. As !'or his intuest In the other poets, one can detect this easily in his nal:l.tre poems.
He told me that Wang Wei was one ofhis lim poets ad he continues: -I am mote Chinese In tempera
ment.'"

38. Statement on-Open Fonn," in Naked ~ ed. Stephen Berg ad Robert Mezey (New York, 1969).
39. Preface to Par LIM!.

41.'

1.

Well water
cool in
Summer
wannin
winter

£ll,ntly different from the syllogistic procedures ofWestern poetry. Both the Taoist

and the Confucian poetics demand the submission of the self to the cosmic mea
sure rather than the Kantian attempt to resist and measure oneself against tht; ap
parent almightiness of nature, l'e$ulting in a much greater degree of noninte1fer
ence in artistic presentation. Even the poets bent on the didactic side of the Confu
.~ poetics employ this presentation to balance off the possible dilution into pure
philosophical abstraction.
.• It is these significant differences that we want to highlight, hoping to put the
'leaders out of gear, .so to speak, so that they can more enjoy the specific aesthetic
J,.orizon of the Chinese. Furthermore, the implications of this alternative will also
help the modern Anglo-American poetics to find anchor in their search for a new
~etic ground. As such, this introduction has not covered the whole spectrum of
iruiations of critical theories in Chiria, nor does it contain a fun account of the
Pistorical changes in the rhetoric of the ChiIiese poetics. The special mode of ap
prehension and presentation in Chinese poetry, like a.ay aesthetic attitude, is not
born overnight; it takes years of modification to arrive at maturity as a cult The .
~thology that follows, arranged in chronological order and according to modes
lnd genres, is intended to help the readers trace the morphology of such an atti
tude, the fun expression ofwhich is to be found in the poetry of T'ang Dynasty.

-"Bight Sandbars on the Takano River"
3. First day ofthe world
white rock ridges
newborn
Jay chatters
the first time
Rolling a smoke by the campfire
New! never before.
bitter coffee, cold
Dawn wind, sun on the cI.iffs,
-"Hunting" No. 15
This introduction is exploratory: it looks toward, rather than ending up in. an
ideal convergence between two languages and two poetics, toward an awareness
that can perhaps lead to an actual cultural convergence when and if our readers
would take it seriously one day to adjust and attune their life-style, world view and
art-style according to the new intellectual horizon.

POSTSCRIPT

Wordsworth once argued: "Minds that have nothing to confer I Find little to per
ceive." We would accept this conception of the interworkings between mind and
nature, if it allows a "confen'ing" of significance without the large paragraphs of
exploratory thinking moving through a process of intellection, turning observa
tions into arguments. In one sense, Wordsworth has belied his Nature, in which no
intellect is supposed to be at work, and his lesson of "wise passiveness," by a
conscious conferring of heuristic significance through syllogistic progression.
This manner of conferring is, of course, central to much of Western poetry. With
Wordsworth, as with Kant, pure perception ofphenomena is not sufficient;.an epis
temological synthesis must be achieved by"the conferring, the abstracting and the
modifying powers of imagination."
We must admit, however, that in Chinese poetry, insofiu: as it is written in lan
guage, there is necessarily an act of conferring in the poet's perception. But the
Chinese alternative, as outlined in the foregoing pages, offers something signifi
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O. I. KUAH--KUAH. THE OSPREYS

Kuan-

(onomatopoeic)
on; in; at
delicate; lovely;
slender
gentlemanfs
of-different-Iengths;
long-and-short
left

~~ ll1i ~i,
..G=. ;:'f ~ ~+t1
'Zt ~-II;-
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-t -:tt1t

t!tt~

~Aj~A.~

'('~~*
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1&~*-~
;t:. =t.;f 1t

~~_~Al
~~~~
.~·~1jN

.

~A.~%t
"'ii=*-~

~j[.~*
~~;.l ~

,.

tJ.
~tt
.&jj

delicate; 10Vl:ly;
slender
wake
seek
wake
long; distant;
deep
toss
of-different-Iengths;
long-and-short
lute
delicate; 10Vl:ly;
lute
of-di.fferent-Iength
long-and-short
left
delicate; lovely;
slender
beWs

Kuan

ospreyIs

riVl:r

's
nice; good

isle
girl

fit; good
duckweedls

mate

flow
(get)
nice; good

(it)

right

right

~~~~
ll.b

pluck
nice; good
(be) friend
duck:weed!s

zither

right

choose
. nice; good
please
(welcome)

drumls

On the river's isle.
Delicate, a good girl:
A gentleman's fit mate.
Long and short, duckweeds.
Fetch some-Ieft and right
Delicate, a good girl.
Waking, sleeping: seek her.
'. To seek her arid possess notI. Waking, sleeping: think of her.

t;'3tftk...JI;:

think

long; distant;
deep
turn-to
duck:weedls

tum

Kuan-kuan, the ospreys.

L~

seek
not

sleep
(her)
sleep
O!

11.
12.

13·

14
15-

16.
17·
18.
19.
20.

girl
(her)
get
(-of-her)
01

side

(it)
girl
(her)

(it)
girl
(her)

So distant, so deep;
Toss and tum in bed.
Long and short, duckweeds.
Pluck some-left and right.
Delicate, a good girl:
With music to befriend her.
Long and short, duckweeds.
Pick some-left and right.
Delicate, a good girl:
With bells and drums to meet her.

1tl1 ~t

NO. 23. IN THE WILDS. A DEAD DOE

ffll ILl

~~ t1<t~tt~
t~l~<-

L

wild/s

2..

white

grass; reedls

wrap

girl

cherish

4- fine;

gentleman

entice;
solicit
small-bushles

1t'11 9~~

6. wilds

1l-*~1:.

9. slow

7. white

t1 ~ ~t. 4t

there-is
are
there-is
grass;
reed/s
girl
(particle)

deer (horruess
river=deer)
(it)
spring (-feeling,
Le•• at age of
puberty)
(her)

dead
bind

deer
bundle (v.)

like
slow

do-not

move

my

jade
slow
take-it-easy
kerchief.•

n. do-not

make

dog

·(part.)

8. there-is

4t~~A!~

dead

3- there-is

handsome
5. woods

~1f~~

there-is

10.

sash

~~i\1:tJ~

.Jk it. >t ~ (Jk

1.

In the wilds. a dead doe.

1.

White reeds to wrap it.

3. A girl. spring-touched:
4- A fine man to seduce her.

5. In the woods. bushes.
6. In the wilds, a dead deer.

7. White reeds in bundles.
8. A girl like jade.
9. Slowly. 'faIa= it easy.
10. Don't feel my sash!
n. Don't make the dog bark!

nl

(caesUl'll
apostrophe)
(caesuraapostrophe)
bark
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BALLAD OF THE MULBERRY ROAD
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20.

The sun rises in the southeast comer,
Shining upon the chambers ofour Ch'ins.
In them a pretty girL
Self-named Lo-fu•
Lo-fu loves silkworms and mulberry trees.
She plucks leaves south of the walls.
Green silk for her basket trappings.
Cassia bough for her basket handle.
On her head, a dangling plait.
At her ears, bright moon pearls.
Yellow satin for her skirt beneath.
Purple satin for her short-coat above.
Passersby seeing Lo-fu
Put down their loads to twirl their mustaches and beard.
Young men seeing Lo-fu
Thke oft'their hats to redo their head-dresses.
Farmers forget their ploughs.
Hoemen forget their hoes.
When they get home they are all irritated
After having watched Lady Lo-fu.
.

II
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21.

Prom the south comes the Prefect.

22.

His five horses falter their pace.

23. The Prefect sends an officer over
2+ To ask whose daughter she can be.
15. "In the chamber of Ch'in the pretty girl
16. Self-named Lo-fu."
27. "How old, tell me, is this Lo-fur"
28. "Not quite twenty
29. .But well past her teens."
30. The Prefect sends words to Lo-fu:
31. "Would you ride together with me?"
3:.t.. Lo-fu walks up and to him says:

Al~

33. "How unthinking you are! _
3+ Just as you have your wife,
35. I, too, have my husband."

III
36. "From the east, a thousand horses.

LITERARY 'fOEH-FU

37. My husband rides at the head.
38. How to tell my husband?
39. White steed followed by black colt,

INCLUDING POEMS INSPIRED

40. Green silk hangs from its tail,

BY THIS GENRE

41• Gold trappings upon its head.
42. At his waist, a windlass sword
43. Worthy of million pieces of gold.
#- At fifteen, he became a page.
45. At twenty, he attended court.
46. At thirty, among the emperor's council
47. At forty, assigned to govern a city.
48. He is a man, clean and white
49. With quite some beard.
50. Stately, he walks to the Prefecture.
51. Proudly, he steps back and forth.
52.. Seated there, several thousand men.
53. All say my husband the finest of all."
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THE INLAID LUTI!

41irt

e
(i.e.. inlaid lute)
2. one
string
3. Chuang Sheng
(ie.• Chuangtzu)*
tit
4. WangL
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Chin-

5. vast
6. blue
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7. this
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8. but
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Li Shang-yin (8u?~58)
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2.

3.
4-

5.
6.

7.
8.

sea
field
feeling

no

reason

fif-

one
morning

peg

think; recall flower(y)
fascinated-by butterfly

spring

heart

moon
sun

dream

bright
warm
can
wait
(does it need ..•)
at-thealready
moment

change/s;
transform/s
pearUs
jade
to-become

stringls

ty

year/s

nightjar

tear/s

has
grow(s)
pursue

smoke
memory

lost

(asin.fog)

How come the inlaid lute has fifty strings?
One string. one peg: surges of flowery years.
Chuangtzu wakes up. charmed by dream of a butterfly.
Wangti. in spring, returns as a nightjar.
Dark sea: bright moon: pearls with tears.
Blue fields: warm sun: jade engenders smoke.
This feeling: does it have to wait to be memory?
This moment as it comes: already lost as in trance.

~

01W1D8 Chou (i.e., Oluangtzu who is also the speaker of this passage) dreamt that he was a

butterfly. ••• Is it 01W1D8 who cm.amt that he was a buttcrlly or the butterfly who dreamt that it was
Chuang?

.

1\Vansti sent Pieh Ling to deal with the floods, and debauched his wife. He was ashamed, and
i:onsidering Pieh Ling a better man than himselt abdkated the state to him. At the tUne when Wangti
lert, the nishtjar began to caI1. That is why the niahtjar's call is sad to the people of Shu and reminds
them ofWaosti- ••. When Wangti died his soul turned into a bird calleclthe "nightjar.---summarized
from Yang Hsitq and othen by A. C. Graham
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BIRD.SINGING STREAM
1.

man

quiet
3· moon
4 at-times
2;

leisure
night
rise
sing

Wang Wei
cassia
spring
startle
spring

:J.

flower
mountain
mountain
stream

FOUR EXAMPLES FROM THE POEMS OF RIVER WANG
DEER ENCLOSURE Wang Wei

fiill
empty
bird
middle

empty
mountain
but
hear
J. reflecting
shadow
(ie., sun's reflection)
4 again
shine
and
L

2.

Man at leisure. Cassia flowers fiill.
Quiet night. Spring mountain is empty.
3. Moon rises. Startles-a mountain bird.
4. It sings at times in the spring stream.
1.

2.

not
manJ's
enter

see
voice
deep

man
sound
forest

green

moss

upon

Empty mountain: no man.
But voices of men are heard.
3. Sun's reflections reaches into the woods
4 And shines upon the green moss.
1.

2.
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TO SEE A. FRIEND OFF

Wang Wei

down
horse
(dismount)
2. ask
you
say
3. you
1.

4- return

,.

but

drink

you

wine

where
not

to-

go

lie
go

South
do-not

cloudls

no

happy
(get-what-you-want)
Hill
side
again
ask

(imp.)

6. white
L

1.

3.
4-

,.
6.

end

Dismount and drink this wine.
Where to? I ask.
At odds with the world:
Return to rest by the South Hill.
Go. Go. Do not ask again.
Endless, the white clouds.
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time
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TUNE: "MERRIMENT BEFORE THE PALACE HALL"

Chang lCo-chiu
1.

2.

3.
...

s.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1.

2.

3.
...
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

lookingtoward
front
(i.e., future)
south
travel-onthe-road
greenmud
red1eaf
white
rank
wind

Ch'ang-

an

route

mistyunclear
north

come
difficult
little
Pen
grass
name
snow

sword
river
connect
half
thousand

temple-

white

white

follow

traveling geese [7]
[4J

hair
go

pass

[sJ

bank
plank-path
cloud
paper
mountain/s

[3]
(5]
[41

Toward Ch'ang-an
Future course, all blurred; sideburns now white.
Go south go north following migrant geese's flight.
'fraveling is a plight.
Up Green Mud Sword Pass.
Down Red Leaf River Pen.
White grass reaches the sky.
Name and rank: only half a sheet of paper.
Wmdblown snow, a thousand mountains. flies.
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Below the mountain in fullrew ~ Hags and banners,
As up the mountain~d our bugles and drums:
The enemy have us ettcirclcd a myriad folds,
UnConcerned we just ~
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Long ago we had oUr' tampartsstemly built,
The people's Will further ,fortresses had fOtged:
Hark over Huangyanpeh the cannons loudly boom,
Announcing their army in the dark had Bed.
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North country Scene:
Miles frozen bound,
More miles snciwflak~~ .
See the Great Wall, in -and 9~t,
Just one vast :WaSte,
The G~eatHo, .• ~pand:down,
Had its. fc>am. stilled.
Hills danced as silver snakes,
Mountains rampaged like :wax elephan~,
As if trying to vie withgQ(rin~ sti¥:e;,;;,
Wait.ti.q a fine_.~y,..
When sunshine burnished gOld upon pure whiteness,
Yet more' t.n~tiD.g.1t $han grow. .
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This land :with so much beau.ty aglow:
As had caused
Cowitl~lher~' striving for homage to her beatow.
Pity Chin Huang and Han Wu
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Both rather ~vcrsed;
Tang Tsung and Sung Tsu
In £inc arts tacked:
And that spoiled child of heaven,
Jenghiz Khan,
Knew only shooting eagles with"ouistietehed bow:
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For great meD-no~ but
This age shall Show.
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CHINGKANGSlIAN

THE WAR BETWEEN CHIANG AND THE KWANGSI CLIQUE

a.mgbnphan: a mountain .over 100 Ii in length' and SOO Ii
in clrcumfc:rencc, belonging to the Lo Hsiao range stretclling from
Kweitung and Kweiyaog counties. in south-east Hunan eastwards into
Shukhuen county in wettcrn Kiangsi. It surrounds the counties of
N'mgkang and Yungbsin. In September 1927. Mao Tso-tung estlblished
his first revolutionary base~as ~oiliCd in APril 1928 by Chu,
Teii: The poem. was Written~928.
'
Chiang Yueh or Wes~MOon: originated from dlc linea
of Li Po (701'"762):

Written in SeP~'1929; for at dawn on 21 Septem
ber of that year. the Red Army took Sb.a.o.ghang as mentioned here.
a.mg Ping 1.0 or Pure Happiness. an old IIIU the origin of which
is not clear; it has been attributed to Li Po (701"'762).
IJne I. wiDd and :raiD. mean events of' DOte.
.
Liue a. In March 1929 d1e warlords renewed hoStilities; tbe Kwangsi.
clique, starting from
joined by the Nortb-west chie£talna,
aimpaigned against Chiang KaHbek.
Line + Golden Millet Dream.: aJDry of La Sheng (Tang dynasty)
meeting an hntnortal, La Weng, at an inn in Hantan and complaining
of his iJ1.1uck. in life. 'Lu Weng lent him a pillow to sleep, during
which he drt:amt of fulfilling all his ambitions: honours, power. riches.
a handsome wife Miss TAli, sons and daugh~s all marrying well.
grandchildren by the score, and finally dying at the ripe age of over
eighty. When he woke up. the meal of golden miIlet the inn-keeper
was preparing for him had not yet been fully cooked.
Line 5. Tins: The town of Changting had been captured in May.
Line 6. Lungyen: taken t:bn:e Jimes between tbe end of May and
the I9th of June.
Line 7. Golden Vase: comparing tbe beauliful land of CbiDa to
a Golden Vase that bad been shattered to fragments by the warlords.
Mao was busy mending a fragment.

Hankow"

-=-==rtii

NQW MOM on tM West Rifler remairu 1M mQotl
WAicA Otl~ tuitmn King Wu's ~ sAo,u: on tM fllir.

I..ine 3. eacirded: Kuommtang troops blockaded and at.tacked this
~y times in 1~i'ltd""lm9:'24281b-.--------

LiDe 6:1inbews: af.ter -:'Jhe WIlt of dIe many create £ortre8$CS' in
tbeCli;oat&i01 ~by Tao Chiu-ming at. dlC
of ~
IliieJ;~; one Of the d§@S 1!Lthe ~ which
Mao puijiOiely left open to ambush ilie enemy.
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SNOW

MOUNT LlUPAN
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Chin Yuan ChW1: See note to Clumgsluz.
LiDc 6. Gn:at Ho: the Huana Ho or Yellow River.
Line 9- MounmiDs: the plateaux of Shensl and Shansi (author's

Mount IJupan or the Six Times Cin:Ung Mountain:· on lhe south
weat of Kuyuan county in southern Kansu, 10 steep that the mad circles
it six times to reach the summit. In September I e Rod Anny
~ iBm the province amL~Gb
en~y ~~t
Mount IJupan ¥ore CAtcdDJJ Sb.c:oai ~ in October.
....-fiill.
1.0: See under the In HfIie"""Jiiii,g.
LiDc 7. the Ions taJIel: In the Han dynasty, Chon. Chon n:quested
Emperor Wu Ti for a
tassel, sarin. he was cutaia to bind and
bring back with it as captive the
of Southern Yueh. Here the
poet refers to the great potential of anti-Japanese clemen1l.
LiDc 8. Grey llmp: gencnl name for the c1US1a' of &eVen COlIItdla
tions in the eastern sky, rc:E,:rrin. here to the Japanese aggressors.

note).
Lioe 17. Chin Huang: Chin Shih Huang, first emperor of Chin,

Pin.

long

\

!:ho reigned 246-::n~ DC.

.

-

Han Wu: Han Wu Ti, ~or !.'.u of the ~,
TIj?"82 ~
--
19- IIDI Tanng: Emperor Tai TSIlDgof Tan& Li ShIh·min,
6:a7~9! lfho established· ~ dJiW!£ £oJ: ~~ . . ~
--Sung Till: Tar Tsu, first empcrc!f of Son-" Chao Kuaug-yin.

W;;::igned

Kin.

9~76.

. ~,...
Line 21. ~~ of heave!!: ~ given by Jhe Hans to the
invaders from the north; Hsiung Nu.
::>
:z:a. JengJi1i~ thcMongnl conqueror who reigned

". nn.e
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Low on the mounta{our flags and banners
and on the peak an echo of bugles and drums.
Around uS lfiousand circles of enemy armies
,I
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yet we are rOCk.
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No one cracks through our forest of walls,
, , ;;.
through our fortress of Wills joined
'J"'~' II '
",
----,-,as one.
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From the-1I-ont lines at Huangyang the big guns roar
')
saying the enemy army fled in the night.
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The scene is the north lands.
Thousands of Ii sealed in ice,
ten thousand Ii, in blowing snow.
From the long Wall I gaze inside and beyond
and see only vast tundta;
Up and down the Yellow River
the gurgling water is frozen.
Mountains dance like silver snakes,
hills gallop like wax bright elephants
trying to climb over the sky.
On day~ of sunlight
the planet teases us in her white dress and
rouge.
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Rivers and mountains are beaLitiful
and made h<l!roes bow and compete to catch the girllovely earth.
Yet the emperors Shih Huang and Wu Ti
were barely able to write.
The first emperors of the Tang and Sung dynasties
were crude.
Genghis Khan, man of his epoch
and favored by heaven,
knew only how to hunt the great eagle.
They are all gone.
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Only today are we men of feeling.
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February 1936 or August 1945
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Capture of Nanking
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Rain and a windstorm rage blue and yellow over Chung
the bell mountain
as a million peerless troops cross the Great River.
The peak is a coiled dragon, the city a crouching tiger
more dazzling than before.
The sky is spinning and the earth upside down.
We are elated
yet we must use our courage to chase the hopeless enemy.
We must not stoop to fame like the overlord Hsiang Yu.
If heaven has feeling it will grow old
and watch
our seas turn into mulberry fields.
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were known as the Pu Sa Man. They wore gold headgear in their tall
coiffures and had many strings of pearls around their necks.

is cooking a meal for him of golden millet. But it is not yet cooked.
The Pillow of Yellow Barley suggests the ambitious dreams of men.
Ting River

Chinskans Mountain

Ting means "flat" or "calm."

golden vase of China
Mao compares China to a golden vase
fragmented by the warlords. He mends the vase-that is, he reunites
the land-then he gives its meadows away. He is speaking of land
reform and land redistribution:

An immense mountain in the Lo Hsiao, range between
Kiangsi and eastern Hunan provinces. In September 1927 Mao
Tse-tung led the Red Army here and established his first revolutionary
base. He was jOined in April 1928 by his principal general, Chu Teh.
TITLE

FORM
After the tzu Ching Ping Lo, meaning "Pure Joy"; perhaps
from a poem by Li Po.

a thousand circles of enemy armies
Kuomintang troops attacked
this base repeatedly in 1927 and 1928. The KMT Army was several
times larger than the Red Army.

Ninth Day of the Ninth Moon

Mao's troops blocked all ways to the base except
through the district of Huangyang, left oPen on purpose. There they
ambushed the enemy and broke its offensive.
HuanB'lang

The ninth day of the ninth moon, by the lunar calendar, is a
holiday. On this day the sun and moon are yang-that is, in their
male or maximum position. It is a day of celebration, of feasting. It is
customary to go up a hill to avoid epidemics, and to visit the graves
of ancestors. The ninth day of the ninth moon, or double ninth day,
occurred October 11, 1929, after a successful campaign in western
Fukien.

TITLE

FORM
After the tzu Hsi Chiang Yueh, meaning "West River
Moon." The phrase is from lines of Li Po (701-62): "Now the moon
is still over the West River."

After the tzu Tsai Sang Tzu, meaning "Song of Picking
Mulberries."

FORM

Warlords
TITLE
The'full title is "War between Chiang and the Kwangsi
Group." While Chiang Kai-shek was fighting with other military
leaders of Kwangsi, Mao and Chu Teh accomplished their plan of
setting up a base in north Fukien province. In the same area the Red
Army took Shanghang at dawn on September 21, 1929. Lungyen
Dragon Oiff-was taken earlier' in the year.

New Year'. Day
TITLE
The poem was written on New Year's Day by the Westem
solar, not the Chinese lunar, calendar.

NinBhua, Ching and Kweihua
In 1929 Mao and General Chu
Teh led the Red Army eastward from Chingkang Mountain to open
up new revolutionary bases in westem Fukien and southern Kiangsi
provinces. Ninghua, Ching, and Kweihua are names of counties in
Fukien province.

Yellow 8arley or Golden Millet. There is
a Tang dynasty story of a poor scholar, Lu Sheng, who meets an
immortal, Lu Wens, in an inn in Hantan. Lu Sheng complains of his
harsh life and the god lends him pillow, a pillow on which he can
sleep and dream of good fortune. He sleeps and all his ambitions
appear to come true: honor, wealth, power, marriage to a beautiful
girl, an~ old age. When he wakes up, the innkeeper, a Taoist friend,

Wuyi
As Mount Hymettus in Greece is famous for its honey, so
Wuyi Mountain in China is famous for its tea..
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Pillow of Yellow Barley

a
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long rope
In the Han dynasty (::106 B.C.-:no A.O.) General Chung
Chun asked the emperor Wu TI for a long cord, with which he
pledged to bind and bring back as captive the king of southern Yueh,
who led the invading "barbarians." The reference may be to the
Japanese, or to any enemy force.

over thf.! sky,' In this way he described the flying snow, but here I
have used it to describe snowy mountains. In summer, when one
climbs the Min Mountain, one looks out on far mountains that seem
to dance and shine in dazzling whiteness. There was a saying among
the people that years ago when the Monkey King (Sun Hsing-che)
passed by, all the mountains were of fire. But he borrowed a
palm-leaf fan and quenched the flame and that is why the mountains
froze and turned white,"
Mao takes the image of the dragons of white jade from an
eleventh-century poet Chang Yuan, of Huachow.

gray dragon
The classical Chinese name for a constellation of
seven stars in the eastern sky. According to the Peking edition of
Mao's poems, Nineteen Poems of Mao Tse-tung, the dragon refers
to the invading Japanese army, and these last lines may indicate a
determination to go north to battle against the Japanese. In Robert
Payne's biography of Mao, however, Mao is quoted as saying that he
is not referring to Chiang or anyone obstacle. "1 meant all the evils
the Japanese, the Kuomintang, the terrible social system." Payne
writes further (page 233): "Nor should the red flag be taken to mean
only the Communist flag, for there is a deliberate confusion between
the red flag and the red banner carried. by the ancient Chinese
generals. Mao delighted in such confusions in the same way that
Tang dynasty poets would deliberately write poems about the border
warfare of their time, while pretending to be writing about wars a
thousand years earlier." We see the red banner in such classical
poems as that by the Tang dynasty poet Tsen Tsan in which he
describes winter preparations for an advance against the Huns: "And
the Wind fails to move our frozen red flag."

Kunlun is a mountain on the upper reaches of the Khotan
River in Sinkiang province. The name is also used for the Karakoram
range, which' runs from Tibet and Sinkiang into central China and
includes mountains such as the Minshan in Chinghai. The tide can
also be translated simply "Kunlunshan"; shan means "mountain" or
"mountains" and is added to proper nouns; e.g., Minshan or Min
Mountain.

TITlE

fish and turtles
In the first year of Chao Kung, praise for Yu's
flood-prevention work is recorded in a saying 6f Liu Ting.kung:
"Without Yu, we would have become fish." The Yangtze and Yellow
rivers both have their source in the Kunlun mountains, and in
summer, when the snow melts, these rivers flood.
After the tzu Men Nu Chiao, meaning "The Girl Nien Nu."
Niep Nu was a famous palace singer of the eighth century.

FORM

FORM
After the tzu Ching Ping io, meaning "Pure Joy"; perhaps
from a poem by Li Po. The same tzu form is used in the poem
"Huichang."

Uupan the Mountain of Six Circles
Snow

Poem written during the Long March.

The Great Wall of China in Chinese is the "Long
Long Wall
Wall." See Introduction.

OATl
There is confusion about the dating of this poem. In at least
two editions of Mao's poems, February 1936 is given as the date of
composition; and Joachim Schickel supports that date in Mao
Tse·tung: 37 Gedichte (Munich: DTV, 1967, p. 107). Jerome Ch'bl
suggests that the poem was written sometime in the winter of
1944-45, before Mao's August 1945 meeting with Chiang Kai-shek ttl
discuss peace and unity. In Robert Payne's biography Mao is quoted
as saying that he wrote the poem in August 1945 while taki!'lg his first

124
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Liupan is a high mountain southwest of Kuyuan county in
southem Kansu. It is so steep that the road to the summit circles
around six times. Toward the end of the Long March, in September
1935, the Red Army entered the area; the First Front Army under
Mao captured Liupan in October, and advanced into Sherisi province.
TITlE

Zlf1

Wu Ti
Emperor of the Han dynasty, who ruled from '40 to 87
B.C. The Chinese text carried the names of these' emperors: Tal Tsung
of the Tang dynasty, who ruled from 627 to 649; Tai Tsu of the Sung
dynasty, who ruled from 960 to 976. .

trip in a plane, between Yenan and Chungking, for his meeting with
Chiang. In this case, the panorama of Chinese landscape, with
dancing-serpent snow mountains and elephant hills, may be thought
of as seen from the air. Payne claims that the poem was written in
reply to another by Mao's friend Uu Ya·tzu (see two poems by Mao
to Uu), and that he gave it to Liu August 28, '945, at the Chungking
airport. In the 1958 English-language edition of Nineteen Poems, the
annotation states that Uu wrote a poem of his own in .the same meter
and Mao's poem is a reply. It is Mao's best-known poem.
In a recent edition of Mao's poems (Annotations of Chairman
Mao's Poetry, Hong Kong: Kunlun Publishing Co., 1968, vol. 2) the
editor, Chang Syang, returns to February 1936 as the date of
composition: "The poem 'Snow' was written in February, four months
after the victorious long March, just after the Red Army arrived at its
base in Yenan. On a certain day during a snowstorm, Chairman ~ao
went up a high mountain and took In the distant view. He saw the
marvelous scene of a thousand Ii of flying snow over this whole
territory."

were barely able to write; crude
These epithets have been
translated in various ways to suggest, in a forceful way, the emperors'
lack of polish and literary talent.
Genghis Khan

fORM
After the tzu Chin Yuan Chun, meaning "Spring in the
Garden of Chin." See note on fORM in "Changsha," page 1'4.

Capture of Nanking
The full title of this poem is "The Capture of Nanking by the
People's liberation Army (PlA)." Nanking had been the national
capital several times. It was at this time the capital of the Kuomintang
government.
TITlE

Uu's son, Professor liu Wu-chi of In~lana University, has offered
the following information for this edition: "1 was in Chungking with
my father when.Mao Tse-tung visited him at his temporary lodging in
the campus of Nankai Middle School. I know that Mao showed my
father the poem 'Snow' (probably Mao wrote 'Snow' first and my
father's po~m was a response), and later, in early September '945,
my father had the poem published in the Hsin Hua [New China
Daily1, the only Communist newspaper j/l Chungking. This was also
the first time that one of Mao's poems appeared in a major
publication. As for my father's meeting Mao at the airport or sending
him off, I was not aware of this at the time."

Chung
Chung or Chungshan (Chung Mountain) lies east of
Nanking. Chung means "bell," hence "Chung the bell mountain."
Great River

The Yangtze.

The peak is a coiled dragon, the city a crouching tiger
Classical
writers' referred to the city as a crouching tiger and the Chung
Mountain as a coiled dragon.
the overlord Hsiang Yu
In the third century B.C., during the Chin
dynasty, Hsiang Yu, also called Pa Wang, defeated a rivat, liu Pang.
Wishing to appear generous, however, he allowed liu Pang to
occupy the western part of ·the empire. Eventually liu Pang occupied
the whole country and defeated Hsiang Yu, who committed suicide.

mountains
Note by Mao Tse-tung: "These highlands are those of
Shensi and Shansi provinces." Joachim Schickel notes that these
provinces would not have been seen by Mao in a plane traveling
from Yenan to Chungking and rej~ 1945 as the year of
composition in part for this reason.

If heaven has feeling
From a poem by the Tang poet li Ho in
which it is said that heaven, 'upon seeing a parting, will grow old. In
the preface to the same poem, li Ho writes that in the year 233, the.
emperor Ming Huang gave orders to move some bronze statues of

Shih Huang
First emperor of the Chin dynasty, who ruled from.
247/6 to 210 B.C. See Note 1 of Introduction.
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The famous Mongol conqueror, who ruled from

1206 to 1227.
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diem inventing the slogan, "Down with capitalism; eat
squash." .
Communist politics are, if possible, more complicated
than any in the world. Lyrical as Mao's verse is, the real
basis of his poetry only reveals .itself through a knowledge
of the political scene. 1be terrible. tWentieth century
(surely more men, women, and children have died vio
lently than in any other period of the dismayed world's
history) bas produced·a vast quantity of verse with 'politi
cal intent, most of it dreadful. In Mao the polities and the
poetry are like bands of muscle wrapped around each
other; when one is flexed, the other moves. Thus, "Ching
tang Mountain,j is a poem about power: the Nationalist
party trying to destroy the Red force; the Reds not trying
to expand, but merely to survive;·And because they did
survive, the guerrilla. warS of the following years, culminat
ing in the Long March,' were possible.
Mao left the mountain in January, I 92.9, and began
establishing soviets in'southern Kiangsi.
Huang, yang chieb is a pl~. of winding and dangerous
patha where several times the Nationalist party forces at
tacked and were repulsed. The noise of the cannon refers
tQ a barrage fired to protect and conceal the retreat of the
Chiang .troops. Mao deliberately left Huang yang cbieh
unproteCted to lure the Chiang troops into the ambush of
his guerrllla sqldiers.

Chingkang Mountain
Autumn 1928

Chingkang is ~ wide mOuntain :area,roughly 2.7 miles wide
and I70 miles long. The peak on which Mao and the sroaD
Red Army group he brought there in' October of 1927 after
the failure of the "Autumn Harvest Uprising" in Hunan
was named Ta Hsiao Wu Chin (Five ·Big-little 'Wells, for
the springs which flowed. there). Mao bad a thousand men
and two hWi4red rifles. There: were Buddhist temples all
over the mountain 1Itbicb' the Reds used 'as bospitals.
offices, and dormitories. Clothes were bung on the age
darkened stab,les' of the god. A printing press was set up,
and newspapers were printed on the backs of Buddhist
scrolls. Chingkang is on the bofderhetween the southern
parts of Hunan and Kiangai Provinces, the two regions in
which Mao began his first operations as orgll!liier and
militant, armed enemy both of warloidi aDd the National
ist party. If there is one place which can be describtd as:
"This is where it all began," it is Chin~ang Mountain.
Here tQe terms of guerrilla warfare were worked out in the
most practical and painful way-by fighting 8,Q.d dying.
Once Mao left the mountain in 1928, his struggle was
never-ending until it culminated' in the capture of the capi
tal Nanking in April, 1949.
The troops of the Nationalist party assaulted the moun
tain many times, but the gorges, rqush slopes, and forests
made defense possible. The winter was bitter, food was
scarce. Two bandits with armed peasants, Wang Tso and
Yuan Wen-t'w, threatened Mao's small band, but weIe
periuaded to join instead. Conditions were rough, the sol

"
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CHINGKANG MOUNTAIN
Autumn 1928

Below the mountain, their ftags ftying, .
High on the moUntain, our bugles blowing:
A thousand circles of the enemy around us:
we stitt stand unmoved.
Defense. is deadly. t:rench and wall.
the stronaest fort is oUr will.
Prom Huang yang chieh cannon roar,
crying: the enemy 11IDS away in the night.
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Snow

LIUPAN MOUNTAIN
October I935

Feb,'IIfUJ' ":1936

Heaven high. clouds Ii.
watching wild geese
fly south and disa'

This is probably Mao's best-known poem. It seems to have
been given to his friend LiuYa-tzu when ,they met in
ChungkiJ)g in 1945 at the fruitless efforts at reconciliation
betweet1 the Nationalists an4 the Communists. It was pub
lished in a newspaper, Ta Kung Pao.
,
Here again Mao expresses not only his quick sense of
the Chinese landscape but' alsO his belief that, ,great as
some of the earlier leaders" of China may have been, they
lacked a final triumphant quality which would make Chi.n&
great They were powerful, 'but they did not bring fulfill
ment to Chinese life. Snow' alters the landscape, the Com
munist way will turn it red;"
The mountainS are those of the high plateaus in Sbensi
and Sbansi provinCes in the northwest of China.
Chin Huang was the first emperor of the Chin Dynasty
(246-210 B.c.). He built the Great Wall. HanWu (140
87 B:C.), of the Eastern Han 'Dynasty~ fouaht the Hun
invasion from the north. Tang T1Ung (627-649 A.D.) was
Politically and militarily powerful at the beginning of the
Tang Dynasty, faJ;nous for its 'poetrY. Sung Tsu (900
976) was first emperor of the SUng Dynasty. Gengbis
Khan (1206-1221) was a,Mongol empelor.
'
These five emperors represent traditional old China in
every way. ·It seems that, Mao!" consciously oruncon
aciously, compares himself, with theae emperors, although
he rejects them and feeJs superior to them.
'

I,

Qnlyher~ wilveach the cmat Wall.
Counting up, "

have walked twenty thousand Ii.

of Liupan Mountain
lpplc in the west wind.
Today~ lona rope is iii our hands:
shall we tie up the Gray Dragon?
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The Capture of Nanking by the
People~8' Liberation .Army

SNOW
Febf'lI4ry 1936

April :1949

Landscape of the north:
hundreds of miles ice~frozen.
thousands of ~es snow flying.
Look at the Gleat Wall.
this sid«!. other aide.
only white wilderness.
Vi' and down the Yellow River.
suddenly deep waves disappear.
Mountains, silver snakes dancing;
plateaus, wax-white elepbanta I'UIlIlina.
trying to be higher than heaven.
Some fine day you will see the land
dressed in red, wrapped with white.
ftirting, enchanting.

. Nanking had ,several times been the capital of China befote
Chiang Kai;.mek made it the seat Qf government for the
Nationalists. .
,'The decisive year
the,civil war· betWeen the Cominu,,
uti ,and· the NatioDa1jsts' was ,1949.. when. Peking ("North
ern Capital") was 'captured by the'Red A:r:iny in Janua:ry
aDd Nanking ("SOuthern Capital") in April. From the
.mall armieS Mao had in 194.5 at the end of the Japanese
war, his forces had grown with astonishing speed" until he
coUld truthfUlly saY.
he does 'in thlspoem, that he had a
million men able to cross the Yangtze and assault N~
'on the south bank~ From that $,y, April 23. the'defeat of
such Nationalist troops. as remained was certain. Some
generals took entire diVisions ovet: to the Red .Army.
Peking, indeed,Vlas surrendered without Ii direct attack. By
this time, the Communist! were exCeliently armed with
'captured,American equipment. '
it was characteristic, of Mao, that old guerrilla fighter,
that when he proclaimed 'the People;s RepUblic' of China
the parade which crossed the square in front of the' Tien
An'Meil, or "Gate of Heavenly Peace:" in Peking eon
tained only captured tanks, cannon.' and' armored trucks. It
was also characteristic of Mao that the display of :milita,ry
might should end with yana-k'o(rice,sprout song) dancerS.
It
~o characteristic of Mao that he should' write a
about. the capture, of Nanking Within a few days of
its taking.
hlld written earlier
about battles,
"Chingkang Mountain" in 1925;'*From' 'tingchow to

of

as

Rivers and mountains so beautiful
heroes compete
in bowing humbly before them.
Pity'Empe~ Chin Huang and Han Wu.
not brilliant enough in 1etters.
Pity Emperors Tang Tsung and Sung Tsu,
not radiant enough in poetry.
That tough spoiled child of heaven.
Genghis Khan,
only knew how to pull the bow
shooting eagles.
All are',gone.
For heroes. DOW is the time.
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,theoretical essays such as ,"On Contradiction," &I'On tAe
Coalition Government," and "On the New Democracy,"
and in 1iglitingthe Japanese in northwest, China~ as wen as
fending oft attacks, by the Nationalists on Communist
bases. It is' interesting to quote the interpretation of this
poem~ and the ,eveixt it describes, in basieally Marxist terms.
The fonoWing is taken from a translation by koswitha.
Haller of the notes on this'poem written by Joachim,Schleel
for the Germ.an tranlIlatiOil of 37 Gedichte' (37 Poems
by Mao T.tung), Oberset:t WId mit einem poUtisch
Uterarischen &iay. ~o evidence exists to indicate whether
Mao accepts this point of view~ which argues that Nanking
had been the crucial point for opposing domination from
the north. It was in Nanking· that the T'ai-p'ing tebeJs
began their 'effort to overthrow the Manchu Dyn.ast.j.

'Changsba" in 1930, and the poems on the :first and ~'
sieges of the Red A:s:m.y by the NatiOnalists in 1931. M .
battles ,did not move him to verse..but the capture of N'
killg obviously represented for him that decisive tul'lling
away from the, past. and toward the future which he imap
natively expresses in the laSt line as ocean turning into
fields of mulberry trees, the Vision of a new' and creative
China which occurs, &0 otten in his poems as his greatest
single theme.
It was also characteristic of, Mao that he should" as
frequently in, his poems. combine chine8e mytbololY with
Communist action. The last line is apparently based, on the
'story of an immortal woman.. Ma-ku. who was young,
beautiful, with handssb.aped like the claws of ,a .bird. She
had three times seen the ocean dry up and turn into fields
.'
covered with mulberry trees.
. Classical writers in China had centuries .ago compared
the city of Nanking to a "crouc;bing tiger" and the Chung
Mountain: east ofthe city to a "curling dragon....
Hsiang Yii was the leader of a force rebelling ,gainst the
Chin Dynasty in the third century B.C. W'tsbing.to
a
reputation for compassion, he' did not. kill his enemy Liu
Pang after capturing him. Later Uu in turn defeated
Hsiang Yii, who committed suicide. Uu then became first
empero~ of the Han Dynasty. The poem is one more ex
ample of Mao putting into verse wJtat he had already ut
tered ill prose. At the end. of 1947 he had written to the
Red Army: "Make wiping out the ,ene~y's effective
strength our main objective; do not make holding or seiz
ing a ,city or place our main objective . . ." This openly
explains in prose what his line about Hsiang Yii symbolizes
in poetry. '
'
.
The line, "'The, sky, if it had feeling; would also grow
old," is from the "Song of the Immortal Bidding Farewell
to Han" by the poet U Ho (791-817 A.D.) in the Tang
Dynasty: A translation 'of the relevant lines would read,. "If
god could sufter
we dol God too would grow old."
No pOems of Mao written between 1937 and, 1948. are.
available. In that period, Mao was engaged in Writing

/

Nankina is the wound wbich the Cbi.nc* have in8icted upon
oach, other; for centuries it· has attracte4 war and every time
it has paid for its grandeur with ruin. If the lyrk:al poets Ba)'
Nankina they moan transitorinesa ." • Aln:ady the ftnt verse
of Mao' stands in contradiction to tbis, when he has wine!' an(l
nUn break out on the Chung Mountam • ; . the melancholy
of power, the sadness of triumph are swept away. ••• ,
The appeal to heaven [In this translation. "sky:"-TltANSu
TORS]. is not accidental: heaven commands that one man rule. it
renews 'the command that a new ruler take the place of the
bad ruler; but heaven, gives this command throuah the people
and executes it through the army. China's political science.
shaped by the ancient Confucian tradition, always contidered
an overthrow lepl as soon asa ruler or his dybaSty had 100t
their command. To our 1epl thinking, rebollion and even mere
resistance
somewhat uncomfortable; it is considered a, jurid
ical "Ulusion" to thinktbat "a 1epl way and a lcpl froce
dure could be opened up" for the revolution, thai it could be
tamed cooatitutionally. Tbii European illusion has always been .
and remained a Chinese reality. Even a historian lib Wolf
laDle Frank(\ whb was, not a Communist and 'only concerned
with the truth, could not .help seeing the Confucian principle
of lepJity at work in present day China. "Disappointment and
exasperation at the total failure of the NationaliSt government
spread more and more in China;" he writes, ..the sympathies

make

m

as
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A.,St

~. ~y

toWu'ds':the '~uniItI . ;..,be.ca., pe0

mt8nt adVice, why the enemy, particularly since it wILli del
perate, had to be petaecuted. 1Iaiana' Yli,' tyrant of the kina
dam Ch'u, spared the life ,of Liu Pang when he conId have
taken· it. So he obtained fame as ODe' who showed mercy, and
a little later also his own downfall-by the hand of Liu pq,;
Anyone who can' lose a land apart from his life must learn
from Hsian&
he, must not value hiaher the praise of.his
own humanity than: the people who are entru&t!lld to him.

ple law.1ft ~ . _ healthy ~ Wbicb,W8I not.coniamiDated
by' corruptIOn, ~use they .alone ._
.bJc of: replaclq
thO demQraUzed, no ionaer viable,.pe~tOf the:NatiOa4tl
ista: 'I'be traditiDQal belief ; •• of the change ~ heaven's'ct:m
maud played a vital role in this. 'IllO., Nationa.liat$. had not ~
up . to the CQID.Dl8D.d;, DOW, it WaspVCll to, b :CommUnistS.
Baaeally, the Coinmun:i.st takeover was nocWfenmt from sidi
Har situaaonsin' the Past. as,: for example, tho overthrow ,Of
the)ioqolian rule or the· foundation of the Mina DYJU'StY.';
, In the iasue'7/1964 of the illustrated ClaiM. in Pictlire8 one
of the paintiDp reproduc:ed "after the veI'BCI of Chairman Mao
Tse-f.U.DI"shaws the crOiaing of the Yanstze: boat by boat
. , . they sail.undU the' wind•..• The
of the ~
which is foUr· tiIometrell wide-:-formerlyeonsidered bnpOssible
by eXperts and afterwards relarded..aa, one of the most impor
tanf operations of .t&~ cent;ury-w.as carried out ~ a ma-'
~uvre, of aigantic proportiona . . . At dawn the· first boats
took .off· by the .thousands, in' .the, evening there had li:terally
happened what the verse says: a million soldiers stood on the
other side Of the river; not a poetically. exa.aerated, number.
but the actual stnmgth of this army.
On April, 21 they hadbeeD givCll this order: A,dvance
bravely and destroy thorouahly,' decisively the ,Nationalist re.c
tionariea who dare to offer resistance within the boundaries 'of
China. Liberate the people in the entire country. Protect' the
'indopendeDce and entirety of China's territory. and sovereignty.
. . . It is known, aDlOlll others, from l)edijer'sbiography of
TIto, that t9 the' end of the Forties Stalin reprded as unreal
istic an uncompromising policy of the Communist party of
China and thus he repeatedly tried to make th~ support
Chiang Kai-shet, as he himself practised. An open innuendo
'to Stalin's advice even against the southern· offensive is found
in' Kuo Mo-jo's commentary . , . : "Before 'and ifter the
C8JDPaian for the liberation of Nanking, there were weO
meaning friends, within and without the country~ who said we
should be content with separate governments in thtNorth and
. the South of China and should not p~oke .die . intervention
of, in -particular, Alperic:an imperialism." [It'is asswned that
the outsido "friend" nteaDt here Wall Stalin, alWays v~ COD
c:emed about the Chinese commUnists provoking ~6rei1n inter
vention.-TRANSLAT01lS1
Verse six teos us why Mao did not accept the certainly weO

yu..

One of Mao's favorite·themes in his poems is the tri-,
umph of. man over nature, controllina it, as with dams and
bridges, for social purposes, even cbangina the sterOe salt
water into fertile fieldS. Thus, the Jait line symbolizes not
only the changina of nat:iJre but especially the chanpa of
society, the old Nationalist order beina turned into mQIe
Pf9ductive aDd, by the CommUDist definition, more "dem
ocratic" ways.

crossin.
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Reply to Mr.Liu Ya~

THE CAPTURE OF NANKING BY THE
PEOPLE'S LIBERATION .ARMY

A.prlI1949

A.pril :1949

Over Chung,Mountain, sudden wind,. rain rising.
Over the Yangtze. a mighty miUiOnatiny crouing.
The city: tiaer,crouchin,. Mountain: drason curling.

Mr. Liu Ya-tzu was a poet, a native of Wucbians in
Kiaopu Provbice. He was a revolutionary from the 'end 'of
the' Chin, Dfnasty (1911).' After welcominB .Mao' Tie..
·tunB at the Peking aiIport in late March, 1949. he, wanted
to return to his native' place. Mao wrote this poem ..to
dissuade him. It it in the II8.Il'HI ,form as Mao's poem' on the
Lon, MflI'Ch: seven cbaracters in eaCh line with strict tonal
pattems, rimes, and paired meters, from the Tan, Dy

The past luipused.
Sky turned around, earth turned oYer..
darin, and CouraJe.
All bravery left should.drive the enemy.
but not like fame-frantic Hsian, :YD. '
The sky. if it had feelin& would also grow old,
but in the human world, it is risht '
for water to turn into fields of mulberry trees.

nasty.

The two friends ,Qaed, to 'drink: tea toaether in Canton in
192.5 and 1926'when Mao was uqin, aBficultural reforms.
In 19'41 Liusent Mao a poem to Yenan tellin, him tliat he
could' not forset "those Canton tea-talks."
,In August, 194.5, Chian, sen{Mao a telegram. request
insa meetin& in ChunJkin& civil war between the Na
tiolqllista ' and, 'the 'Communists being imminent. Mao
replied: "My humble self is m~t wil1inB to come to Chuns~
kin, to' ~ .peace and 'natiOruiI' :reconatl:Uctipn with
y~u.",lt Wal'siped, "Your younger brother." The Ameri
cana 1w:lJU8l'8liteed ~'s ~',in Chbn&k<i~.. It was ~e
first time. he bad ftown m: an mplane. Chiao, and ~
atispicioiaa of each other.
It was while Mao was in'Cbunsking that Lin wrote him
a P90m: ''Nineteenautwnns have gone by since our part
ing in Canton! Happy now in ChunaJdn' to shake handa
aaain." After praisina Mao for his bravery in the past years
and,comparin, him to "lifo.u.vinBrain," Liu,says that Mao
is like Kunlun Mountain iD. statqre.

were
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CHINGKAN.GSHAN·

THE WARLORDS ·CLASH

-to ·the tune ?f.Hti Chiang Ys;eh

""'"" to the tune ofChiflg Piflg Ys;e.6
Autumn I9%.9

Autumn 1918

Below the bills

By

Sudden veer of wind and rain

our ·Bags and. banners,

Showering misety through the land,

Above .the hilltops sound oUt bugles and drums.

The ~ords ate clashing anew

The foe encircles us thousandssttong,

Yet another Golden Millet Dream.

Steadfastly we stand our ground

Red banners leap over the Ting River

Already ow: defence. is iron-c1ad,
Now our

wills

Straight to Lungyen and SJ;w.nghang.

unite like a (ortress.

We have reclaimed· part. of the golden bowl

From Huangyangchieh roars· the thl,l11der. of guns,

I

•

And land is being shared ,out with a will.

Word comes the enemy has Bed. into the night.

,

4

2&0

MOUNT LIUPAN

SNOW

- to the tune of Ching PitIg YRID
October

The sky is

hig~

- to the tune oE Chin YIt4II CInIII

/

. '

FebrUary %9')6

193).

N?rth

the clou¥are pale,

countty Sce11e:

A hun~ leagues locked .in ice.
A thousand leagues ofwhiil.ing snow.

foeat

If we fail to reach the
Wall we ate not men.
We who have. alreaa(~easured twenty thousand ·li.

Both sides of the Great Wall
One single white immensity.
. The YellQw Ri~ers' swift cur.rent.

'est of Mount Liupan
. wave

Today"'e

freely in the west wind.

hol~the' long co~d

Is stilled from end to end. .

in out hands,

'I'he mountains dance like silver snakes
Arid the .highlands* charge like Wax-hued elepluults,

'shall we bind fast the Grey. Dragon?

Vying with heaven in, stature.
On a line day, the btnd,

Clad in white. adomed' j.n red,
Grows mote enchanting.
This land so rich in. be2.uty
Has made countless heroes

bow in homage:

But alas I Chin Shih.,huang and Han Wu-ti
u

2.3
2~(

Were lacking in litera.i:y. grace, .

THE 'PEOPLE'S .LIBERATION

And Tang Tai-tsung and' Suilg .Tai-tsu·

ARMY CAPIURES NANKING

Had little p.~ in theit souls;
And Genghis ~

- a Iti ihih

Proud' Son. of Heaven fot· a. day,

April 1949

KneW' only shooting eagles, bqw outstretched.

O~er Chungsba.n swept a sto~ headlong,

All are past and gone I .

Ow: mighty army, a million strong, has crossed ili;e
Great· River.

For truly. great. men
Look to this a.ge alone.

'The aty,a. tiger crouching" a dragOn cu:rIUig,
.outshines its ancient g1ories;

In heroic triumph heaven and earth h.a:ve been over-

.

mm~'

and

With power'
tottering foe

to spare we· must pursue the
.

And not' ape Hsiang Yu. the conqueror seeking idle

. fa.nle. .

' I

Were Nature sentient, she too would pass from
.• ' youth to age, .
But Man's world is mutable,

ficl&.
Thcbigblanda are those of Shena.i and Shaosi.

IS

2b:t

become mulberry

.
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Deep in night.arising drunken yet,

Reed and rush are nowhere to be sought.
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Em aUtaglich Ding
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Interpreting Lu Xun
Jan KowaUis
University of MelboUrne

Wolfgang Kubin,. et aL, tm'Is., Lu Xun, Werkt in stdts B4nden [Lu Xun: Siz Volumes qf
His Worb]. Ziirich: Unionsverlag, 1995. Six vols, 1584 pp. DM/sPr.l98. 1545 pp.
(HC).

* .=..

, Japanese 'Nobel Laureate Oc Kenzaburo it•
has recently caJled Lu
Xun ,.
"'The greatest writer Asia produced. in the 20th century."'1 This is yet
another reason to hope he will soan break out of what Margery Sabin has termed "the
closed world of 'Chinese 5tudies.-2 Whether Cl1iraese studies is a dosed world, or the
outside world ~ to maintain a closed attitude toward "ClUMae stuc:tieS," the
importance of expert translation in the whole enterpD&e of getting the West to take
ClUnese literature aerioua1y JeemS.. fiNlly, an the verge ofbeing leCOpdzed.. With this
six-volume publication, Wolfgang Kubin has established. himself IS a prindpal player
in this world-wide undertaking. The attradive set of red, doth-bound volumes he has
pzod.w:ed. (along with his students and. colIftagues) CCX\taiPI an aJkww German
translation of selected works by Lu Xun (1881-l936), a number of wbk:h have never
been pubWihed befcxe in BncJish or Preadt, IrrdudJng some of Lu Xun's early essays
in wenyma JtW written in 1907-1908 during the period of the autbor's stay in Japan..
which Xu Guozhang ClIl1aI :refeaed. to as Lu Xun's Uh7jtI1rn.

m.

The fiIIt five volumes contain compli!te traDII.atioas of an the pieces in: I
NtWm ("Applaus" I Applause),
PtmgIuurn.g •
•
("'Zwischenzeiten
Zwiscl1enwelten"I Between I:imes, between worlds), m ZhtloIru4 %ishi • 1E ~ M
("BlumeR der P.ri!ba am Abend . . . . .'"I Plowers of the mo.miDg :mad in the
evening),' IV GutIhi xfnbUm at
("A.bIes, fr:iach verpackt"I Old thinp newly
padalged), the essays in the c:olla:tian in volume V Pm • (-oas TotemDal"'/ The
monument to the dead) and, in the sixth volume entitled ~ tnmbDe Land- (The
dnu\ken land), Lu Xun's poems in the d·..... and vernacular, selected
remini.scences, plus an afterword by WoJfgang Kubin. Thanks to the determiaation of
Professor Kubin" and a sizeable number Of.hie students and coJJeagues, aside from the

Ii.

n'

*

Japa&.e RDjin 2Z'111hu.m2. [Complete worb of LU Xun] (Tokyo: Gaklam,. 1986),
this is now the most c:ompJete edition of Lu Xun's worb in .any foreign 1attguage.
Regrettably, however, it omits an of his essays after 1925, a Iosa whid:l can be partially
made up by directing readers who am coafined to the West.em langwlges to c:onsu1t
volumes 2-4 of the Yanp' four-volume tnmsJatlon.3 William A. Lyell'. newer one
lJdiJrgM ywJa • • 1:1 ft, Man:h 1995,. p. 13.
2 See MuaaY SIbm, *Lu Xun: ~ual TaJInt .... ~ In JIIri'fIIn, IX, 1'IG. 1 (Summer
1989), p. 405.

3 The 1980 edition of Ymg XIany1 mel ~ Yq'1 LII Xa: ScIIt:Iftl Woia (BeijinaF Poreip
I..ar!pges Prell) 4lffam In HYeI&l notabJe ways from. tile 1956-19150 edMio&. AD of the muaanizatiIm has
been redone Into pinyin. which II far pntfIrabIa to tile UI!\R!IiabIe "'modified- ...... of Wadf.(iDes
preriously used by the PmeIgn I..anguaps Prw at Beijing. A number of tnllllalkml haft been mriIed for
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volume translation confines itself to works of ~ction (Lu Xun's short stories), which
Professor Lyell has translated..with the sometimes controversial exuberance of a
creative writer and the informative, at times delightful, footnotes of a meticulous
scholar.
The style of the German translations compiled by Kubin varies, particu.larly
.because they were done by, so many different hands. At times they strive to be very
.close to the original and at others to be pJayfuland creative, as is a.lmady hinted. at by
the titles of the above collections su.cb. as Z'll1ist:htm:r.e Z~ (Between
t.imes, betWeen worlds), .instead of the German equivalent of the. by-now almost
standard English renderings of "Hesitation'" or -Wandering". Arid. that is an
importBntaspect of these translations-they are not done £rom the EngUsh, as were
some of the previous German renderings, but rather from the 0lh1ese originals. That
is not to say that Kubin &: Co. have ignored English renderings; they have not. but
rather have judldous1y refem!d to them in c:erta:i:n instaD:es and wiIely avoided. their
errors in others.
Still. some problems arise from this. Does NaJ,tm reaJ1y mean "01eering &om
the Sidelines" as Lyell boldly asserts in DiIny of tI. MtIdmm Iliftl Other Stories?" He
c:erta:i:n1y makes a cUe for it, both philologically and in terms of at least one context Lu
Xun creates for it in .the preface to that co11ec:tic:1n.. bat can that then translate into
"Applaus'" (Applause) in German? Or is that still .further removed from. the oldest
EngJish translation of "Outcry," based on another Lu :xun-cieated context elsewhere
in the pJ"eface? (See Lu Xun qutmft .m.:*A 1991, I, p. 419). I tend to prefer "Outcry,It
the oldest rendering, and disagree with the Yanp' not«H:reaUve "A CalI to An:ns'" as
well as Lyell's version. I seriously doubt that Lu Xun meant -Go out and get 'em.
kidsl'" with this title just as mUch .. I would Jib to avoid tumfng him into Qdna'8
Hemingway. He has already· suffered too much .from the "China's Gorky"

comparison.

\

At other poin$, the question of "oveM:ranslation" frequently arises. Where
and when should the ~ be drawn between translating and interpreting (that is,
expIialting the meaning)? Par irrstanoe, Kubin caDs A Q zJrengzhutm [lit. "The
proper/true biography of Ah Q, usuaJ1y refeLled to In BngUsh with the Yaup'
translated title "'The True Story of Ah Q'1 0;, 'II1IIIn Grt!sdridde dis IUrm Jedemtimn
(The true stozy of;Mr. Everyman). One interpIetatian of "The True SIory" is that Ah Q
does ~ rep:resent Svezyman. Another, perhaps more popular one, is that he
rep:resents <lUna; and a third, that he repleseQlB certain bad asped8 of the Olinese
"national character" Cguomin:dng • M1!}.5 Although I lim pemonaIly sympathetic to

DIW..,.

the sake ofreadJbDity and ac:cuncy Uldtwo
bne bem wl"ded fD. volume lV. n..... "The
Jntemational SettIemel\t in Marth" (1936) wbidl attacb the blip'" IiIeIuy a:ittI: '"Mr. DIc:k'" (dial !he
pseudonym wred by Zhang Guaqiao, later member of the "Gog of Pour,· wIdch lIUppOIIdly ruled Cdaa
from behind the scenes In the early 1970s) and "'Reply to Xu Maoyaag OIl the Questfon of the UDbd Pront
Apinat Japanese Aggn!aIion" (also 1936), wbicb. imporbIDt tar UIIdeatudIIIg La Xun'.posiIkln fD. the
....ttIe of the SJogaIII" UId the CD1\II'oVerIIy 0YeI' "'IIfIatIa tar ...1:ionaI def. . ..'· even IhouIh ill
authorship is questioned.
"WiDiIm A. Lyell, tranI., "" XJm: DitIty Df• ~ . . 0fhIr S""*' (HonoJuIu.: U.aiverJity of
Hawai'i PnIII, 1990), p. 28.
S See Lydia H. Liu,. TrInrIlingtuII PrrII:Iice: ~ HIItiDrMl Culbn, tm4 T'rrmIIIftIId Madmrity CIrbw, 1900-1937 (Standford; Stanfon:l Untwaity PIal, 1995), pp. 45-16.

.

~
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Kubin's interpretation. I don't think we have the right to zrtAke such a major alteration
in a title, simply to do the thirUcing for the reader. In Chinese, Ah JiiI as a form of
address is very i:n.formal-clealy less respectful than "Herr" in Getman, which
origmally meant "Lord" and has come to be the equivalent of"Mr.n in modem
German. So why not call him "~er ganze I<er1Q" or somethiDg like' that, at least to
preserve the Q, if for no other reason. Although my German may begin to sound pre
War already, I would suggest 1M waltr! Geschichte da gtmzm Kms Qas a tentative
title. To omit "Q" is highly regrettable because, according to Lu Xun's brother, Zhou
Zuorert, Lu Xun employed the Latin letter "Q. amid the Chiraese c:h8racters of the title
for its pk:tographic qgalit:ies as a picture of the.head of a QiDg-era ROUnaman,." with
the queue dangling down betUnd. his head (the tail of the Latin letter Q becomes the
"'pigtail"), It may also be a clever pun on the English word "queue".
In his afterword Kubin speaks disparagingly of the earlier German
renderings,'especla1ly those by Bast Gennan sc:ho1ar Joharma He1:zfeJdt (in Kubin's
voL VI, Das fru.rtkene Ltmd, pp. 112-113), some of whkh wme made from the origU:tal
Chinese. Yet it is diffk:ult, and perhaps undesirable, for translation to avoid re
creation. and the examples he dies in her work are not without their' more recent
paraUeIs. Neverthe1esa, I like Kubin's J:enClerJngs of Yao
("'Unkraut""':'
Prosagedkhte" [Weed&-prose poetry] also in Da truII1r.ene'Llmd) and. a number of the
cla&sical-style poems. There are problems ~ the early ~ essays, however, and
I hate ~ admit this because I trJed at cme point to help ~ translators with some of
these. For ~ the style of the German version of the lengthy 1907, piece MDluo shi
Ii shuo
tJ II ('1lber die Macht der dimooWhen Poesie"I On the power of
demonk poetry], which Nanjing Urd.versity pl'Ofelllqr Zhao R.uibaDg once said
marked the beghmJng of Otinese studies .in comparative Bteratw:e, is Ear too
convoluted.6 I suspect this is due to the tJ:aDs1ator's we11-p1aa!d desire to remain
"true" to the original, but wasn't
("to convey the meIIl1ing") the second of Yan
Fu/a prku:ip1es that\ came before ya II ("elegal1ce'17 And il the meaning is not
conveyed, how can. evenbep;m to apeak of the fimt pmadpJe:rirr.. ("fidelity" or
'1oyalty" to the original). Of COU1'Ie, theee are ultimately philosophical conundrums,
but there is a need to find some middle ground for the whole enterprise of 1itera1y
translation to work. Yes, Johatu1a Herzfeldt made some mista.kes a ]a Plo.renc:e
Ayscough by Ieading too lIl1Xh into the
by focus.IIIg on certain single

If.

JIll."

d4.

a.mese

, ilauapIes em be found in vol V, p. 92; puapaph 1: "Wo IIfIId clean .... billa die BnniIe,
wmn IS in del Tat 10 . . . SInpr voller II'Ibn.IIt ~ (WHbout IoaIdag at die 0rigbIal, lID rader of
German cauId even a_Pt a
at Lu Xun'• .....mg). At ..... oflhe aame parapaph ww haw:
"'DIe 'BI!millnmprI. URI eDdJk:h . . del' J..ethaqpe au befnIim, ...... auf A...a. 'VOI\ au.n zurOdr., wir
IIiIId nicht in der Lap, rDit . . . . bIftipr Stiaube . . rufm." In .... 0iIf.l!IfDaI. .... lImBe Imm the
pnceediDg II!AtInat (IOIIIIION t:rytns to sptak out \Il dram) cardiIIu.tI ..... but the Gennan t:au.'IIIaf:ion
switd:lfs the mbject. nus is alia true lor the Jut ....... of .... Jut pa.tapph.1M .... pap: ...ABeln
die VieIfIItfPeit - ANaId ct-.. Stimmat aw::bt • UI'ID'J8Irh, . . . clt'D""W'-. cb::b aUlphend
von Ibnm EiDl1u8, der Kraft. mit cler lie ill der Lap Iiad, die MeMdwn mbewepn. addtt :adetzt auch
au£pund ihI8' ~ Spncbe. 'gibt . . . Dk:htenchuIe. die d& Naau!n . . . . ftIdfmt, ein
s.n.kritwort in der Bedeutung von .~ aJao etwa . . .
die lbuopIer 1tSatanc 1III!lIlIID."
where a reIder of Germm would have d.U6c:u1t.y fipriIIg out that the MIla IC'.baoIII ODI of tbe new wm
the author . . lor lmmalnDad.. Pol' mom comoIudoa. _ P. 101, parasraph 2:
BetIpiIIe fOi
Dichter mag. JIlt clem BegInn dar Sdutft bill zum hIIut:igID TlIgtn om. wobl ppbIn haben. derta:\ ell
'mitteia einer a!.lldJuckavoUen Sprache geIaDf. du W_ der Meaa':lIen zu ve.rIDdem und Ibn CedaIIbn
zu 1IJ'I'I6hen1"'

su-

w.

"'Wle'"

~,

~
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do

characters that
not convey the main meaiung of the btIihuR (vemacular) tenns in
wNch they occur (again see Kubin's afterword in vol VI) or by taking things to an
extreme by interpreting them too literally, but at leut her German reads
whne
she is being creative.
'
The second point that 0Q:Ul'S to me on reading the translation of Lu Xun's
Moluo
Ii shuo is the lack of annotations at certain critical points, say, for instance at
the very 'end of secti.Qn I of the aforementioned 1907 essay, where the origin of Lu
Xun's Sanskrit word Mdra • • as a translation of Southey'l epithet ("sataniC") for
Byron and his cohort is completely Ul'IDle1'ltforted (see Da Tolelrmtll, p. 93). Granted.
that it is best to remain close to the original, but if that is' the case, why substitute the
tmn diImonisch (demonic/ diabolical) for "'MIlaII' hi the Gemum translation? That
reD'lihd.s me of earlier references to this title from the Foreign Languages Press in
Beijing as "The Demoniac p~" which sounds intriguing but is basically wrong. The
Lu){un tpumji (1981 and 1991 editions) both have endnotes explaining the origin of the
tmn at this point in the text; why couldn't the Gena_ version?
.
The tranSlations of the c1 a ssica]l"5tyle poema (in Kubin's voL VI, Das trunkene
lAnIl) I find more satisfactory, particularly those 'in a humoJ:uus or satirical vein, for
in$taI\ce, #3 of the 1932-1933 cOmpositions entitled liIIoIhou myong sishou:

wen

sm

.a..m.
~~~!

II51M

whic:h A:ngelika Gu and Kubin render (VI, p.42):
Wider die Profeseoren
VIer belieblge Gedk:hte

m
Draussen in dar Welt gibt es eine Litllll'lltar,
Hier haben die junpn Mic:lcbeD einen runden Po.
Wer ~ Schwein ass. trinkt nun H11bnerauppe,
Da macht der Buchladen zu.
I

Rendering Guts and Kubin's German version "'JiteraD.y'"" into Bng1ish, we get:
Contra [i.e. againstl in aitidam of) the ProCetsc:n,
Pour random verses
Out in the world theze is [aJ Utllll'll~
Here young girls have rmmd. butI&
,
[Thoae) who once ate pork now drink chicken soup.
At that point II1e boolcstme doles.

In contrast with my BngIish. rendering, which caDs the poems, Pour Desultozy Verses
on Professors," and runs:
"My annotated translations Appear IS • put of 77IIl.friad 1M XJrn: A S,." aj HlI ClIIsIiad-SIyfe

~
~

.'

1:J1

m
The world has ita literature
And gillies' plump d.er.rleres' allme.
With c:hid::en soup galore, partaJce of pork no more;
'Twas thus Beixin Boobtore thought beet to close U. door.

Although Gu a¢ Kubin might be closer to the originaL they do not retain the dtyme
or the rythm of the orightal. Nevertheless, their use of the German word "Po" for tun
" (buttocks) is humorous and an exce])ent choice, in keeping with the fardcal and
satiric tone of the original But does it have the satyric force of the dtyme comecting
itnages of being a prO.fessor of "world literat:u:re" with girJs'IId.errleres' allure," which
I would argue is required to carry over the fuJI irreverence Of Lu Xun's couplet? Their
treatment of the poem's backdrop (VI, pp. 240-241) explains that the poem caricatures
Zhang Yiping *3lJIE (1902-1946), a professor lit Ji'nan University and editor of the
UWorldUterature'; series at Shanghai's Beixin Book Company, who once pub~ a
line about summer weather maldng him so lazy he had loIt the energy even to rub a
girl's bottom (whidt Lu Xun consideled a flippant and inesponaible remark over half
a century before the days of i11Stitutiaaali sexual ~ c:od.es).' Zhang was
aJso coa:mectec:L. in a way Lu X\Ul disapproved, with the demise of Bebdn and the anti
Muslim sc:a:ndal surrounding iV whicll Kubin explains adequately and SJlCdnctly in
his notes. I would have appreciated. more citation of 8OUl'CI!I there, however, as that
would have helped. future schola.rs in their own reseal'd.\. but although Kubin's
citations of 0Unese soun:es are scanty, they are an improvement over the total dearth
in Jenner's work. 10 Western language sources IDe cited more meticulously by Kubin
throughout, and in this he has dane an exceUent job.
.
If we look at the more somber d.,sicaktyle poe:ms, however, I am not sure
Gu and Kubin· ~ in pzeser:ving the te:nDr of the originaL One example which
comes to mind is the \Ultitl.ed poem Lu X1D\ wmte out on December 30, 1933 for
Huang Zberu:p.u (Kubin has -Zhengqtu"), whkh is
zead as a self-portrait:

oa.n

••
filii···
!Iill

v". (HDnoluIu: lJniverIity ofHawai1 PnIu,1996). Par tbII partIcUlar poI!III. see P. 214-218.

ZPIen...,..

IPIoJn ZbaDs YipiDa'.
&.1: • • [Iab:Iom jottiDp upon the pdIow] (!huIshai:
Beixin shuju. ~929). wb!re he waxes: "All. the e8iect of tbaee Jay daJl of IUIIIDIer on • maar I can't even
ftnd. the es1I!IJY to rub. gill'. bum..... Aa quoted in.the La x..",.. V9'1), VII,. P. 4.16..
9 Hera the refenftce to pork within \:be poem. AI U'IIDtIIer slap at .2'.baag Col' hfa oCfh.mded
treatment of 0UneIe MuslIms. See 'llII ,.""., La Xrm, p. 211.
10 W.J.P. JemII!I', La Xrm: ~ Poau (8eiJiD&: Ponlign [ ....... PNa, 1982). My JeView
article tftattng this and. other works on "Lu Xun'. CJuIiI::aJ.ItyI Poetry'" appeand ill ClJWt 13,
(December 1991).

~
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Kubin gives a title to the (originally) untitled poem:

Em tdlfiiglich Ding
Em alltlg1ich Ding sind Rauch un({ Wasser,
Auf unbehaustem Land beliessen sie nur einen Pischer.
Nichtens trunken auf den BeineR
Findet er weder ReiBnach Stroh.

literally (from the German):
A Daily Thing
A daily thing are smoke and water,
On uninhabited land there remains only a flsher[manJ.

At nisht drunken [on his IegsL
He linda neither rice nor straw.

Illy ~ (from the ChineIe):

Mi.st-shroud.ed waters are fivH'lormallot
For a lone fisher by deeerted hamIet
Deep in NfIht, arising drunbln yet,
Reed and rush. are nowhe.n! to be sought.

can.

The Gu-Kubin verai.oft is at times "closer" to the original
and they have WI8Iet and. Piscber in a near (but not actual) rhyme in Gemum" but,
that is where no rhyme occurs in the ori8inaL I use a Jooee rhyme througbout, aelding
-shrouded.... but pftlSerVing "'hamlet" am H, -deep in IIigb.r' .", xiaD .... and "'reed
and rush" gu fill' ,• • &om the ~ wldch Gu and Kubin do not do. I would..
differ with their choke of "'Rauch" (smoke) for yen . , whidl I think here must refer to
the miSt overhanging the waters (probably a river). Sira the v.lDage is deIerted. there
would be no SII'IOke around. Smoke is something the 0'IiI1eae poet usually usodates
with the presence of people. Mcu;eOYer, I would suggest that the mists hint at the
unknown,. further alienating the subject of the poem &om his immediate
S\Jl'I'011IUiin. U this is a se1f..portrait. it is not a happy ON!; and it repmsents a
singular occurrence or revelation ("'Deep in night, arisUIg drunken yet . . •"), not
:nec:8ssarlly a daily affair. FiDaIly, "••• tnmbn auf den Beinen,,- wlUdl indicates a
certain state of dnmker.mess (in which the speaker feels UDSteady or wobbly), is
perbaps too idiomatic: here and fails to fully communicate the meaning of qi 11 (to rise

Granted, tlUs is a tough

up).
In YtetrO [Wild. grass], as I have said already, there m:e some :n!Illy excellent
renderings, these m:e Kubin's tour de force. StiI1 some passages are sucdnct, yet lack
the literuy prowess that the Yanp' earlier versims sometimes display. Compm:e the
last lines of
[Snow/Schnee]:

}Cue.

te• • MJ••.J: • t£• •~.r ··~DIJ. . . .1t• • ag.MMJ•• ,. • •
··.~,

•••• ~.·.~.MJM· ••ft• • •

------

~
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in the Yangs' version:
On the boundless wildemesa, under heaven's c::bWy vault. ttds glittering, spiralling
wraith is the ghost of rain . . .
'
Y., it is lonely snow, dead rain. the ghost of rain.
with:
In grenzen.Ioeer Weite unter bltem Pbmament wirbe1t blitzend der Geist des Regena

auf...

'

J.. c;la$ 1st der einsame Schnee, der vemlOlbeue Repn. del' Geist d. Regens. (Kubin.
VI,p.101)
!

literally:
In the borderlela expanse/wute under the cold firmament whirls flasbing the spirit of
rain •••
YeI, that is the 10nely SftQW; the dead miD, the spirit of" rafl\..

True, it js difficult to :render dhectly into BngUsh the power and the beauty of Kubin's
spartan German prose. The whole image n!mind.s the reader very ma of a v:ision out
of Joyce's "'The Dead:" but I would submit that it is the Yanp' imaginatian and deft
juxtaposition of words like "'glittering. spiralling wzaithAl' that carry the beauty of the
od.ginal passage over into English. In Kubin's venIion jt is -wibelt blitzend •••"
Being a meticulous scho1ar, Kubin avoids many of the pitfalls of the Yangs'
versions. For h:J.&bmce. apin in Ymw, he does _ add. quotation marks to the text' of
Ying de ptJbie • MI.!d ('"Der Abad:de4 des Schatlen8"I The Sbadow's farewell; ~
pp. 87-88). The Yangs add these in Bnglish when! they do not appear in the or:iginaL
causing, confusion ~ Bnglish read.en as to who exad:ly js doing the speaking. at
different points (it is tl\8 Shadow tbroughout).
In the preface ('"Vorrede'") 10 NIIhIm Kubin's c:olleague Raoul Pindeisen
translates:

···m••• •••••••
·.·..
.•.
..
..
•• •• ·W._.M._a••••••
~.·

~~.i.~.i-

~T·m~a~~~.mT

,~·.~·

~

•• '~

D.T.~

••·

•••• A~T~.'m ••• ~~.~~••• ~·~TeE, •• ~
"S~

~

ft~• •9.~

.•• ' Da er jedoch . . M......trme DB' AnleaBuDg tat und d8ber dam Muster
.mi1itirisc.her 'JWehle gehorcben nua, babe kb. mil' plepntIkb. erlaubt, bewuIat und
mit iHerarisc:ben Mitteln von.dm TatlaCben abzu.wek:ben: Da Grab des lunsm in der
Bn:ihlung "'Das HeiImftteI" Jst w.ie a.. deal NJdds p.I6IzIk:h mit einem krmz von
Blumen bededd; in der K~ '"Dar J:DCIIige Tag'" erwi1u'II! id1. mit lceinem
Wort, ob Schwilgerin Shan nun von ibrem. Sobn nur trlumI: oder nidtt, deml damaJs
war der 0berfebJahaber gepn negative Sc:bildenmgen. Und idt machte kaiIIesIaJJs die
Jugend, cUe jetzt fhnn sch6nm Triumen nachhI:ngt, me aud\. icb eiNt in meiner

11 WI14 Gnzu (Peking: Pcnip Languas- Pres. 197'), p. 22.

~
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Jusenctzeit getriumt habe, mit der so bitter empfundenen Einsamkeit a.natecken. (L
AppUrus, p. 14)•.

0. the Yangs':

However, since this is a call to anPs I must naturally obey my general's ordem. This is
why I often rt!IIOf't to tnnuendoeti, aa when J _de • wreath appear from nowhere at the
son', grave in "'Medidne," while in "Tomonow'" ldld DOt say that Fourth Shan's Wife
never dreamed of her little boy. For our d:UefB in thole days were apb:1st peaaimism.
And L (01' my part. did not want to infect with the loneliness which I found 80 bitter
tbaee. young people who were still dreaming pleasant dreams, just as I had dane
when young. (Lil XIm: 5fiectaf worts, I, p. 38).
Dr. Findeise:n

uses the words "'mit Jiterar.iSchen Mitteln von den Tatsachen

m

abzuweil:hen" to paraphrase Lu Xun's
j db ... which the Yangs attempt to
translate "resort to innuendoes." Their version is simply not accurate nowi at least not
in the American idiom of the 1990&, where imtuendo means insinuat:ion or a fonn of
bnpHec:l slander. Findeisrm's phrase means "'to use JiteJ:ary devkeI to modify reality"
(lit. "to deviate from the facts"), whkh br.ings across Lu Xun's or.iginal meaning DlO1'e
.dearly.
Putting the question of accuracy and. "loyalty to the original'" to rest for the
time being, there is the issue of NregistI!r,'" raised by WDJ.fam LyeJl's controversial
translation of the narrator's 'fI1e1f!III1' (cJasaic:aJ. language) introductkm to the bcrihtIa
(vemac:ular) story KJumgmr, riji (Das Tagebuch eirIes Ven:ik:Iden/ The Diary of a
mad.mari):
.

••• Bm••
••• ·•••• ·B
·••••
'
if_fUll • • •11-A' • • • • • • • •
••*.·.e.a·.¥_••
••B
~••~·~.~~·

~.A~·~

tfr• •~':""*.

~
A·B*.·~MBE=.'.~

.. ·..

.M·~••••~· ••• ~.·.m
a·z.· •••••
•• ~,~
•••
Z.·*~.~B· ••~*.~-· ••-.M.·.~
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Kubin renders this:
Die Henan X, zwei Bridei.', deren Namen tch jeIzt unerwihnt ..... sind mir jn
friiheren Tapn auf. _ M1tteIschule pte Freunde pMIIMII'I- Dod\ mit den Jahren der
Tft!nIlUIl8 wuen die Nadtric:btst imIlw' apidicber pwarden. Vor einipn Tapn
h6rIe tch zufi1Ug van_ schweN... Brkranburg des eiI.\ea. • tnf sk:h I'IIm. dass tch
midl auf dent Weg in die Heimat ~ und so madde tch efNn Umweg, um lie
aufzusu<:hen. Ich farId jedod'l nUl' einen von beJden vor, der mil' erkJirIe, duB der
jimgere Bruder der Km\ke lei. "'Sie ~ " sagte er, "'voft weit her geko.aaen. um Ul1S
mit Ihrem Besuc::h zu beebren. Doc::h meln Bruder Jat nun achcm selt Iangem wieder
genesen unci hat sich nac:h X zur Obemahnie eI:nes Amtes bepben.,. Oaraufhin hoIte
er unter groaem Gelichter zwei Blnde einesTagebucheI hervor, die er mit in die
Hand driidde. Man IdhvIe darin Aufsc:h1uu Uber den damaUgen· K.ranlcheituust
gewinnen. Mit ala einem allen Preunde vertraue er sie ahne weitetee an. So nahm ich

.
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sie mit auf den Weg, urad nacb der Lekti.ire war mir Idar, dass dar betreffende Bruder
an einer Art Verfolgungswahn pHtten baben IllU8te.
Sprac:hUch waren· die TagebW:her verworren unci zusammenhanglos, vieles
wirkte ganz einfadt absurd. Auch hatte es ihr Veriallser veiIIumt, Daten anzugeben,
so daas man nur aufgrund der Uneinheitli.chkvan Tuscbe und. Zek:hen auf
unbInIchiedlic: Zeitea der Abfassung scbIieIIen konnte.. iii gab jedoc:h auch
zusammenhingend TeI.le, die ich nun in einer Au8wahl der medizInisdten Fachwelt
ZUD'\ Studium. vorlege. Felder in den Aufzetduu.mgen babe .ich grundsitdich nicht
verbessert. Led.igJich. die Personennamen babe ich geindert. obwohl es sic:h bei den
Betre.ffe.nden um. Leute YOm Lande hand.elt, wekhe in der 0ffentIkhkeit unhekannt
unci. ohne jeden Belang sind. Den nbel hat der VerfaI8er nac:h seiner Generung
gewIhlt, ich babe nichts daran geindert. Aufgezeiclmet. un 2. April 1918. (l, AppIas,
~.16).

The Yangs have:
Two b.roIbent, whose names I need. not mention he!nt. Weft both sood. fr.Ienda of
mine in high lICboo1; but after a separation of many )IIIUB we gradually lost touch.
Some time ago I happeMd to hear that one of them was aeriauaIy iD, and IdrIce I was

going back to my old home I broke my joumey to call on Ibem. I saw only one.
howtrvel', who told me that the invalid was his )IOIIIlpr brother•
., appreciate your c:omtns .uch a long way to lee us,· he ~ "'but my brother
reCovered. some time ago and. baa gone eleewbent to take up an official paR..
laughing, he prodw:ed two volumeI of lUI brother'. diuy, laying that from tIIese the
nature of hill put illness c:ouId be ..... and theN wu J'IO harm In sbowina them to an
old friend.. I took the dWy away, read it through.. and. found. that he had II1Iffered from
a form. of penec:u.t:icIl complex. The writing was moat aftused and. inc:IcWnnt. and.
he had made many wild statements; moreover, he had. omittIed to giVe any datal, 10
that only by the colOur of the ink and the dJlreiienais.in 1M wdtIns aoWd one tell that
it wu not all writll!n at one time. c.tafn sections, however, Weft·l1Ot alIoptber
disc:onnec:te:l and J have copied out a part to serve u a aubject far IMdk:aI ~ I
have not altered. a fingle i11ogicaU.ty in the diary and. have changed only the l'I8JI'I.es,
even though the peeple refernd to ue an anI1'lIIy folk. 1.DIIaIDwn to the world and of
no consequence. AI for the title, itwu c:hoeen bytha c:Ifarlst himieJf alter his nc:ove:y,
and I did not chanp It. (~Wmb, L p. 39).
.

n.n.

And Lyell gives us:
Them wu once a pair of male sIbliDp wt.. actuall'llUDll I beg your inc:1ulgent:e
.y that we three were boon c:ampankma during our school
years. Subaequently, d.n:uD:IstarIa! amtlivec:i to. nnd us asunder so that we were .
gradually bereft of knowledge regarding each. oI:he(a actIritieI.
Not too Jong ago, however, I ctumr.:ed to t.r that one 01 them had been hard.
~ with a dread c:Iiaeae. I obtained this~ at a time when I happened.
to be returning to my native haurda U'Id, hence. made .0 bold as to detour SOll'IirWhat
from my aormal course in order to viIit them..] eIlCDUId8:n!d but one of tbft siblings.
He apprised me that it had been his fOU!IPI' brother who had sufRnd the dire
iJlnea. By now, hOwever, he had long 8iDce bea:Ia.w.llOllPd. and at again; in fact he had
already repaired to other parts to await a subatanttve otfidal appointment.
The elder brother apologized for having needlessly put me to the JnaInvenienc:e
of thia visitation, and conducting hils d.iIquieition with a hearty mUle. showed me two
volumes 01 cHarlet whlc:h. he asaured. me, would reveal the nature of lUI 'br:ottIer's
disorder durir:lg thJse fearful days. [lim Lyell's tnm.ItII:iDn ;, mistJing II SDIfIrrc»-f.K.]
)

to withhold. Suf6a:e it to

M
~
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to the 1qsus ctlltrmi that oa::ur in the c:oune of the diaries, I have altered not a
word. Nonetheless, I have cIumged. all the names, despite the fact that their
pubJkation would. be of no great a:msequem:e sinat they ueall humble villagers
unlcnown to the world at Wp.'
Recorded this 2nd day in the 7.th year of the Republic ••••12 .

Of the above three translatioDs, only Lyell's makes an attempt to address the question
of register by translating into the language, style and didkm of tum-of-the-c:entwy
"high namative.If The other two versiorts make no, or very RttIe, attempt to tip off the
reader to the dif£erm::es in style and language between this and the rest of the text.
~ough Lyell's critk:s fault him for being excessively "'wordy" in translating Lu Xun.
lind this passage in particular, I fail to see this as a valid charge, judging strld:1y an the
basis of word counts (Kubin 295 words; the Yangs 286; Lyell 262). Even if the sentence
he inadvertently leaves out were put bac:k in, I doubt that Lyell's word count would
exceed that of the Yang&' version by mucl1. (note that the Yanp omit ""Becorded this
2nd day in the 7th year of the Republic,- whJ1e lCubin COIlVerls, p¢mps unadvisedly
.within the text, to 1918 for the reader)•. I 88y "'unadvisedly'" because there may be
irony in Lu Xun's use of the ~lk:an c:aJendar here thit is a Republk, yet we are
still "'eating" peop1e.13
The title OrIs trunIarne lAnd ('lbe d.nmbn. country), Kubin's a:eatlon lIS a
volume title, not Lu Xun's, seeut.$ to be derived from. a line in one of Lu XlU\'S
classic:al"style poems and is intended. as a reference to China. In Gu's and Kubin's
translation (p. 30), tbe whole poem

.o.s. •••••

..••••••••
".•••.
• •UIlA.·

.te••••.c,·

runs:
Fir O. E. mit Orchideen auf dem. Wag nachJapan
J
~Pfeffer wird ~ die KaI8ia gefIllt. was ohne

Febl ist,. kommt in die Jahre.

.

Al1ein die On:bid.ee erblOht in dunklem TaL
Wle gem folgt lie dem~ in die Peme.
Hierzulande lebt's sich t:nmbn angesicbts dar Domert.

12 WIHam A. LyeU, p. 29.
13 Zheng Yi', book, Smrlet MImttriII: Tu tf~ (New YOlk: Westview, HaperCoUInI.
(1996) sheds new If&ht on the quatian ofjuat how ..DtetIIpJimal'" and bow hiIIorical the wboIe imtge iI.
Perhaps Lu Xun'. madman WI8 IlIOn! prophetic than anyone I1!IIized. Also ... Zheng YIIDd. KowaIlis in
the "Freedom to Write Forum" at Brown Univemity MaIdI. 21, 1996 In C-6pIm .AIdIiveI at Punlue
UniVenrit:y, video tape f96.08.31-20-2. where ZheDg c!iIJaa!l cannibalism during the Cultural ~

~
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literally, from the German:
For O.E. on his Way back to Japan with Orchids

The pepper is burned. the cassia lal1en. what is without
fault grows old,
.
Alone the orddd blooms in [a] dark valley.
How happily it foUows the stranpr /foreigner in the distaitC::e,
Here at home one lives drunken in the face of thoms.

f:ina1ly, in my version:
Pepper plant put to flame. cauia plucked. up,
.comelymm grow old;
Only c:onaigned to some nIDOte crag
can the orchid'. pate heart unfold.
fIc?w can we begnJdp this &apmt.Jot
to one from afar;
When our own homeIand, .. 1I drunk.
iuu itl brambles and t:bor.tw to prick and 1CIIl'.JA

Neither Kubin nor 1 delve into the debate about the pzoper t:rams1atian of the·ChineSe
11m 8; to be sure, that is better left to othen more qaaBfiecl than L What concerns me
more here is that the simile in the Chinese Une guxilmg ru z:ui you jingzlum it.iP.~
old 1a:nd.like/as drunk.. has brambles/thor.ns) dClel not work completely in
eitMt,EngUsh or German. 'llda can be dealt with by abedng the simile, which 1 did not
do, or adding to it, whida I did, in this case, p.rtiaJly tor the sake of rhyme, but partly
to darJfy the meaning of the orlgiaaL Kubin'. dUJk:e is DOt to modify or IUllplify in
any way, wbk:h is admirable in its restraint,. butpJacea the burden of intelptetirag the
simile squarely back ClIn the ma.der~ Ped1aps this is caw ft!8IOI1 why Kubin chooses to
paraphrase the image 'eIsewbe!e (Da trurrIrIJIIelAlrd - "1be Drunken Land'" of the
volume's title), aeeJdDg thereby to darJfy it. But what dCIeI Da trrmizire lAIrd imply to
the German 1:U.der? 1 would hope it CDDjuJ:es up the final . . . &om Lu XUIt's- Zh.ufu
[Uehedk:t:ian; "'The New-Year Sacrifice'" in the Yanp' trIIDSIatian and also "[)as
Neujahrsopfer"'l5 in Kubin's ft!rIdering] when! Lu X_ wrJ.tas with great irony:

"'.(lit.

.a•••n••~' •••n&.'Ra~~••~ •• · •••• ng
.-.mg7·~

••~_••••7a.~. . ,••••~~~~••·

• • • • •agA.,tl.Il~• • •

x...

l' De LyricIl LM
pp. 142-146
IS DIll H.;u."", II. apin. repet:tabIy, "'Tlut Ncrw-Yeu SI.cdfice" 1.., zepettabIy bearuR
there is pat bony III La Xun's choice of the WOld zltII/M • • ~ldkm"';....,......; IIlmdy "'00 wish
you happineII'1 for the title of tIdIlCDry: ..... it oupt to be PI-WId. Of an.ae, XIaDg Un Sao II the
human Jlc:rifk:e. deprived of he- human dipity. . . __ wIIh.c:h ..... day by her hartIIIII s-atrY
employeD and her jealous peuant rival at work, . . . .iInID:y cut out by .... emplayeI' ... aIJowwIlo die
by the pIlOPle of her adoptive town. whom. the author aduIlly a-...... thm .".......{)the end with
his iranT- anyone can "win" if they are totally ruIhIeI&.

Jc
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Ich lag mUssig unci bequem inuUtten dieser Umarmung aus Lirm. und GelOse, und die
Zweifel. die mich bis in den Abend. hineUt bewest hatten, scbienen durc:h die
Atmosphire dar Peier1ichkeiten hinwegefegt. Ich spiirte nur, daas die HeiIigen des
Himme1s und dar &de die Opfergaben, den sOs8en' Wein und den Welhrauch
angenommen unci sich dum erf.reut batten: und. nun voIll:runken in dar Luft
herumtorblten unci voller Preude Luzhen mit grenzenlosem GlUck belohnen wollten.

In the Yangs' English version:
Enveloped in thisrnedley of sound I relaxed; tbe doubt whJch had preyed on my
mind from dawn till night was swept dean away by tbe festive atuap.hen! and I telt
only that the saints of heaven and earth had accepted the aacrifke and ina!nse and
were reeling with intoxication in tbe sky, prepar.ing to give Luzhen'. people
bound1ea good fortw1e.16

and in William Lyell's translation:
AU the worries and corK:II!mS that had plagued me from momirIg tiJl nJsht the day '.
before had been totally. swept away by tbe happy atmolpheNof the New Year. 1 was
CIOI18Ciot.Ii of noddng ea:ept that the varloUl p:ls of hell.,. and earth wen enjeJing
the ritual offerings and aD the intense that burned in their lumor. Comfortably tipsy
by now, they staggered through the sky and pnpared to shower the people of Lu
Town with.ln8nite bleainp.17

Nevertheless, I'm afrajd the titleD•. tnmlme Ltmd won't suggest aw:h intertextua1
irony, unless that reader is intiniate1y £amniar With Lu Xun's works. I thiDk DIll
trunkene Land is ac:tuany a bit too IIorientalized- an image, one that ~ up
whirling dervishes, opium-inapUed ranting and the etemal (or seemingly 80, even for
the sophisticated Wtistem readers of this "poatm.odem.- era) Dream of Orient. I
would, ff;JI' that ~ have avoided. it. Otherwiae, if sounds quite poetic and. that is
the strength of many Of Kubin's renderings of the c)assical-stylepoems as we11-they
read like sua:essful German poetry. For thie, and. for his feats of organization in
bringing about this remarkable set of volumes, Wolfgang·KubiD, is to be highly
commended, as I1e his students and collaborators. German 1ettres wiD be far the
richer fo~ them-to think what Bertolt Brecht or Heinddl Mann might have made of
them ....
~ From the pen of each editor/translator tbe!e emerges a different Lu Xun.
Kubin's Lu Xun is a lyrical genius, plagued. by bJ:ooding, doubts and skepticism;
Lyell's is a vital, humorous and energized aeator; the Yanp' is an unambivalent
fighter against injustice and. a dauntless voke for the oppressed. Bach of Ihe8e projects
represents an..aspect of Lu. Xun, but aU these and other works wiD have to be
examined. together before Western-language l'Uders can begin to foml a more
complete piclwe.

~

16 LIt 16m: ScI«Ial WCII'b ,I, p. 188.

l' LyeH, p. 24L
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When thoughts spread wide to fill the whole of space,
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are buried by weeds;

diIBe to move the earth to grief.
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Japanese language works:

Rojin shiwa • il• •·• by 'tabta Atsushi Ii m•. Tokyo: Chuo Koronsha, 1971. .
256 pp.
Since the editors of CLEAR first asked me to review Huang Hsin-chyu's Poems
of Lu Hsiin (1979) some years ago, I there have been several more book-length
attempts to render Lu Xun's (1881-1936) classical-style verse into English, as well as
. a flood of books on the same subject published in Chinese. Given that my efforts thus
far to entice other scholars into reviewing some of these have been·in vain and since
I am not willing to presume to pass judgment on all of them,. the editors of CLEAR
have granted me the opportunity to discuss a number of the more influential older
works in Chinese together with the newer English ones and to discuss some of. the
general issues involved in the annotation and translation of Lu Xun;s classical verse.
Lu Xun's "poems in the old-style" Uiuti shi ..... as they are called in Chinese)
are mostly shi ... poems written after the styles of the Tang and Song (Iiishi • •
or "regulated verse" andjueju ~,.f;J ,or "quatrains"), ~ well as a few which might be
called guti -?;. ("ancient stylej and saoti • • (influenced by the style of the Chu ci).
Unlike Mao Zedong (1893-1976), Lu Xun produced mostly contemplative, melancholy
shi. eschewing the ci 'til or "lyric" form in which Chairman Mao cast his more
bombastic and grandiloquent outpourings.
There are some sixty-four of Lu Xun's old-style poems extant today, not all
of which Jenner translates. Wu Juntao, despite the flaws in his English, tries to
give a fuller selection, but for some reason also omits certain poems, although he
includes such controversial items as lite verses for Ding Ling and Yao Pengzi (father
of "Gang of Four" stalwart Yao Wenyuan).
, Jenner's renderings, hailed by Ruth Weiss (who, by her own admission, is still
unable to read Chinese after fifty years of living in China)2 and foreworded by the
late Professor Wang Yao of Peking University, are done into a rather wooden style'of
plain' verse and are seemingly presented as literal translations. 3 Although Jenner tells
us: "Th~ end-notes on the poems draw heavily on the expertise of the Foreign
Languages Press editors and on a number. of Chinese editions' and studies of the
poems. My debt to these I gladly acknowledge ... " (p. 2S), ,he does not actually cite
any of the sources upon which he is basing his interpretations. Aside from my own
poor M.A. thesis (1978), then, the only attempt at a complete rendering of Lu Xuo's
classical-style poetry into English is the rhyming translation by David Y. Ch'en
(Chen Ying • • ), whom William Schultz describes in his foreword as "a specialist
in modern Chinese literature" at The Ohio State University.
I See CLEAR. (3.1) (January 1981). pp. 183-188.
2"Most welcome was the publication in 1982 of Lu Xu,. Selected P~ms. translated by W.J.F.
Jenner. . . ... Bill Jenner had been here before, working in the Foreign Languages Press. 1 find his
knowledge of Chinese 'quite remarkable. To me who cannot read Lu Xun in the original ..... See Ruth
F. Weiss. Lu Xun: Q Chinese Writer for All Times (Peking: New World Press. 1985). p. 293.
J As a disclaimer. Jenner warns: '"The conciseness and balance of the originals must in large Part be
lost in translation. as must the play on tht literary and historical associations of words that is one of
the features of classical Chinese poetry in recent centuries. These resonances cannotsurvi~ the rendering
of the poems into an alien language, and can only be partly suggested in short commentaries. The
reader is therefore asked to take much of their quality on trust." (p. 21).
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It should be stated from the outset that one of the problems· in translating and.
annotating Lu Xun's poems is that many of the more important ones arc written in
a particularly allusive style influenced by. the Chu ci and, in terms of elliptical
language, closely approximate to the style of the late 'DUlg poet Li Shangyin (c.813-S5S).
.A11 well and· good then, one might reply, let us approach them simply as aesthetic
creations. But this is not as easily achieved, as Jenner implies when he tells us: "I
have tried to convey only the necessary minimum of information needed for· a reader
to begin to enjoy the poems. I have also tried to avoid the overinterpretation that in
unhappier years tried to turn all Lu Xun's poems of the 19305 into posturing mock
milltanqr" (pp. 25-26).4 Of course, no one wants to read too much into a poem, but
the .1930s were complicated times of censorship and death-squads.' And, by the
logic of lenner's argument, things published in China after the fall of the "Gang of
Four" should have been rehltively free from "overinterpretations". Yet this is not the
case either, judging from what has· been printed over the last ten years.
The earliest bOOk-length study in Chinese of Lu Xun's classical-style verse that
I have seen was published in Chungking shortly after World War II. 6 It is a small
volume and, for those of us who have had high hopes for a pre-1949 exegesis,
disappointing in the arbitrary and sketchy nature of its running commentary.
The next was written in Hong Kong and published in Canton in 1959 by Zhang
Xiangtian, a pseudonym of Zhang Bingxin. 7 This was a one-volume study and was
reissued in a s~cond edition in 1962. Subsequently, it was again re-done into a two
volume version in 1972-3 which was published in Hong Kong as a revised, greatly
expanded and largely re-written version of the above title. In terms of textual com
mentary~ this work is the most thorough by anyone author to date. Explanations
are detailed and accessible, but the introductory sections for many poems are far too
.

4Compare with David Y. Ch'en's more tempered approach, as articulated in his introduction (pp. 30-31).
5The back cover of Jenner's book still insists: "His [Lu Xun's] later pieces in particular [i.e. these
same poems of the 19305) exposed the role of imperialism and the Chiang Kai-shek government,
expressed sympathy for the suffering of the masses and praised the revolutionary cause of the proletariat."
GiVen that these may be the words of the FLP editors and not his own, we need look no farther than
Jenner', own introduction to see that Lu Xun in Shanghai of the 19305 is described as: " ...a professional
writer committed to the revolutionary cause. The threat of am:st and murder huni over him and
those who were in touch with him. He had caused so much offence over the years with his polemical
writing ... " (p. 22) or that" ... in the lament for the young writers (LuXun's) expression is direct and
passionate. thet'e is no playing with allusion, and the poem is immediately accessible to readers.It (p. 24).
'Sikong Wuji, Lu Xun jiushi xinquan [A new look at Lu Xun's old poetty) (Chongqins: Wcnsuang
shudian. 1947). There is a copy in the library of the Lu Xun Museum in Peking and its text has been newly
reprinted in Lu Xun ytinjiu meshu lundlu V./i1lO huibian 14, compo by the·Zhongguo shehui kexue yuan
wenxueyanjiu suo Lu Xun yanjiu shi (Peking: Zhonguo wenlian chuban she. 1987). Another apparently
11 .......
earlier commentary exists by Yi Shan I III under the title Lu Xun jiushi xinhua
[New talks on Lu Xun's old-style poetry], brought out. by the "Mud (Literary] Society" (Nitu she) in
the mid-l940s (?).
7 Zhang Bingxin. the son of a protestant minister from Mu~en. became a high school teacher in
Hong Kong and was eventually deprived of his job for his involvement with the student protest movement
at SacrCd Heart. Hel published essays in the leftist newspapers Xin wnboo (New evening news] and
Dagong boo [I.e Impartial] of Hong Kong under the pen-name of Bing Gong ( JJi~ ) and lived on the
proceeds until his death there in 1986. His 1959/62 annotations and commentaries on Lu Xun's verse
are still generally well-resarded by specialists on Lu Xnn in mainland ChiDa and the 1912·3 ("Cultural
Revolution" era) edition remains important, ~ though it should be used with caudon.
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ponderous. Zhang's paraphrased baihull versions of each poem can be helpful at
times. yet at many points (in the 1972-3 version) stray from the original or tend to
pad it. I actually prefer a number of the baihua versions of the 1962 edition, as
these are more concise.
Zhang Xiangtian is best known in 1.0 Xun studies circles for having put forward
the theory that the term shenshi· .fir It (divine arrows) in the poem commonly referred
(Personally inscribed on a small picture)8 refers
to as Zi Ii xiao xiong t
not to "Cupid's arrow" (as had been previously explained by Xu Shoushang If • •
and Xi Jin •
but to the means by which Byron's character Lara (in "The Corsair")
bad met his death by means of "a flying shaft which pierced his chest" (fei shi lai
pan ql XIong, SUI II
.It*.~Jf, ...IE
)-as Lu Xun phrased it in part four of
his 1907 essay Moluo shi Ii shuo (On the power of Mara poetry). 9 Whether or not
the reader agrees with this analysis, it is certainly one .of the more creative readings
of this widely-disputed poem. Generally speaking. it is safe to say that Zhang
Xiangtian's exegeses have done more good than harm.
This is not necessarily true for his immediate successor, Zhou Zhenfu. Whereas
I find it a useful approach to assume that most of the innuendo inLu Xun's poetry
of the 1930s is directed at the senseless cruelty of the Kuomintang government in
thea~ it controlled, Zhou Zhenfu tries, at every possible tum, to drag in the
.civil war with the Communist military forcesand/or to find positive lines about
the Communist base areas in the hinterland. The most ludicrous examples occur
on pp. 77·80 of the 1962 ed. of his book, in which he distorts Lu Xun's tragic
tone in the :poem Xiong ling ge 18 alt (Ode to the goddess of the Xiang River) 10
into an· optimistic victory chant cheering on the Red Armys counter-offensive
against the "Encircle and Annihilate" campaign of the Nationalist government and
on pp. 141-144 of the 1980 edition where he reads the untitled poem of December
31, 1932 (beginning Dongling mu luo Chu lion gao· JiI.*.jt~.
lit. "Lake
Dongting's trees have shed their leaves 'neath a towering Chu sky... "), 11 containing
the line mei dai xing hong wo Vaan pao "11 g.lI . U
, lit. "Traces of kohl and
.blood-red stain warriors' robes ... ") as a paternalistic counsel to Yu Dafu not to
let his infatuation with Wang Yingxia distract him from the weighty tasks ahead
on ·the road to a burgeoning career as a writer for tbe revolution (interpreting "traces
of kohl" as eye make-up and "blood-red" as the color of lipstick).
Zhou Zhenfu was distinguished as a commentator by his copious notes on
Chairman Mao's poetry. For ttus reason, it comes as no surprise that Jenner's FLP
English versions seem to rely most heavily on him. 12 Zhou states that he was working
on the draft when the first edition of Zhang Xiangtian's (1959) book came out and.

.4'''

'* )
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81C:xt in Lu Xun quanji [The complete works of Lu Xun] (Peking: Renmin wenxue chubanshe. 1981),
VII, p. 423.
9 Lu Xun quanji I, p. 76. Also see Zhang Xiangtian (1962), pp. 27·36.
1°1Cxt in Lu Xun quanj; VII, p. 146. Note that· this poem was probably written out for Matsumoto
Saburo
not KatayaMa Shogen
Jt di,*;t , as the Lu Xun qllanji states.
II Lu Xunquanji VII, p. 148.
12 After III, the most important thing going on in the 19305 (in the minds of the octogenarian leaders
of the Party and. as a result. of the so-called "Chinese 'editors' • at the PLP) waS the civil war and the
most important part$ of China were the Soviets or revolutionary base &n:as. But that was not nec::essarlly
Lu Xun's perspective. He was involved in a struggle .on a completely different front and level..
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feeling that his annotations differed sipificantly from those of Zhang. he thought
he might do well to subject them to the reader's scrutiny and judgement (p. 186).
But based on the large number of exegeses taken verbatim from the 1961 annotated
edition of Lu Xun qutlnji [The Complete works of Lu Xun}. I cannot suppress the
guess that tbiswas a Zhou Yang era attempt at producing an official analysis of
Lu Xun's poetry, as opposed to the previous "independent" treatments by Sikong
Wuji, and Zhang Xiangtian. There is a revised edition of Zhou Zhenfu's book (1980)
from the same publisher. Disappointingly,. new portions consist, by and large, of
attempts to refute his critics.
. A .more appealing work is the anonymous· Lu Xun shi jian xuonji: lu shigao
[An Annotated selection of Lu Xun's poems: with reproductions of the hand-written
manuscripts], an aesthetically intriguing book with a preface by Guo Moruo. Overall,
this is a less politically-colored work that provides some original insights. Literary
allusions and many poetic terms are scrupulously documented in its traditional
interlinear commentary. ·If I were ever to teach a course on Lu :Kun's verse, this would
be an attractive first text.
For its sheer. usefulness in introducing the reader to the various debates, a
commendable work is that by Zhang Enbe !l.~ entitled Lu. XU" jiushi jijie
[A compendium of divergent views on Lu Xun's classical verse}. This lengthy compi
lation has excerpted often contradictory quotations from variou~ Chinese commen
taries and treats· all of Lu Xun's extant classical verse. Occasionally the compiler
jin tin ("a note from the editor").
offers his own views under .the heading
Zhang:Enhe includes a 42-page bibliography of books and articles on, and related to,
Lu xtin's classic:al poetry. '
Aside from these, at least ten separate titles have been published. in mainland
China since 1978 dealing exclusively with Lu Xun's classical verse. Are these poems
really worth all this ~ttention? Jenner tells us: "The classical poems Lu Xun wrote
in the 1930s were nearly all responses to particular occasions. Sometimes he would
be asked for a poem ora· piece of his calligraphy by a friend, or by a stranger
through a friend. Many of those who asked for his writing were Japanese." (p. 21).
But the Japanesescholar'lakata Atsushi observed some years earlier:

+ti

Althouah, as a friend. Lu Xun would present poems written out in his own caUisraphy
to people, there were. also poems which had no direct connection to the person(s)
for whom he had copied them out. 1b say that these
poems which were merely
written in response to requests from people is nothina but a superficial observation.
There were instances in which the composition of the poem had been inspired (by
somethiIll else] and it was (later) brought out in response to a request by some
acquaintance. ')

are

In other words, to construe much of Lu Xun's classical-style poetry as occasional
verse is an oversimplification, even in view of the disclaimers he himself was wont
to attach. After all, Lu Xun was a vociferous advocate of writing in the new style
(btlihua) and he could not appear publicly to endorse wenyan. But privately, he
wrote otherwise:

ll'Illkata Atsushi, Rojill shiwa (lbkyo: Chuo Koronsha, 1971), p. 4 •
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I think that there are basically two types of scripts, the type tbat can be set OD a
stage and the type"that can be set on a desk. Doubtless, the former is sUperior to
the latter. Similarly in poetry we have the type that can be read aloud," aDd the type
that can only be read in silence. Again, it follows that the former is the superior
of the two. It.is lamentable, therefore, that in China our "new poetry" must find
itself in this latter group, since a poem lacking in both rhyme and rhythm d6e$ not
lend itself to recitation aloud, and is hence less easily commItted to memory. It is
for this reason that the "new poetry" has never succeeded in displacing the old forms.
In the minds of the people, the position of the old has neva' been supplanted.. J.4

One of the c:hief problems with the "occasional verse" approach is that it tends to
trlvialize what were meant to be, if not acerbic, then certainly critical poetic lines.
Of poems which were, on the surface, occasional verses, Lu Xun himself once
remarked in a letter to Cao Jittghua dated February " 1935:
Oetting anything published. here is sheer disaster. Some of these "men of letters"
who have made it up the ranks to the job of censor seem to
with total disregard
for" reason. 1bward the end of last year a friend collected some old writings I had
done but never published before into a volume entitled Collection 01 the Uncollected
(Ji wa; ji). Wlten he submitted. it to the censors, they banned ten pieces straightaway.
Even manler to relate, the-writings proscribed include some correspondence dating
from ten years back, before the present "National Oovernment" had even come into
existence. Moreover the content had nothing to do_with politics. Yet the Collection
includes a number of classical-style poems quite vitriolic in tone (po jilie• • li).
which the censors did not choose to touch. 1.5

act

If" in the process of translation and annotation we ianore Lu Xun's own statements
conceminl the nature and impUcations of these poems, choosing to interpret them
primarily as "occasional" verse, celebrating a visit, an outing, or a dinner, then I
would think we are dOing a disservice to his work as literature."
On the question of "occasional" verse, then. let us examine Lu Xun's two untitled
poems, written out on December 31, 1932 -for Doctors Tsuboi and Hamanoue: 16

.:I!.::j"
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14Prom his November 1. 1934 letter to Dou Yinfu. Sec Lu Xliii qutl'fii. XU, p. SS6•
•, Lu Xun qutlnji. XIII. p. 47.
16'R1xt in Lu Xun qual'(//. VII. p. 438.
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Wu Juntao (p. S7) translates:
I
My native place is overcast with dark clouds brooding on,
And Spring is barred by the very night lasting long.
How can I keep in Jow spirits still when it's the year's end?
Let me enjoy the dish of globe-fISh with a coblet in hand.

II
'Tis a night in late spring when wines're drained and voices cease;
A Sumou girl sings her WillQW Songs and white are her teeth.
From drunkenness I'm sobered by dreams coming from nowhere;
In the shades of light alone 1 think of the cuckoo somewhere.

In Jenners(p. 61) rendering the poems run:

When black clouds smother the land with darkness,
And long nights make the sprin, seem far' away,
Let not the old year's misery increase:
So raise your wine-cups and well feast on globefish.
2
The white-toothed southern maiden sings a ballad
In a late spring silence when the wine is ,one.
Then, for no reason, an old dream makes one sober;
Alone and out of the light I think of sorrow.

o
Nl

And David Y. Ch'en (p. 99) gives us:
Homeland, dark and gloomy. lies under a blackening overcast.
In the proloD,ed night, early spring seems far, far behind.
At year's end; how could I still have a troubled mind?
For now: a cup of wine and globe fISh for a delicious repast.
A maiden from Wu with snowy teeth sings a,"Willow Branches" lay.
The banquet's over, voices subside, as sprin,time wears away.
An old dream 4ispels my lin,ering drunkenness for no Feason at all;
Alone facins the shadow Of the lamp. I remember the Cuckoo's call.

One basic problem with all. these renderings is that they fail to preserve the
somber mood which 'permeates the·texts of the originals. Instead, they focus on the
wine, women and song which are, in reality, only a backdrop for the brooding
t
emotionality of the verses. The speaker in verse one is depicted as eating/ugu
a, Japanese delicacy-a fish with poison entrails which has the potential to kill the
,diner if improperly prepared. If read within the framework of the "world" constructed
by the combined images. of the first and second poem, it becomes clear that these
are more than occasional lines celebrating the event of a dinner on the town with
Japanese acquaintances. They speak of a poison in the entrails of the poet as well as
of the PnMOUS line.
the fish, one born of the sadnessldisco~olation (chouchang

i1if..
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The lines of a Chinese ~m work together, directly or antithetically. They are
not eaclt a separate entity. as David Y. Ch'en's punctuation seems tosUSlest. Even
if eating lugu is intended as an activity suuestiveof revery, it still takes on a bitter
edge, given the context: ''Why are we subjected to such circumstances in China?"
"dark clouds" and yaoye .. "longnightsj the speaker
(suggested by xUanyun
in the poem asks; "Who bas produced them? Is their outcome not clear? How can
a temporary reSpite provide any real escape?" These are the actual questions being
posed by the speaker in the poem to the intellectual communities of China and
.perhaps, by extension, Japan.
Wu Juntao gives the reader no notes at all for either of these poems. David
Y. Ch'en's endnotes (p. 231) do not mention the above ;mages or their implications.
Jenner tells us that "globefish ! • • contain deadly poison," but does not seem to see
any metaphorical value in its use here.· Yet '1llkata Atsushi entitles the chapter of
his book Rojln ahiwa which deals with this poem: Fugu no kanashimi (The sorrow
of [i.e. symbolized by] lugu). He suggests that eating lugu in this context might
indicate a degree of defJ.ance something akin to a death~wish (p. ·148) in the poet. 17
Without reference to the Chinese originals, at first glance, Jenner's translation
would appear to be the one which has the greatest likelihood of following the
original most accurately. But in the first line of poem 111 he translates suo... (to
lock up) as "smother," eliminating the possibility of double entendre t' while doing
nothing to strengthen the line. If we want to make the opening couplet sound like
a poem, I would translate it:

i:'.

«

MyoId home locked in murky clouds.
so dark. yet ever darkening;
On, drag on. unending night
that hinders the coming spring.

Jenner seems to think tiaotiao • • refers to the spring, but grammatically itmodifies
yaoye
19 Why translate guxiang it. literally as "old home" here, as I have
done, when it is probably being used as a metaphor for the poet's country? - Of
course, but why spell it out when that sort of information can be put in a footnote
and the original metaphor (which more~r-Iess works in English) preserved? For
one thing, the poet was not abroad at this time; for another, a literal rendering into
.English here serves to heighten the senseaf outrage: opposition ~s have a claim
on their country, too; in fact, a more authentic one than government lap~ogs.
Lu Xun is every bit as Chinese as their p3id apologists even though he pens acerbic
columns damning the authorities and goes out for drinks with Japanese doctors.
The right~wing has no monopoly on patriotism, the speaker in the poem tells us, .
as do the essays he penned in this period.

il« .

cr.

the views of the anonymous commentator in Lu XU" shUia" XIlQnjl: lu shigao (p. 92).
as the play on words implied with phrase$ like suoguo • • (to lock up/dose the country)
or IH1 ren suo ql lal ~A..AI* (to lock: up or imprison people).
I9See 'tabta Atsushi. p. 148; Zharla Xian,tian (1962), p. 116. Cf. Zhou Zhenfu(1962). pp. 112·113.
Jenner is foUowina Zhou Zhenfu's baihua (top of p. 113): "This is to say that the dark period of
reactionary rule was still not ovu. that they were still very far remtMd (1aO)'lfall) from the &lotious
years when spring would revitalize lheearth. This reyea1s the poet's 10RJin& for (the day of] Liberation.It
17

18 Such
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In verse #2, both Jenner and Ch'en translate the term wudllfln.. as "for no
reason" or "for no reason at all" and Wu Juntao renders it "comins from nowhere."
This is a word which has specific poetic usage and mightbe best expressed indirectly
in English. I would render it, if required to do so, as "inexplicably." The last line
of the poem, Jenner translates as: "Alone and out of the light I think of sorrow... "
which might have been clever in that he avoids the words of the enigmatic conclusion
yi zigui it::t JI Oit. "recalling the cuckoo"),' translating it "I tbink of sorrow," except
that the speaker is not "out of the light," but rather "facing the shadows." This is quite
clear. Of course, the speaker in the poem is sad (that is also my point in· writing all
this) and Jenner is right to teU us that. But the Chinese original works in another
way and of these three translators,20 only Cb'en (p. 231) ventures an explanation:
The bird Dame lzu-kuei::tll ("cuckoo' in Chinese literature suuests onomatopoeia.
The cuckoo's call is interpreted as "Better go home!" (pu-ju kuei-chYi ~*'
Notice tbat the character kuel JI puns on its homophone kuei" , meaning-return."
Heard in late spring, it is traditionally associated with melancholy and nostalgia.
The bird assumes several other' names popular in Chinese verse •••

.... ).

.

In' China the cuckoo isa bird whose name is rife with symbolic value and
associated legends. It is said that the bird's woeful cry "buru gui qu" ("Would it
not be better to return!"). can inspire acute longing and homesickness in the heart
of any traveler. The fact that Lu Xun here. chooses the less-common name zipi.
embodying the homophone p; ("to go back") rather than the more common word
dujllan may strengtben the association of the bird as a symbol for a desire to return
someWhere. Lu Xun shij;an xuanj;: lu sh;gao (p. 92) suggests the poet still entertains
a desire to' return to Peking.. Others might read this as Japan. However, both Ni
Moyan (p. 152) and Zhou Zhenfu (p. 113) feel that Lu Xun is using the cuckoo
with the same symbolic import as Qu Yuan in the Li sao with his line:
I fear lest the cuckoo should cry forth,
causing the hundred grasses to loose their fragrance.

Ni and Zhou explain that the cry of the cuckoo causes fragrant grasses ·to wilt and
wither, that is. to say, good men to come to harm or illisfort~ne. Zhou concludes
that the poet is sighing over the trampling down of talented men by the reactionaries,
whereas Ni says the line is in commemoration .of slain revolutionary martyrs.
Interesting enough as a contrast, Zhang Xiangtian thinks the subject of each line
in this quatrain to be the sing-song girl herself, rather than Lu Xun. This is where
Jenner gets his observation (p. 140): "Another interpretation is possible: it could
also be the singer who turns away from the light, suddenly sobered up." Zhang
Xiangtian feels the concluding line expresses a mother's longing' for the return of
her child, lost in the hostilities during the January 28th Conflict with Japan. 21 A
fifth opinion is expressed by Jiang Tian, who believes the use of a cuckoo here is .
an aUusion to the. story of Du Yu, ancient ruler of Shu (now the Sichuan region)
during the Zhou era. According to legend, King Du was change~finto a ,cuckoo which
lOBy contrast 88ain. 1l1kata Atsushi (pp. 149-152) mlida his entire chapter HOlotogisu

(Rcc::alUna the cuckoo)•.
21 See Zhang

Xi8llllian (1973), II. pp. 22-26.
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Vt"ept tears of blood. The Southern Song poet Wen TIanxiang (1236-1283) wrote a

fine using this image as an expression of tragic heroism:
Would that I were transformed into a cuckoo.
that flies [toward his goal] trailing blood. n

From this Jiang Tian opines that the cuckoo here is symbolic of "the martyrs' loyal
souls."lJ No. matter what .the referent may ultimately tum out to be, it is not justi
fiable to skirt the use of this image and its ambiguity by translating the line as
"Alone and out of the light I think of sorrow... tf when yi z,igui (recall/think of a
cuckoo) is clearly an allusion. Secondly. du dui deng yin .. JUta- . (lit. "alone facing
the shadows least by a] lamp") does not mean the speaker is "out of the lighttf as
Jenner puts it. If we want to rhyme, I would suggest translating the last two lines:
A tipsy mood now chased away
as dreams lurch from the past;
Alone; recall a cuckoo's form
'mid shadows the lamp's cast.14

This leaves the subject unspecified, as in the Chinese, and preserves some of the
feeling of enigma engendered by the original lines. One might argue that the cuckoo's
cry, not form, is alluded to here, but' the poet does not tell us that. Perhaps the
speaker, facing the shadows,' imagines that he makes out a form in their midst and
this engenders in the reader's mind the symbolic associations.with the bird's melan
choly cry. .
Just how allusive and metaphorical Lu Xun's poems can be is easily illustrated
by a look at one of his earliest extant verses, commonly referred to as Zi Ii xiao
xiang
ill}"
("Personally inscribed on a small picture"), which was probably
composed in the spring or summer of 1903. 2S This is perhaps the one poem by
Lu Xun most frequently quoted in its entirety, yet its meaning is subject to a wide
variety of interpretation, its dating is uncertain, and even its most commonly used
title was assigned to it by someone other than the poet himself. Z6 The great signifi
cance placed upon this poem in mainland China is attributable to the fact that it
has often been cited as evidence from which to pinpoint chronologically the begin
nings of Lu Xun's "revolutionary" consciousneSs. 1'1

*

12 Wen Tionx;ollg qUQtV; (Beijing! Beijing shi Zhongguo shudian, 1985), p, xxx.
23 By "martyrs" he is referring to activist writers slain by the Kuomintang, See Jiang Tian (l974).
p. 61.
24Hcre "lamp's" - "lamp has", Cf. the plain verse rendering I offered in CLEAR 3.1. p, 187.
2SSee Ni Moyan.
3S~39. Here Ni reviews some older theories on tbe dating and concludes .that
at the earli6t, the poem was written hi Marth of 1903. but is most likely to have been composed during
the summer of that year..
2IJ Ibid.. p. 37.
l'1This was not always the case. One Lu Xun biogf8.pher. presupposing a relationship between the
poem and Lu Xun's decision to take up the study of medicine. upon ~u_ation from tbe Kobun (Japanese
Language) Institute in 1904, wrote of how the poem expres5es the younS Lu ~'s determination to
iave his people by aiding in the introduction of medical science as a cure for their ills. This was
Wang Yeqiu. Min yuan qian de Lu XU" (Lu Xun in the pre-Republican era) Shanghai: Emei Chubangonsi,
1947). pp. 81-82. A vastly different version comes from Xi Jin, who insists tbat Lu Xun's wife explained
(to Xi Jin) in 1941 the meaning of the poem's var~ous obscure terms and passaaes. According to Xu

pp.
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'Most of the standard interpretations of "this heptasyllabic quatrain followed
the guidelines set down by Lu Xun's old friend and fellow-provincial, Xu Shoushang
(1882-1948):
The [poem's] first line speaks of the intensity of the stimulus one received studying
in an aUen land. In the next (the poet] describes how grave the stormy state of
affairS in our homeland looked from abroad. The third tells of how our compatriots
had not.yet awakened and [bow he consequently] could not overcome-the feeling of
isolation. The concluding line is an outpouring of his commitments; it is a motto
he would set out to live up to throughout his entire life. 21

But Xu Shoushang's various statements about the time, circumstances and
place of composition of this poem are contradictory.l9 They are also inconsistent
with information in the rewritten copy of the poem made by Lu Xun much later in
life, which ends with the problematic statement: "Composed when J was twenty
one sui [a Chinese term designating 'years of age' but not indicative of whether age
is being reckoned according to the Chinese or Western fashion); written out in my
hand on February 16, 1931 at fifty-one SUi."lO Because of these contradictions, we
cannot assume all. Xu's statements on the poem to be definitive. It would seem to
me justifiable to accept as fact, however, that at some point during their study
abroad in Japan, Lu Xun did write out, for Xu, a copy of this heptasyllabic quatrain
on a photograph o~ himself, and that this photo was one of the same pose that
Lu Xun sent to his middle brother Zhou Zuoren. The picture was taken in March
or April 1903, after Lu Xun had cut off his queue, symbol of submission to
Manchu rule over China. 31 Thus in WiI1iam Lyell's view this poem "represents a
turning point in his view of his role 'in society. "32 A goOd deal of the controversy
over this poem's interpretation stems from the ambiguity of its archaic diction and
allusions.
Guangpin8. Xi lin contends, this poem expresses Lu Xun's consternation at having had to submit to
an arranged marriJ'e. But. it was not until 1907 tbat LuXun's mother, under pretett of illness. called
her son back to Shaoxing from Japan for this purpose. See Xi lin, "Lu Xun shi ben shl"[Stories
behind Lu Xun's poems), Wenxue ,uekan {The Uterature monthly}" Nov. 1956, p. 9.
28Xu Shoushana. Wo suo tvtnshi de
Xun [The Lu Xun I knew) (Peking: Renmin chubanshe. 1952).
pp. 24-25.
29For example, in 1936, Xu wrote, "'Lu Xun was.matchless in his dedication to the cause of national
liberation [from the Manchu yoke). In 1903, when we were studyin8 in Tokyo. he presented a small
picture to me and later was to add a pOem to it. which went .•• " Ibid., p. 4. The same year. Xu added:
"In 1903 when he tLu Xun) was twenty-three sui. he gave me the poem 'Personally Inscribed on' a Small
Picture' in lbkyo." Ibid., p.24. In 1944. Xu reiterated: '''Personally Inscribed on aSmaU Picture' was
given to me when he was twenty-three sui." Ibid•• p. 83. But in a work dated 1947, Xu spoke of the
days when Lu Xun had already left Tokyo in 1904 (instead of 1903, as he· had previously dated the
poem) for the small provincial Sendai Medical Academy, saying: "'After be had 80ne, he mailed me a
picture., on the back of which there was 8 beptasyUabic quatrain inscribed ..."' Xu then quoted the
conduding line of this poem. See Xu Shoushan" Wangyou LIl Xun ,inxiang j/ (Impressions of my
departed friend Lu Xun) (Shanghai: E mei chubanshe, 1947), p. IS.
lO Lu Xun shijian manji: lu shigao. pp. 1-2.
31 Hu Bing. Lu Xun yonjiu dtaji [Notebook of research on Lu Xun) (Shanghai: Xin wenyi chubanshe,
19'5), p. 106. For a look at the picture discussed by Hu Bing, sec William A. Lyell, Jr., Lu Hsun's
Vision oj Realil, (Berkeley: University of California Press. 1916), p• .sl.

Lu

32 Lyell,

Ibid., p.
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David y~ Ch'en and Wu Juntao are mistaken in translating Zi Ii xiIIo xiang IS
"Inscription on My Photograph" and "Inscribing (siC.) on a Photo of Myself"
because, as I have said, the poem was originally untitled. The "title" in current use
was assigned to it after the fact by someone other than the author himself (Xu
Shoushang). The text of the poem runs:

•••

it.*~

.......1t II .

•• *.t~ ..,
.. Gl ....W.

My own (1978) attempt at a "literal" version reads:
Personally Inscribed on a Small Picture .
. In the spirit tower is no plan
to elude divine arrows;
Wind and rain, like giant flagstones,
darken the old garden.
Entrusting intentions to a lone. cold star,
...the Fragrant One considers them not.
I take my blood and offer it up
to Xuan Yuan [the Yellow Emperor1. 31

If the sam~ poem; Wu Juntao (p. 19) makes:
Inscribing on a Photo of Myself
There's no way for my heart to shun the Cupid's arrow-head.
And st()rmy clouds, like millstones. darken our motherland o'erhead.
1 ask the meteor to carry to my people my pray;
Although they ignore, I'll offer my blood to my Cathay.

Jenner (p. 31) gives us:
On a Photograph of Himself
The tower cannot· avoid the god's sharp arrows;
Dark is the ancient garden crushed beneath the storm.
Unrecognized. I put my hope in an ice~ld star
While offering my blood to the Yellow Emperor.

and David Y. Ch'en (p. 65) has:
Inscription on My Photograph
My hallowed heart fails to escape the sacred arrow's aim.
A rock-like storm is darkening my native land.
A message via cool stars, the grass roots don't understand.
I sacrifice my blood in the Yellow Emperor's name.
31 My thesis predated all of the other EJlglish-language versions. but Leo Lee subsequently erroneously
c:redited this translation 10 Jenner. See Leo Ou-fan Lee. Vokes from the Iron House: tI study of Lu Xun
(BIoomiJl8ton: Indiana University Press. 1987). p. 13 and p. 202. note 42. cr. Jenner. p. 31.
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unders~nding

of aU the Chinese commentators, translators
and interpreters (as well as my own) of the poem is incomplete, there are problems
with all these versions. My attempt at presenting the reader with a "literal" rendering
bad to be laced' with footnotes (nine in total) explaining the terms and accompanied
by.a prefatory statement. Discounting the questions engendered by my poor render
ing, let us begin with Wu Juntao's version. Wu translates lingta; • • (literally "spirit
tower") as "heart," as does11lkata Atsushi in his Japanese gloss ("Sore wa Rojin
jibun no kokoro 0 iU"}.34 This is not without justification,3$ as the term ling/ai
appears in the "Oengsang chu'" chapter of the book of Zhuangzj, where it is used
to refer to the mind or the heart in its function as the seat of the intellect. The
original passage in ,ZhuangZi reads:

Of course. since the

Use things to nourish your body. withdraw into an unworried state and in this
way give life to your mind. If you do this and yet are still beset by things that
plague you. then these are the doings of heaven and not of man. They will not be
able to disturb your accomplishments and must not be allowed to enter the linglai.
The lingta; has its guardian but unless you know this guardian. it cannot be
luarded. 36

The above passage is relevant to the extent that it explains the "spirit tower" as a
mind which is subject to conscious decision. By making a conscious and deliberate
decision to join the tanks of the anti-Qing cause, the speaker realizes that he is
putting his life on the line and may have to "bear the slings and arrows of outrageous
fortun~" as a consequence. If the dynasty so' desired, its agents could apprehehd him
in Japan and conduct him back to China forlria! and possible execution. Thus,
with the first line he could be saying his own self-preservation as an individual is
no longer at issue.)7
But it is also possible to explain ling/iii as the Sacred Terrace of King Wen of
theZhou (in Mencius), 38 built for him by his faithful subjects to show their appre
ciation for an exemplary monarch. In this case, it may be contrasted ironically with
the Yi He Yuan or new summer palace built by Empress Dowager Ci Xi (1835-1908)
with funds originally allocated to modernize the Chinese navy. Thus when the poet
says it wu ji lao shen shi C.'has no plan to escape divine arrows"). he means the

)4uHere it rerers to Lu Xun's own heart." See 18kata, p. 17.
3'This does not extend to David Y. Ch"en's "my halloWed heart," a horrid turn of phrase which
makes the speaker in the poem sound Uke an ego-maniac. Similarly, his rendering of quan as "the grass
roots" reminds me more' of the initiaJ period in the in-rated 1972 McOovern presidential campaign
than an allusion from classical Chinese poetry.
36My reading of the passage is based on Chen Guying, Zhwngli jindru jiny; [Modem annotations
and (baihua) translation of the Zhuangzi text) (Peking: Zhonghua. shuju,1983), pp. 607-608; and
Burton Watson. trans., The Complete Works oj Chuang n:u (New York: Columbia University Press,
1968), pp. 254-255. Watson adds a note to the passage which reads: .. 'Spirit Tower: like 'Spirit Store
house,' is a Taoist term for the mind ......
37See Ni Mayan, p. 42. Cf. *Lu Xun shi ge xuan diu" (An Annotated selection of Lu Xun's poems
and ballads] Beijing shi/an dDXUe xuebao 5..6 (1976), pp. 109-110.
38 Meng1.i. book one on Liang Hu; WDng (King Hui or Liang); see James Leue. The Chintse Clas.sk:s
(Hong ICong: Hong ICon, UniW!rsity Press, 1960. 11. p. 128. l.qge translates I;ngla; as "marvellous
tower."
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extravagances of the Empress Dowager have rendered the nation indefensible. This
is Zeng Minzhi's
argument. 39
There. is also an ancient ruin just outside Lu Xun's hometown of Shaoxing
referred to as the Xuanyuan Thi ~• • or "'1'errace of Xuanyuan," Xuanyuan being
the personal name of the legendary Yellow Emperor, thought to have been the progen
itor of the Han race. Thus lingtai may represent the poet's home and, by extension,
his fatherland. The fatherland endangered may be the gist of the. rust line. This leads
logically into the second, which speaks ofjengyu .... (lit. "wind and rain," i.e. storms)
bearing down on the guyuan tt. ("old garden," i.e. old home), but skirts the exegesis
of shenshi ~ .(Iit. "divine arrow[s]").
Most commentators base their explanations of the term shenshi on Xu Shou
shang's belated (1944) interpretation:

*

The shenshi in tbe first line is borrowed from the story of the god of love in
Roman mythology; that is to say, it is an allusion from a foreign land. 40

The general conclusion arrived at from the above comment is that "Cupid's arrow
has inspired a fervent love for his country in the breast of the young Lu Xun."
(Ni Moyan, pp. 40-42). But Cupid's arrows always brought on an erotic love between
individuals, not feelings of patriotism or aiguo' _. ("love for one's country") as it
is termed in Chinese. The image of the cherub loosing a shaft to inspire a willingness
to die for a nation or revolutionary cause seems quite incongruous, especially in
view of the story that little Eros had such disdain for fighting and weapons that
he .caused .:Apollo. to become obsessed with Daphne specifically because he found
Apollo's pugnacious inclinations distasteful. Lu Xun, who at the time was studYing
"the poems of Byron, a biography of Nietzsche, Greek and Roman mythology. etc.,,4'
in all probability. knew this detail.
This is where the explanation put forth by Zhang Xiangtian comes in. He
suggests this shenshi image may have been derived from the death of Byron's Lara
in "The Corsair". C It is clear from Lu Xun's 1907 essay Molo shi Ii shuo (On the
pOwer of Mara poetry) that he identified with the "satanic" powers of non-conformity
and revolt which he saw in such poets as Byron and the figure of Lara: "one who
put his might into resisting an inevitable fate. ,,4) Zhang Xiangtian feels that (he
sort of arrow mentioned in the Lu Xun poem .is .one just like that which shot,'
unpredictably, out of the clear blue to pierce Lara's chest. So, according to Zhang,
the connotation of the character shen here in the shenshi is not "divine," but rather
"engimatic, wondrous, unfathomable, unpredictable ... " (p. 35). Maybe this is where
Jenner gets "sharp".
Wu J untao is not wrong to translate hanxing
as "meteor." as this is one
of its glosses in classical sources.' The whole line about the hanxing Oit. "cold star,"
by extension "lone star" and also "shooting star") is reminiscent of a verse from the
Jiu bian (Nine arguments) section of the Chu ci [Songs of the state of Chu] which

".I.

39hproduced in Zhang Enhe. pp. 58-60.
40Xu ShoushuB, Wo SIlO renshi de Lu Xun, pp. 83-84.
41 Xu Shousban&. Wangyou Lu Xun yinxiang ji f1mpRSSions of my departed friend Lu Xun) (Slianahai:
E me chubanshe. 1947), Po 5.

CSee ZhU8 Xiangtian (1962), p. 35.
4J Lu Xun qlllHlji. I. p. 76.

+
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uses the term liuxing -... ("shooting star") instead of the hanxing employed in
Lu Xun's verse. David Hawkes translates ,a relevant line from that section:
I wished to send my message by a shooting star,
But he sped too fast, and I could not catch up with him. 44

Wang Yi's second century A.D. commentary on the Chu ci says that "shooting star"
is a metaphor for decent people who still remain in the government, through whom
the exiled and spurned poet QU Yuan might have conveyed a message to the deluded
monarch of his home state Chu, while he wandered "abroad."45 In Lu Xun's verse I
would take the hanxing to be a similar metaphor for sincere, reform-minded loyalists
to the Qing dynasty, living in Japan and elsewhere overseas, who might serve as .
go-betweens for progressives, communicating their vision for renovating the nation
to the emperor, or in this case, the power holders at the imperial court in Peking. '"
Thus the line may indicate the vanity or futility of all such efforts:
Rather than harp on "my pray" (which should be "prayer") and "Cathay" (forced
rnymes are endemic in Wu Juntao's work), time would be better spent on Jenner's
translation, which again appears to have the mOst potential to remain close to the
original. In the third line quan bu cha 1:.:fa. (lit. "The Fragrant One does not
considerllook into ... ") originates in the Lisao ... where quan, the name of a
fragrant grass, is used as a' metaphorical stand-in for the poet's sovereign. David
Hawkes writes:
The Chinese word used here is the name of a flower generally identified. with some
kind of iris or flowering rush. In this context it is usually taken allegorically to mean
the poet's king ..•
Li Sao obviously does contain allegory of some kind. The angry iris here. the
backsliding pepper and orchid in 1.163, the guileful pepper of 1.160, and the irises '
and orchids who have turned into rushes in 1.1$5 are all quite meaningless except
as allegory ...
1b my mind there is little doubt that in this context (quan1 refers to the poet's
'
47
.
k 109 ...

Lu Xun might have had the then aU-but-deposed Guangxu emperor in mind, but I
rather think him to be referring to the powerholders in China, in general. Tbe.re is
clearly comment on politics or at least the ethics of governance intended here,
therefore Jenner's rendering: "Unrecognized, I put my hope in an ice-cold star" is
not only skewed syntactically, but also shifts the force ofquan bu cha (which Jenner
translates simply as "unrecognized tt) onto the poet, making it sound as though he
is Angst-ridden about a lack of career success. The "whil'e" commencing line four
then upsets the time-sequence because, graminati~ally speaking, line four comes
.about either as a result of or at least directly after line three, not coterminously.
The poem, up to now couched in archaic phraseology, in its final line suddenly
bursts into near-vernacular Chinese with the phrase wo y; wo me (I'll use my own
blood to... h). This stark contrast jolts the reader and drives home its import. The

a

tz'u: the Songs o/the South -on Ancient Chinese Anthology (Oxford: Clarendon. 1959), p. 98.
eel.), 8.13a.
'"Cf. Lu Xun shljion xuanji: lu shi ,ao. pp. 4-5.
41 David Hawkes, Ch"u TV'. Tht Songs o/the South, pp. 212-213.·

44 Ch"u

4S Chuei buzhu (Sibu bei)'flo
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word wo ("Ii, intrudes to make abstract referents take on the new immediacy.
Speaking of the poetic techniques employed in this type of verse, ,the jueju, Hawkes
long ago observed:
As seems to be the case in other languages too, the shortness of the poem increases
, the emphasis on the last line. Chinese poets writing a chileh-chu .aim to make the
last line striking or haunting or even puzzling. so that the mind of the reader will
continue to ponder and savour it long after he has finished reading. 48

Thus the last line may well prove the key to interpreting the other images. When
in doubt, it is best to look for clues from within a composition itself, as a poem
ultimately contains its own structural-topical integrity.
There are numerous such instances in I.JJ Xun's poetry which cannot be singled
out one by one for discussion bere~'The above have been otfered 'only as examples of
what makes Lu Xun's poetry "difficult" in David Y. Ch'en's term (p. 30). Looking at
the three different English-language treatments under review, one thingtbat strikes this
reviewer is that Wu Juntao's work, for all his flaws in English, and David Y. Che'en's
work are both labors of love. This is hard to say about Jenner's book, especially when
he asks the reader to take "the quality [of the poems] on trust" (p. 21), calls I.JJ XunJs
early work a ."pastiche" of lines from other poetry (p. 19). over-simplifies 'in his
translations and then seems to throw up his hands when confronted with the array of
differing interpretations ("controversy drags on ... "p. 121) which exist.
By contrast, I enjoyed the feeling of entbusiasm toward the subject David Y.
Ch'en's book conveys. But his grouping of the classical-style poems by form (be sees
them as falling simply into either one or the other of two categories: "ancien~ style"
and "regulated style'j are not, strictly speaking, necessary and tend to confuse the
reader by mixing up the chronological order. The reader will wonder, for example,
why the 193213 poems "Potpourri of Professors"..9 directly precede "Farewell to My
Younger Brothers" (compositions of the year gengzi or 1900) without any intervening
explanation. Ch'en's rhyme, moreover, while certainly less forced than Wu Juntao's.
at times' appears facile and. tends to make the brooding. darkly emotional classical
style sound trite. An example is the translation of -the untitled poem written out on
May 30, 1934 for Nii Itaru:

.J!

••• Jill•••
It• • *.~;t.
~.it1Cil".J
-f". . . . . . . .

Ch'en's version (po 13S) reads:
Thousands of faces. doomed with gloom, into the wilds submerge;
Who would dare to shake the earth with a wailing dirge?
My heart with immense concerns has this vast land to enwrap.
Where silence reigns. liste~ for a startling thunderclap.
48David Hawkes. A Ullie Primer oj Tu'Fu (Oxrord: The Cla~ndon University Press, 1967), p. 186.
49 A horrible translation of the title JiaoshotA Vlyong sishou ..it" .111. (lit. "Four Misc:e1laneous
Vms on Professors"). If we want to be funny I would render it "Diverse Versifying on Professors."
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Out of fairness to Ch'en, Wu Juntao's version (p. 95) is less accurate and sounds
even worse:
Thousands of people fall down in the wilds;
They are tattoed and condemned to death.
Yet who dares to show his grier profound with wails
And laments that would shake up the great eanh?
How vast and remote my heart turns over, '
That to the universe it ,traiaht wanders.
Now in the, dead silence I hear ever:
Come swelling the roaring rumbJes of thunders!

And Jenner's rendering (p. 87). though eschewing rhyme and singled out for special
praise by Ruth Weiss,50 still tends to trlvialize the tpne of the Chinese poem.
The gaunt-faced commoners are buried by weeds;
None dares to sing a dirge to move the earth to grief.
When thoughts spread wide to fiU the whole ,of space,
Amid the silence comes the crash or thunder.

Nowhere does Lu XUI)'S original text contain anything close to the word "'commoners".
This is purely Jenner's addition, uncomfortably reminiscent of those "unhappy
years" when "oversimplification ... tried to turn an Lu Xun's poems of the 1930s
into posturing' mock-militancy. "'I
D~vid Y. Chen's translations of the "new style" verses are., I believe, more
successful than his renderings of the "old style" poems. Ch'en's English is much
better than Wu's and his introduction deals more directly with the formalistic concerns
of poetry and translation than Jenner's work.
The principle problem with Jenner's volume is that it reads like a made-to-oreler
book, one that he might rather not have done at all, and this calls to mind the way
the FLP pf Peking was operated for years; as a "closed shop." Books are contracted
out to scholars and translators who may not havt an affinity or even a liking for
them, simply because the authorities· feel it is time to publish a certain work in
English. These are usually political decisions: Jenner is not normally a bad translator.
Ultimately.his book will probably be more widely available than the other two and
be regarded by 'some readers as the "official translation," but at some level we have
to ask ourselves if this is not part and parcel of what I Will term the whole "trlviali
zation process" which Xu Guangping and others have charged has been carried out
by state organs in China since the 1950s on the Lu Xun legacY. If Lu Xun's social
and cultural critique embodies implications which are still too far-reaching tQ be
comfortable for the authorities, then the best route in dealing with him appears to
be simply to trivialize the issues addressed and his means of addressing them.
From a non-Western perspective, it is interesting to note that both David Y.
Ch'en and Wu ·Juntao have employed rhyming verse in their English translations,
even though this will inevitably put a number of ,readers off at first glance. Since
Arthur Waley's free verse renderings became immensely popular in the 19205, most
other translators followed suit and readers in the English-speaking world have come
50 Lu

Xun: A Chinese Write'T lOT All Times. Ope dt•• p. 276.

'I Jenner, p. 26.

liB
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to think that all renderings of Chinese verse should sound like his. Such sentiments,
however, have proven totally. unacceptable to many Chinese scholars who read and
write English and they insist on continuing to attempt to convince us of the great
importance of form in the originals by producing rhyming translations in Engl ish
at any cost. Perhaps we would do well to take note of this because an objection
based on cultural values seems to be implicit.
.This being the case, one wonders, however, why Chinese-controlled publishing
concerns as major as the Commercial Press, Ltd. (Hong Kong) have embarked on
expensive ventures such 8.$ their"A New Translation" series which publishes transla
tions of Du Fu by Wu Juntao and similar projects by other translators from mainland
China without having anyone edit their English. .52 By contrast, the same Commercial
Press of Hong Kong has retained important scholars such as Zhang Longx.i JIll.
to go over translations of famous European letters into Chinese from English for
the benefit of their Chinese readership. 53 An editor at Cf:,EAR once suggested to me
tbat it is possible they don't believe there is anyone out here who actually reads
their English publications againSt the Chinese. By now I'm beginning to think they
wouldn't care.
~

..r

S2The Shanghai Foreign Languages Edition PublishinS House claims to have broup' out 20,000
copies of Wu Juntao's Lu Xun Selected Poems in the first print run. Most of these were sold. ironically.
to young Chinese readers eager for bilingual texts from which they can learn English.
S3 Mingren shuxi" yiboi/eng 4iA:f'. - 'lit [One hundred letters from famous personages] (Hong
Kong: Shangwu yinshuguan. 198~); published as part of their new YibtJico"gshu ("100" series).
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TW'0UNTIT:(.,EP· ~OEMS
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June 14th, 1931
I

The Yangtze River mur:rpurs, eastward night and day;
Those "Heroes" throng. and wrangle before they scatter
away.(l)

*iCa~r6J*~~

lft1-Jf#;t ~rt

0

The pompous
dreams; (2)

*1t~' ~la1t-,

·~~~j:.fl~~:o

the ,$ix Kingdoms are all but

Above the Stone Ctty t~e n:ioc?f1;:b09k~like, now beamsi <3>
]I

"fi~;~#l.jf',~"

The broken lances are lain in dust at Yuhuatai,(4)
On Mochou Lake there only ripples faintly glide.(S)
The ideal Beauty one deeply loves is nowhere,(6)

~~~I.~-~.

PJf I~ ~A*1ir'Jt,
!13 tZn.7C~$-1lk •

.. 38 •

show~ .of

Recalling, to the waves and slty I sing loud my care.

SJ.i.

-39 •

The Lotus Seed-Pod (P.5)

(3) Tb.s Monkey (ciU'I.,le) and Detttcatton(dt;jljlatJl.) ar~',
famous classical novels and many· of, the 'characters therein are
animals aI,ld demons. Some of the Peking operas are adopted from
these novel" Here, it ,alludes to the re!lCtionery rulers OJ) the
poli ticaJ arena.

(1) Zhou Lianqi (JIll ••• 1011-1013), alias Zhou bunyi (.III
~UO. a scholar of the Song (.~) dynasty. had written a prose. on
In Love with Lotus. (c.~Ult)

Four Stanzas on the Love of Flowers(P.15)
(1) It is said that in ancient times lovers bestowed on each
other red beans in token of their tender passion. Here it means
that the poet thinks of the' flower, just as a man thinks of his
lover. even without any token.

An Untitled Poem(P.35)
•

•

J.

•

(1) The Tyrant of Qin. a]Judesto Qin Mugong

0"'*,

?-62l.

B.C.) the feudal prince of the Spring:-Aqtumn Period (.fkt 722-48
B.C.) and similizes the rulers of Lu Xuu·s time.
(2) In ancient times there was a man of the Yue (M) I<insdom,.
named Zhuang XleCn;.a) who always sang his native songs even
when he became an officia.l in the Cbu, (~) Kingdom. Here it means
tpat the rul~rs have, betrayeq the revolution, 8nc! the patriotic songs

To Feng Huixi(P.25)
(1) Feng HuixJ,

Lu Kun'a Sister-in-law, was by then a
student of a medical college.

•

>

".

To Uchi Yama(P.27)

I·

:

",.

' .

. . ,',

are no more heard.

(1) Uchi yama (,gJt un, the

Chinese name of Uchiyama
Kanzo (A 11l~., 1885-1959), Lu Xun's Japanese friend, a book
stall keeper. He had come to Shanghai since his twenties and besun
his career in sellinSmedicines.
(2) These lines allude to the reactionary warl0I$and politicians!
They slaughtered the people when they had grasped the power, and
chanted Buddhist scriPtures for E,uddha's blessing when they were
forced to reJinqnish their power. In colloquialism, U Amitabha" also
means "thank God1"

Song of the Nymphs Of the Xiang River(P.37)
. (1) It ·1s said in the' legend tIlltt there are two nymphs

in

the

Kiang River(lIIitt).
(2) Here, .it means
that the water is red with people's blood
.
because of the reactionaries' slaughter.
(3) The whole'cOuntry irt Overwhelmed with horror and the
rulers think there
pc;ac~ful aim6spherearound them.
~

is

Two Untitled Poems (P.39)
(0 ~~ the spring of -1931. there were factional

Seeing Mr. O. E. Back Home With the Orchid(P.29)
(1) O. E.• Obara Eiziro (Jj\lIUi'H~,~), a Japanese shop"keeper.

the leaders of the Kuomintang.

O'*ii.

Orchid was one of the Chinese goods sold in his shop.

d~sputes ~mong

~batinS ~galnstChil~pg

Kai-shek.',&

1827-1975) polley, Hu ~nmin's (~tlt~.l878-::-1;936)
supporters left Narijing <1i:cr). the Capital at tAA~., tJme, ."Pd,
oIlanized another government in Guanzhou (j jII. Canton). "Heroes"
here refers to the leaders.
(~) The S.ix.Kln&doms (1\111). the. ~Six" ab.clen"'kinsdom6%· Wu
22~)~ ~lItern,J:in(* .... ,a.1'l'"tT420); SOng (*.-42fr-,t4'79~~

To a .Japanese Poet(P.33)
(1) The Poet is Masuya Jizaburo (7t.Ift.:::I1lI)!
(2) ChuDshenRiver (If. tt). another name for the Huangpu

River ( • • tt). a dyer in Shanghaij

(*.

-10'4 •
3~r

• lOS''',

Qi (:If. 480-502). Liana Oil. 503-$57) and CBen (•• 558-589).
they an made Nanjins their capital city.
(S) The Stone Cfty(=6JtM>. "no~er name for Nanjing.
(4) Yu.huatal (.~'€t. Petal-Shower Terrace), a place in·· tho
southern suburbs of Nanjing. on the Treasury Mountain (_Sill).
It was a battle-field during the Revolution fof 1911 when tho
revoluti~nary army. led by Dr. Sun Yatsen (J1.JUII. 1866-1925),
overthrew the Qlnl (lit) dynasty. It was afterwards a secret execution
around where the reactionaries kiUed many communiBts and J'evolu·
tlonarlcs.
(5) A lake in Nanjing. named after Mochou

(.IU,

. of the Kuomintang' compromised with each other. They founded. a
united. 19vcrnment .In Nanjin, at the end of the year. and the leeders
went together to Dr. Sun. Yatson's tomb to hold a memorial. This
poem is a. satire that under the guise of the memorial they were
stlU at strife.
(2) Mournins. in siJence for three minutes was the rite; "ten
minutes" here is an exagaerated wording.

An

,

the "encircle snd wppress" campaigns of the reactionary .army.

a beautiful

Here it means the blood of the revolutionists will bolster up the
revolutionary streninh.
(2) In January 1931, when a coalition government was formed,
Cl;dang Kai-shek resigned his office, and Wans JinweJ (If.]!, 1883-·
1944). Vice-PreSident of the Kuomintans party, left the capita) OD

person. Here It may aUude to Dr. Sun Yatacn, the founder of the
Kuomintan,. This paragraph means that when the fishtln,s agailllt
. the QinS dynasty was over. the revolutionary spfrft of the Kuomin
tang was devlatfnS from Dr. Sun Yatsen's poUtlc;a1 Idea.

the pretext of DJness, while Sun Ke (J1."', 1891-1973), the new
head of the Executive Yuan unable to rule the country, went to
cry over the tomb of Dr. Sun. Yatsen, who was his father and alsl)
the father of the ChInese Republic.

Seeing Mr. Masuda Wataru Homeward Bound(P.41)
(1) Masuda Wataru (tim." 1903-1977), a Japanese scholar
of Chinese Literature. has translated Lu Xun's works Il)to Japanese.
(2) In Chinese legends Japan is the place where the sun llve.

to

Poem(P.45)

(1) From 1930 to 1931,the Red Army of China
. smashed
. . thrice

and kind sirl of the period of the Six K4lIdoms.
(6) According to the .ancient poet QU Yuan's (II., 340'lB.C.
278'1 B.C.) poem Li Sao «J1l.), the "Beauty" Implies the ideal

~n

U~~itled

An Impromptu(P.47)
(1) Lu. Xun meant here that the country under the rule of the
reactionaries was it dark place for the man of letters. He thou&ht
of Japan, where· he had lived and studied in a medical coUe8~ when
he was young, but thcimperialfst Japan was also a place

a li&&nUc tree.
(3) In ancient times, the Chinese people broke a tWis of willow
send· to a friend who was leavlns.

Inadequate for the development of· art~

(4) In 190.2-1909, as a Itudent, Lu Xun studied· In a medical
collese In Japan.

To Pengzl(P.49)
(1) Yao.l?engzi (MUIT, 190Z-1969)~ a'writer~and a comttiunist

Nanjing Ballad(P.43)
(1) In SePtember 18th, 1931, when the Japanese imperialist.
invaded. the Northeast territory of China, the two split aovernment.

In. his ,culyyears,betrayM the party· after be was arrested by. the
.Kuomintans in 1933. His son, Yao WenYQAn (j'S~iii, 193Z.,....),hllS
become a member of the notorious ",ang of four'! since 19fi.~.·.;' ,J
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Two tlnti tled PoeIIIII

.*.j:J:. EI.fl ~ tiL' J." • •Jli!ij! 0
*~'4"Jl"IJf'''Jl~.l.Jil:bt~o

tlay and night it flOWll eastward, this llliqbty atr_.

'!tie bandat:l heroes again take extended trips away frOll th4t

~t.

Silk and Attn. splendors of the Six DynastJ.es1-a faded dr_.
'!tie JIOOtI looks like a book over the Rocky Fort. 2

tifiJ..tt..fil:JJ.ItA '

Jl."~J.tt.it.

0

.ffl ,~~A.~ 'f .l. ' 1trf!j:J:. ~.. ~«. 0
By 'I.'Iu'r_ of rlOWltr ShOWItr are buried broken halberdiJ of yore. 3

~y natfled ripples r~n on r..ek.

No Woe.

4

'!tie fair one in. my thcughts 1.s ...n no IIIDre. 5

Back, my memoriasof river and sky prompt a song fortissimo.

~3;'

83

reading, see also Poem 1.13, stllllZa 3, line 3, and Poem 1.15, line 4.
usage here may be regarded

'l'he

3.

an example of Lu Hsun's lIIOdification of

115

'll'll-hua-t' ai

classical sources.
3.

(1) Oluang.

Illi

ssi

of the Eastern Chou

province), who, while seIVing in the Ch'u court, was once rep:)I;ted to be
!ling a native tune when he fell ill.

See "Ch' en Chen chuan"

*'*'

graphy of Ch'en Chen"), in the Shih chi

Ha~

south of Nanking,

lcnown

MIIIIKI frelll a legend in the reign of 'IIIpIIror

IU!

WU

of

.Hnt down a "llhower of flowers" upon the platform:

fraa which Y\ln-kuang .. it. , a celebrated Buddhist pdest, was preaching.

'!'he

heawnly flowwra lIIfIItedoualy tumed into the colored pebbles that are found

~

in lIIlundanar on the aite.

1IIt.4It* ( "Bio

'1tIe enc::1erit Chinese shafted weapon, the chi ~ , here translated as

-halberd," bas a broad spearhead,

(Recorda of the HistOrian), ch.

a pair of short curved pikes or small

in Shao-hsing

flank the protrud1nq spearbead.It 11 used in t.u Hsun's poeIII as a recurring

Haun'a native town) in 1645, who said the following upon the fall

II]/IIIbol of warfers (cf. Poem 1.19, lina 1, end note 1, and Poem 1.36. line 4).

(2) WIm9 hu-jen

...

Lu Hsun ...s

crescent blade. with

"x;uai-chi ...... (an ancient ME of Shao-heing) is a country

reve~ and

b

fond of quoting.

See

-Ni.i

tiao"

*

... -1t ....:t:.t. ...

Rt.

(A $\.!ppl_nt to the SeIIi-conce..ion Apart:.nt Miscellany, Lut Sedes),

It~

) in this line is ..sodated

'DIe poet uses the image of broken

4.

blake 11 a falOUs scenic spot situated in the western suburbs of

Nanking. According to tradition, a popular Six Dynasties singsong girl by the
_

of Jtto-ch'ou

S.

Shower ••• ")

A medievel per10cJ in Chinese history ( 317-588) I dudng which six

.'it ,

LiuSung

the

wu

,J:

(lit. "no woe") livet1 by the lake,

,I...

it hal aincebeen

or, as it is renderad bere, Lake Ni::I woe.

Here the "fair lady" image 1s again evoked (sea Poem 1.15, note 2).

The stated IIbHnce of I fair one 1n this end his other poe!IIS SlJ9gests either

Political satirea dated JUne 14, 1931.

dynastie~ly,

,I..

known al Ifo-ch'ou-hu

1.20 'l'WO untitlad Poems ("Day and night • • • " and "By !rerrace of Flower

lastern Chin

.uning of -broken halberds" (tuan-cht

halberds buried there to lament the trlgieend of such revolutionaries.

LIICC, IV, 617.

conaecutive

cutting edc;!el are syaIIIIItdcelly IIDUIlted on it to

wre freqently executed in Lu HS\Ul's tUB.

("Ghost of a Self-Hanged

(I

CQl'ICIIVe

wi th the Terrace of Flower Shower in NIInk!ng, where CCiIIIlInist revolutionaries

retaliation, not a land of filth and corruptlon'"--a statement

Woman"), in Ch'ieh-chieb-t'inq t&a-'lien!!!O=pien fu-ch1

(of the 'l11ree Klngdoma

.Ii.. ),

the disappearance of thoaa with high political ideall who deseEVe recollection
or the unattainability of the poet'l own goal in life (or both).

lUI. , Ch'i .. , Liang .., ,and Ch'en lilt. 

were founded, all with Nanking al their capital.

Lit,rary reference to the

1.21 Seeing IIr. Maluda 1fataru off· to Return to Japan

Six Dynasties suggests "the glory thet was Nanking."
2.
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,J.!.

of the lUng:
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on a

a lUng dynasty

and

patriotic state&man seIVing in the court of Prince Lu

for

formation
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Liang (502-549).

'l'WO possible references I

ptJ."locJ 177(1-256 .B.C.), a native of YUeh III (tocJay's Chekiang, Lu Hsun's home

......

A platform:

COIIiposecl December 2.1931, as a bon vO!{age message to Maluda 1fataru

II" II

A elaasical naIe of Nanking.
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(1903-77), a Japanese Sinologist devoted to Lu Hsun stur:!ies, who
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Lu XUll~5 poems rombine revolutionary political
content with subtle artistry. Employing metaphor,
5ymbolism and satire, Lu Xun's poems make a
strong impact on their readers.
Not many of Lu Xun's poems survive. The
forty-seven in this selection include the majodty
of them.
His later pieces in particular exposed the
fole of imperialism and the Chiang Kai-shek
government, expressed sympathy for the suffer
ings of the masses and praised the revolutionary
cause of the proletariat. They bear the imprint
of the stirring years of the 19205 and 19308 and
reveal the course of his intellectual develop~
meat in those years.
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TWO UNTITLED POEMS

11

("By night and day the mighty stream flows east")
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By night ~d day the mighty ~tream Hows east,
While all the heroes set off on new travels.
The splendour of the past is now a dream:
Over Stone City hangs a crescent moon.
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On Rainflower Terrace the broken pikes are
buried;
In Weep-not Lake the water ripples yet.
The longed-for Beauty. nowhere can be found.
My song recalls the sky above the river.

~,
j£o

jl,

*0

193 1
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48

49
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not certain whether the poem had been composed earl~er;
Lu Xun recorded it in his diary for that day. In August
the three poems were published in a Shattghai left-wing
magazine with an editorial note saying that they had been
written previously. and that they were full of anger and
grief after the Changsha Incident and the deaths of Rou
Shi and the other young revolutionary writers.
The first couplet thus seems to refer to the once beau
tiful river running red with blood. (Another view has
it that this alludes to the establishment of Red bases
near the river.) The second couplet has striking images,
but their meaning is less clear: the goddess of the river
dressed in her finery is reflected a brilliant white in the
river's waters. Does this rp.ean that she: has lost all her
colour and· beauty after the massacre? Or is she a sign
of brilliance and hope? Interpretations dUIer.
In the third couplet the images are of fear and desola
tion. The "high hill" reminds readers of high hill
where the author of the ancient elegy Li Sao did not find
his loved one; it was also the name of. a mountain in the
Chu country through which the Xiang flowed. The
death of fragrant -plants is a theme common in the Li
Sao and similar pieces and has long been regarded as a
political metaphor: Lu Xun also used it to' commemorate
young writers murdered in prison. Line seven may be
adapted from two lines by the Tang poet Qian Qi that
Lu Xun wrote out for a Japanese friend in 1~)35·

They refer to the 'goddess of the Xiang playing the lute.
As it happened he also copied out another short poem by
Qian Qi on 25 February 1931, so that he may have had
~'The Goddess of the Xiang Playing the Lute" in mind
when he wrote his own piece. The last line points to
the CQntrast between. the symbols of peace in the capital
and the reality of repression and war.

TWO UNTITLED POEMS
("By night and day the mighty stream fiows east")

When the tune is ended the player disappears:
Greeo ate some peaks beside the river.

These two quatrains were written out for the Japanese
lawyer Miyazaki Ryiisuke and his wife on 14 June 1931.
The first poemls about Nanjing, also known as Stone Oty,
from which Kuomintang factions led by Hu Ha.om.in,
Wang Jingwei, Sun Ke and others had withdrawn in
opposition to the growing despotism of Chiang Kai
shek. The mighty stream is the Yangtse; the lost splen
dour was that of the Six· Dynasties, of which Nanjing
was the capital from the fourth to the sixth centuries A.D.
The second poem appears to be a lament for the 10S80f
Nanjing's past glories, probably referring to the early
days of the Republic, in the founding of which Miyazaki's
uncle Miyazaki Torazo had played a patt. Rainfiower
Terrace (Yuhuatai) had once been a fort defending the
southern approaches to the city.· and it had seen fighting
in 1911. (Later it became a place of execution: some com
mentators see the broken pikes as dead revolutionaries.)
"Weep-not Lake", supposedly named after the beautiful
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Weep-not Lu, is near the Rainflower Terrace. The
"Beauty" - a familiar figure in OUnese political poetry
who stands for the leader or associate that .the poet seeks
in vain - is said by some to represent Sun Yat~sen, who
hadbeen the Republic's acting pr.esident in its first months
with his capital in Nanjing, and with whom the older
. Miyazaki had been closely associated. It might also
refer to the need for a good political leader iri Chlria at the
iDle the pOetIl was written.

had provided with an introduction to Lu Xun. The first
couplet apparently refers to the victims of war and re
pressions - perhaps more specifically the victims of
anti-Communist campaigns - creating strength through
their own deaths, while the spring-like vigour of revolu
tionary forces matured underground. The second mocks
the antics of the "Heroes" -leading generals - and
their political advisers going through such empty gestures
as weeping at Sun Vat-sen's mausoleum pretending to be
sick, a~ did Wang )ingwei.
~

A RIPOSTE TO A FRIEND
AN IMPROMPTU

This is recorded in the diary as one of five poems
written out for friends on the last day of J932., this one
being done for the writer Yu Dafu. (Later Lu Xun copied
it out again, dating its compositio,p. to 193 I, but this
appears to be another example of his ability to muddle
dates in the memory.) The reference is evidently to his
devotion to his son Haiying, bom in 192.8.

This short piece was written for Shen Songquan and
recorded in Lu Xun's diary for 3I March ~932,. Shen,
who had published books translated by Lu Xun, was then
on his way to study in Japan. The first line may refer
to the low cash value of literature in China, or more
probably to the way it was being trampled underfoot like
dirt. The second line doubtless refers to Japan, either to
memories of his own time there, or else to his friends in
that country. The desolation of the third line was perhaps
that of Chinese culture after years of repression. The
significance of the orchid and chrysanthemum is open
to argument: it may be that Lu Xun, while regretting the
dead orchid in the bare wood, is looking forward to the
flowering of the chrysanthemum in the future. when
China's culture revived.

UNTITLED
(CiStrong grows the grass'')
. This is recorded in Lu Xun's diary for 2.3 January 1932,
as being written out for Professor KOla Tomi1co) of the
Tokyo Women's University, whom Uchiyama Kamo
136
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"Lu Xun was the greatest writer Asia pro.
duced In the twentieth century."
-oE KENZABURO. winner of the 1994 Nobel
Pr;ze for literature
"Executed with admirable care, this Is a
most valuable contribution to Lu Xun stud·
les, one to which students, scholars, and
general readers of Lu Xun will refer for
many years to come."
-WILLIAM

A. LYELL. Stanford University

Cover design from a banned woodcut by Cae BaI (1935), depicting Lu
Xun's face against a backdrop of symbols from his writing. The name of
his essay collection Zhun (eng yue tan ("Permitted to talk of the wind anc:t
the moon") Is printed upside-down above the crescent moon to the rljht
of his head. The title of his first short story conectlon Nahan C"0l.ttcIy")
appear$ beneath the tip of a traditional writing brush. The ~ letter Q.
refers to his best-known 1Itt;rary creation. A Q zhen, zhuan ("The true
story of Ah Q:'). Wolves. Jaclatls. soldiers, anc:i dying dvll~ns populate
the dreamllke nighttime landscape.
.

Jacket design by Kenneth Miyamoto

University ofHawai'I Press
Honolulu. Hawa", 96822-l888
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V"" in the ClilJsu:aI Style

TWo Untitled Poems

...

meated with baleful tones. It is couched in an eerie imagery of discon
solation and melancholy, perhaps at the 10Sf! of comrades or in.mourn
ing fur the passing of noble souls from a bygone em.
. Uchiyama KanzO had been responsible for the introduction of the
Miyazaki couple to Lu Xun. During his stay in Japan, Lu Xun had
come in contact with Miyazaki Toraz15, an early mpporter of Sun Yat
sen's cause, who was the father of Miyazaki Ryilsuke. 4 This contact bas
led Professor Zhao Ruihong to speculate that the second quatmin con
tains reference to the bloodshed around Nanking during the 1911 Rev
olution and laments the failure of that revolution to bring about
meaningful change, which meant its casualties had fallen in vain. In a
1976 article, Zhao criticizes previous commentators who have asserted
the second quatrain makes reference to the secret execution of Commu
nist and other revolutionary elements by the Nanking-based regime,
but he fails to produce a detailed and systematic exegesis of the enrire
poem. Since the first quarrain contains reference to events much nearer,
chronologically speaking, to the date of the poem's composition, it is
unlikely that the subject matter in the second would vary with such
disparity of time.'

'"'' :l!

(Wuti)
JUNE 14, 1931

1ifBSE TWO untitled poems were written out by Lu Xun at the same

sitting on June 14, 1931, for the Japanese lawyer Miyazaki Ryilsuke
(1892-1971) and his wife Byakuren,l respectively. Because of this rela
tion between ~e two verses, Xu Guangping kept them grouped
together for publication, mther than classifying them as two separate
untitled poems. 2
The spring of 1927 DOt only brought about an anti-Communist
coup with massive killings in Shanghai and Canton, it also saw a split
between the Kuomintang right wing, which established a national
government in Nanking in April 1927, and the Kuomintang left (in
Wuhan). After feuding for five months, the factions reunited. The next
round of inner-party strife was a revolt led by Wang Jingwei (1883
1944),Feng YllXiang (1882-1948), and Yan Xisban (1883-1960) in
1930. Subsequent to Chiang Kai-shek's decision to convene a national
assembly and adopt a provisional constitution, Hu Hanmin (1879
1936), president of the Legislative Yuan, dissented and was soon
interned. An assembly extraordinaire of Hu's supporters, including
Wang Jingwei and such doyens of the Kuomintang as Sun Ke (Sun Fo,
1891-1973) and Li Zongren (1890-1969), was convened in Canton on
May 17. 1931. The next day, the pro-Hu "Canton faction" declared
itself a rival national government. Civil war seemed im.m.inent, but the
Japanese invasion of Manchuria in September of 1931 eventually
brought the two feuding factions together again for a time.'
It seems that Lu Xun composed the first of these two heptasyllabic
quatrains as thinly veiled innuendo directed at the Kuomintang's
power-hungry "heroes" arid, in the concluding couplet, at the Chiarig
Kai-shek clique in Nanking for its empry pretensions of grandeur. The
second quatrain displays a more restrained and less sarcastic mood, per-
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classical poetry] (1bkyo: Chilli KOronsha, 1971), p. 105, says that her name
signifies "No Sorrow,ls Greater," as in the line ''No sorrow is greater than the
parting of the living" (from Sh.to si ming [The lesser master of fate] in the
"Nine Songs· section of the Chll a:). See Cbll d rhijil, p. 1Ol.
13. Ni Mayan states that under the Kuomintang the once scenic lake
was allowed ro "go ro seed," becoming clogged with mud (p. 99). For an
interpretation of the "tiny ripples" (wei 1;0) as a symbol for the tranSforming
effect the examples of martyrdom. exerr on later generations, see Zhang
Xiangtian (1972), I, p. 173.
14. Ineems the poet is comparing the victims of the White terrorto Lu
Mocbou, the beautiful singer long gone to the land of the shades; either that
or lamenting the mer that the ideals of the 1911 Revolution have been
betrayed.
15. In Sh.to Ii ming {The lesser master of fate} from the "Nine Songs" in
the Cblt d there is a line that runs; "wnging for the beauty who has not come,
I Dejected, in the face of the wind, {llet forth} a mighty song." (Chll d Ihijie,
p. 102). Cleatly this is an unhappy or painful memory, but the anonymous
commentary in Shi jian: fo shigao suggests that Lu Xun uses this image of the
speaker "bursting forth in mighty song" (fa haogI) as one of transforming one's
sorrow and anger into a new strength (p. 59). In classical poetry the river
often functions as an emblem of grief. remembrance, or feeling, but here the
poet fixes his gaze on the hori:ton above, which I would also find suggestive of
hope, just as the character hao("mighty/powerful") is suggestive of new-found
strength.

Notes
1. Byakuren (White wtus) was the pseudonym of Yanagiwar&. Akiko
(1885-1967), a prominent Japanese woman writer at the time and the second
daughter ofCount Yanagiwara.
2. Ni Mayan, p. 99.
3. Boorman, 8jOgN/Ibical Dictirmary ojRlpIlWkmt Cbina, 3, pp. 164--165.
4. See Rojin ZlmShii, 9, p. 517.
5. Wl/ljiao ziliao jianbtMJ {Bulletin ofeducational resource materials], nos.
7-8, Nanking: Nanjing shiyuan wongwenxi, 1976.
6. The "great river" is the Yangtze, which flowa past Nanking, capital of
the Kuomintang central government, in an easterly direction tOWatd Shang
hai (where patt of the "left'· opposition to Chiang Kai-sbek was gathering).
This image is also indicative of the passage of time. It is akin to saying that
hisrory does not stand stiD.
7. In this line, liJ.aions among the Kuomintang leadership are sarcasti
cally likened to the outlaw bands ofold China, which often had pretensions of
gathering to defend the poor and downtrodden, stealing from the rich to give
to the poor, much in the Robin Hood fashion. See Ni Mayan. p. 98. Their
sojourns could, in times of political failure. take them as far off as Europe or.
when expedient, only as far as Canton.
8. Nanking served as the capital for the Kingdom ofWu (222-280), the
Eastern Jin dynasty (317-420), the (Liu) Song (420-479), the: Southern Qi
(479-502), the Liang ('02-,,,), and the Chen dynasties (551-589). These
are what the poet is referring to by lill "'" (six dynasties). The implication of
the line is that the Chiang Kai-sbek clique, 'with its aspirations to imitate the
splendor of the ancients in the south, was indulging in empty fantasy.
9. The moon in the thin, curved shape of a hook is interpreted as an ill
boding omen fat the government in Nanking. See Zhang Xiangtian (1972),
1, p. 172. The image also suggests loneliness, hence the increasing isolation of
the Chiang Kai-shek clique.
10. ".Raining Flowers 1l:rrace" (Yuhuatai) is located atop)ubao Moun
tain on the south side of Nanking. In olden days there was a fortress there,
but under the Kuomintang it was used as an execution ground. Communist
sources estimate the number killed there to have been 200,000. See Ni
Moyan, p. 98.
11. NiMoyan stares that this line ref'ets to the dismantling of the an
cient fortress by the Kuomintang to make way for more grisly productions
(p. 99). One commentator believes the halberds to be symbolic of the dead
revolutionaries buried beside the execution grounds. See Zhang Xiangtian
(1972), 1, p. 172.
Zhou Zhenfu, p. 83.
12. Mochou Lake was once a
scenic spot of Nanking. Legend bas
it that the lake acquired its natne from Lu Mochou, a girl talented in singing,
who lived in the environs. Takata Atsushi in Rojin shiw.s {Notes oil Lu Xun's
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In 1926 Chu left his teaching pOsition at
Peking University when Cliang T~.li.Q, (q.v.)
'proclaimed himself commandeI: in chief at
Peking ~d' began: to interfere with acad~c
freedom. Since Tsinghua and Fu-jen' univer
sities were less involved with politics, be taught
at those' ,two imtitutions imtead. He did,
however" handle the purchase for Peking
University of the archives in the Ch'ing paIace.
Chu was known for his advocacy of the theory
that Chinese students' of history should be
equipped with ancher knowledge of modern
social science theories. He also' collaborated
with Hu Shih (q.v.) in pOpularizing the
pai-hua [vernacular] movement., ChuHsi-tsu
rejoined, the fac:ulty of Peking University in
1928, after the demise of Chang T~lin, and be
came a research fellow of the Acaderwa, Sini:ca
in 1930.
' ,
In 1931 he l~ north China and moved to
Canton to teach at Chung-sban, University,
wh~ be gathered materials for a study ofMing
history after,I644. In 1934 he wenttoNanking
to join 'the faCultY of National Central Univer
sity. ' At the same time h~ served as a member of
tlie cotincil for the 'presCr'YatioQ of Ohiria's
ancient cultural objects and visited ancient sites
in Nanking, Anyang, and Tangt'u to supervise
archaeological excavations. That work led to
the publication of Liu.~h'aD ling-mu IioD-eh'a
pizii-kao [arepott' on 'the investigatiOnS of tombs'
of the .six dynasties]. In the, 1930's," while·
.teaching at NaDking, he made mou~y journeys
to Soochow to attend lectures given by ChaDg
Ping-lin.
After the outbrc:ak ofthe Sino-Japanese war
in 1937' Chu Hsi-tsu moved With National
Central University to Chungking. His activities,
however, were not limited to classroc.lm lectures.
In 1938 he submitted a long memorandum to
thCminiStry 'of education of the N~tional
Govern'ment advocating curriculum standard;.
iza.tion 1n institutions of higher education. The
following year he assisted Ch8.ng Chi (q.v.) in
drafting plani for the establishment of atsung
tang-an k'u (bureau of gen~ 'archives]' and a
kuo-shih kuan [bureau of, national histdry]:
After the govenu:D.ent authorities accepted. this
proposal, Chang Chi was named chairman ofth~
Kuo-shih kuan, and Chu Hsi-tsu became its
executive secretaty.Chu died in the summer
on 944 at Chungking.
.
Chu Hsi-tsu's writings on Chinese history

Chu Hsiang

,frequently are marked by a strong nationalistic
feeling. In this category are his wartime works,
illtended to expose the evils of puppet regimes:
, Wei-Ch'u-l" &hi-pu [a' study of the recOrds of the
puppet regime Ch'u] , Wft-Ch'i-lu chiao-J1u. [a
study of the ,.eoords of the puppet regime Ch'i],
and Wri-Ch'i kuiHhih eh'tmg pim. Before the war
he wrote the CIum-kuo shih nim.piao [a Chronol
ogy' of the period of the warring,stalesl, ·the·
Chi-ehung-S1tu. k'ao [an investigation pf the. Chi
chung-shu)" and the Yang YaD shiklri k'aO-ehmg
[an investigation of Yang Yao's I#"e]. In the
field of bibliography he produced the Wan-Ming
shih-chi k'aD [an inVCItiga~on of the history of
the late Ming dynasty).. the Li-t'ing u'tmg-shu
"i-clri [on the I,.i-:t'ing collection ofbOOks]1 and
the Hsin Liang-shu i..wm-ckih [on the section:
on arts and ,literature 'it:I. theHsin Liang-shu].
In 1944 he published the Chutig-ku,o shili.
"h.stuh t'rmg-lun. [a general discussion' of
Chinese historiography], a rev:!sed edition of
,lecture notes he had Used at· Peking University
'in 1919;
, ' .'
Chu ,Hsi-tsu had four SOIlS. The eldest, Chu
Hsieh (1907-; T. po.sllang), received his doc
, torate in ecOrioinia from the Ui:tivemty 'ofBerlin,
in 1932; .On his return to China he served in a
'number of government posts, but, later bec8me
chairman of the department of economics at
National Central University., Chu Hsi-tsu's
dailghter; Chu' Tan (1910:-; . T. Chun:g.;bsien),
a historian specializing in the late Ming period,
married Lo Hsiang-lin (I 90s-:.; T. Yuan-i),
another prOfcssoJ;' ofhistory.
ChuHsiang
T.Tzu-yuan

*=I-.5C

Chu Hsiang (1904.-:5 December 1933), poet, was
noted fQr his use of a varieiy of traditional and
Western fonns in writing Chinese vernacular
poetry.
, Born into a family of twelve children in
T'aihu,'Anhwei, Chtl Hsiang was the youngest
of five' boys. His father, ChuYen.;.hsi,' was a
salt tao-t'ai. Both his·father and his mother died
wJl¥e' he was very young, leaving him ,to be
brought up by an dder 'brother. This brother
sc:em5 to have regarded Chuas an unwelcome
encumbrance and' to have mistreated him
throughout his boyhood,. At the age of,six, Cuh

~
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began classiCal studies with a private tutor. mang cAi [grasses andfloweisJ, appeared and waa
Although he was not an exceptional student, by well received. Notable $.Ulong its contents was
the time he waS, II lie had mastered the rudi- the 9()()..line "Wang-cruao," the dramatic fO
ments ofthe classical curriculum and was trying telling of an ancient legend about a Chinese
,his hand "t original' composition. His brother" beau1;y, fl,>rced into marriage with a barbarian
however, Saw no point in ahu's cOntinuing a king. With the publication of Ts'atJ-mJ:I:II.g cAi,
traditional education, which the abolition ofthe Chu's reputation as' a 'poetic, craftsman waa'
examination system had rendered unnecessary, firmly established; , Contemporary criticism
and enrolled Chu in a so-called modern school. afforded him a place beside,Hsu, Wen, and,Kuo
'Thereafter, Chu's boyh~ schooling was highly . Mo-jo (q.v:) as 'aJeading~ter 'of vernacUlar'
irregular. including a period spent studying poetry.
,.,
.
engineering in a vocational school and taking
Following his graduation from Tsinghua in
English co~ at night. In I922,"1lt the age of 1928, Chu,like many Peking students, went
"broad to study: Enrolling first at Lawrence
18, he enrolled in Tsinghua College. .
Chu,Hsiang.~ become seriously interested College in Appleton, WISCOnsin,. where he
in literature while still a schoolboy. ,His one studied Western literature, Chu soon "trans
sustained interest had" been the' reading of ferred to the University of Chicago, where until
novels. He' was particularly taken ,with histor- 1930 he studiea French and German and
icaf tales and eagerly devoured translations of especially German fiction. .While at Chicago,
Scott and S~enson. 'He also read widely in, Chu translated a number ofChinese poems and
Chinese "fiction and came to regard H'lllllflou.-' published them in Plwmee, a:' student literary
mtmg (Dream of tire IUd CIuzmbIr) aa the greatest journal. He also undertook a translation of
of all Chinese novels. When he, turned: 18, CAin·ku ch'i-kuan [stories new and old], a famous
however, he gave up ,fiction, entirely arid voWed collection of 40 vel'lUl.Cular tal~ da~g from th~
to read nothing but poetry. On entering Taing- early seventeenth century. Chu's sojourn in th.e
hoat Chu took up \vith the' new literature inQVe.:. ' United' States was" ma:rred by frequent clashei
menlo then in its heyday. Soon' he was drawn with his American teachers, some of whom he
ip.to the circle ofWen I-to,'R:su Chih-mo (qq.",.), thought harbore~ racial prejudice against him.
and Liu Mq-wei,' poets of the uGrc:Scerit One of his favm;ite recreations was to challenge
School,'~ who were concerned with defining new such teachers" to tou-chih [battles of wit] and
forms and rhythms for a poetry which was'the ' then scathingly'to ~eal their errors 8J)d
only'thing. they held, that could liberate and inadequacies.
'
adequa~ express the new spirit of the Chinese
Frt>m the autumn of 1930 to the· summer of
people {mdcr the tepublic~ Chu's -catly efforts n32~ Chu Sei:VeiJ 'as c~ of the Western
appearedi,n Wm-itsa-dih [literature~~], I~es department of Anhwei University at
H:siatJ..sIUJ.(i yueA /HID [fiction .monthly]. and the ,Ariking.
his maimer grew markedly'
literary supplement 0(. the Ch'en+w. In 1925 . eccentric, and, while popuI3r with his students,
his first collection of. 26 pOems. .flsit.H'~ '1;le ~ drawn' i,n~ )req~ent disputes with the
[summer]. was published with the editorial' univeriity administration, often over, trivial
advice of Wen I-to. The poems range from two matters or wholly imaginary slights. ,As a result
to fifty-two lines and reveal the exquisite crafts- he Was forced to "resign his post. Embi~d
manship' that was to become the hallmark of by ,this experience, Chu ~'to continue
ahu's style. In the preface Chu explained, his teaching~. a profession. Thereafter, 'be
title as meaning the end of adolescence arid the -often dependent on the assistance of friends for
beginBing of adult .life,- iu this ~ a life of art. the support of himself and his family. , Equally
In 1926 Chu, together wit1;l Wen, Hsu,. Liu,and unsuccessful were his a:ttempts ,to publish new
other. Crescent, poets" '~~!>~~d" ~e. ~try work. Chu even attempted to solicit tesQmon::
j~urnal Skilt.-cbien [poetry weekly], which they ials as if he had never written or published a
.edited at regular meetings in Wen's home. word, but to no avail. The collapse of Chu's
Skilt...cIt.im lalted only "two months (April-May), career aa a teacher and a man of letters, com
but proved to be higbly influential, largely bined with his constant senSe of persecution,·
becaUse of the high caliber· of its contributors. " came to a. climax on the night of 4 December
In 1921 Q.hu's second volume of~, Ts'~ 1933, when he -vanished overboard from" a
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Chu Hsueb-fan

Yangtze steam~. In 1934, a posthumouscollec- munists in early 1948, and in 1949 he -became
tion of his later poetry, Shih-71IIn chi [stoJtegate], . minister of pOsts. and telegraphs at PekU;tg..
was published, as was .a collectic;1n of essays and '
. ,
Born in Shanghai, Chu Hsueh-fan was the
literary criticisms, CIumg-shu chi [letters from the
heart}. Also in 1934 his widow, Liu Ni-chiln, youngest ofseven children. His native p~e was
published Hai-wai chi Ni-ch;m. [le~ from Chiashan, Chekiang. His .mother died when
abroad], a collection of Chu's letters written to h·e was 3, and· his father, the owner of a small
her while he was in the United States. A seco~d department store in Shanghai, died' when Chu
volume of essays, Yung:1Bn chi [last ·words], , ·viaS 8.· Despiie·thClou ofhis parents, Chu was
appeared iIi. 1936.
. able to continue his schooling with the assistance
As a' poet, Chu Hsiang
notable for the of his eldest brQther, Chu Hslleh-mo. Later, he
dexterity with which he adapted a varietY. of entered the St. Francis Academy in Shanghai,
fC?rDlS, traditional and. Western" to· the. new where he learned English. After graduation, he
vernacular poetry.. "Wang-ehiao," his early became a cler~ for a Western company in
masterpiece, was a successful attempt to develop Shanghai.
.
,
poetry along the lines of the popular- ballad,
In 1923 Chu took the examination for -en
especially the t'an-tz'u [struuimed songs], a trance into the Chinese gOvernment postal
.rhymed narrativehavlng'bothspoken and sung· ,sCivite.' He p~ed it with distinction and
parts. Chu exploited the irregularity of the became a junior postal clerk in Shanghai. He
ballad .stanza to achieve a variety and· supple-- . enrolled in the evening,. classes at Shanghai
ness ofliile denied him by the traditional forms Law College1 where.he was a student of the
with their stereotyped syllabic patterns, but at. Well-known, Shanghai, lawyer Sb.e.n C~~n-ju
the same time he relied on recurrent rhyme and. (q.v.).
.
..
.....
an underlying musical rhythm to give his v~
Chu was promoted to second-class postal offi-·
shape and coherence.. Chu· was singlllarly alive, cer in 1926. One ofhis colleagues was Lu Ching..,
to the ~endency of "free verse" to fermlessness shih (190~), who had been one of his class
and was severely critical of even Wen I-to ~c;l JIiatesatShanghaiLawCollege. Thetwo,young
Hsu Chili-mo for a certain diffuseness of form· as men began organizing thlili' fellow workers
well as imprecision of diction., Qhu spent con- into the Shanghai Postal Workers Union. Chi.!
siderable time translating Shelley and made. an, ,became. general !!ecretary, In 19~7 they .. ex
interesting ,attem.Pt to duplicate the original panc;led the union to become the· All-China
meters in Chinese. Typically, his later verses Postal WorktriUnion; With Lu Ching-shih as
were brief lYrics showing the influence of bQth ~g director of the national organization.
In organizing the Postal Workers Union, Chu
Chinese and Western te<;hnique· and chanc:,
terized by short lines and stanzaS arid simple Hsueh-fan and LU Ching-shih at first. were
direct diC;tioll. Chu',s gradual alienatiQn from encouraged by the Kuomiiltang, which was
the world reflected its~lf ~n poetry which came preparing for the Northern Expedition and
more and more to treat of the themes of winter, hoPed to utilize the strength of organized labOr
rain, separation, lop.eliness, and death. His own to help the NatioIialists take over Shang~.
death at 29 concluded a: sad career, but he left At this time Chujoined the Ch'ing-pang [green
a body of pOetry and ,biticism which· remained gang], a secret society wlJch in 'the spring and
influential.
summer of 1927· helped Chiang Kai-shek win
control ofS~ghai.Chu and seven ofhis close
associates:at the Shanghai post office, known as
ChuHsueh-fiQl
"The Eight Swom Brothers," became· disciples
T .. P'ing-an,
ofTu Yueh-sheng {q.v .}~theinfluentiat Qh'ing:
pang leader in, Shanghai. With the sUp!M>rt· of
Chu Hsueh-fan (5 October 1901-), labor leader. Tu YUeh-sheng, Chu in 1928 became chairman
Ghairnlan·ofthe Kuomintang-sponsored Gen ofthe Kuomintang-sponsored Shanghai General
eral Labor Union in 1928, he later headed the Labor Union. He then organized the China
Chinese Association of Labor and often repre ASsociation of LabOr and became its first chair
sented China. at international labOr meetings. man: He also formed the Vi-she, an organiza
He s~ed cooperating with the Chinese Com- tion which .combined some of the elements of
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Thirteen Lyric Poems by Chu Hsiang
1hmsIated by Bonnie S. McDougall

Chu Hsiang *ml (J904-1933), also known as Chu Tzu-yuan rVi:, was
born in Anhui province. After his graduation from Tsinghua UniVersity he
received his further education in the United States, where he studied Western
literature at Lawrence University and the UniVersity of Chicago. In 1930 he
returned to China .and took up a teaching post at Anhui University. Two years
.later he resigned his post and began a wandering life. He drowned himself in the
Yang-tse River on December 5, 1933.
While an undergraduate Chu Hsiang began writing poetry in the ver
nacular. His works were mostly published in Literary Magazine Y.:um~. Short
Story Magazine 'h~,M ~ and the literary supplement of Ch'en Pao !t¥9.. His
poems and other writings were published in various collections including
Summer
The Wilderness ~1f, The Stone Gate ErtJ, Essays j)c1!t_, and
Letters To Ni-chun From Overseas ilti91-*'fig.
Besides being a poet of some renown, Chu Hsiang was also known as a
critic. His studies of literature and his own experience as a practising PQet
enabled him to write sensitive criticisms of poetical works by Hsu Chih-mo
and Wen I-to.
Chu Hsiang was also a pioneer in the translation of Western literature into
Chinese. His translations include: Contemporary English Short Stories, The
Songs of Dambovita (a collection of Rumanian folksongs), and Myrtles (a
collection of translated poems by Western poets).
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A. FIVE POEMS FROM SUMMER (1925)

Enjoying the Coolon a Dark Night
A pity I'm not a young girl,
Unworthy of this veil of breezes and flower fragrance.

Recalling the Western Garrison
The
The
. The
The

crimson sunset gleams on the tips of the autumn wu-t'ung,
wall's shadow under the wu-t'ung darkens the loneJy hut;
crows wrangling on the branch lower their weary caw,
spinning wheeJ in the window whirs in a weary monotone.

Happiness

The clouds in the evening sky
Turn frolll golden to purple;
And would, it seems, turn further,
Unprepared for engulfment by the Dark.

Morning

Morning:
A ten-foot shadow on a golden road.

The Bird Leaves the Wood
The bird leaves the wood,
The still, empty wood;
.Joy quits my heart,
o desolate, my heart.
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B. EIGHT POEMS FROM THE WILDERNESS (1927)

A Life of Light'
Light and I go into the world together,
When light goes I also close my eye's:
Light always shines on me.
When the sun rises I also awaken,
I sink into the waves of sleep with it as well:
The sun shines in the centre of my movements.
The full·moon steals through my night window,
The crescent moon brightens the weeds on my grave:
Moonlight shines on my life's repose.
29 March 1926

~
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Bury Me
Bury me in a lotus pond,
Where waterworms trail by my ears,
And fireflies glow and darken
On emerald lotus-leaf lantemsBury me under lantanas,
Where dreams are ever filled wi~h fragrance
Bury me under the peak at Mount T'ai,
Where the wind sobs past lonely pinesElse bum me into ashes,
To scatter o'er. the river at spring tide,
Where I shall drift with fallen flowers
To a land that no one knows.
2 February 1925
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Nocturne
Moon, do not shine so bright,
On my half-empty nest;
I crave the darkness of the' night
To hide my loneliness.
Wind, do not· freshen.
Stirring a sigh through the grass;
I fear that the cold will beckon
Memories of warmth from the past.
Dew soaks my nest,
I am seized with trembling;
Hunter, do not rest,
I long for an ending!
30 May 1925

~
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Spring Breeze
Spring breeze. 0, spring breeze,
Here is what you should do:
Be like a mother
Caressing her child.
Spring breeze, 0, spring breeze:
Here is what you would do;
Cover with kisses
The maiden's smiling face.
Spring breeze, 0, spring breeze,
Here is what you mayn't do:
Bring tears to the eyes
Of a poor old man.
30' March 1926
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There is a grave

There is a grave,
Weeds cluster in front of the grave,
There is a grave,
Wind crawls through the weeds like a snake.
There is a glow-wonn,
Darkness surrounds on all sides,
There is a glow-worm,
Blinking its bean-like fires.
There is a strange bird,
Hidden in a huge tree,
There isa strange bird,
Whose cry is wild and free.
There is a
Peeping behind
There is a
Sinking behind

yellow moon,
the dark clouds,
yellow moon,
the deep hills.

f.X'o

~
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17 August 1925

Rainscapes
Many are the rainscapes that I love:
The trickles down the window in a spring night's dream;
The patter of urgent drops on plantain leaves;
Threads that caress my cheeks like fog;
The stonn that pours from lightning flashesBut the sky before the rain comes I love best of all.
Despite the grey· it glows with transparent light~
Pregnant with a silent expectation.
And from the clouds, I know not where,
Drifts a bird's shrill cry.
22· November 1924
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Memories
The pale sunset glow
Disappears at the blink of an eye.
All disturbance is stilled,
All commotion quiet.
. Deep in dreams a crow
Croaks as the wind passes;
The silent evening tide of Peace
Has submerged the town.
Street lamps shed a rosy light,
An eagle sweeps down from the ramparts,
Mount Chung drowses, violet,
In a hlanket of twilight mist.
-..;.

Along silent streets and lanes,
In the· shade of mansion walls,
Comes the clack of a bamboo tube:
It's the New Year sweetmeats seller.

~

""

15 May 1925

The Pawnshop
Beauty has opened a pawnshop
Specialising in hearts;
When the owners come for redemption
The doors are closed fast.
15 October 1925
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'which he bJaJlled' gn hi, pa~b" o1cl-f~shiD:ned.,id~~ ,A ,seria. of ,
politiailtMnts J~il1cle4him ttm~ h' ,ha4,·ap.eQ to .but a drive
, witll a "umbeJof bi,ftien.dstq ~ve the :~ationan,ticlpirit of his
felloW countJ)'meptSo while t~~lngin feking, .n.9";-26. he
was acti'VoiQ tqr1p, tQ organize. l1~s, ill~nec;tQII' friend. to develo.p a
'pfOgram of ~1it.ica.l ~tiQll. ~Qt~" 1l~,rt. was nonn ~liti~, an4
he ",~q found hi~se1ftQm'n8 toW3rt1, the puhlication of a lit¢taqr
jC)Qmal.4nd it'~.in hit studio '~Pilrtment tl1a~ the Crescent
sroup of poets Wtlsfoqne4,l llsll Chih-mo; recalling th4 founding
of theC~llt Sociel)'. ba. WriU~l , ' , ',"
.,
t heal-Ii thlll lh.,' h~u$Cof W~ !-to: was the patadise
of pQc;~~ '~ • '. J..au Sal,r..R:l." J went. there. The three
studiQ 100'DlS w~ dCCOJl.1t~with unQlual tas~. He
h~d'pa.fnted all ~ti4 """lla blaclc. highlighting thepl with
a,PftffllW sold -trip. Th~ eft.ect was li1c~, " ~aked Ahican
l>eaql)" ~rin.g poly "JJ ~f of gold, btaceleb ppd an
1clcb~"P on~ Clf the '~IQS • niche was carved in- the

Twentieth Century Chinese roef!,),

' steadily veering toward poetrY:In Chicago he met Harriet MOlU,OClt
Carl Sandburg, and Amy Lowell. But It was John Keats, whoso ,
uJl'tS poetry s~tis6ed Wen's love fOf beauty as well as his r~ct fOJ

,,~.> 1
/ f\

SQ.\o(<<';'

.s'k\ ,

v:: , ..L-..
~

d"~c.4-~~·~-t.,~O"\, 4A ~fe.MfL. . ~v~'"

~ abstract ideas, who became his poetic mentor, and Wen' the 1\0
:... ~ , mantiast remained throughout his'life committed to the searcll
~ s.'tl\..~ for an ideal marriage between Truth and Beauty•.J '
,
. '""
Wen the poet grew homesick in America, and in his poetic
:0(' o.J
imagination China became a symbol of everytbing poble, exalted.
:J..~
and warm. Wen the patriot was pushed further in his dislike: of
:",,-(fI..~r-"":t' tbe United States when he visited American Chjnatowns and felt
~f.J the stillgs of tact.} digmination. Ije recorded bil te3ctirin hi$
.iI«
\r~'"
f~ed '<Laund Son" an imi atio of Thomas
d, """"" s.1'\~'t "
\\
HIS a oration of his fatherland, however, was not without Ie$"
~""..\'1 ervatioJl$. He remembered certaln things in the ok! 'society of
China that rankled. One of these WaS the situation of absolute.
parental authority. Wen married early. The bride was selected by
his father. The marriage. fortunately, was I }tappy one, despitQ
the intellectual distapce between them. Wen sent his wife a long
poem from America, the fourteenth stanza of which reads:

w.,

( am send.ng these verses to you;
It matteq pot if you capnot fead them all.
Just rest your 6ngertips (,In these words • ".
The throbbing you feel wil1 pulse
Irt unison with your own heart.
The letter containing this poem was intCl'cepted by his parents,
and she never saw it until it: was published much later. Wen'.
father disapproved of his son's writing to his wife from hmerica.
This act made Wert an ~vowed crusader against the tyranllY of old
social conventionsapd ignorance. Homeward-bound in 1915, Ite
carried with him no Ph.P. diploma. but a small library of W~stem
poetic works and a sense of mission to spearhead IJn intellecPl;&l
revolutioJl that would save his country-with art and poetry.
The China he found upon his return, as he recorded in, "!)is.
covery." was disappointing. There was no lack of terasion in ~an8·
hai and Peking, but it was !lot easy to ~rry out a literary revolu
tion. Evc:n getting a iob was a problem. His domestic affairs Were
also ~isturbing. He bad been unhappy with the arrangement of
leaving bis wife in bis patents' bouse while he was in Arncnca, nw. .
be wat f\1;cthec grieved avec the death of his four-year-Qld. daushter..

,\Vall. inwhi<:h
p.~d.·na~ral1y, a sculp~ufC of
Vequs,,;Ie; ,MilQ !lb9ut'll footh'Sk •• ~ • Against tbe
tobiny bl~ck bilc~dtQP, the soft arid Warrn-colored I'mu:
\lIe ,~~tQC; ~ *h'~.. dmnn.y suggestiveness.
Tn ,tllit ,tJQQSp.hc:rc. with his fri~a,We.n' I·to 'WOrbd ont his
tP~.e .•llout' ,poet.., .n4 ~pc:riment~d with thelll,' inh" own
yelle. "11 Wal Qot an ~JemCl positioQ Qf.tl1e ,CIJrt fOf Ilrt'S sake"
principle. but 1illdef h~ .nd HsilGbrh-mo's leadel$hip the Cres
ce"~ school of poetty lIJl c:o"nter'to the main lite~ry current,
Whi,c.~was drifting,'towa,rd socil'aQdpo1iti~l litera,ture. Alw~ys
~ensitive to t1~ inCClultiea of life, Weri fe1~ that the: nation needed
fQlDctbing mOllStw.Q poetn" At the I3m~ time he was not pre.
p"fed tQ c:ontribqto more tiifcctly tQ tho, nation's 51l1vation. Fros
tmted, he l'ClfC8ted tel the Chinese clapiQ to restudy-what he had
f~d in his young stud~t ~ays~ both ,*"use he w~nted to prove
to h~s colk:aguea tcacbl':'ff Chinc$C 1iterat\lrePt~t l)~ also had
,$Cho"Jly c:omm.,nd in tll.. fiel~ end"~" he was sincerely
C9nvinced that tQlO ,VIIluc .nd' Wilda.... could, be foupd, in ~hem.
.H~ heca~ ~aistip~ished ..uthority'on.'Ch'O y~an.,the· author
of the thitd«ntuty P. (J. ~nthology. the Ch'u-b'u'j,.
"
,The war did not peftnit bim to renH!'' ' c'burfcdjn the old
f'~~
JJ'«!I ~.d JQ Ree re~inr.!~f.m:..~r.,~~,g?;,H!f""""",
.
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tw,~fi'.th .OfQlttlr)' C:;~ifi_·~" /,
moved, to ChllQg$h~ 'i~ Hunan PfovhlCC; 1 allcl'lQ,t mb$t afld~
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,p~Am·

OfmysO.~lt•

.qull··

My life'.Jifel' .

All ,PlY fQi1"'~i,n fQY ~t:bQ . '.

Now bl\~ to'hl c:l"iffl~ apiQSijOQ,
B.~~ \Vhat~u,J~kof f9~r., !,~'" '
. ,. , .
".
. .' '

~

"

.'
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'lAt.~1lf;4fP\vJl~ hJt"q~p~i~q~,,.OpJ~·

·Let m.~ ~~m~i~ tlj~ flJJn,,~~fi9\1tl)~it. .
·(..et Dl~ dl~,...t41~(~tC;4 h~ ,It(: eh'!Jfr of )1J~lr fllusic.
., .'
~1Jl~ die ~f~"ff~tiq~ ~nth~,f,.~n~:.()f yout b~t~.·

'. Qr~f;l~i~'.~ i;fNP.t~:~f.;~fpity.
.. '...... .

.

O,ff9~eqirtyQl,lPJnfc;~ling ~hiUl

·Or tfU$b~ hetWeeil·· YO'" u1~rc'l.fe.,~1ti·

. Of't\1nB·,b1.~\)f ~leQ~l~:~i~o:~p1:d~

'o~ 1 ~h~ll ~~,t~~~)'Ja~ 'ill~;~~f~~. '
1£ mybiJ~pme'$ J$ wh'~.y~u ,~q:r~
. OthelW'tSe J11i~dl dep~ntlp~n4~~,a,on1
Urny -tQPy beY~:lQfdc;si.~>,:·';':·':' .
Death is theQ~ly ~biQg I beBpfYOu,: " '.

'Jl

J

.An~ t~)'Qu oft" 'jIlY li~~~ mf Iup;~"-I.e tfI'bqt~
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AU111twiN: OQL,Ol\~~ .
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.As pllJPle a-.· PIX' 'gra~ .
~\i:r

.1111

,

" \V"•• ~pr'4" W~rJc., T'-t& 7,
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CHAMPION
my ~ove, )'Q~ ale, a 'champion;'
But let's pl~y a game of chess.
My abn is nQt to win,

'fWl~b Qqly~~~'~ Yo~~:

.'

books. In u,h8 when th.e ~olleg~ haq .t.o move a,.ain, farther south
to Kunmil1g ill Y~n"al1 PrQvince" hc;led,~ln~~qsof "veral,bun
dred studentst ~lkiJl8: through the mountain. of ~ntral Cldl11
for sixty-eight days bef~n~ they atrive4, in Kunmins. TIle situation
co[ltinued to WQm::Q. Japan~ tioqps pr~seclcl~et f'YCfY' day, .
at:ld every day sOme of his sttKIents,wou1d l~Y~ to ioin ei~h~ th~
Comm"Qist or ~hct Nation.list army. When We.n feali~ that
these young people were dying h~Q '~vn \V8.r, ,he was infutia~ed.
He pmtested against' the govemin~nt' then in power, the Kwr
min~ns. His clp1'CliSions Ilp~req to' be Q10re ah~ mor" i.. Ifm
pathy wit~ the left;imcl hiS death Wilmot was sE:ltl~d.
.
rWen I·tej's f;Ontribution to modem Chinc~ poetl')' lie.t d.tieft),
in his thcol}' abptlti:bjJne,fonn,lIfld imagef}'. Ho believed th,,~
the Chin~e Jilnguage offered ~n unQ$uaJ1y rich Tolnge of ,bym~ of
which the Chinese poet ougb~ to takl;adva.nhgc: Whi19_ccepting
the vem~cular language as a· promisitlS poetiQ lPedh'm.~e ~nt"?
icized Ute indiscriplina~ qse ofconQq,uiaU~ in ~ry.. fie ob
jected to Hu Shib's ,,,terpfCtation (If "'.llttural thrtbmr lmd urged
poets to distill the poetia.J.nd m~siciil elements "Offl the pl~in
~h. lie lU~seU wro~~:~JlUlcqlar verse with ~ w~tri~l·cade"(:c
to show ~hltt it CC)uld be,ftectivdy d~)Qe,' ~Qns.t",cting a new
prosody for the new la~suage•• "Jf we, coQlpl\re p~tty to tl"
game of chess," no said, 44we ~'P~si'y unde~tand· why poetry
without form, like a game ofches~wjtbout m1es, mu~t·be $Qch a
meaniIlgI~ thblgl'j lie 'a.dmitte4 that'thClre wall lonn' .41, nat~",
but maintai.-.ed th~t, ~ny foon ~Dpied intact tl:om"atuJj~ could,
not be penect; perfection fOl1ll' W~$ acbieved only after much
patielltchi$Cling. He quo~ed Coethe's letter to Schiller, lIod. th~
words of the ~eveQt~o(cntqrYCh'fle~ m~ll of lctte~, Han Yi1 (7Q6
814), tosuppot1: bis th~fy' that -'The greater the lIrti$t, the m(:lre
he enjoys dancing JnfettcfS!' 'l/~n'~ own poems, wb~cll ob$Cl'VC
aU these tenets, have" scldpt1iJei1 stl1lctural beauty. J
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rWe'(J~ief"

Century Chin."

p()~

Rolls oUf golden carp's SClt1es
uyer UPOl'4ll1yef
$ev~~l scissor-shap!;d

maple
Uke crimso'f ~lJo~ .

l1l4t asP7" sb.mcls Jilt" '" ~~l~nt youtb,
U....ped In I gohJ.,em~ro.deredCQpe.
.ll.~ting one hind 00 'l1U hip, . .
lie ga~C$ .atttl\o iade-B(een~l,
Admidng b~~ Q\\'11 rc:ft~ion, .

l~vea

Whitling and turning. ri.si"g and ~ippf"g
On

th~ ~ter.

.Astlleylea~on the zig-~I ~lbalusmde8,
1'he:mf;)fPioJ sunbeam, smile a~ the wen'd.
FrQm th~ir ~mile 8!)WJ Uqui4 o14
yellow 101~ {)P the· ~4
.

Thick ~nd fat like beag' paW$,
Th~ d~r'k brown leaves
Scattered .op thegr~n.
llusy, thnid "luiJTels·
.
~rJ}' out Jand in amOllS the; leaves, .

c

Red gold OQ tho oats,
.
Wblte gdld on tl1~ ])ar~ of the pllles.

Oat1leriD~ food fQf the approacld~wJpter.·

Ah, ~llese ItO no Jonge, tmlS. .'
Upt.8 'pllla~ in tll~. FOJbjdden City-
Venow-gla~d U1es, .
.

Bray ·pi~ns. .'

Ravc.,.-like blat::k pige.;ns. '
With" golden iheen of pUqJle anel green on. their bac~
So many of them. tired Of Hying,'
.
f.$sem'Ple be~th' tho steps.
'Their beaks huried hi ~hejr wing$"
QQietly they taketbeir afternoon nap.

Gr¢eQ-ght~ tUes; '.

,

..•

.

~rI\~~

C\~I'\It..SJ2-

~.

Yo~. ",ajestic. festoone4 aut~mnt~l.

. Nelther· b{Q9Id~ of ~~ f..i1Jg-)"Pg, ..
Nor ca~ts from Tqrkey,
.
N~)f the rose wi~el~w of No~~ D.1Ile,.
N~r the·(t~ ~ng~ls lly Pra A~$l;li~~
Oinl1val YQ\lJ C;~~~ "TIel brim;tn~ .

TPree or foul' pert childien

an" hlacksw~~ep)

Dart throllgh the clove bushes,

q'

Like goldfish cavorting'!lmong the ~wee$.
.

Aren't they II. fOt~ of masts on tIle: Huang~ptu·Jliveq·
Those cotmtless .Scetic poplan . '. . .
~taqd piercing the $lat~bluc sky in stony· .\l~

vJe9\efY\

Story upon. StQIYr pp.vi1i on oll·pav1llOn
111e silv~ry,ongs of the bird,
hnitate th~ chirtl~ undq tbe Bring 'ea"e$. .
These arc; no longe.. tfe~
Bu.t all. jmperial ~pil;lll i,,·fldl fCP11plclldof •..

Cf}'StalJine air. like pUfe water. fills the world; .

.

O"~.t..Sc.- ~

But ~q,ui$ite,~8Wele4 c:lo~,' '.

White pigeqn"l1lulti-c:olored pigeon$.·

(Ill QrjlngCl. yeUow.

.J-~~.t

All. tbese an" nolonaef trees,: ,;
. .
But Untedc19"d~
,
Of a.mllcft of .pte. .
FaJu1f!d Q),scQ$itive wjnd. ,nd ~h1dlcd by~esull~
Th. a,ellQ: longer ~-.
.

Chestllut tJee lea.v~ "OW of !l1Ct
~Olp~ined to the west~~ wind all night lons.
Finally win thei.. freedom."
.,
'Vith a deep blush on- their dry. fae~
".
. 111~ giggle and· Did f!lrewell to ~he ane'eJit branch~
Red~ed ·silver
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YQU, 1Dlljestical1Y prbed aQ~qmflt¢es1 ..•
J ~V)' yo,.~r~l1'lultf" .,a.-hi.
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so

Twen"',;'"

c.n~ry, Chi,.,

W.tl 'l·'~"''';;:(.~J9-f6):,

fo,'?'

,

YOI~r

bohemian life,
And Y0tlr colol1.

'0

~

an emhmiderec:1 to1Je'
,
Of press you from 8J1pes. o~flges. an.d kaoJians
SQ that I Play drill~ your eolol1l
'
And from Puccini', L4 BoM,""
And from the: seven-ieweled ~nsel' of Po-sha{l, '
I will listen.' ~O your ~10fS,
And inhllle your colol1. '

I clq~m)' ey~J'lltl foll~w~ii1l ~W"'~ ) ", '
. "

ri(f"

.,

.
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THE DREAMER
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Wen, ,Compl.te Wor••,
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Bp'~s~it~'Jq{~lqQ4~n! ~i,>
PiJtYthiqgs;yPtj·h~~"t9Yh1~h.t.·

n,

A brazier ~ftilrnoin 1Jl)" h~rt,
I quietly await Il gu~t' from ~fllr.
I feed the fire with cobweb; rat dQftg, ,
And snakeskins in place of split" wood.
ilT'ien Sun II the at... Wca~ Maid. w\lo.,a1c1Q !icross the MII.:y
~

lferd.-E4, .

'

SONG'
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O~~ w~~he4,J~~y will )lcQ~~,bfsQn~i ,,'

,
,i;

.

~f;"~~!~li(~;~:fr~~:;;t"!~~,~~~, .', .~~~\~~~ .~
log ~af;~g'.1~g~4~ b.~i~q~~f•• t4..~~,' .,' JC ,~&.- ~1~1 ~t.s
Only Phlnam~.!l~n~ w,IlPJ$ tg$t~p ~)oWl .C'c\('~~C'\ ~

TIle ~ewdrops sob in'the tQqf·gtlfJ(;~!
'
The green tongues' Qf ~paria ,leQvf;S 1ap a~ the ",,,dow piq~.
The four white walls seem to ~ck aWII)" froID rnt1: '
J alone can not .fill sUch II bi$' room.'

flOm the

<t..

Q~vc; ~~~m"~Al.'t4\Y~I~, ~Vt;t~cm.tP, Jll~." "

TflE,~D~Y

l'W vst-6~
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~~~~WJi~~i;:~~~~J~~l;"~"'"

,
Is the ~JJde bUfS~J1g born ~be dream'
Of the, t bed ,,"',
. ,'
Whl\t
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If that, blut; gho~~ Ji6ht'

o

,

(O~~ p~ece; ~D. piecel, fh.t~ pf~;) .
Was~jn, 1fI\l$t ~.cl~ll. " •..' . ':
(fo~", 'Ille.cel,
, , iftV,4Pi.eces,.~ lll~)'
'f()PJP8 JPust~ ~mQP~h., .:",.'

s·. VI.",d\s ~t.'''\ cz>.\v\Ue."',
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Wta. Cpmpl,t; Wort.,

.

W~!l. ',<:::mJJpltt.Worls.

Ab. how lIang to lelld a ,life of colors.
As dazzling as these aUNl1ln heal J
~92.a

"

M tM~t~f* QQ,.iff!4; ~~ly .•~h~·f~fp~iq;"
'A chill)' b~~" ~teal,p,y~r *q ~lJt~$$. my.pouth.
'f~e g\$e$P~ ~l~QY qg\lt J~~t.'Qfny:; , .

sO that J may weilr Y0tlr coto~; ' , '

oJ.. ~

"'\'

,,~"

'

.

l1! ask TJen Sun to weave

,\.J: ~\ "f"'.Aa.~w'\

.'

It ~~yoUf·p~c:}l~''fh~~~.:~\~ W~;

Oh~I$t.'~ fq~I!_r. "!~ fp ,.~. ~.P.l~n~<:r~
Do you beJ.eve in Pon'tY(lQ bc:lijl\ie it?

Tbereisn'f m"chfoUc~:clQ:'Yli~ll '01~~ .mel'water.
Wa$tdfl6lc.l(l~hl$\Nly qln', ~paJc \witb buRdblg

'

warships~

I. top, -~,wh~t, ~tp~~t: "~·jp'. n~t~ .,'
, ,
Wa,nillg;\Jl~Qthedsw~fwith YOUJoWn blood and sWeat?

. (Bun~q 'YQU,WlUlt
~ JIo it7- PQ)'Q" ~nt itl
.. ':
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Twenfi~Ih
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penillry

C~in_

''f.If ,·w.,

Poelq

Yellr in year out • drt~p of homesick tears; ,
Midnisht, In the depth of nightt a laundry lamp. • ,
M~njal or not, yoq n~ed not bother,
,
Just see what is not ~lean, what is not smooth.
And ask the Chinaman, ask the Chinaman.

. T~ll him shO never ~~s~~
Fotget ",er, .. '!l fO... ~tC1l ftower.
,

.

Wen, Corn"ut. Worl., Tin,.

.0

2.lh-J~

fORGJi:T HER
Forget b~r, as a forgotlen ftower
111atray of morning sun 011 a,petal
TblJt whiff of fragrance from a blossom
Forget her, as a forgotten flower.
fOrget her, JS a forgotten flower,
As a c:Il'Cllm in the wind of spring,.
As in a dre;1m, a ben's ring.
Forget her, as a forgotten Bower.
forget her, as a forgottCll flower.
Listetl, how sweeLly tbe cricken 'sing;
Look, }low. taU the grass 118$ grown.
Forget. her, 1$ ~ forgotten flower.

'

Fo'8~ bcr,~ 'fo'1ot~ Rower.
/0.$" dJe;lQl tbe wind of spring,
.AI in a dr~rQ' , 1,leU's Jing.
.
Forget h~rt ... a forgott~8ower.
.' '
.'
Wi,,1c( *926 '
Wetl~(Joml*" WP'.... Tin•• 1,..,14

'I can wash band~rchiefs wet with sad tears,
I can wash shirts soiled,~n sinhd !;rimes.
The grease of greed, the dirt of desire. • ~
And all the 61thy tbingut YOUf llou~
Give'them to me-I'll wash them, give them to mol
192.5 (1)

~ Ii¥.r''')'''t'' I

FOtg~ b~, ~ a fQrgotten "ower.
If 11O)'Q"C ~hopld ~~

CONVESSION
Let me riot deed" YOUtI am n() poet,
. Even tl19u~h l.dqr~lbe intesrilYof white. geR1$,
.
Th~ blpc pln~ "ld l",Ql~$C ~n, the s~nset on crows' bleb,
Au4 9uf Jii\tio~al ftag untu:din8 In the .w.ind .'. .' an these
·You ~no\\, t~at J1ovche~ and towering mopntains,
And our llaUo...,. Ra~ QJI("fUnl ill the wind • • • all tbese
, "\' ,\ _~" f'n>m salfro..:tp the antique bJOllJeof duysantl.emums.
SCIf~~~~\,l\em.em~ef!lQY f9O<l i4 ~ "lOt pfbi,ttCr tea. ." .
~

~

~t ~ A..

,,,, ~
~,~;,,'1'

()t\

..

'.

,,'

. . .

J.)"t, aren-t yC)u Ifl'aid7~In me th~i. ~ .nother man, .
Whose thought foliO," a Oy's to crawt.m the garbage can.

. .J

.92~a1;
WeRt Cc>",pret. 'Vorb, Ting. 5

,~.

~~~ ...

ACONOEP'J'

Forget hCr,1S ,. forgotten flower.
, NQ longci~ does sbe R!rnernber you.
Nothing n(lW 1inge~ in her memo'Y.
Forget her, as a forgotten ftoW<lr.

YelP, • perpetualmyth. a ~utifql tal~
A ~rS~tent 'luC$tion~ • !lash Qf light.
A.. tJ1'ima~~' m, ea,.n.in. a l,e~pingftatn~
A ~tstllnt QaU ~what ,,~ )'ou?
'
r i!oll't doQbJ. tbeJ~w of ClUSllity 1$ t;Ver so tpJe.
t

Forg~t

her, ~s .. forgotteq flower.
Youth, what a chaqning mend,
'Vito makes you old overnight.
Forget her. as a forgotten Bower.

..

I.nowrthtt seail always faithful to its $prays.
Being,ttae 'hythm on.~ ~mplains not against the song.
.Ah, )'Oll, U'l'Innical deny, you've subdued IDe;

$.fu

·W"'·Hif(.j~JWi)··'· <:·:·:····,··./·"5S
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. I havc;Jongp.~ your Mck'T~r.tt!'·~~fth~t)'Qq·ve ehanged-.

You've conquered m~, you daz;Ung·~inbQwMemory of 5000 }'CatS, please hotd $QU.
. .
I only ask how to embface you ~ight'y,
You, $uch aq unt;lmapl~ spirit, ~ch·!!l beauty,
'9~7

Weil, Com#Jl'f'

WOf••,Tinf.

"Fo,evc," yqq IJlJv~JqJlg Pfoml$ed f9m~pc ~ only, the df':gs .
.~

.

..

.

.·'9'1 m.. . . . . .
"W~
,

...

.

G;!1Ji"""Worq,
Tfng, 6
.
,

,,"

........

'

...

~"

.

~ o~ oJ;

whn" your 4ltit ~iltre.m,[q~'39{t~4.i1k~f

.~~ '" ~,,,\fI
"'

0

.

l...~'"

~
.. .~ c"~tV

, . I did' pqt co...,bQ~' . ...':.:. .
. . .. v)\M\c, ""
Wft~cy.O"d~pt.k.Pa·we~~.~ptrt,II.~~~e.intlle.wind;. ' . ~ \"
Wlul~ Y~Qr llttJlI·heart Wlt$·:~~;.l'~~
a8aln~ tbe . .. ~ \),
. . ' W~pd9Jf~~ ,,;.,; ';, '. . , : .
While Y9tir li1ughler ~me4 t~t$n,,~r ~ll'. png,· .

'"r.

T",,, ~l-n

>,

· ' l cJid n,Qt.c:qrno lunnlt . " .. ... . .. .

. .:.lihQ'JI4 ~ivp. ~c hqm\\ .

You swear by the sun••nclle~ ·th~ ~ntO' g~. on th~ horiz{)1l
Attest to your faitbfu.ness. Fine, I beUc:v~ yQU CQmpletely,
Even if yotashould burst out in te~lIS J wou.ldll't be ..

.,

..

Whil~~q"f '7A.•hon',*!l~t !phited. ,learn;,
.
I w.~t~ tQ. ~;~~hOI\)~!:. ,'. ..
..

YOU SWEAR BY Tfl~ .SUN

surprised.

.

Wtul~ yQ\l~ linle ~~q W~.f'hko ",ClQ~ij~ yet to opeg..

can

..

.While.~ spe.U pf bJQf cQv~~ fgti~.;OY~ .
.
..
Whn~ .. ,~~ o.l. ~hmYwm4.PQ~. Pill ~ f~ding ligbt;
..Wbil, 'a~oI4 baQd ,n"tch~, yQp'a.wayUke" ~ite~
'.J $hpQl~ hay, ~m.h:~Qle'.:; .. ' ,. . •

.

Only if you wanted to talk about I%~ sea may dl)' U.p 4n4 the
rocks rnaYIQt t • .I'
..
.
That would make me laugh to death. Isn't this moment while
.my breath tests
Not enough to get me cirunk1 What 11eed is there to talk about
"forever"1. .
Love, you bow my desi[~ lasts only the dutltioq of ane bw;ath,
Buny up then and squeeze: my heart, ltuny, Illr you'd better &9,
you go ...

.

... l W~ro~~~ffOM1!:
.. "WiJllt~ til ~ro.~ll~~~·:;;:·· .... .

r now

.

:

. owo.. $igmltur,·
.:,~.; . .
wm yoq:go1Y~ .Jo. ~o liq«er '~l:Us~~~~ ap~only .
Tlilk to ~im aPolothQQf upd,ying l~y.'ty,. .

~.

I've come, I shout, bursting out in tea" of WQe.
..".is is not my China..;,;oh, nol Nol'~
I've com~ Pecause I beard your sumDlOnlngcry.
Riding on the wind of time, ~ising a .otc~ bigh,
I came. I knew no~ this to be lIflwarranted·~ta.$y.
A nigbtmar~ Jfou.nd. ou1
C991d this, be!
.This is terror, a baa dream over thc;brirn of -fl "pyss.,
But not YOlt. notwhal my heart; (X)l)tjnueilo .{pissl
I ask heaveq~ ask th~ winds of all directions. .
I ask (my 6s~ pounding ·toc naked chest of tlleeartb)·
But there is nQ answer,·'" ~eal'$ I
and c~ll )'Qu· .
Until my heart leaps out-ao, here fon are'

Comp"" Worn,

. " . .•

Wh~~ the 9tll(,fI g~t " fOttJ ~~1l~: ~en.i!llsprip8.
.
So fO,wd(m't ~U~eP.1~l But:i'Q~c: a.y.i:)~thproduced your

DlscoVEay

.19"7
Wen,

my lQt.

"9~7
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(~89!rl9'f6)

Pon't tbey lno.w ~h"t 'th,ae ~sh. aft like chi1dr~n?

PDQI' creatu~ ~o pi~fqt. ~ f~sbteJ1ed.·

fiey. wher, are you., nJCSSC!1lgej1 ,,' ",
Huny now. teJl them-.-teU 0'4 Wang the 'Third, ,
TelJ the ~Jd~' Choll an4 aU his~ght brothcts,
TeJJ .lUbe farm b.~ living lIi'oun4 tbe Lin-h...i Qate,
Tell al~ th~t, ,~.faced .\llacbpllll Old' u.' ,
Tell Old WOmQ~ HQ81l&
~'"' villa&«; W01!Ien,
Tell them "ll.these tbin", on, b.yonCt .,
Tell them to come back, CO'f1l~ blclcl" '
My heart q tQJl} qy this sight of gloo",.
, Heavms,suc;:lu vi1la&c:~..not ~~in these people,
Such a paradi~ Oil ~rd\ without Il mant

TIlE DESERTED VILLAGE
w bCfe did they go? How has it com'fl to pass?
On stovC$ squat frolS, ~n ladJes lilie! blQOm;
,
T~bles ~nd chain Qoat'in fieMs "nd water ponds;
Rope·bJi~ges of ~iderwebs sp~n rPOm onrooQ1.
Coffins are we4ged in dooIWa~, rocks block windoW$:
A sight of strange gloom ,tbat rends ~y heart.
Scythes lie rusting liway in dust,
,
Fishing nets, abandoned, tpt in a~·pi1C$.
Heavens, even such a village etnnot fetain them,
,
Where fQSe$ forever smile; and lily leavC$ grow a$ biB as umbtell~
Where rice sprouts are 10 slender, the Jake so~en,
The sky so blue, and the ~jrdst sOngs so like dew~pe!ld3.,
WIIO made tile sprouts peep and the ~OWeq red7
Who~ sweat and blood isittbat is blended in the: soiJ1
·Thosew~o have gone left soresoluteiy, unhesitatingly:
Whllt was their grievance, their secret wish? ' " '
Now, somelxxly must tell them: "Uere'the hoes
Roam the streets, ducks waddle among'the pigs,
Roosters tfilmple on the peony, and cow$ brow$C on vegeJall'~
patches."
,",
"
.
Ten them: "The sun 1$ doWn, yet ,the c~tle are still on th4' 11n1s.
Their black silhouettes pause on the ridge, waiting.
While the mountains 14roulld, like dragons anq tiseJS,
Close in on them. They glance about and shiver.
Bowing their heads, too frightened to look again."
This, tQO, you must tell them; ','hese beasts I'~n: da~ of old
When evening chill approached Iln4 Mplal'S tteQ1blecl in'lh~ willd,
They OQly needeq to call once; from thc hilltop."
"
Though the trails' were ~teep, their mllsten ,w~:)Uld help them,
And accompanyh~g them home there would be the sceQl of hay,
, As tIle), think thus, their tears fall.
'
And they huddJe togetb~, jowl agahut jowl,•••N
CO, tell their m~stel'S, teU them•
.Tell them every~hing, 40 not hide an}'thill~.
Ask them to return' ~ th(:l0 to TCtumt •
t.s~ thC1l\ wny

they do not CG,te fot t\1.eiT O"l(n cattle.

asm"ll

.

"n'.;'

W(:D~

Ocim",.... Wor.... Tfri,.

nunrr
NIGHT
~ ,",.
•
This JiiJlt, "nci fhf Jtgllt-~l~clJedf~u.r w8~
The Idn4 t"bJo and c~air, intimate 11$ mends, .

24-a6
1 ~ t'

'

\\Ie... \S

~ ~

4-\..c..

rbe $ce,,~ at (lId ~ks, r~chiQ8 me, in whiffs,
" .l..L_'
..L
My fayorUe teacupu$CJCQe '" JIleditating nun t
~'"T\u...\IWV\t!...N'\ \.
rhe "by luqijn, rpJlteJl~~Jy ..' his JJlQ~h«r(s' bf08S~,
A snpre ~portin. t~ healthy ,1p'll))cr ohny big son "..
\.
Tbis m)'lteriQU$ quiet night, th~ calln peace. " , . ~-e (:rOl\cV
In my ihl'Oi!t qu.iver songs of g~titudet
' \ .'
ntl~ tho songs 59Gn becci,1\cugly C"~. ' '
S~"'~~
Quiet nighttl~a,.not .~pt.y~r bri~. "
,
\Vhg ll!W"t~ til" "'ill1e,Hn lquars fOgt pi pe!!ce1
'Jilirworhlbasl mucbwlder bod~on•.",
,
AI lbefo,,~ w~1s cannot sn!;ncetbe ~1"mQr pf war,
,HOWelln )'Qu $top tb~ vfoJegt ~t ofr,ny hqlrt7 " •
.Benor that ~y lIlo\lth ~ plle4 witb lllud ~md sand,
Th~n, til sins ,th" je))' au.~ sallOW of one map alone;
Better.t11at'male$ d.ig hol~ in thi. head ofmin" .
And \1;P11intQ'ldQn: Ill)' "~hllqd ~Igod,
.

o-t

ifl.

)V.n:J;#g. ., ,a~'9.16)'

'fll'entie'h Century. GbjnQl' roetry
.
Than ~Q Uve only for It Cqp of win~lm~'~ bOQ~ of verse,
Or for an evening of ~renity brouijbtby the tieking f:loc~
H~riJlg not the foa?s~ndsi(:~~ troJn aU .my n~jgJt~

58

. '

rl\AYf!~

SeeIQg not the shlVerID8 ~h,adQw$ of lhe wldow$ qpd 9rphlln_, '
And the convulsion in ba'Ule trenches, ma.~ men~jting their
$idbeds.
. ,..',
.
And all the trage<lie$ gtound out under the Plms~ncQf lifCJ.
Jlappin~. I cannot accept your ·bri\le now. . ' . '
My world is not within this waned-ill squafe foQt, .
Listen, here goes another cannon-report, 'IQother rOi1r of Dt!lI~.
Quiet night, how can you stop the violent beat of my heartl
.

I

29)7

.

S9

me

Please t~11
wbQ t1l¢ Chin($e.l'~f:
'f~~mf hQW ttl'r;1iqB~Q pt~m"rr~ ... '
rl~.IlS!; tQll m¢t1,~ gre,~,,~$ ~f J~~ ~le
.Tell tIt¢. PJlilYf. ~v~ ,p,.lclltly.' , "'<'~~' :'

~$(;'t~ll'~o!who(l~'~~'(l~il1~? ,.

Wh* headt ~ml>Qdy tJi,'hcal'l,§f Y~o and Shun7· ,

III wb,* ve.ip;Of.)w tbo blpqd itl Clting~l<'Q 'end Hieh Cheng?

'

.'.
Wen, C9ml"'" Worb, 'fill& Jo-n

Who ~"'. th•. tl'Qc· ~hila~cP()f ~hfr".(~11ow.
E;mpero'7'
- .
.
.

~"

."eU m«tthat. a"ell wf#,doq. QftW~ _~r8"g~l,...... . .
. ~e 'i'yit ~ h;ough\~fa li9ri~J'9~ .hculver:

A REPLY

... ~~t~~t~~iJ~~l~t:1:,~t!=:~~ . . : .'

Shilling gloriC!$ I dare not a~pt:
No halos JO croWQ myh~d. . .
Banners "nd drUms Qret not Jflyshstcj
.No yelloweq,:th foethe path:! trea'd.

.:

.. .

':

.', "

'.

:' .". ,,'

'

,

Wh~wmtNlm,o.f 'b~ ..il~~'lifl~~fQilblJ)~, '

Andt~e~arif'~r that,flow~in' ~~(r~llQr" lind' Yangtze Rivers?
~,
.
":-'.:..'
'm~s~·t"nm~'wllo th9'Ci"n~e:ate,,'''':·;
"ea~il '"~:tlo\Vtq'c1in&~ m~Ql()fjif",:'. '
'p)eitse J~'i'#.lQ P'14 '~~Ql ~hJspepp1~

I decline a vistt frOJll '·success."
Witli both hands grappling buW. strife.
I guess
the dawn, without
lookin.g.
.
.

.'"

Give to ~~he~.the pomp of sftk4:ln roheai
For q'le, only hardla~Qr-a jQy.50 teal. ..

,

Tell mcgeriHYt' ev~1Q

"'.

',"

~tl)';
:'9~1

To make ~e tempel"'~ngs c)f plain t~n~ .
God has proJDised me a wilJ of steel,

Wllqf

.:, '::

.'.

'.

.

~pt~\V01'"

Tin,.

~2-2J

ON~~~ifr~~Q~ ,

But please, no bannC11 an4 dntms for mo.
No yeUow ~rth for tqe pa~h I tread.
Shining gloriC$1 d~re 110t accept;
No halos to C(()WP ~y h.~d.
19~7

.... .... '

'::

~,

.",

.

TM'a~fmpi~·,b·. th~'fi~o·$'~~.119q.,tam.,.'
The ~~ticn~etll_tlri~ frqmJlia (~~~M,Mpu"t Tai,

U.t not pride plate m.' in. go14.

WeR. Q,mfpt"t, Worq,

.

','

'Th~"()~~~~:t~~t~~.lj~~t,~JO,'.

O",wbc;rt .P9~f=P~ ')fi~gdl~d{Sa~t~~. '. - .
.
,
J)Qn,'t Uun~ tbllt fo~ fi"i tho~Qdj'.~tlobQdy bas said it
l1PW'cll~lQ~ ~ a~r(; Qf ~V9~9!'l'fQ" 'ilericef
.

Tins; :u

. ' rt:fh"p6OQ~ d~y;,~ (f~~~ pfa ·~pirit.
"4\l1.dlJ'1,I!~d
...
.h"~Q~I~l bCr~'
........ '~:~G""'o( Chmil-1t4.
.

1fs

:"

"

",'

'
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~9~7

Wen.
'PE~HAPS

nz..v.l,

c:w'

""

~··b"f\.lOr fOr ~ \i

IlJAPWATnR

Hete is • ~itcb of. bo~l~ly aead waler.
No breeze (:8" tat" a I(ngl~rlpple on it.
Might ., w~n tb~w in m,ty met4l1 scraps

How am I to say this todayi'
You may not believe that "the iron tree wm bloom.D
But there is on~ ~tenceyou mUll ht....:'
·WaiUjJ) ~h, vol~no «:ao ilo Jonger be qlliot.
Don't trembl~. or shake your headt or stamp YOllr feet,
Just wait un out of the blue sky a thundef
Win explode:
wrbi$ is our Chinal"
.

USt..t r

1tJ 71<

Suaden1y out of the blue sky. tllundcf
wm exp1ode~ .
f'This is our Chinal"

61

QJevelJ polt.. l«:ft~er fQOd

3"

,oup in it.

P~rha~tb~:peen on MPper wiU become emeralds.
rerhap, on ~m ~"S ~cb' blgsSQrQS will bloom.

Then, ~t ~ ~VC: II 'ayen~f .iJkY8atl~

.•nd &erma 'b~ patcl1~of ~lodQl spume. .

eo"""f \Vor••, Tf,,&

~3-~ .

'tet tbe d~c1 water fennent intQ i~de wine·
£OveJed with ftOatfnS' peadsof whitt'! ICtIm.'
Sm.all ~ds &:~uckle and beOollle big peafls

(4 DJRGE)

t

Qld)'

Perhaps you are too tired of crying,
Perhap_ )'Ou want to sleep awhile.
Then 111 teU the owls not to COQgh,
Frogs to hush, and bats to stay 1~il1!

.

/).IIf\

.

'

An4 ~ 1111. ,ditch. Df l1Qpe~.'Y' ~ea~· w~t~r,
rjlay $till dlJhn: II touch. Of ,omet),lng bright~
And. if t~~ fmss cannot ~r ~bc:.nente
the deaf! water wJll cnmk ita solll of delight.

111 not let the sunshine pry your eYelids,
Nor let the wind ypur eyebrows sweep.
Nobody win be allowed to .waken you,
I hold a pine umbrella to shelter your sleep.

·HClreull ditch 'af hQPf!lessly dea4 ~ter-"

• fegi4n wllore beJtuty~"Jlever reside•.
Migl.-t flS wc:JI Jo~ tho ~;I c~lti¥ite it
, In4 ~ wbQt ,ortqf wod4:jf~n PfDvid~

Perhaps you bear earthworms turnips dirt,
Perhaps you bear grassroots sucking water.
Perhapa prettier than man's cursing vOice
Is this kind of music you now hear.' .

.

'9~7

(I} .'.,

,

WeorCQm/:",t. Worb. 1m,. 16-'7

'THE NIGHT SONa

1111et you sleep. yes, let you sl~pClose your eyeS now, tightly.
And tell paper ashes· to 8y lightly.
I'll cover you gently with yellow earth.
1927 (7)
'\VCn. Com~.t•. \'Vor.... Tln.' ..._...

to buat a$ gllfJq wrno to $l~ tlds PlQl.

*'" b~C4-4OtIt"1
,\.clec

A toad shivc,,"ifeeling th~ ~hi'l, , ,
Out Qf the yeUQw ~lthm.()und cr"wlc:cl a WOlDan.
Be~ide h~r QQ. ~hll"Qw WiI~' S,eeq,

31-'1

,APq )',~t th, J1iPGJ)'\PM $0. ve~ l;Jrigh.t.

.. 'l'.... ~t"

•. w.,.•• ..,}", WI.'.'....... "''/'., r
~

~

~

1Ti"'~ ,·n"\.~w;;'~.1
./,'
,
,

.....

. 4q not Q*rvo;·
... . .•. . '. ..
.
.
.0Uf ~~at'~ .q~~ae;. 9qt offortto ~ll ~11~ ·In to'lching tenns,
IImdety.~~~in"klcl\ ph~$ClSto ~$tthem in ~ng. ..
I, tOCl, Wflllld _*,y t~~t to bllfSt .n~Q tC4lP' ~~'lse of an .. .
oriQ1,'.son.
.....: .:.' . •...

0""

fn thcr moonlight sat a woman;
She seemed to have quite yo"thn.lloo~. '
Iler red _kirts·were frightful. lib blood.
And herhait .,as draped all 0VCf ber back.

15 too filptc, too'm,pertiqent. t~W4'tetut'·
..
Who ~nOW1 tha~ 1htrH to do itl t'hi.ll~.ft Ja too hungry; .

FmchlglllC) ·to m~~ beli,,~ 'to. • etJ.~p'tereali fOr {ine viands.

..~ ~dtto~f_. t~ Qlom~tYoU~ •. •...

The woman was wailing. pounding hCf cllest.
And the toad continued to shiver.
Alone rooster Ctow~· in a distant village,
.
TIle woman disappeared frolp the )'~llow eartla ~oul'd.
19'7 (7)

....

18 tlQ 1. t;Slmmo"placc, ",Qat wgrth~1y eonuJlonp1ace. They

Out of the yellQw eattb mound crawled a woman.
And yet no crac~ showed itself in the m()undt
Nor WQ , si1lS1e eaJthwoQ11 distlll'bed, ,
No~ a single thread of a spider web broken.

Wen. Cornpt.,~ WOIAs.

.

r......

.

..

'fb~ Jllom~P~ .t~,~t . mir!1c"c)ccu.r~. r.llalV"t ori.~a~ndon tbe

.

~mmo"r a~
.,.....
:
Never again ",~oJ. gaib)1 at ". frostbittf:Jrle"f•.
. .. dnllm of ~h~fJlol}' of' ~ril1gb.l~m.
N~~r will. l ,q"ap~cJ tb~ ,tfength of my soul in peeling tbe

19-20

,

smbbom

JO,~'b

l

..

me _

Y!lin·~iolrQ(thff .•heei(:~rl'tW;fuSt gi~
mimIc,
I $hlll1 n~c:r ~gaiq wbJp .~h9 '4Uf1tfOt. tb~ meaning··
...

In

..

MIRACLE

pfiti oPp,o~jl~.Jptrn.lJl;l1ta~ .~~ri.,:~q, ~'{C~.
.0' th~s~ ~Jlp' .~.b",'~~~~..,. ;"UiPl~~l()~8~

Never have I sought the ~ of ~re, nor the black
Of the Peach.BIOSSQm Pool at mi4night, nor the plaintive
tune of a lute, ..
Nor the fragnmc:e of ~'. Never have [ loved the froud
dignity of a leopard. .
..
The tenderness flonged for. 1'0 whifo dove co~ld Qffer,
I never wanted tbesethinl's, but their ctyStalUzation, .
A miracle teQ thouund timea more mhaculous thalltberil !llli
But, this soul of mine l>cing so faQlished. I simply cannot
.
Let it remain without food. So. even trash and dregs .
J have to beg for, don't 11 Heave.,. know, I am not
Willingly doing this, nor am I top stubbom, nor tog stupid.
Only I caQnot Wliit for )'ou, wait for the Ipproacb of thlJl

I QJlly as1c:~apll'j~'w.Q~~, 1~~'~P~,,:~9l;'tmg :.•.

J..q$~r·l'l'~ ~.W~lQ19.~$.i~J~~"J'f~·:·:~'·"

. . ... .

...

.'. .

NQt~at. (lUll ~.s~hbOmQ' .•,tul){" ,thatJ~nn9timaSlne

·'f~e
SQ- angelic. faC¢~htll~ ~h~ f~Q wb~
.. .l~
. D·" fap~ ' ..

. .. . .

·l wlll wait {gInQ.m\ltt~ hOw. m~flY ·~~~tiOl1t-',

.

.. Since" pledS8 hRSbeC;q

fl.lQde,a.l.,.n In~llpWn numbet of .

tItC~tnlttiap$: a~l'l1wait,: witllQ~f.cQmplldrit, ·ot.lyquietly wait
FQJ tbe altival pf aQllJl~Je.11iew. ~~.Ii~J~4;,ucb, c'l*lY.····
.
l..!!t t'lqntiCf~QJti ,tri~ "'Ct vo'~~p h1lls' In" the .,fltfre hell
. Tum QV~ ~Q Cfu.1Hnc. • ,Afra'dffl~"c no fear (onne, as .

mjracle.
J dare not let IQY $Oul gouqstJ$tair\ed. Wbo 4oesn't ~Q"
How little these things ate wort}l; .
..
A tree fu1l of siD&ing cicadas, a pot of common wine. :
Even the mention of mi~ty inoun~PJ, v.llqrs at dawn, Of
glittering starry· skies, .

I,

~o PS!:Y.· wi~~ .~ ·~.~l~t~q.l~~p,'of-th~ .S6U1.!'o have tbis
· lJo4y WfJ\¢.Il1~ .,It",.I, notliill8 .~~ tba.t p~sely .. . .
tdy PbQ moment ·of ~i~ &tMnofta~nc; a tnOSt my~tifying
8i1en~ (tIle It.lPt:tlio "'OPp,a~d .@ll ~be·~tall.n: hal~~ in tlleir
J\evo1 utiol1,,4;\1m time) '~lid~>.tal1),J :iQQ$~Per~ pea~ • • • .
·1 bear th~ solin\} 9f , dOOJ latch, auddenly. :

J¥

Twentieth C,pturr Chin"f f~
And from aEat COOles the rustling Qf. sld~-tlla~ ~bcn is til,

6i

-mracle.....·
.
In the b_1f:Op'n~8o1den gat~ then; )'O\1.ret ~e\J with
abalo,
.
19~O
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Red Candle

tt

Red Candle

-......

·"JlJ€)i\C.~jg:MT"

In tears of wax the candle melts
- U Shangyin (813-858)

Red ~andle t..:
so red a,~dlt1~

l:U"tI~~1U

lttti:\Pget~

itA1fif1

.. !;*' '.

,I

;m.!

tr-'111

,'.

ItI:d:I.QCJ~.* tt It,

p~ Ql;It y,01lJ." .h~

And·l;t. ~ .~ ir~h. is blighter .

liTJA-U'i! '1

Red candle.•

• •• ~~tlti$.{$.'i

Who made yout'.'wax ;:- gave you fonn?
lfbo lit the fire - kindled the soul?
Why must your wax bum 'away
Before you can give light?

• •~~.9c.-~.!JU'1
'-rfJl!J!:."n;

tr*klllll .

t&Jij~nl:b '1

-Mil,
~.1 ~~!

Here .is some mistake; .

Some contradiction. strife!

tIM"!
~il,4'.!

Red candle.

• .......tb.tI9u:-

There is no mi.&take;
Your light must come .fn>m "burning. "
'llrls. is Nature's way.

ltJE:IlIU&.JI:1ifR
tIMW, .
Ill. T ,1!• • i

0

.!Utlt"
¥h:em
'. ipLl:t.~•
..Geriu 'f{ em- LiteraIure
flft:X••JIJ

• •' • •1

.Red candle •..
Being made. bum!
Burn on and on

Mod.m.~

2

,l:t:fJ

3

.

.tt.

~"Candle

Till men's dreams are destroyed hy your :flame
Till men's blood seethes ·in your .flame; ..
And save their soulS,
Break down their pdson walls ,.

• •1ft..A.JI"•

j

tfl.ttllHlkfn t$ pt••.

.~"-,'.

tfl.• • •fnl¥.J~.1

"tria"'!,

Red candle,
The daytbat your heart's fire gives light
Your tears startflo~;

~**:1f;;t.••

"dIUl7fMZa

Q

tr_,,!

IlfAll:7 +it ,

Red candle,
The craftsman who made you
Made you for bUrning.
Now that yo~ are b1p1ling.
Jlhy shed· bitter teats?
Ah t I can guess '. ..
·The cruel wind has meddled with your light.,
.When your-flame wavers
You shed:tem of aDgUish.

M:J!1ij!ag

Q

~e._,

Jt4i.Jlfe;,t,.'flm?
PJtI

a~ilTI

" UJUif.M;IC~.

• ••~.IIt,

;to_a••JOI
tria"'!

..., tt!.J.~••1
"H~•• ~·

Red candle, "

~.Jl!lfl:ialA.(ilJ •

Weep! Weep on!
Let y~ur _wealth of Wo
Flow•. ·~t.uited ~ out to men,
To grow~~~
of~ort,
..... "
To .~ p,nt o(Jgy.
,

,Ii.

• •1II:N!.iI.

~m"JE~JL.,
~JI

MAIt~~:IlT!

.E~aw

.pl1xi!}t3iJ$

'

Genu l/ CItint8tJ ~

.~i!}tJttJd

; "

Red candle,

Moi.tJm~
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tt.

,!led Candle

ttMl"!

With .each tear shed you lose heart t
.Disheartenment and tears are your fruit,
The creation of life your cause.

",.-am ,:!1e~~/C.'"
Jru.,.m",aUlil.
t!J.~IJJ'" i$1:§ "

Red candle,
Never mind the harvest ~ illl the soil!
T~d

ttMl'"

"arP.i«.; ltf!iJ"~"
by Gladys Yang

~~JI

~

*,1Ift..U
t.iIIIIU

t{ CItinae ~

JlftX.¥J!J
MotItIm~

6

lh

7

.

;5nOw
'0'

~

Snow

·«tt"'F:11M.:e1t{($;c~•.

Night bas aca.ttered ·coundeae fwy ~ers ~~""'v8fl'
Woven them· into a big feathery cloak,
. . ...

IAJl'--,....u.~

.

·~.,-,ifJ'Uf:;,.

And gendy ~pped the weary world
From bead to toe, . .
. Adding a shroud on; the' corpse.

!\~•••tl. 7-*,;;·

X:fmTJEA-JIJl*,.

...-Jtlll.tlMlJll.lllli 7'.
ip.4.~U.1J:J:MJWIUJ ..·

She buries the fish-1lca1ed roofs,
But not the
thin threads
of blue
.
,
. smOke rising ~ atop.
Ah! The twisting tlU:eads of blue smoke!
.Aa a poet's ascen~ soul f .
After fi.lteri.ng' through if$
body,
GOes straight toward heaven.

·Iff' "~".lfn'
-flJSUlittAt-J..taeJ~...
·.ill!i~MJ.~::trliJ~Ut£~

own

....~.~.U:Ht·Jh

a#.~.fJM.4·_~

·U~_Jl~.".

The strutting wind 4nd frost batter the earth;, .
In the foreSt the shi~ering.masses, after long battles,
At last se~ her white feathery cloak,
And yeA tgpther wi-th glee;

,

.

~.m: "fI¥-Jir .fi.lJ.Jil~ l' t .,
l:&:~.~!t".ap?"

.*~~.;

"Peace. ~ . ~; 'our struggle bas succeeded I
Isn~t'~lJ ~~'~bite flag of night's surrender?"·

.En,liJt-QUnat

rpfilX4tU

.Qmu tf CIUiIeIII.ittnIunt

7'mmlatcd by Gloria Ropn

3I4tx••JtI
. . . IiIttmIwre

8

:Sir

'9

::::JJ1Ii

f.ebruary Hut

February Hut'

=J1Jfi

Facing a 8Creenof~t mountains,ancl.'cl~_.•~,,''::.
Perched
the ~ of chessboard rice paddiEl8;l~'.·."" '
A tile-roofed hut that watches the moveDt~ts' oil: the:eliesiboard
Is clutched in the fist of little knolls~:;: "i: ' ,,:,"'1.;': '." .

iliXtt- ••I1IIJJ*fI9....

on

,~.

,

.!

.~.

.~

~',

...-I1• •~lt.,-.,-,',:.

•••O~Jj,LIJJI.o.o

... ::

': ';~.'

A square pond asl~p Ul!-der. ~e,willoWB;:,
'\
"", 1 •..f: '
\
Clever swallows -,- ~inging ,cl.':'-

,:t£-~."MJ.IJJl1Lf::.

.'rFII1t-o::li. ;
SlJltttJlfr

'"

t:' ';.- "', '.

:t" " '.J :."! l'Ji

.ft.~!Il.~I!Ji'.=*fjff19
~JIf •1!c:iEit• • •JL

i '~

'.' •

They found this spot, of all p1aces~: :~!iBteR('tQ.~
~o
'.
'''.,
,
~...

0

~..

From the water's face to correct their:~~ ~nes, ..
.: ';...: '"'.:~ -~: . .~ ~. . .
Swallows! Did you heard that spell of cold rain last night?
A message from the'west wind Urges,~o.·'to go"ndm~,~:i': .
After this year, ,wiU, it stillbe'·yi)t.':, .,;.:''':;.:; ,~'

.:r!

"':.

,'/

'.

>.:-

'".~, ..~~),r,.

"

•

" " f' - \ , '

1iI1Yi:J!.IfI:Q~ltil1

ftMIi*T ,.f$~~iep
#ie,T .1JJ~.fi~,.ti.~,fi.,
-.mt-lrtttJiJiBIl1I'l
IFf? fltM1Hflitff"-lfi.

Who make annual retum next year and 'the yeiit-Sfte:r?';
Ah, your liUle expl08ive~~n~L;"',
;::H. :;~;,' '. '
•

" • .attJL

#.

itttb.ft~m~"fI9ii.l

;iJitM1J\JL.,*WlttillJi?
j(S1iJ;lit1"i(}iI&iil T 1IJt!

<~,.'.. ~

Burst with what irrepressible ancient 'sorrows'!
Pitiful birds, whom.are you trying to tell?
Don't ,Oil: 1oiow: that this
is also. broken?

~~,~M'

hean

Trcwlated by

C~rine rl-YU

~-CIainae

'PflX.U
Ciao Woo

Gmu f(G'iinar ~

.ft:t.~~
II.... ~

.10

sJ~

11

"I!lM

Retmspection

1m

Retrospection'

:IL•••~.~:,

Nin&-year life ~ Qipgbua 
When I look back -' .
Within miles of desert under an aufHinrial'nighf,
Appeals like a firefly;
The more you look at it, the, brighter,.it gets.
All around is darkness, confusing,',~o~!hte" ~J~.
This was spring'$ end when red fad~'})Ut .green:~:
Now by the lotus pond - '
Under' the .heavy silence pressing'
on the water
.,.
The surl'ace cOuld not even mel!:eWrlDkles-'i

,.,

I§l~-"

UU-Jtt)•.
jp• •~"!k

..

MU1tIJj,
1m!lil~t;• • IlfJ!~~'
~tt•••~••IIt'1t ;

,',"

0

:fm'-t1ll7ti.....

• •JI• •:n;mi~*

.
,

,:.Jjj

':iiililttfl.!lt=-F~·;;··

-)fJUt!

,

a:JiJll.1l.iI7 ,
tlTi$T.

Complete d~ qui~p:ade!
Suddenly the spirit bf silence' retr<mted',
The. mirror shattered, .
All, began to breathe.
Look! The sun's smiling flames - • fJpe8:r. of 'golden light,
Filtering through the leaves t
FeU'on ,m..,. forehead.
Now xili~'has put:a 'crown on me,
I am th~ 1d~g' p{ th~ entire universe!
Translated IIJ
..... Glo·
,11(1. Ro'
,gus

'1"1".~ T D

W,

;;kJ!a.~--il~~~

IJIltWa .l!itEall.t. •

'.

!ln4-.~.aj)lI. T •

~.~~liril:r·

'

1tttxtJIK
E,.,.,uM-CIaiMM
·tpll~.~$
Gems qf t:6bwe ~

•

.ft~.lOlJ

Modim~

(1)' ~~ofthesun.
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'511
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Rotten Fruit

~

Rotten Fruit

*

atSltII.....!t.:r~~7
alltE1t.tS••.1:, .

My rotten flesh has long been gnawed at by black bugs .

Lying on the cold and prickly moss,
I- migllt as well-let the rot set in deeper
Until it penetrates Diy .armor
And breaks open my prison.
My pent-up soW. will then,
Wearing a pea-green vest,
Jump out with a smile.

0

.1t~tfJM1m~T ,
.R~~7atfJ.t¥ ,

.

~.7fttfJ..oo:*.

fttt<JlllfiI3tfJJt.
iI!~• .R.aci'W~~,
~i!i!"Jnlua* T I .

Tramlated by Gloria Rogers

~&X>tj(f(

-

EnPM-~

,;pllx.,:i:$
Gmu of~· LiItsrafure

.ftX.~JlJ
M~~

60

?8-ft

61

.' 1l{Jt

Gopfesaion

o

Confession

~

ft::f'S.f{f; ,ft4':JMt~ lfiA,
...ftJ!B!J:Aa,iiMlM.
WttfIJ:kifiJ,ft'M'UUf?r pa,
....'U.T• •MI. .o
.f{f;~ilft*~.,lE• • JlJ.
ftJt-.Ii.tEJiCtr.f:1MJII.

I don"f deceive you, I am no poet,
Th9ugh I adqre the .integrity of the White, .geIn,.
The green pine, the vast sea,
The setting sun on the crow's back
And thedusk woven with the Wings of bats.
You know I love heroes and, toWering, peaks;
A national flag fluttering .in the wind,
Chrysanthemums from tender yellow to antique hro:nle
Remember thai: my food is a pot of bitter tea!

m~IUt.~.aif.J.1I1o

iB.ftif.J.*~ft~*·1 .

iiIAiEii-t-a. ttitf~itf?
~.itlif.J•••itlHILUo

me? 

But will it scare you to kn(>w that other
Whose fly-like thoughts crawl in the garb8ge can.
"

p.

Translate:;f, by CafheriM

Yi-ru Coo Woo .

~MJII.
~
r.f:1r1X~~_

Q,;..~~
.ft:t~.J'J
Modem~

70

ilk

71

if:1.i-lf

Perhaps

-_.

if! ilJ:

Perhaps
- a funeral song

if:1.iIrf$.:Jl~.;t••

Perhaps you are really too· tired from crying;
Perhaps, perhaps YOlf need a little sleep_
Then,· tell the owl not to cough,

if:1.~. if:1.~i$WIII-.,

.~lI~U4'J! • •,
tt:::t'Jf.f!J-•••:::t'W"l,

Frogs not to qroak, bats not to fly;

;;y\¥fmUi$t$lIl$ ,
:::t'~• .Ii!Ui;I,IJ:::~t$JtJ ,

Let the bright SUD not fall on your eyes,
. The clear
b~ not. brush your brows; .
.

·%8.:::t'.~,·

Let no onew8.ke you.

.-*f!~JfCf!'.1II ,

Uolding thiS umbrella of pine shade,
I shall guard your sleep.

if:1.~J!lfl!.ti.MlI.fM ,

Perhaps you can hear earthwor:ms turning .the soil,

if:1.iIrf$l!ITl!.~""~

1!ITl!ll'.~.~U.
Little grass roots

8UCking

I:tJlS.7f.JI ~)JIJJ!~;

water;

Perhaps the music of these sounds you can hear,

.~i$;tGeIlBlfij. ,

Far prettier than man's cursing.

.atil:.f$lI,iI:.f$1I,
.e.±~4!UI• .f$,

Then keep you:r eyes shut tightly;

.in{.t.UlJ.I.~,",Q

Jttlt~1I

flllet y.oosleep, let you sleep.

~.c:Jain&Je

Gentl:r. fll. cover you with yellow earth

·tpLix.~.
Gmu of ow- .l.itenuunI

And tell the paper mODey to slowly drift.

•
Tran.tla.t8d by CatMr1ne Yi-yu Cho Woo
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.ftX"'~JIJ

MotJ.m~

.sit.
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~

The -Stagnant Ditch

1E. 71<.

-The Stagnant DitQh
This is a ditch of hOpeless, stagrUUlt

.

;t.·dvM_Jf#..·.
.AA~.*'«.~

wa~

No bre.eze can rufile;
Better.thlow in mo~' jWtk and scrap,
Pour in slope and gaIbage.

;J'jQ~f5~• •~••

_tt.~~.QIi ..

1t£1ttJ'ItCJ."Jilt•••

Brass may take on an emerald ,patina,

.tIJ:..fflJLB~;

Tin cans may rust in a pattern of peaCb 'petab!;
Ia 8CWD weave a gauzy veil over .thewbole
And bacteria generate evening clouds.

:pJ.Y:iItIU\,....JljJ" •

•••Uffl.~...

lI:JE*IJ.Ii1t-"••,
IUIT"tJ.a~n~,*;

Let the stagiwtt water fennent, become green wine,
Flecked with, white foam like pearls;
The SDigering of small pearls zwdtes'latge pe8ris
To be bitten and broken by bibulous mosquitoes •

IM'fl~~.IilU,

.

Jl.• • •t$lE.~.';I
,

.~-"M.f.JM.

1t£lt.3..tJL*,,1Jij "

Thus luch a ditch of h~. atagnantwate~
May h9ut a certain n~velty;
And if lonely' f'ross break the silence t
To ~mten~ the stagnant water is aingins.

jQ;JjlWiiiJ;J'-!:•••
Jl..U~ffl TfbIi..

~JII
~.C1aintr.re

~1I:t.~.
Gmu tf t1JiMI!6 ~

1JIHt:t.:a.JIJ
Modtim~

74

?97

75

The Stagnant Did.

~

This i8: a ditch of hopeless, stagnant water;
This, beyond dol.ibt~ is no abode of Beauty;
Better let the Demon of Ugl.iness plough it up
And see what he can make' of it.

It:l:-t'iMfI~Jt* ,
It.mrti':t'A*tB.8f:t£ ,
;;J';faliJ:~U*7F'& ,

.-ftI!.mffi~11""0

1'ratu1atiJd 'IYj 'GlGdjf :Yang

..

~

E~CIr.inae

'

rpIlXt:!l.'
c-;,' 1I/'C1tiMa ~

JlHt:t• •JI.I
MtJtkm~

76
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Quiet Nisbt

"~

Quiet Night.

i:W:1t.l:aW:tt.a TtcJ Il!Ut; .
it7ltlltcJ• • ,.~1tttcJ*.;
iti!f45tcJ.1t-l$l$tl!JU;
JUftI!Jl(*FJJtjc-IttI!JfIfa ;

This lamplight, these light-blanched four Walls,
This kindly table and· chaim, intimate like friends,
This' scent of old books wafting over '
This geni8l teaCup as stainless as a virgin;
.The baby sucking contentedly ,at ils mother's breast,
The snores that announce the good health, of my son ..•
''Ibis is the mysterious quiet. night, thispetfect peace,
Songs of thanks quivel' in my throat.
But these songs soon, tum to curses.
Oh, quiet night, I cannot accept, your bribes.
,Why should I lreasUf8 your walled7in square foot of calDi?
My world is in£iDitely wideI'.
Since. the four walls ~annot shut out the sound of wat,
How can you stop the beats of mY,heart?
BetteI', that my mouth be filled with sand and mud
Than to sing the joy and pain of the self;
Better let the moles dig holes in your head,
Let the vermin feed on' your flesh and blood
Than to Eiu,:rive for only a cup of wine, a book of verse t
01' fOl', an evening. o( quiet ease· brought by time,
Unable to h~&l'the moans and ~ of our neighbors,
Unable 'to'See the trembling shadows ofwidolVl imd orphans,
,

3!lIJItcJJj'J~"t£.*fi'

IfJffUa::kJlAiII,agm.l....··
lttlll.age«, :it•• t$~.;
alll..-fl•••MlftJlro'
~.!lt.t.Jl.~.I&lU.,
a~ ;;J'Hf$t$• • o
"~it.&Ii.R.1.fag~. f

.«1

•.

ftag11t.~'ffJ!i5.Mlitl.Wo

itIllU'lIfI;f'ti.4J'tl!Jl!I. ,
~ft.a1.ftltM.iJ:ftt$(.,a?
tifJHI:i8:I::l....T8'M,
:fa11t-e:,Rirllll.-tAtI!J-f*1l1 .
tifjHI::it~Mftm ....,
U:lt-IIUm.~tIl~lI.F JIl.
:f81:J'Ul.~T -AI ,-*Wi,
. n *. .*tcJ~JtfJ8ii, '
ltl!li;f'J.t T f$fllllt4iSMlJII... ,

,
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.~U:fa.JLjII..t$B ,
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~Jtf(

'

~

~.:t:.!£~
~4'CAinae~

JJ.ft:t:.~"J
M«km~
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e«

Quiet Ni8bt

I&Ut¥JII* ,f(A.I!l."•.

The convulsions' in the battle trenches, the crazed biting their
sickbeds,
And all the tragedies ground oUt under the millstone of em'tence.
Bliss! I caimot accept your bribes now!
My world is not confined within this walled-in 8p~.
Listen, there goes another roimd of artillery,
Another roar of Death.
Oh quiet ni§tt I How you stop my poUnding heart from heatirig!

~4f1ji"Jj:t£~mt¥JJH"f
.••, a:ln<t;<t'.~*t$i\.,
0

at¥J1it"'~~1!J{ll~.Pi 0
/J)f! Jt:.l:-I$I8:Jk .~~:tEJI(!l.o

ell! jt:lnfiiI• •lI:atAJ(.,a1··

Trarulated by Julia Ii.n,

~&~Jm
EntrlUh-~'

cJ:IIIX~~.$
Gmu tfClinese ~

•

.ftjt.~1!J

MotMm~

-,q ...

~u

one Concept

--t-~~

One Concept:.

~~;t.~1;.,~~UI~.,
+t;.Il~JJ(fAJ .,t3\-lI.~,

You, an eternal' mystery, a beautiful myth,
You pelSistently question. Yau, a:flash

of golden light,



~~)l*.t$.~, ..,:-!8tJk,

An intimate meaning, a bU1'8t of flaoie,
An elusive cry from afar ••'. Dh, what are you?

, - '• •($PfJll .,~:A:ft~?
ftA'1t .;xpj.-AUb.~tI.

I don't doubt; I truat the law of eausality.
I know the ooean is ever, true to ita spray,
Since 'it is the cadence, then don't blBllie the song.
Ah, you untamable spirit; you have overcome me.
You have vanquished me. You the reaplendent rainbow 
The ...emories of over 5,000 rears, please don't move!
'
All I ask now is how to hold you tightly. . •

ft~lI.*'~• .ftIl($,,~o

•••

".:Illi.'.~"
" .••~JUl,*'~Ta:
Q

, {$_~·Tftl~• •($*ir
li:f-• •($i8tz, t3\;J'JffJ., '
jD4--ft.RIAl~.,.ft

.1\.. . .

'£;""($• • ,_*II!

You, so barbaric, yet so utterly beautiful!

TrtimltJted by Julia. Lin

~&~JIft
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Discovery

UT.ft.-jIf••••m.
.. ;t~.ftMJr.p •• ~Xd' ,~XItI"
U T.II~ftl!HJlI.~lIIft;
..BtIilMJm.•••-!t*,
U T ,~~:iI:JI-.!l.o

I've come, I shout, bursting out in tears,ofwoe.,

"T1:rls is not my China -

Oh~ nol No!" .

I've come because I heard yotir tnmuiloning cry •

I

>

$

Riding on the wind of time, raising a tol'Chhigh,
I ciune. I knew not this, to be unwarranted' ecstaSy •
A nightmare I found • You? How. 'could ~ be!
,T1:rls is tenor, a bad dre8u,t ov~ thebriIn of an abyss,
But not you, not what my heart continues to ~!
I ask heaven, ask the winds of aU directions .
I ask (my fist pounding the naked ,chest of, the earth)
But there 'is no answer. In tears I ca:ll ,and call you
Until my heart leaps out -' ah, here you are!

ft~.!tmJ:IUI" .JJSm.M?
JJSHiIti •..,t£HJI. '
.~".JJS~HmJJc.-.1

ft.f'iil"'~ •••AlIJmJJ)\..
.f'iil,(.~.*.MJ*",)
af'iil~lfUIUJ.; ft~.III~.

.III!II:IS-.('-* .-.-:tEftJt-.m.!
.
.'
.
, . '

.'

TranJJlaied by Kai-yu H,"
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--$Jfj!i

One,'Sentence

\

-1Ui8:

One Sentence

,~--tiJftWatJiHIl,
'4i --tiJf6.~ff. 1<.0
.*liT.a'4iilll,
U • •'{lU~• •?

There ,is one sentence that can light fire,

••

Or, when spoken, bring 'dire disasters.
Don't think that for five th~ '~ nobody has wd it.
How can you be sure of a volcano's silence: .
Perhaps on~' day, 88 if ~dby' a spirit, '
.Suddenly out of the blue sky 'a thunder '
Will explode:
"This is our China!'"

~ji!.~

Y ••

~Mt.~!1~1'-• •
, __)ti:

..lItIfn tJ!J ~ II !.. ,
'J!i4§'IUf,a4"x~~11?

How am I to say this today?
You may not believe that "the
"

f$::t'1irtJ!.7f~iSiiJ ,
.~=Iif--tiJfii~lJi. :
• j{1l.r fi.::t'-ft

y_•.

.

iron tree will bloom.

W

But there is one sentence you must hear! .

Wait till

;F.Jt~;f$w~,Q,

the volcano can no longer be quiet,

"",xAl-t-• • '
.-Jli: '
"'.rein tJ!J tp lilt..

Don't tremble, or shake your head, 'or stamp yo~ feet,
Just wait till out of the blue sky a thunder

Will explode:
"This IS
. our, China" •"

~~.ftI
~CItiM.

Translated by Kai-yu H,,,,
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The Deserted Vin.

ftft

The Deserted 'Village

Jj'£

...... ~ ••• ~ .....'fI]-1i i\,T .E..:U! ••

.Where did they 89? How bas it come to pasS?
On stoves l!qI.J.at fro., in ladles .lilies bloooi;
Tables and chairs float in fields and wafer po~ds;
Rope-bridges of spiderwebs span l'OQmon 1'OOID ~
Coffins are wedged in doorways, rocks 'block Windows:
A. sight of strange glOOm that rends mY heart.
.Scythes He rusting away in dust,
Fishing nelS, abandoned, rot in ash-piles.
. Heavens, even such' a village cannot retainthe,n,
Where roses· forever smile, and HIy leavea @lOW as big as um
. brellas;
Where rice sprouts are so slender., the lake so green,
The sky .., blue, and the biXds' 80Iip so like dew;.~.
~ made the sprouts green and the flowers J"ed?
.
Whose sweat and blood is it that is blended in, the soil?
Those who have gone left so resolutely, unhesitatingly. .
.

#

.e..~*••A..o j\*1t~".:t.#J1.~."
~,.il-:to· *-~.:t.f."',*-.,~
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n«.WM'*f•••.Il.:fi~t
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.J]iI:~• •il.JJtTi!.
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.

.•••1-teJ.:M:(£~U~o
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The Deserted ViJ1ap

What was their grievance, their secret wish?
Now, somebody milst tell them: "Here the hogs ,
Roam the streetS ,ducks waddle among the, pigs,
Roosters ttample on th~ ~ny, and' ,cows browse 'on vegetable
patches. "
Tell them: "The 8lDl isdowD., yet the cattle ~ still on the hills.
Their black silhouettes paUse ~'the ridge, ~nng,
While the mountains ~d, like dragons and ·~.I
Close in on them ~ They ,glance. about and shiver. .
Bowing their,heads, too frightened to look again." ,
,.
100, you must tell ~: "These beasts recslLdays of old
When evening chill approached and poplars trembled in the wind,
They only needed to eall once, fi:t)m the 'hilltop.
Though the trails' were steep. their masters would help them,
And accompanying them home there would be tlie scent -of hay.
As they think thus, their tears fall.
And they huddle together, jowl agai~t jowl.,~. '."
Go, tell ,their masters, tell them.
Tell them everything" do not 'hide anything.
Ask them to return! Ask them to return 1
Ask them why they do not care for their own ~ttle.
Don't they.know that these ,beasts' 8J'e like children?
Poor creat:u:res, 80 pitiful, 80 frightened.
Hey, where .are you.. ' mes8eD$er?
Hurry'oow, tell them - tell Old Wang the 'I'hird,
'Tell the E1d~t Zhou aDd all his'~ight hrothers,
Tell all the farm hands living around the Linhuai Gate,

This"

*.It*,acJJRl!.lt*~Mm.
PJ~*.a*",iffTft~(,'JI?
1IJl~iiJ;ffA-&WflktJ :U

.:(£*A~••"f!JI"lI••

. . . .T~.Lfpt;T."
ftWflkfl.:t:IIfI.7 .lF~"Ff1r,
'

--1"'1-acJ••~~J: •••
lmit~W.~iEJ!f.J---" •
'efn!l-il. trT -1"....
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••; ,
,

**.r~*.:jlJ-&~
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a.:t£~J!
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The Deserted Vi1lap

fiiJi:_*-lPat1".a:Jl9lijc

Tell also that red·laced blacksmith Old U.
Tell Old Wom~ Huang and all the village women,
Tell them all ~ese :tbin&s. one· by one.
Tell them to come back, come back I
My heart is tDm by. this·. sight of gloom.
Heav~t such a village cannot·retain·these people,
Such a paradise on earth without a man!

fi1f.f.J~itr.ifeJ., -{II:-~o

lBI-IItliflliD*,PlIllfJtm* J

iX• • •j:~~tij:~.! .
~qs:! ~*'t$:tt.a:.~{tH*f.J;

••.•:if'.!tAJI !

~"-1'-

TrcwltJted.by Kai-yu Hm

~i'JtxtRft
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·.prlX.~.$
c.nu rf CItinat LiMrafure

3I.tt::t._JlJ
MoJrm. /iMt:rotu,re
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¥;i

Sins

m;! :l1

Sins

~~)l..fam:T.-~,

The old Dl81l fell down with his load,
White. 8prlcotB and red chenies scattered. all .over.
The old man got up muttering incessantly,
"I kn~w my sins today!"
"Your bands are hleeding, old man. Look!"
"Oh, no! All crushed I· Good chenies!" .

&1Uk:IAaffJ.LtI....
~~J~ltl!J ••

...~.a4- a ag.it! ..
"MT ,~:Jdl..,*lI.o ..
"~! • •5*7 .:If.~.!''
"~~JI..f;t\~T.?

.

~~~1I:(t.~w.ii§'?"

"Old man, are you well?
Why are you staring at me without 8. word?"
. '"I know my sins· today !
Early .this momiug my sOn kept hurrying me.
My son, still in bed, got mad;
He scOlded me for not yet leaving· the city. "

".~ila~ a tJg.:lt, .
-lflfgaJI...:r• •ao
J1UL.:rMt£*..!:H ,
1iJlara~ifi4'th.o ..

".~.-4" a1'-::t'JfL T ,
t!UI.~r.:r ••To

.;i!lIIIa~~w.. f.e~w.'l

"I knew it was getting late;
1 didn't realize I overslept,
Now whatmd going to do, going to do?
What will the whole family .eat?".
The old. man picbthem tip and lets them go ~
WJdte apricots and red chenies scattered all over.

1iU!k-*A~~IJZ;.?"

~!k)I..1ftUJU*T.

.' JttritJ{f(

W:ItIlAaffJLltHo

Enp,"~

afflx.U
Gmu tf en;"". ~

J.l1tx••Jtf
MocNm~

1'ran.!lateJ. by Gloria Rogen
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The Launthyman's Song

~~~

The Laundrylll8.ft'8 Song.

common

The most
tmde for Chinele in the United'· Stak8 u launde,-·
in8, hence Chinese stu.tknu there 1m often a.sIred.: "/, ro'ur fo,Iber a
laundTyman 1,"

,tt~:II:JU!l.m.*iI ~JOlj[.1I JIt M.

~.#~raJlI"~H:II:,~.agaq1"·

(-ft:.Wlft: .=:ft:.)
'tt~.IlT.!

(One piece, two pieces, three,)
.Mind you wash them .white !.
(FOUJ', five, ' that's six in aU,)
Mind you iron them right J '

(1l!Ift:'.ltf1: ,*ftI:•)
.~• • •ljZ-!
,ftttP1l.I¥.J.~ta •

x.,..ash clean all' your handkerchi.efs ~den with grief,

ftttftEl• •I¥.J.ff~ .
tit.c.·I¥.JMI.~It!k~;k;,·
{$frln-:'i7Ji$'U~ii •
~ft~.~f!fr.~ ...

I wash white all your shirts ~k with crime j,
AIl th8 grease of your, ~, the grey ashes' of lust~'
All your faniily's filth, aU its grime .-:
, Give me to wash, give me to wash!

•.

.:Jl.~

J8J.U...·;

1t7 te*D~.::t'tt.
tt~T I¥.J*WJ£:II:ftJlr.
'.f$1f. ittfCJA.frlJ.l 'E::t'J.!I? '
.ftkflft! Hfltt!

Oh, . the. moiley it reeks and the blood it ~ells rank.
Till your clothes are too filthy to wear.
AIl to.o BOOn .the clean laundry is dirtied' spin,
Butloitg-sufIeritlg Chinks -:- they don't care!
Bring,~ your wash 1 Bring me yout wash!

~tltX\tJII
EngliJA-Chitwte

.f$iltt~I¥.J~~;t""F••

r:pLillX.~*

.1t""FaI¥.JJt• •A.::t'J&?

Gem.tf~~

lIftX••1IJ

H you say duat a laundryman's job is lqw-class,
Ate the low' folk all Chinamen, pray?

96
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The Laundryman's Song
~fnlHJ~IiIHtfififtilt:
lIS.IHJ~~tl*llElit!it •

Jesus Christ~ so I've heard,was a carpenter's son,
At least that's what your ministers say.

~fI~.? f$~.?

D'you think it's true? D'you think it's true?

.TS*.4'tfI~**.

With clean water and soap you can't make' such a splash

a:«.lllt4'..t..~.o

As th~ launching a 'warship will do;' .,'
,And I can't see much sense in a job'here'I &We8t

ai:ll.~tfft-t.*tfI ...
"

tI-:I':dLfFaJlJAlHJff?

•.

, ~fl1tT'l

Just to wash sweaty garments for you.

Would you Uske it ol).?-Would you take it

on? "

~fl1t.:r?'

.~.*-

L

.f;a1Jm •

~=:i!-:-.a:«lHJ~.~ ..:~

At New Year he may weep a bit, thinking 'of home,
B,ut at midnight he's ironing a shirt;
Never mind if the job' isn't fit for a dog,
H
one crease, Qlle small speck of did.....:...
Bawl out that Chink! Ba\vl out that think!' ,

""F.~r.:f$1I1~••.

.IlH!~T*,.HI!~ljt.

'\

, fiiJUA..(iij:UA~"

.ere's

" _~:tlIHJ• •Wf. '

af'M'S•• ~.ff~.

'*

'!net,

,Co- &eJ1Ib.~fft;k.ttCJ~ •

I wash clean all your handkerchiefs sodden with
I wash white all your shirts black with crime;
All the grease of your greed, the grey ash~ ohust,
All your family's ~,.all its grime 

f$fn~.!I-ijJttCJ~1!i·.
Uft-a.~tA'a-ao
,,::~,

'

(-44=•Jrit'f•~ftf •):

Give me to wash, give me to wash!

.'

tJ\;:«wa.:r*,I '
"

. ,:j:,~"

.

"

(tmftf. lLftf.t-\ftf.)

(One piece , two pieces , 'three, )

'W.=«JOltftljt:j,

Mind you wash them white!
(FO\ll', five~ that's six in all~) ,

a:p1l1::t!!Jt~"

c-. qfCldlw.' ~
,JJHU!!JtJtJlJ.

right I
Translated by Gl4dys Yang ,

~d you iron them
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'ThiM,eiric Structme of Poetry

i\fa9m'f4t

The Metric, Strllcture' ,6£.• &eny(l):,
I~ the "theoty
of .instQJet.fOr.eJ1~~~~,~'~;uf6~~~tly
~~
.
. . '.
.
,"
.
, plain the, origin of the 8rts, we can very well compa#h._ :OOIDPQ&·'
ing of ~ to the playing of chess. A chess 'game cannot be
- ,

-.'

.' ",.

........

~:;

.-&.4'•••••"

t'$••';ftl:a:!:'" form "'~f*!Jt.:a::t1t~.

~o ~.fift,ftJlt:1l.iil Conn f41".A-"'*

l!i .t!tUf. fonn ~~ • • • 3t;ft"ft,z.~~~

up

"

I~

••

n".~*.m"I!.1£itt$
£:*~
•• ,ftftJJ!tPfJU.r.*ttf1i~;.~•••
,~uf,
(.flltt£ltI:1l'·
Conn ~ • • o " • •"Jl1-• •ilfit.T .....;.«~

played byabandonittg rules ~ Similarly,' 'poetI'f'CanDot ~ori the
metric frame. (By memo frame, I mean "form." The two WOMs
qmetric frame" have lAtely 'acquired' a bit of derogatOry meaning.
Yet a straight ~ti~nof "{ODD" into "shape" or "pattem"isnot
appropriate either. B~ides, if we ~ of form and rhythm as one
entity ,fIA,re may' then feel the b:'an8lation, of form int~ memc frame
~ longer inappro~. ) 'Su~ you pick the chessmen and
scatter them, around co~p1ete1y out of onIer, see if you can get any
entertainment out of iti The fun, of a chess game lies '~ Winning
with surpri.semove8 witbPt its rules. The delight in versification is
the' same. H poetry could he written without' a 'm~c frame,
w~ft it be easier to' write poems than to, play ch~, a ball game
or mahjong? It is no ~nder nowadays that new poems shoot up'
more readily, ~ bamboo' ,shoou after .a spring rain. I know there
, must he 'JM!Wle ~ do not like to hear such talk.. But Professor
Bliss Peny!s ~ents appear to be even more rigid. He says that

To).:foJ""*iil.T*'!UI~-'*t.jf~~1t(
.r.~.~l!ff ,.~4'.fll1,Ift,z..,*?,

••

.~~.,*••~-"'.~t'$
Z~W ••
It" .itil§.,*ifI.:I!-"~,,' D.iiJW:~.
•• ,"~~,ttt•. fT•• tr.~iE!8t.~
Ali? .B.~)LiI§Jf~" ltJlifE~ • •
8~ ft• • ;t8liB'~~ A~• • l!ITo @:1l

m.

0

Bliss Perrr,ttttH*.J!:~'~oftk...~~.

=-&X1t1l
,EngIUIi-CAintIe

'.prlX.~$
Gem" '" CIUn- ~

;: ,

iltt*••jlj

<D '1"_ IIppOIIleQ in the "utenry Supplement ,f#, ~ ChMbao (P,.". Mom
iI¥ N-)~ ....;.' 13.' 1926." ,
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The'Metric StrucIure of Poetry
8::tfit~.fi.fl.:iE.A1."*1£To4li1n·
~.,.#Ji • •jJlj1'-~AtfCJ ..,"

*.....
_0". ":'.'."

few poetll would admit that they were indeed ,bound by forms and
rules. They ,are ~ to, dance with. shackl,f;8 on. Furthennore,
they are wearing the shackles made by,
poets.
With such wotds Out, I Can certainly say that many will jump up
and protest t "It that is poetry, I wouldra1het qUit writing. "~d
that he all right?" flonestly'J I pereoDaUy.feel that it is' quite all
right for ~ch people to quit writing poetry. Anyw.ay, such a pelIOn
is. not prePared to wear shacld(l8. C~,ndy.f. his poems will not
attain any high level of. ~bie~ent-."Du
FJl {712~77~))'b8d awotd
... -: ,," . ;.
..
of experience well
warth
our
reflection:
.~ I grow old, the more
.
'.
' ..
~ed becomes' my metric .structure .", ".
The revolutionaries of, the, poetic realm, shoiJt, ,~,,Retulil' tollA
ture! " In fact, they should know that the formiLand r1,1l~ of na
ture, ,4ILou8h subtle ~e the sJ,liders' .~ or horSes' hoof printS ,
~ nevertltele8!! discQ~.: However, the: r~ and roles of na·
ture by th_elv.es are~IY more Often'. than n6t:' It 1.
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If.~st~~ .JiJf1U~.~*** 1£'E'" .:it"

iIJ:* .~tJEJ1i~~J(.1iI!.l;(t!tt<JVo .. 8. ,.
~.JM!.l;*acJM.":E~.irAO~o· Q'
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~.~~tf!JRt.oU••Ill;**iE.lt-"7

Ji.o ftf.i##fJJt*aci11!*. ft-giiJ l~tA.lio

therefore necessary foi. art' to,' provides ~ti~Pleinent. Acc~ingIy,
ahsolutereaUsm ~ th~ bankruptcy of.,art'. OscarW:ildJ' (18S6
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19(0) says it very well~ '''The erufof ~. the snut ci~. "
.
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.'
Nature is not all beauty,:, When ~ is '~tiful, i~. tak~ ~
art. The hestw~y l!>prov~ the· point is',touse the artof&culp1:1;Ue"as
an example •.We often praise the beauty of mountains and rivers.
~]abning~t 'they are suitable ,to be brought ..into paintings. in
deed, themomitams and riverS regarded as being beautiful by the'
.Chinese are .measured againSt the standani of whether they look
like Cliinese landscape paintings. The perception of female beauty
before'the European Renaissance as evidenced by Ely paintinss
".,
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~88 entirely different from the' modem percepb"on:.. But modem per
ception complies with f~ beaUty 88 exhibited in" Greek scUlp-:
tu:res. ,This is because
the' unearthing
ot G~k sculptures brought
.
.
about the RenaiS88Dce.· Ever since the Rer1ai88an(:~, .all' artistic

M".JJ.i.J.lI\tfCJ:tc~.~:r ~ :IK~,II1s1.".

••tsW'±:ti!;AtT:k£.*.:t1;.~~*.
"t#',~~A,.*.Ji(tCJ••~~.I!Utt! I:,
U1'HAtfCJ~tfCJ.-t;o atfi1mi:ftacJ

'-'.

~"*lIJ:.TjJ~i$i.o·

renderings of female beauty utilize Greek: sculptures 88 models..
ConseqUently t the ,concep~ of female .bellutyhas been c~ ·a
mong the' Europeans. I.h~ve found a' smillar view in ,a pOem by
Zhao Oubei:

-ft.I:&••Jr...~Dlm.LlI ••JJj!>w ' ' •
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This is outright speaking of.~ imitating an •.O£~, na'
ture is never ~lutelywithout beauty. We can -discover beautiful
objects in nature. But those are occasional ; Occasionally, we dis.:.
cover. something like poetic cadences .and rhythnia in "daily lan
guage. Some then would gO so far 88 to say that daily language is
poetry. They would thus destroy the, poetic cadences and· rbythins
and detll8Dd that poetry become the. sameu daily language. This
is truly a,uieidal policy for poetry. (Notice that I am not against
the use of'the vernacular in' ~mposing poems.) lJesides t I believe
that the ,vernacular and dial~ languages occupy apiece of very
fertile'18i\d in ourrea1m of new poetry. We shall ,wait ,for. the future
to carefully'discuss, the .reasons. Our present concern is merely that
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The verisimilitude of a landscape in a basin .llOi when, ~n hills
meet,
.Wedging into the empyrean t stone shoots dot the river' bend.
Even Nature's artisan loves to tUm out newmode8~:
uiaking ~ real m9UDtains
the, artificUd ones.
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the vernacular Jmd ' dialect8~ eanbe: 'ti$ed;:to" oompos:e~:;.·1't(e
word .. CODlPose" implie$·' cleilrit:', ~ the~\;e~ ,8rid~ diil'eitid
languages have to undeigo~tinyaii4 ':temperiDg bef~,~
turned into,~try. The:'~illty
iif ~trT
to ib~e {~ lieS
;.~~.
:~',,:/:
~,) ',~
;~
completely in rhythms arid cadenCes th8f.aTe' ~ti;c' ~8/i.1n
Shakespeare's plays, when the emotiops~,topusmnaie~ghta,
these feelings
are acco~penied'
by ~e
::ol rh~'. GOOtbe' ut:mzed a
.
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the more prowess a writer'iaas,the more'~e~~.~ to.~~·to
~fill and dance be~~~s~klflJ Oll:,'O.JIly,~~~:dO

~~~ '1ii_filsirl§••t£it*,l¥Jift.atl...
rt.tt~'~'~ikfliflttlt{bj.:t~ MiI4to
W1:J .JltflllflR9.ft*'. fliflti8JLattl1if£' ..
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~knowwhat'poe1ly is:.~i~~'~'JiDetrW~.
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"
For those who do notJm'ow how'to write' a~, ~c ~e8'Jle,:
come hindrances to expression. To true writers, metric fram:es are
,,4,'

the cutting edges, 'in express~on.
There are also those!who uphold the banDer of romanticiSm when
they attack metric fralQes. To ~ch people, I~ve' only to JJ!)int out
one fact: When they talk about eo-called romanticism 88 they do
now, they, are re,ally .aeknowledgi.ns the fact that. they' are not 'sin
,cerely ~~,in creating art and literature. Bec:ause. in light of
':.~""~,
~.. ~~"':"
their ~rk;.f th~y'
\have basically ceased ,to pay attention to art and
". ,
li~ ~,:lI8; their goal i, merely to reveal themselves. The
n8tciaBi8tp'Utbs," each and everyone of them. all consider. that
there _never be anything more perfect than, their own moral be\
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similar method in com~ing his, F~,~, H,~~, Dh!Jl1JiolUl ~ in a
'letter to Schiller! ~~u (16S08)t}.:·~ent.,d",~~ !~~ea
to restricted myme sChe.meS'~:one,8bquld 'riOf,,'8htckeii,f.O.'~
fo~. Because of diifioWUe8, 'dexterity' ~:' The 'Bion,' haZ~
ardous'the IllCn spect.8chlar ~ •• If Frod./dui' angL,i fs~t' th8t
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~. If they can present: ail oftheit moral selves. nakedly, they will
.then ~re a' great 8uceessin· art aIId··literatUre :·H8ven~t--yeu. ·beard
of their daily crum.tingof "'seifexPressj~'?" Indeed../ the; have. only
known the raw materials' of art
litera~.TIte1' ~ve.Jil&~<l ~
recognize the essential to?~~ c~~ ~ate~als"b;~ art :.and
era~. It. is only accide~~ that they'·~·.~tien ~ ~. ~ls .for
expression. Their most satisfyins ~. ~ to expose the "se1f•~ It is
to let the ·world know ~. "I". mYlle)f ~ ~ ~ talente9,v.eisatile,
·feeling and sensitive you~.· And in the . r of art tmd li~ture.
there is the reflection Of: one's ~L:ing ieIf.:. There' are .'~ a few
drops .of senwnental te'a:nl •. My, oh my.! What an' intereSting thing
that is! Ho:w romanticl That's right, what they call tOmanti~ism is
~y being romantic: on this ~cular Pomt-~' jh~is absOlutely
notbillg to 40 with. artistic oi-literiuy"schoOl8~ :Sinee the CQn~~
these ~pie are not wi~<irt'~d li~~ijjs e~tireiy~tic
· to expect them to write ~ ~ccordiDg b,. metrl<;' ~~.' ~
of the re.trictions of metri9 frames. they c~;.~. ~r. wri~~
ry. Wouldn't that be Uk~.lqeing their i.nc.linatioll'ior ":narci8sist self
app1'fl.Ciation?" Striet1y spe8k:ing, it is aJ1dght to regard sucll·pseu
·d.o-romantic works 88 monkey shows or .kaleidoscopic displays, but
they should never be. regarded 88 poetry..,ILis therefore pointless to
fa:Ik about m,eIlic frames with them. Let them raise' objectionS to
forms aNt. .,;wes. ~ is no longer any value in debating.
In Jhe··ahov~". we have mentioned that 'mellic frames mean
"forms/' C~ :there.sti1l be art without "form?" In the' above, we·
have aibJo mentioJied that mellic frames ate actually cadences and
m~ ." hi
thie, 'We' can understand all the more the im
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fundamental priiaciplei'theJ,'e are. have to .~.Proven,inord~~tbe
established, isn't it so1 But ~jd~ ~ ail ~~?'))ee8.e~rr~
one believe that poetry can ,fu,J.etion ~~ut metric frames? p~
there'is a spirit of ~anaroh,ip,~ pE!Ibaps th~'~ a~inadon;fOl'
the fashionable. perhaps' tlfere is the!'dispolitian to;be..IaZy, pm
haPs there is the psycholOgj ~ ttyiDg'to' hldeahOrico'nimgs ,and 80
on. I don't really' know.
We have, in the abov~. lightly' tou~ u~. why Poetry ~hOUI~
not gellfrid of metric ~ .t(ow is ~timt\' tQ'~~~th~'nature
,
..
:'1,.
."
. ". . : '
.:
..... ,',
of metric .frames. On the s~. rg.eb;ic,' ~es can b.ediac~.
undeJ' two aspects: firstly, penaining, to. the visual and .!IeOOpdly ,
pertaining to the a~ditory. In ~t, these two aspects. sho.uld.not .he
disCuSsed separately becati8etbey are . corelated· every bit of the'
way. For example. the' metric frameS'relating to·the. visWlI8pect
.include the symmetly of lieatA itrid the· balaDcle of lineS. Those' re- .
lating to the auditory' I18pect include fOI1D8. metrea, even and·
oblique f<?qes •..and rhymes . Yet without forins, .there will be no
symmetrY of beats; without metres, there can be no balance of the
lines.
Co~ the. problems of foriDs, metres,' eVen and oblique
tones, .·mymeiJ and others the two articles on ~The Metrics of the
New poetry" by Rao Mengkan that appeared in this issue of the
•• ;
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portance' of metric &ameS. Essays have J;'elativeiy simpLFcadences
and rhythms, but th~ c8J)' rieve(be rie pOems WithOirtdeveIoPed
cadences and rhythms. BlI8ically'
'~"~';:ri~ver
~:&orn'.:
.
,
'"" .;,..
..::\
metric frames or cadenCEi&' and "r:bytlmiS ~.i 'l'I:ae8e 8re fundamental
principles that no one Ii$& ~~v~ ~!«l ~ 'Bpi.~ys\.d_ver
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journal (the "Literary Supplement" of the ~'ChenbaD) hate
~y proVided, detailed and precise discussions. 'Howeter; he
has only discussed ,them 'tro.n the pelSpectiveol the' iluditoIy~ ,~,

"~' ~"U•• 1iJli~JliJ.It.6"lJ::JUg~

'~o «i!:1I:t£~in~II1~X¥m:.;It;J(;;f'~~""
• •:....,Ij! .1i'dtitl~x~~9!~~ .a«1+11

for the ,two problems concerning the viaual, he ~ 'nOt 'ye~ diS
ctissed them. Of COUIBe t, 'p~bierOs, ~nc~:tb~ viaual rem8.Iti
relatively'secondary
importallce. But' in Chinese, 'lit~ture,
specifically, one sh~uld not ignOre the visual :~pOOt because our
script is liieroglyphical. When we Chineee come to appreciate liter
ature and art, at least half the impressions are transmitted through
the eyes, Basically, literature is a foIm. of art that, occupies time,
and space. 'Although a: written'laugLiage maY, occupy space, it may
not ~ecessaniy induCe Dnages. 'This is th~ fau~ 'of the European
languages" The Chinese script pos&esse$' the possibility of mduciDg ,
, ~. It is indeed a pity,)r'we, don't take $dV3lJt8ge of this,~
',\,"
"..
,.,
t.y. Accordingly the adoption of the ' Western m~od in dividing
verse lines is of consid~esignificance. ,~, ;the first Chi
neee poet who first used this technique did iideIiberately ol'n'ot,
we should all, be very grateful to him. Because of his discovery., we,
begin to undemtandthat the power of poetry' does not only flow
from the beauty of DiU8ic (heats), the beautyof' painting, '(words) ,
but alao from the beauty of structure (the symmetry of beats, and
balance, of lines) .. Thue, the new poetry has enormously added'
to ira pow~' ~d,range by adopting this technique. If,anyone should
Uk what would be the special f~ of the new poetry, we could
answer that the ability to, add to the existing structures of Chineee
poetry; thereby ·ehhancing, ira eDlotio~appeal, is one, of th~ spe
cial feituJ;es· of the new poetry •
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Recently the~ seeldij$.~,>~:';Hu~;df Wiiii.i.H~f"ilig
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'doubts about the .~~ ~atr ~a,'tI~~~:'Milliies;~y
regard these .~signs Jth;;;~~'~$(~~\~6Wl~tit~:ind~d
unfortunate to he
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not only his 'title of ~~'·p.f~~",;.~a,1,~:Ws, ~'~@l'
courtesy
Now *8!!e:~ ~.~.:~:~ ~~;~,,?~.
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name.

~tes continues to W:~~~

.It ~! ..l·riPt·1bil,.oililO iWtate
BODDets. But you bi.Y~ tIi~.~ ibt :1O~~;p&i.iJ&::~
the ones in la sIR. It iis<~~,..'~~e-:·~haifi· ,ti~;~~
about la sIR.'.' Or ~·dl~!~.(~.
r·~loi.;.l<:~.~W.···i,\,·~~}i.
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possible to write·
.. ' '\.'. ,-I<. iii.Jt': 'jIi' ;:_e"~a'" • '.Iii
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shillFurthennore, ev~Jf:~{,~~~~~;~, ~.;,~d
the linea made evenly ~ced:';.4Et~,,~:~ ~.:~ Mi.?
Tl...:....•
..L la lid ,.1......1 "
.' ,...........;..1 ~,~ :th/ts
"""v--eu
............., ~;';J,~
" "II ~~, l"l.- ~
visual form,. it is COD8tri~!.'~,~1fQ
the new poetry. Lo. Ihf, has alw&Ji~ oftre!IfiIBl:Bitltl&JtiJibi8 lJf1he
new poetry. are endl~. 'I1U$ is the fimt difl'etence between.la .Jd
and new poems. In, ~ ~ write la sb.i ,,;110 matIer what your sub
ject ~r'is, or your conceived worlds are,.you have to.squeeze
them into ..~ .~d lolbl. It seems that all DleI1, women, and chil
J~~~llw""",,')~'."
~
.
.
dren~~~. ~w.:~ the ~e style of ~lothing. But the forms of,new
~:,ie' ~t ithe dresses to suit th6 bodies. For instaIice; the
fomt.A\~.sc.s'\Df~~ Lotus" can never ~ used to write
U~'ZWjiM to:the Western Hinterland,"the fol'D'lot uRail_
road ~'!'~1leV~ be used to depict "'The .Final 'Decision, .,
>\

,

tlO

.'~I,;~,~~~!,~~~~l;-! ~..~"
"."
~~?;"'~TfN:fm~1'~"~A:." T"~; ,
~UT ;'~fllu!l a iI§;r~ifl..iA• .-a; t' 1iIi4
:R~)!)iqifff"~~~~·lJjtJ!"••:I:.~'
.'~~"~• •$.N'.1;f,• •lt.tlf+

.
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I!!fi*:J!1if~~Hn~I}~~

"'lfJ._••

~'E"'"7 0 aU~iI"1gfr~;

lftR.lIi8f~·mJ

~~W(J.~~:w..~.~A.~1t.JII"

.J;~,~~~~;r;~~MMmllft,k). "';"
I, P'~,fliAA~~N8t."~~.;".
~1iiJ.itllM1• •jUgiii.t!t It&*; iiJ'zU'

"

~fr~'"Ji.p,*;:~i.;~~.ii~.
~ow~~rso' ""_*,liJn~
;«·:I••W~~"jHff4.lrft.iff r
~'r ~1:R.~.2_lt1l1*,4"
iiJ',tJj.;J'.~JJA.j(A.AA~I.f' •• ~~ • •

*"'f.fGtag~~.a(,~.•~I··
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,MM).:(~tA~>ag.• ~.MJU*~
~'~)p.;·:mMl,t~~.u!"'tIi~l;,J!~~ .

and the form of " Maroh: itir·c'liii}neiifer 'M;·1ised·'ti)I.desCribe
"Searohing. ~ Among th~:i~V~ ~oD~;tfud 'Qrit ilVil~ 'Hle
content and the: form 1h~ :~r'A't •a1d:dYJ~~e t~M ~t~~ 'ff
f N .•• ·,··~ .. •• 'j:"" -.' '. '. . . . l' PI . >....•
so, I woUld v' mucl\ttk~·~ te ':hi'A E!:.i::..:...<~t~biJdd .' .~~ ~

,

err,

: .;"'}'~: .. '~.'''~~~. )~1~):!'l ~

~·lI~l~lg:~w,t:l~~.~;~.~;

i"...
:'r

1Yi1Jff\!l ag BUb'l). ~ fiij ltf' .:fIII.?,; ~ ~iMI~ t$
~::tE"$41i~.!;;g'••j[k'i1H~~i;;u.t·.
,,~'f ,.j~~~·ffr~*icjQ ili.btlf

;:i':"':'

ask whether one can ~~: ~~i.f1~~~d.~~ ~~#:~
of regulated poems? Ot~"i!-l,!:e,'J~4i~~~ ~~;_u.~w o~
of thin air, with 1ines:~8··~~'~~~I~;n
.11-_:....:1.
·..lAl:....'O-'i"\'.·..., <: ""....\ '....
~·l·
UIZKIlUer
W1'thoUt guI~.
I .', '·"~.Lr:"';'I,·.'I;
'.'" ....• ,...,,~ .1. ,'".
J,,.:.•.;
The metric ffames of the~~;~fate ivA re:IdfM;t»~1fIie
ContentS. Yet thefoDn8.(fi\~n~~.~~'~~oritiifg
.
,,' ''i'~''''''
"'; . . ,.,~~!\.;" "
.- •
to the contents. ThiS is the Sfdi.l~te~~t:~·i:Wo~ fie
''>~'
"" Jl!t ..··,,·
..' .'
fOJ:'ldS of re . . ;':l'adF .--"* tiii\tidi\i~..Jh.r·'·'the .
gulated poeIIW.
'l"
r: Ji' ..... <M ~ . • ~t "~"" .!,' . ~,••.
• ··· ..-l·'~-·
"
.., ..... ~. ·t"'ll"
form.!l of the new
c::8.n' tie' '. . ". ....,.'
__ .,'AP.MrttiM'tO ',r»ir.: U " , 

.3ltu;.p"....

~f$.~WIY.anB a:~.~IIitMlilO'.

~-e.ffl~Wl.~;f~~ :-'l ~,:f=-l'l(fjlfll:Z,
Jfi. ,afl~.~iI••~,~trl~M;!f~.,

i!lIf, UMt~JY:fto

poetry.·;';~:·Io"il')·:," ~.li tft?~:'-~:~tt..,:,~:r<i~
I

+

Dfionand the momenti'_~~ti~JInt~e.·::·.~~)!~1·
the three differences, .'!·W~." .~~~J.~~~ of
the neW poetry are rest0rb!8 .•JI: ~~§t~~~.~"~~
ing orretrogJ:eSsing. "Ht 'l~ ~f[' < );~: ).,;:~ . , ' , '. .~;~;~~~;
__ .l
there IS
. a"1Ol'Ulr.w"""ll'ouJ; '~~to·a~,
.
. , " ·'d.i4 .. h
•. nvwau8YS,
Wlw~
'we lUlving an' equal !Di~t'icWtg'~if,(;_'!f~'8liiems: to
liavebeenquite POl>'lo/;~:SttrudgW ~e1r' ill!~r~:~ '~p:.
.pear as if they have ~ chopped off· at the ends cleanly! Those

L~~~,:

.

I:.;jj-¥,~iftj~·,

•••

.,t£HT.~~1fa<J B1D~.tJCJA.,4'6'Jl1t:ft

~M"o ~fJ~~*_

~r.:

A"

.~~.magI~o~flX•••~~#

'.r.:.fJ:tJ!_.:l!1L~~:'j'->:i.J.'

••• ,ttAM~~~"·liP'i'l
T ,ie.B...~tt*I!M?~.,jl• •7

.*$."

Who ba~~~twci:m~ to seeing zi~ lines. of free verse
feel ~~:,~ abou,t this: new form. What a tedious job i~
iDlist ~~c].'ltr~ lines 80 evenly! They ~ assume that if it ill' 80
~.iD,.waie ''pCMItIf J "'ouldn't it completely destroy the inspira
tion 'onJre~'r::lf inspiriltion is destroyed. where then can poetry
be foiliittrIi' tit"6b1ious th&t when inspiration is destroyed·, poetry is
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destroyed as·!'Well. Ycei Ii i~,;f~;:<iioti.'?c:lil:6cwt ~\~~

the-words

to

I"L':.":?::-.~··"'·./I·

7 U¥'.flJ.fifl.1f.~~~:I!-f1:_;~
0

f~.~'

-"fiJi.:·

8c~eve.rie~;~~~,~~~W~~t~~t
""l!,

"'J':'

j'

!Jf._~JkUJ'-1i!1-.~~TIl~ofi.ft(qJ

iQ.",

·l'trt~'i\t.~l"ohsUI~I{n~·~~t

e1'8 who are currently:~~~H~':'·:'rt~·~r;ti."~.~~'\·~~~~~:
.
'~+i e8f ~~~/h,~.;t;!.~".·W.'i;KT.r'~

:M*~"'f~,~~~A1;f" .•

knowletige .tlmt if the,. have not written a certain poemwell.,,_ ;~~

.M1-fIUJft(• •-.;~fJJi"'.;;FJl·
1fte ;~'~"~j'.1t.3IF.!ffti($,tijt&"..l

a Joss because of·this ' -'

*,~,{&fJ.~~:I!.ftf!-fn~IJS ..... 1t~~~.

tf .R~.1I:I.=f4Bf1~~~~~~~JY:~.t."

They all·attest. tb the [vfH\~~:.94,c~:!~,r'i r,j~"t~/~, ~:~~:'

it",.~~*

blame lies' in their not ~,~~ ~~" .'IlrP :.:f. ;itae1f
does not 888umeany ~_"
..Na... . It·<· Wd .&._ .........L_ 1.-_...; ..........;....
&.,..~ r.: '. ~~p . :1p.'M!'i'~ .f.lPRtl"'f-........
.of all' that we~ite 1wp-:witS·f~;·iOne.~d8es.uneq'u8I

•. ~1A~*~i*fE; ftirl.~'

"1tte*.",Utili-·
'. . . . . . .lItM.l$tJt).··

lengths in lines and the . .;,..~ i.';We.lmalf.iief;·:W:;sytil..

_

....M. . . . .~t£.J:~.f[.

••

inetry or its Jack in:liI1e ~~·"_~·toid()7Witn the 'be8ri:.
tyor ungainliness of
~\~:;

'

~~MMJ~.re
'!K~J!'i1f~1
. ,~~;Jt:-:AtfJJ(ff,~,.t$~~~..,.

c,.aeiiW

:ito"

aJU•••iS.,·8i\AAf..:
filYf.MMtI9ftB
... ~,tr9~
.
JIil,.~~jJ;'.t1.»t.;&
. ~, , , t . . . .
.. - #t
'c'

"lii.iwL·;fi*_ili•.
*A~".t.-&it7U;

•

AI If! tfJ.P.ltfJJlilf ,

.iR.-Jt-JttfJi\~aM$1!tf9"o
(I would, through ~;:quiet ~:~die' pali ~ tlf>ating
gauze,'

Listen' attentively to rustling drizzle ,on the, eaves; beating a
~ ~t.~amidst

the'void wafted··in from the remote,·diat:ant:e;
Sen.e _the.white·f~peta1s, .one by-one, lightly ,lightly.)

~Jft(

~

cplI~

~itlh,£1;UU~trtJi,

Gmu <f~ Liwt#ure'

~~ili1tlitT""';
.~n.V&ag:A-a,

.odttm~

.-tt.:t••Jll..
~;
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ltf!ilt:t«1i..~.1(($tt.1I!t;.

JH~f)"'lift$lIt~~

CD( So saying" sudd~ft1Y:\'th~· illi th~ ~'(if.~. :truiiP;'oUb3ia~
th~ door,
~tJ:~'.!
There is change in tn',fm'··.'~
~.
;1:':. ,,,,'!
1.__1.
'~....
'1_.''';' J;,.. .,
.The Children WUA at• ~ti::",:~e~~!&.,:,
v~ :f t?'l.i ~
'.' ~.:
,., ,
.

•

.'

ii ..,] '".' ,

\.

• • 7

. ;'(,

',:.ii

He too gazes with ~::at m.fl.:'~.8i~,:qfa~~.)

11b.:$. . .Jt4k.ts£r:1Ci"l"'
~,~,t•• ~¥,~~(>fiJ,~,'1f.J
~;·~~~'~r.,~m~.~~,;fJJ~"~~~.
t~~~~~~r~i!iI~,~~if!~~iq~i'
;i!li!nittB*;)t-t:t R~·:1Itit7o ~'f1••j,

•

iti(atIieV~ff'~' ···.~;.~~·~~'fRJ.~1t'\f

'W.~ .z;.:".~'

.-n:I·. . .·I:'-ftI!lfg'Pflt1!'
Just. which,one1 is better in. ~:~1 ..1§ ~• . one
with the even lines? Or~WitIi'.;tbe ,.e\.~'Jiiie8.':'.nt'i~ l.iiM!s not
only do not impede the cadeJwes,~~,~·~~.,ij)Wi
monizethem. TbereWil' ~~~~I~~p1e.: lt~'ao ·utit· a~.-: such
. comments. Let us

neaN the.

f*-&:i)".~fJtJdti(&E::lti.

.U~.iil&t.§t.I1lI,1".,:fit. ~,.,,;

1:~~.~i,(.=:;t:'.~.~,zJfj.:-~Jif.

analyze the above examples' to see if the e~e~

line. arid the symmeqy of ~etnCi !P,'e.inextricably .relat

ed: .
~TffJ/h.lfiktf1J/M13
.ft!!1IVU.1:Jt-*,~/ttJ'G

(The children look at his face in awe,
He too gazes with ~at th~ rect"glow of charcoal.)
'E&,!~)ij\e<\~!a can ~ diVjded

~&JtM

mto four feet.

Each line has two
"thtee-.chuacter"'-!feetand two "two character~ feet. The sequence

~

'if'(~II:k*~J~t!' .

'~'tf~~

.

CD'" JiW"OSYiiiUely impoaIrihIeto repmduce in English tb8 fWICt ~ of cIJarac..
ter!l in $''lDIW.~·ttm~.

.~.

a86

,;,iJ8ft:t4!t~j.

'.~HMn.~
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of the feeivaries irregularly. But there inU.t'}iI!(U&e '.~ or. two
"three character" feet and two .MtwO·characterW;.~·;;-ChJri~·in
such away. the metriC~ .~'~ c#.1!'ii ~F~~~:A:t the
same time. the 'n~(t\t~~
~!~'hiiie~~
~ ~. ~~~.
,
I:,;,:,' . ~~ !~
<~
t:J rir
,., .:. ~ .,,, ".":; .' ,",;
.. ,.

'.I

..,..)

,

,

\'['

Therefore the evenness: Qf'l.W~ ·,Yi.~a i4t~ '~'~i orthe)~
,~ "'~>~

.'.:f..' ~ •• ~ , '"

,

,r" •• ,t';

:l!~l~l . . . ~",.I'

, ...:

Itt

~

't:H;;- '.

of the metrical heats. ;~~?f~~~~\~~~;~}~~:I"~
have even number of characters •. (On the other ~ ~;~e~ ~UJI;l

hers of characters in ~es do not n~y, ~~ :.~~!~!I~:';e*

It w·becaUse th~iis'merely)~\"y_e8sOf the
number of characters .~ ftlO"'iion' is! ~·tO ·tli8i18iimmess
of metrics. Such rigiditY'~ula; lti~· a~~~!iltOne;.~~:· and
forcedly inlaid frame. is not the .~ and symmetrical struc
ture hom out of the rltihness of meaning. )
Acct&dingly, ·the even ~ of characteJs in a line has a sig
\,:
.
nifiClant impact, because the exierior f9l1D. is a manifestation of the
try of metrics.

It

inner spirit of a poem, whether there 'exists tbythm or not. Hthe
reader still repros the

t

8hove. Samples as ~cient,

he can use

the same approach .to $rialyze. my poem "Stagnant Ditch. " Starting
&om the fust line:.

~

JJt)"flJf:t-" ~~Ji!~~ ifR.J\lt$MJl~.J.l!l

~ ~~~.iji~Wft~;:.~~~.~~·:;:* .

~:::~l~~i:Z*:::'::;.r

.~'f:~lHifJ•• f8Xlt'ri.'fi':lt:1f•• 1tiJ!;
o

4'• •#o·(iIi.'iilll:*-vf;~• •*1':·l-lt

~-"-~it_"

.••II~~:f~1l9.;'l=~~··

dJJ"'R~.1f'.'! :iif+ag~.ttU
~HJ:·*tS""'+-.3'f~.Tf~~J(~~
.f\!F!£lB*~~.acJ.1f~.ti).

.... ~*fI:*,,""Ut¥.J~PI*t ••14»'
It-'<<*lIil:.t¥.J~it* AJJ¥jElJ1:-.~~~~.

I:

~--~.~~~~o~.~m~.1Ii

~~l'. "fjnlUfJlffJ"~1!fR~fiaMOlf

*)0
lHlt~~

1t:l:I--tiJl~.acJl~·
ill. W-J&4iJ-ff• •Jfl=:.+"::• .R... ~
-t-.. .R."tv./Aag •JiJi W- 4tff.ag.•••Jl-fit
_ .. M•• ftttftlt• • •__-lXtE1f"'Wl:.

=•

".acJ~.o~~~*~~~M~~ ••

(JElfC,)1!-~W__.jf;Il9"~ .JJr~.";JC.
;xjl;-...tf;j/~i!MJflEJ.k.

(This is.1l ~~ of hoP,elees, stagnant water)

1ttufJ(!{ .
~
~lIjt.U

The.~Js,epjDpo8ed

witD each line having three "two charac
~J~~.a:od OIJe."three cbaracter~ foot. Thus each line bas a simi
lar n~.of.¢~ ~ As a ~ultt this poem bas become my
mC'lSt a~ ~t in poetic metrics. Since ,88 of late. there
.

·i"

'f.

'''_,

r

Cemr.t(~~

• .ft:t:~~JIJ
.MotIAm UNrt:artre
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.fH!mt!lIlfJ-r" ~UtiUt.t£ •• Ji_($,
it.,. .»".1ifJjJf:Sr~($.* •••Bft'flfT-'-I',

have been quite a f!,w :tnendtl1fhO have cast'doubt On a neabuid
square formal ~ent 8Uggdtiv~of niahjorig' c~"sUat,d"WIIIs
Used in ~slagnantDitelij!! !:~~e'.th~re.~~<:~,-#bmJDity
to explain it: I hope reade~Wnr~tiCe.'~·f in1igbtof~~,"ve,
~;.~
""',*
, " ":'
.::'>'" \ ' . ,} .
we have found.a Dew ~ fQnQ tp. explo~. ~r the di8COY~
of this metricai fODll, I"Can~~ely P~ct :-~ ~ De\Y
will undoubtedly enteJ,' a period ~: ReW.deve1opmepts ill metriCfl
structure. At 'any rate f. we ,should acknowledge that thi$ representS
a great' ,waft in the ~ry' of the new ,p«>el!.1'.
Whether the impact of ,tfrl8wave ~is 'progresS or' going
backwaros wiillOOIl b8~ a cWbiite '8IiiiWer•
,

•

.'

'.,

A~($~~~~o~~it.,.($~~~.m~.

a•••,.~i.~m:-4-••ft~lIJ
r;

r ,",;

,.A-1-ff.*~o
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Form in Poetry
By Wen I-to
1hmslated by Randy 1htmbull

I

that the "play-instinct" theoryl fully accounts for the origin of
Art, then it is perfectly conceivable to compare writing poetry to playing chess;
one can no more dispense with rules when playing chess than one can dispense with
form when writing poetry. (Here I useko-lii mft! as the equivalent for the English
"form." Although in recent days the word ko-lii. has become tainted by objection
able associations, it is more appropriate than such literal translations as hsing-t';
~Il ["form" in the sense of a physical object's external features] and kG-shih m~
["form" in the sense of a pattern or model to be copied]. When we remember that
form is intimately related to rhythm, ko-lii seems a satisfactory translation.) If one
were to set one's chessmen at random on the board and playa game in· complete
disregard of the rules, what sort of amusement could one. derive from the contest?
Pleasure is derived from playing when, through some brilliant stroke, one obtains
a victory within the game's prescribed limits. So. it is, too, that one may derive
pleasure from writing poetry. If poetry could be written without regard to form,
would it not be easier to write a poem than playa ga.me of chess, soccer, or mah
jong? Small wonder it is that in'recent years New Poetry' has flourished to such a
degree. I realize that some do not enjoy listenlng tp my views, but Professor Bliss
IF WE ASSUME

The article from which this translation was made
first appetlred in the Literary Supplement of Pei-ching
ch'en-pao ~tJi{AUll, May 13, 1926. The footnotes are
the translator's.

ITh~ "pJay-instinct" theory, yu.hsl pen-neng sbuo
l6t.*~Mt. This

theory, developed by and debated
among-European scholars throughout the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, maintains that human beings

have a deep-seated and instinctive need to play, and
that pJay. far from being a trivial activity. is in fact the
motivating force behind artistic expression. The most
famous Spokesmen for the pJay·instinct theory were'
Friedrich von Schiller (see his Aesthetical Letters) and
Carl Groos (The Play ofMlln). Wen I-to may have rust
encountered this concept in Bliss Perry's A Study of
Poetry, Boston: Houghton Mifflin COmpany, 1920,
pp. IS-6.
.
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Perry is even more in'flexible on questions of poetic form. He writes: "Few poets
will admit that they are really in bondage to form. They love to dance in fetters,
and even dance in the fetters of other poets.,,2
I will go on to predict that after many budding poets read the passage quoted
above, they jumped to their feet, and cried: "If that is poetry, I will never write
again! What do you think of that?" I must confess that I feel it would be no great
loss if such poets discontinued' writing, because if theyrefuse to dance in fetters,
they will never produce :respectable poetry. The poet Tu FiJ. (AD 712-770) once
made a wise remark worth considering in this regard: "The older I grow, the more
care I take with 'poetic rules.,,3
Next the revolutionary spirits of the poetic world cry out: "Return to Nature!"
What they must realize is that, although one needs to look carefully, one can still
perceive subtle traces of form in the natural environment. The problem is that more
often than not Nature~s handiwork exists in an imperfect state, and only Art can
re!lledy Nature's deficiencies. Seen in this light, perfectly realistic depictions of
Nature impoverish Art. Oscar Wilde put the case well when he wrote, "Art takes up
where Nature leaves off.,,4 Nature is not always beautiful. We see beauty in Nature
only where Nature happens to approximate Art. This proposition is most easily
corroborated by drawing an analogy with the visual arts. Often when we admire a
beautiful view existing in raw Nature, we say that it is just as beautifu1 as a painting.
Indeed, we Chinese tend to judge beautiful only those views which resemble
traditional landscape pain ting~. The conception of ideal feminine beauty in pre
Renaissance Europe may be proven incompatible with the modern conception when
we compare paintings of the two ages; but the modern-day conception of ideal
feminine beauty does tally with that of ancient Greece, as the latter is exemplified
in sculpture. s This is because the excavation of Greek sculpture stimulated the
development of Renaissance art, and ever since the Renaissance, artistic representa
tions of beautiful women have been patterned upon the Greek model, in this way
modifying the conception of feminine loveliness in the minds of Europeans. I have

2 Perry 'S original statement reads differently: "And
few poets, furthermore, will admit that they are really
in bondage to their stanzas. They love to dance in
these fetters, and even when wearing the same fetters
as another poet, they nevertheless invent movements
of their own, so that Mr. Masefield's 'Chaucerian'
stanzas are really not so much Chaucer's as MasefreId's." A Study of Poetry. ibid•• p. 202.

to say on the relationship between nature and art, but
I do not believe W'llde ever made this particular
remark. Similar passages are found here and there in
W'llde's letters, The Decay of Lying, The Critic tlI
Artist, and The Picture of Darum Grtty.

S"The modern-day conception of ideal feminine
beauty does tally with that of ancient Greece," hsien
tal te kuan-nien yu t 'ung Hsi-la te tiaOohliang suo piaOo
3"The older I grow, the more care I take with hI/en te na.hllng-mel h8iang-[u kmf\:;tl'7.;t:)l.Ii'iJ~JJl
poetic rules," laOoch 'a chien yiJ shih·liJ hsi ~;J;;.1R' tF.I • •m~mtl'7:tc~~m""'T. In the original, pu ;r~
~$f:III. LaOoch'li shOUld read wan-chieh I!tU» - "In
(Unot-) is misprinted for yu X ("once again"), which
my later ytDrI I have gradually grown careful with makes nonse~ of Wen's argument. A few pages later,
poetip rules. '. See Tu Fu's "Ch'ien-men hsi·ch'eng Lu yu is misprinted for pu, so the type-setter was
shih-chiu ts'ao-chang" iI~.jU'-t-it..*, Ch'rIan probably having a hard time with Wen I-to's hand·
T'ang mih ~Ii!fM, Peking; Chun.g;hua shu--cht1, 1979, writing. (Both the 1948 and 1982 editions of Wen's
volume 7, p. 2586.
complete works retain the misprints.)
4This concurs with much of what Oscar Wilde had,

':::t-:
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run across a similar theory suggested in a poem by Chao Yi (AD 1727-1814):
Exactly like a "potted-pond," grouping emerald crags;
Finely-sculpted stumps 0/ stone, filling the river's coves.
Forces o/creation, too, enjoy a novel trick;
Oddly they dress mountains up in the guise 0/ man-made hills. 6
*BftlititQ.~~w.
h*~15~fiHI.o
1t'.I-t!1 ~lHtftl.
&.
tlJ ~mx III 0

feu.

This poem tells of one instance in which Nature imitated Art. Our natural
environment does, of course, contain beauty, but when we happen to catch a
glimpse of beauty in Nature it is only by happy accident. Once in a while we hear
poetic rhythms in speech, but if we were to decide on this basfs to equate poetry
with everyday speech, we would in actuality be doing away with poetry. (Note that
I do not exclude the possibility of composing poetry in regional dialects of spoken
Chinese. I believe, as I hope to show at a later date, that regional dialects are a rich
area for potential development in New Poetry. Right now I would merely have the
reader note that poetry may be "composed", in regional dialects-the word "com
pose" suggesting that such informal language can be transformed into poetry only
after a process of editing and selection.) Poetry's ability to excite the emotions rests
solely upon rhythm,and rhythm is metrical form. When Shakespeare's plays build
up to their frequent climaxes of charged emotion, the playwright naturally slips
rhymes into the speech of his players. Goethe also used verse in Faust, as he once
told Schiller in a letter. When Han Yii (AD 768-824) "hit upon an obscure rhyme,
he did not look about for alternatives, because ingenuity is best displayed under
adverse conditions_ The more difficult the rhyme-scheme, the more extraordinary
the poetic effect.'" In this way, the more masterful a poet is, the more gracefully
he will dance in his fetters. Only those who dance poorly resent their fetters, and
only poetasters feel hampered by form. Form impedes the free expression of only
those who cannot write poetry; to a true poet, form is a valuable instrument which
helps him express himself.
'
Now another group of young poets flourishing the colours of Romanticism
6This is the' second of a pair of heptasyllabic'
quatrains entitled "A Boat-ride on the River Lin
(Li-chiang chou-hsing ifljIJftff), Ofl-pei ch 'wn-chi
'IiJLlt~m~ "Ou-pei shih-ch'ao" iI~tJ:, "Chiieh-chii yi"
~3(/ - , chr1tzn 47, 6b.
The p'en-ch'ih a:lIb of line one-"potted-pond"
in my translation -is a sort of artificial Ia~dscape in
miniature which is arranged in Ii. basin and used as Ii.
garden ornament by Chinese gentlefolk (ct' E.H.
Schafer's "Notes on T'ang Culture, .. ' Monumenta
Serica XXI U.,962) 194-6). The words shih sun
"stumps of stone"-'-suggest geologic formations

,(;1"

resembling the woody root of the bamboo, whose
shape is similar to the contours of the karst hills lining
the River Li near Kuei-lin. Olao's quatrain" then,
compares the natural loveliness of Kuei-lin to the
domesticated beauty of a p'enoch 'ih. In places like
Kuei-lin, the forces of erosion care for the landscape
with the same attention to detail that a gardener
looking after a p 'enoch 'ih exercises.
'Another quote from Chao Vi. Ou-pei ch'r1tzn·chi,
"Ou-pei shih-hua" !~sti, chlian 3, 3b.

~
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prepares to attack form. I only wish to remind these poets of one fact. If they
persist in touting Romanticism as their literary creed, all they will do is acknowledge
the insincerltyof their desire to write poetry, because when we examine what they
have written we find that, far from attending to literature, they merely seek the
adulation of the reading public. Each of these narcissistic youths fancies himself
the most adorable man alive: he feels that all he needs to do is bare his breast to the
reader and a literary work will 'have been created. Do we not hear their constant
ranting about "self..expression"?What they have discovered are in actuality no more
than the raw materials of Art. They fail to acknowledge form, the tQol which trans
forms these raw materials into literature. The fact that they use a written language,
as their medium for expression is of no consequence. What concern's these poets
most is exhibiting what they refer to as "the Ego," letting the world know just how
talented and sensitive a young man "I" am. They gaze lovingly into the mirror their
literature proffers, admiring through tear-f'J.1led eyes their ra,kish attitudes of easy
grace. How droll it is·! How romantic! Yes: the Romanticism of which they speak
is romantic only in this respect-it has nothing whatsoever to do with the schools
of literary thought. This sort of poet's interests do not lie with literature; so it is
too much to ask them to adhere to rules of poetic form, because given such re
strictions they would be unable to write poetry. If they did give consideration to
poetic form, would they not be unfaithful to their code of writing poetry as they
please? To state the case more, bluntly: we may see this pseudo-Romantic poetry
as a meaningless game, or, if we choose, a peep-show, but on no account should we
mistake it for poetry. Consequently, we need not discuss whether it adheres to rules
of poetic form. They may denounce poetic form if they wish, but there is no point
in wasting Qur breath bickering with them.
I have stated above what I mean when I use the word "form." Certainly, Art
cannot exist without it. I have, also stated that poetic form is nothing more than
rhythm. When put in such simple terms as these, the importance of form is doubly
evident; casual prose essays can get by with comparatively little attention to rhythm,
but poetry cannot and will never make do without rhythm. Poetry has never been
divorced from formal and rhythmic considerations. No one has ever considered
questioning such a basic assumption. And yet today we fmd that even assumptions
as unassailable as this must have their merit proven. Why carry on over this issue?
Do people really believe that poetry can dispense with form? Perhaps the furor is
due to some anarchist spirit of the age, to a senseless love for fads, to sheer laziness,
to a fear of betraying one~s incompetence in technical literary discussions, or to ...
wen, I give up. I don't know what the reason could be!

II
IN THE PRECEDING pages we have discussed a few of the reasons poetry should not
do away with form. Now let us briefly consider the essential properties of poetic
form. On the surface of things, we may surmise that poetic form may be examined
under two headings: the visu~ and the,auditory. Actually, these headings should
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not be considered separately, l?ecause each is closely related to the other. 8 Examples
of visual form would include evenly proportioned stanzas and orderliness of in..
dividual lines. Auditory form ,would include such elements as format, poetic feet,
deflected and inflected tone patterns, and end-rhymes. But if format is neglected,
stanzas will be unevenly proportioned, poetic feet will be mismanaged, individual
lines will be in disarray.
Jao Meng-k'an has ably discussed questions pertaining to format, poetic feet,
tone patterns, and end-rhymes in his article entitled "Thoughts on Metre in New
Poetry" (published in two previous issues of this literary supplement). But his
comments were primarily addressed to the auditory aspects of poetry, and he
neglected to deal with two of the visual aspects. Admittedly, the latter are of
secondary importance. But in Chinese literature especially we must not overlook this
important matter, because our written language is pictographic, and when we read
literary works at least half of the impressions We receive are of a visual nature;
Literature is an art that occupies both time and space. It is regrettable that, although
the literatures of Europe have physical modes of existence, they lack the ability to
present concrete visual images. Our written language can ,evoke such impressions,
and it would be a sad thing indeed if we did not exploit this potential. Therefore,
New Poetry's adoption of the Western convention of writing poetry in lines of a
length determined. by the poet is a break-through of considerable consequence.
'Whether or not the fIrst Chinese poet to write verse in lines realized the va:lue of
his discovery need not concern us here. We still owe him a debt of gratitude, because
only now can we see that the true power of poetry is derived not only from musical
beauty (metre) and pictorial beauty (ornate vocabulary), but from architectural
beauty as well (evenly-proportioned stanzas and orderliness of individual lines). If
someone were to ask what one of the characteristics of New Poetry is, we might
reply that it provides the poet with new possibilities for architectural beauty.
Recently more and more people have 'begun to express the suspicion that
stanzas of even proportion and orderliness of individual lines symbolize' a return to
antiquated methods of versifi<:.ation.What a sad fate'it is to belong to the past of
China! Does this phenomenon not strike one as rather odd? Not only have such
honorific titles as "sage" and "master" been denied Confucius, he has even been
stripped of his personal name. And yet now, in an age when Confucius is pejorative
ly referred to as "Junior," Jesus retains his title of "Christ, n and Socrates is still
called Socrates. We Chinese may still write poems in sonnet form if we wish, but we
must beware lest our poems resemble Regulated Verse. Why in the world has ~e
gulated Verse fallen into disfavor? Even if one wished to write Regulated Verse in
vernacular Chinese, would it be possible? If one writes a poem whose stanzas are of
even proportion and whose lines' are ordered, should one be condemned for writing
Regulated 'verse?
To be sure, Regulated Verse as a formula for composition does possess architec
'tural beauty; but when we compare its beauty to the possibilities for architectural
beauty in New Poetry, we realize just how limited RegUlated Verse is.' Regulated
Verse will never present more than one pattern for poetic composition, whereas
°Read "pit tang [en-k'Qi-lllf chillng" "'.~IJ/!l*

•.

not "yu ~ tQng !en-k'lli-lai chillng."
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the number of patterns possible in New Poetry is limitless. This is the first difference
between Regulated Verse and New Poetry. When writing a poem in Regulated Verse,
one must fit one's theine and artistic conception into the pre-determined pattern
almost as though one has been given a suit of clothes, and no matter whether one is
a man or a woman, an adult or a child, one must try to wear it as best one can. New
Poetry, on the other hand, tailors itself to individual needs. "Wang Chao-chOn
Leaves China" could no more have been composed using the format of "Lotus
Picking Song" than "Railroad Ballad" could have been composed using the format
of "Final Determination," or "Eighteenth of March" could have been composed
using the format of "Searching.,,9 If any critic should feel that there is a point in
one of these poems where content is at odds with format, where mood is incom
patible with construction, I would be intrigued to hear his reasoning. But I ask you:
is there an instance in which mood and construction are found compatible within
the cut-and-dried formats of Regulated Verse? And among all the examples of
scrambled, asymmetric, slapdash free verse, can one poem be found in which mood
and construction are compatible?
The second point of divergence between Regulated Verse and New Poetry is
that with RegUlated Verse, form and content are dissociated, whereas with New
Poetry form is designed according to the spiritof content. The format of Regulated
Verse has been determined for us by our predecessors, while the format of New
Poetry is decided upon spontaneously according to the artist's predilection. This is
a third difference between Regulated Verse and New Poetry. Now that we under
stand these three points of divergence, we must consider whether the format of New
Poetry constitutes a restoration of familiar archaism, or whether it is an innovation;
that is, whether it is a step backward or a step forward.
Recently we have seen a certain poetic format used by many poets which
divides poems into four lines per stanza, with the same number of characters in
each line. Readers accustomed to asymmetrical free verse must fmd this particularly
distracting-those lines with the same number of characters Jook just as though they
have been trimmed with a pair of scissors. "How irritating it must be to worry over
the length of every line!" they thhtk. Then it occurs to them that, if writing poetry
is made so difficult, poetic inspiration must stand in danger of perdition. "And if
inspiration is lost," they fret, "where can one begin to look for poetry?" While it is
true that poetry is lost without inspiration, refming the lines of one's poems so that
they are of even length is hardly an insurmountable task, and inspiration need not
come to harm in the process. I have asked several poets who use this poetic format,
and each has said the same thing: while they admit that flaws may be found in some
of their poems, they feel that the flaws are a consequence of their imperfect tech
nique, and should not be attributed to some defect in the poeti~ format itself. Let
us compare two poems-one written in lines of chaotic syntax, the other in lines of
well-ordered syntax-to see for ourselves whether syntactic organization of in
dividual lines affects a poem's metrical grace:
.
9"Wang Cbao-cluln Leaves China" and "Lotus
Picldng Song" are by Chu Hsiang *fItI;"Fmal Determlnation" and "Railroad Ballad" are by Uu Meng-wei.

III• • ; "Eighteenth of March" and "Searching" are
byJao Meng-k'an .~fll..

.~
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Would that I 'might pierce the silent haze: that sheer,
floating gauze!
Carefully .I listen through the misty drizzle which
quietly descends upon the eaves.
Hearing. the falling rain's murmur as it wafts from afar
. through the emptiness,
.
Dimly aware ofdelicate white petals falling, one by one,
to the ground.
ftm~~iEi#¥tt-;Jfl.. 1i~tt-;"~.

tal lUI mfmftt-; km j\f:j iEi iEitt-;t£. J::.
~~~~.~~~*tt-;2~~tt-;d~tt-;.w.
~

•• -W-Wtt-;~rtt-;~~tt-;a~tt-;~reo

(b) At the story's pause, the lamp outside sputtered
And the old man's terror his eyes for him uttered;
The children gazed in dismay at the old man's face,
He glanced in dismay to where the redf/ames fluttered.
\:)00...

1Dt¥IJi&~, r';-H{U~m ••
~ A(:t-J II! J:: &at T -tl tJ;
. ~TfrJ.~.ttl!(t7na:e,

"
..:t-.

ttl! &It ~ ~ JM *-a':f {II;to

Which sounds better: the poem with ordered syntax, or the one whose line!>
are syntactically chaotic? To get to the heart of the matter, organizing one's syntax;
far from cramping poetic metre, facilitates achieving metric harmony:.Again, some
may take exception to this judgment. Let us take a closerJook at the second passage
cited above to see whether or not orderly syntax impinges upon a poem's metric
harmony.

ftf! tt-;

g..
hai-tzu-men { ching-wang-che { t'a te {lien-se
(The children gazed in dismay at the old man's face,)
~

11"]

I(

•

~

ttl! tl!
It ~ fi
~ *- tt-;
n
.;e
tb yeh {ching-wang-che { t'an-huo te {hung-kuang
(He glanced in dismay to where the red flames fluttered.)

Both of these lines may be broken down into four poetic feet, two "trisyllabic
feeC' and two "disyllabic feet" (my tenns for feet made up of three syllables and
two syllables, respectively). The location of the components is left to the pOet's
discretion,but each line must be composed of a sum of two trisyllabic and two
disyllabic feet. Written in this manner, a poem can possess euphony at the same time
that each of its lines bears the same number of syllables. Therefore, orderly lines
areai:1""inevitable phenomenon associated with metrically harmonized poetry. In a

'.
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perfectly organized poem, each line will be of the same length. (But if we tum the
formula about, we realize that when the number of syllables in each line of a poem
is the same, the metre of the poem will not necessarily be perfectly organized. This
is because simply haVing lines of equal length does not ensure that the pOetic feet
are properly arranged. Mere syllabic uniformity among lines presents a fayade of
symmetry, rather than the naturally harmonious outward form created by a frne
poemYs rich content.)
For this reason, the hnportance of having the same number of syllables in each
line cannot be exaggerated, because the existence or lack of rhythm as one facet
of poetry's outward form can establish the nature of its inner spirit. However, if
the reader feels that the examples discussed above are insufficient, we may use the
same criteria to analyse my poem, "Stagnant W:aters."
Beginning with the frrst line,

*'

:A!:
iYJ
~
~ tf:J 7E
che shih I yi kou I chiieh-wang te I ssu-shui
This is I a fen-of I hopeless, I stagnant waters, 10

the poem employs a metrical scheme which requires that each line contain three
disyllabic feet and one trisyllabic foot. Of course, each line contains an equal
number of syllables. The result is a poem which, as an experiment in p~tic metre,
is· more successful than any I have written to date. Many friends have expressed
puzzlement over the mahjong-like format of poems like "Stagnant Waters" which
divide then: poetic feet into increments of two and three syllables, so I have taken
the liberty of dealing with this question here. I hope the reader has noted that the
metrical nature of New Poetry, as the analysis above has shown, suggests certain
practical methods for poetic composition. I predict that when these methods' for
manip~lating metre are more fully disclosed, New Poetry will enter a new period
of innovation. In any case, we should recognize that such innovation will be an event
of cataclysmic significance in the history of New Poetry.
Whether the cataclysm represents progress or decline will soon cease to be a
point of contention.

lOIn Wen I-to's article of 1928 on Tu Fu, he
quotes part of a sonnet by Wordsworth: "Milton! thou
should'st be living at this hour:! England hath need of
thee: she is a fen! Of stagnant waters: ...... (Selected
Poems and Prefaces by William Wordsworth, Jack

Stillinger, ed., Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1965, p. 172). Previous translators of Wen's "Ssu
shui" have rendered the title literally as "Dead Water,"
but the similarity of Wen's line to that of Wordsworth
is probably not coincidental

~
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bureaucrat whose sale artistic policy
consists of placating the Helmsites on
the Hill. The report of the independent
commission e\'aluating the NEA not only
proposed that peer panels include
more laypeople and multiculturists-

and fewer anists-but also suggested
that the chairman take more responsi
bility for the grants, There was no wis
dom in either of these proposals. They
have helped to create a serious crisis in
the arts.

The a1Xiety of global inIIuence.

What Is World Poetry?
BY STEPHEN OWEN
et me begin with a gentle
heresy, that no poet has
ever made a poem for him
self or herself alone. Poems
are made only for audiences. And unlike
the audiences for the more lucrative arts,
the audiences for whom poems are made
are always imaginary ones. I confess that
this heresy is itself imaginary: it forces us
to see an Emily Dickinson who dreamed
into being a century that could so richly
appreciate her work. Still, it is a useful
heresy, because it helps us to understand
the forces at work in the formation of a
creature that never existed before:
"world poetry."
The imaginary audiences of poets are
ruthless in their capacity for scorn and
extravagant in their capacity forapprov
al. The real audiences tend to be far
milder in both. It follows that the imagi
nary audience, by the sheer intimidating
force of its suspected likes and dislikes,
has the greater power to shape the direc
tion that a poet's work will talte. The
imaginary audiences also have the ten
dency to grow swiftly and immodestly.
The poet may begin by imagining the
responses of a small group of friends
who profess interest in poetry, and who
will, for friendship's sake, probably read
and like what a poet has written. Pretty
soon local poetry prizes are being award
ed while crowds cheer, and they are fol
lowed in quick succession by national
fame, a place in the canon, and'·
immortality.
American poets have the provincial's
sweet gift ofneeding to dream no further
than an eternity of English-speaking au
diences. To. write in the dominant lan
guage of the age is to have the luxury of.
writing with unshaken faith in the perma-
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nenceofa culture's hegemony. But
poets in many other countries and
languages must, as their imaginary audi
ences swell, dream of being translated.
And thus they must write envisaging au
diences who will read their work in trans
lation. For a poet, such speculation runs
the fine margin of nightmare. Not to
imagine being read and admired beyond
one's linguistic borders, however, is to
accept a painful limitation, a sense of
provinciality. A few ofthe hardiest poets
can do this; but those are the ones we
never read in translation, and thus we
know very little about them.

that cannot be exchanged for other
words. Poets who write in the '~wrong
language" (even exceedingly populous
wrong languages, like Chinese) not only
must imagine themselves being translat
ed in order to reach an audience of a
satisfying magnitude. they must also en
gage in the peculiar act of imagining a
world poetry and placing themselves
within it. And. although it is supposedly
free of all local literary history, this
"world poetry" turns out, unsurprising
ly. to be a version of Anglo-American
modernism or French modernism. de
pending on which wave of tolonial cul
ture first washed over the intellectuals of
the country in question. This situation is
the quintessence of cultural hegemony,
when an essentially local tradition
(Anglo-European) is widely talten for
granted as universal.

have a friend who writes poet
ry in classical Chinese and
"new poetry" in vernacular
Chinese~ He thinks ofhis clas
sical poetry as "Chinese," as deeplyem
bedded in its history, as immensely
pleasing to him in the crafting, but not as
an entirely serious endeavor. It is the pa
etry he writes for his friends. His "new
poetry," by contrast. is what permits him
to think of himself as a Poet, what offers
him the hope of eventual. recognition.
He sees the "new poetry" as simply poet
ry, as if it had no nationality or history.
He does not recognize the weight oflocal
TAt August SkepwoJJter
European literary history that lies behind
byBeiDao .
some of the conventional moves that he
translated by Bonnie S. McDougall
makes or the habitual images that he
(New Directions, ,144 pp.•
uses.
$16.95, $8.95 pa~r)
The formation of a world poetry that.
anyone can write and that can be trans
The Nobel prize plays an interesting lated into something still recognizable as
role in shaping "world poetry," particu
poetry requires a corresponding redefi
larly the poetry of the Third World. Its nition of the "local." Within "world po
lure can sometimes be immense: it is "in
etry," in other words. the poet must still
ternational" (that is. Western) recogni
find an acceptable. means to declare his
tion that casts glory on one's nation and or her nationality. Instead of a true na~
promises a moment when the provincial tional poetry, all poetries become merely
can stand in the global center of atten
ethnic. Poets often appeal to names, im
tion. There is a waiting line for the prize; ages, and traditions that serve to bolster
and a general opinion that every country local pride, and to satisfY the internation~
ought to have its tum, on the assumption al reader's desire for "local color." At
that literary talent should be as fairly dis~ the same time, the intricate learning pre
tributed as seats in the United Nations. sumed in traditional poetries is forbid
The most interesting aspect ofthe Nobel . den. Elements of local color in a poem
Prize for literature, however, is that it is are the verbal flags of nationality; and
like a well-packaged cruise. they will give
commonly given for literature in transla
tion. When the Nobel Prize is awarded to the international reader an altogether
a poet. the success of that poet's work in safe. and quick experience of another
.
" - ·:2':'
transl;ltion is' inevitably an important, culture. .
perhaps even a deciding, factor.
Apart· from this carefuUycircum
scribed "local color," there is a strong
This need . to ha~e one's work ap
proved in translation creates, in tum, a preference for universal images;~
pressure for an increasing fungibility of poetry tends to be studded with c()ncrete
, words. Yet poetry has traditionally been things-;>referably things'. that ,are ~:
built ofwords with a particular history of quently. expOrted' or importedi and: tli~
. usage· in a single language-:.of words readily. translatable,:-. Pbrasesi()fK!~

I

• ,·gbt'~robJec';~rich. inlocall~re':are' \g..ew .<?utof reading, translati9nsof :ou(~-;'
o~npoetic heritlige;'IfpoeiryJs.;'ilS ~~" '
:.are held up for poeue conslderauonand cbch~ goes, what gets lost intranslatio!l,
provided with little c<?mmeritanesthat this is a most troubling sitUation,,~ \;t .
explain them within ,the poem. There is
Or, at may be thai the'mtemationaJ.
anilluininating contrast to this practice readers oftranslated poetry do not come
in the profligate use ofAmerican slang in search of poetry at' all, but rather in
and the fashions of popular cuIrure by search of windows, upon, other cultUral
many contemporary American poets, phenomena. They may be looking for
who write heedless ofthe fact that in fifty some exotic religioUs tradition or politi- '
yean not even American audiences will cal struggle. These Western fashions in
be able to understand the allusions and exotica and causes are ephemeral things..
Who now reads Tagore? He is a bargain
the wordplay.
that fills the shelves ofpoetry sections in
e should finany intro used book stores. In contemporary Chi
duce ourselves into the nese poetry. the international reader is
,
strange cultural drama likely to come looking for a reference to
oflyric poetry that is un the recent struggle for deIl\ocracy., The
folding in the last part of the century. struggle for democracy' in China is in
We are tile real international audience, fashiQn, while other ongoing struggles
as opposed to tile imaginary one. We for democracy have won their moments
have come to occupy some of the seats of attention and faded from notice.
left vacant for the imaginary interna
Q!.rite apart from our political opin
tional audience. There are only a few of ions, and quite apart from effective polit
us scattered widely through a huge au ical action. there is a thriU at the rep~
ditorium. We shout to one another sentation of suffering-tile traditional
across tile empty chairs. We have been experience ofpity and fear, coupled with
assured-we read it clearly in tile adver virtuous indignation. The suffeJjng of
tising on the back of the books' dust oppression, however, does not guaran
jackets-that if only this performance tee good poetry, anymore than it endows
were taking place where the poet was the victims of oppression with virtue.
"at home," the auditorium would be And there is always a particular danger of
paded to overflowing with cheering using one's victimization forself-inter
crowds. Meanwhile. back home, it often est: in this case, to sell oneself abroad by
happens that the local audiences have what an international audience, hungry
been assured that the international per for political virtue, which is always in
formances always play to cheering short supply, finds touching. Writing on
crowds, arid that only at home is the tile struggle for democracy has very little
to do with the struggle for democracy,
poet inadequately appreciated.
What are we seeking when we come and if anything worth reading comes out
into this auditorium? International audi ofthe writing about it, we won't know for
ences, real and imaginary, are, usually a while--not until we can separate it
daunted by the strenuous demands that from its function as a selling point.
are made by the traditional poetries of
other cultures. At the same time, audi
rom the broader case of
"
"world poetry," we may
ences do not want poetry from which all
traces of nationality or ethnicity have
tum to the particular case of
modern Chinese poetry.
been erased. They want the poetry to
represent the other country or culture. The tradition ofclassical poetry in China
They seek some show of local color and was a long and very complicated one. By
local issues within a kind ofpoetry that is the end of the imperial period, in the
essentially familiar, easily accessible; nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
they seek a cozy ethnicity. And, if that is this was a sharp, often witty, highly nu
the case, then we, as international read anced and allusive poetry, and a poetry
'ers, must recognize that this poet from much overburdened by its own history. It
another land and from a different culture was a weary poetry at a dead end. Perhaps
is writing at least in part for us, writing at it was for tile Chinese tradition as a whole
least in part what he imagines will satisfY that Bei Dao, who was born in Beijing in
us. He is writing in an idiom that has 1949, offered the following beautifully
been formed from reading our own poet elegiac image in "Random Thoughts":
ry. Moreover, these "new poetries"
sleles wrap~ in moss sort as sillt
are like extinguished lanterns
new Chinese poetry, new Hindi poetry,
Although China had perhaps the
new Japanese poetry-have often been
formed by reading Western poetry in deepest sense of the encumbrance and
translations, sometimes in very poor tile attenuation ofits tradition during the
translations. Which is to say that we, encounter with the West, that encounter
the Anglo-American or European patt of was no less an upheaval in the poetries of
the international audience, are reading many other great Asian cultures. West
translations of a poetry that originally ern cultural self-confidence arrived to~~voided.ortheyare.fram~. that ,is. they
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edited by ,'-e/' D.l8ngIey,1s a series ,.
of bpOIcsisSesSing retationsbetween , '
ttle, United States' and ,Its neighbors to
the south and nprth..

Cuba and the United States
Ties of Singular Intimacy
Louis A. Perez. Jr.

'

Louis Perez, wrote Alistair Hennessy in
the' 77mes literary SUpplement, is "ttle
foremost historian of Cuba writing In
EngUsh." In this book, the second volume
to appear In Georgia's new serfes T1I8
UnltBd States and tire Ametfcas, Perez
focuses on what PresIdent McKInley caled
the "ties of singular Intimacy" Inking
the destinies of the two societies. Perez
examines ttle points at which they have
made contact-polltlcaiiy, culturally,
economically-and explores the dilemmas
that proximity to the United States has
posed to CUbans In their quesrfor national
Identity. $30.00 cloth. $15.00 paper
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Chile and the United States
Empires In Conflict
William F. Sater
William F. Sater, In the third volume to
appear In the series T1I8IJnfted States and
the Americas, traces the often stormy
course of U.S.-ChiJean relations, covering
not only polley decisions but also the
overall political. Cultural, and economic
developments that formed the context
In which those policies unfolded. 2 maps ,
$30.00 cloth. $15.00 paper
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gether with the reality of Western mili
tary and technical power. Western
poetry. in most cases Romantic poetry,
entered these traditions like a breath of
fresh air. The excitement at the strange.
exotic poetry of Europe was not unlike
the West's excitement on encourltering
Asian literary traditions-but in this
case the excitement was coupled with
cultural shock, and often with national
humiliation.
Romantic poetry opened up a whole
new range of topics and modes of treat
ment. a whole new sense of what poetry
is. Yet Romantic poetry usually arrived in
translation, or through an imperfect
knowledge of the original languages.
Thus it came to China, as to other coun
tries,with little sense of the weight ofthe
cultural and literary history that lay be
hind it. It appeared as a poetry free of
history; which was the very lie that Ro
mantic poetry told about itself, that it was
a miraculously new thing. Nobody who
knows English poetry weJl can believe
that particular myth about English Ro
mantic poetry (China's particular colo
nial poetic import), but to the outsider
the claim of novelty was credible, and it
gave a hope ofescape from a history that
seemed to have failed.
rom that first hope for a po
etry free of history, for
words that could be trans
parent vehicles of the liber
ated imagination and pure human feel
ing, many early twentieth-century poets
in Asian traditions created new poetries
that sought to break with their past. It
was a grand hope, but it was rarely real
ized successfully. After the initial en
counter with Romantic poetry, Chinese
poetry of this century has continued to
grow by means of the engagement with
modernist Western poetry; and as in any
cross-cultural exchange that goes in only
one direction, the culture that receives
influence will always find itselfin the sec
ondary position. It will always appear
slightly "behind the times." The West
ern novel was successfully assimilated
a.nd transformed, but the new poetries of
Asia often seemed thin and wanting. par
ticularly in comparison to the glories of
traditional poetry.
The fate of contemporary poetry in
China could easily serve as the figure for
a more profound sense of cultural loss
and decline, a fall from the center of the
universe to an uncertainty about where
and who one is in a world that no longer
has either a center or dear boundaries by
which to orient oneself. Bei Dao writes
well of this in "An End or a Beginning":

F

Ah, my beloved land'
Whydon't yousing any more .'. " .
: Can it be true that even che ropes che .
.
. ·Yellow River towmen'
'.:

of
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or in "The Orange is Ripe";

Like sundered lute-strings
Reverberate no more
'Ihle that time, chis dark mirror
Has also turned its back on you rorever
Leaving only stars and drifting clouds
behind

Let me into your heart

to find my shattered dream

Sentimentality was one of the conse
quences of the deceptive promise of im
mediacy and purity in the new poetry.
Poetry will always try to speak the diffi
cult truths of the heart, and to break free
Qf the tribe's dich~s that invQluntarily
rise to the lips to take the place of every
thing that is hard to say. But a successful
poetry· recognizes that this process is a
struggle, that such WQrds do not CQme
easily. As a culture acquires more his
tory, credibly simple words seem more
and more difficult tQ achieve; those
beautifully simple phrases can only break
through the cracks in poems. like the
vegetation that grows only in the cracks
of the mountains. When a poet achieves
such a phrase Qr line" it seems like a
miracle..
uch eruptions of simplicity
are one thing. They occur in
modern poetry~ and when
they occur, we honor them.
But when a poet tries to write such words
without having won them, withQut hav
ing earned the right to say them, we are
in the presence ofa pose. We have senti
mentality. We wince. I wince when Bei
Dao begins a poem:

S

A perpetual stranger
am I to che world

I thQught. I destroyed the only copy Qf
that poem when I was 14, a year after I
wrote it. I thought we aU did. We de
stroyed it themoment we discovered the
immense difference between writing and
reading what we have written. Such sen
timentality (or, perhaps, self-conscious
PQsing) is, however, the disease Qfmod
ern Chinese poetry, and a deception far
deeper than all the stifling weight Qf the
past in classical poetry. In modern Chi
na, it appears in political poetry and
apolitical poetry alike. It appears a few
times in the poems translated in Bei
Dao's Tu August Sleepwalker. It may be a
poet's single most important task to
learn to avoid passages like the foUowing
from "Rainy Night";
Even if tomorrow morning
che muzzle and che bleeding sun
make me surrender freedom youch and
pen
I will never surrender this ev.ening
I will never surrender you
. let walls stop up my mouth
let iron bars divide my sky
as long as my heart keeps pounding the
blood will ebb and flow
and your smile be imprinted on !he
crimson'moon
. .
rising each night outside my small window
. recalling memori!!a . '
.

~

espite these painful quo
tatiQns, it is to Bei Dao's
credit (and tQ Bonnie
McDougall's) that Tu Au
gust SIeepwal/IIr is freer of large doses of
Nutrasweet than virtually any other mod
ern Chinese poetry I have read. Dei DaQ's
talents. and McDougall's cQnsiderable
skill as a translator, make these among the
only translations ofmodem Chinese poet
ry that are not, by and large, embarrassing.
Dei Dao is one of a group of talented
younger poets to rise out of the upheav
als of the Cultural Revolution intQ the
shaken and much changed China that
followed. These new poets were consid
erably more daring in their images, and
in theircoJlocations ofimages, than were
their predecessors. They also grew more
daring in the topics that they took up and
in the sentiments that they declared. Al
though .Western readers of twentieth
century poetry may find little that is dar
ing in their dusters of images and their
sentiments. daring is a notoriously rela
tive quality. In the context ofthe intense
conservatism of Chinese literature, such
poetry gave the kind of thrill that West
ern readers of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century must have expe
rienced in the birth ofpoetic modernism.
(This comparison would be merely con
descending if these poets were not seek
ing to produce precisely such a thrill, and
to do so precisely on the model Qf mod
ernist Western poetry.) The thrill ofdar
ing does not last long, tQ be sure; but
after the smQke blows away, real pOetry is
often present. Although it is difficult to
see Bei Dao and his contemporaries as
"major" poets, there is real poetry here.
From another point Qfview as well, the
work ofBei Dao and some ofhis contem
poraries represents a welcome move in
contemporary Chinese poetry, a move
away from a narrowly defined and obvi
ous version ofpolitical engagement. It is
a great.misfonune that the state's capaci
ty for real brutality forces us to be inter
ested in what is so inherently uninterest
ing. The scars of the state's brutality
appear here and there as topics in the
PQems of Tu August Sleepwalkn-, and Bei
Dao writes such poetry well (as in "An
End or a Beginning"). Still, if there is
heroism in Bei Dao's poetry, it is nQt in
his overt opposition to a regime that is as
ludicrous in its transparent lies as it is
vicious in enfQrcing them. Such opposi
tiQ~osition that is. at the.
strongest, unsurpl1s~g. His. heroism
lies, rather, in his determination tQ find
other aspects Qf human life and art that
are worthy of a poet's attention.' .': ..
To Write something valuable that is not

D

:r>l:fhi(m~Ylailpii¢tb1)«fjjit7.in.~~;i~n~<I
poetry that salls oVer boundanes.bUtu'
doesbay~J9caJorigios,origins ,thatar~.

estern readers will gen
erally welcome
the
apolitical dimension of
BeiUao's poetry as more
.perfectly representing the range a "world
poet" should Ilave. Yet an interesting
problem arises here. Chinese readers of
"new poetry" with whom I have spoken
tend to admireBei Dao's earlier, more
engaged political poetry, and they tend to
deplore his turn away from politics to
more private concerns. .who decides
what is valuable, what is a good tendency,
in a poet's work-the Western reader or
the Chinese reader? Whose stamp of ap
proval carries more weight? Scholars of
modem Chinese literatUre often object to
the imposition ofWestern criteria ofliter
aryjudgmcm on Chinese literature. It is a
wise caution. But is this Chinese litera
ture. or literature that began in the Chi
nese language? For what imaginary audi
ence has this poetry been written?
Success in creating a "world poetry" is
not without its costs. Bei Dao has, by and
large, written international poetry. Local
color is used, but sparsely. Nor is such
truly international poetry merely the
achievement of the translator, as skillful
as she is: most of these poems translate
themselves. These couldjust as easily. be
translations from a Slovak or an Estonian
or a Philippine poet. It could even be a
kind of American poetry, though in this
final hypothesis a question arises that
must trouble us. If this had been an
American poet writing in English. would
this book have been published, and by a
prestigious press? We must wonder if
such .collections of poetry in translation
become publishable only because the
publisher and the readership have been
assured that the poetry was lost in trans
lation. But what if the poetry wasn't lost
in translation? What if this is itt
This is it. The poetry of The AfIlWt
Skepwalker is a poetry writter"! to travel
well, and it declares the fact proudly. as
in "True":

W

Spring bas no nationality.
Clouds are citizens of the world.
Become friends again with mankind.
My song.

not Chinese: jheapOstrophe, to one's
own perSonified poem ...·.my $ong/~ ,is. as
a 1.
raditional Chinese poetry as it is.
familiar' in the Western poeti(:tradition,
And yet this. figure of the . international
poem as a cloud is a well-chosen one. Rei
Dao's poems are often just such shapes
in aerial motion: passing for a moment
into some impossibly beautiful intricacy,
then becoming mere puff. It is a new
poetry; its way is uncharted. It blunders
and sometimes finds real beauty. It is a
blind man'S motion. and the song-cloud
moving across spaces without frontiers
can easily undergo a visual metamorpho
sis of shape into the writing hand that
moves across the blank paper, making
figures but leaving no trace, as in
"Expectation":
a blind man gropes his way
my band moves over
theblank paper. leaving nothing behind
I am moving
I am the blind man

In another metamorphosis of the im
age. the song-cloud. international trav
eler. and page of white paper can be
come the flight of a white crane, which
is the traditional Chinese figure of
immortality:
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. When ~erDaq)poetrY s~cc~eds--.-and
sC?metimes it.succeeds w«)nderfuUy-it,
does so 90t by words. whicn are always
trapped within the nationality 9f 1;ln-.
guageand its borders, buttlr . the
envisagements ·of images' possible only
with words. McDougall also suggests this
in her introdU(;tion. This is'a possible
solutionto what a world poetry might be,
a way ofwriting poetry that is essentially
translatable. (Hegel believed that all po
etry could be translated without loss. be
cause its true medium was not words but
"poetic ideas.") Keeping in mind the im
age of the poem as adoud blown by the
wind, we might consider an example of
one ofBei Dao's successes, the final stan
za of the opening poem "Hello, Baihua
Mountain":
It was a wind within. a wind. drawing
A resdess response from the land,
I whispered. and the snowflake
Drifted from my hand down the abyss.

His whisper is a small wind within the
larger wind blowing in the surrounding
world. The song-cloud that issued from
the poet's lips undergoes yet another
metamorphosis and becomes a snow-
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flake in the hand. caught and carned by
the wind of a poet's whisper and blown
into an abyss, where there are no mar
gins and no frontiers. 'This may be a
darker and more frightening vision of
the truly international poem. National
poetry had a history and a landscape; the
shape ofthe poem was more or less fixed
and defined by its place in such a topog
raphy. The international poem. by con
trast, is an intricate shape on a
blank background without frontiers, a
shape that undergoes metamorphoses. It
achieves moments of beauty, but it does
not have a history. nor is it capable of
leaving a trace that might constitute a
history:
!he book lying open on !he table
ma~s a n1sding noise, like
!he sound of a fire
or fan-like wings
gorgeously opening, flame and bird
togelher
in the space above !he abyss

his own country because he translated
well.
The international audience admires
the poetry, imagining what it might be if
the poetry had not been lost in transJa..;
tion. And the audience at home admires
the poetry, knowing how much it is ap~
preciated internationally, in translation.
Welcome to the late twentieth century~ _

The Saving Remnant
BY CHIasroPifER LAsCH

1be Feeing Intelecl: Selected WtillliJS
by PIlIp Rieff

edted willi .. 1ntndIdIon by lanatl... B.1mber

The poem is always in passage, the book
that is Hame and bird.
McDougall observes of Bei Dao's po
etry that "the language on the whole
does not rely heavily on word patterns.
a particular vocabulary, or special musi
cal effects," In the passage above, the
book that hovers like a bird above the
abyss is a brilliant image in the translat
able sense. The image in itself would
probably have beauty in almost any lan
guage. McDougall, however, has trans
lated this world poetry of fungible im
ages into. true English poetry, which
does. indeed rely heavily on word pat
terns, on a particular vocabulary, and
on musical effects (not to mention sev
eralloud echoes of Anglo-American po
etry). Any English reader who reads the
passage above out loud should recog
nize a real mastery of this language,
which is a mastery of particular words
and their placement. We smile reading
it, and our smiles are no more for the
image itself than for the ~y in which
the image is embedded in the rhythms.
in the placement of caesuras, and in the
particular choice and arrangement of
words.
It is only fair to offer this instance,
when the poet's brilliant image meets
the translator's magical touch for her
own language, to counterbalance a fur
ther and troubling aspect of this new
world poetry, which is the power and
the consequences of the approval of
the international audience, that is, the
Western audience. I have in mind th~
way in which the attentionof a Western
audience rsa function of successful ad
vertisii1g~ Dei Dao is a well-knoWn con~
temporary poet in China, but be is by
no Oleans pre-eminent; By writing a su~
p~ely'translatable'poetrY, by, the
good fortlme. 'of a gifted translatorllnd·

.

publicist, he may well attain in the
West the absolute pre-eminence among
contemporary Chinese poets that he
cannot quite attain in China itself. And
the very fact of wide foreign (Westem)
recognition could. in tum, grant him
pre-eminence in China. Thus we would
have the ,strange phenomenon of a
poet who· became the leading poet in

•.
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hy publish?" Philip versaries and demanding of allies;
Rieff asked himself solemn and playful; pessimistic and
not long ago. "With hopeful.
so many authors. who
According to Rieff. the collapse of reo
remains behind to read?" Almost twenty ligion. its replacement by the. remorse
years have passed since Rieff broUght lessly analytic and critical sensibility
out his last book, FelltJw Teachm; evi-exemplified by Freud, and the degener
dently he meant what he said when he alion of the "analytic attitude" into an
urged authors to me away their best all~out assault on ideals of every kind
ideas instead ofadding to the "babel of an impulse to drag everything lofty into
criticism" that threatens to deafen us the dust-haveleft our culture in a sor
all. If others exercised the same self- ry state. He does not expect immediate
restraint, we might have less reason to improvement, nor does he advance a
regret it in RietT. Since there is little . program of cultural renovation, but he
hope that his example will become con seldom speaks in the voice of doom
tagious, however, it is a good thing that and despair. Bad as things are, he
Jonathan Imber, a former student and thinks it is still possible to make a mod
now a teacher of sociological theory at est contribution to the cause of truth
Wellesley College, has given us this an and justice. It is possible, for instance,
thology of Rieff's uncollected essays to to find honorable employment as a
set against the rising flood of books teacher, provided that teachers do llot
that continue to clamor for ill-deserved give in to the temptation to become
attention. We need this book at a '''armchair prophets." The university,
time when we are besieged by lesser notwithstanding its present disarray, is
books--books announcing breathtaking a "sacred institution," and teachers can
methodological and conceptual break set an example for others if they ap
throughs, recycling old ideas in new jar proach their calling in a spirit of
gon. rediscovering the obvious, refusing reverence.
to acknowledge any predecessors or
A certain ambiguity lurks in this exalt
worse, betraying no awareness of their ed conception of the intel1ectuallife. Is
existences.
it the teacher's calling itself that is sa
Readers· who have not yet made ered, or the culture historically pre
Rieff's acquaintance will find in this col . served in the university? Rieff is at his
lection something. of what makes him best when he leans to the first of these
indispensable, and will be led to. read positions, when he argues that the office
nOLonly FeJJiJw., Tetidt.m (197"); but also of the devoted teacher is not to deify or
his .earlier booD. Freud:TIte Mirul of tAt even defend a· "dying culture" but 10.
Moralist (1959) and TIteTtiv.mph of tAt resist the. "downward identification~~:
T~ (1966). Those whO already thattnreateri.s any form of culture at ani;
admired him will find that their admira': His advi<:e tote~l(;nen,whichconsis~
. tionwas not misplaced. These ~ssaylj reo! largely of 1l'egativeconi.miutdlnents, re..\
veal an'intdligericeat onc~biting'and flects.,his belieftbatintellectuals betril.~
.. unfailingly co·urteous;· generous to' ad~. ,their voCation when they give in to th, .
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Mists
Introduction: Into the Mist
Gu Cheng: Misty Mondo
Hong Huang: A Misty Manifesto

New Poets from China
Bei Dao

tr. Bonnie S. McDougall
Gu Cheng
tr. Tao Tao Liu, Sean Golden et 01.
Jiang He
tr. Alisa Joyce, Ginger Li, Yip Wai-lim
Mang Ke
tr. Susette Cooke and David Goodman·
Shu Ting
tr. Tao Tao Liu
Yang Lian
tr. John Minford with Sean Golden
Yan Li, Painter and Poet
tr. Ling.Chung, introduced by Alisa Joyce
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Into the- Mist

tr
<"-l..

THE WORD 'MISTY' (menglong ~~I/I) runs -through these pages. Zao Wou-ki's paintings of the
decade 1955-64 grow progressively larger, wilder, more faint, more misty. even invisible.) The
technique of Zhao Zhenkai's long story 'Waves' is characterized by its critic Yi Yan as misty,2
In Gu Cheng's poem translated here as 'Nostos' we have the line: 'to pass the misty first light of
dawn' llitl• •tJ3 ft1€:.
_ To translate menglong as misty is to convey only a part ofthe meaning. It is a word rich in
associations, and to try to define it with any precision is self·defeating. Like so many of the old
two.syllable words in Chinese it conveys a feeling, a texture, evokes a series of complex images
-~the moon about to go behind a cloud. a landscape seen through snow or drizzle; its individual
component characters and related compounds (same phonetic but different radicals-sun, water,
eye, bamboo, grass) suggest something concealed, a veiled prospect, a hidden light or a half'light,
the sun about to rise, a meaning opaquely hinted at, a focus blurred, a state between dreaming
and waking, a 'fuzzy' spectrum of values in place of a clearcut bipolarity. In the mist there isa
hint of mystery, even mysticism. It is the aura breathed by the mountains in the great landscape
tradition of Chinese painting, the lumin()us c1o\ld of the Daoist immortal, drifting back towards
its source, the primordial flux. The French have the ideal word for it: (poesie) /loue. 3
'Misty' was adopted as a shorthand compromise to denote the new and controversial poetry
written in China during the pa~ decade by a loosely associated group of young poets, including

ISee p. 18 above.

2See p. 168 above.
lBonnie McDougall, in her excellent introduction

to Bei Dao's Nota from the cttyol the Sun (Cornell,
1983), prefers to :reinterpret the word as 'shadows'
and to Call numglonglh' 'a poetry of shadQWI'. Pro
fessor A.C. Graham, during a recent visit to HOIII

Kong, suggested 'hermeUc'-which. does indeed con
vey an important part of the meaning. For the French,
see Doc(kj.N" 41, Hiver 81/82. edited bY Julien
Blaine et 111., to date the best. anthology- in any
Western ~guage of Misty poetIy. As Ferdinand
Godard notes (p. 338). the word {Ioue conveys 'Nell
both the 'mists and the diaphanous light' which bathe
the poetry.
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the seven represented in this anthology.4. Another expression ,I once heard applied to this same
schoof of writers is 'edge-ball literature' .a~.; a term taken from ping-poq: the shot grazes
the edge and is accepted within the rules of the game, whfie being at the same time almost un
returnable. By contrast a ball that bounces nonnany (in a straightforward fashion) can be
returned nonnally, and a ball that lands beyond the edge loses the point outJisht.
In 1931 Yu Pingbo ft~{a, the distinguished essayist, poet and schow of The Story ofthe
Stone, wrote an essay entitled 'The Mystery ofPoetry',5 in whicli he used the term 'nUsty'to refer
to· that quality in poetry which defies normal logic • as when an image or phrase leaps directly from
the subconscious, without interference from the conscious mind. Inspiration propels the poet
along this short cut to poetic achievement, and he -is himself often stumped for a logical explana
tion of what he has written. Yuquotes as an extreme example Xie Lingyun's .BjI dream
dictated line 7d&.~.1jt, of which Xie said: 'These words are not mine; a spirit helped me.'"
As many critics have pointed out, this literary mist has a long and rather formidable Chinese
pedigree. The Story of the Stone itself is surely the menglong novel par excellence. Van Ming
lists as 'Old-style Misties' the poetry of Ruan Ii IiCtI, Li He
Li Shangyin $ftl!l, Wen
Tingyun taJJi1!i and Mao Wenxi
the lyric verse (ci iiiI) of the Tang, FiVe Dynasties and
Southern Song; and the modem poets Dai Wangshu .rI;ff and Li Jinfa $~~ from the 30s and
the Shanghai Nine Leaves Group (;itJ••) from the 4Os. 7
To the Western reader poetic density, found in every period, but most characteristic of
modernism, is a commonplace. However we may understand or mythologize the workings of
imagination and inspiration, we recognize that the leaps of the 'true inward creatrix' and the
transformations wrought in the 'deep well of unconscious cerebration' sometimes entail a degree
of obscurity and ambiguity-'like darting fISh with the hooks in their gills. dragged from the
'depths of an unplumbed pool, ... like birds on the wing and the arrow strung to the bow--down
they drop from out of the cloud.t8 In bodying forth the form of things unknown, logical precision and overt statement are not always possible or even desirable. This is, as Yip Wai-lim puts it,
all 'an integral and indispensable part of the hermeneutic habits of readers in pre-1949 China and
in the West.'/) Or, in the words of Havelock Ellis:

*1JIl

*_,

.:eX.;

If art is expression, mere clarity is nothing. The extreme clarity of an
artist may be due not to his marveUous power of illuminating the .
abysses of his soul, but merely to the fact that there are no abysses to
illuminate ...'. The impression we receive on
entering the presence
of any supreme work of art is obscurity. But it is an obscurity like that
of a Catalonian cathedral which slowly grows more luminous as one
gazes, until the soUd structure beneath is revealed. lo

rust

In recent years the veteran Chinese poets Ai Qing. Tian lian and lang Kejia, with other
representatives of the currently entrenched literary bureaucracy. have availed themselves of "misty'
4 For the compromise, cf.Gu Cheng's 'Mondo' on
p. 187 below.

SSee his Zabanr 'hi er iltHlZ::::', repro 1983
Jiangxi People's Press, p. IS
6 yu is

rr.

quoting from Zhong Yong's RtII! Shi Pin

8Coleridge and Henry James, quoted by John
Uvingston Lowes in The Road to Xanadu, Picador
1978, p; 52. Lu Ji JIl:lM, Wen Fu :Sl:1it. tr. E.R. Hughes,
Pantheon 1951 • pp. 96-7.
9

.

,

From Yip's preface to a forthcoming book of
Yang Lian's poetry.

liM, ft,*,.
7 See his article in

1982.2, pp. 92-6.

Poetic Explorations »~*

lOFrom Havelock Ellis. Impresrionr and (bm·
ments, vol. 1. Quoted in The Art of Life. Constable.
n.d., pp. 41-2.
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'And now, one of the Misty Poet' is going to
recite lOme of hi' poems for u, . . .• •
CARTOON by Hua Junwu-Apri11981.

as a term of abuse, handy for putting down a new development in poetry which they clearly feel
to be threatening. But the word itself, with its built-in ambiguity, has rebounded on them, and
grazed the edge. For the veil of obscurity implies the hidden 1jght,and for some readers to brand
a poet as 'misty" is a reCOminendation, an indication that his work may contain something authen
tically poetic. Ai Qing calls the Misties the 'smash-and-grab' poetry camp illUtii. 'They plagia
rize my work, then pack me off to the crematorium.' Their work, he protests, is incomprehensible,
and does not serve the people. As Zang Kejia puts it: 'They discredit the reputation of contem
porary poetry and poison the minds of a minority of the people. The great mass of PeQple abhor
such poetry because it lacks the breath of daily life and the spirit of the tim~s. It is a lone, funereal
voice,.bewitchiilg readers with its morose, despairing tone.' And Tian Jian sUms up his attitude
in these words: 'If the political and ideological content of the poem is not high there is no further
need to discuss it. I advocate writing in the popular style, poems that go out into the people. Can
Misty Poetry serve the people? Can it serve SOcia1ism?'ll .
Ai Qing's determination to dispel the poetic mists dates back at least to his series of aph
orisms On Poetry, written in 1938-9. 12 In the present context it has acquired anew significance,
and a more strident note, since the mists against which he is now doing battle harbour spiritual
pollutants innumerable, among them individualism, alienation, self-expression, even existentialism,
considered by the custodians of public mental health to be the greatest threat to the minds of the
younger generation. It is certainly a tribute to the continued power of poetry within China
that the Misties should have drawn so much of the ft.re of the Spiritual Pollution non-campaign
of late 1983, itself a spiritually degrading spectacle, enlivened only by the occasional Monty
Pythonesque absurdity (e~. 'Tibet's Party Secretary warns the region's largely illiterate yak
herders against the Jean-Paul Sartre concept of alienation •.• ').ll
ll1bese quotations can beC;"d in 'Misty
12See Ai Qina's On Poetry Mli. Hoq KoDli
Debates',: RoBing Stock 4; 1983.; Boulder.. Coloiado, Cosmos Books 1980, pp. 31-2 and 40--1.
tJanslated by Debby Davison. from Su Llwen's 8ltx .
. 13South Ch/nII Morning Po,t, MarcIl 2S; 19 84'J,(!
article in The SeI1entllll -t:+.•ft, Nov. 1981.jI(.q "bat

t
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The .anti-misty invective is ·of literary interest only in that it expresSes rather poignantly
the deep gUlf between the embittered older generation of poets, whose own inspiration has dried
up~ 'and the new generation, who (after all} are only trying to revive Ute long dOmlallt creative
experiments in' which their elders themselves once participated.
.
.
More subtle and reasonably argued, within the framework of a more flexible literary
Marxism, is the debate between critics such as Sun Shaozhen ~M4& and Cheng Daixi fi~"lt
Sun, in a controversial essay. has hailed the new misty poetry for embarking on a 'search into the
secrets of life dissolved in the heart and mind', for its 'expression of the self', while Cheng has
come to the attack, denouncing its petty-bourgeois individualism and anti-rational anarchism.
Yuan Kejia
has adopted a middle (and more academic) position, claiming that t.he
modernist concern with language is at least good poetic training.14 From the misty camp itself,
Xu lingya f>ititIDi (singled out as a chief target during the Spiritual Pollution months of late 1983)
and 'Chen Zhongyi
among others, have written extensive and articulate expositions of the
'new poetry', from very much an insider's point of view. 15
Most intelligent observers agree that the problem with this 'problematic' poetry is not really
one of obscurity or incomprehensibility. Bonnie McDougall, .translator of Dei Dao's poetry,
writes that ' ... any young readers and some older ones .•. readily supply for themselves the
unspoken implications of the sometimes cryptic lines.'16 In other words, they see the moon
through the mist. William Tay quotes a teacher writing to Poetry ",flJ in November 1980: 'Ob·
scurity is partially the result of hiding a strong political content behind startling poetic devices
and a special mode of preseRtation.'17 The message is clear enough. As Gu Cheng says, 'actually
it is not misty at all .... Some areas are in fact becoming gradually clearer.' Yang Lian's 'The
Torch Festival' is, in Yip's words 'perhaps the most luminous expression of the mental and
emotional horizon of the young poets of his generation'; the hidden light casting these poetic
shadows 'evokes in the readers' minds certain responses, certain possible directions of thought
that they (the critics) cannot intellectually keep under control. Such imagery is, therefore, poten
tially dangerous. '18
Some of these poets have been translated into Western Languages (English, French, Getman,
Swedish). Dut this is the fIrst time their work has been represented extensively in English. The
seven selected here cover a wide range of styles. They aU published work in the seminal magazine
TodDy, have continued to write since the closure of the magazine, to produce their individual
samizdat collections, and to be published sporadically. depending on the direction and force of
the prevailing wind. Jiang He and Yang Lian can be seen as a school·within·a·school; their poetry
is longer, less personal and less lyrical, more public and concerned with large philosophical and
historical themes, less closely worked, more rhetorical. Yang Lian in his most recent work is
exploring a new range of ideas and developing new and more rermed techniques, a more individual
voice, with which to express them. 19 Mang Ke is considered by many to be the founding father
of the movement-his poems pUblished here were written in the early 70s-while Bei Dao, Gu
Cheng and Shu Ting have aU explored and extended in their different directions the vein of haiku

.AI.

.{III.,

14This is based on WiUiam Tay's paper • ''Obscure
Poetry"; A Controversy in Post-Mao China~. presented
originally at the Conference on Contemporary Chinese
Uterature, 8t. John's University, N.Y., 1982. and
included in Jeff Kinkley ed., After MilO: Chinese
Litero.ture and Society. 1978-81, Harvard University
Press, forthcoming.
USee pp. 59-65 above for an extract from Xu's
essay. For Chen Zhongyi, see the undated fifth poetry
supplement to Hua Cheng fEit, pp. 119-185.

16McDougall, op. cit., p. 1.

17Tay ,op.

cit., hiS p. 11.

18 y .

"
lp,Op. CI.

19 See , for example, his 'Nuo-er:·lang' 1till.QIJ in
Shilngha/ Uteratu1'e 1983.6. and also 7ian Wen'."rn',
in Shi Feng ~fA. No. 115. Hong Kong Jan. 1984,
pp.I1-17.
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THE COVER OF TODA Y NO.8 (1980), a special
issue devoted to poetry including work by Dei Dao,
Gu Olens. Jiang He, Mang Ke, Shu Ting, Yan U. Yang
Lian and nine other poets.

like lyricism that Mang Ke opened. Yan Li has been included as a tangible link between the poets
and the more internationally famous art group, the Stars, with which they have such close af
fmities, and some of whose work we have chosen to acompany this anthology.
The more sophisticated modernists in Taiwan may fmd the language of these poems jejune.
But they should not forget that this is the fItst real experimentation with poetic language within
China since 1949. This poetry has an authentic inspiration and passion. If there is an alternative
culture in China today, this is its voice. It speaks for its generation; an4 over and above that for
the rediscovery of the poetic pul$e of one of the world '5 great literary traditions.

JOHN MINFORD

CALLIGRAPHY of Wang Duo

£s.. Ming dynasty.

~t.

Bei ·Dao
Translated by Bonnie S. McDougall

The Bank
~~~mtEfUtJ.f:I:

Companion to the present and the past
the bank, lifting a tall reed,
gazes in all directions
it is you
who keep watch on each wave
and the bewitching foam and stars
when the sobbi ng moon
strikes up ah age-old shanty
it is so forlorn

*.

."-tfUli iffj~lI.

I!9-FIIl~

-J!f$
~.fi.-'1Il1B1m
~.W~A~jfg1*fU,Il£

."111~~~

~i§i:!i~talt"
~1I11E.

a-J!*

I am a bank
a fishing haven
I stretch out my arms
to wait for the needy children's little boats
bringing back a string of lamps

f.Ui!J.(I.li·
aiifl.lil..¥W
~~P~T~/j,~
.@]-~~m:)'t

Tomorrow, No
ji:~:IE~jlJ

this is not a farewell
because we have never met
although shadow and shadow
have overlain on the street
like a solitary convict on the run

~Aafr.l.&fitfl~

filT~T®~T
tftE~J:.:t.E-i§

ft-1Il• • • fi3j.~U[!
~;R, ~

tomorrow, no
tomorrow is not the other side of night
whoever has hopes is a criminal
let the story that took place at night
end in the night

1!JJ;R?f':t.E«tf-3JJ1Sa
MtXl:t~.

Mtft-J!JJA

i!it*

ifjj «.ut~~
ft.'EtE«.i!Bt~PE

Six of these translations of Bd Dao's poems are re
printed from Bonnie S. McDougall, trans., Notes from
the Oty of the Sun: Poems by Dei Dao (East Asia Papers,
No. 14, 1981J. courtesy of the China-Japan Program,

Cornell University. For a general introduction to the
poetry and fiction ofBe; Dao/Zhao Zhenluzi. see pp. 122·
124. For the poems 'On Tradition', 'Th.e Answer: and
~ll: see pp. 9, 59-60. and 62.
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Boat Ticket
he doesn't have a boat ticket
how can he gQ on board
the clanking of the anchor chain
disturbs the night here ,
the sea, the sea
the island rising up from the ebbing tide
as lonely as a heart
lacks the soft shadows of bushes
and chimney smoke
the mast that flashes lightning
is struck by lightning into fragments
innumerable storms
have left behind fixed patterns
on rigid scales and shells
and jellyfishes' small umbrellas
an ancient tale
is passed on by the ocean spray from wave to wave
he doesn't have a boat ticket
the sea, the sea
the lichen tightly massed upon the reef
spreads towards the naked midnight
and adheres to the surface of the moon
along the seagulls' feathers gleaming in the dark
the tide has fallen silent
conch and mermaid begin to sing
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he doesn't have a boat ticket
time hasn't come to a stop now
in the sunken boat the fire is being stoked
rekindling red coral flames
when the waves tower up
glittering indeterminately, the, eyes of the dead
float up from the ocean depths
he doesn't have a boat ticket
,

a: J1 :At & fitttJIt!:f:! Ii
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yes, it,makes one dizzy
the sunlight drYing out upon the beach
make,s, one' ...so' terribly dizzy.

:li!:PiiJ, 4tA.~
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he doesn't have a boat ticke
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jhe OldTemple
The fading chimes
form cobwebs, spreading a series of annual rings
among the spl intered columns
without memories, a stone
.spreads an echo through the misty valley
a stone, without memories
when a small path wound a way here
the dragons and strange birds flew off
carrying away the mute bells under the eaves
once a year weeds
grow, indifferently
not caring whether the master they submit to
is a monk's cloth shoe, or wind
the stele is chipped, the writing on its surface worn away
as if only in a general conflagration
could it be deciphered, yet perhaps
with a glance from the living
the tortoise might come back to 1ife in the earth
and crawl over the threshold, bearing its heavy secret
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Chords
The trees and I
formed a close circle around the pond
my hand dipping into the water
disturbed the swifts from slumber
the wind was all alone
the sea very far away
I walked into the streets
noise stopped behind a red light
my shadow opened like a fan
footprints askew and crooked
the safety island all alone
the sea very far away
A blue window was lit up
.downstairs, several boys
strummed guitars and sang
cigarette ends alternately glowed and darkened
the stray cat all alone
the sea very far away
As you slept on the beach
the wind paused by your mouth
and surging up in silence
waves converged in a gentle curve
the dream was all alone
the sea very far away
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Valley

~Ieep, valley
~ith blue mist

quickly cover the sky
and the wild lilies' pale eyes
sleep, valley
with rainsteps quickly chase away the wind
and the anxious cries of the cuckoo
Sleep, valley
we hide here
as if in a thousand year long dream
where time no longer glides over the blades of grass
the sun's clock is stopped behind layers of clouds
no longer shaking down the evening glow or dawn's
first light
The spinning trees
toss down innumerable hard pine cones
protecting two lines of footprints
our childhoods walked with the seasons
along this winding path
and pollen drenched the brambles
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Ah, it's so quiet and still
the cast stone has no echo
perhaps you are searching for something
-from heart to heart
a rainbow arises in silence
-from eye to eye
Sleep, valley
sleep, wind
valley, asleep in blue mist
wind, asleep in our hands
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A Toast
the cup is filled with night
without lights; the room floats in its depths
the dotted line along the asphalt road stretches to the clouds
without rising currents of air; think of
yesterday , searching for peace between flashes of lightning
swifts darting in and out of the turret
without being stained by dust
but rows of guns and bouquets
formed a forest, and took aim at the lovers' sky
summer is over, and red gaoliang
comes along a line of bobbing hats
neither cheerless adulthood nor death
may be averted; the darkness of the night
is so tender in your eyes, yet .who
can stop the trains heading for each other in the mist
from colliding at this instant
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You Wait for Me in the Rain
you wait for me in the rain
the road leads into the window's depths
the oth.er side of the moon must be very cold
that summer night, a white horse
galloped past with the northern lights
for a long time we trembled
go, you said
don't let anger destroy us
leaving no way of escape
like entering the mountains of menopause
at many corners we took the wrong turn
but in the desert we met
all the ages gather here
hawks, and long-lived cacti
gather here
more real than heat mirages
as long as one fears birth J
and the smiling faces that do not don their masks in time
then everything is connected with death
that summer night was not the end
you wait for me in the rain
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The Host
the neglected guest has gone
he left behind disastrous news
and a glove
in order to come knocking at my door again
there's still no way for me to see daylight fireworks
a dance tune strikes up
the moonlight streaming from the mill
is filled with hints of a dream
let us have faith in miracles
a miracle is that nail on the walt
my shadow is trying on
the clothes dangling on the nail
and my last chance at luck
between the two knocks on the door
my hands, propping up sleep, fall down
the dangerous stairs
are outlined against the darkness of the night
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Untitled·
rancour turns a drop of water muddy
I am worn out, the storm
has run aground upon the beach
the sun pierced by the mast
is my heart's prisoner, but I
am banished by the world it shines on
nothing is left to sacrifice
.
on the reef, this dark and pagan altar
except· myself as I go to close or open
the clamorous book
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For Many Years
this is you, this is
you, pressed upon by fleeting
shadows, now bright, now dark
no longer shall I go towards you
the cold also makes me despair
for many years, before the icebergs were formed
fish floated up to the water's surface
and sunk down, for many years
stepping warily I
passed through the slowly drifting night
lamps glowed on the forked steel prongs
for many years, lonely
the room without a clock
the people who left might also have taken
the key, for many years
the train on the bridge rushed past
whistling through the fog
season after season
set out from the small station among the fields
paused briefly for every tree
flowered and bore fruit, for many years
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Random Thoughts
dusk rose over the beacon tower
on islands in the border river
a tribe settled
and spread; the land changed colour
myths lay under shabby cotton quilts
the dream's gestation bore poisoned arrows which spread
a painfu,1 throbbing; bugles fell silent
skeletons walked at night
unfolding in the wife's unceasing tears
a white screen that blocked
the gate to distant lands
the east, in this piece of amber
was a vaguely looming bank
as tufts of. reeds sped towards the trembling dawn
fishermen quit their boats, and dispersed like the smoke from their fires
history, starting fro'm the bank
felled great thickets of bamboo
inscribing limited compositions
upon imperishable slips
in the vault a row of ever-burning lamps
witnessed the death of bronze and gold
there is another kind of death
the death of wheat
in the interstices between crossed swords
it grew like a challenge to battle
and set the sun on fire;' the .ashes covered winter
cartwheels fell off
scattering in the, direction of the spokes
the moat invaded by a duststorm
is another kind of death; steles
wrapped in moss as soft as silk
are like extinguished lanterns
only the road is still alive
that road which outlines the earth's earliest contours
passing through the endless zone of death
it has reached
feet, stirring up the dust
in the air above the anCient fort the puffs of gunsmoke have not dispersed
long ago was least, bu't within the ice-cold iron
an impoise is preseryed; to call up
the thunq~r,:~o
Cal~ \,pour ancestors ,returning from the storm
",))
.....
yet if a million souls' beneath the earth
should grow into a tall and lonely ~ree
.~~h~~~\usl;)et, ~staste the bittep"lruit
aJ:....tbl$;, ~i.me,J)f our departure
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Notes in the Rain
waking up, the window over the street
preserves the glass pane's
complete and tranquil anguish
gradually turning transparent in the rain
the morning reads my wrinkles
the book lying open on the table
makes a rustling noise, like
the sound of a fire
or fan-like wings
gorgeously opening, flame and bird together
high over the abyss
here, between me
and the sunset clouds which herald immutable fate
is a river full of drifting stones
jostling shadows
plunge into its depths
and rising bubbles
menace the starless
daylight
people who draw fruit in the earth
are destined to endure hunger
people who shelter among friends
are destined to be alone
from tree roots exposed beyond Iife and death
rain water washes away
mud, and grass
and the sound of grief
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The Window on the Cliff
with dangerous movements the wasp forces open the flower
the letter has been sent, one day in a year
matches, affected by damp, no longer illuminate me
wolf packs roam among people turned into trees
snowdrifts suddenly thaw; on the dial
winter's silence is intermittent
what bores through the rock is not clean water
chimney smoke is cut by an axe
staying straight up in the air
the sunlight's tiger~skin stripes slip down me wall
stones grow, dreams'have no direction
life, scattered amid the undergrowth
ascends in search of a language; stars
shatter; the river on heat
dashes countless rusty shell fragments towards the city
from sewer ditches hazardous bushes grow
in the markets women buy up spring
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August Sleepwal ker
the stone bell tolls on the seabed
tolling, it stirs up the waves
it is August that tolls
there is no sun at high noon in August
a triangular sail, swollen with milk,
soars above the drifting corpse
it is August that soars.
August apples tumble down the ridge
the lighthouse that died long ago
shines in the seamen's gaze
it is August that shines
the August fair comes close on first frost
the stone bell tolls on the seabed
tolling, it stirs up the waves
the August sleepwal ker
has seen the sun at night
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By BeI·Dao
Translated by Bonnie S. McDougall

Doubtful· Things
The fugitive passage of history
a woman's enigmatic smile
are our treasures
-the delicate patterns of marble
are open to doubt
signal lights in three colours
stand for the order of the seasons
the man who watches his birdcage
also watches his own age
-the inn's red tin roof
is open to doubt
the quicksilver of language
drips from a mossy tongue
rushing in all directions
along the flyover bridge
-the silent piano in the apartment building
is open to doubt
the small trees in the asylum
are trussed again and again
the model in the shop window
measures shoppers with her glass eyes
-bare feet on the doorstep
are open to doubt
-our love is open to doubt
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Starting from Yesterday

The Dawn's Bronze Mirror

I cannot penetrate the music
I can only lower myself to revolve on the black record
in the blurred moment of time
In the background fixed by lightning
yesterday a faint fragrance drifted from each flower
yesterday the folding chairs were opened one by one
giving everyone a seat
the sick have been waiting too long
the winter shore in their eyes
stretches further and further away

In the dawn's bronze mirror
dawn is displayed
the falcons gather at a single focus
the eye of the typhoon is still
on the shore where the singers cluster
only a hospital, frozen into jade
is chanting low
in the dawn's bronze mirror
dawn is displayed
from the patience of despair
:;eamen experience the happiness of stone
and the happiness of the sky
. and the happiness of oyster shells that store
a tiny grain of sand

I can only penetrate the winter shore
or else, the hinterland
sending red leaves scattering In fright
I can only penetrate the dim school corridors
confronting specimens of every species of bird
oj

The Fable

in the dawn's bronze mirror
dawn is displayed
the sail on the roof hasn't yet been hoisted
the grain in the wood unfolds the shapeS of the sea
we gaze at each other across the table
and will finally lose
the only dawn between us

\

\~ ~

He lives in his fable
he is no longer the master of the fable
the fable has been resold
Into another plump hand

Expectation

he lives in the plump hand
a canary is his soul
his throat is a jeweller's shop
around him a glass cage

No long flights of stairs
lead to the loneliest place
no people from different ages
walk on the same whip
no tame deer
roam the wi.ldemess of dreams
there is no expectation

he lives in the glass cage
between the hats and the shoes
the pocket of the four seasons
is stuffed with a dozen faces

there is only a petrified seed

he lives in the twelve faces
but the river he has betrayed
follows closely behind him
recalling the eyes of a dog
he lives in the dog's eyes
he sees the world's hunger
and the wealth of one man
he is the master of his fable

/

even the mountain range's lies
do not deny its existence
but the teeth which represent
human wisdom and violence
are waiting in patience
waiting for the single fruit
after the flower's glitter

i(.lf~
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at the theatre the lights dim

they have waited several thousand years

yOU sit among
the finely sculpted ears
.you sit in the centre of the noise
.and then you go deaf
yOU have heard the 50S

the plua of longing unfolds
unwritten history
a blind man gropes his way
my hand moves over
the blank paper, leaving nothing behind
I am moving
I am the blind man

lInguale
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Death Watch Night

~ ~ :t ~

The small village ~nd the village's skinny donkeys
are tethered by withered trees
the roads of the .epidemic crisscross
running towards other districts
a century's dust covers the sky

~3.+
\:l
~ "Q.

many languages
fly around the world
producing sparks when they collide
sometimes of hate
sometimes of love

Ie

the death watch monk only faces
things which have not happened

~~.s

('1t,..-.(?.H.r.....r-s

reason's mansion
Is quietly collapsing
baskets woven of thoughts
as flimsy as bamboo splints
are filled with blind toadstools

drifting snowbanks
crowd around the fire in the fierce dog's eyes
the window paper has scattered the weight of the moonlight
the door is quietly pushed open
a century's night is so graceful

the beasts on the cliff
run past, trampling the flowers
a dandelion grows secretly
in a c;eriain corner
the wind has carried away its seeds

the death watch monk only faces
things which have not happened
the padlock rattles and bangs
the wooden box hoards the hours of dark.ness
the old cat sleeps in a stupor
a mask to ward off evil hangs on the wall
a century's dream lights the oil lamp

many languages
fly around the world
the production of languages
can neither increase nor decrease
mankind's silent suffering

50S

the death watch monk only faces
Ihings which have not happened
the shrine to the local god at the village entrance
is wreathed in blue smoke
the epitaph gives the stone life
and I!iJnless moans
a century's memories arrange swarms of ants

'O~ ~~%

rain beats the dusk
the sharks of unk.nown nationality
have beached themselves, wartime bulletins
are still the news
you carry a measuring cup to the sea
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the death watch monk only faces
things which have not happened
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A Single Room

lTlEzlI

when he was born the furniture was tall and grand
now it is very low aod shabby
there are no windows or doors, a bulb
Is the only source of light
he is content with the room tempenture
but curses loudly the bad weather he can't see
hostile bottles stand in a row against the wall
the tops opened, but who is he drinking with
he strenuously hammers nails ioto the walls
to let an imaginary lame horse surmount these obstacles
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a slipper chasing bedbugs tramps across
the ceiling, leaving behind patterned prints of hope
he longs to see blood
his own blood. splashed like the sunset
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the flowing folds of your robe
are your faint respiration
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on each palm of your thousand arms
lies an unblinking eye
they caress the static silence
making all things perpetually intermingle
as in a dream
enduring centuries of hunger and thirst
the pearl set in your forehead
stands for the sea's matchless power
that renders a pebble as transparent
as water
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the swell of your sexless
half-naked bosom
is no more than a longing for motherhood
to feed the world's sorrows
making them grow
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The Aqgut Sleepwalker Introduces the, remarkable poetry of
ChIna', foremost JOIIoger poet. Rei Dao, one ofthe most~ iUKI
,COIlti-omslil writ:en to ~ from the
.llPheavaJs of
modem China. His poetry~ - and crItidIes - the confuct.
01 the "cuIt;unI moIutfon" oI'the late sixties iUKI early sevalties.
HI,s dlltllusioD with the destr:udi. . of thole times has made
him III outIIder, one of a~ ofmt4!QP'OUftd poets wbo~·
III aItematlve literature to ~ the ortlwdoxlei of the entire,
post·l9t9 period. SudI poetry CAnnOt ..wid l:IeIng'engaged,.ifouIy,
by the absence of ~t where it Is expected; like the other

_lve

to<aIIed"obscure"poetI,OOlsexperinJental•.subjectIve,1ipoJitic:aJ,

and reInains UlICOIIIprOOu,mg In his allellance to the ~lIe

vames whicb his poetry' adWnces iUKI~.

BonnIe s.' McDouIaIl preaents Bel Dao'. collected poems In
~, vivid tr"lIIIIlaIioiu; prefaced with III accOunt 'of bis ·work
which both $ell I: In its Cbinae context IIld eumlnes ,its wider

Interest and appeal.

Bel Daowas born In PeIciIqIln 1949. After the CWturaI RewlutIon,
Interrupted bii forinaI ed~; he' ~ the ftterary
.~ r-, with the poet
Ke. bJ~tye.ari, he, baa

WhIch

*'

·traWllW widely and gtllea'~,poetrj iQdmgs In EurOPe. HIs,
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Introduction
Bel Dao (North Island) Is the pen-name of Zhao Zhenkai. one of
the most gifted and controversial writers to emerge from the mas
·slve political and sodal upheavals of twentleth-century Ch1na
Born In Peking in August 1949, he was just two months old when
the People's Republic of china was fortnally Inaugurated. His
father was an adminIStrative cadre In one of the non-communiSt
parties that existed as a nominal opposition In the fifties and sIX
ties, and his mother was a nurse. later a doctor. The family was
originally from the region of Shanghai and the lower Yangtse
River valley. a centre of both traditional Chinese clv1lizatlon and a
new modernizing culture under heavy Western Influence. Bel
Dao's family background rtfiects this double heritage. and his
poetry and bction Incorporate both traditions In a natural har
mony which suggests that the recondliatlon of the two poses no
special problemto him. The central force shaping Bel Dao's poetry
has been his complex reaction to the pressures of a brutalized.
confOrmist and corrUpt sOCiety; In Peking, the centre of govern
ment and hence also the centre of the country's hierarchtca1mtel
),ectual and cultural elite. from childhood on he has been familiar
with Its Byzantine system of rewards and punl.shments.
Bel Dao was educated at one of the country's top secondary
schools. attended by the offspring of china's ruling class. and in
the normal course of events would presumably have taken his
place among them as a loyal benefiCIary of the system. Normality.
in the Chinese sOCiety of the fifties and early sIXties, was however
a fragile and unstable thing. and the Cultural Revolution which
smashed all the old rules In late 1965 also brought to an end that
expectation of continued cooperation between Party and Intellec
tual elite. In his last year at secondary school. Bel Dao (like moSt
of his generation andsodal class at the time) grasped theoppor
tunity to form a new, younger and more vigorous elite as a
member o!~e R~.Qu.anr'i:novement Eventually disillUSioned'·
(agatn like many others) "wlth..the violence and fac;tionalism
within the movement and Its manipulation from above. Bel Dao
abandoned direct polit1cal actton and repudiated his former
allegiance to authority. In the early seventies. when the violence
of the Cultural Revolution had abated but its destructiveness to
no~ $odalllfe still continued. he became an outsider, rejecting
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curmJtiorms of political and SOCIal power and asserting his Indt·
viduality In an apolitical mode that was ultimately subverme.

~l~ poetry both being approved models of a broadly similar
kind. The "rediScovery of the Chinese past need not have been an
adverse factor In the development of new forms for vernacular
poetry. but the crushing weight of the literary-political establ1sh
ment was Inevitably Inhibiting. and the ~experlments" of the
fifttes were mechanlcal and conventionaL The new writers of the
seventies therefore picked up the threads from tlle"thlrties' ~J;l"4"
forties. Unlike their predeCessors. however. they did not so much
try tQ.j4a..P.t..w~stern vers~.!o.~Jnto.Ch1;l~se but" so~h~ to fu;t~
new formal devices within the aeneral catego~ of "free verse".
ThiS was chle8ya matter cifthearrangementof
biiagery
rather than patterns of rhyme or rhythm. though length of line.
enjambement arid length of verse also'"came under attention.
Instead. their experiments centred on various kinds of oblique.
oneiric Imagery and ellipttc:.al syntax. The results. to some West
ern and Chinese eyes. strongly resemble twentleth-century mod·
em1st poetry In the West. and these poets were In fact acquaInted
with Western modem1sm. Less obviously. because of the dtffe·
rent structure of modem written Chinese. this poetry was also
sImllar in composition to classIcal Chinese verse. Conventional
but dispensable grammatical forms and punctuation disappear
between intensely compressed Images: subject. tense and number
are elusive: transitions are unclear: order and logic are supplied by
the reader. The language itself Is transparent enough. but there
are spaces between the words and the lines whOse lmplidt mean
ings are more profound tban the denotative or COIinotative mean
ings of the words or lines themselves. The new poets thus
achieved an exh1Jaratlng 1Jberation from the rigidity.of standard
Chinese rhetoric.

I

To .lief Dao. the world that extsted around"hIm and in his memory
when he began to write was. In Nletz&che's words. "false. cruel
contradictory. mtsleading, senseless". To make sense of that real·
Ity. claimed Nietzsche. "We need lies In order to live", It may seem
perverse to characteriZe Bel Dao'$ poetry as "lies" when it Is man
Ifestly more truthful than any of the writing that has setved as lit·
erature In China since 1949, Nevertheless. to a contemporary
Chinese reader. the officlallitenture was as "real" an aspect of
extstence as the SOCiety that produced it. and to protest against
that reality. It was necessary to discover or invent an alternative
reality In an alternative literature. For reasons of both psycholog
Ical and political necessity. the new literature was obJJged to be

ideas"or'

"false".
Bel Dao and his fellow undelground poets" of the "~tfes
created an alternative literature to chaltenBethe orthodoxy of the
enttre post-l949 period. In Jan&uaie. Imagery. syntax. and struc
t,ure. their poetry Is htghly orfgfnal and obViously experimental
Scarcely less strtklng is the subjective and intimate voice of the
love poetry and phJlosopbtcal verse. But even more slgnlficant. In
.lief Dao's case partfcularly, is the plunse into the irrational. In
what was not only an extraordinary act of moral courage in the
c1rCUmstance8 of the time. but also an act of faith in the poet's
function to reveal or discover the fundamental truths of human
existence. Bel Dao's early poetry is a revelation of the self inhabit
Ing two unreal universeS: a dream world of love. trcUlqwUtty and
normaIJty. that should extst but does not and a mptmare of
cruelty. terror and batred. that should not exISt but docs. TO<.
depict both of these worlds. the poet was obliged to create a new
poettc idlom that was simultaneously a protect1veamouBage and
an appropriate vehide for "un-reality",
" The new Wl1ters of the seventies were In fact enpged In a
search fat a new poetics, The e~riments In formal structure that
bad been a majorpreoccupatlon ofChinese modernist poets of the
twenties and thirties bad been more or Jess abandoned for "many
years on the: Chinese mainland. Bspeda11yafter 1949. poets were
oblJ&ed to look to traditional idioms for Insplratton-fpIk and'

10

II

In the eyes of the authorities. the writing of such poetry was itself "
an unforgivable act of po1Jtlcal defiance. and the poets found It
Impossible to distance themselves from open political acts. Bel
Dao took part in the Tiananmen demonstrations of spring 1976
which preceded the death of Mao zedong and the fall of his ~Gang
of Four~. and his most famous poem. 'The Answer". is a clear
expression of his personal chaU~!lSe. to the political leadership_
Like sl..m1lar poems such as "An End or a Beginning" and "Declar
ation", it marked bls emergence from underground to dissident
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wishes he could close his eyes to the suffering around him and
walk away tnto a private world of individual comfort if not happi
ness. But along with the poet's sensibility is a stubborn honesty
which refuses to deny the eXistence of what his sensitiVity tells
him. HiS recognition ofsuffering is so acute and so painful that the
only way he can contain it is by transfOrming it into art and
thereby dlStandng it. The so-called obscurity or btzarreness of his
writing is therefore not simply adopted for reasons ofexpedience
but Is an emOtIonal necessity dictated by an Jnstinct for the pre
servation of his rationality. In other words. his verse is not
obscure just because of fear of censorship but because the pain
caused by forms of oppression is so Intense that conventiQnal
epithets are too shallow to express it.
This lS not to suggest that Bel Dao's poetry reveals a blind sym.
pathy with all suffering regardless of cause or kind. Beneath the
Imagery of the poems ts a consistent philosophy that can broadly
be classed as humanist: a respect for basiC human needs and
desires: an identification with the lost and the suffering: a'belJef
in the dignity and responsibility of the indiVidual:a recognition of
the Interconnectedness of all human beings in society; and an
affirmation of the sanctity of the Indlvldual's private world. Bei
r>ao's poetry 15 above all an attempt to reveal the true nature of the
self. to' identify both publ1c and private wounds. to trust' In
'Instinctive perceptions. and to reach out to other affl1cted souls.
To Someone as intensely reserved in his personal life as Bel Dao.
It would be unthinkable to carry out this search in the common
coin of public rhetoric. At the same time. the Intimacy oflove and
friendship in a society where trust can literaUy be a matter of life
and death fostered the creation of a hermetic. semi-private lan
guage. The peculiar tensiOns between the density and transpa
rency of the poems is an echo of the poet's dual commitment to
revelation and communication. a paradox central to modem
poetry.
Very few of Bet Dao's poems can be called happy. The most
poSitive emotions are the appreCiation of the healing powers of
nature. love and companionship. and a kind of cheerfulness in the
face (If adversity. Knowing. as an existentialist. that the options
are. his. Bel Dao Invests his poetry more often than not With a
bleak assurance of survival against the odds. In the face of
nihilism or hostility. his response to distress Is to create an alter
native world as witness to the perceptions of his own conscience..

poet. In the democratic movement of 1978-9. wbkh pressed for
further polJtfcal change under the new regime of Deng Xlaoping.
Bel Dao and his fellow-poet Mang Ke founded an Hunof!Jd.aI-liter
ary JOumaI. Today. which lJke the other publications of the move
ment was eventually banned. Over the next few years. the twists
and turns of the Deng leadership In trytng to balance political con
trol with economic modernization. along With the IncreaSingly
evident corrupdon in all levels of party and government. produced
a new wave of disillusionment among the former activists of the
democratic movement. Writers lJke Bei Dao were drawn Into the
cultural bureaucracy. and were even able to publish their work in
~t1onal and provincial JOurnals. but even during the interludes of
sOme retaxatlon their work was ~ed offidally as peripheral.
while tJi more repressive periOds Bei Dao in particular was singled
out as a major target of attack.
Inst~d of celebrating the new post-Mao reforms. therefore..
Be~ Dao'S work from the eighties is characterized by a new bitter
~ess and despair. The language Is much harshe.r. cold and. clinical.
and Images of barrenness replace the earlier fertile symbolism of
the sea and the secluded consolatiOns of the valley. The world is
now more pressing: escape. while more wgent. is less possible.
Along with the tncreas.mg extinction of the poet's personality
from the poems. the imagery becomes more Impenetrable while
the emotiOnal force Is keener. The verses are mostly short and
tense, the lines abrupt and disconnected: the poet retreats further
and further. leaving only the barest traces for the reader to inter-,
pret Only In a remote and private comer are there still moments
of tenderness and tranquUltty. or passages of love. affection and
trust.

au

.
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In its broadest meaning. Bei Dao's poetry can certaJnly hi. called
engaged. In advoCating values at odds with those offidally prom·t
oted. Since his work has been condemned by leading members of;
the literary bureaucracy. his refusal to change his style or tone isi
also a political act In the narrower .meaning of the word. Neverthe.
less. on a more profound level. Bei Dao'S poetry is not fundamen
tally an act of political engagement with the system but a state
ment of personal concerns that he cannot ignore or dlsgu1se. In
some of the poems from the eighties there is a sense that the poet
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Translator's Note

Bet Dao's search for the self. therefore. holds universal meaning.
His pel'$OJl3lsense Of respoosl6il1tfimd cour~e command admi
ratton and respect. but beyond these personal qualIties It IS to the
poetry Itself that one must return as the concrete mantfestatlon
that extends beyond an individual's existence. In the poems. his
prtvate search becomes an affirmation of the uq.!,versal need for
and dght to a world of truth and beauty. His devotion to art Is not
a pretended Or 'temporary escape from sOCiety or panties but a
commitment to non-poltttcalcommunicatton between people and
the'reaJtzatlon of the self.
.
.
A testimonial to the universal nature of Bet Dao's poetry Is the
recognition it has already won in the West, beyond the narrow cir
cles of Slnologists and political sdentlsts. It Is fair to claim that Bei
Dao's poetry Is translatable. stnce Its most striking features are Its
pawerp.u imagery and s1gn1ficant structure. The images are
moStly derived from natural and urban phenomena as fam111ar to
readers in the West as in china. not particularized as specific
names of places. people or local commodities. The structures of
the poems are similarly based on universal geometrical or logical
patterns. The ~e on the whole does not rely heavily on
word patteins~ 'particular vocabulary or spedal musical effects.
The surface texture of the poems is therefore not signtftc.antlylost
in translation, despite inevitable shortcomingS. Beyond the
semantic level IS the questiOn of the poems' basic concerns.
Although dJ.rectly inspired by the 1mmedIate problems of the
author's own life and environment they look to the core of the
problems and nOt their outward trappings. Their IntereSt: to West
ern readers does not lie primarily in the political rble they have
assumed In contemporary ChIna but In their, grasp of human
dJJemmas present in varying degrees In all modem.societies.

This book Is a complete translation of Bet Dao's CoDected Poems
(BeJ Pao ShJ Xuan). 2nd (expanded) edmon. Canton 1987 (1st edi
tion 1985). selected and authorized by Bel Dao htmsel£. The collec·

tlon Is arranged in three parts. in chronological order. and the
translation follows this arrangement. Bel Dao generally does not
care to date his poems. The Western reader. however. might like
to know that the poems In Part I were WrItten between 1970 and
1978. and represent all of his early work ~t he wishes to
acknowledge. The poems In Part II and Part III were WrItten
between 1979 and 1983 and between 1983 and 1986 respectively:
they represent all the poet's published work from this time.
Forty·one of the poems In this collection were first translated
In Notes from the Cty ofthe Sun: Poems by Bel Dao. published by
Cornell University East Asia Papers In 1983. and others have
appeared in journals and anthologies (see Acknowledgements).
The translations have been especiany revised for this edltJon. For
a detailed analySiS of the poems. see my "Bel Dao's poetry: Revela·
tlon &: Communication". in Modem Cblnese Literature 1.2 (Spring
1985) pp.225-249. For a brief aCcount of Bei Dao's life and the con·
troversjt oVer his work. see the introduction to Notes from the
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City of the Sun.

The acknowledgement to Notes from the City ofthe Sun reads
as follows:
.
In translating these poems I have on occasion.departed from
the literal meaning oithe orlglnal when a freer rendering made
a better line In English and involved no distortion of the basic
meaning. Otherwise 1 have tried to keep dose to the original.
though the ambfgu1ty in the poems leaves room for several
interpretations. 1 am most grateful to the people who assISted
me in understanding the poems. correcting the translation.
advising on the introduction and arranging the publfcatlon. In
particular I would lJke to thank GOlan Malmqvist Bat Jing. Sun
Xlaobing, Anders Hansson. Anntka Wi~n, Carole Murray,
David S.L. Goodman and Edward M. Gunn.. Ialso wish to thank
Jonathon D. Spence and Leo Qu·fan Lee for their encourage
ment and advice. Above all I wISh to thank the author for his

McDOOGALL
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Notes from the City of the Sun

A Day
Lock up your secrets with a drawer
leave notes In the margin of a favourite book
put a letter in the pfllarbox and stand in sJlen~e a whtle
size up passers-by in the wind. without m1sgfV1ngs
study shop Windows with flashing neon lights
fnsert a coin in the telephone room
cadge a smoke from the fisherman under the brldg~
as the river steamer sounds its vast siren
stare at yourseJf through clouds of smoke
In the full-length dim mirror at the theatre entrance
and when the curtain has shut 'out the clamour of the sea
of stars
leaf throuBh faded photos and old letters in the lamplight

Life

The sun has risen too
Love

Tranqutllity. The wild geese have flown
over the virgin wasteland
the old tree has toppled with a crash
acrid salty rain drifts through the atr

Freedom
Tom scraps of paper
fluttertng

ChJld
picture enclOSing the whole ocean
folds Into a white crane

A

Girl
A shlmmerlng rainbow
gatherS brightly coloured feathel'S

Youth
Red waves
drown a solitary oar
Art
A milUon sdntlllating suns
appear In the shattered mirror

30
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The Answer

People
. The moon is tom into gleaming grains of wheat
and sown In the honest sky and earth

Debasement is the password of the base.
Nobility the epitaph of the noble.
See how the gilded sky is covered
With the drifting twisted shadows of the dead.

Labour
Bands, enc.tiding the earth

The Ice Age is over now,
Why is there ice everywhere?
The cape of Good Hope has been discovered.
Why do a thousand sails contest the Dead Sea?

Fate

The chJ1d strikes the railing at random
at random the railing strikes the night

I came Into this world
Bringing only paper. rope. a shadow.
To proclaim before the judgement
The voice that has been judged:

FaJth

A flock of sheep spills out of the green ditch
the shepherd boy plays his monotonous pipe

Let me tell you. world,
I-do-not-believel
If a thousand challengers lie beneath your feet.
Count me as number one thousand and one.

Peace

In the land where the king is dead
the old rifle sprouting branches and buds
has become a cripple's cane

I don't believe the sky is blue:
I don't believe In thunder's echoes:
I don't believe that dreams are false:
. I don't believe that death has no revenge.

Motherbnd,
cast on a shield of bronze
she leans against ~ blackened museum wall

If the sea is destined to breach the dikes

Let all the brackish water pour into my heart:
If the land is destined to rise :
Let humanity choose a peak for existence again.

Living

A net

32

A new conjunction and glimmering stars
Adorn the unobstructed ·sky now:
They are the pictographs from five thousand years.
They are the watchful eyes of future generations.
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Yes, Yesterday

The Island

WIth your arm you sDielded your face
And the turmoil In the forest
'Slowly you closed your eyes:
Yes. yesterday...

1

You navigate the foggy sea
without a sail
you moor in the moonlit night
without an anchor

With berries you daubed the sunset
And your own embarrassment.
You nodded and gave a sweet smile:
Yes, yesterday...

here fades the way
here starts the night

In the darkness you struck a match
And held it between our hearts.
You bIt a pallid lip:
Yes, yesterday...

2

there are no signs
no dear demarcations
only the steep cliffs worshipped by the foam
retain time's oppressive traces
and a string of solemn memories

A folded paper boat goes In the stream

Laden with our earliest vows.
Firmly you turned and went away:
Yes, yesterday...

the children go down to the beach
a distant whale in the moonlight
sends a spout of water high in the air
;I

the seagullS awake
wing linked with wing
their Cries so sad and shrill
agitate each wattle leaf
and the children's hearts
is it only pain that is brought to life
in this tiny world

462
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.the fmal boundary
rests forever in the duldren's hearts

4

the horizon tilts
swinging as It tumbles down

7

a seagull falls
hot blood curls the broad rush leaves
the omnipresent night
covers the sound of the shot

standing against the Wind
night spreads a soft carpet
and sets out rows of shell cups
for the disaster
for the hidden assassin

-this Is forbidden groUnd
the end of liberty
the qUill stuck in the sand
bears a warm breath which belongs
to the tossing boat and the monsoon
to the shore and the rain's slanting threads
but the sun of yesterday or tomorrow
now writes here
the secret that death has made public

8

it is enough that there be a guiltless sky
It is· enough that there be a sky
listen. the guitar
summons the lost sound

5

a gleaming feather Hoats
on top of every wave
the chtldren stack. small sandhtlls
seilwater laps around them
like a garland, bleakly rocking
the moonlight's elegiac lines stretch to the end of the sky
6

ab, palm tree
It Is your silence
that raises the rebel's sword
one more time
the Wind ltfts up your hair
like a Bag to Hutter in the breeze
44
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Declaration

An End or a Beginning
forYuLuake

iorYuLuake

Perhaps the frnal hOur Is come
rhave left no testament
Only a pen. for my mother
Iamnohero
In an age without heroes
I Just want to be a man

Here I stand
Replacing another. who bas been murdered
So that each time the sun rises
A heavy shadow. like a road
Shall run across the land
A sorrowing mist
Covers the uneven patchwork of roofs
Between one house and another
Chtmneys spout ashy crowds
Warmth effuses from gleaming trees
LIngering on the wretched Cigarette stubs
Low black clouds arise
From every tired hand

The stfll horizon
DMdes the ranks of the living and the dead
can only choose the sky
I wt1I.notkneel on the ground
Allowing the executioners to look tall
The better to obstruct the wind of freedom
I

From star-like bullet holes shall flow
A blood·red dawn

"

In the name of the sun
Darkness plunders openly
.
Silence Is still the story of the East
People on age-old frescoes
Silently hve forever
Silently die and are gone

Ah. my beloved land
Why don't you sing any more
Can it be true that even the ropes of the Yellow River
towmen
Like sundered lute-strings
Reverberate no more
True that time, this dark mirror
Has also turned its back on you forever
Leaving only stars and drifting clouds behind
I look for you
In every dream
62
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Maple Leaves and Seven Stars

The Old Temple

The world is as small as a street scene
when we met you nodded briefly
dispensing with the past
and friendly greetings
happiness is Just a passage perhaps
and all is at an end
but why do you still wear that red scarf
look. through the lace of maple leaves the sky
is very dear. and the sun
has sh,ifted to the last windowpane

Fading chImes
form cobwebs
spreading annual rings
in splintered columns
Without memories
a stone
spreads an echo through the misty valley
a stone
Without memories
when a small path wound its way here
the dragons and strange birds flew away
carrying off the mute bells under the eaves
once a year indifferently
weeds grow not caring
whether the master they submit to is
a monk's doth shoe
or wind
the stele is chipped. the inscription worn away
as if only in a general conflagration
could it be deciphered
yet perhaps
with a glance from the living
the tortoise might come back to ltfe in the earth
and crawl over the threshold
bearing Its heavy secret

The seven stars ascending
behind the massive roofs
no longer look like a duster of ripe grapes
it Is another autumn
the street lights will soon be lit of course
I should dearly like to see your smJIe
forgiving but indifferent
and that calm gaze
the street lights w:tll sc.ionbe lit

,

1 .
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Tomorrow, No

The Artist's Life

This is not a farewell
because we have never met
though shadow and shadow
have overlain on the street
like a soUtary convict on the run

Go and buy a radish
-mother said
hey. mind the safety Une
-the cop said
ocean. where are you
-the drunk said
why have all the street llghts exploded
-1 said .
a bUnd man passing by
nimbly raised his cane
like pulling out an antenna
an ambulance arriving with a screech
took me to hospital

tomorrow. no
tomorrow is not the other side of nJght
whoever has hopes is a criminal
let the story that took place at night
end In the night

and so I became a model patient
sneezing loud and clear
. closing my eyes to figure out the mealtimes
donating blood to bedbugs
with no time to sigh
In the end I was taken on as a doctor too
holding a thick hypodermiC
I pace up and down in the corridor
to while the evenings away

74
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Resume

You Wait for Me in the Rain

Once I goosestepped across the square
my head shaved bare
the better to seek the sun
but in that season of madness
seeing the cold-faced goats on the other side
of the fence I changed direction
when I saw my ideals
on blank paper like saline-alkaUne solI
I bent my spine
believing I had found the only
way to express the truth. like
a baked bsh dreaming 'of the sea
Long lIve... ! I shouted only once. damn it
then sprouted a beard
tangIed lIke countless centuries
I was obliged to do battle 'wlth history
and at knife-point formed a
family alliance with idols
not indeed to cope with
the world fragmented in a fly's eye
. among piles of endlessly bickering buuM
calmly we divided into equal shares
the few coins we made from selling off each star
In a single night I gambled away
my.belt. and. returnerl naked again to the world
lighting a silent cigarette
it was a gun bringing death at midnight
when heaven and earth changed places
I hung upside down
on an old tree that looked like a mop
gazing into the distance

You wait for me in the rain
the road leads Into the window's depths'
the other side of the moon must be very cold
that summer night a white horse
galloped past with the northern lIghts
for a long time we trembled
go, you said
don't let anger destroy us
leaving no way of escape
like entering the mountain of menopause
at many corners we took the wrong tum
but we met in a desert
all the ages gather here
hawks and long-lIved cacti
gather here
more real than heat mirages
as long as one fearS birth
and smil1ngfaces that do not don their masks in time
then everything is connected with death
that summer night was not the end
you wait for me in the rain .
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A perpetual stranger '"

Orphans

a perpetual stranger
am I to the world
I don't understand its language
my silence it can't comprehend
all we have to exchange
is a touch of contempt
as If we meet in a mirror

we are two orphans
who have made a home
and may leave another orphan behind
in the lengthy .
file of orphans tratling pale shadows
all the strtdent flowers
will bear fruit .
this world will know no peace
the earth's wings scatter and fall
the orphans fly to the sky

a perpetual stranger
am I to myself
I fear the dark
but block with
body
the only lamp
my shadow is my beloved
heart the enemy

my
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When,1 am silent', I feel replete; as I oPen my
IOOUthto speak" I ,am conscious of emptiness.
The past life has died. ·1 exult over its death, be
cause from thiS I knoW that it. oilce ~·.The dead
life has decayed. 1 exult over Its dOOay, because from
this I know that it basrtot been empty•
From the clay of life abandoned on the ground
grow no kitytrees, only wild grass. For that I am to
blame.
Wild. grass strikes no deep roots, ·has no beautiful .
flowem.and leaves, yet it ~ dew, water and the
blood and flesh of the dead,' although all try to rob it of
life. As long 8.8 it lives it is tnUnpled upon and mown .
down, until it dies and decays.
But.l am not wonied; 1 am glad. I shall laugh
aloud and sing.
1 love my w:i1dgrass. but I detest the ground
which decks itself with wild grass•
A subten'anean fire is spreading, raging, under
ground. Once the molten lava breaks tb:rough the
earth' s crust, it will COD8UJDe .all the wild grass and
lofty trees, leaving nothing to decay. .
But I am not wonied ; I ~ glad. I shall laugh
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aloud and sing.
Heaven and earth are, so serene that I cannot
laugh aloud or sing. Even if they Were not so serene, I
probably could not either. J:Jetween lig4t a.od darkness,
life and death, past and future, 1 dedicate this tussock
of wild grass 88 my pledge to friend and foe, man and
beaSt, thos6 whom I love and, those whom I do not
love.
For my own sake and for t1te sake of friend and
foe, man and ~, those whom I ,love and those wh~
I do not love , i hope for 'th~ 'swift'~ 'and decay of
this wild' gnlss. Otherwise, it nleans 'I ~e not lived,
and ,this ~ be truly roore Iamentabie than death and
decay.
Go, ~en, wild grass" together with my forewmd!
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backranJ you can see two

frost.
. I have no idea wb,.d these plants are called. what
names they are commonly knOwn by. One of them, I
remember, has minute pink flowers, and.its flowers ate
still lingering 00, although more minute than ever.
Shivering in the cold night air they dream of the coming
of spring, of the coming of autumn, of'the lean poet
wiping his team ~ their .last ~.
who tells them
.
autumn will cmpe and winter will Coole,· yet spring will
follow when butterlIies flit to and fro , and all the bees
start humming songs of spring. Then the little pink
flowers' smile, though, they have tumed a moumful
. crimson with cold and are' shivering still.

a~r;lHI~~~ • • pqft~~

I.

~

trees: one:is a dale tree,: the other. is also a date tree .
The night sky above them is strange and.,higb. I
have never ~ such a·strange, high sky•. ~t seems to ,
want to :leave this World of men, so that when folk look
up they, won't be' able to see. it. For the inoment,
though, it is singUlady blue; and its scores of stany
. eyes are blinking coldly. A faint sinile' plays round its
lips, a smile which it seems to think hi8hlY' significant;
and it dusts the wildp1antsin my courtyard with heavy
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As for the date tJees, they have 'lest abealutely all'
their leaves. Before, .'~ « two boys still came to .beat
down the dates other peopl~ had' missed. But now not
,one date is left, and 'the trees have l08t all 'their leaves
as· well. They know the little pink flQwerS' 'dream of
spring after. autimlIl"; and ihey,bow ·lJle dream of the
fallen leaves of autumn after· sp~'. They may have
lost all their leava, and have, only their branches 1eft;
but these, no longer weighed' doWn with fruit and foli
age, ~ st:retching' thenlselves luxuriously; A few
boughs, though, are' still drooping, nursing the wounds
made in their huk by the sticks. w~ ~ down the
, dates: while, .rigid as iron,. the straightest and longest
boughs. silently pie~; the strange t high sky, making it
blink in ~. They pierce even the full moon in the
sky, .maki.ng 'it pale and· ill at ease.
Blinking .in dismay, .the sky. becomes .bluer' and
hluer, :more and mDt'e uneasy, as if eager to eScape
from the 'World of men. and avOid the' date trees, leaving
the moon ~d. But tIre moon, too, is hiding herself
. in the east; while, silent still and as rigid as iron, the
bare bougllspieroe the ,strange I high. sky,· resolved to .
inflict on it a mortal wound, no matter in how many
ways it ~ ali its bewitching eyes. . .
"
. With a' shriek, a fierce night-bird p8sses.
" All of 8 sudden, I ~ midnight ·laughter. The
sound is ~ed, as if not, ~ wake those who sleep;
yetaIiamundtheairJ'eS9Wl(lstothislaughter. Midiringht,
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and no ooe e1se is by. At once I realize it is I who am
laughing, and·at once I am driven by this laughter back
to my room. At once I tum up the wick of my paraffin
lamp.
A pit-a-pat smmds' from the glass of the back win,
dow, when;l 8W8l1DS of insects are recklessly dashing
themselves against the pane. Presently some get in, no
doubt through a hole in the window paper. Once in,
they set up another pit-a-pat by dashing themselves
against'the chimney of the lamp. One hurls itse1f into
the chimney from the top, falling into the flame, and I
fancy the flame is real. On the. paper shade two or
·three others rest, pantiDg the shade is a new one since
last night. Its snow-white paper is pJeated in wave-like
folds, and painted in one comer is a spray of blood-red
gardenias.
Whe'nthe blood-red gardenias blossom, the date
trees, weighed down with bright foliage, will, dream
once more the dremn of the little pink flowers. .. and I
shall hear the midnight laughter again. I hastily break
off this train of thought to look at the small grootl in
sects still on the paper. Like sunflower seeds with their
large headS and small tails, they are only h8.lf the size
of a.grain of wheat, the whole o£ them an adomble, 'pa
thetic green.
I yawn , light a cigarette , and puff out the smoke ,
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"There is fIOIIlethiQg I dislike in heaven; I do not
want to go there. There is fIOIIlethiQg I dislike in hell; I
do not want to go there. There is' fIOIIlethiQg I dislike in
your future golden 'WOrld; I- do not want to go -there.
"It is you. though, that I dislike.
, "Friend, It n no longer follow you;' I'do ,not want
to stay here.
"1 do not want tol
. "Ab, no! I ~ not,want to. I would rather wander
in nothingness.
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"I am only a ShadOw. I shall leave you and sink
into dminess • Yet darlmess will swallow me up._ and
tight ,also will cause me to. vanish •
"BUt I do not want to wander 'between light and
shade; I: would rather sink into darkness.
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If you sleep to a time when YOU'lose track of time,
your shadow may come to t:alOO his leave with these
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"However, 1 8Q1 still wandering bei.ween light and
shade, uncertain whether' it is dusk or· dawn. I can
only raise my ashen-grey h.and
as if. to dnrin a cup, of
..
wine. At the time When I lose IJ.'aCk of time, I shall go
far away alone.
"Alas! H it is dusk, black night will surely engulf
me, or I shall be made to vaniSh in the daylight if it is
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dawn.
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"Friend, the time is at haruL
"I am going to. enter ~ to wander in noth

M~,1t>t.1Ii7 0

..

ingness.
.
"You are· ~ expectU,g
gift from me . What
.is there for me to give? H you insist, you 8ball have the
same darkness .and nothillgl'l8$S. But 1 would like it to.
be OoIy darlmess, which may by lost· in your daylight.
I would like it to be only ~, which would
never take pcssession of your heart. .
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"'Ibis is what I would like, friend
"To go far .away alone to a daiImess from which
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not only·will you be excluded, but other shadows too.
There will be myself alOne sUnk in the darlmess. That
world will he wholly mine. "
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My love lives in the heart of town,
I long to see her, but the crowd I fear;
And 88 I gaze up helplessly
Tears trickle down my ear.
A pair of swallows, sketched, my gift fu:m her;
A stick of c.andied ba:ws, her gift from me;
Angry, she turns her face away,
I know not why and I am all alsea.
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My love lives on the riverbank,
I long to see her ~t the stream's too deep;
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DoI!lJe1Y!l in the C/m;$ical Style

My love lives on the mountain-side,
[long to see h~, but too high the mountains;
Helpless I hang my head and wet my gown
With team that flow like fountains.,
A scad'she gives'iDe, PJ1Y with buttedlies.
What shall I give her? Owls.
I know not why; hut muCh to my smprise
She turns away and scowls.

.-i~Allull;t. ,
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My Lost Love

Helpless I cock my head, and team

, 48>3
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Into my lapel seep.
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She gives me a golden walch-chain,
I give her an 8Iifi..biotic; , ,.
Angry, she turns her face away,
I know not why and start to feel neurotic.
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My love furesina rlch'maD' is ~,
I ~'to call there' ~'I have'no Car;
HelPless- I Shake my heaia,arid ~ my team
Are scattered near and·far.
She gives me rose$, 'aDd 'a gift
OfooralsnakeS'I mBke 'hel;
Angry, .she turns away' from me '-.
Why?! May 'the devil take her!
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vast wildemess.
The two of them will embrace, will kill
er....
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Human skin is probably Ieee than a millimetre
thick, ~,below, .through a netwodc. of blood vessels
denser than the densely packed, bJssoreS which crawl
one over the other up the wall, there mces hot' red
blood, mdiatingWannth. And with this waml1:1i people
charm, excite and attract ~. other, desperately eager
to cuddle, kiss and embrace. so as to enjoy the intoxi
cating ecstasy of life.
.
But one stab with· a sharp knife through this thin,
~coloured skin will make the hot. red blood spurt .
out like an arrow.to flood the killer directly with all its
wm:mth; then, the exhalation of icy breath, the sight of
pallid lips, will take. him out of himself, hringi:ng him
the t:ranscendent, supreme ecstasy of life; while as for
his victim,he is forever steeped, in the I:ran8cendent,
supreme ecstasy of life.
This being so, the two of them, stripped naked
"and grasping sharp knives, confront ~ other in the

~~~:I&~:tE:tI • ..ttl9ajti!;Jt~
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oth'.,;

From all sides passers~byh8sten'there ~ densely
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.~ked as tussores crawling up walls or ants carrying off
salted fish-heads. They are SIIUJ!lly dressed but empty-'
handed. Yet from ,all "sides, they hasten there, and
crane their necks desperately to feast their eyes on this
. embrace or slaughter. Already they have a foretaste of

JA/mifii~*, miJ3.tJhffrjffjf'*"'T,
~";: "_~, :~.I'1 ,',
':, '"
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the sweat or

tf~o

Howev:er, the two of them confront each other in
the· vaSt wilderness, stiipped naked and grasping shmp

nor

miii!~WM!l ,ii!4'~., miJ3.1t!.~Jt

knives, neither embmcing
killing and, moreover,
. showing no intention of embracing or killing.
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The two of them keep this up to eternity t their
full, living bodies nearly atrophied, yet showing not
the least intention of embracing or killing. .
The passers-hy become bored.' They feel boredom

seeping into their pores, feel boredom from their hearts

seeping out of their pores to creep all over the wilder

'

IJO:fe8

of ~thers. Their throats
and tOngues become parched, their ~ tired. Finally

ness and seep into the
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they look at one. another blankly and gmdually disper
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feellDg so atrophied that they have even lost their

interest in life.
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own ~es When it is

over.
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l>lood on their

Then all that is left is the vast wilderness ~ with
the two of them stripped naked and grasping sharp
knives in atrophied oonfrontation • They feast their
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forever in the transcendent, Supreme ecstasy of life.

those of the dead, on the atrophy of the
passem-by, their hloodless massacre, and are steeped
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Because he thinks himself the Son of God, the
King of the ~tes, he is to he crucified.
The soldiers ,put on him a pmple robe, make him,
wear a crown of thorns, and wish him joy. Then they
heat his head with a'reed, spit u(Xlll him, and bow the
knee before him~ After they have ~ed him, they
strip off his pmple robe and leave him wearing his own
clothes as bd'ore ~
See how they heat his head', spit upon him, kneel
bd'ore him....
He will not ~ the wine niixed with myn:h. He
wants to 1:emain sob6r to savour the Israelites' treatment
of their Son of God, and have longer. to pity their future
but hate their present. '
All around is hate, pitiable, execrable.
Hammering is heard; and nails pieree his palms.
But the fact that these pitiable ~ are crucifying
their Son. of God alleviates hlspain. Hammering is
heam, and nai1.S pierce the soles ,of his feet, breaking
a bone 80 that pain shoots ~ugh his heart and ~
row. But the fact that these execrable creatures are
cruc~ their Son of God
him in his pain.
The cross is hoisted up • He, is hanging in midair ~
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of their Son of God, and have longer to pity their .future
but hate their present.

All the passers-by insult and curse him, the chief
priestB and the scribes also mock him, the two thieves
being crucified with 'him ridicule him too.
Even those being crucified with him.•..
All. around is hate, pitiable, execmble.
In the pilln froIQ his hands and feet he savours the
sorrow of the pitiable creatures who are crucifying the
Son of God, and the joy, of the execmble nreatures who
.are c:ruci:fying the Son of God and who know that the .
Sot,. of God is about to die. Sudden ssonY from his br0
ken bones shoots through his heart and lD8l1'OW, intoxi
cating him with great ecstasy and compassion.
His belly heaves in the ~ of compassion and
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execration •
There is darkness over aU the earth.
"Elm, Eloi, lama sahaclrthani?" (My God, my
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son of man.
Those who reek most of blood and filth are

.

why hast thou forsaken me?)
God has fomaken him, and so he is the son of

man after aU. But the Israelites are crucifying even the
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drunk the wine mixed with mynh! He

wants ~ remain sober to savour the Isme!ites' treatment
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My heart is extl80Jmnarily lonely.
But my heart is very tranquil, void of love and
bate, joy' and sadness, colour and sound.
I am probably groWing old. Is it not a fact that my
hair is' turning white? Is it not a fact that my hands are
trembling? Then the hands of. my .spirit mUst also be
trembling. The hair of my spirit D1l.I8t also be tuining
white.
But this bas been the case for many years.
Before that my heart oOOe overllowed with sangui
nary songs~ blood and iron, fire and Poison. resur
~ and, revenge.
suddenly my heart became
emptf, except when I sometimes delibemtely filled it
with vain,. self-deluding hope. Hope, 'hOpe '- I took
this shield of hope to withstand, the invasion of the dark
night in theemptiuess, althoUgh behind this shield
'there was still dark night and emptiness. But even 80 I
slowly wasted my youth.
I knew, of coume, that my youth had departed.
But] thought that the youth outside me still existed:
stars and moonlight. limp fallen butted1ies,fiowers in'
the iIazknt.ss, the, funereal omens ,of the owl, 'the weep
ing with blood of the nightingale , the vagueness of
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laughter, the dance of love •.•. 'Although it might be a
youth of sadness and Uncertainty, it was still youth.
But why is it, now so lonely? Is it because even
the youth outside ,me has departed, and the young pe0
ple of the world have all grown old?
I have to grapple alone with the Wp:k night in -the
emptiness. I-put down the shield of hope, hearing the
Song of Hope by PetOfi S6ndor (1823-49):
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"What is
l\ pinstitute!
ADming to all. she gives herself 10 aU,
Until you have 8acrificed a priceless ~ 
Your youth - then abe :fOmakea you. n
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It is already seventy-five, yean; since this great lyr
ic poet and Hungarian- patriot died for his fatherland on
.the spears of the Cossacks. Sad though his death, it is
even sadder that his poetry has not yet died.
. But - so wretched is life - even Ii. rOan as dar
ing and resolute as PetOfi had in the end to halt before
the dark night and gaze -back towards the distant Ori
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H I must still live in this vanity which is neither
light nor darkness, then I would seek the youth of sad
~ and uncertainty which has departed, even though
it ~ outside me. For once the youth outside me vanish
es, my own old age will also wither away •
.But now there are neither stars nor moonlight, no
limp fallen butterflies. no ~ of laughter, no
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so I have to grapple alone with the da.rk night in
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the emptiness. Even if I cannot find the youth outside
me, I would at least have a ~t fling in my own old
age. But where is the dade: night? Now there are nei
ther stars 'nor moon1.igbt, no vagueness of laughter, no
dance of
.The young people are very peaceful,
and befOre me there is not e1"en a i:Ml darlc. night.
.Despair, like hope, is· but vanity.
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The min of the south has never congealed into
icy, glittering snoWflakes. Men who have seen the
world consider this humdrum; does the min, too, think
it unforl\mate? The snow ~th of the Yangtze is ex
tremely moist and pretty , like the first indefinable inti
mation of spring, or. the bloom of a young girl. radiant
with health. In the snowy wilderness are blood-red ca
mellias, pale, white plum blossom tinged with green,
and the golden, bell-shaped flowers of the winter
plum; while beneath the snow lurk cold green weeds.
Butterflies there are certainly none, and whether or no
bees come to gather honey from the c8melli~ and plum
hlossmn I cannot clearly remember. But before my eyes
I GaD see the winfly flowers in' the snowy wilderness,
with bees flying. busily to arid fro - I can hear their
humming and 'droning.
Seven or eight , children, who have gathered to
build a snow Buddha, are breathing on their little red
fingers, frozen like crimson shoots of ginger. When
they are not successful, somebody' s father comes to
help. The Buddha is higher than the children; and
though it ~ oo1y a peai-shapedmass which might be a
gourd or might be a Buddha , it is beautifully white and
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dazzljng. Held together by its' own moisture, the whole
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figure glitters and sparkles., The children use fruit
stones for its eyes, and steal rouge fu;m some mother's
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lips. So now it is really a respectable
Buddha. With gleaming eyes and scarlet lips, it sits,on
vanity-case for its
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the snowy ground.
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Sbne children come to visit it the next day. Clap

ping their hands before it, they nod their heads and
laugh. The' Buddha just sits there alone. A fine day
melts its skin, but a cold night gives it another coat of
ice, till it looks like opaque crystal. Then a series of
fine days makes it unrecognizable, and the rouge on its
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lips disappears.
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But the, snowflakes that fall in the north remain to
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the last like pOwder or sand n~er hold together,

"

whether scattered on roofs, the ground or the withered
grass. The warmth from the stoves inside has melted
some of the snow on the roofs. As for the rest, when a

*,

whirlwind springs up 'I.Ulder', a clear sky, it flies up
Wildly, glittering in the sunlight like thiclc mist uround
, a flame, revolving and ~ing till it fills the sky, and
the whole sky glitters as it whirls and rises.
On the boundless, 'I.Ulder heaven' s chilly vault,
this glittering, spitalling wraith is the ghost of
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A Peking winter dismays ~. depresses me: the
tbi?k ~.9n the ground and the bare trees' ashen
hnuiches fhn:tsting up towards the clear blue sky, while
in the distm:ice
or two kites are floating.
. At home, the tUne for kites is early spring. When
you hear the. whirr ofa wind-wheel, you raise your
head to see a grey: cmd>-kite or a soft blue centipede
kite. Or there, may be a soIitaIy tile--kite, withOl,lt
wind-wheel and flown too. low. !~ pathetically
lonely and forlorn. By this time, though, the willows
on the ground are putting out shoots, and the early
mountain peaches have budded. Set off by the chil
dren' s fancy-WOIk in the sky, together they make up
the W8JlIII;h. spring. Where am I nOw? All round me
dread Winter reigns,' wbiIe the, long-departed spring of
my long-forgotten home is, floating in this northem sky.
Yet I never liked.flying kites. Far ,from liking
kites, in fact, I detested them as playthings of good
"for-nothing chjldren. My yo~ brother'~ jUst the re
\feme. He must then have'
. been about ten, often fell ill
and was fearl'ully thin, but his greatest delight was
kites. Unable to buy one arid forbidden by me to fly
one , he would staDd for hours at a time , his small lips
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parted in longing, gazingmptly at the sky. H a distant
crab-kite suddenly came down, he would utter a cry of
dismay; if the strings of two tile-kites became disentan
gled, he would jump and skip for joy. This struck me
as absun:I and conteUiptible.
. . One day it 0CCDn'ed to me I bad not seen much of
him lately, .but I bad noticed him' picking up bamboo
sticks in the ~. The' truth dawned on me in a
flash •. I ran to a'small dtlIerted store-room and, sure
enough, as I pushed open, the door, I discovered him
there in the,lIlidst of the dusty debris., He bad been sit
ting on a foot-stool, in front of a big square stool; but
now, standing up in' confusion, he changed colour and'
shrank back. Propped up, against the big stool was ,the
bamboo framework of a butter!ly-kite, not pasted yet
with paper; while on the stool lay two small wind
wheels for the buttdy' s eyes, which he had just been
beautifying with red paper. This 'WOrlcWBs nearly done.
I was pleased. to have found out his secret; but:furious
that he coold deceive me so iong, while, he toiled so
single-heartedJy to ~
toy, of a good';for~nothing
child. I seized the fmmeworlc' at once and broke ~
its wings, then Swept the wheels to the ground and
~ed on' thmi. 'In size and strength he. was no
match for ~; ,so ~ course I
off ~lelely' victo·
riqus:' Th.en I ~ed out' ~dly, leaving him standing
in despair in tbat little room. What he. 'did after that I
neither knew nor cared.
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But retribution came to me at last, long after our
parting, when I W8S~y 'middle--aged.·, I was un
lucky enough to read a foreign book on children, from
which I learned for the first time that, play is a child's
best occupation, and playthings his good angels. At
once this childhood tyranny over the spirit, fOtgOtten for
more than tWenty yearS, came to Diy mind; and that in
stant my: heat sOOmedto tum to lead 8Jld sink heavily
down and down.·
My heart dld, not break; it aitnply sank down IJllCi
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down.
, I knew how I could make ,~t up to him: give him a
'kite, approve ~.his flying it, mge him to fly it, and
fly it with him. We could shout, run, laugh! ... But
by this time he, like me, had long had a moustache.
I knew another way I could make it up to him: go
to ask his forgiveness, and wait for him to say: "But I
didn't blame you at all. " Then, surely, my heart would
grow lighter . Yes, this way was feasible. There came a
day when we met. The hm:dsbipe of life had left their
'JlI8l'ks on our faces, and my heart was very heavy. We'
fell to talking of ~dhocxl happenings, and I referred
f this episode, admitting that I had been a thoughtless
hOy. .. But I didn't blame you at all," I thought he
would say. 'TheD I should have felt forgiven, and my
heart would henceforth have been lighter.
"Did ihat really happen?" he smiled incredul~
, ly, as if he were hearing a tale about someone else . It
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had slipped hia mind completely•.
The thing was completely forgotteIi, with no hard
feelings. In that caS8:.k~twi\tenesS
could there he?
. ~. 1TJ":·...&:..,~
Without hard feelings; forgiveness is a lie.
What hope is there for me now? My heart will al
ways he heavy.
Now the' spring of mY houie' is in the air of these
strange parts a8am." :Itc8nies::~back:to ~ long~de
parted clwdhood," and 'b~'with it' 'an indefinable
sadness.. I had better hidefn dread wfuter. But clearly
all about me winter reigns, and is evm now off~ me
its utmost rigour and coldness. ·
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The lamp'flame slowly dwindled,. 'S sign that there
was not much'JII1l8ffiD left; and the, paraf:6n, which was
not of the best brand, had already blackened the chim
ney with its smoke. , CJ.rack.ers ,exploded on all sides,
,and cigarette Slmke Inmg round me _, it ~ a dull,
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darlc night.
I closed my eyes arid leaned ~ the back of
my chait, nlSling the band holding A Beginnet's Note
book '00 my knee.
,
And in this dIUwsy state I'..saw a good story.
It ,was a lovely, charming, enthmlling story.
Many beautiful people and beautiful things mingled like
the cloud' tapestry in the sky, flying past like a myriad
shooting sta:ts ~ yet stretchmg' out into infinity.
I seem to remember rowing a small host past an
ancient highway,_ 'On botIi banks, reflected in the azme
stream, were tallow trees and young rice plants, wild
floWers, fowl, 'dO(9!l, hushes' and wi~ trees,
'\hatched cottages, ~, monasteries, frumers and
country women, country ,gir~, clothes hanging out to
drY, nxmks, coir cape&, . hats of, bamboo ~lints, sky,
clouds and ~_ Following each stroke of the oar
they caught the flickering sunlight aDd' mingled with the
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flSb and weeds, in the water, till all were swaying to
gether. Then shadows and objects shivered and scat
tered, expanded and ,'merged;, but as soon as they
merged they contracted, once more" and approached
their ori~ fonn. The, Ontline of eaCh shadow was
b1mred as a summer cloud fring~fWith sunlight,
datt
,
,
ing out quicksilver flames. All the river' 1 'passed was
like this.
And the ~ I now saw was like this too. With
the blue'&9 in the water as a )~8C~d" everything ,
was intemlihgled, interwoven, ever moVing, ever ex
tending, so that I could not see,any erur'to it.'
The few sparSe hollyhOcks beneath the withered
wiIlowsby the stream'must have been planted by the
country girls. Great crimson flowerS ,and variegated red
flowem, floa~ in the water" suddenly scattered and
stretched out into st:rea.mer8 of crimSon water, but with
no aura. The thatch~' cottages, dogs, pagodaS, coon'::
try girls" clOuds~: •. were floating 109. ,Each of the 'great
crimson flowers stretched out now into rippling red silk
belts. The belts interwove with the dogs, the dogs with
the white clouds, anctthe whi~ ~ with the co~
In a twinkling they would Contr8ct again. But
the reflection of the variegated. ted flowers was already
broken and stretching out to interweave with the pago
das,· counb:y gir1s t dogs, thatched cottages and clouds.
Now the stOJy that I saw became clearer, more
lovely , charming , enthralling and distinct . Above the
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clear sky were countless beautiful people and beautiful
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things. 'I saw them all, and I recognized them all.
I was about to look
more .closely
at them .....
....
.
But as I was about to look more closely at them, I
opened my eyes with a start to see 'the cloud tapeSt:Iy
wrinkle and tangle as if someone has ~ a big stone
into the water, ,80 that waves leapt up and tore the
whole image to shreds. I snatched without thinking at
my book, which had nearly slipped to the floor. Before
my eyes still hovered a few rainbow-hued, shattered re
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flections.
I really loved .this good story. While ~ shat
tered refleCtions still remained I wanted to-catch them,
pedect an~ petpetilatethem.. I tossed aside my book,
leaned fotward and reached for my pen. But now there
'was not the' least reflection left. All I 'cOuld- see was "
dim lamplight. ,I was no longer in the little boat.
But I still remember seeing i:his good s~OIy that'
dull, darlc. night. . . .
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As a child, I always liked to watch the foam
ploughed up by swift ships or the fiery flames belched
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I dreamed that I·was running along the mountain
afice.
It was a huge, towering mountain,. reaching to the
icy sky above; and the sky was flooded with frozen
clouds, each fragment like a fIsh scale. At the foot of
the mountain was the forest 'of ice, with leaves and
branches like the pine and cypress.· And all was icy
cold, pale as ashes .
But suddenly I fell ink). the valley of ice.
All around, above and below. was icy cold, pale
as ashes • Yet over the pallid ice lay countless red
shadows, interlacing like a web of coral. looking be- .
neath my feet, I saw a flame.
. 'Ibis was dead fire. It bad a fiery fOlm, but was
ahsolutely still, oompletely congealed, like branches of
coral with frozen black smoke at their tips which Iook.ed
sCorched as of fresh from a fIre-place. And so, casting
reflections upon the ice all 8J.'OUnd an<i being reflected
back, it had· been turned into countless shadows, mak
ing the valley of ice as red as coral .

ft~j!.~ B~ltwl'iil~lIko
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Dead Fire
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"QUt from a blazing furnace. Not only did I like to watch "

I!tI, £alf'WfF ~~-jl(f(J~.o

them, I longed to see them clearly. The pity was they
kept changing all the time," and ·never ~ a fixed
foI1D. However hard I gazed," I was never left with a
clear-cut i:mpreseion.
Dead :flame, now at :lsst I had you!,
As I picked up the dead fire to examine it close
ly, its iciness seared my :fingeIS; but enduring the pain
I thrust it into my pOcket. The whole. valley instantly
tumed as pale as
At the same time 1 wondered
how to leave this place.
"
From my body wreathed a
of black smoke,
which reared up like. a wire snake• Instantly crimson
:flames began BoWing everywhere~ hemming me, in like
a great conflagration. I.ooking down, ] discovered .the
dead fire was burning again.' had" bumt through my
clothes and was Bowing on the icy ground ~
"Ah, friend!" it said. "You awdte me with your

~a<J:k~,JJlt£~mJj7f$7! "
:&~®Jt:k,iE'Hm# ,~1t'9:

e~{t~lHfS1fBk.~; ffiJ!

,.a:l!.

". ,~flS.A~~~fBJo tt~ll!riif,
.~ft;f;1& ~1f EI ~ a-iii,I,• • ~ :ii.
Mc:§'.B<J~To

ashes:

a(f(J~ ..tJ~W~tllUi,L1T
":fnl.~tto ~;§ ll!Jiii, X~Rt.'fr

eoil

tt!f€i.~ ,~*:k. ,~Jlti£tllo ~

~*-. ,Jt:ke"~I&~,ga~7Jt
"(fS~~,flt£'tti&Lt 0

.

"\!l,JlijO:!"" f$}'ft 1"f$(f(JS~,
~:&1*.7 o"flSilo

"

W8I1Dth!"

:&ilft'"ilUBIJ!I.~ fUlfli~ 1tl:o

I immediately hailed it, and asked its name.
"I was abandoned by men in the valley of ice," it
said, ignoring my' question. "'Ihose
who ahand~ me
.
have already perished and vanished. And 1 was nearly
frozen to death by that ice. H you had not watmed me
and made me bum again,before long I should have
perished .tt
"I am glad you have awoken. I was just wonder.,.
ing how to leave this valley of ice , and I would like 10

"a!l(;t;ftA1i#t£ tt:§'.1:f:' ,"
flS~~~J9i:rDji&~, "lI#~(fS.Ijle~

t:, m~7

0
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take you with me 80 that you may never be frozen but
gO, on burning forever • .,
"Ah ,DO.I Theri:l
" .
"., 'c s1'iQuld'k.:...:.
., ~.,. '". +"""",. out.
"I should be sony if you were to hum out. 1 bad

better leave you here. "
"Ah 1 no! 1 should .f1'~ to dc:m,h ~ ~
"What ~ to be done then?" '"' '

, "What,willy~do~''''jt_~~
"As 1 told
'I mean· to .~ ,tIUs valley of

. ..
lee.

'1\.
.....

.'"
:.
.

;

You,

"TIleD ~. bad. ~ bum out!",

c.'

It leapt up like a red comet,. and togethqwe left
the valley. Sudd~Y' a \atge, stone ~ drove up, aDd 1 '
was crushed to death beneath its wheels, but ,not before
1 saw the .cart fall into the valley of t(le.
"Ahat yOu wiU Deyer ~ the. dead; ~ again. "
1 1aughed with pl~ all 1 spoke, :".s 1 spo~, as if
pleased that this should be 80 ..
April 21, 1925
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He snigg,ered.,
"Oh 11.0'1 rr he said~ "1m not up to man in that re
spect. " ..

"What!" Quite outraged, I felt that this was the

--1'-tljfltWfit.
"ftMil: ft~Tl!::t' ~iI:7.H}!J
0

supreme insult.

"rm ashamed to ~ I still don't know how to dis
tinguish between ,copper and. silver, between silk' and
cloth, between officials' and ompmon, citizens, ~
masters and their slaves, between..•• "
I tumed and fled.,
"Wait a hit! Lrt us' talk SOQle more ••• .'~ Fran
behind he urged me 10!ldly to $iy',
But I ran stra.ight on,as fast as I c:xruld, until I had
right ~ or IDy dream and was back in, my own

'M~tI; l!::t'~.7H}U;(IUP.; l!~'
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bed.
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I dreamed I was walking in a narrow lane, my
clothes ,in rags, .like 'a beggar.
.
A dog started hadang' behind· me. '
I looked bac.k conteoiptuously and shmIted at him:
"Bah! Shut up! Lick-spittle cur!" .

Ef B'1£fI:~sfff~,~

- Jt,'::'}i.

,~

The· Dog's Retort
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I dreamed I waS lying in bed in· the wildemess be
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side helL The <k.ep'yet orderly ·wailingofalnhe ghosts
blended with the mar of: fIarnes~ the, seething of oil apd
the clashing of iron ~ to ~e one 'vast, intoxicat
ing htmnony,prool~nring'tO all ~ ~ons the peace
of ,the, lower reaim.·'
,
.

,
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great man, .beautiful and be
his' whole bOdy'radiant with'light; :hut i knew he

nign,

was the' 'devil;

.

.

':

''
"This is the end of everything! 'Ib.e end of every,,:

thing! The wretched ~ have lmit their goQd hell. "

, H~ ~,with ~on.;, tljen' •.. down to tell
me a story that 'he knew.
.'.."
"It,.~ -.vhen heav~.m .~ ~ ~ honey
coloured: that the ,devil o~god, ' and 'ftielded ab
solute powei-." He held ~en, ':earth ai1d hell. 'Iheil
he C8fDe in ~'to hell and sat i:he'inidst:of it, ra
diatirig hIighi 1ight"~ al1'the·~ts. '
,"Hell had lODg been' negIectcdi the
trees
had lost their:glitter, ·the"veJ.!e· ,Of the 00iIing oil no
longerseethed t at tirDes the great fires puffed out merely

"~t£'.:p~,jJf£*~.:;fttt.!E~'fIJ:·

m
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spiked
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a little yjey smoke~' and far off there still blOOmed some
mandrake flowers, their blOs8oms very small, pale and
wretched, But that was not to be wondered at, for the
earth had been fea:rfully burnt and had naturally lost its
fertility.
'
.. A~ ami~ the cold oil and' luke)lml1D. fIreS,
by the light or the devil the ghosts saw the STDJlll flowem
of hell, so pale and wretched , and wme completely be
witched.They suddenly' ~ tlte world of men
and after reflecting for none knows how many years.,
they uttered towards inankind a great cry denouncing
hell.
"Man responded anti arose, upholding the right
he foUght againsl the' devil. Louder than thunder, the
tunrult of fighting filled an three regions. At last, by
dint of great guile and C1lIlriing
he forced: the
devil towitbdraw from hell. After the final victory, the
flag of mankind was hoisted over the gate of hell .
"The· ghosts were still rejoicing together ~en man
's emissary to reorganize hell arrived. He sat down in
the middle of'hell, invested with the majesty of man,
and ruled over the ghOsts,.
"When the ghosts uttered another cry denouncing
hell, they becamerebels,against man. Condemned to
eternal damnation for this crime, they were banished to
the midst of the spiked ~.
"Man then wielded absolute power over hell, his
authority' exceeding that of the devil. He re-estahlished
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order, having given the highest post to the Ox-headed
Demon. He also added fuel to the fires, sharpened the
swore hills and changed' th.e whole face of hell, doing
away with the fonner decadence..:.
..At once the DJaJJdJ.:ake ~ withered. The oil
seethed as before, the swords were, s1wp as before, the
fires b1azed as' befme" ~ the ;.ghOs~ groaned and
writhed as before,' udn' norie of them: had time to regret
the good hell that' was hlst. .
.
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was man s. success,..
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"Friend,. I see you misbust me. Yes, you are.a
man.' I .~. go to look for :wild beasts and de
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.The Epitaph
I ch:eamed. I was sta.nding before the stone tabret of
a tomb, i:ead:iDg the inscripbonson it. The tablet,
made apparently of sandstone, was· crumbling away and
over-grown .with moss.' 'The fmgme~ left of the in
scriptions read:

~~~ ~ B1E~&~l't1l:, it

• ...t iii (fJ ~11$

0

jJI• • flltl! t9.Q Jj}f
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1JIIft:l- .% % P.Jf:fi ; =f ~P.Jf # i!

.. . .. contracted· a chill while' singing and roister
ing; saw an'abyl;s iII' heaven. In all·eyes saw nothing; .
in hopelessness found salvation. . ..
.. .. , There is. a wandering spirit which takes the
form of a serpent. with poisonous fangs •. ~ of bit~
ing others, it bites itself. and· 80 it periSheS. . • ,
.. . • . Begone.,
I •,"

t:Jl3f(o ..... .
.~ ...... 1i -'- tI iJl, 1t -:JiJ
tt,01i$:to 4'fUDt}..., ~*
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Not until I went round to the hack of the tablet
did I see the solitary grave. No plants grew on it, and
it was in ruins ~ Through a large gap I saw the cmpses, .
diSeJn..howelled, its heart and liver gone. Yet its face
bore no t:mce of eithet joy or SOI.TOW, hut had the in
scrutability of smoke·,
Before I could tuin away in doubt and dread, my
eye fell on the mutilated inscription on the hack of the
tablet:
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" . .• I tore out, my heart to eat it, WIII1t.ing to
know its true taste.,' But ~ pain· ' was 'so agonizing. how
could I tell its taSte? '. . ~ .'- ", " "

*J*'.fij. ~?

, ". .. When the ,pain subsided I', Savoured the
heart slowly. But:sioce by ~.it was stale, how could
I know its true t8ste1 ..~. '. - ~ . ,
'
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I was eager to be gone. But the ~ bad sat up
in the grave. without zmving its,lips:,' it:said:
,"When,I bml'to' aShes, 'You' win see'me smile!"
I ~~aWaY. riOt daringto'I8okhack,. 'for fear I
see it ~ after me.
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Tremors ·01,
Degradation
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I dreamed that I was dreamiDg. I had no idea
where' JWas, but before me was the interior of a tightly
~ ooitage ,late at night, apd yet I could also see'
.the
dense growth
of stonecrop on'the roof.
.
.
.
.
'The globe of the' pamffi,n ~ on the Wooden ta
ble had' ~' newly polished,' making
room very
bright. lli'this light, on the ric~ety ~, under the
hairy, IlIll8CUlar flesh ~ a ~, . a sUShi fmil bOdy
trembled with hunger, pain, shock, hnmi1iBtioo and
pl~. The'skin, slack ~ still blooming, glowed;
the pale cheeb flushed faintly~ like lead painted with
liquid rouge.
And the lamp &me too shra:ilk with fear, for the,
east . . aJ.ready light.
HoweVer; the aiJ. was' 'still: pervaded~ 'pulsating, •
With a wave of hunger, pain; shOck, humiliation and
..pleasure. '. . .
;,
leMa!" A little p'of about two ", awakened by the
~ creaking open and shut, cried out &om ~ floor in
ope oomer of' tbe.room ~ off' by a stmW mat.
" It' 8, stiIl'eaily. Go llack to, sleep , "mged her

tm
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I had nO ide&. Where :f was, hut sinCe· before me
tightly closed ClO~ iate at night,
I knew that this _the contimJatioo Of my. last dream.
However, many. Yems laiid passed in' the dream. The
.!t........
wasWe1l,lr-now
_de andoo.t··witbinit
a
~
~~
."
young OOilple SId a troop <i children resemfully and
oontmlptuously ~ an elderly woman,'
"All because of you" .~ can't.· face '~wodd, "
the man fUmed , ,u Ybuimagiueyotl miBed'her , but in

was the interior of a
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will. When the pieman 00mes-, In buy
you some sesame;~:',~· FOr're&ssumnce she tightened
hergrip'on the'8iWill BUver'CoIn'in'M hand, her low
voice trembling with· grief as $he went to. the· comer of
the room, inoVed my~. matting, 'picked up the
child, aiid laid her on the ricketY cOuCh.
"Its still early. Go back to Sleep. "
spoke
.she mised her eyes helplessly ~ the sky, visible
above the·.·tumble-OOwn· roOf,··,
,,:
Sudde.nly another ge8t ~ve. sprang up in the air,
colliding !.Mth' the fiist and ,whirling to foun a lnaelstrom
which swalloWed .up eve~, ~,iBcluded, 80
that I was unable to breathe•
I woke up g!.'08Ding. Outside the ~ all was
silver imon1ight .. Dawn: still seemed far away•
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fact you Mined her. It
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"Kill!

i!lJJ,:;kJB"iStil:
«~!" "

H,

elderly Woman's lips tWitched convulsively,
she started., then calmed down~, and presently she was
slanding ~::§S impaSsiVely &sa' stone, stBtue. She
opened the doot and walked out iD.to the' depth of .
night, leaving behind her all derisive taunts and vi
cious laughter.,
'
'
She' w8.lked on 'and· On t:hrOugh the depth of night
till she reached the boundless' wasteland. All around
lay wasteland, with only the sky high above and neither
bird nor insect fljririg pOst. Starkwnaked, like a stone
statue, she stood in the centre of the wasteland and the
whole past' flashed through her mind; .hunger. ' pain •.
shock t humiliation and' pleasure. . • she trembled. ruin,
~ and involvement . .• she .twitched convulsively;
"Kill!" ... -she calmed down ..•• In another flash she
pieced it all together: devotion and estrangt:ment, lav
ing care and revenge" mirture and annihilation. blesses
and curses. . . . She raised both hands then with all her
might towatds the sky and from her lips escaped a cry
'The

*
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starve to death while she Was sinall. ".

better for her

"You wreCked my WhoI&" life, ", Cried the woman •
'" "...:J •
1 ed
'd the mail',
,.' '.. '
.t¥iu lnVO!'Wi
me too i ., S81.'
"Involved 'them as well.'" His' wife' pointed to the
children. '
The yotlIl8eSt,: 'Who • pJaying with, ~ dry reed,
fl9W bmndished it'like"a SwOtd aJ1d'shotited:'
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haU-human,ha1f-anlmaI, a cry DOt of the world of men .
and therefore wordless.
When she ~ this woi;dless cry ~ her .whole
body, great as'a sta1ue but already wasting and degrad-'
ed, was shaken by tre:mol'8. These tremors, small and
distinct at fu:st as fish·scales, ~tarted:seething like wa
ter over a blazing fire;. and at oqce the air f:Qowas con
vulsed like waves in
wild, ~~edocean.'
Then she.ra:isedhereyes
.
. tQ the·sq; and her
WOIdless cry .'W,88 swallowed up. ip alleqoe: qnIy her
tremors, radiating like sunbeams, Set the ~ in the
air ~ rotmd as' if in ,a cyclone.to sweep, headlong
across the. illimitable waSteland..
.
, It was a nightmare·, yet· I knew this' was ,because I
had pressed ~ ~on my chest. AM in my dream I
strained eveIY.
oveIJlOWli'Ilng,
. , . . 'ncvetoremove ..these
.
heavy bands .
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I dreamed 1 was in the classroom of ,a primary
school preparing to write an essay, and asked the

'tio'

... !•• ~!JiIi .M. DfUi III 9~ ~ M m
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I, .

teacher how to

,-'-*_
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an opinion.

hard!:'

him out to .display him to the guests·- usually·
expecting some compliments, of course.
"One says: 'This child will be rich. ' Then he is
heartily thanked.
"One says: '.This child will be an official. ' Then
some complimenls are made him in return.
"One says:' This child will die.' Then he is
thoroughly beaten by the whole family.
"'fhat the child will die is inevitable, while to say
tftat he will be rich or a high official may be a lie. Yet
the lie is rewarded, whereas the statement of the inevi·
table gains a beating. you ...• "
"I don't want to tell lies, sir, neither do I want to
be beaten. So what should 1 eay?"
cany
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Glancing sideways at me over his
glasses, he said: "Let me tell you a stmy
"When a son is hom to a family, the whole
household is, delighted. When he is one month old they ,
"Thats
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1 dreamed' 1 bad died by the ~de.
~ 1 was, how'l caine to he there, or how I
bad died, all this ~ a mystery.. Anyway, by the time
I knew I had died, I was lyfug there dead"
I heard·, magpies cry, then 'crows. The air was
very fresh -. thought it carried'8 tang of the soil -' it
must be nearly dawn. I' tried. to, open my eyes, but the
.lids would not move, as if they simply did not belong to
me. Then I tried to, raise ' my .hands t . and it was the
, same.
, I felt a sudden stab of fear through my heart .
When I was alive it used to amuse me to think: H a
man' s death were simply the paralysis of his motor
nenres while sensation st;ill IeII!I1i.iI.ed, that WoUld be
more frightful than total death. Who could teU that my .
.prophecy Wo:u1d come true, or that 1 was to testify to its
wth~. .
'
I.~ footsteps: someone' was passing by. A
~w was pushed past my head; . its load was
,probably '1IcaYy, i foe its squeaking arld creaking grated
on my nenres .and set my teeth on edge. Then every
thing seemetl.tO;f.1ifti'~tthe\sunmust have risen.
So I mus~ be~ east:;:Noulll;4t 'it ~.•. A babble
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of human ,voices.,-' cUrious onlookers •.,They mised
a cloud· Of'dUsi which'fleW up my DJtle' and' made me
Waut to~. I was unahle,b,,~; I~ wanted,
to.
Then ~ the~QfmOre and more footsteps,
all of wfuch$hj>,Ped ~de' me: .and ~ :was more
wbisperiDg:,~te a ~ had ~.J felt a sud
den longing to. hear what they ~. saying. But just
then I ~ how in:my~ I used say that
criticism W8$, Dot. ~ troubling ahou~ _.pethaps I didn
't mean what I said: no so'QneJ:
I dead than, I be
tm:yed ~1~
__14,", But ..~
I......... I WeiIt :on .1ist....1~ I oould
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reach 'any cmiclusion. for the rer.na.ik.s seemed little
more than this:
not
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"Dead'
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"Well! .....
"Dear me ••.. Too bad._ •••
1 was deligh~ Dot to hear a single famiJiar voice.
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Otherwise, .;~::~ ~~.f~.:me,.some might be
glad; &!;We migJlt ha.Ve D?1'e'. to ~p about after din
ner, ~':~'~~ :~;·:~andall.this would
make me ~ ~ ..... ~ijqw;Jl() ~ had seen me, so
noime -mud be affected. Good. ~:alll;.had done
no one any hanoI'
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ButtlJen:m:i,., 1 *,,~.'-8tfQ.'tfld . -wIing on my
bar-i andDiade ~'!itch~~rs.we·l oould DOt stir, I bad
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to think that although a man could not :choose where to
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li~ on this. earth•. he could ~.least die, -·wherever he
pleased ~ Now I leaqteC:l· this was. not the case, and it
was
bard ~ please·' everyone. What a pity I had
long had no pen 'and 'paper; but e'VetI if I had, I could
not WJ;ite; and even';if I.wrote. I bad ,nowhere to pub
lish an article. Sol bad to 'let it gO.
5cme men. Came to carey me. off, .but I did not
know who rb.ey were. from the. clashing of. sCabbmds I
'guessed there werepollce here too, in thiE! place where
I should not ~died. I was turned round several
times, felt myselfli£ted and Set dawn again, then heard
a lid beiDg, closed and' nails hammered in. But,
sttangelyenough, they used twonailsonly~ Did they
always use two _ . only ·in.. tqe coffins here?
"I aball be .~ intO six ~ this time," I
~t. '''1m: nailed in as well. This is really the end.
.:, 'th';t."
"
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"Ifs sblffyin)Jere:•.. , " 1 thought. ;
As ~~Id fatlJ;,. I~W88 inucJlcalmer ~ he-'
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fore, ~ i ~d·. ~ ~ sure 'whether I· had been
buried or Dot. The~or my hand tooched'the' lines
-,';"..
on the straw mattiDg;8nd I felt this type of shroud was
not too bad. I _~ i~ 'fdid ilot know who had
paid fot. *,,~~tl~: .~~ BOt; tm'BO, those wretched
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, shirt was creased under my hack , but they had not
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that although a man could not choose where to
live on this earth, ,he could at least die.,wherever he
pleased ~ Now I learpei:lUris was notfhe case, and it
was very bam t9 please,'everyone. ,What a pity I had
long had no pen ,and paper; but evefi if I had, I could
not ~te;and eveRl'n I.wrote, I had ,nowhere to pub
1ish an article: So I had tc)'}et it gO.
Some men Came to carry me, off, but I did not
,know who ,they Were ~ from the, clashing of sCabbards I
'guessed there ~ _pOlice here too, inthi$ place where
I should not Have died. I was tumed round several
times, felt myseJfti£ted and set dolm agairi, then heard
a lid beiDg, closed and 'nsils hammered in. But,
stlBngely mough, they used two nails, ollly: Did they
always use two pailsoDly 'in,~ coffins here?
"I sball be '~ intO six ~' this time," I
thought. '"rm: nailed in as well. This is really the end.
It's all up with'meL .. »
-, 
to ,think
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"Its 8bUfy in ~erch .. , » l thought. '
AI. ~~,.of f89f,. l~was ~ca1mer ~ be- '
fore, ~ I
~ ~ ~'whether I, had been
buried arnot. 'Ibe~or my hand touched 'the lines
"
, ,"",
on the straw matting; and 1: felt this type of Shroud was
not too had. I Was~ i~ tdid not know who had
paid for, ~~~t,'f)f:~~ s.t:; ~, those wretched
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fellows ~~,~~:~:~~!,Qne C)mer of my
,shirt was creased under my back , but they had not
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pulled it Straight for me, and now it wasstioking into
me most uncomfortahly';J)(,' you' think a dead man has
DO feelingB thai" you act so ca:relessly? Pall!,
, My body seemed much heavier than during life,
thus it& pressure on ,'the ~ shirt made me much
more uncomfortable thaaii nouna1ly would have. How
ever, I thoUght I sIlould: soort' set ~ to it 9 or else I
should soon '101:; thus it should nol prove.: too trouble
some. In the meantime I hrid better meditate quietly.
uHow are you" "m.? 'Are
'
you..dead?"
.'
The ;voice was
familiar. When I cpened my
eyes, I saw it ,:was the meseenger. from BogorJmi 'Book
shop., I bad ·notseen lPm'for tmre ~ twenty'yeam,
but he still looked the same' as before. I examined the
six sides'of my ooffin: they were~y extremely crude
·and completely unpolished, the .8awn'edges still Vel)'
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wmpping a bundle tied in dazk blue cloth. "Here is a
Mmg Dynasty edition of Gongyang's Commentaries
for
.
you. Its JiaJing period, and has black Ill8Igins. Just
keep it. And this ......
."You!" I sazed in amarernent at his eyes. : Are
you-'mad?"I asked. "Can't you see what condition flD
in? What use do I have for Ming Dynasty editions?"
"That doesn't matter.
mind. "
I closed my eyes at 0II.Ce in iIritation.For some
time there was not a sound , no doubt he was gone . But
-'..!_..1
that
_"Never ,-Iwnu.,
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then it seemed another ant started cmwllng up my neck
and finally reached my face, where it circled round my
eyes.
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Men· never imigined their ideas C9Uld change even
after death. Suddenly. a force shattered the peace of my
heart, and many dreams lIIifolded before my eyes.
Some friends bad wished·me happy, some eneDries had
wished me blotted out. Yet I,bad been neither happy
nor blotted .out, ~ had .liyed qn somehow obecurely,
not fulfilling the ~0D8 of ~tber side. And now I
had died like a flitting shadow, without the knowledge
even of my foes,. unwilling to give them a little pleasure .
which 'WOUld cost me nothing.•••
, In my exul_on' I wanted to cry. 'Iltese would be
my fimt tealS after death.
No tea:nJ ~, though, after all. .There was a
sort of fli.h before' my .~, 'and I sat up.
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'Ihere will be such. afigbter!
No longer ignorant as the Afric8n Datives should
ering well-pOlished'~, nor listless ~ tbeChinese
green-banner troops Carrying aut.omatic pistols. He does
not rely on'mm:.tUl' inade of .ox-hide or' of SCIBp-lmn.
He hasnOthiDgbut ~, ~ fo~ weapon nothing
but the jaVelin burled by baibarians,
He walks into the ~. of nothingness, where all
that meet him nod to him '. in the ~: manner. He
knows ~ this nod is a weapon used by the enemy to
kill without bl:oodsbe!i, by whiCh many figb.tem have
perished. like a cannon-ball, it renderS ineffective the
strength of the brave. ..
Above their heads bang all BOris of flags and ban
ners, embroidered with all, manner of titles: phi1anthro
pist, scholar, writer~ eldet~ youth, diIettant.e, gentle
man. . •. Beneath are all sorts ofsurcoats , embroi
dered with all :malUter of fine names: schoW:ship, mo
nations! culture, public opinion, logic, justice,
oriental civilization...•
But he raises his javelin.
Together they give their solemn oath that their
hearts are 'in the centre of their chests , unlike the case
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of other prejudiced j>eOple. They tty to prove by their
breast plateS that they themselv~ believe their hearts
are in the ~·ot~~.
'
But he raises his javelin.
.
He smiles and bm:Ishis javelin to the side. and it
pierces them through the heart.
. All crumble
fall to the ground, IMving only a
surcoat in which there is.nothing. The nothingness bas
escaped 8nd won the .victory, 'because. now he· bas be
come the criminal who killed the philanthropist and the
rest .
But he raises his javelin.
He walks with great strides through the ranks of
nothingness, and sees again the, same nods. the same
banners and surooats ••••
But he raises his javelin.
At last he grows old and dies of old age in the
lines of nothingness. He is not a fighter after all. and
~ notbin8ne- is the Victor.
In such pl8ce no W8l'-my is heaJ:d, but there is
peace.
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The WI-. .Man, the' Fool
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and 'the Slave,

~
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A'slave did nothing but look for ~ to whom to
pour out his, WOC\l. 'This was aU he' would tmd all he
could do. One day he met a ~ ~.
"Sit! '! he, cried sadly,tears pouring down his
cheeks. "yflU know., I l~ 8 odog's_life. I may not
have a single ~ ~'dar, and if I do it Js oo1y husks
of sorghum which, not.even a pig ,would eat. Not to say
there is only.onesmaIl·howl orit•••. "
"Thatsreally too bad," the Wise man oommisemt
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:'Ihen

"lsd~it?:"His'spirits rose.
1 ~all day
tmd all ~~ At:~I C8l'IJ .WIlt'er,at; dusk I cook
,the dinner; in the ,1DOl'Ilfug I run emrods, in the
evening .I .f¢nc;t, ~; [when it's fine I nsh the
clothes, when its wet I bold the. umbrella; in winter I
mind the' fumace, in' summer I ~ the fan. At mid;.
~gbt I boil whitefun@ps'!. -apg'wBit on.ourmaster at his
gamb1inJj~,;ibut;~1l tip dol get, only
.
the ~"'" "
times
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. map sighed".
. and the
rims of. his eyes looked a little red 88 if he were going
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to shed team.

"I cad~ go. ori like this , sir. I must find acme way

".,'
.:

out. But what canldo 1" ,
"I'tim sUre. ~:,wmimprove •••• "
"Do youtbinkSJJ? I certaiDly hOpe SJJ. But now
that lve'loldyoU my troubleiJ 'and ymive been SJJ sym- .
patb6uc and euoouraging, I ~ feelll1l1Ch better.
It sbowsthere·is 8till some JUStice·in the world. "
A few days later, though, he was in the dumps
again and fouD.d.8ClDleOile else to·wbmJ, to pour out his .
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know, where.:..! 'lmds even 'WO.IBe: tb.a:I1:'a pigsty. My
master doesn't .treat· me.·:.wre -i! hl.llDim.bffuJg;' he treats
his dog fer.!. 'jhousand .times bettef'J: ~ ,"
.
"Confound him!" 'Ihe other man swore SJJ loudly ,
that be st8rtled·the slate.' 'l1Us::1ither IJiaD was a fool.
"All I have. to live in, sit ~:.i$' adumble-down,
ooe-roomed~, da1np~ ;c()Jd.8nd Swm:riiing with bed
~. Theyl~ On'iie~when I lie dbwn ~ aleep; 'Ihe
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;_..J~ 'wind
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"Ciu}'t you

,,

ask·JOUr

~ter to have a window

made?"·
. • "How' can I do that?~,
"Well, show me what its like."
. The foollOHowed the· s1ate ito 1rls hut, and began
to pound the mud wall.
"What are you'doing, sir?" 'Ihe slaye was horri
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"I am opening a window for you. "
"'Ibis 'WUIit do! 1he mastet,will cume me. "
"Ia: him! ~ The fool continued to pound away .
"Help!" A bandit is breakin8 down the house!
Come quicldy, or ,he will knock down the ,wall! ... "
'Shouting and sobbing, ~ slave rolled frantically on
the ground. A whole trooP Qf slaves came out and drove
,away the fool. Roused by the outcry, the last one to
come slowly out was the master •
"'A handittPed to ·break down our hopse. I gave
the aI8rm, and ~ we ,drove him away!" The
,slave spoke ~ and triumphantly. '
"Go9d for YfJY.!" The master praised him.
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Many calle18 c,ame that day' to express concem,
among'therQ. the • ,~ .
"Sir, because,! made myself useful, the ,master
pmised me. When you s,aid the ~ther, day that things
would improve'- you were, really showing foresight." He
spoke very hopefully and happily.
.
"That'..:...:&.'
_l~ed' the WlSe
. man, and ,
. s ..L~t.~ ., " '.u;i}'U',
~ happy for his sake.
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Reading Satuhis poems.by·lamplight, I have come
8C1'088 a dry, pressed maple leaf.
. This cames me back to 1$ autumn of last yeaz.
There was
frost one night and IDOiSt of the trees
shed their leaves, while one small maple in my court
yard tumed c,rimson. I poced round the tree· to take a
good look at the leaves, which. I bad never exanrined so
closely when they were green. Not all of them had
iumed red; indeed, moet were a pale puce, and some
still had dazk grem:t spots '011 a crimson background.
There was one in which an insect bad made a hole,
which, fringed withhlack, stared at you like some
bright eye from. the chequered red, yellow and green.
"This leaf has been bHgbted!" I thought.
So I plucked it and slipped it inside the book I
had just hought. I suppose I hoped to preserve for a lit
tle time this blighted motley of colours 80 soon to fall,
to prevent its drifting away with· the other leaves. .
I. But tonight it lies yellow and waxen before my
gaze, its.eye less bright than last year. In a few more
yeam, when its fol1Del' hues have faded from memo!)" I
may even 'fQrget why I put it in the book. It seems the
ehequered tints of b1igbted leaves soon to fall can remain
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in my keeping for the shortest time only - to say DOth
ins of those lush and~. ~my window 1 see
that the trees ~~,.~ ~cold are al
ready denuded of leaves, 'much PlOI'e so the maple. In
late autumn there ,may haye been blighted leaves like
last years; ~t unbappiiy, this year,! had no.time to
appreciate autumn tints.
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Amid ':PaIe' 8IQOdstains
~

111, Memoty'Of ~ ,WhO Are Dead, :
SortII3 Live, aiul Some Yet Unborn.
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At present the ~ is still a weakling.
In secret, he caUses ~ and earth to change,
but dares not destroy this world. In secret.,' he causes
living creafu.res to die, but dares not preserve their
dead bodies.' 'in ;secrel~·· he cawies mankind to shed
. blood, but· ditesnot keep the bioodsiains frdh forever.
In secret, be iC8lISe&iiiankina to', suft'er paiti, ,hut dares
not let them remember ifl. forever ..
He· 'prorid~ ',for ~ ~ onl,., ..~ weakJjn~
among meItf f~ ,·deeetred ~,and,,lonely,, tombs to
setoft'rich mansions; using time to, dilute pain and
bloodstains; each day pom,ing out One cup' of sligbdy
sWeetened bitler ~,-':'nbt too litti~ nor too much 
to cause "SIlgbt' iPtoxiCaiioh. This'~ gives to mankind
80 that thosewbo drink it can weep and sing, seem
bot:li sober and drunk, CODSci.ous and unconscioUs, ap
pear willing to live iOn; and willing to die. He must
make all creatures ~ to live on. He has not the
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scattered over the earth, reflected by pale bloodstains;
and there men taste their own vague pain and 1!Ol'1'OW,
88 well. that of othQrs. They will not spum it, how
ever, thinking it ~ than nothing; and they etill
themselves ~ victims of heaven" to justify their t:ast:ing
this pain. and sorrow. In appreh~ve silence they
await the coming of new pain and sonow, new suffering
which appa1s them, which they noDe the less tbimt to
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All these ~ the loyal subjects of the creator.
This is what he wants them to be.
A rebellious fighter Pas arisen from mankind,
who, standing, erect, sees ~aIl'the deserted ru
,ins and lonely tombs of the past and the present. He
~ all the ~ 'and uneridmg agony; he fac
es squarely:the -whole welter of.clotted bloOd; he under
, stands all: that is dead and aD that is living', as well as
all yet unborn. He sees thrOugh the creat.o.i s game.
Add he .will arise ·to" resuscitate or e1Be destroy man
kind, these Joyal'subjects of the creator. ,
'The. ~, the weakling, hides· h.imself iri
shame. Then, heaveD and earth change colour iIi the
eyp of the ~ter.
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Like studentS going to school, the planes on their
bombing mis,simJS fly over p~ each.. mO~. And
each time I hear their eIIgines. attack the Sir I feel a
certain slight tension, .88 if I Were witnessing the inva
sion of Death; though this heightens my consciOtl8lleSS
.of the existence of Life.
After one or lw9 IIllIBled explosions,. the planes
drOne and fly slowly off. 1heremay be some c8sual
ties, but. the world' seems ~ peace£u1. than usual.
The teruIer leaveS of the poplar, outside. the window
gleam dade gold in the sunlight; the bl€lS8Olll of the
flowering plum is more glorious than yesterday. When I
have eIe,u-ed auy ~ newspapers lying all over my bed
and wipedoH:-ili~ ~t ~,duSt which ,gathered on the
desk
llriy ~, square •stUdy Continu~ to
live up futhe'd~ption, ~hright ~"and spotless
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are fine, ,they, have integrity - 00t,. ah! ~ are so
.unhappy! They gmtIn,I!!~;SJ:JgrY, ,and finally grow
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rough, rl1!f lrWeIy~" ' ' .
Their sPirits _, ~ by the ODS1aught of
wind and ,dust, foe thei.nJ is die spirit I ,love. I would
gladly kiss this f ~e8!I
'dri~ with blood,but form,,'.,
less and colourless. In,etegant, far-fame<J gmdeDs
filled with rare ~, demure and rosy girlS are lei
surely whiling. away the t:iJDe as the stoJ.k gives, a cry
and dense white clouda:Dse up.. ~. This is all ex
tremelyenthmlling, but"I Cannot fmget I aiD living in
the 'WOlld a£men.
'
And this' suddenly.reminds '~ 'of an incident:
Two or three yam '080, I was in ,the staff room at Pe
king University when a student' whmt I did not know
came in., He banded, me a package, ~ left without a
worn;' and ~en I opened 'it" I. found a copy of the,
magazine~ GrrUs. He. Said'~ a~, yet what ,a
~!~, 8Ild~ . t a rich gift that was! I am
SOJIY ShOtt ~ is nOt ~ out any mOre;' it
merely to have served 88 the forerunner of The Sr.mJrsn
. ReU. And The ~ Bell is'tOlling alOne in the cay
ems~ wrrufaiid'dliat dafp"Bt the t:iotto.rI'r:'of the hUmar.
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a stOIy. Of coume, when plants· in the arid desert
reach out desperately. with .tbeitroots to SUck the water
deep below the ground and ·fOIID. an emerald forest,
they are struggling for their own smvival. Yet the
tired, parched. travellers' hearts leap up at the sight,
for theY" kDQW they have reached a tempomcy resting
place. Indeed this evokes deep gratitude and sadness .
UJIder the heading "Without a 11tle/' in lieu of
,an address to the :reader, the editors of The Su:nkm
Bell wrote: "Some people say our society is a desolate•
If this were really the case, though rather desolate it
should give you a seDI!e 'of tranquillity. though rather
lonely it should give.you a sense of iDfinity.· It should
not be so cbaoti.c, .gloomy and above all so changeful as
it is:"
Yes, the young people's spirits have risen up be
fore me. They have' grown rough, or are' about to grow
rough. But I love these spirits which bleed and suffer
in eilence, for they.make me know I.n in the world of
men - I am living among men.
While I have been editing the sun has set, and I
catry on by lamplight. All kinds of youth flash past be
fore my eyes. though amund me is nothing but dusk.
11~, I tBke a cigarette, quietly close my eyes in in
determinate thought, and have a long, long dream. I
wake with a start • All around is still Dotbing but dusk ;
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WDd Grass. SymmetrylllUl PtuvIIeIIam In Lu lbiin., Prose Poe,.·

Pteface

diverse stUdies will attract a simiIarly,catholic readership.
The editors are grateful not only to Professor Uu, but also to our other
menton at Indiana University, to our colleague ProfeSsor Joseph S. M. tau
for his editorial assistance and advk:e, to Professor T. C. Lai and his excellent
staff of the PutiUcations Office, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, and
especiaJly to each of the contributors for his diligence and patience.

Charles J. Alber
UnIversity of South Carolina

WDliam H. Nienhauser. Jr.
March 1976
Hamburg, Gennany

In 1931, less tban five yean after completins the dectioD Wild Gmalf••
Lu Hsiin.m resolved never to write such poems again, lestpedlaps his
morbid fee1inp mould sotn.ohow IUIVive and, as he feared earller, dopreu
OIina's youth. 1 W Hsiin does Dot say precisely why he DOW rejects the prose
poems in their entirety, though the poem "The Awakenins"-. 2 (AprlllO,
1926) provides a stroua clue. Or perhaps he made the decJiiOD later in 1927,
~ he wrote at the eDd of the preface to the (;())1ecti0ll: "Be sone weeds,
together with my inscription!'" In' any case, the-writer was Dot the only one
to ,become disenchanted with his work. M8ny critics haYe looked back on the
co1lectiOll with' a certain distaste, a cer1:ain sense of displeasure. ~ find in
the poems thoushts· and emotions which are paradoxical, cQJltradietol}', and,
above aU, depressina- Nor have contemporaty critics.. for that matter, altered
4PI1dI paper W8I preseatecl in 1"2 at a paaDt dUcuIIioD on Lu IIIiin at the ~
moetiJIg of the AaIodation for Adaa Stwlill ~ New York. the pupa_ of the paper wu
to arouse int&telt ~ Lu BIiin'. prOle poems ui.a in this mpect the wad: hal akeIdy been
pertly suc:cearuL In AprIl 1914 another panel dIIcuuioa was mpnired and Leo ou-fan
Lee of Princeton U~lity pteIeIltecl his tentative view. in a paper eatit1ecl "The TDsic

ViIiImI of, Lu 1fIiin: Hope andDolpair in the WIld GN..." I look forward to the
publlcation of the final draft, 1mtch, I believe, will complement tb.!&~. ~,kf!:acl of
ci:xcllartie of I4eu Ii vital to the field. and"I 1m patefuJ. that It is bWnainl to tab place.
the author wm. be pa1efu1 for all constructive comments on, tbia paper. the variety ot
'zeactlons, emotlollll and intelleetull, to Lu HIiin'. worb is mrp.riIina. No OM wm. have
"
the ~'1ut ~" in intorpretiJJa his complex art.
lChou Shu-jea .1ItA. • LII HIiiII cII'lUm-clli ..m~.(CoDectecI Worb of Lu HllinJ.
compiled by the Lu HIiin IfmnorlIl ComQlittee'(20 v.oJj, Shttl,lhai' Lo Illlindi'iIan-c:hi
ch'u-p&n-lbe. 1938), IV. p. 34ti. Hmafter this title will be annotatecl u eou.cted Work.t.
2&dected WOI'b til LII HIibI, eeL aal ttana. by YIJII Bllcn-yi IDd Glady. YIJII (4
volL PaIdua: Foreisn~PIea, 19S6-1960).I.pp. 360-2.. Thia II the molt compJete
col1ection (19 of 14) of Wild GrtIII poem. in truJIIation avaiJable. Hereafter the coJloction
will ~ply be desipated Selected Worh [the editors woWcl lib to note that a IepIl'&te
collection or the Yanp' tranalations of.WIld Gnzuwu publilhedin p~ by the Foroip

f..IuI&ua&e Plea, 1913.)

'William R. Schultz. "Lu 8IIin, The Cleative Yean" (Unpublished disMrtation, Uni
verlity ofWuIdDgton,19SS)' p. 197. See Appendix ror reprint of the poem "Imcdption."
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WIld em., $ym,metly IIJld PamlleUIm In La Hllill"

past judsmentl.4 "What be might have done," Wrttel T. A. Hsia .J"~ ,In
reference both to the pl'Ole poems and the writer's life in general. "Is to bring
these moods into a peater 'fusion' wbich Ihould reflect rlcbly. and In a tuaer
symbolic unity, the world as he DW it.'" critics, it seoms, will neve, be
IIltlafled unless a writer, to paraphrase- Matthew Arnold, "tIleS life stesdily
and sees it whole.'" But, alas, humans swallow life in morsels, not in one
indigestible whole, and writers often can do little more than look at the world
honestly, try to comprehend what they see, and transfonn their experience
into art, so that othm see what they aee the way they see it. I doubt that the
"perfect symboJic equMlent'" for reality (for which T. A. Hsia 10 assiduously
searches) exists even In the greatest, most fm.88inat1ve·prose or poetry.
The cosmos which Lu Hsiin createl for Wild GrtIIl is, admittedly, rather
oversimplified and romantic. Essentially, the world.1s a battleground of two
oppoIins fo~ the forces of good and the forces of e'¥iL8 On the one side
there Is creation, on tht other destlUction. Lisht l1:rU@Bles against darkness,

room.

3

semI-conscious state of emotional and psychological paralysia. Thus, in the
opening Jines of the preface, Lu Hsiin through h.iJfi.rst-person narrator com
p1abu: "When depressed I sense a fuDneas; and yet at the very moment I open
my mouth to speak I feel a ,ald." Or ~ In'the poem "Hope".~10 he
writes: "My heart .. extraordinarily lonely. And yet my heart Is tranquil, void
of lOVe and hate, joy and sadness, colour and IOUDd." Now we can arpe that
the wodd Lu RsUn createl Is "realistic" or that It Is not realistic, that it does
not exist in reality or that. it Is too reat, pe~s even surrealistic; (Hsia
contends, for ·example. that Lu' HsUn's tfmes "caD never fully be compre
hended bY means of such contrasting metaphori as lisht ~d darkness, because
there was such an interesting variety of shades of lIey."U) None of this,
however, seems to ,natter, forLu Hsiin was depicting'a mOod. a mood which,

however transitory, was in and of itse1fworthy of cbaracterizltion.' What does
matter is Whether or not~e created the rqOOd well, with ~ effectJve·.tae of
. artistic techniques.
.' ' .
..
.
The mostintrf&uins and effectiw literary device 'JIhlch Lu Hiiin WJeI in
WIld G1fII8 Is paralleUlm. By parall~ I mein ~ot only " balance of imaa8rY,
, though ~ of Jmaiery itself is Impo~t, but rather an all·pemdve
symmetry that seems to dominate the work .. a WhoJe. 12 Wild GrtIII makes .
efftcient Uie of many composttionalbuildins blOj:)ks. More often than not,
wOrdS and images are parallel with oiher 'WOrds and bn,,~'Sentences, or
complete thoughts, are parallel with other sen~s. Paragraphs are para1le1
with: other paragraphs and 10 on. An entire poem Is often built, more or lea,
on .a lInale parallel whiCh pel it a unity. of theme as well IS a unity of
Itructure. In short, parallelfam in Wild G1fII8 controls not only patterns of
Jmapry and syntax, but patterns oflojic u a whole.
..
. kbJU. Fans 'VeIiturel to state that parallelfam Is "ingndned in Chineae
~"II Peduaps paiallelfam Is. ingrained a1so in Lu Hsiin'I thinldng. Wild
Gntu aeemi. at times, lib a collection of 11IifinJshed situations which threate" .'
to st:retch ocr into the future like unbroken Para11ellb1el. Yet Lu Hsiin does·
mab an attempt to 'dose the paraUeIJ and dispose' of .u. the UDfiniIhed
si~ons.· He often conatructs an anal~, carries. the ~ogy till it no lonpr

10ft against hate, hope apinJt despalr.1he poet Is trapped, IS it were, between
the two forces, in a no-man's-iand-lOJDewhere "between dark and Baht, life
and death. past and future.'" ~ Is cauaht between action and inaction, in a
4The "IDIC:rlptioJl" WIll ~t pubUlhe4 e.ither In the' 1938 edition of Lu Ibiin'. Col
or In the y..... traDIIatioD of the writer'. Sekct. Work.. The &kctlJd
'worb abo does DOt iDcIude "bYcmp (I)"'. '"., Tomb INcription." two of the most
potaque, thouah most lmporbmt prOle poem. diIr.:UIed In this paper. Except for V. V.
Petrov. Soviet cdtic:a have almOst lotally ipored the collection. altbouah a complete .
traDIIadon of the ~61 appear In 1971. Evon RWU1I SwI,I-k'ana. in. the only
EDcIiIh Janauaae booll: deYote4lo Lu.1IIibl, a~ aD)' 411cuaion of tile poeII1J. In my
opinlon. thmirore, then II ItiIl much 10 be Ieamed about Wild aN. and the circum
.W1ce8 under wIdcb the Poemt were created:.
",'
51iHm RIia. "A8pectI of the Power of DarlDeIs In La RstiD." In The Gtlteo!DlIrk
IWI, stiultn 011 the UftIn LIImJry MOPemtmt In CIIIna, Par Eastern and RUIIIan IJlItItute
publicatloJlf on Alia. No. 17 (Seattle: U:aiYeJJit¥ of WIIIIhhIItoD Pre.. 1955), p. 161~
. 'See Matthew AmoJd'.1IIIII)" "On the ModeniEternent in Uterature" (1857) In R. R.
Super (e4.). 77Ie Co"",,, Prole Wora of JlIltthew AmoIti(7 vola. Ann Arbor: tJntm..
IIty of MJcbiian Preta, 19(0), I, p. 28. In thII eaay Amol4 quotes one of 1111 own early
poems "To a FdomI" (1848) in wbic:h he pralseI Sophoclel. Now be aaertsthat Sopho.
cteI not only pclnlled the arne eaeqy. matUrity. f'reec1oDi. an4 IntelUpute AI the
majority of AtheniaDs, '"but an the.., (traltI-C.J.A.] ldeaUzecl an4 s10rlfJed by the
pace ' . Blht ahe4 over them from tho noblelt pootk:a1 foellDp." This is an MIl and.
1004, but AmoId catesorkdY .tatu that "he who. II morbid i. no adequate interpreter
ofbl...."!
. ..
'T. A. HIla, 77Ie GtlteofDtJrkIwl, p.162. .
•Aceor:d.tDa to the Gestalt psychoJoslltl, ''namr, dOlll her booklteepins by double
fIIIirY." For it cUIcuIIion of oppoie4 forces and their role in paycholOJY . . Frederl!)t
S. hdI, llalph P; H8ff~ and Paul Goodman, GuttJIt 77Ienzpy (N. Y.: DfIIl Pub. Co.,

lect«l

PrOle

"'orb

10&kctlJd Work" I. pp. 322-3.
liT. A. - . 77IeGtlteof~ p.16O.
DInan unpubUahe4 paper on La IIIiin entitled "'The Essay.: Some 01HemdoJll 00
Fonn and Substi.nce" deliYenld by Harriet M.iIla at the 1972 meetiDa otthe APocladoo
tor Allan Studies, the author oblenu that "one cou14 write a whole treatbe ~ nothlna
butLu 1IIiin'. JIIIIIlipuIation of repoddon.... Thill is, Unclollbteclly, one apec:t of 1111 style
thai 4eIervea peater elaboration.
,I3Achi1lel Fana. "Some bflecUonl on the DifrlCQlty of Trandation," In Arthur F.
Wdaht (od.), Studltl, In Cllilrae 77IOIIIItt (Chicqo: UniYotsity of ClUc:ap Preta, 1967)•

1951). pp. 41~53.
. 'sdmltz. "TbeCrea_ Yean," p. 297.

p. 273 •
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seems useful, then abruptly breab the trend of thousht with a surprise
'reversal. In the poem "'The Shadow's Leavetaldng" .tt:J~jlj,l4. for example,
We hear the shadow say:
'

three dramatic and four descriptiw, and these scenes are 80 arranged that
dramatic and descriptive scenes continually altell18te with one another. 'lbe
opening scene, as one would, expect, is primarily a proloaue, a descriptive
scene that' creates the appropriate mood and setting for the two actors, the
cbfld beggar and the unidentified pedestrian, who just happens to be passing
that way. '

4

DOt

~ lllODI.ethlDa ,I diIIike ill hemm; ldo
W8Dt to 80' there. 'Ihere lllOJIle
I diIUke In lion: I do not Want to
there. 'Ihere Ia somethq I dIalite In
your ful:llle JOIden ...uri4 [utopia]: I do Dot W8Dt to 10' there."

thIai

io

'l'be shadoW continues to insist that it does not want this and does not want
that, until 'finally something more positive emersel. "I am goinS' to enter
darkness,to wander in not:1;Ungness." Now, at least, we leam 'What ~ shadow
wants as opposed 'lOwDt it' does liot want. Now the pstillt seems to be
dOsing; or is it? There is a IIODIIO of ~tion when :,.e,lbadovi say. "That
wadd will. be wholly. D)ine," but dliIre is no' emotional satisf~n. The
aIiadow cannot "Wander in nothingn_," unless, of course. it ceases to exist.
. Every such situation and COJidusion, I take it, belonp to the author's
fantasy Ufe.lmagine, for ~ple, the author or the amt-person narrator, who
substitutes for tho author, ..yJ.ns to bimaelf: "I can on,ly be satiafled if I
wander into nothbigness. I Can. only be myaeIf· if 'I Cease to exist." In this
llsht, the shadOw's 'so-c8ned "leawtaking" is a traumatic experience,' because
leawtaking actually JIieansdeath.
.
, I have chosen 'ie¥eml of the Wild G1'tI8I poems in order to illuStrate the
author'. use of structural aDd/or syntactical paraJlelism. In each ina~,
however. you will not~ how he aU4'II1Pts to re80lve th~ ~ediate con~
tion. And yet, ead1 situation affords 1lit1~ if any emotional satisfaCtion, 80
that the author is e~in an endless prile ofself·torture. He ~ caUght in a
psychological impasse.' He cannot go backWard, and he cannot go foiward.
How then does the author end this pule? That is a qllestion I will leave for'
the end of this paper in my analysis of the, "lnscriptioo" II.. or "Preface."
Now on to structural parallelism alid the ~entless game of self-torture.
Perhaps the most clear Dlustration of I..u Hsiin's use of structural paml
leliatD is "The Began"~Z: •. u (Notice, iDci4mtaDy, that like most others
in the collection, this poem. is written iii. the first person. Here. as in molt of
Lu Hsiin's poems and short stories. the first.person narrator not only relates
the story, but actuaDy participates in' the action, almost as if it were a recur
ring drama.) "The Begars" can be divided roughly into seven scenes or "acts,"

5

(SeeDe I: Prologue. Enter the pedestrian.)

ldab. cmmbl.inj wall, trud&iDI throup the fiDe dun. Several o1her
peOple'are waDdJiI aIODg. A bzeezeipdnp UP. and aIIove the wall the branchea of
tall trees, thek ~ ItiI1 imWithered, are ItIrrlng over my .....
• A breeze spriDpup and dUlt II everywhere.

,I am ItIrtina a

Take note. The scene is static, but already the poet has established several
lmaps that will constantly reappear throupout the poeDJ-the "hish crum.
blina wall," "the breeze," "the fine dust" and the nameless pedestr:ians
walking alons the street. The first character, the pedestrian, althoup he too
is nameless and unidentified, has already b~ introduced. 'Ihe introduction
of the second character,.the child bogar, in the next scene abeady creates a
kind of tension, a source of conflict.
(&;one .ll: The first dramatic. scene. Enter
,'" the child begar.)
.
A cIdld bep from me. He II wearialliDed clothes and doeII DOt look anhi.ppy, yet
he blocb my way to kowtow end ",limesu. foBo_ me.
I dIalite hiI voice, lUI manner. I detnt Jdliack of IIdneu. u Jf tbiI were lOIDe
pme. I object to the way in whkb he folloWl me. wbiaiIJ8.

Now the cbfld beaar enceunters the ,pedestrian and already the reader is
aware of the hOlti1ity between the two characters. That is Why I caD this the
first "dramatic" scene, even thoush there is no dialogue and 1lttIe, if anything,
that misht be caned, histrionic. The description of emotional ,conflict creates,
at leist, the sense of drama. Before heJab,tening this emotional tension. how
ever. the writer abruptly returns in Scene ill to the imagery of the prologue.
almost as if to remind the reader that. delpitethis heightened sense of conflict,
the wOrld of the begpr and the pedestrian has not at. all disappeared.
(Scene ill: 'lbe first intedude.)
'I walk on. Several other people are
is 8WI.t')'Where. '

14SekctBd Worb. I, pp. 316-17.
15/b1d..l,pp. 318-19 (See Appea4ix).I baWlli:&ppJied the ICeIIIIl DWUben and titleI ~'
order to clarlfY the Pl'eIeDUtion. In one IDItaDce. however, the work 1w been ,duIIt1ed
as a play. even thouah there II no fcmnal jultiflcatlon for d.oI.ns 10 (Walter J. 'MeterWI end
Ruth I. 'Meterve. Modem DnImII from CorrIIftfIIIIB Chhril [N, Y.: New York UniWInitY
PreIs; 1970]). By UIiDa the term "dramatic" 1 rnaely wfIh to emplwlze the dyDamIc
qwillty of the prOle pOem.. .
'

walkiDf alo.niI. A breeze aprlnp up. IJId daat

background, the autumn "breeze," the o.n1ni
pre8!.'lit "dust," and the pedestrians who merely go about their bUllness.
Scene IV. what 1 caD "the second dramatic scene," is only a sHaht variation
of the first, but it too contributes to the sense of dramatic telUioil. StyIiatica11.y

11ie writer reconstructs the

.(""0
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speaking, Scene IV is much like Scene II, except that now a new dimension Is
added.

(Scene VII: The epilogue.)
A ~ sprlDp up, and dUll Js eveqwhere. Sfmstal other people are WIIlIdDg
alone.. .
Dult, dun. •••

A chlld bep flOm me. He Js weadnI Unedc10thelllllld does not look unhappy, but
he.·dumb. He stretches out hJslLmda to me. in dumb show.
I deteSt tbII dumb show "fhls. Besides, he may not bj,j dumb. tbII may just be
hJs way of begin&.
I do not sJwI hinl aIms. I have 110 willi to iive aIms. J remain abow thOle 1Ilm..
__L For him I have only dllplt,' suspicion IlIId hate.

................ ..

.as.,

'

Dust. .....
~E

•• ~.~~~.mA&~~.o

31C±, 31C± ......

In this scene the drama develops still further, simply because the pedestrian

.!IC±.............. .

finally decides to act on his emotions. He resolves not top the begar aJ:ms.
and this is the crucial decision. in the PoeJ;ll. But &pin 1:Itere ii an interlude, a
return to the descriptive imqery of.Scene I.

W~ ch'l-W, a-mien t&lllh.lb. hlli-t'il
Hlli-t'lI, hlli-t'iL • • •

.

IJnc.wIi yOu cJd.ko,l6n ko..uit.lu.
.

'

'

m..t'il ...•• us

. (Scene V: The second.interlude.)

The work ends, as it were, where it began, but not without several new
discoveries. The would-be benefactor, to be sure. has changed places with the
be... and this rosults in a revelation. But notice also the onlookers. the other'
nameless. uninvolved pedestrians who amble unobtrusively through the poem.
they too I!.rI unmerciful and they too, if human and poetic justice Prevails.
will also ,be left to beg for mercy.
The imagery in "The Begars," the high: wall and t1\e dust that blows
everywhere, perfectly expresses that mood of "inconsolability" so chaiacter
Istic of Mid GrrJIS and even of Lu H'siin's earUer works. The high wall, as we
know from various prefaces to OutCl)'''''''. is a symbol of the emotional
barrier between human bein&i In 1925, the author complained:
Paintini the IIOUI of such a mute people II really to be reckoned a cUmc:u1t tIdDg
;,n CIdoa, bocause ••. we are ID the final analysis people of an ancient kingdom
wbich bu never been thlOuab reform, 10 individuals still do not commllJlicate

I am IIki.rtin& a tumbledown. mud waIL Broken bricb haw been pUed in the pp, .
lIottmJ&.A brieze sprinp ~, leilllllll the autumn ab.Ill
. throuab my JiDed IOwn, aJId dust is 1MIl'YWhere.

ana beyond the WID b

Once more 'the writer brinp th.. back&round into focus-the crumblhtg wan.
the autumn wind, and the dus~. Until now the narrator's antagonism toward
the begar has grown steadDy and the begar has made no reply. The ten~on
has in~~ so to ~ in one direction; but with the flnal dramatic sCene
a sudden merial 0CCUIlI.
.
(Scene VI: The revenal.)

u.e

Inethod I should
in blflllna. In what voice should J speak? .
What dumb. abowabould J use if pretencllna to be dumb? •••
SmmIl other people are waJJdngalone..
I ~ receive 110 1Ilm., not even the w:IIhto give aIms. ·JlIhallreeelve the dDpll,
au.aplclon 'and hate of thOle who are,above the aJml1PYOn.
'
J abaII beg with inactlYity and 1ile.Rce. • •. '
'
I ihan at I.aIt receive notldnplea
I wonder what

I.

I.w:\th ODe another, and what is more, 0110'1 hand almost doesn't commllJlicate with

one's fooL1?

'

This last allusion to the hand and fC?Ot is a pun on the word for brotheri'. In
Chinese society, of course, brothers are,expected to be closely tied together,
just U if they had one body. One is the hand, the other the foot. One works
for the good of the other. But the analogy can really be carried much further.
Lu Hsiin seems to be saying, both in. this preface andln ''The Begars," that
such a "mute world" not only keeps brothen apart, but every indtridual's
hod and heart fail to work together for the good of the body. Society then
is a Collection of mabned'mdJviduals who cannot interact. The dust, as I see
it, is symbolic of the relationship between human beings. Both IP'I evetywhere,

One might have expected the beggar hinlseJf to respond to the anser and,
. mistrust that have built up inside the pedestrian.. It is not, the begar,howevert
who resolves the tensiont but rather the pedestrlari himselft who simply acts
as if he were the begar. The black and white conftasfdisappeirs, and at the
same time a new parallel is created. The conclusion, as ,the narrator hfinself
realizes, seems inevitable, for even from a purely hum~ standpolnt,.only the
merciful can obtam mercy. And now, having, balanced the sealei of human
ad poetic justice, the. author retuma'to the atr,ady familiar street scene.
With a seDSe of finality-ae recalls the haunted imqes of the proloaue.

16Collect«t Mril, I, p. 472.
. 17lbld.. VB, 446 •
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and both rOam through the streets without really affecting anyone. except of

9

(Scene II: Enter the lovera.)

coune as lIODle kind of t:n.n&ient nuiunce. Such a view of.tbe world may seem
.rather banen arid cmeL But remember. the poet is ID8lY·U well as saddened

So it WlU that this couple. completely Jlaked. finaerlng sIu!rP daaers. itood face
to face in the open wlldemOll. •••

by its exiaten~. And even more. he assumes responsibility (or tho world by
. directing the accusations againJt him.&elt.
In. "The Begpra,.· the dumb mow or silent morality play that develops
through mere changes of scene, we have observed how Lu Haiin develops
, action. He seems to create action out of ioaction and to change the predict
able into the unpmdicted. but always with a remarkable sense.o( unity and
symmetry. "Revenae (1)'••• 18 B another brlllJant example of this tedl
~ue; for it too fa a quisi-moriUtyplay.:thoughlligb.t1y different in structure.
In this lnatance; instead of a mort d8acnptlve prologue. there is &. .rather
lengthy ph1losoph:ical discourse UIJ:Od to explaiJi the principle behind the
~ drama which follows. Apin a contrast is drawn between the two
actors. the protagonist and the· ~tagonist. On the one hand the two lOVeD
stand f!lCO to face, naked in the open wJIdemess; on the other band, the
crowd pthen around to pwk at the loven and enjoy their nakedneaa. Then
the .ex:tion shifts back and forth, from tbe loven to the crowd and from the
crowd to'the lovers. from those Who create the spIetae1e to those who enjoy
it and vice \18111. FJnally. there is a concl.ucUul pauqe which attmlpts to end
.
the IUapense both dramatically and pbil~y.
lAt us go back and 'trace carefully the development ohhe poem. Fint,
the introduction:

1he statement is blunt and terse, but the image it evokes is highly erotic. The
couple standinl face to face will moat probably reciproc;ate each other's love
even In death, stab each other as they meet in a death embrace. But before
the action develops. the scene at once sbiftsto. the crowd. They too are
waiting in the ·wDdemess.
<

(Scene III: Enter the crowd.)

wan.

f'edoIbians r:uahed in from an tddes, in thick layen, like lame dlm'blnl up a
like army ant. lhouJderina fish headI. Their pnnents wen aU amart-looJdna, but
their hands wen empty. Even: 10, they rushed in ftoa\ 'aU Iidea and Iitlotc:hed their
llocU taunt to watch either the embI1lCe or the death. They could aqoa4y Imqine
the freda Baver of sweat or blood th&t would be left on their own tonglles once
the affair WId over.
'

Several imaps in this description of the crowd are of particular interest. The
"thick layers" ofpedeatriaJjs, (or example. rl'caIl the thick layerso( blood

VOS$els mentioned earlier. Both are compared to dense layell oflarvae crawling
up a wall. Now Lu, llsiin merely adds a simile, and he compares the crowd ,to
a swarm of "army ants shouldering· full heads," another grotesque and absurd
image to be. sure, but quite contemporary In its naturalism, and also quite
effective.
Observe the scene. On the one hand we have the couple standfns.face
to face, on the other hand the crowd, an unidentified mass of people with
necks stretched taunt. 1bJs last image. I am 6Ure, fa already familiar to readen
, of Outcry. Yet here there is a new penpective, because the two images' am
balanced. And with what result? The pure, white, ni.ked flesh of the lovers
stands out agaJnJt'the crowd. the collection of dead tlsh~. The one image
attracts. the other repels. The one is sensual, the other wlpr. If the fiJII: image
is erotic, then. the second can be called "anti-erotic."
•
Apiil the sceile shifts. this time back to the lovers, thoush already the
denouement is taking place.
.

(Scene I: Prologue.)
Human akin .Is probably DO more than a fi:acdoll of an inch thict, yet bebiD4 it
blood, wIdch fIow.a thIouah 'nIIIOlI. more deDse than Iayora of
Iamus dlmbiDI up a wall. an4 COIDes out warm. Everyone UIOI tbIa WUIIIth to
IIOduce, excite. coax. tOllacknuJy hua. kiu, and embrace. each otluir in order to
attaiD life', drunken hUll.
.

C01lIIIII red, bot

But . . . a 1IIwp. pointed daaer. Jive it 0110 tbruat, pierce this puny. ,....
co1OU1ed 1IdD. and you will ... that Jed. hot blood IIpUrt out like an, ~.lettiDs
aU the warmth drain sttaJcht out of the Yictim: then with an ley bnath escapJna
throuab .pale lips, the bun!aIl miIId .becomes dumbfounded" attaiDs U(e's BiddY.
excruciatiD& bliss, and the body too .Is etema1ly plunpd into life', ptdy blJsa.

to the logic of love, an act which ~uses excruciatlDs pain ~ alsO
cause 'excruciating bliss-a bizarre but believable paradox. And notice how Lu

Accon11D8

. (Scene W: The encounter.)
11Iis coupki ,tood face to face in ,the vat wildemOa:s, completely naked, rmprlng
the dagm, yet they dkla't embrace an4 they didn't die,·nor was there my Illp
that they intendecl to embrace or die.
. "
.

Hsiin naturalistically describes the now ofhuman blood, ita movement through
and out of the body. (The rich, red blood flows throush vessels "mom dense
than layell of larvae dimbiDg up a wall" and then it "spurts out Ute an
arrow:') With such a prelude, however, the fust dramatic scene opens:

In the end the lovers do not die; they continUe to live. Tho.ir rOund, full
bodiea wither, but the two continue standing face,. tp face for an eternity. As
a result,

I.See Appeo.cHx.
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Man ••• wlelded absolute pcnvw mer hell, his authority exceedius that of the
tied. Be ftICOI1ItnIcteI the ruins, bavlDa given the hl8h0lt post to the Ox-beaded
One. He I1ao a4ded fUel to the ftrea, Jbarpimed the sword bWI aad cbaDpd the
whole lace of bell. dolna away wlth the former decadence.
At oace the JIWlCItabftowen wlthered. The oil aeethed as befoze, the IIW'Ordl
were sbatp a Wore. the firM blazed as before, aad the shoats 1II'0I.JlIK1 and
writhed u befote '''ptil none of them bad time to regret the sood hell that was

The pedoatrlans ••. became bored; they felt botedom IICIep into their pore&, felt
their own inner boredom seep out of their pore&, crawl aero.. the wlIdemea, ~
seep into the pores of other&. At lqth they felt their moUths au4 tonauea wlther.
and even their necb pft weary. They ended up face to face. ata.rinc at cadi
, other. then I~owly drif~ orr. They even lost interest in Ufe.

Absurd of all.absurd en~and yet how ironic! In "The Beggars" we have
already seen how' a ped~ is made to chage places with a beggar, only to
c:liscoYer that he too is a beggar. Now we see another ~ersal of roles, the
crowd
places with the lovers. 'It is the crowd and not the lovers \\'ho

lost.
ThJJ was man'llUccea, the deriI', milfortune.•••

chan"

I .
I

11

From such statements, filled with 1he very fire of Dante's Infenw. one misht
easily assert ~t thephDosophy expressed in Wild GIV.f.t is "antl-humanistic"
and nOt,humanistic at all.
Wayne C. Booth, author of The Rhetoric' ofFiction. warns critics not to
confuse the author with the narrator. On the other hand, he also asserts that:

loile their vitalIty. The crowd truly withers and becomes numb in the experi.
ence., The people in the crowd end up staring at e.ooother"but in a meaning..
1-. not a meaningful way. The crowd experieDces a sterile VOid, the lovers
a "fertOhoid." Notice also how IJI Hsiin again creates ~tion out ofinaction.
Boredom itlelf becomes animated, so that it too crawls ac~ the wilderness
and seeps from one body into another. IJI HaUn haS developed a sense of
irony and the absurd which permeates even the most innocent metaphor or
simile.
The tWo prose poems analyzed above bring to mtnd an importal\t issue,
and that is the theme of humanism. ,In ~ BeB8ars'" there is latent sympathy
for the downtrodden, despite the generalized contempt for, nameless ped
estrians. There is an eltpress,ion ,of true humanism. In ~'Revenge 00" fl.
( Jt= J 19 l~ HaUn generalizes this humanism. The implied author sees
Quist not ,as theilmiahty and mefciful saviour of mmldnd, but rather as a
sadistic and whimsical deity 'who enjoys suffering on the cross, because he
knows that his own anpish wD1 cause the Israelites much greaterangufsh in
the future. In the final analysiS man is victimized by a capriciOUS God \\'ho
does not want to save the ,wOrld; but to plunp it into chaos and darkness.
,That is why the narrator can forgive the IsraeUtes in the final line of the poem.
"Those \\'ho reek most of bl~ and ftlth !WI not those whe crucify the Son
of God, but those who crucify the son of man." ,
From the above arguments one might conclude that the author or
implied author is highly humanistic. ,In other poems. however, this viewpoint
is completely reversed and an important polarity emerges. It should be noted,
for example, that "ReveOge (I)" itself balances "Revenge (II).n The CrOWd
depleted in the fonDer truly becomes dehuma.niled. The BDimate ~y
becomes ,inanimate. In "The Good Hell That Was I..ost..~.$!Jffitl!. ••20
however, there is an even more appropriate'balance for "Revenge (lI)." Man
matches control of Hell from the' Devn and becomes even more dictatorial
, than the former master:

, A peat wort eitabllrhta the "1IincIrItr" of ita implied author. 'ie8lrdlea of how
aroaIY the man who created that author may belie in Ids othetforma of COII4uct
the ftlua embodied In hili work. For ill we know the only Iincere momenta of
Ida life,may bave beea Uvecl u he wmte hii DOve1.21

Or. we itQht add, as he wrote his prose poems! The narrator of Wild Grass.
therefore, (toes indeed speak for 1JJ HsUn. though not in any'simplistic manner.
One must look at his cmmdl philosophy and not at one particular. attractive
part. Ceady. 1JJ Hsiin Is always turning the l¥orld upside down and contra·
dictlqg every iatlonal expectation. The rich man becomes a begar, the
curiosity seeltm 'be.come objects of curiosity. So "also on' a hiaher plane.
Quist, the Usbt of the world, plunges the world into darkneaa, and Lucifer.
the soul of evil, proveR more merdful than tyrannical man. It seems to ~,
therefore, that any objectiYe critic-and here ~
syD'lpathJze with T. A.
Hsia-Js forced to deal with the ambivalent wodd vieW expressed in Wild
Grass.. HOW, then, can one understand that phDosoPJty? '
1JJ HaUn sees man as a victim of tYranny from above, yet he also sees
man as a perpetrator of tyranny. Man shOUld be capable of sympathy.
especially toward those' Who suffer, but human beings are capable of iBfIicting
pain. 'Man should be, sensitiVe, aware of the fragility of human emotions. but
more often thim DOt he is completely insensitive. Uke aDim-'s, men devour
each others' flesh, (!r if not the flesh itseif, the' very soul that takes refuge
,within that flesh. But man. it seems, is only one expression ofa Manichean
universe where' the forces of Ught and darkness are continually vying. For 1JJ
Iisiio, as poet and philosopher, there are no easy solutions to human problems.
The gap between "now" and "then," between the world as it is and the world
811 it "shou1d'~, be, is a great chasm. Realizing this. fmdins some truth in the
, 21 Waynec. Booth. TIt, R1IItOl'k of Flttlon (Odcago: UJdvenlty of Chicago Preas,

em

19Selected Wor::~ I, ~p. 320-1.
2Olbld.. I, pp. 343-4.

1961), p. 75.
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An agoniziol conclusion, indeed. but entUely sincere and entirely consistent.
After ..n,. if the world itself fa causht on the homs of a dilemma, how can the
individual escape'l
The narrator of 'MId Grass (Ilke the author h.imself) is a middle-apd man,
and this provides a ba1anee and perspective. "The present." writes Frederick S.
Pods, with an extraordinary insisht. "is 1he wer-moring zero-point of the
opposltes past and fUtwe!·23 The implied author, therefore,looka backward
to his youth .as well as forward to the fUture. He relives the joyful daya of the
past and suffers not only from the uncertainties of the present, but from the
fUture, unknOwn apies. especially the feu of death. ftfost recollections· of
the past are warm and Infect the poems with lyricism. Witness, for example,
the lCeDe portrayed in "The Kite"". and ..SnOW. . . .14 listen when the
poet talks ofa "Ions departed spring" in hfa "Ions forgotten home."

paradoX, fa at beat·a small-comfort, for seeing life as it is does not eusure the

~.W~~

So far I have analyzed 'MId GrtIIS from one perspective. the way in which
the· narrator looks at soCiety and the world outside hJmaelf. But Wil4 GIYISS
provides the relder with two perspeCtives, one iIOctat and one personal. Some
times we are on thebudde of the poet looking out and sometimes on the
.outside looking in.. Note, for. example. how tho two viewpoints are cleverly
merged in the poem "Hope."22 Fint, the penonal viewpoint.
I am probably powilla oId.. Is it DOt a fact that my hair II tl1miDa white? Is It DOt
a fact that my haDda ue tnlmblina? Then the lw1c1a of my spirit must abo be
trombUQa. Tho hair of my spirit must abo be f.lUDiDa white.
this hal been the CIllO for DWI1 yearL
th&t my heart once overflowed with DJIIIIfnuy 1Oap,.b1ood and Iron,
&eand .poison, ~ and reYeap. Then IUddeDIy my heart become empty,
.lIIXCIj:It when I aometimea flied it with .... 1IIf-delwllns hope. Hope, hope-I
took thislllUeld of hope to witllltaaclthe iuvadon of the dart Disht III theemp~
IIUI, dthough behind this IIhiIII4 thaN wu ItiIl dart
and emptIneaL But
evea 10 I slowly wuted my youth.

_t

Weve

.t

At home, the thne for kites is the IIICODd month of IprlJIs. Wben you bear the
'WII.Irr of a wtDd-wbee1, you rille your head to lee a pey crab-klte <or a 10ft blue
ceutipede-1cite. Or there may be a soUtary .1cite. '!ritbollt a wind-wheel and
Down too loW, 1oo1cinI pathetically lonely and fodom. By this tim.. tho. . the
willowI on ~ pound ue puttiDs out moots, and the early lIlOuntain peaches
have budded. Set ott by the chfIdren'. fancy-work III the sky, topther they mate
up the wumth of 1IJII'iba.

'lhuI far in the poem attention is focuted entirely on the narrator and his
own world. The paasaae fa tmly a lament for the poet's lost youth. ~
hoWever. the focus shifts.·
.

AU tt.. memories are seemfn&ly beautiful, and comforting. but they are
actually a lie. Inevitably the present intnides.

I knew, of cOune. that my youth had pmiIhed. But I thought that the youth
outaidl me Itill.exilted: ~ and mooDHaht, dead fallan butterfHel, Dowen III
the ~ thii f\IJMIDl omeot· of the owl. the· weepiq with blood of the
zdihtiaple, thelDdiCltlon of la_tor, the d.ancIIi of JowL •• '. Although it might be
a youth o f ' " and uncertaIDty,lt w.u ItiI1 youth.
.

Wbere am I DOw? AJlIOUJl4 me dread winter reIpI. wh8e the Ioltl'departed sprbI,g
.of my J.ona-foqotteD home is floatiDs III tbia northem sky.

Now, ~ddenly, the narrator's feelinp about kites show a change.
Yet I IIIIYel' libel tlyina 1citeL Far from
pIaJthiDp of aoocl-foMlOthh:lB children.

Notice the contrast and the very· effective use of sUrreallstic.images. ThiI
second pi1ssage concentrates on the world outaide the poet. Bventually. in
yet another development, the twl) worlds converge.

IiJdrJa ti.teI, III fact, I detested them ..

The typical symptoms of impllSC have reappeared. because "the varlouaj)aIts
and the present," as it were. "interpenetrate one another."15 A similar
dichotomy of likes and dDlikes appears in the poem "Snow." In thls ppent
reminisCences of the p&Jt are asaoclated with the snow,of the romantic south,
which is "extremely motat and pretty, like the· first indefinable intimation of
spring or the 'bloom of a young girl radiant with health." The snow of the
north and the pdlent, on the other band, is described 8a a "lonely snow,"

But now then ue Deither &tara nor mooDHaht, DO dead fallen butterruea. DO
IIldec:ilion of laughter. DO dance of love. Tho yoUDB people ue WIlY peac::etuJ.
So I have to papple done with the dart Disht III the emptiDeu. Em! if I
cannot t1nd the youth outaide me, I would at 1eut dJIcard my own old .... But
wheIe II the wk nf&bt? Now then ue neither atara nor moonlJaht. DO indec:UIon
of laughter, DO dance 'of love. The YOUDB people of the world ue very peacefuJ,
and before me there is DOt eYen a real dart nJaht.
Despair, lite hope, Is but YlUlity.

2SPrederict S•.Poda. "Put and FututO."IIlEso. H""""tmd~1fimr (N. Y.: Villtap,
19(9), P. 95•.
24&lected Wort.. I. pp. 326-8 and pp. 314-5 respectlYely.
2SPera.. HettediDe, and Goodman, Genlll, Tlrempy. pp. 290ft'. containa a fucinatiDg
4fseuIIion of time put and future and their relatloulhip to time present.

The (mal portrait of the narrator fa like that of the shadow mentioned earlier,
for like the shadow. the ~arrator wanders between 1i&ht and shade, between
decision and indecision. He reatizes that "despair. like hope, 'is but vanity,"
22Selected 1VoI-b;
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Wt14 G1'tIII, Symmetry and ParalleIiIm In Lu BIUn', Pro. Poems

Crltical Euays on aHn_ Literature

One can hardly faD to see some ~ty between the unes WJi,~ten on 'the
front of the tombstone and thOle from the poem "Hope" alread.y quoted
ab<rfe, "..• my heart once overflowed with sanguinary songs, blood and Iron.
fire and poison, resurgence and revenp." In the 'SIU11e poem the poet soes on
to explain that 'after this youthful ardor his heart "suddcm1y ••. became
empty." DoOa not the tombstone express the same sentiments, but in a more
distilled form?·"In a time of aery song. cold; in the heavens, an abyss. In all
that striJte!l the eye, emptine..; in hopelessness, salvation." Witness also the
allusion to cannibaliam, the fllmiliar theme ~f the "Diary of a Madman...
Then, too, there is the
dde of the tombstone, 1!'hk:h tells not of the
life but of the death of the wandering spirit. HU chest and stomach are all'
battered, and hia Jiver (the seat of human. courage) is sone, So unmfItakable,
I believe, Is .the reference that many will interpret this as the diary of a
demented poet contempl.tins the grotesque act of self-cannJbalism..

beciwse, ..the snowfllikes that fan in the north remain to the last like powder
or sand and never intermingle, whether scattered on roofs, the ground or the
,
, withered grass."
"The Wayfarer"26 (or "The Passer-by" .11'«=) Is another example ofhow
time put md time future both contribute to the' anxieties of the present. The
wayfarer, you may recan, is himsttlf a middle-aged man. He is determined to
follow the elusive "voice" (undoubtedly the voice ofconscience) even to the
"graveyaid," wbich lies amid '''wild roses and lilies." But who can give the
wayfarer directions, or tell him ..the way" The seventy-year-old man, with ,
his white hair arid black gown, has n",",r been beyond 'the graveyard. And
yet, he seems already dead, for he has long since disregarded the voice. Both
characten, therefore, seem to ,be ~resentations or incarnations of human
fear. In' hiJ. crippled state,' the middle-ased man illustrates the physical and
spiritual hardships of the present, with an its concomitant pains and anxieties,
real or bDaslnary. To the wayfarer the oldman, ~ the other hand, represents
the almost certain debDity of the future, for the old man is 'simply what the
middle-aged man couid become. For both, it seems, the cause Is hopeless, and
the difference inthelrages Is not very signi&ant. Both are, in a sense, living

revene

I went UOUII4 beIIind. the,ltoDe and a IOIitary pave came into'vIew. No pus or
tnu wete there; tbeIe had fanen to ndn. Then I puIIICl throu.ah the peat openJna
and IIpJed' a corpae,lds cheat and Itotnach an b'attBl'ed, the Uver gone. TIae face
daowe4 neither pc 1lOf joy. yet it IIIIIimIId to be Wllll.t11e4 in a vet1 of milt.
DOIlbtlua and ~blIntr. I couldn't manqe to tum away, yet I had llready
_
the faded i1ucdptioa on the lbacled stde.
'
". , • pluck out your IIeart and eat it, if you want to bow ita .... flavor. But
,If the JIlin II fterce, how can ita Jell flavor be ~own?
'
fl• • : oaee the palo IIlbaicle8, Ilowly eat it. But if the heart is akeady apoiled.;
apin., how can Itl iea1 flavor be b:aown? •••
" .., •• AnnnIr me. Or _leavel ..."

corpaes.
In "The Tomb Inscription....
the narrator attempts to come
face to face with death and the grave. The imagery is grotesque, the vision that
of a nishtmare, and even more than the real world, this dream world is full of
contradictions. On the surface the, poem ,tells of a once wandering spirit who
was transformed into a long snake with venomous teeth~ These venomous
teeth, explains the
"were not used to gnaw people, but to gnaw the
spftit's own body, until at length it perished and collapsed." The wandering
spirit, I believe, is the poet's own spirit; the corpse, his oWn corpse. And the
epIsraph, wiitten, on both faces of the tombstone, is one that the ;"oet has
written for himself. Fint, the front side of the tombstone tells the history of
the wandertns spirit.
I dreamt that I was ItBndina In front of. paveatono. readiJIs the c:amld Inscription

,,27

Uke many a traditional storyteDer, Lu Hsiin creates an mUllion of reality,
even in the,most ameaUatic circum8tances. He pretends that the tombstone
Is eroded and that the inscription is but a fragment. And soj'1he inscription
could weD be taken as "a matter of, historical fact." Hence T. A. Hsia's
interpretation: ..~ ',' he pluebd out his own heart and ate It; he' wanted to'
find out its orJainal. taste," ,( .... ··~uB •.•~*~o) 28 But, it should
be noted, thele' are no time words or partides in the passap to provide a firm
iadicatlon of tense and the reflexive pronoun tJU B is non-speclfic as to
person. As a result, the inscription Invites a variety of iaterpretations. It could
easily apply to the implied author himself-a grim realization of what he is
actually doing to ~ as well as the futility ~f his own self-torture. If 10,
then we have the eloments of,another intemal debate, and the puaaae, despite
its,contradictory arguments, fits easfly into the general framework of WUd
GntA He.n~ 'my u.nslatlon "pluck out your heart and eat it, if you want to
,know itl' real flavor." This rendition of the passap invites the reader to
vicariously experience the aU,thor's ,suf£erin& and that, I believe, is another

poem;

on itl face. Tbe stOne aeemed to baft been made of IIIldItone. There was. peat
deal or Bl'osion; then. too, dumps of moss bad JlOWII up, 10 only'. fJ88ll1.ent of
the InlCdption nmained.
'
", .. in a time' of flOry' 10" cold; mthe hl!lml:l'll, an abyss. In an that Itdkes
the eye. emptiDea; in hopeklsmesa. salvation.
", ., a WIUIdetins IpIdt WIll tlansfomted Jato a IOJII IIIIIb with poIIonovs
teeth. The teeth were not used to ....w peopio. but to ....w the tpjrit', own bocI.y,
untB at Ioqth it pedlbed and eoDapsed. •••
" •• , Leave! •••"
;
2f>Selected Wt.ri.r, -'pp. 332-8.
27See ApPeruli:x. -,
'
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